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O U R  P R O L O S U E .  

AT the commencement of our undertaking, i t  behoves ue to 
offer an explanation of the principles which will guide us, and 
the objects we shall have in view, if we are fortunate enough to 
gain the public approval, and be elected to represent forest litera- 
ture in the estate of the Public Press of India. 

Our object is to supply a medium for the intercommunication 
of ideas and the record of observations and experiments, aa well 
as to catch all stray fragmenta of information, all facts and &aJ 

and supply the places of "Notes and QueriesJ' to the Forest 
Service generally. 

Aa to our principles, they are decidedly liberal and indepen- 
dent. We,. and all who communicate with us, are free to 
express what we think; we shall not repress any criticism on 
what we honestly believe to be wrong, or say anything that we do 
not believe to be true, to please any one. We shall endeavour to 
extenuate nothing, and we shall " set down nought in malice." 

But  free, full, and unfettered discussion of every principle aud 
practice is the very life of forest science and forest art. 

That discussion i t  will be our endeavour to facilitate with all the 
means at our disposal. But this thing we will do-we will 
impress on ourselves and our contributors the absolute maintenance 
of courtesy aud good temper in the thick of the hottest dis- 
cnssjon, aud we will banish from our pages every thing that 
verges on personality or harshness of expression. Our criticism 
will be directed to measures, not men, to the opinion and utter- 
ances of the impersonal osce, not to the thoughts and deeds of 
individuals. 

We are suppliants at the threshold of every temple of Govern- 
ment ; we aak for assistance, for the speedy commuuication of 
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every report and every paper that deals wit11 any thing of theo- 
retical or practical interest in forestry, as well as of all orders 
that bear on the organization and interests of the Forest Service ; 
but we confidently expect that no authority will desire in return 
for such assistance other than the gratitude which courtesy 
commands arid a hearty endeavour on our part to support warmly, 
where support is due, without abandoning our right to criticize, 
where we cannot approve. 

I n  pursuance of the general principles enumerated, me do not 
propose to open our c d u m n ~  to personal grievances ; but questions 
affecting the organization of the service, or a section of tlie 
service, are legitimately within our scope. We propose to allow 
ourselves the option of declining papers which are unsuited for 
publication, or  which are based on absolutely unscieutific 
grouuds; but we trust that tlie exercise of this discretion will 
rarely need to be called into action. 

We have now earnestly to address our supporters in behalf of 
this new scheme of an Indian forest periodical. Above all we 
want steady contributors. Now many forest officers feel, aud 
naturally so, that they have no time for writing. Others feel 
that they have no facility with the pen, and perhaps too modestly 

. imagine that they can do nothing to help. With regard to this 
feeling, we mould offer a few remarks. I n  the firat place, while 
every number ought to contain a fair proportion of leisurely- 
written and detailed matter, that share of the work must 
necessarily be handed over to tliose who have a gift for writing, 
and who have the necessary literary machinery in the ahape of 
books of reference to assist them. But the only value of a 
periodical of this sort will not consist in its coutaining elnborate 
essays. A large portion of i t  should be devoted to ('Scraps" 
and to brief " Notes and Queries. " Every forest officer who is 
worthy the name keeps a note-book, and as aome new fact or 
some new experiencecomes to his notice, or some "happy thought," 
tending to the facilitation of some portion of his work, flashes 
across his mind, he will make a rough note of it. There is 
actually no one who can go about from day to day on plantation 
work, up and down a river on timber transport business, demar- 
cating a forest, making valuation surveys, or engage in any other 
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branch of his ordinary business, but must see something, and 
learn something, which is in itself valuable, aud a distinct addition 
to  the stock of facts which are tlie basis of all rational and 
practical progress in forest administration. 

And here is tlre line for the forest officer who loves not desk 
and blotting-paper. Send us in, then, rough and unnrtificial, from 
your note-book jottings. A diamond, even uncut, is a diamond 
still ; and even if we cannot always have a diamond, we can have 
a crystal, and that is a very good tliing in its way. 

We beg every one to send what he hae, and not to subject it to  
a preliminary criticism, and put i t  on one side. '' I did not think 
yon wonld care about i t ;  I thought i t  hardly worth sending," are 
aentences that consign to inatility many really valuable facts, 
many good suggestione, that may contain the germs, perhaps as 
yet only partially developed, of future progress, or of some 
important economy. 

Literary merit or excellence of style is not boked for in such 
communications. 

Another way of helping may be indicated to those whose taste 
or the sterner call of duty forbide literary work-"ask ques- 
tions." The interchange of opiuions and expressions on 811 sorts 
of forest matters will be most useful-, and it will create a good 
diecussion, which will be of vital importance to our paper. 

We shall endeavour ourselves to keep a good look out for infor- 
mation gleaned from home literature, as well as that of other 
countries, but we would invite every one to call our attention to 
articles or other sources of information of this kind, and to  
correspond with friends at homc, with a view to keeping us 
iuforrned of the progress of forest literature, furnishing us witb 
notices of recently published books, stating the prices and class. 
Communications regarding the supply of forest material to public 
works, improvements to be made in transport, information regard- 
ing seasoning timber and iupregnation, regarding buildings, hill 
roads, cheap bridges, and numerous other connected subjects, will 
doubtless enable the latter class to benefit the public with their 
experience. 

So much is applicable to forest officers; but wc hope that 
forest officers will not be our only oontributl>rs; the scope of 
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subjects open to comment will no doubt enable district, settlement, 
railway, and engineer officers to give occasional assistance. 
Procedure in settling forest rights, notices of forest tribes and 
their requirements, questions of organization, principles of settle- 
ment, kc., will furnish opportunities for the latter to help US. 

W e  may add that we shall be able to illustrate papers by dia- 
grams and drawings of a simple character, capable of being 
reproduced in octavo aim, by lithography or  by simple wood- 
cuttings. 

As regards autl~orship of papers, every contributor is expected 
to communicate liis name, and state whether he wishee the article, 
the question, or the note to be inserted with his name, or with 
his initials, or uuder a nom de plume, or without 8ny name at 
all. Either plan can be adopted, provided that the real name and 
address of the writer be entrusted to the Editor. 

Whenever possible, rejected MS. contributions will be returned 
to  the auti~or a t  his request. 

The magazine will be arranged under headings in the following 
manner :- 

I. Articles, translations, official papers communicated, kc ,  
11. Reviews. 
111. Notes and queries. 
IV. Shikar and travel. 
V. Extracts from Official Gazettes, appointments, promo- 

tions, transfers, kc. 
Circumstances may, of courae, render a modification of thie 

programme advisable or necessary. 
It has been suggested that we shouId indicate the sort of sub- 

jects on which papers, notes, and gueries may be communicated. 
With a view, therefore, of giving information to meet such 
enquiries, and not by any means t o  fetter the discretion of intend- 
ing contributors, we offer the following sketch. 

I n  the first instauce we mention the subject of orgauization 
of service and forest law. Then sylviculture, as artificial repro- 
puction, methods of working the soil, of sowing and planting, 
the rearing and treatment of seedlings, description of tools, uatur- 
rrl re-production, methods of treatment, cultivation of miuor 
forest produce, kc. Next comc workiug-plans in all their bearings, 
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as forest surveys, metl~ods of ascertaining the contents of grow- 
ing xpaterials, and of the rate of growth, methods of workiug 

L 
forests or plans of operations. Utilization of forests forms an- 
other great section, as the properties of the different kinds of 
wood, thc harvesting of forest produce, marking, girdliug, and fell- 
ing of timber and wood, tools, extraction of India-rubber, produc- 
tion of lac, fruits, as of Bassia latifolia, grass, leaves, peat, &c. 
Then again charcoal burning, preservation of forest produce, 
especially of wood and seeds, impregnation of the former, trans- 
port of forest produce by land and water, dragging, carryiag, 
carting, enow-sledges, timber elides, floating aud boating, and of 
all things road making. The different methods of the disposal 
of forest produce, sale of standing forest produce, working by 
Government agency, permits, private sale, aud public auction. 
Next we mention protection of the forests and their produce 
against men and beasts, treatment and settlement of forest rights 
and privileges, area of forests, i ts maximum and minimum, 
forest boundaries and their demarcation, protection of humus, 
and other beneficial substances. Protection of forests agaiust 
fires, storms, avalanches, frost, and of forest trees against diseases. 
Forest statistics and forest finance are two more great chapters. 
Then the physical and chemical properties of the sail, their 
influence upon forest vegetation, the atmosphere and its import- 
ance, heat, frost, moisture, light, winds, and storms. Effect of 
forests upon climate, inundations, landslips, &c. 

The above sul)jects are those most intimately connected with 
forestry. But besides these there are many others to which our 
pages are open, ae forest botany, .geology, zoology, physical 
ecience and chemistry in their bearings upon forestry, national 
economy, agriculture, &c. 

We shall further accept with thanks communications on camp life, 
travelling, sports, notes on forest tribes, their habits aud customs. 

These lists are far from exhaustive, but they are at least full 
enough to show that there will be very little difficulty in finding 
matter of interest to communicate. 
The field is a wide one; let us try and occupy it successfully. 

B. H. BADEN-POWELL. 
W. SCHLICH. 



REMARKS ON THE SUNDERBUNS. 

J. PRTICLES, 4c. 

8etltnrks on the  $?+uabeubunrr, 
BY W. SCHLICH. 

Most people in India, at one time or other, have heard of the 
Sunderbuns ; and those wlio lauded in this country s t  Calcutta are 
sure to remember the low islands forming the banks of the 
IIooghly. Tlie forests on these islands supply Calcutta, end indeed 
the Twenty-four Pergunnahs generally, Jessore, Backergunj, and 
other districts with timber, fuel, thatching grass, kc., and the fol- 
lowing notes may therefore be entitled to a place in this periodical. 

The Ganges end Bramaputra, the great drainers of the central 
and eastern Himalayas, may be said to be the parents of the 
Sunderbuus. These two rivers, in  carrying year after year large 
quantities of silt from the mountains to t l ~ e  plains, and thence 
on through the numerous brauches of their combined delta to the 
Bay of Bengal, have in course of time formed tlie Sunderbuns, 
and indeed a #eat portion of the plain of Bengal itself. The 
action still continues, and consequently the formation goes on, 
though it may be almost inperceptible a t  the time. Owing to 
this mode of formation, the Sunderbuns show tlie lowest level 
near the sea-face, and they rise slowly towards the north. But 
there appears to be a second mode of rise, and that is from 
south-west towards north-east, so that a point 20 miles from 
the sea in the eastern portion would generally be of a higher 
level than a point 20 miles from the sea in the western pert. 
Heuce it comes that the highest parts of the Sundcrbuns are 
found iu the noilth-eastern corner, near Morellgunj, and the 
lowest in the south-west, that is to say between the mouths of 
the Mutlali aud Hooghly rivers. The peculiarity here indicated 
in a general way is of the greatest importance with regard to the 
vegetation, as will be seen further on. The lower parts of the 
Suuderbuns are inundated at every flood-tide, fresh deposits are 
made, uutil they get by degrees beyond the reach of high water, 
except on the occasion of spring or other exceptionally high 
tides, when the whole of the preseut Sunderbuns is inundated. 
Bnrriug these occasiops, t l ~ e  north-eastern parts are from one to 
two feet above high-water mark, 
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Tile soil on the Sunderbun islands, being river deposit, is of 
a light nature, and consists as a rule of sand and loam mixed 
in different proportions, occasionally also with clay, and now 
covered with large quantities of vegetable mould. On the whole 
the soil must be very fertile; but owing to the inundations by 
ealt water, it is adapted for certain kinds of vegetation only. 

For many years paat, aa the formation of soil proceeded from 
north to south, and aa the northern islands rose above high-water 
mark, cultivation seems to ' have proceeded in the same direction, 
and so we find now the northern parts of the Sunderbuns under 
cereals. But still a large area is uncultivated, and it is with this 
unleaaed portion that we have to do in the present instance. 

The vegetation in the Sunderbuns comprises about 40 different 
species of trees and shrubs ; of these the following three are the 
most characteristic :- 

GORAN . . . Ceriops Roxburghiana. 
GANQWA . . . Excoecaria Agallocha. 
SUNDER OR SINDRI ... Heritiera littoralis. 

To these should be added two 
GOLPATTA . . . Phmniz paludosa. 
and I ~ I T A L  

I t  appears that new-formed islands, wbich are still inundated 
by every flood tide, become covered with a growth of Goran, alter- 
nating with strips and patches of Hital or Golpatfa. As the level 
of the islands rises, other trees settle on them, and of these 
Gangwa is the most frequent. When the level is further raised, 
so that the islands are flooded occasionally only by salt-water, 
Sunder makes its appearance, and soon occupies the greater 
portion of the land. Thus we fiud the Sunder forests chiefly in 
the north-eastern portions, that is to say, on the highest lands, 
Goran along the sea-face and in the west, and Gangwa in the 
intermediate islands. I t  must not be understood, however, that 
the above general distribution is carried out strictly. Sunder 
appears vigorous and a8 a full-grown timber tree only in the 
north-east portion of the area, and i t  dies gradually away oh pro- 
ceeding to the south and west. Goran is most numerous in the 
lower lands, and i t  would probably grow just aa well on the 
higher land, if it had not to give way to other.treee, Gangwa 
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is most numerous in the intermediate compartments, but it . 
spreads into the Sunder tracts on the one hand, and into the 
Goran tracts on the other. 

Of the remaining trees the following are the more important :- 
BAEN ... dvicennia tomentosa. 4 
K rauna . .. Sonneralia apetala. 
KOLSHA ... Aegiceras eorniculata. 
POSHUR ... Carapa obovata. 
SHINQR . . . Cynomelra byuga. 
LATMI . . . Amoora cucullala. 

Sunder is of the first importance. I t  grows into a tree of up 
to 60 feet high, and of 6 feet girth, a larger circumference being 
rare. The heart wood is of a brownish red color, hard and very 
heavy, one cubic foot of green timber weighing as much as 104 
pounds. I t  is used for a great variety of purposes, as beams, 
buggy-shafts, planking, posts, furniture, firewood, but chiefly for 
boat-building. Iudeed, without this timber the boat t ra5c  in 
Lower Bengal could never have reached the extent which it has 
now, and the permanent supply of this timber is, therefore, of the 
highest importance for the welfare of thel'wenty-four Pergunnahs, 
Jessore, Backergunj, and the adjoinil~g districts. 

Gangwa grows to a height of 80 feet and a girth of 5 feet ; its 
timber is white, and not very lasting ; it is used for general car- 
pentering purposes, for posts, and for firewood. 

Goran reaches generally a lleigllt of 25 feet, sometimes up to 
36 feet, but rarely more than 1 foot 6 inches girth. The wood is 
of a red color, and is extensively used for posts and for firewood ; 
the bark is used for tanning. - 

Baen reaches a height of 60 feet, and gives a white heavy wood, 
very brittle, which is used for firewood only. 

Kiaura grows 60 feet high, and its wood is of a light color, ' 

used for planking and firewood, but not much prized. 
Kolsha reaches a height of 25 to 80 feet, and is used for 

firewood. 
Poshur grows 45 feet high ; its wood is used for building pur- 

poses, furniture, and firewood ; it lasts filirly well. 
Shingr, a small tree, up to 20 feet high, wood whitish, hard ; 

used ae firewood. 
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Latmi grows up to 45 feet high ; wood white, hard and hcavp ; 
used for building purposes aud firewood. 

Hital is cut for rafters, which are said to last up to 15 years. 
Golpatta is used for thatching all over the districts adjoining 

the S'uuderbuns ; it is said to last up to 5 years. 
Most of the remaiuiug trees are made use of, but cl~iefly as 

firewood. 
Throughout the Snnderbuns tlie growth of the vegetation is 

very vigorous, and where cutting has not cleared the ground, it ia 
covercd with a deuse mass of vegetation. The trees also grow 
very fast, and the wood-cutters say that a full-grown Sunder tree 
is only some 20 to 25 years old. Although this statement is not 
to  be relied on, still there cau be no doubt tbat it is a short-lived 
tree, which is proved by immense numbers of dead trees, that 
have evidently died a natural death. I t  would appear that Sunder 
rarely attains an higher age than 50 years. 

Reproduction is most favorable. Ou all lands flooded by or. 
dinary flood tides a new growth of jungle springs up immediately, 
where the old material lras been removed, a s  the seeds are carried 
on the lands by the water. And the same may be said of tlle 
lands above ordinary floods, provided a sufficient number of seed- 
bearing trees remains; but where the latter is not the cnse, as on 
extensive clcarings, reproduction is very uncertain, and at any 
rate very slow,. It has been put forward that reproduction all 
over the Sunderbuns is unlimited, and that cleared blocks will 
be covered again with forest in a very short time. This view does 
not hold good in the case of land above ordinary high-water mark, 
and consequently in the Sunder tracts. I f  such lauds are once 
cleared, grass will spring up, aud a growth of timbcr trees can only 
establish itself by very slow degrees, and after a very long lapse of 
time-a fact which is proved in several places i n  the north-enstern 
Snnderbuns. The cleared land, if left to itself, will have to take 
i ts  chance of a few trees settling on it ; but a general reproduc- 
tion will not take place until such isolated settlers themselves begiu 
t o  bear seed. 

As one reason that reproduction is equal to tlie demand, i t  has 
been brought forward tbat large numbers of 'dead trees are ob- 
served over the Sunderbung. But on examiuati-n it will be found 

B 
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that the dead trees were all of inferior qnality, either unsound or 
badly shaped, so that timber-cutters did not consider it paying 
to remove them. 

Tlre Sunderbuns yield year after year immense quantities of forest 
material for all adjoining districts, especially tlre Twenty-four Per- 
gunnahs, Jessore, and Backergunj. Endless liumbers of boats 
proceed i n  the dry weather to the forests, and return laden with 
timber, especially Sunder, rafters, firewood, thatching grass, &c., to 
supply which there is no other source available. And conse- 
quently i t  is our duty to see that the supply is not exhausted. 
Moreover, tlre demand is certain to iucrease, and we must there- 
fore make sure that tile increase also is provided for. I t  has becn 
said that the supply is inexhaustible, but such is not tlre case. 
I t  appears, on the contrary, that the western part of the Sunder- 
buns, which is tlrat nearest to Calcutta, is  already exhausted 
to a very large exteut, and that fuel-cutters proceed more to tlrc 
east year after year. Even iu the Sur~der tracts, one sees for 
long distances from tlie rivers' banks notlriilg but dead Sunder 
trees and seedlings. No doubt the centre parts of the islands 
still contain large quantities of full-sized trees, but then it should 
be remembered that nearly all isla~rds consist of marshy ground, 
and that all material has to be carried or dragged by men to the 
banks of rivers and nullahs, so that prnctically a great portion of 
the available stock must be considered es beyond reacl~. More- 
over, owing to the absence of accessible and superior fuel in the 
weatern half of the islands, fuel-cutters resort more and more to 
the Sunder tracts in the east, and here they cut, not dry trees or 
the branchcs of trees felled for tiqber, but  saplings of Surrder of 
good growth, wlliclr are easier to cut than dry wood, and which 
pack closely in the boats. Indeed, herein lies tlre great danger of 
tire supply of Sunder timber for boat-building being exhausted. 
I f  tlre straightest and best saplings are cut for fuel year after year, 
and in the accessible parts of the forests, it is but natural thnt 
tlre supply of full-grown timber must fall short. This explaius 
why the boat-builders in the Backergu~rj district, where boat- 
building is chiefly carried on, have complaiued for some years 
past that they cannot obtaiu now tire same class of Sunder 
timber which they used to get in former years-a poiut to which 
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Sir  Richard Temple drew attention in a note on the Sundcrbuns, 
dated September 1874. I n  short, if tlre Sunderbuns remain open 
to all comers, and if certain restrictiolis are not introduced, there 
seems no doubt tllst the supply will fall short of the demand. 
This must be avoided, as no other sources of supply are available, 
and therefore the Sunderbuns should be taken under forest 
management without delay, instead of extending cultivation to- 
wards the south without consideri~~g to what extent the perma- 
nent yield of forest produce may be curtailed by it. 

The present system of coomrie, as practised in Bedi, consista 
in coppicing all uureserved tree; on a given ares, burning the 
leaves, branches, and otlier litter, arid raisiilg crops of grain by 
means of the manure thus obtained. 

By the time two or three crops hove been produced, the soil ia 
exhausted, aud tbe ryot finding further cultivation unprofitable, 
goes on to another field, which he treats iu the same manner. I n  
t l~ is  way be proceeds from field to field until the scrub on tile 
first has reproduced itself in sufficient quantity to give, when burnt, 
one or more crops of grain. Tile latter is tlien again cultivated, 
and the same process as the preceding repeated over and over 
again as long as the soil produces enough scrub for a khtlski 
crop. 

I n  practice coomrie is not cnrried on quite so regularly aa 

might be inferred from the foregoing remarks, which shew how i t  
would work if performed more methodically. 

The best kind of land treated as coomrie requires two or 
three years' rest to recover sufficiently to yield another crop ; so 
that the beat soils may be said to be fallow, or unproductive-a 
very small revenue from reserved trees excepted-at least every 
other year, and inferior soils for louger periods. 

I t  is, I think, a generally admitted fact that the fertility of 
land diminishes more or less rapidly wider coomrie, and the 
object of this paper is to propose the adoption of a method of 
treatment, under which the deterioratiou of the eoil might be 
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greatly diminished, or, under favourable circumstances, entirely 
arrested, and a fair rent realized at the same time. 

Sliortness of the revolution (wliich precludes ail possibility of 
the soils recovering in the intervals of rest), and tire absence of 
any attempt to regenerate or protect suitable kinds of trees by 
artificial means, appear to be radical defects of the present system. 

I propose, therefore, to. lengthen the revolution su5ciently, 
if possible, to admit of the trees attaioing timber size; to pro- 
tect and organize the forest; and to regulate coomrie. 

I tl~iiik it would be well to let the trees grow up to maturity 
(say 30 to 50 years, or more) wl~enever practicable, not only for the 
salre of increasing the revenue, but also in order to give the soil 
ample time to recover and improve. At the same time I do not 
see why the plan about to be proposed should not succeed with 
forests having a revolution (rotation) of less than 30 years-say 
as low as 15-but thcn tlie forest would have to be coppiced, and 
for obvious reasons coppice wit11 short revolutions would be less 
desirable than seed woods with longer revolutions. 

According to this plan the forest mould be divided into com- 
partments of equal area, their number and size, as well as the 
lengtli of the revolution, depending on the area required yearly 
for coomrie. These compartments mould be cleared of timber 
in regular succession by the method of 'clean cuts.' After clear- 
ing a compartment, the land would be given over for two years 
agriculture to the ryot, who, by preparing the ground for his own 
purposes, would, a t  the same time, thoroughly prepare it for the 
next forest crop. I n  consideration of the labour he would have 
in digging up roots and stumps (which lie would be allowed to 
burn for manure), and otherwise preparing the ground for cereals, 
and on contlition of his planting out a certain number of seed- 
lings per acre at tlie end of the two years, the land might, perhaps, 
be given free of rent. 

To make my meaning clear, let us h b c  a forest of which one 
acre is required yearly for coomrie, and the revolution fixed at 20 
years. Then it is evident that, if the trees in each coomrie com- 
partment are to reacli an nge of 20 years, a c  must reserve 20 acres 
for the purpose. These 20 acres, having bceu selected and marked 
off, would thcn bc di~idcd into compartmeuts of one acre each 
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and worked in rcgular succession, one every year, so that by thc 
timc the 20th cutting had been carried out, the first moult1 be 
stocked with trees 19 years' old, and ready for tho axc the follow- 
ing gear. I n  this example the yearly cutting is confined to olle 
spot; but of course tlris is not necessary ; all that is required 
k i n g ,  that the cuttings during one year, taken together, cover an 
area of one acre. I have also aesumed, for t l ~ e  sake of shortness, 
that the ground is used for agriculture only one gear, and that 
the forest is regenerated simultaneously wit11 tlre sowing of agri- 
cultural seed. If  tllc land werc used for agricnlturc during two 
years, the area required would be about halt' (sce note). 

I think that, by somewhat lcngtl~el~iug the revolution, by 
carefully selecting the kind of tree, arid by close planting, so as 
to  get an unbroken cover as soon as possible, a good revenue 
might bc clerived, and thc wants of the peoplc satisfied at tlie 
same timc. I f  we compare the long revolution during wlrich tho 
soil would be improvi~~g, with the short period during which i t  
wouid bc more or less deteriorating under agriculture, tlrcre is 
p o d  reason to hope that the land would tlrorougl~ly recover be- 
fore tlre cnd of the revolution, when it would again be used for 
agricultural purposes. 

The only objection that can, as far as I am aware, be brougllt 
to bear against the method is, that to carry it out might per- 
haps require a greater area than would always be conrenicr~t ; but 
the area required is -not so great as might appear at first sigllt, 
and the length of the revolution would be regulated with due 
regard to tlre extent of cour~try available, coppice being resorted 
to  when the revolution had to be greatly curtailed. A village 
demanding 40 acres of coomrie yearly vould rcrluire, for instance, 
for a revolution of 50 years, 1,010 acres altogether; but for a 
revolution of 20 years only 440 acres. 

It must be remembered, too, that in coomric districts the popn- 
lation is ecanty, and the land under cultivation but a small frac- 
tion of the whole.* 

By"coomrio districts' I mean those in which tho capital available for cultivating tho ' 
poi1 in & small, tho waste land so rrtcnsivc, and tho peoplc so poor, thnt Qovcrnmrnt 
think it necessary to allow coomrie. 

The fact of land haring onro brcn coomricd is in itself no rritrrion tbnt tho land 
ia now absolutely coomrio land; indecd, if it werc, dl tracts now u d e r  cultivation would 
oonditute coomrio ,&kick. 
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I have taken at random six of a number of villages, the forests 
of which I inspected this year. The people are generally poor, 
although, perhaps, nowhere absolutely iu maut. The followiug 
table eliows the lauds of eucl~ villnge uuder " khuski," tari," 
forest." 

As coomrie-laud i9 esseutially khushki-laud, i t  is not neces- 
sary, in examining the coomrie resources of a forest, to take into 
consideration demand for rice-land. 

VILLAGE. 

Jibmblrtindtl ... 
KiunratueMi ... 
DegegMLi ... ... 

... Murndr6dPimplo 

bmset  ... ... 
M U  ... ... 

~ 0 t . d  ... 

Supposing, therefore, the whole of the above foresta could 
be coomried (they have alrendy been coomried throughout), and 
that a revolution of 60 years is decided upon, theu 36 acres could 

Acwr. 
Average for one village ... 

d .- 
B 
fi? 

PC 

264 

P 

lea 

lR2 

P 

76 

be given over yearly for coomrie; in other words, the ryots 
would have the opportunity of bringing under cultivation, besides 

LANDS UNDEB 

waste lands, 62 per cent. more land then they now have under 
khuski crop. But, supposing i t  were thought advisnble to allow 

Knosur. 

only the better parts to be coomried, and that these amouuted to - 
Xhwi-i lnnd can only product, a ' dry' crop (i.e., grain which doea not re u h  much 

moiaturr, such as wheal). The mom valuable, tari, or wet,' land is suited to L%o growth 
of semi-aquatic plru~tn, suol; as rice and sulprcnne. Tho formnr gonerally correspond# 
to the auk fwli olld tkc klter to tho dd nnd tir farli laab of Uindutas. 

Acrer 

116 

112 

% 

61 

... 
28 

817 

Quntas. 

86 

27 

se 
18 

... 
7 

6 

TABI. 

Acrea. Gunhr. -1-1- 
83 

83 

ss 
851 

28 

1 7  

- - - >  

731 

Foxssr. 

Acm. Gunha. 

6 

89 

14 

8 

33 

18 

a7 

2,961 

68'2 

ssj 

1,303 

183 

892 

e,m 

10 

6 

4 

13 

25 

14 

21 
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75 per cent. of the whole, then-for the same revolution ns 
before-there mould be 27 acres available yearly, or 46 per cent. 
more than the present area under khuski crop. 

Besides the lands given in tlie table, tliere are in these 6 
villages altogether 560 acres of waste land ; this ares gives 93 
acres for each village, or nearly double of that now under khuski 
cultivation. 

I t  appears, then, that in part of the Bidi tiluk, at all events, 
this plan might succeed; at any mte, the forest area is sufficiently 
extensive. 

I t  will be readily admitted that the maintenance of stan- 
dards after the chief forest crop has been removed cannot fail 
to result in a diminution of the yield of grain-a diminution 
wbich cannot be measured simply by the quantity of nutriment 
absorbed by the standards, for the injurious effects of orer- 
shadowing must also be taken into account. By adopting t l ~ e  
method of ' clean cuts,' this competition between forest and field 
would cease. 

I n  the poorer parts of Belgaum and other countries thi! sys- 
tem has been in existence many years, and, I believe, found to 
answer the double purpose of providing a steady revenue for 
Government, and a means of subsistence for the people. 

The following appear to be the more salient advantages of 
tlie method over the present one :- 

].-The soil would, at all events, deteriorate less, and most 
likely improve. 

2.-Deterioration being arrested, a steady revenue be derived 
from the forest after the first revolution. 

8.-The half measure of growing grain under standards miglit 
be avoided. 

4.-The working of the forest would afford employment to the 
people. 

I n  conclusion, I would remark, in order to avoid misnpprehen- 
sion, that I do not suppose this plan could be applied everywhere. 
For instance, in some coomrie districts on the glilts the forests 
have been entirely exterminated, I am told, and there remains 
little or nothing but bare rock; of course no system of coornrie 
a u l d  restore the forests in sucl~ places. 
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Nor do I imagine that the system could always ba carried out 
in its entirety. For instance, it might often be a dangerous ex- 
periment to dig up the roots in slopi~ig soils for fear of tile 
latter's being washed away duriug tlie monsoon. What I insist 
upon generally is, the necessity of lengtliening the revolution 
and of protecting arid manngiug the forests with the same care as 
would be bestowed on them, if they were never coomried; the 
rest is merely a matter of detail. 

NOTE.-If the area of a forest (8 )  is divided by the length 
of the revolution (r), it is evident that the quotient gives the 

A area of the nn~iual cutting for a sustniried yield ( c ) ,  or c= -;but 

if each cutting is to lie fallow a number of years (n), the yearly 
cutting will be : 

A- no c=-- -- - A and A = c ( r + n ) .  
r + n  

E,rample.-A village requires 40 acres of coomrie yearly, when 
T= 50 slid n=2. Find the total area required. 

Here the average yearly cutting would be 20 acrcs. (For the 
first year 40 acres would be cut, second year notlring, third 40, 
fourth nothing, and so ou-average 20.) A= 20 (50+2) = 1,040 
acres. 

As n would always be very small-never in fact more tlian 2 or 
3-in practise i t  miglit be elltirely neglected. For iastance, i t  
would matter vcry little if, in the above example, the trees were 
cut at an age of 48 years instead of 50. 

K j c  ma115 of obtaining Icngtlj of Stcsr for distber, 
BY A. PENGELLY, M. A.  

These means are two in number ; 1st )  the maintenance of the 
trees in a forest so close together as to  kill the lower bratiches 
when still small from want of light; and Ond, pruning. 

We will first consider tlie latter method, more especially as it is 
wliat seems to suggest itself to  most minds on first pnpiug any 
nttention to the subject. 

Pruning, when performed on forest trees, should bc done in tlre 
following manner : The branch should be cut 'off close to the 
trtlulr or to tlie branch from wl~ich it springs, and from below 
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upwards, not from above downwards. Also the snrface left shonlcl 
be smooth and cleanly cut, so as not to allow of the lodgment of 
water. 

W e  will now consider the reasons of these rules, which it is of 
the utmost importance to observe when pruning has to be per- 
formed. 

On considering the manner in which a wound on a tree heals, 

. we observe that successive layers of wood are deposited by the 
descending snp, until at  length the wound i s~ove red  over by the 
new sound wood formed on it. 

Now, as long as the wound is exposed to atmospheric influences, 
i t  is liable to decay from the infiltration of water, &c. I t  follows, 
then, that me ought, when cutting off a branch, to cut in such a 
manner that the wound may be healed'over as soon as possible. 

That this is effected by cutting off the branch close to tlie trunk 
will be seen on very slight consideration; for suppose on the 
contrary that a branch be cut off at a distance, say of 4 inches, from 
the stem of the tree, tile crude sap from the roots rises up to the 
leaves, where it is perfected, and descending deposits a new layer 
of wood. NOW the sap in its descent follows mainly tlie lam of 
gravity, and therefore tlie stump of branch left, being deprived of 
the leaves that were formerly above it on the branch, and being 
out of the line of the descending sap from other branches, receives 
no fresh layer of wood, or at the best only a very small one. 
Meanwhile, atmospheric i~~fluences act on the stump, and fre- 
quently decay eets in ,  which is often communicated to the heart 
of the tree. 

At the same time the trunk goes on growing, and an annual 
layer of wood goes on forming all round the stump, which re- 
mains a piece of dead (not necessarily decayed) wood envelopect 
in sound growing wood, exactly after the mauner of a nail. This 
continues until either the stump having become quite rotten drops 
off, leaving a hole to be grown over by eound wood, or else i t  
persists until the growth of the tree quite envelopes it. On 
making a section through this part, the manner of growth can at 
once be seen, the stump of the branch sl~ewing quite plainly from 
the surrounding portions, with which it has no conr~cctiou. 
If, on tLc otl~er hand, thc brauch is cut off close to 

C 
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the trunk, the wound, being i n  the line of the descending 
sap, receives a deposit of wood every year all round its contour, 
and thus the exposed portion yearly diminishes until it is covered 
over. The wound is of course larger when this method is employ- 
ed, but i t  is under the very best condition for healing ; whereas, if 
the branch is cut off at a distance from the trunk, although the 
wound is smaller, there is little chance of its being healed, from 
the fact that it is out of the line of the descendiug sap, which is 

- - 

the healing power. 
The precaution to i,e observed of cutting from below upwards is 

enjoiued from the fact that,-by cutting in the oppositc direction, i t  
commonly happens tliat the branch breaks off at last, carrying 
with it a portion of bark and wood, crcating a larger wound, and 
one which, from not being smooth, is more likely to occasion the 
id filtration of water. These bad consequences are obviated by 
observing the above precaution.. 

I n  order to leave a smooth surface, i t  is well to employ a sharp 
cutting instrument, not a saw ; or if a saw is employed, to  cut the 
surface over afterwards with a knife. With the same ohject, viz., 
the protection of t l ~ c  exposed surface from atmospheric influcuces, 
i t  should be covered over, and for this purpose perhaps coal-tar 
answers best, as it is easily applied, and is very cffectual i n  
preventing decay. . 

In  the Paris Exbibition of 1867, a very instructive series of 
the effects of bad and good pruning was exhibited by M. Mathieu, 
the learned professor of Natural History at the Ecole Forestisre. 
I n  the examples of bad pruning a section made through the 
middle of the branch shewed frequently how, not only was a faulty 
piece of wood enveloped in sound timber, but also how the stump 
of the branch left had served as a canal to convey rottenness into 
the heart of the tree, and thus spoil the growth of gears. Evcn 
when the operation had been skilfully performed, there alwaye 
remained a clear solution of continuity (generally represented by 
n line of darker colour than the rest of the wood), shewing how the 
successive yearly growths had approached nearer and nearer to each 
other on the cut surface, until they met in  or near the centre. 

Remnrk.-A more prnclicnl method io t o  out Brat alittle horn bolow, md then from rborc, 
l o  that bvlh cula meet.-Tun UDISUB. 
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The oak suffers perhaps more than any other tree from the 
lopping of its branches, which is almost certain, unless very ekil- 
fully performed, to render it hollow. All the oak trees (Quercus 
incana) in the Ranee Khet Forests have been constantly lopped 
by the villagers, in order to procure mood for their ploughs. Thc 
consequence is, that there probably is not a sound oak of any 
size in the whole of tliese forests, and I doubt not that the same 
would apply to the oak forests of other localities. 

From the above i t  will be seen that, if we undertake to prune 
our forests, we must train men especially for it, and not entrust 
thia important operation to the first comer. This is evidently 
a very serious objection, especially in India. Moreover, the area 
of our Indian forests is so large as to  render i t  extremely doubtful 
whether this plan is practicable. 

We shall do well, therefore, to consider whether pruning is 
necessary, or whether i t  cannot be dispensed with altogether. 

Now, branches cannot live without leaves, and leaves cannot 
live 'without a sufficient quantity of light, the necessary quantity 
varying with the different species of tree. I t  is therefore worth 
considering, whether by keeping our treea thick enough together 
we cannot kill off the lower branches while they are still small, 
and when their disappearance will leave scarcely a scar behind. 
If  we can do this we shall evidently obtain a tall and clean stem, 
and without. a fault in the timber. Moreover, here the control 
remains with a forest officer and not with a subordinate, whereas 
i t  ie impossible that the forest officer should himself prune every 
tree, or even be there to superintend its pruning. H e  could how- 
ever on the other system designate what trees might be removed 
in the thinnings, so as to allow of the proper growth of the remain- 
ing trees without endangering the ('natural pruning" by the 
admission of such a quantity of light, aa to cause the persistence 
of lower branches. 

Now, i t  is found in practice that this method can be carried out 
moat successfully, though not always in perfection, by merely 
keeping the trees close together, for the shade given by some 
species of trees is not sufficient to kill off their lower branches. 
The pak (Querw pedunczclata and robur) i8 a case in point. I u  
a forest composed solely of oaks, although by growing them thickly 
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together the lengtll of stem would no doubt be improved, yet 
oaks grown in t l~ is  manner cannot be compared for length of stern 
(which means quantity of serviceable timber) and straightness of 
fibre with oaks which have been reared in a forest mixed wit11 
beech or wit11 hornbeam, both of which have a dense shade. I 
have seen oaks (Quercus pedunculata and robur) reared in this 
manner without pruning, mliich had stems at least 60 feet high 
witliout a branch, the whole of sound wood of first d i s s  quality, 
and 4 feet or more in diameter. I imagine that mo,st people will 
allow that it is not usual to see either (Quercuspedunculata or robur) 
reared on other principles than the foregoing, and without pruning 
having a stem of more than thirty feet without a branch; I t  seems 
to me, therefore, that a system which can point to such results is 
one which we may safely adopt, especially when we consider that 
i t  is free from the danger of bad execntion, which is almost in- 
separable from pruning, and that moreover i t  is much more easily 
applied to large areas, such as we have to deal with in India. 

Of course in the case of isolated trees or in mixed coppice, 
where the standards are periodically left with their stems exposed, 
i t  will always be necessary to have recourse to pruning, and if 
the precautions recommended above are attended to, good results 
will probably be obtained ; but in my opinion pruning should not 
be resorted to, even for plantations, where eitlier tlle species of 
tree planted has a suEciently dense shade, or where a sufficient 
shade can be obtained by the admixture of some other tree. 

Pruuiug badly performed is worse than useless, and even when 
well performed i t  is inferior in its results to, and more difficult 
of application than, the other method here advocated. 

Bote oa tle Bebra boon. 
BY B. H. BADEN-POWELL, 

O$i&ting I~lspector- Geneva1 of Forests. 
ON my way down to Calcutta, I visited Dehra Doon .for tlie 

purpose ofstseeing Captain Bailey. Having only a few days to 
spare, I could not, se I should have liked to, make a regular tout c 
through these interesting forests, but -I weut out to the Luchee- 
w61a sal forests (Nagsidh hill and spurs) and through the Luchee- 
wSla forest and up iuto the Bulawalah forests (d l )  on the north 
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slope of the Siwaliks. Afterwards I went through some of the 
lower forests between the Siwaliks and the Himalaya, and returned 
to Dehra. I visited afterwards a forest above Shorepoke with a 
view to getting on a height aud seeing the general appearance of 
the Siwaliks. The Lucheewila forest exhibits a still dense forest 
of shl. Here and he re  stumps of large size.and trees of considcr- 
able girth showed that formerly timber of good size waa produced 
on the ground now occupied by tall thin trees from 18 inches 
and under to 4 feet in girth. The feature of the 'forest is dense 
and ut~iform growth of treee with an uuder-growth of not very 
dense grass, very numerous seedlings of eLl, and in  many places 
seedliugs of a leguminous creeper (name unknown). Many of the 
trees also suffered from this creeper, the tall slender trees being 
weighed down, and the stems cut into by the pressure of the 
coiling stems. The maljam creeper (Bauhinia q.) also covered 
many trees with a similar effect. 

I n  the Lucheewila forest the trees generally exhibited a twisted 
or rather crooked stem covered with numerous knots and swellings, 
from which multitudes of small sprouts sprung. A t  the base, 
the stem always exhibited an unhealthy swelling. 

All the stumps and larger trees were distorted and hollow from 
fire. The X y l o c o p  attacks dead but not living ~$1. Occasion- 
ally one comea upon grassy tracts of greater or less extent in 
the midst of the shl forest. These may be due to depressions in  
which water collecte, and in that case they are full of a reedy, 
sedgy kiud of grass, and we do not expect them to fill up with 
061 trees; such blanks could only be filled by willow cuttings were 
it important to fill them ; but i t  is not; the area of sAl is abund- 
ant, and such small blanks may be disregarded. Other blanks 
are on level ground, apparently of the same soil and quality as 
the rest of the forest. These are perhaps due to old and aban- 
doned cultivation,. and indeed the name of one of these blanks 
which I examined in Lucheewila Jabrkhet seems to lend support 
to the view. The effect of protection is, that the sh1 seedling8 
are growing up under the edge of the forest, and filling up the 
blanks ; even towards the centre a careful search shows a few seed- 
lings of sh1 and some of other trees. The grass is not as a rule 
dense ; the " neclJJ and " moong" grasses (Imperala aud SacIra- 
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rum spp.), which grow from dense tufts or masses, do not appear, 
and the grass is of such an " open and divided" character, that 
you can see the soil through, and therefore it presents no serious 
obstacle to natural seedlings coming up through it, or when 
necessary, seed dibbled in coming up in the same way. 

I examined the soil in the Jabrkhet, and found it a rich colored 
brown loam, with a tendency to be stiff on the surface if exposed, 
and capable of producing with the aid of dead leaves and humus 
of the protected forest a very rich and valuable forest soil. No 
boulders appear, and I have no reason to doubt by the aid of what 
ravines and cuttinge show that there is a good, though probably 
variable depth of soil over the boulder and drift strata below. 
The soil inside the forest was similar, and it was quite cool and 
moist at a depth of 2 feet. 

The s01 developee a long and thick tap root, which remains to 
a considerable age. Even a year old seedling had a very strong 
root, and a seedling, about 2 feet high, which proved on clogging 
to have been a shoot from a small stock (4 or 6 years old burnt 
down yearly), had a tap root 2 inches in girth at the top and only 
gradually diminishing when I stopped digging at 2 feet down. 

It is incredible how any one who has seen such a forest ae 
Lucheewila can have the least doubt as to the frightful injury 
caused by fires, which not only prevent any thing like timber 
growth, but will, if unchecked, slowly, but atill quicker than 
people think, exterminate the Sllorea altogether. 

I n  Lucheewila I think there are not 30 per cent. of trees which 
are not hopelessly injured for timber growth by the fire, or 
creepers, or both. 

There is a small tract (350 acres) partly in Lucheewila 
and partly in Bulawalah preserved now for 2 years from fire. 
This time is hardly long enough to shew so marked a change 
that any one would perceive it, but it must be admitted that there 
is a difference already, and i t  will become more perceptible every 
year. 

The peculiar shape of the s$l seed (like a shuttlecock) 
enables i t  to fall at some distance from the trees (it germinates 
almost before it falls), but its weight and size does not allow it to 
go very far. 
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Bulawalah has much better growth, less creepers, a larger 
percentage of small and comparatively uninjured clean atraight 
stems, and altogether a better class of forest on the north slope 
of the Siwalik itself. 

Now, in making any general proposals regarding the treatment 
of these foresta, I wish to guard myself- against being thought t o  
jump empirically a t  conclusions from one day's wandering 
through a class of forests; but I am told that they reyreseut 
very much the style of all the Siwalik forest-some being worse, 
and Bulawalah representing a fair sample of the good forest. 

I may here remark that the Doon presents easy features for 
forest organization. I t  is a tract of undulating ground; alluvial 
soil over boulders and drift between the Hpmalayan Ranges and 
the Siwalik. The Siwalik extends i n  a compact range, the northern 
side covered with ~$1, which is rather dense about the middle 
and lower portions, and thiuner towards the crest. On the south 
side are abrupt scarped sandstone faces, on the ledges and flatter 
portions of which Babba grass (Eriophorum) abounds, and mixed 
forest of various deciduous trees scanty and sparse. 

I n  the Doon itself, besides the Siwalik, there are more or less 
detached hills and level forest patches. Such are Nag, Sidh, 
Ambari, bc. I have here sfil like the Siwalik. 

The Doon is divided into Eastern and Western portions by the 
road from Saharunpore to Dehra, bc. 

Below the Siwalik, on the north side, we come to Savannah 
forest, broken ground generally with boulders and pebbles, but 
still with much soil in places, covered with long grass and 
scattered trees of Rottlera, Bombax, ddhwari, Acacia Xata, 
Fiicue Glomerata, and many others. 

I n  the Eastern Doon, with the exception of certain grants, 
there is little cultivation, and we may describe the forest right 
across to the Himalaya. After the Savannah forest we come to 
the streams, on thebanks of which we find khair (Acacia Catechu) 
and sisu, sometimes in pure forests tracts, while in other 
places, where there are numerous side channels and streams 
wandering about, we have dense grass, and often streams in deep 
shade, where luxuriant belts of trees of glossy foliage, mostly 
uukuowu to mc, arc crowdcd togcther, and thc hautiful crecping 
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rattan (Calamus sp.) may be seen. About here also toon trees 
flourish ; this extends right acrosd, till sill is again reached, and 
then the lower slopes of the Himalaya, which do not belong to 
us (except a small leased tract, in which some sein (Pentaptern) 
grows). I n  the Western Doon, the whole of the area beyond and 
indeed including the Savannah forest is either cultivated and is 
private property, so that geuerally speaking the forest boundary 
ends with the actual sB1 forest at the foot of the Siwalik or of the 
semi-detatched sal bearing hills. 

I t  is reasonably supposed that the same class of lands in the 
Eastern Doon will also be granted out and cultivated. 

As far, therefore, as the adrpiuistration of the forests goes, there 
should be two "' executive charges"'-the Eastern and Western,- 
aud the whole under one " controlling" or divisional charge. 

There are no rights, properly so called, in the forests, so that 
i t  will be proper (subject to some arrangements to be noted pre. 
sently) to make the forest area consist of the Siwalik and 
detached s$l forests, and for the rest I would not propose 
to include anything else but a few plots, not too small, say not 
less than 1,000 acres of just the best khair" aud "'sisu" 
forests before spoken of, and especially those where " toonJJ is 
found or could be encouraged. The management of the southern 
slopes of Siwalik would be simple ; their position is their safety ; 
but i t  is important to protect the growth,-for the sandstone is very 
soft, and contains nodules and masses of more indurated stone, 
and also belts of boulders aud pebbles. The more it is denuded 
the more these will be washed down to the great damage of such 
works as the Mollan Pass road and bridges. I would simply 
prohibit, as far as possible, all cutting, only allowing individual 
trees to be rarely and occasionally taken for purely local needs. 

Passing over the sill on the north slopes (for the moment), 
the limited areas bearing " sisuIJ' " khair," or toon only 
require protecting. I f  such small areas can be kept clear of fire, 
I have no doubt that they would become valuable; with fire they 

never become better, but gradually worse than they are now. 
When leisure is found it will be easy by cutting out other grontli 
near thc tool  to encourage its uatural growth, and to dibble iu 
seed. 
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Now for the 951 : these will require nothing but protection and 
creeper cutting. From therein fire MUST ABSOLUTELY be kept 
out and Q ~ A X I N Q .  The latter for two reasons, because the seed- 
lings will not grow up without losing their top shoots, getting 
troddeu down, tc . ,  tc. ,  but above all because where there is 
graxiug there is fire. 

But i f  the Savannah forest, kc., is giveu up in the Eastern Dco.1, . 

as i t  is in the Western, there will gradually be but little groun:' 
left for grazing. I t  will, therefore, be necessary to have certain 
blocks of the slll forests-not taken out of forest charge, but left 
open to graziug, and as this forest is naturally divided for us into 
blocks by broad strong courses of torrents, b., known as "raos," 
certain blocke between two " raos" may be left as ope11 blocks for 
grazing only when local convenience prescribes. 

As regards the idea that all the ah1 forest may be opened to 
grazing, i t  is simply monstrous. If it is continued, i t  is a mere 
waste to spend money on surveys, working schemes, or officers ; 
we may merely abandon the thing to the destruction which is 
inevitable, .and leave i t  to  yield what money it can (just as i t  did 
in old days) till it can yield no more. I n  short, the grazing must 
be disposed of in a ratioual manner, on a real enquiry as to 
the number of villages, houses, &c., to be provided for, and 
if possible, the number of cattle to be fed ; and not, in general 
tenna, without reservation o i  control. 

Next then I have to consider what sort of a working scheme 
will be required, again repeating that my ideas refer to what 
I have seen, and must be coilsidered by those familiar with the 
whole place, and modified as may be necessary. 

For the "south face forests" no plan is needed : i t  is simply 
necessary to protect, as I already said. T l ~ e  place sliould be 
divided out iuto business-like and manageable adminbtrative 
divisions, so that the forest guards and foresters may have their 
own proper 'ranges' and beats. 

I n  the s$l forests the blocks will.mostly be made by the "raos" 
or artificial broad lines, and these will be divided into compart- 
ments. :: 

Ordinary compartments are dependent on the natural difference 
of'growth, soil, young forest, or old forest, &c.; but here it seems 

D 
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to me that the whole of the sC11 is so similar as regards the 
features of treatment, that with the exception of constituting 
the grassy blanks (wheu of exteut not less than 30 acres) as 
separate compartments, nearly all the rest may be divided into 
equal compartments. 

The compartments need not all  be fire traced, nor need they, 
I thiuk, be very small ; 200 acres would be suitable. 

The reason for this explains also why I think that there is no 
need of a valuation survey at present. 

I t  is that I regard the whole of the standing stock as one that 
s i l l  not, except a limited percentage of it, come to much, aud it 
is to be regarded as a cover for the soil aud to shed seed; i t  is 
to the young seedling crop that I look to make the forest; when 
that is well up all over, then all the present bad trees will be 
cut out as improvement cuttings, without regard to age, size, and 
cubic contenta. 
. When the ground b covered with the new crop uniformly and 
fairly, and this is no improbable speculation, but almost a certainty 

$re is excluded, it will be time to make a valuation survey for 
the purpose of showing us how many good and improving trees 
of the former stock we actually have, and how the young growth 
mill come on for cutting, at different periods, so as to obviate the 
difficulty of having all our compartments of the same age and 
class. 

With a view, however, to amassing the information for such a 
future proceeding, and for other purposes also, it i ~ ,  in my opiuion, 
essential to have, as suggested by Captain Bailey, numerous 
# '  Sample areas" of 10-20 acres in different parts of the forest, 
and ae far as possible under different conditions ; these must be 
carefully fenced, and perhaps the aloe, so common in the Doon, 
would be planted as an additional probation, and as an immediate 
alld visible indication of the plot. I t  is worth at least a trial. 

Valuation surveys of t l ~ e  areas should be taken at  once, and 
yearly measurements wit11 notes of selected trees of various sizes. 

I t  will be a good thing to have some good ring-counting made 
of sections cut from trees now standing. 

The actual treatment for compartments can be simply pre- 
ecribed. 
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Firat is to keep out fire. Now from the positive evidence we 
have that the forests have produced big sAl trees of great value 
and may do eo again, I think it justifiable in the highest degree 
to  spend a good deal of money in thoroughly and efficieiitly 
cutting broad fire lines. The smaller the sub-division, the more 
easy i t  is to  prevent fire, or to stop fire once begun from 
spreading, specially when a well-ordered establishment has charge 
of the places, rendered to some extent more accessible by the 
cleared lines,* suppo;ing them to be kept but clear; but here arises a 
difficulty; how far can we sub-divide the area by fire lines? Not 
each compartment, for we should have to make aud to keep up lines 
in miles by thousands ; but we must do it to some extent, say to 
protect blocks of 2,000 acres at  the outside as miriimnm of sub- 
division; and I believe that i t  will pay well to spend a good sum 
of money in making a~ id  keeping up the lines. 

If we spend 10 to 15 thousaud rupees a year, I would not object. 
I t  is a pity not to take ali the s&l we have, aiid it is imposrible 

n'mply, as we are all agreed about that, to improve it on any other 
terms. 

Then from the rest, we have at present not to cut a stick. 
Slil comes up under quite thick shade, and directly you let in light, 
you have grass, and when grass is dense, seedlings do not come up, 
and you have the expense of artificially aiding the reproduction. 

Whenever the ground is perfectly stocked, then carefully and 
gradually take out the bad poles of the present growth for sale : 
but atpresent all the forest is thin enough and often more than thin 

' enough to allow of free germination; indeed, much of i t  is stocked 
already. 

Also the plan will arrange that compartment by compartment 
creepers are to be thorougtlly cut. This is essential. 

I n  the blanks already described, I do not advocate nurseries or 
planting if protected by fire, as I have shown, all round the edges 
the reproduction ia sufficient; jnst in the centre it may be neces- 
sary, I think, without any clearing of the grass or very slight iu  the 
wont places, to dibble in seed close togebher about the place. This 

I have here make a suggestion. I find the atrols or guards do not 60 into the forest ; 9 feu wild basta, h.; nor rill  t h ~  in BU& This is got over by hxing a forcsla'a 
mge," but not the beat, simply ivlng a foreater with one, two, or thee guardn undor 

him, lo that two or tbrw may patroftogether. 
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will certainly almost raise a lot of seedlings, a rd  then after a year 
or more's experience, it will be easily seen whether just the centre 
formation will need to be either left aloneJ0or out of desire for 
workman-like finis11 be planted up or sown a little more elabo- 
rately. Thnt is all the plan that I think is wanted, but the order 
of cutting creepers and planting, &c., by compartments, will be 
laid down, to secure a fair apportionment of the work over 
several years, progressing from area to area. 

I n  the khair and sisu forest, there is to be very little, or 
better no cutting for several years. I do not like the system 
of letting people pick out all the best khair stems for sugarcane 
rollers, &c.; and if they cut them, the permit should compel 
them to lenve the stump close to the ground, but not dug out or 
hollowed, and clean to coppice. Where toon grows, I would en- 
courage it by cutting away the other trees and weeds, and loosiug 
the soil near the parent tree just when the seed is almost ripe ; i t  
mill fall and spring up of itself. Further steps i t  is here un- 
necessary to indicate. 

atsore 8anb~Iboob. 
The following extract of a letter from the Conservator of Mysore 

Forests, to the Secretary to the Chief Commissioner of Mysore 
and Coorg, in Public Works Department, Rev.-Forests, No. 
1661, dated Bangalore, lGth September 1873, will be found 
interesting. 

* * * * * * * 
THE immediate object of my visit was to try and ascertain 

the reason of tile rise during the past two years in the selling 
rates of our sandalwood, and whether the market in Bombay 
waa steady, or whether the rise was owing simply to speculation. 
I therefore made myself acquainted with the operatious of the 
chief importers and exporters of sandalwood, and found, as had 
for some time been suspected by the Officers of the 'Department, 
that the import trade is almost entirely in tlie bands of a few 
dealers. Tliere are four of these men, two of whom, Haji R&m- 
tulla SBt, and Htiji Mitts K h i m  S6t, buy direct from us. The 
uames of the two others, Htiji Abdul Raimhn Blirmam and Kes- 
sao Purushdttamam, have not appeared in any of our account sales, 
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but they employ a number of agents at  different times, and I 
found that t h e e  of our principal buyers here are actually agents 
for Kessar, Purusl16ttamam ; while a man named Alerilca Gliulim 
H u s h  Skt, who has lately bought much wood, is only an agent 
for Hiji  Rimtulla SBt, mentioned above. Kessao Purush6tta- 
mam is also said to deal to some extent with a man named Abdul 
Klibdar, who holds a monopoly of purchase of sandalwood from 
the Madras Forest Department for a term of three years. 

The chief exports are made by seven firms, and Kessao 
Purush6ttamam has also of late commenced exporting sandalwood. 
Though the number of men interested in the trade is not large, 
still there are sufficient to insure competition, which might 
possibly be extended with advantage to Government. 

The sea-borne exports for the six years, regarding which I 
was able to obtain complete information, were in round numbers 
2,300 tons, or a little over 380 tons a year. Taking this last 
figure as the average, and iucluding the four incomplete years, 
we get a total export by sea of 3,720 tons out of an import of 
6,050 tons, which figure is obtained by taking 605 tons as tile 
average, and crediting that quantity to the incomplete gear 
1867-68." Almost the whole of the export by sea goes to 
China and Arabia, small quantities only going by native craft up 
the coast. Wood of the first three classes goes almost entirely 
to China, while what is called Jajpdkal (hollow billets) and Bagar 
addad (without number, or the small broken pieces, which are 
not included in the five classes of billet wood) go to Arabia, 
where it is either burlit whole for the sake of the fragrant smelt 
arising. from it, or ground up, or powdered aud used with other 
ingredients as an incense. Much of the wood wliich goes to Chiua - 
is used in the making up of fancy carved articles, as inceuse in 
spells, and burnt iu dwelling houses and joss houses. 

There is in Bombny a fair local demand for wood of the 
better classes for the manufacture of carved fancy boxes, &c., and 
wood for these purposes is also seat to Surat. The inferior des- 
criptions of billets are burnt by the PBrsis in their fire temples, 
and are used at  Hiudri.fuuerals wheu the fricnds of the 

In 1868-67, we sold no sandalaod in Nsgar, but in 1867-68 eold a very large 
qunntity. Thctlvorsgc may.therefom stund. 



deceased are able to afford it. . For these purposes mucli wood is 

sent by carts up-couutry to various places in the Presidency. 
The wood rubbed down with water and worked into a paste is 
used by all Hindris in their caste marks, and is also used as an 
external application for headaches, and some skin diseases. 

While iu Bombay, I came across two funeral processions, 
and in both instances I saw billets of sandalwood being carried 
aloxlg to be added to the piles on which the bodies were to be 
burnt. While travelling to Surat by rail I met two Pirsi priests, 
who got out at  a small road side-station, and who had with them 
about half a maund of 5th class wood, which they were about to 
use in some religious ceremony. Much must be consumed in 
this manner. 

The greater part of the wood leaving Bombay by land is sent 
by road on carts. Tlie merchants told me that they do not 
use the railways much, owing to losses in transit, as well as the 
fact that carts do the work cheaper. The wood is of all shapes 
and sizes, and cannot, except at  heavy expense, be put up in boxes 
or packets. I t  is therefore sent loose. If sent .by cart, the cart- 
man is directly responsible for the number of pieces throughout 
the whole journey, and aa he gets but a portion of hie hire iu ad- 
vance, the merchant has a hold over him. 

Of roots we sell about 115 tons per anuum. As I have already 
stated, the greater portion of these do not reach the Bombay 
market, but are used up at  Mangalore. and along the Malabar 
Coast. About a ton of saw dust sold by us allnually is re-sold in  
small quantities en route, and seldom goes to Bombay. 

The stock of wood in  Bombay at  present is small. I t  is 
scattered over the town, but I think the total quantity falls far 
short of one hundred tons altogether, excludirig small chips and 
shavings, for whicli there is at  present but a small demand. These 
are being sold at the same price and in some instances at even 
less than what was paid us in Mysore. But  chips after all form 
but a small item in the value of the wood sold, and the poor 
market for them is not likely to. affect our sales of all other 
classes or the merchants' profit to any appreciable extent. 

I n  Mysore we sort sandalwood billets in five classes, a sixth 
is made up of hollow bad billeta (or Jajp6kal); roots form 
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a class by themselves, and a seventh class is called Bagar addad, 
already explained. I n  tlie Bombay market this classification is 
not accurately observed. The first three classes are lumped 
together for export, while 4th and 5th are mixed with the best of 

the Bagar addad, which is often sound wood, though small. J a j  
aud Bagar are also mixed. 

Taking our average rates in all our K6tis for the last two 
years (the years during which the market has chiefly risen), I 
find we sold wood setit to Bombay at  the followi~ig rates per ton :- 
Classes 1 to 3, Its. 432. Classes 4 to 5, Rs. 344. JajpGkal aud 
Bagar addad, Rs. 368, 

Classes 1 to 3 go to the China market, and the selling price 
in China is ,now 223 dollars per picul. Seventeen piculs go 
to the ton, and taking the dollars a t  Rs. 2, t l~ is  gives Rs. 765 per 
ton. The cost of carriage from our stores to Bombay, excluding 
agents' commission, is Rs. 60 per ton. The freight from Boml~ay 
to China Rs. 30 per ton. Allowing Rs. 10 per ton for agentsJ 
charges in China, loss of weight, petty thefts, loss of interest, 
h., the merchant will have paid Rs. 532 by tlie time his ton of 
sandalwood reaches China; thus clearing Rs. 233 per ton, or 
nearly 44 per cent., which after deduction of 24 per cent. (the 
ordinary commission paid to the Mysore agents), leaves a profit 
of nearly 41 a per cent. 

I could not get trustworthy information regarding the prices 
in the Arabian market, but in Bombay, 4th ahd 5th are 
now selling at  Rs. 540 per ton, and Jaj  and Bagar, which go 
chiefly to Arabia, at Rs. 600 per ton. The merchant who sells 
these classes in Bombay spends Rs. 60 in getting his wood there, 
and allowing for agentsJ charges, he makes on 4th and 5th over 
33 per cent., and for J a j  and Bagar addnd over 38 per cent. The 
trade is no6 burdened with any import or export duty at Bombay 
or  elsewhere in Western British India, nor with any municipal 
duty in Bombay or Mysore. 

Though our minute classification is not adhered to in 
Bombay, i t  is of uudoubted use to the merchant; and if we 
were to alter it, and mix the classes ourselves, I think we would 
not get the same rates. A certain Fdmji  Pestonj offered me 
Rs. 800 per ton for as much of our first clnss wood as I could 
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supply, delivered a t  Bombay. 'I told him I could not undertake 

to send up any, but his request shews that our classification is 
known, and occasionally used in  smaller transactious. 

From the roots oil is distilled; the process is carried on 
chiefly at  Mangalore. I made enquiries in Bombay regardiug 
this industry, and believe the iuformatiou given to be accurate. 
According to this, five cwt. (one kandi) of roots yield 40 seers 
of pure oil at 26 tolas to the seer. This oil sells iu Rlnngalore 
at  Rs. 112-8-0 per kandi of 25 seers, wlrich gives Rs. 180 for 
the 41) seers, the yield of 5 cwt. of wood. Our average selli~rg 
price of roots for the last two gears has been Rs. 352 per ton, 
and allowing Rs. 30 per ton carriage to Mangalore, the sale of oil 
a t  that place gives a handsome profit. 

Selling price of 160 eeers of oil a t  4-8-0 per seer Rs. 720 
Cost of one ton of roots a t  Mangalore 382 
Cost of distilling oil per 160 seers 144 ,, 586 

Profit per ton Rs. 194 

Which ie nearly 87 per cent. 

The rise in the Bombay market is alleged to be due to  
the rise in the price in China owing to a larger demand, and 
the ratee have been steadily rising for the past two years. There 
is also a larger demand in Bombay, and the presidency itself, 
for eandalwood of all kinds, and I have already reported that 
the stock of good mood lying in  Bombay is small. Siuce my 
return from Bombay I have received tenders, all at higher rates 
than tenders made me a month or two before my visit. The 
last tender came in yesterday morning. These all indicate a 
brisk demand, the more so that the merchants are well aware that 
we have just now a large stock on haud in Mysore. The tendem 
I submit uow are ae follows :- 

A. Hhji Abdulla Hhji Abu Bikar offers for :- 
1st  Class at  688 per ton. 

and I, I, 660 
3rd JI 1, 612 ,, All wood of these five classes 
4th ,, ,, 580 ,, now- in atore at Seringapatam and 
5th ,, ,, 540 ,, Hunnsriru in Asktagram Division. 
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No. 1894, dated 19th September, 
B. HBji Mmtulla Skt. Rimtulla offers.- 

1st Class at 641) per ton. 
Offere b take 

1st Class Rs. 690 
2nd ,, ,, 592 J ,  126 tons of those 2nd ,, ,, 667 
3rd ,, ,, 580 ,, classeci at any of 3rd ,, ,, G44 

4th ,, ,, 536 ,, the store8 in the 
Province. 

4th ,, 611 
5 th  ,, ,, 532 JJ 5th ,, ,, 598 

C. Im4m Mahorned. 
For all the wood of the first four classes which may be collect- 

ed in the Nagar Division up to 31st July 1874 Ra. 600 per ton 
all round. Also offers, al~ould this bid be topped by any other 
merchant, Rs. j! per ton more than the highest bid so made. 

D. Abu SBt. 
ard and 4th Clisses at  600 per ton For all wood of these 
Roots and Jajp6kal ,, 376 ,, descriptions in Ashtagram 

Division. 
E. HBji Rdmtulla Skt offers for all roots and jajp6kalthat 

may be collected up to 31st March 1874, Rs. 420 per ton. 
On the 31st July 1873 we held of good wood the following 

quantities in tons, with the exception of chips and powder :- 

Billets. Roots. Jaj. Bagar. Total. 
Nag ar. 83 38 21 4 146 
Ashtagram. 70 127 160 7 364 
Nandidroog. 0 10 4 1 15 

I f  the most favorable of these offers are accepted, we should 
realize by the 28th February 1874 about two and three quarter 
lakhs of rupees without the value of bagar addad powder, and 
chips to be sold. 

I found the local retail rates at  Surat to be as follows :- 
Fourth, fifth, and good jaj at Re. 1 per 4 to 5 seers, or at  the 
rate of Rs. 800 and Rs. 640 per ton. Hoots sold by retail at 6 
seers the rupee, or at  the rate of Rs. 533 per ton. The trade 
in Surab is almost entirely retail, and it supplies many of the 
aurrouuding villages, usiug up about 50 to 60 tons per annum. 
I found the saudul tree graving at Surat. It is said never to at- 

E 
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tain the size of the Mysorc tree, and all tlie indigenous mood shewn 
me in the market was small, very yellow, knotty, and decidedly 
iuferior in fragrance to that of 3Iysore. I t  is sold separately 
from our wood, and fetches about two-thirds of tile price. 

All our sandalwood is called in the Bombay and Surat bazars 
"Malabar Sandal," with the exception of the large dealers, 
but few of the bazar men know that tile greater portion of tlie 
wood they sold came from Mysore. I told them tliat Mysore was 
the cliief source of supply, and that it was the best tlrey could get : 
the reason of its being called " Malabar" was simply that it was 
shipped from that coast. I noticed that our English stamp 
marks are not planed off by the dealers, and in the rctail shops 
may be seen little bundles of wood with the stamp left intact. 
I t  is only latcly that we have commenced stamping our wood in 
this fashion, for the purpose of identifying it and checking theft 
in the Province. I t  may possibly add slightly to the value of 
the wood in the market. 

I n  column 4 of my statement in  appendix is given the 
quantity of wood imported from " foreign external ports." These 
ports include Goa and Rlalid, wlrich bcing on tile western coast, 
very probably ship some of our mood to Bombay, but I was told 
that a small quantity of Australian sandalwood is occasionally 
im~orted. I tried to purchase a piece of Australian sandal in 
Bombay, but could find none. Balfour, iu lris " Timber trees of 
India," states that " in 1847 nearly 1,000 tons of the truc (?) 

"sandalwood, procured chiefly from New Caledonia, the New 
" Hebrides, kc., wcre exported from Syduey to Chiria, where it is 
" burnt with other incense in the temple. Tlie sandalwood trade 
"in these islands gives employment to about six small vessels 
" belonging to Sydney for China ; it realizes about 830 a ton." 
I have placed a note of interrogation after tlre word "true" in 
the above. I f  Balfour is right in ~ ta t ing  that Sydney wood 
realizes in  China £30 a ton, i t  must be much inferior to Mysore 
wood, which is selling at 276-10-0 per ton. From other 
sources of information I have reason to believe the wood is not 
indentical with ours. I n  another place Balfour states the " san- 
dalwood tree of the Saudmiclr Islairds has almost disappeared." 
I f  the supply of wood failed there lately, it may l~artiallp accouut 
for the brisker delualld iu China for our wood, 
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Hearing in Bombay that a French firm, M. M. E. Bandry 
& Co., wished to buy small wood for export to France, I 
called on them, and mas told by Mr. Sylvestre that there was a 
demand for small wood and chips in France, for perfumery. I 
gave him all the information I could, and aIso told the native 

. merchants of this new outlet, which might prove to be a good 
one. I n  a price list I saw some time ago, I noticed that sandal- 
wood of good quality sells in London at  A70 a ton, but the 
demand is very small. 

* * * * .  * * 
The impressiou left on my mind after my visit was, that 

tlre market is a certain one; that the rates may fluctuate slightly 
from time to time, but that if tlrere is no war in China, the rates 
will remain much the same as at present, rising if any thing, as 
that country is more and more opened out ; that the demand in 
the Bombay Presidency itself is steady now, and not likely to rise 
or  fall much; that as long as the merchants can clear 25 per cent. 
our rates will alter but slightly; and that we should take advan- 
tage of the present rrrtes, as I do not think our sales are likely to 
glut the market, and produce a fall next year. When however 
we commence collecting nothing but old roots and dry wood in  
Nagar and Hassan, we shall realize less, but simply because we 
shall not have as much billet wood on hand for the supply of the 
market. The higher rates which may fairly be expected from 
reduced quantities of the higher classes being offered will partly 
compensate for this. 

Before closing this report I wish to draw attention to a 
remark made by Dr. Cleghorn a t  page 29, para. 17, of his Note 
on the Mysore Forest Progress Report for 1865-66. See Govern- 
ment of India Reprint No. 11 of Public Works Department 
Records. '<The trade returns shew that the annual average 
<' export of this wood (Sandalwood) from Madras sea ports amounts 
"in value to about two lakhs of rupees, and most of this is the 
cc produce of Mysore." I t  would be interesting to ascertain what 
the export from the port of Madras is, as that would give' us the 
quantity sold by the Madras Forcst Department, and which is, 
I belicve, thc wood that goes to Calcutta. 
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Export8 of Sandalioood from Xysore, and Import8 and Etportr of 

9b.ndalwood in Bon~bay fiom 1861-65 to 1872-73. 

1864-6.; 
1Rt16-6d 
1960 -6: 
1067-68 
1869-68 
IRIiR-i0 
1870-71 
18il-i2 
18i2-73 

- 
Tot &... 

From Pnrripn From port3 in Tear' / Irpode. I I 
external ports. other pwitdenc~rs. 

Report on Niti Sandad,"  Copal Trees. By Captain F. Elton, 
I d  A~sLtant to Political Agent and Vice-Consul, Zanaibar. 

To Forripn I port' in 
nrteruol purrs. oth"' I dt*neles. 

IT mas difficult to arouse any interest in inquiries made at Dar- 
es-Salam with regard to the whereabouts of the modern copal 
tree. The Arabs asaured me it was not worth taking the trouble 
t o  look at, and when we referred to the Banyans, who in this 
neighbourhood trade largely in Anh6, they adopted a similar 
view of the inutility of taking any trouble in the matter, adding, 
with characteristic hankering after profit, " if the true Sandarusi 
could be dug nearer the coast, that would be a gain to us, but do 
not all know the tree copal is cheap stuff? " 

Bome maintained with persistency that there were no such trees 
now standing near here; '[ those seen by people before had long 
since been cut down; there were but few far inland;" and 
others seriously attempted to convince us that the existence of 
the "Niti Sandartpi" was questionable. 



I n  fact, I failed altogether to elicit any information or excite 
any sympathy on this iuterestiug subject amongst the more civi- 
lised portion of the community, so turned to the slave population, 
and instituted an enquiry on the Seyyids' ~lantat ion outside the 
town. Here I soon discovered, not oulg that several isolated trees 
and small groups existed withiu reach, but also that the slaves 
employed iu clenriug land had arrived at  an extensive belt of 
them, where the India-rubber Uiana was also abuudantly found, 
and which spread for a considerable distance inland. 

On the 16th I left Dar-es-Salam in company with Lieutenant 
T. F. Pullen, Her Majesty's S. Sheanouter, and we proceeded with 
a guide in a westerly direction by narrow winding paths through 
broad fields of ccMhogo" and lorig well-tended rows of cocoa- 
nuts for some two miles, until we reached a <' clearing" of the 
customary east coast description. Charred stumps of trees and 
felled and blackened trunks entangled with the tough half- 
burned ropes of the India-rubber climber strewed the ground aud 
obstructed rapid progress over the ankle deep layers of wood 
ashea and treacherous ;' stubbing" holes on the one side, srr far 
as the long "straw" grass and thick brushwood bordering the 
cultivated lands, and in the other directiou up to the outskirts 
of a dense African forest stretching far away towards the Marui 
Hills and Uzaramo. 

Past this clearing we found slaves busily at work hacking down 
treea reckleasly, and from amongst these people our guide chose 
two slaves, one a Miao and the other a Muinde, who led the way 
over the wrecks of some hundreds of fallen trunks until we at  
last reached the borders of the wood and found ourselves 
amongst the *' Niti Sandarusi." 

W e  were not long in endorsing Dr. Kirk's report published in 
the Linnean Society's Journal (Botany Vol. XI, pnper on Copal 
of Zanzibar and the" Trnchylobium Mozambicense"), for both of ua 
were astonished at  the immense number and size of these trees, far 
exceeding anythiug we had before imngined. Here almost every 
tree around us represented the striking characteristics which 
will be easily noted by the annexed sketch, and the following 
carefully mcasured dimensions, which may be taken as reprcsent- 
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ing an average tree, but by no means one of tile largest of the 
group :- 

Ft. I n .  
Height (top branches lopped of?') ... ... 60 0 

Girth at ground ... ... ... ... 4 3 .. at 6 feet above ground ... ... . 3 2 
Height to 1st branch .,. .a. ... 21 6 ..... Girt11 at  ... ... ... 2 10 

T l ~ c  trunk, wliich is covered with a moderately thick bark, 3-16th 
of an inch, resembling that of the Birch, grows perpendicularly 
in tile larger proportion of trees to a height of about 20 to 25 
feet. At this point the main limbs fork out, and from the ex- 
tremities of thc branches t l ~ e  foliage spreads into that flat-crowned 
appearance so common to many African trees. Tile fruit is of 
a brown color and an irregular almond shape, studded with small 
excrescences, the leaves glossy and of a vivid green, as the speci- 
mens forwarded mill shorn. 

On stripping off tile bark we found the gum deposited in 
many places, between it and the wood, in a liquid form. This 
was also observable to a greater extent when sawing off sections 
of branches; where the tree was injured a resinous gum had 
collected in considerable quantities, and was also seen on several 
trees on the lower sides of the branches ; on the upper sides none 
mas seen. 

The Muinde climbed up and stripped off several specimens 
with a knife, but none of these run to a large size. The larger 
pieces, we were told, are found at the foot of the tree where, 
falling, they become buried in the sand. The Miao told us his 
wife received n dollar altogether for what she had dug at the foot 
of the tree in the sketch, a rotten branch of which had 
fallen. 

Marka of digging mere observed in all the surrounding soil; 
llowever I am not inclined to think the gum falls iu a liquid state, 
for no extensive deposit is noticed except where a state of decay 
exists; hence i t  is probable that where trees have been left to  
fall to pieces from sheer old age, large quantities may with reason 
bc expected to be found buried and to have survived dl traces 
of the trec itself on the ancicnt site. 
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Insects innumerable live on the Niti Sandarusi. One branch 
was cut down in which a family of ants had formed a large nest 
belrind a wall of tlie gum, and were rapidly undermining the 
heart of the wood. Between the bark and the wood, on stripping 
the former covering, legions of ants and wood-lice mere seen, and 
a small green lizard mith a yellow head, striped longi t~diua l l~  
mith black lines, was pointed out to us as peculiar to the tree. 

Indeed one can readily understand that it must be a mere 
question of sufficient time to produce gum which must necessarily 
contain imbedded specimens of the various insects common to the 
Sandarusi, and in a half decayed tree one mould expect to meet 
with many suclr evidences of the former inhabitants, but not tvith 
the leaves or fruit, which are only found growing, as I before noted, 
at  the extremities of the branches and remote from the situatious 
in which the gradual formation of the copal commences. 
The conclusion, then, wliich both Lieutenant Pullen and 

myself arrived at is, that the attacks of the swarms of ants 
aud other insects lead invariably to the slow but sure destruction 
of these trees, piece after piece, branch after branch ; as the 
heart of the mood becomes undermined, the tree throws out the 
resiuous gum in consid&able quantities; almost it would seem in ' 
an effort to arrest the process of decay, which occasiotis firially 
its fall, after which but a few years mould be necessary to bury 
the wreck in the shifting sand which covers the surface of tlie 
sienna-colored sub-soil rich in vegetable remains in which the 
copal tree js found. 

Almost all these trees were festooned mith the long inter- 
twined ropes of the India-rubber Uiana, the thickly matted cords 
of which pendant from the main limbs and knotted into a sort 
of rigging become an easy means of asccnt to tlie natives looking 
for the resinous deposits on the brauches. This India-rubbcr 
wns worked rather extensively here at one time, but was soon 
given up as unprofitable in consequence of the number of slave 
Ids carried off by leopards; now, liomcver, i t  does not appear to 
strike the Sultan's overseers that i t  would be more lucrative to 
collect i t  as they move on mith the clearing, than to cut down and 
burn the Uiana by huudrccls. 
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Our guides easily worked up two Iarge balls of India-rubber 
for us. After making deep longitudiual incisions in the main 
ropes of the Uiana, the milky substances which exuded profusely 
they smeared on thc fore part of the left arm. When enough 
had been procured, this was stripped off in flakes and rolled up 
in the hands until it assumed the shape of a small dumpling. 
A t  Dar-es-Salam this article of commerce commands a .price 
of from $9 to 810 per frasilah of 35bs. weight. 

The slaves told us that you collId travel for two days into the 
interior before losing the " Niti SandarusiJJJ and that during tlie 
whole of that distance the India-rubber was commonly parasitic 
to the trees. At the rate the clearing progresses, Gowever, i t  will 
not be long before this copal tree-wood becomes a thing of the 
past. 

At  a second visit, when we worked 'along and into the wood, 
all we saw only coufirmed the conclusion we had already come to; 
however, I trust, after inspecting the principal diggings, to be 
able to give a more detailed account of the situations in which 
tlie tree is found, and its relation to the fossil Anim6. 

ROYAL BOTANICAL GARDENS, CALCUTTA. 
I have read with much interest Captain Elton's report on 

tlie ,African gum copal tree. . I think he and Dr. Kirk are quite 
right in their conclusions of the-origin of this gum. 

I t  struck me much that this tree and also t l ~ e  caoutchouc 
climber Landolphia sp. might advantageously be i~itroduced iuto 
Southern India (Melabar and Travancore), and also into Burma, 
where they would flourish in the latcrite po"nds if not too rocky. 
The stunted growth of the Zanzibar forests points to pl~ysical 
relations similar to those existing in the British Burmese forests. 
I t  would be really a great gain if ~ l s o  the ripe fruits of the 
African caoutchouc climber could be obtained for trial. I have 
retained also several fruits of the copal tree for sowing. These 
contain appareutly quite sound seeds, and I have good hope that 
they will come up. If so, i t  might be arranged to send some of 
the young plants to Burma and Southern India, for I fear they 
will not succeed well in Calcutta. 
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From 1st Assidant Political Agent and Vice-Consul to Her 
MajeslyJ8 Acting Polifical Agent and Consul-General, Zanzibar. 

EXTBA OT. 

Our day's journey, which I estimate at 19 miles, lay through a 
gently undulating grass country, wit11 extensive belts of fine trees 
(amongst which the "Mti Sandarusi" was frequently to be seen), 
stretching away to the foot of the hills marking the Uzeramo 
country, and only broken here and there by a gentle rise, or an 
outlaying "Shamba," with its surrounding clearings and 
" Mohogo" field. 

Everywhere signs of copal diggings were visible. I n  fact, we 
mere passing through the main fields from which the Zanzibar 
market was once almost entirely supplied, and which still produce 
this valuable gum in considerable quantitiee. 

The process of digging is a simple one. Twenty to thirty men, 
generally of the neighbouring tribes or free men, form a party 
aud spread over a stretch of country, wl~ich they divide amongst 

0 ' X  0 
themselves iuto clans, each of which is worked 

x o x  by five or six of their number. Operations are 
O X 0  commenced in each instance by driving five holes0 

to the depth of about two feet as a prospect. If the yield is 
encouraging, four more holes x are driven, which are followed by 
the levelling of the whole square to the orthodox depth of about 
three feet, deeper than which no shafts are sunk. One square being 
worked out, a new one is commenced and prospected in precisely 
a similar manner, until all likely ground is gone over; purely 
sandy soil without a sub-stratum of fibrous and decaying vegeta- 
ble remains being passed by. The salemen, chosen from their 
knowledge of the coast trade and villages, then effect a sale, for 
which they receive an illcreased share over and above the rest 
of the workers, and after the division of profits all knock off work 
until compelled by want of money, i.e., goods, to take to the 
fields again. The trading generally takes place at night in the 
house of the Indians (whose principal business is cgpal dealing), 
and should no bargain be arrived at, the Washenzi leave before 
daylight, sleep in the woods, and return again at dusk to resume 
negotiations. As the gum is brought in, i t  is an admixture of 

B 
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the tree, the chaknzi, and the true (so called fossil) copal, and, I 
fancy, is still further doctored on its way reaching European 
merchants. 

From 1 s t  Assistant to the Poliiicul Ayent and ViceConsltl, 
Zanzibar, to Acting Political Agent and Consul-General, 
Zanzibar. 

The " DIsandarnsi," or copal tree, is largcly scattered over the 
cstcrisive tract of country stretching from the lfarui hills and 
the Uzeramo, tlirough the rich district of Kmale, away to the 
Matumbmi range of mountains on the south-east of the Rufiji 
River, and lies within the limits which are bouuded to the east by 
the sea-coast line of cultivation and settlement, and to the west 
by the highlands mliich form an irregular barrier to the Mrima 
at  a distauce of from 30 to 35 miles inland. Tliroughout these 
limits immense quantities of the semi-fossil " animi" are dug 
by the natives, and this produce constitutes the most lucrative 
commerce of the Indian settlers at the small trading ports. ' 

Farther south, beyond the Samanga villages, there is a 
break in tlie supply, probably occasioned by the surro~utiding slave 
traffic, which rapidly drives legitimate business and all confidencc 
out of its path, but also affected to some degree by the increased 
difficulties of communication caused by the marshy swamps, 
which here fringe tlie coast more deeply than above the Rufiji. 
However, beyoud Kilwa, copal again re-appears, and is largely 
bought up in tranquil times at tlie numerous trading stations 
which dot the sea-board down to the Rovuma River. 

The <'old m~rking," close to the village of Massonga on the 
Kisiju road, from which many ships' cargoes of "animi" hare 
been extracted, appear to be now almost exhausted, for although 

' 

small parties re-work the ground occasionally, i t  is neglected by 
the hen, who habitually supply the Indians, for a tract of land 
bordering on the same road, a little further to the south, and 
situated in the district of Mangatani. I n  this county a forest, 
called the " Kiregesi," contains many Msandarusi," and 
between the belts of these trees and in the broad trausverse 
glades, which always intersect African woodlands, some of the 
finest fossil gum is dug. This never reaches the trader, however, 



without a largc admixture of the copal from the neighbouring 
trees, and the cotitents of the digger's basket are made np with 
wet sand and small stones, in order to gain a little extra weight, 
i t  being war to the knife over the barter of " auimi" between tlie 
Indian and the Washenai, a contest in which both sides are 
equally unscrupulous. 

Dar-es-Salam is only sparingly supplied with the gum, the 
trade being diverted to Mgogoni, Tuliaui, &c., but the immediate 
vicinity furnishes this part of the coast with ease, and at Mau- 
gatani the agents of the Banyans buy for Kisiju, Bosa, kc. 

The extent of the produce is not fully realized until the Kwale - 
District is entered. Here are found tlie following stations where 
the trade is carried on systematically :- Kitmangao, Zerarc, 
Nusaeebgani, Kunderani, Demuni, Makrora, Kivinja, Sandnzi, 
Mji-Mema, Pemba, and Kikunia, all of which are almost solely 
occupied iu this one commerce. I n  the early morning strings 
of natives are seen on the paths, each party led by a fern men 
armed with old muskets and bows and arrows, and consistir~g of 
women and lads, carrying copal baskets, and except during the 
very dry season, these arrivals take plnce daily, yet, even here 
there is no organized system of working ; " prospects" and shafts 
are secn almost everywhere, but a regular supply cannot be 
insured, no pressure can induce an iricrease when enough gum 
has been bartered to satisfy the present demands of the petty 
Chiefs. Neither do the Indians venture to send out parties of 
their own, each village and each working is represented by a 
lieadman or " Jumbe," and the llatives are only too ready to  
uuite against the slightest encroachment on their monopoly, tho 
'' trade union" system being here represented in its strongest form. 

However, during the rains there is not much slackness, the 
ground being soft and easier to work with t l ~ c  rough hoes and 
pointed sticks used to  clear out the holes; below 4 feet no 
fossil gum is found worth taking, and indeed very few diggers 
appear to go beyond 3 feet in search of i t ;  but all is grist that 
comes to  the mill, copal from the tree, tile cops1 dug bcneath tlie 
brauchea, fossil copal, and thc dccayed gum, and the difficulty of 
arriving at any fair valuation of a quantity must in consequcuco 
be great. 
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My opportunities of visiting both diggings and trees in this 
district were frequent, and i t  is from here that the specimens 
forwarded were collected, as also the fruit, which the natives state 
to be fit for planting; and I find no reason to induce me to alter 
any points in my former report on the " Msandarusi." 

Sandazi boasts of a giant copal tree, which overshadows the 
main street of the village, and is supcrior iu size to any otlrers 
I met with ; but even this really noble specimen is often excelled, 
I was assured by the natives, by trees found nearer the hills. 
At  Kikunia a brisk trade flourishes in the gum with the Rufiji 
tribes and the Mtoti. Past the Mpenbeno Ferries on the Rufiji, 
and skirting the plains which stretch to the Mutumbwi Moun- 
tains, Mohoro is reached (a village on the river of that name, 
which enters the sea at Pemba-Utagiti, but does not belong to 
the Rufiji-Delta), and both here and at  Furu, Murdeogo, Kuajo, 
and Samanaga, and at an inland station called Chabwani, the 
principal business is copal. 

Beyond the Samanga group of villages, the road towards 
Kilwa Kivinja passes through difficult mangrove swamps, and the 
country is thinly populated and very unhealthy. Kilwa reached, 
slave-trade and ivory monopolize all attention, and what little 
copal trade there is has dwindled down to small quantities 
brought in by the elqving expeditions, which venture a few daysJ 
journey from the town. 

The district of Mungao is now in such a disturbed state that 
all trade is closed, except at  Lindy and Mzinga, several natives 
having been killed whilst on their road to the settlements laden 
with the gum; but in peaceful years large quantities arrive from 
this part of the country at Zanzibar: Kwale and Delgado 
exported $40,000 worth so long ago as 1867-68, since which date, 
I believe, no correct returns of the southern trade have been 
kept. 

The 1ndian trader on the Mrima has many extortions to fight 
against and heavy duties to pay, neither can his life be a very 
pleasant one, spent, as i t  is, in one continual succession of hag- 
gling and quarrelling with the natives, in competition with his 
neighbours, and a monotonous round of coast fever. The local 
Jumbe extracts a grouud rcut from him, and hc is fortunate, if 
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only one claimant to territorial dues appears on the scene 1 Tlie 
Jumbe is followed by the Jemadar, who levies an arbitrary 
percentage on his supposed profits, and besides estimates the 
amount himself in order to save discussion. The Custom House 
theu abstracts 20 frasilahs from every 100 frasilahs of copal ship- 
ped as the Government duty, and, in addition, charge him on 
expenses, storage, and delay. Add to all this, freight and interest 
on money, and a considerable addition is made to cost price. 

Three to as high as 5a Dollars are the Kwale estimated cost of 
the barter per frasilah of copal from the Washenzi, prices 
varying according to the season of the year, and the number of 
tha men of the various tribes a t  work, demand, kc., and at  
Zanzibar the merchants buy at  from $7 to 8, according to their 
written agreements with the Coast Ageut. 

Against all difficulties the trade uridoubtedly prospers, and 
affords large gaius to all concerned, whilst it is clear the appa-, 
rently inexhaustible supply of copal, under a settled rule and 
with systematic working, would furnish tho means of supporting 
a far larger community than that now sparsely scattered along the 
Coast. 

The tree would appear to have lined the shores in old days, 
but the extent of the ancient forests can now only be estimated 
by the area of the present workings and by the position of the 
erieting Msandarusi," which are fouud away to the foot of the 
low hills bordering the Mrima and on all the terraced lands 
sloping down from the ridges to the present sea beach. I t  seems 
also impossible to estimate the time required to effect the change 
of the tree gum into the so-called fossilJJ anirni, although all 
local evideuce confirms the identity of the origiu of these two 
articles of commerce, the difference in the value of which is so 
great. 



THE INDIAN FORESTER IN FRBSCE. 

JJ. PEVIEWS. 

AMONG the most hopeful signs of progress is thc growing 
interest of foresters at  home iu Indian forestry, If forestry is 
to become in Iudia what i t  has become iu Europc, it will be 
~ a i n l y  by a strong combination of forces, by a thorough under- 
stauding between all branches of the local forest service iu India, 
and by an " entente cortliale " with foresters at  home. 

I t  is with much pleasure that we have obscrved recently several 
notices of Indian forest matters in the m.L?euz~e des Eauz et 
Forkts," and latterly in tile Journal d J  Agriculture pratigtre, 
which latter contains an article by COLOXEL PEARSON, on one of the 
most interesting groups of forests, the s21 and teak region of 
Central India. 

The first part of the paper deals wit11 teali, and although there is 
in it much valuable information, there are also some curious errors. 

For instance, the Burman forester will be dclighted to learn that 
the exploitation plan of 1868 allows 40,000 teak trecs to be 
annually felled in the forests ! I t  is not moreover correct to say, 
at  any rate in  Burma, that the teak loses its leaves in Novem- 
ber; they do not fall till the dry hot weather. I t  is this cir- 
cumstance which renders the formatiou of liumus by the decay 
of the leaves so difficult in Burma. I n  tlie hill forests, tlle 
dry leaves are invariably baked to tiuder by the sun, and thcn 
the forest fires destroy them in a minute. 

I t  is said that the regeneration of the teak forests is t l ~ c  
greatest difficulty with which the forest admiuistration has to 
contend : surely this is rather too stroag. The natural regeacra- 
tion of teak is only difficult ns long as forest fires continue, 
and in India forest fires continue only by reason of the supine- 
ness of local governments and admiuistrators, who will not effect 
the definition aud regulation of grazing rights or privileges, 
which iu about eight cases out of ten are the origin of forest fircs. 
I u  Burma forest fires are not caused by grazing, but " toungyh" 
cultivation : for this, dcrnarcation of reserved tracts is the remedy. 
But then comes a still more extraordinary phrase. " Le tcak 
cst tcllemcnt pelt garni de fectilles qu' il ne donne nu sol 
qu'nu abri trCs fnible." 
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Considering that tenlt has a magnificent crown of huge green 
leaves, forming a thick shnde over head, this can hardly be 
seriously meant. What is intended is probably that as the teak 
loses its leaves completely, and remains bare till the rains 
sct in, the soil during that time becomes parched and baked by 
the full force of tlie summer sun. 

The result, as regards the destruction of the leaves, has 
already been alluded to, and certaiuly the total absence of a 
llumus layer in the siliceous sandstone hill forests of Burma is 
one of the most notable features: the steady deterioration of 
the soil appears to be admitted, and a definite remedy is urgently 
called for. 

Thereproduction of teak is, if the remarks include Burma, some- 
what misrepresented throughout. I t  cannot be said that the cultiva- 
tion of teak presents enormous difficulties, especially when we 
consider the great success which h ~ s  attended its cultivation by 
Karens. These hill people obtain portions of land to clear and 
cultivate by " toungyb" for one year, on condition that they raise 
teak trees at 6' x 6' all over the area and tend the young plants 
for 2 seasons; after this they hand over the stocked area to the 
forest officer. . 

I t  is not moreover true as a rule that the vegetation of other 
species is more active than that of teak; but the fact is, that teak 
will not bear cover overhead, and if it is planted where such cover 
exists, and where rank plants and jungle can get the better of it, 
i t  will first languish and then succumb altogether. Teak is in its 
first pears of extremely rapid and powerful growth. 

We cordially concur in the author's remark on the necessity of 
putting the coppice teak of the Central Provinces under an 
"arrangement" of conversion iuto high forest. I t  is quite 
true that at present the local demand is for coppice poles and 
emall rafters, but this is not a sufficient reason for abandoning all 
thought of growing timber, and can only be a reason for working 
a portion of the forests by coppice, or rather for making i t  coppice 
with reserved standards. 

The description of the s&l ferest which then follows is excel- 
lent; and a sketch plan exhibits the distribution of the teak 
along the Vindyan and Satpoora I-Iills, and on the Qodavcry 
river, and shews also the outliue of the great central sill belt 
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which occupies the whole of Chota Nagpore and the eastern 
portion of the Central Provinces as far as the sources of the 
Mahanuddp, and occupies no inco~isiderable portion of the country 
of the eastern ghbts, extending down into the north part of the 
Madras Presidency. 

This sA1 belt exhibits greater signs of destruction than the 
northern or Sub-Himalayan s l l  belt, which stretches along below 
the hills from the Jumna to Assam. The administration of i t  is 
still on the most unsatisfactory footing. I n  Bengal nothing has 
yet been done, in spite of representations on the subject, to protect 
any part, even where such protection is possible.* I n  the Central 
Provinces, though the forest -and this applies to the teak traetrr 
also-are" debawassCJJ of all forest riglits, yet they are ouly 
really preserved to an extent of about 2 t  P. C. of the whole 
area of the province. 

N'liile thus pointiug out what appear to us errors in the paper 
under review, we are not depreciatixig in any way its value. 
Some of the mistakes are probably due to the "redacteur " rather 
than to the original intention of the author. On the whole 
the paper is pleasant and readable, full of information, and 
presents just such a sketch of an important section of our forest 
area as is most desirable to give in Europe. 

We hope this paper will be followed by others, describing the 
deodar forests, the Burma teak, the Eastern Himalayan forests, 
and many other localities of interest. 

One thing COLONEL PEABSON may look to with satisfaction in 
writing an account of a tract of country which has been for some 
time under his administration, and that is one, too, which des'epves 
prominent record iu our pages, ou.,  that COLONEL PEARSON was the 
first Conservator in India who coped successfully with forest fires. 
Under his administration, the Ceutral Provinces alone shewed an 
example, which we are happy to say the Berars and other province8 
are now following, of absolutely protecting a considerable por- 
tion of its forests from fire. Several of the forests have been n o ~  
protected for seven or eight years consecutively ; and in 1872-73 
the portion of the area protected in Central India amounted to 
144,542 acres. 

Rinw the above was written conoiderable progreae har been made in PengaL-The 
mitor. 



INDIAN FORESTS. 

This little pamphlet is a reprint of an article in the 1874 volume 
of " Aus dern Wtrltle," a forest periodical edited by Dr. Burckhardt, 
Director of Forests in the province of Hauover, and is dedicated 
to Anglo-Indians who are familiar with the German systems of 
forestry. 

The author has, from time to time, made the acquaintance of 
Indian forest officers travelling on tile Continent, from whom he 
has obtained the information regarding Indian forests contained 
in the present essay. 

After some general remarks on physical geography, the vertical 
distributio~~ of forest species, and organization of tile personnel, the 
writer describes the method of exploitation until lately in vogue, 
and the improvement which it is hoped to effect by gradually 
confining the cuttiugs to smaller areas. 

As regards re-stocking, Dr. Burckhardt is of the opinion that 
Indian forests "should be regenerated by self-sown seed, and that 
only in exceptional cases artificial metl~ods should be resorted 
to." We heartily agree with this opinion, and think 
that natural reproduction by mother trees, or something 
similar-such as plauting under standards-should be tried on a 
small scale, and if soccessful, be introduced more generally. 
The financial advantage of natural regeneration is obvious. 
On the one hand, we have an immense expenditure for nurseries, 
planting, and watering ; on the other, none. The question is : 
would this method succeed? Experiment alone can tell ; but there 
is good reason to  hope that, in  parts of the country, it would. 
"Imitate Nature" is a favourite maxim with those who pride 
themselves on being practical, and in adopting the natural system 
we would he merely carrying out this principle. I t  is, moreover, 
at least reasonable to expect that, i f  trees in a forest left to itself 
reproduce themselves spontaneously by seed, a treatment almost 
identical would give almost similar results. 

Aus dem indiachon Walde, inabrsondere iiber den Tcnk und Snlbaum. .%paratab, 
drurk mu. dem V Hefte "AM dom Wdde" vom Forstdirector Burckhnrdt, Hsnnover- 
1S74. 

Q 
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Dr. Burckhardt seems to be in favour of retaining the primitive 
method as a general rule, but of gradually concentratiug the 
ciittings, and confining them strictly within certaiu limits for cer- 
tain periods. We must confess that we cannot see much dif- 
ference between this and natural regeneration; all that would 
have to be done would be to carry on " concentration" a little 
further perhaps. Iri any case, the character (trees of all agrs 
mixed up together) of moat of our forests would not admit 
of any sudden change, so that the degree of localization 
is not a matter of much importauce for the present. 

The object of coiifini~~g operations to more limited areas 
is clearly shown. 'I Concentration facilitates regeneration ; for 
the cuttings, being smaller, can be more easily inspected, and 
supervision is not relaxed until the yout~g crop is fully estab- 
lished. But the reverse is the case when blanks are scattered 
over large areas; they are then easily lost eight of altogetlier, 
and cattle grazing is all that is wanting to  cause the disappear- 
ance of any seedlings that may have sprung up. The result is  
incompletely stocked woods, so frequently seen in India; aud 
it map be stated as a general rule, that the more extensive the 
cutting, the less complete the stock of young growth. 

For the same reason the wood cut is more easily checked and 
guarded. Even the mode of transport may be affected, as roads 
pay only when large qua~~ti t ies  of material hnve to be extracted." 

Farther on we are reminded that wood loses as much as 80 
per cent. of its weight and half of its volume by being converted 
into charcoal, aud that where the transport of bewood does 
not pay that of charcoal might. 

Special chapters are devoted to teak and sll. The reason given 
to explain why unmixed woods of teak are unknown, i.e., because 
this tree is exposed to more dangers than other forests trees, is, 
to say the least, very vague, and we think that a more satisfactory 
explanatiou might be.found. Trees demanding much light-and 
teak is one of this class--cannot, except under very favourable 
circumstances, compete with trees preferring shade. Everyoue 
knows that the oak, in spite of its more rapid growth, is seldom 
able to struggle uuassivted against the beech ; might we not 
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conclude, by analogy, that the stime cause prevents the spread of 
teak, which is the representative in Indian forests of the oak in 
European forests ? 

Dr. Burckhardt recommends that emall, unmixed clumps of 
teak should be grown in mixed woods, because " treatmeut and 
protectiou from suppression would be easier in the case of clumps 
than in that of isolated trees, and because lateral growth could 
be better regulated by tbinnings." 

H e  is decidedly averse to unmixed teak woods, on account of 
their open character, and the consequent exposure of the soil. 
I u  such forests, he recommends the adoption of Von Seebach's 
method, which consists in increasing the severity of the thinnings 
as soon as the trees have attained their full height, 'and a t  the 
same time raising, uuder the older growtlr, a second crop. The 
object being to accelerate the lateral growth of the standards by 
liberal thinuinge, and at the same time preserve the moisture of . 
the soil by means of the undergrowth. This method has been 
found to  answer when large timber, or a sudden, but temporary, 
iocrease in the yield, was required. 

The writer describes the means adopted by Dr. Brandis for 
estimating the annual yield. It is simply this :-The trees are 
divided into four classes, viz. :- 

Trees from 0 to 19 inches in diameter, or IV Clasa. 

,, l 2 , , 1 8  ?, 91 111 ,, 
,, 1 8 , , 9 4  79 *I 11 ,, 
,, over 24 inches in diameter, or I ,, 

Having estimated rouglily the number of trees in each class, 
by meaauring the trees on a part of the area and then deducing 
from the data obtained the crop of tlie whole area, it remained to 
determine how many of the first class might be cut yearly, until 
those of the second class had growninto first class trees. The number 
of trees divided by the number of years required gave the annual 
yield. To find out the mean annual increase for each class, 
sample trees of average vigour were felled, tlie annual layers 
counted, and the diameters measured; the sum of the diameters 
divided by the number of rings then gave the mean yearly increase. 
Thus, i f  the mean annual increase of a forest were found to be 
-1 of an inch for the second class, it would take 60 years for thia 
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class to grow 6 inches, and our first class trees would have to last 
for that period. 

Dr. Burckhardt thinks thirt the method of natural regene- 
ration could be applied with advantage to the 501. He  tells us 
that i t  is frequently found in uumixed woods; that this fact, 
tlte lightness of its winged seeds, tlie ease with which it is pro- 
pagated spontaneously, and the protection from ruuuing fire8 
afforded by dense thickets, would warrant a trial of the method. 

A perusal of this little book will well repay the trouble. The 
conclusions the author lias arrived at are modestly stated ;. they 
appear to be well worth cousideration,aud are a proof-for the 
writer has never seen an Iudian forest-that " the principles 
of forestry are everywhere the same." 

, ~ O T . S  A N D  UTRIES. 

-C- 

Q 
(CHINESE BLACK-WOOD IN BOMBAY.) 

WILL any correspondent in Bombay inform us what epecies 
of tree is indicated by the name Chirrese Black-wood, and how seed 
of i t  can be obtained ? Does i t  require a heavy rain-fall, or 
would i t  grow in North India? Any particulars of the experi- 
m a t s  in Dharmar would be valuable. 

B. H. B. P. 
FIBE LINES. 

The work of burning fire protection lines varies in different 
places 80 much, that it is a good thing to collect differeut e s -  
yeriences from different quarters. 

I n  the Dehra Doon the rain-fall is good, but during the winter 
and dry mouths the nature of the soil in the sP1 forests, where 
there is very complete sub-soil drainage, causes the surface to 
become and remaiu very dry. I t  is remarkable in tlris district, 
lrom the slightest covering of grass will sustain a fire and allow 
kind of smouldering, hardly visible combustion to creep along, 
till all of a sudden i t  reaches a mass of materid begoud, and 
bursts forth in flames. 

The following method of cutting fire lines in very iuflammable 
localities, tried by Captaiu Bailcp, Deputy Conservator of Forests, 
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seems mortl~y of record ; i t  controls the fire by cutting the liues 
like a ladder. 

I had liues burnt round 6 patches in the Boolawala and Luchee- 
wala Forests, in the Eastern DQu. T l ~ e  area of these patches was 
about 245 acres, aud tile length of line surrouudiug them waa 
64 miles. 

I t~ave satisfactorily determined that no unburut line, on which 
there is any vegetation, is of the slightest use iu stopping a fire. 
I tried some experiments by cuttir~g the grasn as low as it was 

pssible  to cut i t ;  but there was always sufficie~~t left to carry on 
the flame, which passed rapidly over the liue, risi~ig several iuches 
high. 

I commeuced to burn rouud the patcl~es in the month, of 
February. I f o u ~ ~ d  that in the early moruings the grass was so 
wet that it could not be made to buru at all. 

After about two hours (9 A.M.) it seemed suddeuly to have 
reached the burning state, and in a momeut au euormous fire 
sprang up, which was with the greatest difficulty suppressed. 

The flamee rose so high, and tlie heat giveu out was so great, that 
the men could with difficulty be persuaded to go near it. After 
this I did not consider it safe to light the fire again that moruing. 

About 11 A.M. a strong breeze spraug up and col~tiuued all the 
eveoing, and it was impossible to light the fire agaiu that day. 

I however directed that during the day strips of grass about 
6 fket wide should be close cut with a " durr&nteeJ' down each 
side of the lir~e which I proposed to burn, and that the interven- 
ing grass should have cross paths cuts tlrrougl~ it at every 50 
yards. Thus the whole area was divided iuto small patches. 

The next moruing, as soon as the time arrived at wliich the grass 
would burn, I fired each of the patches so formed in successiou. 

A gang of 20 men stood rouud the burlling patch, with greet1 
boughs to prevent tlie fire from spreading across the cut lines, and 
to put out any sparks wl~icli might be blow11 over them. 

Tile greatest watchfuluess was required, but the plan seemed to 
succeed. 

The great advantage of this arrangement is, that the men can 
~IC usefully employed all day, and that within reasonable limits; 
i t  is as easy oud as cheap to make a wide liuc as a narrow one, tllc 
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only increased labor for a wide line being the extra length of the 
cross paths or runnings of the ladder. 

The plan recommended may bo carried on with safety if s 
gang of a0 coolies under a sharp tyndale is employed; but I 
think the paths might be made 10' wide if the grass be long 
atid thick; and if i t  be very dense, the cross paths might be 
made at closer intervals than I have described. 

The great object is to preveut the fire getting too much a head, 
aud thus becoming beyond control. 

The grass on the paths or strips should be cut as close as it is 
possible to cut it with a dunbntee. 

B. H. B. P. 

Coniferous trees, I firid i t  noted in the Revue des Eoug et 
Por&ts, give 3 times less ash than deciduous, and therefore 
require 3 times less of inorgauic matter in the soil. Moreover, 
the leaves of pines are fleshy and persistent, which enables them 
to draw a larger amount of uourishmeiit from the air. The 
roots in consequence have a more spreudiug nature and less ten- 
dency to go downwards vertically. 

From the same journal I observe the following :- 
10,000 parts oak give ... 250 parts ash. 
,, lime (Tilia) give ... 600 ,, 
,, fir (" Sapia") give ... 83 ,, 

And for a gewral average i t  may be taken that woods give 2.5 per 
cent. of ash (other than conifers). 

Supposing, then, 700,000,000 kilogrames (1,54X),000,000 Bs. 
nearly) to be annually consumed, the quantity of ashes would 
be 17,000,000 kilos ( or nearly 38,000,000 b s )  . 

Now all this ash contains quantities of phosphates valuable to 
the soil. 100 kilos of the ash of beech will, according to Liebig, 
contain 25 kilos of phosphates. 

M. DeL'arminet gives 12.2 as the percentage of phosphates 
generally. 

Tho value, therefore, of most ashes as manure is enormous- 
whcre do they all go to? 

33. H. B. P. 
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The following curious notice is extracted from Major Madden's 
well-known but not very accessible papers on the '@Himalayan 
conifem'' in the jourual of the Agri-Horticultural Society of 
Iudia. Have any of the correspotldeuts observed any similar 
phenomenou, and can they give an explanation of i t ?  

"During a fine dry winter, such as the present one of 1844-45, 
in the mouths of December and January, the leaves of the kaeel 
pine (Pinw excelsa) were completely covered by a sweet transparent 
liquid substance, which collected on the branches and leaves, and 
as i t  dried matted the latter as if with ghee. This substance con- 
creted into a pure white manna of the cousistency of honey or . 
scgar, hanging down from the branches in the form of long or 
rouuded ' tears.' I n  this state i t  is eaten by the billmen, and 
is extremely sweet and palatable, witl~out any flavor of turpentine. 
Abundance of i t  also falls to the ground, where i t  covered the 
stones with a coating as hard and transparent as the finest 
va r~~ i sh ;  and the leafless branches of willows, kc., were quite 
e~lveloped by it, with so much French polish. I t  was also pro- 
duced on the cedar, oak, aud Azrdroazena, but far less copiously 
than on the kaeel pine. The moutltait~eers believe it falls from 
Heaven ; to me it seems to exude from the leaves, but Captain 
Hay iuforms me that it was in fact secreted by a species of aphis 
of a dark brown color, about one-tenth of an inch in length, 
which was to be seen in ~~lultitudes on the branches. W e  learn 
from Burckhardt *that the mnnna of Mount Siuai, still called 
Manni by the Arabs, drops from the tarfa, a species of tama- 
risk, probably our ' f~ivas,' only in years when copious raius 
have fallen, as last season at  Simla." 

B. H .  B. P. 

I t  may not be get~erally known that in some parts of Burma 
the people have a very simple method of killing exogenous trees 
which do not succumb to the ordinary process of ringing or gird- 
ling, such as cutting into the heart wood and making a clear line 
of severance though the sapwood. 

Travels in Byria, pp. 689-804. 
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The trees in qncstion, which are of course those which have 
hut little heart wood, or probably no real durameti at all, hre 
rinpcd to the dcpth of several inches in the hot weather, and the 
iucision there made is filled with moist earth or clay as soon as 
the rains sent in. 

Thc first operation has apparently no effcct whatevcr, and one 
is at a loss to comprellend wily the ritigirig and application of 
clay should not be undertaken a t  one and the same time. 

Uudoubtedly the clay acts as a check to the anartomosis of the 
bark and sapwood over the incised part, and to this must be 
attrib~ited the death of the tree. 

I t  would be very interesting if any one well versed in s t r~~ctura l  
arid pl~ysiological botany would explain the actual effects in detail 
of the entire operation on trees of this description. 

w. J. S. 

ON T~~AN~PLANTINQ. 
m e  Government of Iudia letter No. &", of 28th May 1874, 

circulatirig Mr. J. Ballantyne's report ou the taproots of teak 
seedlings, has just reached me. 

I n  Assam I cor~vider it best not to transplant' at all, but to put 
down the aead at wl~at we call at stakes or on the spot it is t o  
grow in ,  3' x 6', 4' x 4', or 6' x 6' distances. 

Next to this, traiisplanting of small seedlings 2 to 3 inches high 
is considered far better than the transplanting of larger seedlings, 
in  fact, the latter is never attempted. The same method of 
course could not be advocated in all the varieties of climate 
we have in India. I hope residents in other parts of India will 
let us know through the mcdium of our new forest paper what 
they consider the best, and how they manage. 

G .  M. 

AMERICAN FORESTS. 
Constant and reckless destruction of our forests is fast bring- 

lug US to a condition in which there will be occasion for real 
alarm. I t  is not probable that any " scare " like that which a 
few years ago went over England, concerning the prospective 
exl~austion of her coal supply, will immediately occur in America, 
touching the lose of our forests; but we wish sometliing near 
enough approachiug it might happen, to stop a work that is full 
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of evil promise. I n  the whole of the United States there is 
left but one really great tract of timller. I t  lies at the far extreme 
of our county, and consists of about one-half of tvashington 
territory and a third of Oregon. Califor~~ia has, perhaps, 
500,000 acres of forest now, of which fully one-half has been cut 
away witl~in the last two or three years. Here in New York we have 
n o  considerable forest left, except in the Adirondack region. 
Our wealth of maple, walnut, and hickory is substantially goue, 
and a large part of it has been wantonly destroyed. Wisconsin 
had a magrlificent forest growth, but the people are sweepiug it 
away at a marvellously rapid rate. One billion feet of timber 
was cut in a single year. I t  will not take more than a decade or  
two at the utmost to fairly exl~aust this source of wealth to the  
State. Michigan atrd Minnesota are following in the same 
course, slashing away at their forests as if a tree had no right to 
lift its head. One of our most intelligent army officers, General 
Brisbin, who knows the western country thoroughly, and to 
whose accurate knowledge of this subject we are indebted for 
many facts, snys that 50,000 acres of Wisconsin timber are cut 
annually to supply the Kansas and Nebraska markets alone. The 
Sagiuaw forests are even uow practically destroyed, and if the 
Northern Pacific Railway is built, it will open up to the axe the 
one remaining belt of Americnn timber, in Oregon and Washing- 
ton territory. The railroads have been the great destroyers of 
our forests. They use 1G0,000,000 of ties anuually-that means 
the levelling of at least 150,000 acres of trees. The timber they 
use, also, is ]lot the refuse or thc iuferior, but among the very 
best, fine young trees, gin. to loin. in  diameter. If it is remem- 
bered that ties have to be renewed every seven years, the extent 
of demand on our forests will be appreciated. When 10,000 
miles more of rails lrave been laid, i t  will require all the young 
trees in the country to supply the demnud for ties. Fences are 
also enormous consumers of trees. I n  the Esst we are learning 
iu  this regard economy from necessity, but in the West, in some 
 state^, the farmers cut down the forests wit11 scarcely more 
thought than they l~arvest their grain. The fcnces of the Uxiited 
States, people may not generally kuow, have cost more than the 
lands, aud are to-day the most valuable class of property, save 

H 
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railroads and real estate in cities. Illinois alone l ~ a s  $2,000,000 
invested in fences, and they cost annually $l'75,000 for repairs. 
111 Nebraska, where excellent herd laws are in force, the necessity 
for fences has been so niuct~ lessened that the fences of the State 
cost less in proportion to population than in any other in the 
Union. T l ~ e  outrageous waste of timber caused by the fellilrg of 
forests arid burning of the trees to 1)ring the land under cultivatioe 
goeo on still a t  a fearful rate. From 1860 to 1870 no less than 
12,000,000 acres of forest were t l ~ u s  wantonly destroyed. For 
fuel also vast tracts are levelled of their trees. It took 10,000 
acres of forest to supply Cliicago with fuel in one year-1871. 
Our annual decrease of fore$ from all these causes is not far from 
8,000,000 acres. Yet we plant only 10,000 acres of new forests a 
yenr.-ATew Yor) fimea. 

T H E  DECHEASE OP WATER I N  RIVERS AND SPRINGS. ' 
The followiug data have been taken from a speech by IIofratli 

G. Wex at tlie Atl~iual Meeting of the Geograpllical Society 
a t  Wienna on the 2211d January 1875. 

Hofrath G. Wex stated that observations show a steady decrease 
of the quantity of water iu rivers. aud au increase of floods. 
Observatiuns made show the followirig decrease duriug the l t~st  
50  years. On the river " Elbe" 17 illches; on the rr  Klliue" 24.8 
inches; on tlie "Oder" 17 inches ; on the " Weichsel" 26 iilclles; 
ou tlie " Douau," near Orsowa, 55 inches. Corresponding with the 
above an iucreasing drying lip of spriugs has been observed. If 
this was to go on, the German rivers would cease to be navigable, 
the smaller streams would dry up, the lives of plants and auimals 
would be endangered, and by these meaus the existence of future 
generations would be threatened. The chief canse of these 
phenomena is stated to be the reduction of the area of land 
under forest, whereby not only a reduction of atmospheric 
deposits is caused, but also the falliilg rainwater rnsliee down 
the bare hill sides, causing temporary floods, whereas in laud 
under forest the rainwater is retained as ground water, which 
feeds spriags, thereby securing a steady flow of water in the 
rivers. Should not we here in India take a warniug by such 
startliug cffccts of forest devastation? 

w. s. 
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30h 8Iot a tiger i ~ r  r\ ljousa, 
" SAHIB, bngh ka kliubr aya." These words, so often heard, but 

never without a thrill of expectant pleasure, came from a chup- 
rassie, almost as keen in the search of aliikar as his master. I 
was sittiug in my sanctum deep in one of those many reports 
mhich leave a district offcer less time than of yore for shooti~lg ; 
but considering the protection of life aud property of paramouut 
importance, the report in this iustance had to wait. 

I soon heard the particulars. 
A tiger in a village 10 miles off-but not merely in the vil- 

lage, in quiet possession of a dwelling house-a cow killed-a 
man mauled-could any khubr sound more promisiug ? 

The khubberier had come in hot-haste, taking eome 24 hours 
only on the road; the tiger was in the house wlieu he started, 
and he wag quite certain it would uot dream of moving off 
u ~ ~ t i l  we had inspected it. 

Quickly were the orders given for elephants, howda, and rifles 
to be got ready, and the following chit fired off to M., a right 
good fellow everyway, iucluding proper love of shikar. 
DEAR M., 

Khubr l Tiger in a house waiting to be shot. Will 
you come ? 

Yours. 
Back sped the answer " all right." 
I t  was now 10 A.M., aud alas all the elephants were out 

for charra. Coultl we expect them up in tinie to find the tiger 
still iu the house, or eveu in the village? It seemed most doubt- 
ful. Close to this village, too, is very heavy jungle, where &I. 
and I only the week before shot a tigress ; but then we had a kill 
i n  the jungle aa basis of our operations, or rather fourkills, as four 
cows out of a herd had beeu-killed and carried iuto the jungle 
aud without a kill iu such jungle you might ae well look for 
the traditional needle iu the haystack of our childhood as for 8 

tiger. 
Expedition was everything, so I galloped off to our Police 

lines, some two miles distaut, aud ordered out sowara to hunt up 
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the elephnnts, with instructious to the mahouts to proceed direct 
to the village without comirig iu for our howdas, which we seut 
on carts to a musjid a couple of miles out, a point where the 
elephants could pick them up without haviug to go out of their 
way. 

I t  was after midday when M. and I started ; a sharp canter 
of some four miles over a road which would have been good had 
those three letters of the alphabet P. TV. D. never been placed 
in such close relatiouship to each other, brought us up with tlle 
elephants. Two howdas, four beaters, uot a big line, but enough 
for our purpose. . 

It was no good our going on before the elephants. So for the 
last five miles or so we went leisurely along, speculatitlg every 
now and then as to the possibility, almost rather the improba- 
bility, of our finding stripes still ill possession. 

I t  was a very pleasaut ride, a briglit cool day in February last, 
agreeable climate, good green turf to ride on, a tiger waitiug for us, 
atid not least, though last named, as compauion a friend who 
had shared with me many a previous day's sports. Could auy 
ride be more pleasaut ? Dear reader, do you recall those pleasant 
rides dowu tlie velvety turf-clad lands of dear old England, when 
your companion was percliauce one of the fair sex, and think you 
could have rides infinitely more pleasant than that I describe? 
Of course you can, but you may believe me that these rides out 
to our " happy shooting groutid" cement old frieudship and live 
pleasantly iu our memory loug after tlie shootiag days are past. 

About the tenth mile we reached the camping grou~id on the 
J. nuddy. Here we were met by some of the excited villagers, 
with the assurance, almost too good to be true, that the tiger 
was still in the village. 

W e  now got iuto our howdas. Mine was on Maula Bus, a 
grand makua, on whose head not so many days before I had seen 
seated one of the most lively tigers that I have had the pleasure 
of shooting. M.'s was on dear staunch old La1 Peeari, whose 
deeply scarred trunk bears testimony to her plucky encounters 
with the tiger tribe. 

While crossing the river, I slipped the cartridges into my express 
and Westley Richard's No. 12, two of the beet weapons out, and 



as we asce~ided the opposite bauk, eager were the looks in the 
direction of the village in possession. 

Villages, by-the-bye, you do not finti in this part of thecountry; 
that is 11ot in the ordinary acceptation of the word ; there are only 
emall clusters of homesteads, two or three homestead* makin8 a 
little hamlet. Several such hamlets, with the surrounding bam- 
boo clumps, were scattered along the edge of the jungle uear the 
river; close to one of them we saw some hundreds of people sitting 
and matchiug the deserted hamlet, a'. e., deserted by all but tile 
tiger; this hamlet consisted of some four or five Bengali bharries, 
four or more mat-walled thatched houses, surrounding a small 
court-yard being the ordinary form of a bharrie. 

Great mas the excitement of the people as we came up, longing 
t o  be revenged on their enemy ; bad enough they thought it to 
have a cow now and agaiti carried off as it grazed near their 
homes ; but for a tiger to leave the jungle aud take np his abode 
in a village was rather too much, a i d  they were eager to see him 
killed. As for his beiug in the little hamlet, of that they had 
no doubt; they had kept watch ou all sides, and he could not have 
got off unseen. 

Our modzcs operandi was quickly settled, a howda on opposite 
sides of the hamlet, the beating elephants around it. M. took up 
his positiou on the side we first approached, a likely -1ookiug 
gully between two houses taking his fancy as a natural line of 
retreat for the tiger if we.turned him out; I went on the opposite 
aide. 

We first examined carefully all the cover around the hamlet, 
and satisfied ourselves that the tiger was not there, and that if 
anywhere, he was actually among t l ~ e  houses; the uext thing was 
t o  search the hamlet itself. 

~ i v e  you ever tried to get inside such a hamlet on an elephant? 
if not, you cau have no idea how difficult it is. The overlopping 
roofs coveripg the passages between the houses leave little room 
for a mau to pass, much less for an elephaut to squeeze through, 
and if you do contrive to force your way into a court-yard, there 
is barely room in i t  for your elephant t o  turn rouud to get out 
again. Uuder such circumstaucee it took some little time before 
I could be certain that the tiger was not lyi~ig in ally of the 



court-yards or passages between the houses, and that if anywhere 
he must be iuside a house. The qliestion was which holise? The 
khubberier, wlio waa on one of the pads, could poiut out the stled in 
which the cow had been killed, but it was so hedged in with houses 
it was difficult to reach. I determined, however, to get to it, and 
to do this had to pull dowu some out-llouses. M. meallwhile had 
taken up Ilia post* in front of the gully meutioried above, and was 
all prepared to let drive. 

I could not have believed that mere matting, baml~oo, and thatch 
could offer the resietauce they did ; but so i t  was, and i t  was 
with uo little trouble that I got the elepha~it I was on to pull 
down the uecessary slieds. What added to the di%culty was, that 
the elephaut trained to respect llouse property could not nuder- 
staud the unwonted order to  destroy. I n  doing this 1 could get 
little assistauce from the pad elepl~ants, whose mallouts, apparently 
acentil~g tigers bellin? every wall ready to spricg on them, 
preferred watcliing out'iide. 

At last the cow shed was reached; it was one side of a small 
court-yard, and i t  seemed highly improbable that the tiger was 
in it, as one or two parial~s lay peacefully iu the yard basking in 
the sun, merely moving with their ~isual yelping accompa~ii- 
meut from one spot to another as we disturbed them ; fowls were 
quietly perching about, and goats skipped joyfully as if in the most 
perfect security. The e ~ ~ t r a ~ ~ c e  illto the cow shed being in a 
passage so narrow that I could not possibly get into it, I pro- 
ceeded to pull down its outer wall ; this done showed the cow lying 
dead with a wound in its throat, otherwise untouched, but there 
was no tiger ! Then comes further search and more pulliug down 
of slieds, but still no tiger 1 I was now corlvinced that the tiger 
must be iu one of the dwelling houses, improbable as it appeared. 
These houses are raised on mud platforms from two to three feet 
high, some mud plastered mat walls and good strong chicks 
hanging outside their doors, aud i t  certaiuly did not seem likely 
that a tiger would understand how to push aside a chick and 
enter a door. I n  vain I lookef for any chick wliictl showed 
signs of having been disarranged or forced out of its place. I 
had not wished to pull down any of these dwelling houses if I 
could possibly avoid it, but there waa no help for it. So I deter- 
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mined to commence with a smnll sleeping house, one roomed, • 

which wae very near the cow shed ; to reach this house another 
amall shed had to be pulled down and tlie court-yard entered, 
one of the pad elephants had :low joined me, and at last wc were 
in that court-yard, side by side, tile elephants' trunks touclliug 
the mall of the small sleeping house, their tails flapping against 
the house on the opposite side of the yard. The beating 
elephants now commel~ced to pull down the outer wall of this little 
house. I ]lad tried leanir~g over the howda to lo& io through 
the chick. But the door was in an inner wall, not in the outer, 
arid the little passage to it was too dark to allow of my seeilig 
anything. 

The elephnnt had great difficulty in getting hold of the outcr 
wall to pull it down. You saw his trunk leech like feelillg aloug 
the top of the wall and under the thatch roof searcllirig for a l~ole 

. or something to tnke grip of; at last be managed to insert his 
trunk just under the roof and to get it inside the house, but 
instead of pu l l i q  the wall down he cornmeticed feeling all along 
the inner side; in vain the mahout, with words of endearment, 
curaes, and blows urged the elephant to pull at the wall; he seemed 
to have made up his mind to make a perfect reconl~aisance of the 
iuterior with his trunk before he would do anytliing else, and the 
house seemed so small that his trunk could almost reach into 
every corner. I remarked to  my xnal~out that there could be 
no tiger in this house, or the elephant's trunk would not have 
got off scot-free. At  last appearing satisfied with his obser- 
vation, the elephant seized the top of the wall .and began to 
pull i t  downwnrds and upwards ; this was followed by showers 
of dust, and surely the row was enough to arouse any live 
c r e a t u ~  inside, and so it did-the cl~ick moved, was pushed aside, 
and-out-sprung the tiger ! Not a bit of it, out ran alittle black 
goat ! ! A little goat instead of a tiger, and evidently afraid of 
nothing but the row we were making ! ! 

The elephant now seemed to think he had done all that was 
needed, and the period not having as yet arrived wheu the lion 
and the lamb shall lie down together in peace, it certaillly did 
not appear a t  all likely that a tiger would be alone in a room 
aome twelve fcet square with a goat and allow it to come out 
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alive-however, having commenced, there was nothing like go- 
ing on pulling the wall down, and making all sure, so a t  it again 
went the elephant; behind the mahout on the pad sat one of 
the mahout's mates. I was too high above the top of the wall, the 
mahout a little too 16w to see well into the room as the elephant 
p d u a l l y  brought the wall down : the mate was just about the 
right height, and kneeling on tlre pad eagerly did he strain his 
eyes into the seeming pitchy darkness of the interior of the 
room, but nothiug did he see-a moment or two more and the 
elephant with a determined pull bent down the wall and pushi~lg 
the upper bent half wit11 his head, pinned it against the lower half 
so that a half wall only stood up ; greater than ever was the dust 
as lie did it, but just as he had got i t  wel! down the mate ou the 
pad pointing iuto the room called out " there is the tiger." Hardly 
were the words on his lips, when clean out of the house, over the' 
half wall and on to  the beating elephants, ieapt a magnificent 
tiger, such a leap, with loud angry roar, flaming eyes, and well 
extended jaws, showi~g  his glistening ivory teeth-round flew 
both elephants. Bfaula Bux, had he been alone, would never thus 
have sl~own his stern to an enemy, but the other elephant swerving, 
elephaut-like he followed suit;  there was no bolting, the wall 
of the opposite house brought them up sharp. Long to describe, i t  
was the work of a moment, and as we whecled round I me~lirged 
a flying shot-was there ever a more glorious opportu~~ity for a 
flying shot-a flying tiger mid-air 'tween house and elepllants. 
Our movements were, however, too rapid for accuracy of aim, as 
all those will understaud who have experienced what i t  is to find 
yourself suddenly taken 05 your feet by the uuexpected swerve of 
an elel~hant, and to feel yourself and rifles knockiug about your 

11owda in most uupleasiug confusiou. Still unsteady as our aim 
was, a miss was impossible with the hnge beast or~ly an iuch or 
so from the muzzle of my rifle, and though notllillg oould have 
stayed him from bounding on the elephant's back, he ditl so 
with an express ball in his stomach, which so touched him up 
that tl~ough in his rage and agony he bit a piece clear out of the 
guddy within an ace of the mate's squat, he rolled off as quick as 

he was up, and slunk with a deep groaniug roar between two walls; 
a second shot was impossible; he was out of sight before I could 
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have fired, even if I had regained my 'Jalance; the one shot hnd 
however done its business well, and doubtless saved the mate's life ; 
a narrower shave could hardly have been possible. I t  was a 
moment of great excitement and such a sight--one not often seen 
too, a tiger leaping out of a dwelling house on to the elephant 
by your side !! M. unfortunately missed all this, only hearing the 
noise, as from where he was he could see nothing of what went on. 
He was right, however in his idea of what the tiger would do if 
ejected, as i t  had now slunk into the very gully up the mouth of 
which he was watching, but being a little way up the gully he could 
not siglrt it. I too could not see it, and from the nature of thie 
case with the over-lopping roofs of houses on each side i t  was most 
difficult to get into any position from which you could do SO. 

finding that the land in which the tiger now lay ran up some ' 

little way on my side, and was then blocked by a shed, I left the 
court-yard and had this shed pulled down. This done, my mahout 
could by   too ping over his elephant's head just nee the tiger; I was 
too high up to do so. We then backed till at last by leaning over 
the howda I could catch a glimpse of the dark outline of some- 
thing wlrich the mahout said was the tiger. I t  was difficult a t  
first in the darkness of the gully to make him out, but my eye 
getting accustomed to it, I presently detected the heavy rise and 
fall of the dark mass; it was his painful breathing, and being 
aure that it was my friend, I let drive at what I supposed must 
be the poaition of his head. My elephant was steady as a rock, 
and the sudden start and angry growl told that the shot had gone 
home; still however his side heaved, so again I fired ;- he did not 
rise, but seemed to drag himself just out of my sight and by 
doing so showed himself to M., who was keenly waiting for him. 
A shot from M.'s rifle gave him his quietus. 

Great was the rejoicing and loud the sliouting as the inbabi- 
tants and those of the surrounding hamlets pressed in by hundreds 
t o  see their dead foe, and a noble beast he was ; the tape was passed 
over him at  once, and he was just over 10 feet. I may here 
observe with reference to the late discussion as to the le~rgth of 
tigers that I have shot many and good sized ones too, but I have 
never got one more then an inch or two over 10 feet. In  fact, a 
10-feet tiger is above the average size. 
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W e  went to see tlie small room in wliich thc tiger had been so 
quietly ensconced, aud found that he had been stretching himself 
on an old woman's bedding, the cotton stuffed pillow of which 
he had amused himself with tearing to bits; the goat being an 
interested and uumolested spectator all the time ! ! 

After this we went to a neiglibouring hamlet to see the man 
wlio had been mauled; we found i t  WRS a young fellow, whose 
curiosity prompted him to get a near view of a tiger, and who 
accordingly, when the inhabitants ran off leaving the tiger in 
possession, went back and climbed to the ridge of a roof whence he 
commanded a view of the cow shed in wliich at that moment the 
tiger was. No sooner was he on tlie top of tlie roof than the tiger 
spotted him, and with a spring was up by his side. Before the 
young fellow could throw himself off the roof the tiger's claws 
were in his right arm and the back of his head; the weight of the 
tiger however made the thatch give way, and while he slipped 
back into the court-yard the man fkll back on tlie other side of 
the house and managed to get off. He  was very badly wounded, 
and it seemed doubtful at first if he would live; however, we 
carried him into the station, and thanks to the skill of a clever 
surgeon, he was cured in a couple of months. 

M. and I rode home well satisfied with the day's work. 
Minc liad been the luck this time, but such is the chance of 
sports, i t  will be his next, though I fear his will be delayed, ae 
his services being required in connection with famine in another 
part of India, he has left us, and when I last heard from him 
Ile told me that he often looks lovingly at  his now idle guns, and 
thinks of the days gone bye. 

Such dear reader is a day's tiger shooting, and if by chance 
you have never tried it, I can only say do so when you get the 
opportunity, and I know you will agree with me that i t  is the 
best shooting out. 

R. M. 



EXTRACTS FROM OFFlCIAL GAZETTEB. 

As the Editor has not received the Gazettes of Mysore, Assam 
and Madras, the following list will not be found complete :- 

Department of Revenue, Agricullure, and  Commerce-FORESTS. 

The 29th April 1875 -No. 504. Mr. 8. Sfratford, Sub-Assistant 
Conservator of Forests in British Burma, availed himself, on 
the 20th instant, of the furlough for one year granted to him 
in lSotification No. 123, dated the 3rd February last. 

No. 606. The Governor-General in Council has been pleased 
to promote iKr. R. H. E. Thompson in the Central Provinces 
from the 3rd to the 2nd Grade of Doputy Conservators, aud 
Meaars. B. 8. Dodsworth in Oudh and E. &A. dioir in Ajmere 
from the 2nd to the 1st Grade of Assistant Conservators, with 
effect from the 1st April 1875. 

H r .  8. 0. Hill, 2nd Assistant in the Survey Branch, is also pro- 
moted from the 3rd to tho 2nd Grade of Assistant Conser- 
vators, with effect from the same data. 

The 30th April 1875.-No. 522. dlessrs. A. R. Wild and 8. 8. 
Waters, Assistant Couservators of Forests in the Punjab, are 
transferred to British Burma. 

The 4th Nay 1875.-No. 534. Z r .  R. H. 0. Whittall, Assistnnt 
Conservator of Forests in the North-Western Provinces, is 
transferred to Britieh Burnin. 

No. ~JO.-ERRATUM.-I~ Notification NO. 506, dated 29th April 
1875, promoting certain Officers of the Forest Department - 

For-'' biessra. R. S. Dodsworth in Oudh and E. NcA. bloi,. in 
Ajmere, from the 2nd to the 1st Grade of Assistaut L'onser- 
vators" 

Rend-" &ssrs. R. S. DodsworIR in Oudh, nnd E. &A. Boir in 
Ajmere, to oflciata in the 1st Grnde of Assistant Conservators." 

The 12th May 1875.-No. 560. AIr. E. P. Dancy, Assistant Con- 
servntor of Foreits of tlie 3rd Grade in British Burma, is 
transferred to the North-Western Proviuces. 

The 17th May 1875.-No. 572. Xr. A. P. Alynrer, Assistant 
Conservator of Forests of t l ~ e  2nd Orndo in Assam, is allowed 
leare of absence to Europe, on medical ccrtifivnte, for one year. 
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The 27rh dlay 1875.-No. 585. T l~e  services of blbung-POI Oh, 
Assistant Conservator of Forests of the 3rd Qmde in British 
Burma, me dispensed with from the 5th April 1875. 

The 24th June 1875.-No. 659. The privilege leave of absence 
granted for one month to Mr. A. P. Alymer, Assistant Conser- 
vator of Foreets, under Notification published in the Assam 
Gazette of the 17th April last having been cancelled, sub- 
sidiary leave for 12 days, from the 23rd April 1875 to the 4th 
May 1876, given instead, the Governor-General in Council has 
been pleased to allow the leave of absence on medical certifi- 
a t e  granted to that officer for one year in the Government of 
India Notification No. 572, dated the 17th May last, to take 
effect from the 5th of that month. 

KO. G62.-Major H. 0. T. Jarrette, P.O., S.O., Deputy Comer- 
vator of Forests of the 2nd ~ r a d e  in Myaore, is appointed to 
officiate from the 1st April last ne a Deputy Conservator of 
Forests of the 1st Grade. 

2.-CALCUTTA GAZETTE- 
l'h 21st Xay 1875.-Mr. A. L. Hurne, Deputy Conservator of 

Foresta in cllarge of the Julpigoree Forest Division, is ap- 
pointed to have charge of the Sunderbuns Forest Division. 

Nr. E. Fucics, Assistant Conservator of Forests, attached to 
to the Darjeeling Forest Division, is appointed to have charge 
of the Julpigoree Forest Division. 

Phe 9th June 1875.-Mr. A. L Hume, Deputy Conservator of 
Forests, in charge of the Sunderbuns Division, is promohd 
from the 3rd to the 2nd Grade of Deputy Conservators of 
Forest, with effect from the 1st April 1875. 

~ . - N O B T H - ~ E ~ T B I L N  PSOVIB~E~ GAZETTE- 
The 22nd March 1875.-No. 347. Hr. L A. K Bind, Assistant 

Conservator of Foreeta of the 3rd ff rade in British Burma, is 
attached to the North Western Provinces as a temporary 
arrangement. 

The 14tL April 1875.-No. 10F. The two months privilege 
leave of absence granted in Notification No. 400F, dated 1st 
December 1874, to dlr. 0. Qreig, Sub-Assistant Conservator, 
Jaunsar Division, is hereby cancelled. 

The 23r.d April 1875.-No. 122F. With reference to h'otification 
No. 43P-C, dated loth instant, M~8~l.e. W. R. J. Brereton, 
Officiating Deputy Conservator, 3rd Grade, and B. 8. C. 
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Whi.ffall, Assistant Conservator, 2nd Grade, respectively, made 
over and received charge of the Dehra Doon Forest Division on 
the afternoon of the 6th idem. 

The 8th Hay 1875.-No. 63F-C. The services of Mr. R. H. 
0. Whittoll, Assistant Conservator of the 2nd Grade, are 
placed at  the dispoaal of the Government of India, llepartment 
of Agriculture, Revenue and Commerce. 

14th May 1875.-No. 133F. Br. FK R. J. Brereton, Offi- 
ciating Deputy Conservator of Forests, embarked a t  Bombay 
on the 19th April last, on the leave granted to him in Notifi- 
cation No. 43F-C., dated 10th idem. 

m e  28th May 1875.-No. 1583'. With reference to Notification 
No. 116P., dated 19th April 1875, Mr. L. A. tV: Bind, Assis- 
tant Coneervator of Forests, 3rd Grade, joined the Jaunsnr 
Division on the afternoon of the 3rd idem. 

The 16th June 1875.-No. 173F. With reference to Government 
of India Notification No. 634, dated 4th May 1875, Mr. R. E. 
C. Whittall, Aesistant Conservator, 2nd Qrade, and bir. J. E. 
09~a~Lg7ian,  Officiating Deputy Conservator, 1st Grade, res- 
pectively, made over and received charge of the Dehra Doon 
Forest Division on the forenoon of the 1st June. 

~ . - P ~ J A B  G)OVEB~'MENT GAZETTE- 
The 4th June 1875.-No. 180F. Mr. J .  0. NcDoneZl, Assir. 

tant Conservator of Forests, Fuel Reserve, Northern 
Division, is appointed to the charge of the Fuel Beserve, 
Central Division, vice Mr. A. E. Wild, tranefened to Burma, 
with effect from the afternoon of the 15th May 1576. 

No. 181F.-Xr. 0. BI Eltwt, Assistant Conservator of Foreats, 
Bawalpindi Division, ia appointed to the charge of the Fuel 
Reserve, Northern Division, in addition to hie other duties, 
with effect from the forenoon of the 13th May 1875. 

No. 182P.-Xr. 3. 0. Lemarchind, Assietant Conservator of 
Foresta, Lower Jhelum Division, held charge of the Fuel 
Reserve, Northern Division, from the 8th to the 12th May 
1875, both days inclusive. 

~.-OUDH G O V E E N M ~ T  GAZETTB- 
!Che 16th May 1875.-NO. 1594. Xr. J .  0. Ponsm6y, 05ciating 

Deputy Conservator of Foreete, Bahraich and Qondlr Division, 
is granted three month8 privilege leave of nbaence from the 
15th June 1875, orfrom any subsequent data from which he 
may avail himself of it. 
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6.-CENTRAL PROYINCEB GAZETTE- 
The 31st Harch 1875.-No. 1131. Zr. J. XcEee, Assistant 

Conservator of Forests, rejoined from the privilege leave 
granted to him in Notification No. 803, dated 5th instant, 
on the 24th idem. 

The 26th Hay 1875.-NO. 1844. The follo,wing Assistant Conser- 
vators of Foresta in the Central Provinces are promoted by the 
Chief Commissioner from the 3rd to the 2nd Grade, with effect 
from the le t  April 1875 :- 

ME. W. P. THOMA~. 
ME. G. H. FO~TEB. 
ME. J. MCKEE. 

The 10th June 1875.-No. 2037. Two months' privilege leave of 
absence is granted to d r .  E. Leeds, Deputy Conservator of 
Forests, Western Divisiou, from the 1st August next or the sub- 
sequent date on which he may arail himself of it. 

No. 2038.-Three months' privilege leave of absence is granted to 
Hr. W. P. Thomas, Assistant Conservator of Forests, from the 
1st proximo or the subsequent date on which he may a r d  
himself of it. 

~ . - B R ~ T I ~ H  BURMA GAZETTE- 

The 20th May 1875.-No. 9. With reference to Gazette of 
lndiu Notification No. 622, dated 30th April 1875, Mr. (3. A. 
Walterr, Assistant Conservator of Forests, reported his arrival 
in Rangoon on the 14th instant. 

8.-BOMBAY GOVERNMENT GAZETTE- 
The 27th Alarch 1875.-Mr. Heurette, Assistant Conservator of 

Forests, Kolaba, in allowed privilege leave of absence for three 
mouths from the le t  April 1875. 

The 30th March 1875.-blr. 0. A. Morphew, Assistant Conser- 
vator of Forests, Satara, is allowed leave of abseuce for one 
year, ,to proceed to Europe, on medical certificate, uuder Sec- 
tion 3, Supplement F. of the Civil Leave Code, second edition. 
He  is also allomed subsidiary leave, not exceeding 30 days, 
under Section 10 of the said Supplement. 

The 3rd April 1875.-Mr. C. A. Aforphew, Assistant Cousorva- 
tor of Forests, 2nd Grade, resigned charge of the Satara 
District Forests Office on the 11th March 1875, after office 
houre, and iUr. A. E: Shult2eworthJ Conservator of Fore~ts, 
Korthern Division, assumed charge thereof. 
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!Phe 20th April 1875.-Mr. J. a. Cbmpbell, Conservator of 
Forests in Sind, is allowed special leave of absence, under Section 
1 5  of the Civil Leave Code, for uix months from such date in 
May next as he may avail himself of it, to proceed to  England 
on urgent private affairs, and subsidiary leave for 20 days 
under Section 18 of the Leave Code. 

YP. W. 8. Hexton, Assistant Conservator of Forests, 1st Gmde, 
'is appointed to act as Conservator of Forests in Sind during 
the absence of Mr. Campbell on six months' special leave. 

The 210t dpril 1875.-Nr. w. J. 0. Dunbar, Assistant Conser- 
vator of Forests, Northern Circle, is allowed one month's 
privilege leave of absence under Section 21 (a) Chapter V I  of 
the Civil Leave Code. 

l 'f ie 19th April 1875.-Mr Hewett, Assistant Conservator of 
Forests, 2nd Grade, delivered over charge of the District 
Forest Office, Kolaba, on the 8th instant, after office hours, 
to Mr. Q. Whitworth, C.S., 2nd Assistant Collector, who 
assumed charge thereof. 

m e  23rd April 1875.-Xr. R. Cwrteney and Mr. W. J. Dunbar, 
Assistant Conservators of Forests, Northern Division, passed 
their examinations in th'e Hindoostani and Quzerati languages 
respectively on the 19th instant. 

dir. Courteney to be Supernumerary Assistant to the Collector 
of Surat. 

me 8ih Hay 1875.-Messra. CJ. WhitwortA, Acting 2nd 
Assistant Collector, and A. Gawford, Acting Collector of 
Kolaba, respectively delivered over and received charge of the 
office of the Assistant Conservator of Forests, Kolaba and 
Dapuli, on the 16th April 1875 after office hours. 

The 15th Nay 1875.-BTr. Dunbar, District Forest Officer, 
Northern Circle, gave over charge of his duties to Mr. Trevor, 
Extra 1st Assistant Collector, on the 7th April, ~ f t e r  o5ce 
hours, and proceeded on examination leave, which lasted up 
to the 19th idem; and from the 20th April Mr. Dunbar 
availed himself of the privilege leave sanctioned to him in 
Qovmment Gazette of the 22nd April 1876, page 399. 

me 24th Xay 1876.-In suppression of Government Notification 
of 3rd March 1875, Nr .  Betham, Assistant Conservator of 
Forests, Dharwar, was allowed privilege leave of absence from 
the 14th idem to 14th ultimo, both dnye inclusire. 
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17re 19th Xay 1875.-Mr. Bhuftlctaorlh, Conservator of Forests, 
Northern Division, delivered over, and Mr. W. J.  Dunbar, 
Assistant Conservator of Forests, 3rd Grade, received charge 
of the Satara District Forest Office on the 17th May, before 
office houre. 

Phe 2nd junu 1875.-The appointment of JJr. Wallinger to be 
Deputy Conservator of Foreah, 3rd ff rade, notified a t  page 
212 of the Bombay Gazette of 4th March 1875, ia to have effect 
from the 13th February last. 

slot H a y  1875.-dlessro. Naraym Bullal Oke, Sub-Assistant 
Couservator, 1st Grade, and W. H. Hmley, 0. S., respectively 
delivered over and received charg6 of the District Forest Office, 
Khandesh, on the 21st instant, after Office hours. 

m e  8th June 1875.-Air. Dunbar, Assistant Conservator of 
Forests, having assumed charge of the Satam District Forest 
Office on the 17th ultimo, the expired portion of the one 
month's privilege leave of absence granted to him from the 
20th April 1873 under Government Notification of the 21st 
idem is cancelled. 

The 1st June 1875 . -~e8~8 .  A. I! Ora~cford, Acting Collector of 
Kalaba, and Narayen Bullal Oke, Sub-Assistant Con'eervator 
of Forests, 1st Grade, respectively delivered over and received 
charge of the Office of the District Forest Office of Kalaba 
and Dapuli on the 28th May 1875, ~ f t e r  office hours. 

The 8rd June 1875.-dlersro. A. 0. Trevor, Acting Extra 1st 
Aaeistant Collector, Panch Mahale, and !Z! BB: Pry, Assistant 
Conservator, 3rd (3 rade, respectively delivered over and re- 
ceived charge of the District Forest O5ce, Northern Circle, 
on the 81et May 1875, before office houm. 

Tha 2nd June 1876.-Mr. E: J .  Ebden, CI.8, assumed charge of 
hie dutiea as Special Officer employed in the selection and de- 
mnrcation of Forest Reeerves in Gnara ,  before office hours, on 
the 27th January 1875. 
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BY J. SYKES GAMBLE, B.A. 
Byrind# Line#, 

There u a pleanure in the pathlear woo&, 
There is a raptum by the lonely shore. 
There is aocioty where none intruden 
By the deep sea with muaio in ita rmr, 

were written when the author was sunning himself on the 
smilii~g shores of the Adriatic, looking over the blue waves at 
the bluer skies overlieiid, and meditating on the future of Italy, 
but thougli perhaps we hare most of us in this country little to 
talk about the lonely shores which can rarely excite else than 
the desire to cross them to revisit our friends ; yet to a lover of 
scenery, a lover of nature in general, and to the lover of vegeta- 
tion, and that tree vegetation in particular, there are few scenes 
M) attractive, few places where solitude is less felt than in the 
vast luxnriant semi-tropical forest of the N. E. Himalaya. 

Sikkim and Bllutnn nre well-known names to those who 
have looked over old forest records, or studied the plant collec- 
tions of Hooker and Wallich and Ctriffith, but there are few who 
have had the privilege to explore the deepv alleys filled with 
strange vegetable forms, serpent-like lianas, trees of monstrous 
size and sl~ape, perhaps clothed with the fairy blossoms of - 

epiphytic orchids or the delicate tracery of pendent ferns to 
mount thence upwinding paths through dark foresta whose only 
colour is that of the mossy hangings of the gigantic sterns or tliu 
occasional flower of the scented magnolia to the regions of 
winter snow where masses of Rhododendron covor with their 
gorgeous tints the slopes of the upper hills and twist in every 
conceivable shape their wouderfully-coloured limbs. There are in 
fact i n India few places where sucL au exuberance of rcgetntion, 

K 
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such a wonderfill series of forest forms are to be found tlinn in 
the forests of British Sikki~n and Bhutan. Tliere is to be found 
uearly every possible kind of forest from the dense-growing 
straiglit-stemmed sal of the plains to the massive triinks of the 
chestnut and oak in the temperate regions, tlie Rhododendroris 
birchj alder and whitebeam of tlie cold climates and tlie pine 
forest of the almost perpetual snow. The forests of the Dar- 
jeeling district-not those under the Forest Department, although 
it Go possesses specimens of most kind-but the forests, in 
general, are more ~111-ied probably than those of any other district 
in India. As the soil varies or the hill slopes are more or less 
protected from the sun or from tlie rain, a different vegetation is 
always to be seen-butalwnjs interesting-everywhero 1)roducing 
some new form, but always interesting to the forester or the 
botanist. 

Proceeding to our examination of the different kinds of 
forest met with in this district, it will be best first to explain 
how the district is situated and how it happens tliat in sucli a 
small area (1,010 square miles) so many varied kinds of forest 
are met with and so many species of tree. I f  we look at the 
map of Bengal and follow from tlie sea in a northerly direction 
the courses of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, we notice at once 
that between those two rivers, stretching right up to the foot of 
the Himalaya, is a vast tract of fertile level plain ; that directly 
we pass to the west of the Ganges at its turn near Rajmehal we 
find the Sonthal Hills, and to tlie east of the Brahmaputra near 
i h  turn towards Goalpara the Garrow Hills, both forming a sort 
of guardian pillars of Hercules to the plains between. Up 
these plains then travels the raincloud, to drop its bnrthen on 
the first s l o p  of the Himalaya in the districts of Darjeeling 
and Julpigori. There are few finer sights than to stand on 
the lower hille about Pankabarry or Chooubutty (higher up 
the mists encumber 'the view) and watch the rainclouds sweep- 
ing up from the Bay of Bengal to discharge their contents 
on the Da jeeling hills. The Darjeeling district proper consists 
of a high range of hills, offshoots of the great gro11p of 
Kiuchinjunga so long esteemed the higheat in the world and even 
uow only reduced to second eminence by a not far distant 
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neighbonr ; then to the east, the deep valley of the Teestaiand 
beyond that another high group ~pringa from the Choea range, 
which goes off southward half way between the lofty peaks of 
Cliumalari and Donkia. Thus our raincloud, travelling north- 
wards, strikes first on the rugged precipices on either aide of 
the Teeeta and penetrates up that valley, and those of ita smaller 
neig11boul.e ; the Balasun, Mahanuddy and Juldoka, dropping its 
watery burden as it goes. 'In front of the hills, and stretching 
down sonthwrrds for a distance of about 10 milee, lies the 
Terai. We have tllus several zones of altitude which present 
different features of vegetation. 

The raiufall of the district is rather variable. In  some parts i t  
falls heavier than in others; thus there is always leas rain in 
Da jeeling than at Sonada or Rungbee. The average rainfall at 
Darjeeling amo~~n t s  to 125 inches. 

The rain chiefly falls in the rn0nt.h~ of June, July, August and 
September, and there is little in November, December, January, 
Febrnary and March. 

The mean temperature at Dnrjeeling is 550, monthly average, 
highest 64O, lowest 41°. 

The front face of the hill-region is almost invariably steep, 
and mpre especially so in the eastern hills, where some of the 
rivers, in a course of at most 10 miles, make a descent of 10,000 
feet. 

Besidee the Teeeta and its feeders, which form nlmost the 
whole of the northern boundary and meeting in the middle pass 
southwards through the district, the chief rivers are- 

The Mechi on the Nepal frontier ; 
The Bolasun, a large impetuous river, which in the rains 

often does immense damage by the piles of drift and enorinous 
boulders which it brings down ; 

The Mahanadi draining the lower hills to the south of Blahal- 
deram ; 

The Chel, the Neora, and the Murti draining the eastern hills ; 
and 

The Jaldoka on the Bhutan frontier. 
The highest mountain is Phlloot ,  12,336 feet, after wl1ic.11 

arc ' ~unduk~ho ,  SuLurkum, Rechee La, Tongloo, Bencllnl 
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and Punkasary, the latter two being, it mny be said, the 
centres respectively of the western and eastern hills. 

On proceeding northwards from the plains towards the hilb, and 
after leaving the rice fields, a gentle slope is ascended leading lip 
to the base of the lower spurs, R slope covered with forest or with 
the clearances made for ten-cultivation. This slope is due to the 
sandy deposits of the numerousrivers which now cut through them 
again, so that their banks are invariably marked by steep rid,- 
reaching up to nearly 400 feet in height in places, so that a sec- 
tion drawn across the Terai presents pretty much the appearance 
in the figure. Between the rivers and the first ridges are 
generally patches of sissoo and khair hrest ; at the foot of the 
ridges themaelves are often bands of evergreen swamp forest, 

Tea Tea Tea 
cultivution cultirution cultivation 

and and and 
Savannah. Sarannuh. Sal. Sal. gal. Sal. 

wllile'nbore, the ridges-are occ~ipied either by aal forest, or 
savannahitracts. These* h e  will now proceed to describe in 
detail. 

The di~tribution of the forest8. 

Formerly, there can be but little duubt, the greater p ' r t  of 
tho district was forest, and ercJn now the proportion is very 
largo, though tho forest area is rapidly diminishing through the 
estension of tea-cultivation in the plains mid the western hills, 
and the settlement of Bhuteas and Nepalese towards tile east. 
Tho diffel-cnt kinds of forest are many and varied, and we.will 
now attempt to describe them serintitn. 

1.-Sal forests occupy the better-drained portions of the 
Western Terni, the:front face of the lower hills np to about 2,500 
feet from tho Mechi River on tho west to the Chel River n t  

,Dalin,akote and tho valleys of' the Teestn, Ri~x~gect and R I U ~ I W  
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on either side, almost continuously from the plains as far as the 
frontier of Sikliim. 

2.-&aoo forests occupy merely tlie low ground on the banks 
of the rivers often mixed with khair. 

3.-Savannah forests are the grass tracts with occasions1 trees, 
or foreat predominating in lreithar sal nor sissoo, chiefly found 
in the Wt?stern Terai. 

4.-&fixed fmests occupy the greater portion of the district up 
to an altitude of 6,000 feet; they may divided into- 

ls~.-~Vixed Plains Foreat.-Of these tliere are not many exam- 
ples, with the notable exceptions of the Dulka Jhar in the west, 
and almost the whole of tlie Eastern Terai, thol~gli in consequence 
of its little valne this is generally classed as savannah. Occa- 
sionally also patches are found a t  the baaes of tlie ridges, and 
notably we can ,cite tlie ' 8ingaree Pahar' forest near the Teesta. 

2nd . -he r  Hill h e s t  covering the whole of the Hills up 
to an elevation of 3,000 feet, with the exceptions of the sal 

tracta. 
3rd.-Middle Rill Forcats between 3,000 and 6,000 feet eleva- 

tion ; of this there are now very few examples west of the Teeata, 
though east of tliet river it is perhnps the most valuable of the 
foreeta. 

5.-Temperate forests corer the hills above an elevation of 
6,000 feet. We may distinguish them as- 

1st.-Oak foreds, in which the prevniling trees are the onks, 
chestnuts and magnolias ; they cover all the high spurs botween 
6,000 and 8,000 feet. 

2 ~ . - R R ~ d r o n  foreats appear above 8,000 feet, chiefly in 
Tonglo and Rechee La, but at about 11,000 feet are replnced by 

3rd.-Fir forests only found in the Singnlelah ridge, from 
Snndnkpho to Phulloot 12,000 feet. 

SAL FOREST. 

1st.-Sal Forest in tire Terai. 
There can be little doubt but that formerly the sal tree 

covered nearly tho mliolc of the more elevated and drier 
parts of the Terni. I t  is now, however, chiefly restricted to tlie 
smdy ridges between the Bnlasuu and Xechi Rivers, aucl 
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between the Mahanadi and the Teesta. But there is this differ- 
ence-that whereas the sal forests in the latter tract lie uuder the 
hills and rarely reach further from it than 5 miles, those in the 
former only begin at that distance from the hills and stretch 
on down almost to the extreme south of the district; these 
western foresta differ also materially in constitution from 
those towards the Teesta, so that while the Teesta forests, 
owing to extensive fellings, have been in many places almost 
entirely replaced by long grasses, in the western ones the 
long grass is scarcely known, and the sal comes up almost 
pure in myriads of seedlings wherever a little light is opened 
out to the soil. The general appearance of many of the 
Western forests is that of being regularly worked by the 
system of natural reproduction, where the seed, secondary 
and final cuttings have all been heavy, though natnrallp it ie 
too much in patches for the application of anything like a rendy- 
made working plan. These foresta cover ridges, and are 
surrounded by cultivation, and i t  is remarkable that in many 
places where the cultivation has been stopped and the land 
allowed to lie fallow a dense crop of young sal has immediately 
grown up. Where the seed comes from is a mystery, as 
i t  is not of a kind easily transported by the wind, but the 
fact remains. Of other species of tree there are few, except 
that as the sal gets older i t  seems to associate itself with 
other kinds, and particularly the Dillenia pentagyna and the 
Terminalia chebulu and belrica.  The undergrowth is really 
dense, and in it is often seen the curious C y m  circinalis, which, 
though very common in many parts of India, is not so in the 
Da jeeling district. These foresta could easily &e put under 
a systematic working plan and reproduced naturally, but 
nnfortunately very few of thein are now in the hands of 
Government. 

Turning to the Teesta foresta the conllitions are qnite different. 
When trees are felled-instead.of the fine mass of young seedlings 
already described long grass comes up thicker and thicker. But 
this even wolild make little difference, as the sal seedllnp, or 
rather, in most cases, the shoots of sal described by Mr. Baden 
Powcll, ai page 67 of the 1872-73 report, slicw no ohjectioll to 
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coming np with the grass; if there mere no such thing as jungle- 
fires to make a clean sweep, year after year, of all low growth, 
m d  to torture into every conceivable shape of gnarled and 
twisted ugliness, the few wretched remnants of the .old virgin 
forest. This is very particularly noticed in the large private 
forest of Bykantpot-e, south of the Governmentreserves, which, 
though actually in the district of Julpigori, geographically 
belongs to the Terai portion of the Darjeeling district. This 
forest, said formerly to have consisted of fine large sal, has 
been worked to such an extent, that only two years ago every 
tree fit to give a small ' bully' of 2 feet girth was cut out, and 
that now, instead of reproducing itself, it cannot fail to dete- 
riorate year after year, till at  last, though the soil is scarcely 
suitable, it will either be put under cultivation or kept as a 
perpetual grazing ground. Some parts of the Government 
reserve are not much better, and the experiments on the making 
of firepaths to keep out fires have all failed, but as a better 
supervision is kept up and greater punishment8 are iuflicted 
on people found igniting the forest, now than heretofore, it is to 
be hop& that in a short time we shall be able succertsfnlly to 
strive against fire and grass, and again send into market sal 
timber of the fine description of the old trees cut down in the 
wasteful times before forest conservancy was tl~ought of, and 
which, unfortunately, are still by no means remote in Beng~l. 

The general appearance of the Teesta Terai sal foresta is 
very variable ; towards the boundaries the aspect is chiefly that 
of a vast expanse of long grass, dotted with a few sal of stunted 
and unhealthy growth, a few big-leaved DillenMs, the white- 
stemmed Eugenia obwata, and the scarletflowered Butea. 
If, however, we examine the ground, we find almost always 
large numbers of seedlings ?r s tu~np shoots. The ~I'IMS gradu- 
ally disappears as the forest improves, and the older portions, the 
tall stems of the sal trees growing barely a few feet apart, their 
monotony occasionally relieved by the gigantic leaves and twisted 
stems of the Dillenia, the gouty-looking trunks of the hterculia 
with its bright colonred red pods, the scaly bark and ashy foliage 
of the Lagerctr6mk parv$waJ and last, though not least in 
importance, the serpentine folds of the gigantic creepers the 
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Bafchirria Vultlii and Spathlobm sPtacetrs, tlrrowing their arms in 
graceful curves from tree to tree, and supporting thus in the 
hollows of tlieir beuds an occasiolial bright-flowered orchid or 
pendent Rnya, have a fine appearance tl~ougli scarcely to be 
enrpassed wit11 the tropical 1uxul.iance of tlre Lower Hill valleye 
or the majestic grandeur of the upper ridges. 

I n  these older portions there is very little undergrowth; 
s few seedlings, but rarely of sal, as that seems to thrive befit 
wherever a little light is admitted ; and in the rainy season a 
dense crop of Leea, which however all dies down at the 
beginning of the cold weather. Aa for the working plan, 
until the forests have a little recovered i t  will scarcely be 
required, though the data are ready for its preparation, but a 
few points will have to be remarked, ciz., that the seed cutting 
mill hare to be very slight, and in general confined to the 
extraction of the less useful trees, the extraction of t-he materiel 
cut done quickly and immediately before the seed time, that 
is, in April and May, and curtains of protection left on the 
boundary linea and along roads to preclude any possibility 
of fire. 

2nd.- The ea2 fozeets nf the Lower Ifills and Vullya are 
quite different again. They generally occupy the ridges 
tolrards tlre plains or the rivers, and l~ave always a fiuer and 
more henltlry growth than the plains s:~l forest. The general 
appearance of these foreets is also very different; tliere we rarely 

.find any of the long grass wliiclr characterizes the greater part 
of the Terai forests. This is replaced b -  n short wiry bamboo-like 
grass ' Yogonantheru,' or in tlre more exposed places by a tall stiff 
epecies of 'Eriantlrus.' The s:il gerrerxlly occupies tlie warm 
slopes towards the plains or the river, and its general growth is 
very quick. I t  grow straight and tall, and rtu-ely branclres till . 
after 50 or 60 feet from the ground. Tlre snl is not ueually a 
h:rndsome tree, but few trees lrave a finer appearance than a very 
old str;ligbt grown sal of' the Rungt*t Vallej-with its lofty 
deeply-furrowed stein, irregular spreading branches and sllort 
crown-recalling the appearance of the fine Scotch fir of 
Stmthspey, the old spruces of the Jura, or the larches of the 
valley of tho Iun. The young forests are dense aud closely 
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grown, and differ from the Tercti sal in the thick almost gouty 
appearance of the young bark. These forests will not be diffi- 
cult of management uuder a working plan, as the danger for 
fire, though still by no means to be neglected, is very much less 
than i t  is in the Torai. In describing the distribution of sal 
in the Lower Hills, we will commence, as usual, frdm the 
west. Between the Nechi and the Blrlasun there is little old 
sal, though the charred and blackened truuks, so commonly met 
with, m d  the fine young growth on the warm ridges, shew that 
there is little doubt that formerly these hills were covered wit11 
trees as fine as arc now met with in tlie more or less itlaccessil~le 
upper valleys of the Rungeet and Runypo. East of the B ~ l a -  
sun there is little sal till we reach the Fbhoni River, except a fern 
fine old trees on the west of the Bamunpokri spur, but east of 
tlie Rohoni, away to the Chel River for a distance in a straight 
line of 20 miles, is an almost unbrolren forest, tho ridges cover- 
ed with sal alternating with deep valleys filled with the various 
tropical forms of the evergreen forests, conspicuous among 
which tower the gigantic Terminalias, with Cedrela, Schinw, 
D d a n g a  and Bombax, and thousands of smaller trees of every 
possible kind. East of the Chel River the sal appears to ceasr, 
and i t  is a curious fact that i t  is also a t  this point that tlle only 
e p  in the liuo of Tertiary fbrmation along the Himalayas from, 
as sbted by Mr. M>rllet,* '' tho Indus to the Brama Khund" is 
found. Turning to the valley forest there is little but sal on all 
the drier dopes of the Teesta valley, and the tree penetrates to 
the west up the Rungeet and Rumann, and to the east up the 
Rnngpo alld Rushett, in the whole of which long line it is 
almost universally found 11p to an altitude of about 3,000 feet. 
But i t  is a very curious thing that except just a t  the mouths of 
the a y a n g  and Rilli sal is rarely, if ever, found iu the lateral 
vdleys, and almost never in those of the Balasun, Mahanadi, 
and Juldoka. The finest blocks of sal forest are undoubtedly 
tllose a t  Reyang and Rilli, and these are the more accessible. 
The forests of the' Rungpo are n l ~ o  very good, and are now 
under examination. The sal of the Rnngeet is also very fine, 

-- 
Uemoirs of the Qeologicd Surrey of L d i  '701. XI., Pt. 1. 

L 
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and while speaking of it we can notico that on tlic Sikkirn side 
of the river it grows almost everywhere mixed with the ' Pinus 
io~~~i fo l ia , '  while on tile Darjeeling side there is only one soli- 
h r y  patch of about 200 acres containing this mixture. This 
is due to the fact that the ' Pitrzls lorgifoliu' will scarcely grow 
except on a due southern slope, where it is constantly under the 
direct rays of the sun, while the rainfall of the front of the 
Himalnyaa is too great. This forest satisfies this condition, as 
i t  lies at the mouth of tho R u n p o o  River running straight north- 
wnrds from a little above Darjeeling. The growth of the pine 
is  handsome, but uot so fine in British as in Independent Terri- 
tory. i t s  wood is not ~nnch used, though some of che oldest 
Ilurjeeling houses are said to have been built of it, aud that ik 
has never required renewal. 

The sal forest of the Diirjeeling division, which are under 
Government, forin the chief source of the Forest Revenue of the 
division, and tlie greater portiou of this revenue is derived 
from the supply of Public Depart~nents, such ns the Public 
Works and tile Northern Bengal State Ritilway. The timber 
is worked out in log by departmental agency for the most part. 
The forests of the part of the Lower Hills accessible to ele- 
phants, and those of tile Terai, have been so much worked 
formerly that almost complete rest will be required to put them 
in proper order and make them what they should bo-the sup- 
pliers in conjunctiou with the Julpigori forests of the sal trade 
of Lower Bengal. I n  the vallays there is still a large quantity 
of mature timber, and artificial improvements have so improved 
the Teesta River that logs can now be flo:rted with very little 
loss from the upper forest to the dep6t at Julpigori, tile most 
important and most central point of h'othern Bengal, as being 

situated on a fine*bating rivef and as the terminus ae 
Northern Bengal State Railway. 

S~ssoo FORESTS. 
Of sissoo forest the extent is very small, aa not only are the 

forests confined exclusively to the b a ~ ~ k s  of the rivers, but they 
are rarely sufficieutly pure, ns we shall see in taking them in 
order. 
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Tlie Mecbi and Balnsun forests are, scarcely speaking, trua 
~issoo forests, as the sissoo is so intermixed wit11 otlier species 
as rarely to be even the prevailing tree, and justify tlie name. 
Of tlie othw trees the comnlonest are Acacia cdecl~tr, Alhkcd*I 
el&, Bodax mlabaricutn, Nauclea cmdifolia, Garup yinnata, 
wliile tlie rery sliglit undergrowth is chiefly formed of prickly 
climbing Acacim, and an occasional sllrub of Capparis. In  the 
rainy season tlie water generally floods these forests, so that the 
seedlings are usually wnslied away before they have time to fis 
themselves firmly in tlie loose sandy soil. The sissoo is generally 
of large size, and is tolorably straiglit in stem ; it is in great d o  
mand ahout Nuhurbarry for export to tlie Puri~eah district 
for tlie manuhcturc of cart wlleels. Proceeding eastwards there 
is very little, except a small strip on tlie bank of tlie Rakti, \viiic.i~ 
chiefly consists of sissoo," " khair," and the white '' siriss?" 
and wliich is capable of being easily reproduced naturally ; until 
we reach the Mahanadi. This river is bordered for about five 
miles along its western bank with a dense forest of " khair" and 
bissoo in the proportion of two of tlie former to one of the latter. 
This forest is very interesting; i t  rises in steps from tlie bed of 
the river. Each year some new piece seems to be left dry bv 
the water and is immediately covered with a dense crop of 
young khair and sissoo, wliile the plateanx, as they ascend, 
hold older and older forest, tlie last containing allilost entirely 
old trees with little or no undergrowth. This forest could 
adapt itself ~indonbtedly to a working plan under the system 
of natural reproduction, and altbough a t  present khair is of 
very little value in Ben& as the extraction of cutch is not 
practised, yet, with the approach of the Railway with whom 
its timber would be valuable for sleepers nnd for fuel, such 
forests as these mill deserve r very careful s~stematic working 
nnder that method. Of this kind of forest there are about 
1,000 acres only, of wAich nearly 600 are Government Reserve, 
the remainder belongs chiefly to planters, who make cl~arcod 
of the trees. Eastward of this-with a few esceptions near 
Sivoke-the khair disappears, and in the smnll sissoo forests, 
which line tho Teesta, Chel, Murti, and Jaldoka, the sissoo is 
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always pure, though rarely of any size, and scarcely cover- 
ing large enongh areas to deserve notice. 

The present denland for siesoo is chiefly for cart wheels 
for tho carts used on the Ganges-Darjeeling Road; but 
were carriage cheaper, there can be little donbt t h ~ t  it would 
sell well in Lower Bengal for furniture and house-fittings, 

SAVANNAH FOBEST. 
This will require but little notice. They are generally large 

tracts of long grass with here and there a tree, ge~ierally 
of species not usu:tlly in request. Of the trees which are 
found in these tracta the most conlmoll is t l~e  Palass, Butea 
jko~idosa; the Dilknia pentngyna, Eugenia oboada, hnd 
two species of Kundia make up the usual vegetation of 
the true savannds, where the grass grows high over the 
back of t l~e  elephnnt you ride, and in the dry season, after 
the annual fires have swept fiercely over it, serves for the 
wmzing of' herds of buffalos, brought up .from the plains of m 

Bengal to seek the short rich young slioots mhic11 are so fatten- 
i~lg. To describe the distribution of these savannah forests 
would be difficult, as they are usually found interspersed 
with patches of good forest. A kind of forest, which, though 
stocked with timber, must really be classed savannah, is that 
often called "crecper jungle," where the vegetation consists 
of small trees of stunted growth intertwined. with innumerable 
creepers, among which we may chiefly remark the b lue  
flowered Pue~a9ia tuberosa, tho Eatada scandmte with its curious 
quadrangular stenis, and the tliornp Acacia pennatn and Itihia. 

Tlre corlimonest small trees arc C'callicarpa arborea, Eydia 
calycinn, and Culosantl~s lndicn; but they rarely reach a 
size which would make them of any value. The only trees 
with wood, of any use, which are occasionally found in these 
tracts, are the Cedreks Toona, Dalhergia datifolia (which how- 
cvcr rarely grows to any size), and Accicia fen.aginea. These 
tracts are those usually selected by tho Mechis, the wandering 
tribe of the Terd forest, for their cultivntion, and aro chiefly 
put uudcr cotton, wl~iclr, tllough rarely of' good staple, yet 
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seem to thrive wonderfully in the black mould given by the 
mil of forest undisturbed for such a long time. 

These creeper savannahs are very noticeable between the 
Mechi and Balasun, wherever they have not been taken up for 
tea cultivation ; they are very well seen along the old road to 
Darjeeling by Pu~ikabarry ; they cover a large tract of land 
towards the Mahanadi River ; and most noticeable of all, they 
occupy the whole of the Eastern Terai, east of the Chel River, 
with fhe exception of the reserved forest between the Murti 
and Jaldoka Rivers. The Eastern Terai savannah is very 
curious in the absence of long grass, which is replaced by a 
dense thicket of small shrubs all closely bound together by 
innumerable wiry creepers chiefly Convolvulaceas. There, 
occasionally, a gigantic timber tree, such as the Duabanga, lifts 
its h a d  over the dense undergrowth; the numerous streams 
run in pebbly channels overhung with a continuous arch of 
moisture-loving trees, and the only means of penetrating the 
forests is along the rough paths cut by the Mechis from patch 
to patch of their cotton cultivation ; or, in the northern parts, 
along the tracks made by the wild elephants and buffalos, in 
their travels from feeding ground to feeding ground. 

Plains.-Of this there is not very much, RS already 
noticed, as we have described the greater part of the Eastern 
Terai nuder ' savannah.' This kind of forest is often called 
'Evergreen Forest ;' but this, though a very true term in 
certain cases, is scarcely applicable in all, as the best definition 
of mixed plains forest is 'forest of different species of timber 
trees of value in which neither sal nor sissoo sufficiently 
predominate as to give their name to them.' 

The ' Dulka Jhar is a Inrge tract of about 4,000 acres, of 
which about 1,000 may bc said to ts 'sal forest,' and the rest 
mixed. I t  contltins most of the ordinary evergreen trees, but 
chief among them the " Chilut~ni" Sclrima Wallichii, a large 
tree with a good timber which has lately come much into 
use. To attcmpt to describe tho different species of tree grow- 
ing in such a forest would be a work of some difficulty, 
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as the number of them i~ SO enorrnona, but besides Sckirna 
we may mention as useful trees the Termiualia to?nenfoea 
and myriopteron, Artocarptls chaphaha, and Cinnan~omum glan- 
d~il~eerum. Figs are exceedingly numerous, especially Ficus 
Bengaleneis and cordifolia and the India-rnbber tree is said 
to exist, though it is somewhat dottbtfill whether it is the 
true Ficus elastics. The ground is almost nlways swampy arld 
the undergrowth is chiefly formed by a dense cane brake, tlie 
common species of caue being. the Cymbospatl~es Jenkineianna, 
Grif," which is much sought for for the innumerable uses to 
which canes are put in the Himalayas. 

I t  is difficult to give an idea of the luxuriance of the vegek- 
tion of such forest as this, and (still better) tlle Singnree Pabar 
forest near the Teesta. A swampy ground difficult to walk over 
covered with a dense growth of curiously shaped ferns ; grouiid 
orchids--especially notable among which arc tho tall grass-like 
but gorgeously-flowered Arundina, the pyramidal Cyrtopera and 
gigantic Araidea ; then the twisted quickly stems of the differ- 
ent canes climbing up trees whose trunks are clotlied with epi- 
phytic orchids and graceful climbing ferns, and whose foliage and 
flowers it is dificult to discern SO dense is the tangled growth, 
To cut a path through a forest of this description is no-easy tnsl;. 
Even the active Nepalese, with their curved ' kukie' or the jungle- 
living Lepcha, with his ptraight heavy-lo.ded ' ban,' can only with 
great patience and perseverence force their wl1.y through the 
tangled thorny masses of the cane stems. Now and then, in these 
foreets, we meet with gigantic specimens of forest trees, with httge 
buttressed trunks and branches far away in the air above the 
lower level of the smaller surrounding trees ; stlch are the Rarlj, 
the Echii~ocarpus alerculiaeeus, a huge tree with large prickly chest- 
nublike fruits, the numerous figs, the giant " Semul " Bonzbw 
nlalala~icum or the Terminalia. myriopteron: conspicuous in all 
the swamps is the red bark aud huge apple-like fruit of tho 
Dillenia Indica ; the Eugenia formosa with its broad leaves a d  
clusters of tassel-shaped pink flowers, and the Ptero,~pernnm 
acei.ijifolit~rn, whose down is considered nn invaluable specific in 
- - 

Andcrson'n Enurnoralion of the Palm of aikkirn Linncaa Swicty's Journal, VI. XI. 
No. 48 of Bth April 1368. 
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stopping bleeding and heeling wounds. One great drawback to 
the beauty of these forests, liowever, is the swarm of small insects 
who haunt the swampy psrts, and, espeoially in the hot season, 
almost interdict their entrance ; another is that a t  the season 
when the vegetation is a t  its greatast luxuriance and beauty, in 
the rains, it is almost iilipossible to go through them, even 
on an elephant. 

As for the ~nanngement of such forests, i t  is difficult to say 
how they should be worked. but probably the only plan will be 
that of cutting a certain nu~nLer of mature trees every year, if 
possible, by departmental agency. 

Turning to the Eastern Terai, we have already noticed the 
Savannah parts, and we have only left the Murti--Jaldoka 
Reserve, which is of a totally different description to the mixed 
forekt of the west. This is a forest of big timber, chiefly 

Chilalmi" Schim Wallichii, with many Lagerstmmia pami- 
&ra, Dilleniu pntagyna, Eugenia Jambolana, and a few sal 
an$ toon, besides other trees. The whole forest is of old timber 
and has little or no undergrowth ; i t  could be easily put under 
a systematic working plan, and is probably capable of amelio- 
ration by the gradual introduction of sal aud toon in the 
cuttings. The Cllilauni germinates freely wherever there is 
open ground and light cover; sal the same, so that it will be 
easy to arrange the cuttings. The seed cutting will have to be 
tolerably heavy, Lnt a large number of Chilauni should always 
be left safficieut just to give a complete cover. The second and 
final cuttings will, of course, depend on the firlness of the germi- 
nation. The northern is the older part, and tlie first affectation 
should there be made ; there will also then be loss danger for the 
incursion of pass. 

Lower Hill Forest, or the forest from the level of the plains to 
3,000 feet, occupy tho whole front of the hills and penetrates into 
the valleys. Although we have described parts of these forests 
under the head of sal, yet properly, the s d  of the front face of 
the hills should be clwssed as ' Lower Hill,' as it is impossible to 
make, for working plan proposes, such a minute distinction as 
would LC necessary if they were.separated. 
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Between thc Nechi and Bdasun the Lower Hill Forests have 
been much spoiled by old cultivation, wit11 the exception of 
' Lohagarhi' an isolated hill covered with fine timber, princi- 
pally ' Saj,' Terrninalm tomentoen. Eaat of the Balasun we first 
find the Bamunpokri Plantatiou Reserve, the upper plateau of 
which almost entirely resembles the Murti-Jaldoka Forest in ita 
general age and in the prevalence and fine growth of ' Cliilauui,' 
but the slopes of tlie hill are often covered with dense bamboo 
thickets (Dendrocalamus) which yield a large yearly revenue 
and which must be carefully protected. A curious point, 
which is very noticeable, is the general fine gromtli of most trees 
on the Lower Hills compared with that in the Teui. Thus the 
Dilknia pmtagyna, in the Terai usually a short gouty-looking 
tree, on the hill sidns throws up a stem often branchless from 40 to 
50 feet f r ~ m  a massive buttressed Lnse ; the Careya arborea, 
in the Terai usually a small gnarled tree-on the hill sides has a 
tall cylindrical stem and gives a timber which fiorn its dark red 
color, lightness and capability of beiug easily worked, ought 
to be much more used than i t  is at present ; but of course, it is 
the custom of the country bo use sal or toon, and very difficult 
i t  is to introduce a new timber. Lageratr6rnio parvitlora is 
another tree, which, especially at Bamunpokri and Sookna, grows 
to an enormous size tliough rarely of a size fit to give timber in 
the Terai. This tree has a fiue hard wood, but it is never used, 
though experiments will shortly be made to test its durability as 
Railway sleepers. East of Bamunpokri are the Sookna forests, 
extending away to the Mahanadi and full of valuable timber. 
Conspicuous among trees of value in these foreste are the 
r'Champ," Mqnolia sp., and J f i c l l i a  chczmpaca, giving a 
gellowish-grey easily-worked wood of great demand for 
planking and furniture ; and the " Lampattia" h a b a n g a  
Sonmwatoides, a huge tree easily recognized by ita droop- 
ing branches bearing large closely set opposite leaves, and 
terminating in a cluster of big fleshy white flowers sncceed- 
ed by a dark-coloured cnpsule. This tree is a recent ad- 
mission to the list of useful timbers; it is now extensively 

for tea boxes ; is found to be exceedingly good for ‘dugouts' 
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as it is not liable to warp, and on the Nepal frontier is much 
used for cattle troughs. Its wood is rather light, open grained, 
of a yellowish colour, has a satiny lustre, and is amooth 
to the touch. There is also the " Goguldhup" Canarirsm sp. 
also extensively used for tea boxes, though its wood is not so 
good ; i t  is whits, rather resembling t h t  of the cotton tree, 
and is very easily rotted. Near Sookna is a fine forest of 
sal and chillauni with bamboos on the slopes, and towards the 
llahanadi there is a great deal of ' s.?i,' and a few ' toon,' 
which have escaped the eyes of the searchers for tea box timber. 
East of the Mahanadi the vegetation is much damper, the 
Indian-rubber tree mnkes its appearance, and the valleys are 
filled with the strange forms of screw-pines, and 'palms.' 
Among the l a t h  the most conspicuous after the canes are 
the curious Wullichia distichs, T. Auders., with its leaves ar- 
nngd in opposite rows in the same plane like those of the 
Uraniu epeciosa of Madagascar ; the tall cylindrical stem and 
fern-like leaves of the Cu~yota ureus, the elegant Alteccr 
yracilis, and most lovely of all, the P h n k  rupicola, T. An- 
dera, which, in the precipices of the Ooramara and Sivoke 
Rills, throws out its long slender stem crowned with soft de- 
licate leaves, and yellow flattened seed stalks from crevices 
where i t  could hardly be expected to find sufficient soil for 
its roots. Both 'the Wallichia and Caryota are eagerly s ~ u g h t  
for by the Lepchas, who make a kind of sago from the interior 
of the stems, and consequently they are both rather in danger of 
extermination as population increases, unless there is a very 
strict prohibition against their being cnt. 

I t  is difficult to describe the localities where the India-robber 
tree flourishes best, as it seems to be found both on the dr-y 
sunny ridges with a southern aspect and in the deep steamy 
valleys, but there is little doubt but that it is mnch finer and 
its supply of rubber more complete in the inner valleys running 
parallel to the base of the hills. The system of the collection 
of the India-rubber is too well known to need special desoription, 
but nearly all the trees of the Darjeeling hills have been much 
overtapped, and will require solne years' rest before they will 
*in give any abundauce of sap. I t  is questionable whether 

Y 
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here at its extreme western locality it is worth cultivation, but 
it is found to be easily raised from seed, and experiments are 
now being made in planting it in baskets to fix in the forks of 
trees ; in the course of a year or so the roots penetrate the inter- 
stices of the baskets and adhere to the tree while the basket decays. 
East of the Teesta the lower Hill forests are almost unexplored, 
though a certain amount of sal has been brought from the Leesh 
aud Gheesh rivers. In the Chel valley round Ddingkot are fine 
forests of toon, saj, and chilauui, with other gigantic trees, 
while between the Chel and the Jaldoka the chilauni is the pre- 
vailing tree and India-rubber is very scarce, if not entirely absent. 
The forests of the valleys resemble much those of the lower hills, 
except that toon is rather zore  common, and the general 
vegetation of the Upper Teesta is of a much dryer character than 
tho uear the exit of that river at Sivoke. In  the Teesta valley and 
in those of the Chel and Neera canes are very common, 
in the latter two the Calamus rnontanus, T. Anders., prevails, 
while that cane, owing to the de~naud for it, is now almost 
unknown on the Teesh, and is generally replaced by the slender 
C. Leplospadix, Griff., the common C.jhgellurn, Griff., or the 
straight growing C. Scl~izospatlius, Griff., which latter seems to 
penetrate the farthest west of all. Noticeable among the useful 
trees and shrubs of these Lower Hill forests are the Camphor- 
wood, ' Cinnamomurn ghndulifemm, the '' Taj," Cinnunae 
mum albtjibrum, large quantities of the bark of which aro 
annually collected and exported as Cassia Cinnamon, and the 
"Hurdi," dloririda sp. sp. shrubs whose roots give a fine 
yellow dye n~uch used by the Lepchas and Mecliis in the bright 
coloured cloths worn by them. 

The term ' bliddle Hill Forest' has never yet been used to 
indicato the forests between the elevations of 3,000 and 6,000 
bet. The term is not a good one, but it is difficult to find a 
better. 

When the renerved forests of Darjeeling were gazetted in 
1865-66, all Govsrnment forest lands above an altitude of 6,000 
feet, and below that of 3,000 feet, was reserved, and the land 
Lut\veen these altitudes was held fit to be given up to cultivation, 
especially for tea. In  those days, it is presumed, tho toon tree 
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was not held to be of much value, and it was probably not con- 
templated at that time that the demand for toon wood would be 
eo great as it is at present. Now, the finest and largest speci- 
mens of toon timber occur just in the belt we are noticing, and 
when cnltivators, first the Lepchas or Nepalese, who burnt the 
jungle to make fields of maize, murwa or mustard, cleared the 
land ; the tuon tree was indiscriminately felled along with other 
epecies, and now, in some places, huge logs of toon grnerally 
partly burnt are found lying in the middle of the old cultiva- 
tions, most of which, if brought to depbt, would prove of 
great value. I n  the beginning of the year tho writer was 
passing through some Lepcha cultivations in the valley of the 
Reyang, at an altitude of about 4,000 feet, when he noticed 
four large toon trees ; of these two were still standing, though 
they had had all their branches lopped and were putting out 
everywhere small shoob. The other two mere lying on the 
ground, and one of them had been converted into a huge rice- 
pounder for the use of the Lepchas of a neiglouring house. 
The cubical contents of these four were :- 

No. 1 ... 211 c.ft. 
,, 2 ... 375 ,, ] 8hnding ]actual mewurementa. 
, 3 . .  720 ,,fallen 
, 4 . 400 ,, ,, (approx. measurements.) 

- 
Total . .. 1,706 c.ft. Allowing for wastage, and sup- 

posing 1,500 cubic feet fit for cutting up, we should have, of 
3 inch tea-box scantling 1 foot broad, the enormous amount 
of 24,000 running feet. Thls will give some idea of the 
size of toon timber in the old forests. 

The log No. 3 had mean girth .. . 12  feet. 
length .. . 80 ,, 

The mean girth of No. 2 was . . . 20 ,, 
Similar logs were also seen, snbsequently, in  Lepcha cultiva- 

tions on the upper waters of the Balasuu, and trees of this 
size and in fine growth are by no means rare in the forests 
east of the Teesta, especially round the head of tho Rilli 
valley. The great drawback to the reservation of these forests, 
however, is that the toon tree is never found to grow grepr i -  
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ously-one here and one there-at the most one per acre, so 
that the forest could scarcely be reserved on the strength of 
the toon alone. But there are other trees of great value in 
these forests, among which me may mention the 'Mahua,' 
Engelha~dtia spicata, whose timber, recently introduced, is 
now a good deal in demand. I t  is apretty wood of a light 
reddish gray colour, has fine medullary rays, and a satinv 
lustre; the Indian chestnut, Castanopsis Indica, the best of 
the numerous chestnuts of Darjeeling for making shingles ; the 
C.%erry, Cerasue pnddtcm, a sweet scented wood which works 
easily and makes beautiful furniture; the '' Ootis" or Hima- 
layan alder, Alnus Nepalen.sis,an enormous tree which also reaches 
a p  to 7,000 feet, and has a wood resembling that of the English 
alder, the " Pipli," Bzicklundia popnlifolia, which too also reaches 
up to 7,000 feet, with a fine hard reddish wood, somewhat resemb- 
ling sal, and lately come into extensive use for planking for which 
i t  is found to suit admirably; and last, but by no means least, 
the wnlnnt, Juglam ~egia, whose favorite habitat appears to be 
the lower slopes of valley a t  about 5,000 feet altitude, and of 
whose timber the door and window-frames of most of the older 
Darjeeling houses have been constructed. The European char- 
acter of this middle hill forest is sometimes very remarkable ; 
in one small forest near Ralirnpoong the following Europenn 
trees were found, though of course the species mere different :- 
Oak, chestnut, cherry, maple, birch, alder, all of them 
fine large trees. The middle hill forest is always much mixed, 
and in the working plans, me shall hare to endeavor to help, aa 
much as possible, thegrowth of walnut, toon, chestnut, cherry, 
and pipli, and to make these species replace, as far as 
the commoner kinds. 
This forest reproduces admirably a9 coppice, instances of 

which are well seen about ' Nagri,' to the west of the Balasun 
and around Kalimpoong. At Nagri the chief and almost only 
species are chestnud and mahna, and it certainly seems that 
the best system of working these forests at au altitude at which 
the chief demand is for firewood and charcoal for the tea-plan- 
tations with only a limited supply of otlier timber, except toou, 
would be that of ' coppice under standard'. To grow toou 
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yroperly it will probably be necessary to make plantations, but 
for ordinary piirposes ' coppice under standard' would seem the 
most profitable. The great difficulty will of course be to trans- 
form the present high forest into coppice without allowing it 
to get into the state of scrub which is so charncteristic of the 
western hill-slopes at 5,000 to 6,000 feet. These slopes, the 
results of abandoned cultivations, are generally covered with a 
thick growth of worm-wood with the yellow raspberry and 
shrubs of the following species : Mceea Indica, Sauranjn, Elrrya, 
&c., &.,.and a small straight growing tree having much the 
appearance of the aspen poplar Macaranga I~dica.  

Tile middle hill forest is a t  present very scarce west of the 
Teesta. A few patches on the Tharboo spur and a small forest 
a t  Nagri are all that are to be found west of the Balaslan River; 
thew are also a few patches on the Nahor, Hopetown, and 
Dootherea apiirs and around Kurseong, but the chief forests are 
those reund the head waters of the Mahanndi River. East of 

the Teesta they are not common still, till the main ridge is 
passed, beyond which almost the whole country is forest, and 
this description consequently finds its place with the others. 

A noticeable feature in many of these forests is the prevalence 
of tree ferns, Alsophila, with tall graceful stems and feather 
foliage, making the111 at once the most conspicuous and the most 
beautiful of forest plants; the dense thickets of hill cane P&c- 
tocornah Einaolayana, especially found wherever the rocks are too 
steep for big trees, and the multitude of large-leaved Aralicrr 
whose leaves are often much used for feeding cattle. 

THE TEMPERATE FORESTS. 
Oak forests.-The belt beween 6,000 and 8,000 feet altitude is 

almost entirely covered'with forest consisting of trees of enor- 
mous size and majestic appearance. The line of about 6,000 feet 
altitude is almost everywhere well-marked as being the upper 
limit of usual cnltivatiou, and because the forests above that 
line were, almost all, originally reserved for Government pur- 
poses, so that when clearances were m d e  they were made 
below, not above, tbe approximate 6,000 feet line. 

The Oak forests coyer the ridges which run froin Senchl  in 
different directions, viz., Mahalderam, Tukdah and Goompahal; 
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with the spurs of Simonbong and Rimbick towards the Rumaun 
River, west of the Teesta ; while east of that river they cover 
the spurs which radiate from Rechee La towards Thosum 
La, Panlimarry, and Samthar. 

They consist principally of oaks, Qirercus lamellosa, annu- 
Zata and ep. sp. ; chestnuts, Castanopsb rufescens ; Magnolia 
Camphellii; Miclvlia excelsa, lanuginosa and Cathcartii (the latter 
two often extending right down to 5,000 feet) laurels, maples 
and other trees. 

Of these by far the commonest is the " Booke" Quercus 
Iamellosa, a huge spreading tree with large leaves and ringed 
acorns measuring often 2 inches in diameter. The wood is 
like that of English oak, but has the medullary rays exceed- 
ingly developed. I t  is very pretty when well worked and po- 
lished, but is rather liable to warp, consequently it is chiefly 
used for big beams for the construction of houses and bridges ; 
i t  is very greatly in demand in Darjeeling. The most mapif i-  
cent and probably the most ~~se fu l  trees are the Champ or 
Magnolias. The M. Campbellii is a fine tree found only 
between 7,000 and 8,000 feet, and especially on the summit 
of Senchal. In  April when leafless, but covered with 
ita brilliant piuk flowers, 8 or 9 iuches in diameter, it is 
a sight alone worth a visit to Darjeeling to have seen, and ae 
s t  that sewon also the white magnolia Miclrelia excelsa, also 
leafless, puts out its masses of snow-white fragrant flowers, 
these two flowering trees, contrasting with the delicate light 
green of the young leaves of the maple, and the sombre foliage 
of the evergreen laurels, make up a forest scene of wonderful 
beauty. Indeed, at all times, these oak forests have an unceas- 
ing charm, whether we see them in the spring with the sunlight 
piercing through the leaves to light up the different colors of 
the foliage, or in the rainy season, when in the forest path,  
we pass one by one, the giant trunks clothed with masses 
of brilliant hanging moss, and lowering through the dripping 
misty atmosphere. But, perhaps, it is iu October and November 
that these forests h ~ v e  their finest appenrnnce, when the leaves 
turn to shades of every conceivable hue of yellow and red, 
and' tho folliage of the trees is dotted with the scarlet seeds of 
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the magnolia or the bright brown prickly fruits of the hill 
chestnuts. 

In that season, the ground vegetation is a t  its loveliest. 
Brilliant-flowered balsams and painted-leaved begonia8 peep 
from every mossy cranny of the dripping rocks ; above masses 
of Strobilantlree spread a blue and purple hue over the scene ; 
ferns of every form nnd species and delicate Selaginellas cover 
every bank, while above the brauches are festooned with gorge- 
ously flowered climbers, Thunbergia, Craufirrdia, or Dicyntra. 

Bat  to return to the magnolias they have a rather ligllt 
yellomish-colored wood, wit11 a strong and rather nnpleasaut 
smell, which is very exteusively used for flooring and for fnrni- 
ture. The wood of the chestnut is white, hard and strong; 
not so liable to shrink and better in damp places than the oak ; 
i t  is esteemed the best for door-frames, and is very much used 
for shingles. 

There are very few other woods which are ever used, but we 
may mention three species of laurel, the " Lali," P h b e  lanceo- 
/&a, the " Kanla," Zmlrilue odoratissimns, and the " Lepcha- 
phul," dctinodaphne sp., all of which are used for planking, and 
more especially iu native houses ; the maple, Acer Campbell& 
and the Hill Chilauui, the Eclrircocarptis dasycarpuu, with a hard 
good wood, which is rapidly coming into use. The tree 
itself is one of the most beautiful in the forest ; it rarely grows 
t o  a great height of stem, but sends out many branches a t  
about 20 feet from the ground, and the leaves droop round 
the tree in a inost picturesque way. Considering the demand 
of the stations a t  Darjeeling and Kurseong, and those of 
the Public Works, and of the numerous surrounding plan- 
tations, tliese forest will best be worked as high forest ; there 
can be very little doubt but that the system of natural repro- 
duction; of course aided in spots, by artificial dotting in of good 
species, will succeed admirably. A t  present from the Foresters' 
point of view tlie aspect of the forests ronnd Durjeeling is not 
very good-as of the standing trees of any size fully 4 t h  are 
loog past maturity, while another gths are younger trees of 
almost nseless timber. The term of maturity of oak, magnolia, 
and chestnut is probnbly 120 to 150 years, but the term should 
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not be too long, and 100 to 120 years will be quite sntficient, 
When the annual cuttings are made all over mature trees 
should be cut, as they are often quite worthless, except as fuel, 
ns well ~9 a large nri~nber of tho useless kinds-leaving merely 
sufficient to give a very light cover. The onks, chestnuts, and 
lnagnolias all ripen their seeds about the same time, November, 
and germination generally takes place in the following May, so 
that the young plants should be up and beginning to establisll 
themselves well before the heavy rains set in. I n  October, 
consequently, the moss and small shrubs atiould b cleared from 
the cutting, as it seems that the seeds do not germinate until 
they reach the soil below the nlossy covering. I n  fact, the 
treatment of these forests should resemble that of the mountain 
forests in Europe, to which the working plan of a conversion for 
the " Garden" system to that of natural reproduction has beeu 
applied. At present the system of sale of standing trees, one by 
oue, in which naturally only mature trees are cut and over-mature 
ones left is fnst spoiling the forests, though with a sn~nll establish- 
ment and untrained foresters i t  waa almost impossible to 
apply a better system. On the higher slopes in these forests the 
comlnonest vegetation is that of the small hill bamboo " Maling," 
which grows very gregariously in exceedingly dense thickets, 
entirely preventing the growth of other vegetation. On 
Simonbong below Tongloo a t  8,000 to 9,000 feet, i t  forms a 
dense compact forest; the stems barely 6 inches apart and 
mowing to a height of 20 to 30 feet. The darkness of this h 

l a m b  forest is most curious, and it is only here and there 
that a solitary birch, yew or magnolia penetrates through the 
bamboos-probably the last survivors of the old forest before 
the bamboos usurped its place, and by their dense growth 
killed off all younger trees. This little " Maling" bamboo is 
very valuable, as not only is it almost exclusively given as 
food for ponies in Dajeeling, but its stems split up are made 
illto the mats with which a11 native Louses in the hills are 
roofed. T l~e  chief place where these are made is a t  Sookia 
Pokri in the Goonlpahar forest, and the permit for the right 
of collecting and working up these bamboos produces a keen 
coinpetition at the yearly auction. 
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Among other produce of these forests w e  may mention the 
L'ttle creeper, Rt&a coldifolio, the " Manjit" or madder, 
large quantities of which are yearly exported for dyeing pur- 
posee, and the '; Chirebta," Opieliu ep. sp., for it seems to bo 
the produce of mamy and not only one species, which is alsa 
greatly exported as a febrifuge. 

llre Rhododendron Foreete, in which the bees are gregarious, 
are only found on the higb points above 8,000 feet, although 
two tree species, the R. wborev~m alid R. argenteula, ae well as 
tlw beautiful epipytic R. Daliroueice and R. Edgerowthii, and 
tbe smll shrubby pink-flmvered R. vaccinwides are found as low as 
7,000 feet, and occasiolially even lower. The chief species ape, 
R. Cumpbellb tlw commonest in the summit of Tongloo, wit11 
twisted pink-barked stems and crimson flower; R. Fakoneri 
alsocommon on Tongloo, and easily recognized by its large leaves 
covered beneath witb a dense rusty tomentnm, and its cream- 
coloured flowers ; and R ,  barbaturn, a smaller kind with bright 
crimson petals. The floweriug season is the end of March and 
April, and a t  that time the cdour of the forest around Tongloo 
is most magnificent. The wood of tha Rhododendrons is 
pinkish and close-grained, but is not in general use. It is very 
good as firewood. Associated witb the lthododendrons we often 
find the Andromeda oualifda, the red flowered Buddleia Colvilli, 
rud Hydrangea alliesirna, but the commonest trees are the birch, 
ni$ple and whitebeam, and the yew is occasionably found of 
immense size, and gorving much straighter and taller than it 
usually does in Europe. Of two trees measured by the writer 
one had 20 feet girth, bnt was broken at the top, the other 16 
feet with a straight cylindrical stem of 30 feet high. 

The Fir Foreata have, as yet, scarcely been examined ; the 
principal species is the silver fir, Abiea webbiana, and with it is 
0 t h  fouud a juniper, Juniperus recuwa, and the Abiee dumoea. 
They are not worked as they are so inaccessible, althouglr 
the fir timber is good, and as they are not the property of Go- 
vernment ; but, with the Rhododendron forest form part of the 
large tract of land given to the Cheeboo Lama in recognition of 
the services rendered by Lim to Government. 

N 
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The Governmet~t Rese~ved Forests in the district occupy 105 
Rqnare miles, or 9 per cent. of the total area, giving 0.7 acres 
per head of population: this is only iucluding the forests west of 
the Teesta* ; those east of the Teesta will probably give an area 
of about 120 square miles more ; the reserves include most of 
the sal and sissoo foresta of the Terai (with the exception of the 
greater part of the western sal), the lower hills faciug the plains, 
almost the \vl~ole country between the Mahanadi and Teesta, the 
Teesta and Rungeet valley forests, and the oak forests of tlie 
fieuchal, Tukdah and Goompahar ridges. There are, properly, 
two or even three snb-divisions, and the number of range& is 
six, v u  :- 

No. 1.-Sivoke and Lower Teesta Forests. 
,, 2.-Sookna and Nahauadi Forests. 
,, 3.-Forests west of the Balasnn. 
,, 4.-Bamunpokri Forests and Plantation. 
,, 5.-Temperate Forests. 
,, 6.-Upper Teesta and Itungeet Forests. 

These are under Foresters, with pay varying from Rs. 20 to 40 
per rnontll, and they are assisted by 17 watchers and 5 peons. 

1. The timbcr dep6ts are :-Jzdpigwee, to which Sivok is 
mercly a feeder dep6t. This is the most important, as 
i t  receives all the timber from the Teesta and its many 
tributary rivers, and as the river ie always flontable ; 

2. Silligori on the Mahanadi, now not much used, and will 
be replaced by 

3. Sookna, the most central point of the Terhi, and especially 
useful as a sleeper depbt ; 

4. Rakti on the old road to Pankabary, and 
5. Nt~ksurbary receive the timber from the western forests. 
The chief timbers in use are :- 
I .  Sa1.-Exported by purchasers or used by Govt. departs. 
2. Sissoo.-l)i tto ditto ditto. 
3. Toon.-Local consumption only ; tea-boxes and general 

furniture. 
4. Hill timbers Bookc (Oak.) 

for builcliag. { d ~ a n l ~  (.Vagnolin, 4c.j 
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(Kntoos (Cliestnut.) 
( Pipli (Bucklandia.) 
I Alirot ( UTalnut.) 

for building. 
Kaula (~tlachilus.) I Lepchaphul (Actinodaphm.) 

C Chilauni (Ecl~inocarpua) . 
(Chilauni (Schima j. 

5. Plains Tim- saj ( ~ ~ ~ i , ~ ~ ~ i ~ ) .  
bers, for Luildi11~. 4 

LChamp (Xichelia). 
( Toon ( Cedrela) . 
( Mahua (Engelltardtia). 

'. For Tea ( Lamputtiai(Duabanga). boxes. I Qoguldhnp, (Canarium). 
(gabashi, (~lfaple) . 

Khair (Acacia catechu) . 
7. OLher use- ' Sitaal, (Dalbcrgia latifolia) I 

ful trees but rarely { Sida (Lagerstrdmia pam$bra). 
nsed. / Malligiri (Cinnatnmrrn glnndxlj/rnrrn). 

C Cham ( Artocarpus] Chnplaelia). 
The Darjeeling Division Proper has only been constituted 

in the lost year ; formerly i t  formed a sub-division of the Cooch , 

Behar Forest Division, which included the Julpigori and God- 
para districts ; the revenue has lately increased considerably. 
The Revenue of the whole Cooch Behar division was in 

Rs. 
1871-73 ... ... ... 40,000 
1872-73 ... ... ... 55,000 
1873-74 ... ... ... 52,000 

while in 1874-75 the revenue of the Darjeeling division alone 
mas Ra. 51,000, or, including outstandings Rs. 58,000. 

Considering the rapid extension of ten cultivation, there can 
be no doubt that the revenue is as yet in its infancy, and that 
the Da jeeling forests mill hereafter be amongst the most valu- 
able in the Indian Empire. 



BY J. MCKEE. 

OF many forest questions on which discussion mould tend 
to throw light none appeam of greater importance or more 
c o r n p l i c ~  in ita general features than that of grazing. 
Treated in connection with its results on young forest growth, 
or with regard to the large pepulation interested in obtaining 

pasturage for their cattle, this subject ranks with the 
foremost of those relating to forest management, requiring 
fipeciirl consideration from both departmental and civil officers. 
The former are sometimes backward in reflecting that grazing 
is indispensable to h e  gabli and his herds, or do not fully 
rollsider how depeodant they are on the forests for their 
~equirements in this particular; the latter are apt to discredit 
the fact that cattle do much injury, or do not appreciate the 
real extent of damage caused by admittiag them into a forest ; 
both sides perhaps have ideas on the subject that will bear 
col-rection or may be useful if ventilated through the medium 
of the '' Forester." 

The question seems to divide itself into three major heads :- 
First.-Grazing looked on from a forest point of view. 
Second.-As considerad in connection with the peoples' require- 

ments. 
T?hird.-Difficulties in reconciling the two interests. 
That damage is caused by allowing cattle to graze in forests 

which are being restored, is to some extent recognised by the 
majority of persons acquainted even slightly with forest conserva- 
tion ; but it does not appear to be generally understood how hope- 
less a f a d  naturalreproduction becomes when this privilege is al- 
lowed, nor what vast injury to young growth is rendered cefih 
by the presence of comparati~ely only a few head of cattle in aforest 
under improvement by natural means. I t  is not sufficient to 
simp!y prohibit fellinpor the carting away of usufruct from a tract, 
which it is desired to bring to a more wooded condition ; in 
addition to such negative advantages something must be done 
to increase the existing crop by hstering natural reproduction, 

or by artificial means, su& as planting and solving. Whellever 
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the former is sufficiently promising to bring about the desired 
improvement, i t  is obviously the better of the two methods, 
owing to its cheapness and to the greater likelihood of the 
plants so raised succeeding better than those which, having 
h e n  reared in nurseries, have to m u  the gauntlet of an after 
transplanting. But experience has proved that a timber crop 
cnonot be materially increased so long ss large herds of cattle, 
goata, and sheep are allowed to graae at  mill over the forest ; 
all, or nearly all, the natnml seedlings are trampled or browsed 
down by bhe animals in their search for food, aud much oC the 
sapling growth is injured by the cattle rubbing up against it, 
o r  by the oawherda lopping ita young branches for fodder, 
i n  those places where *he grass has dried up or been thoroughly 
grazed down. Such damage is not so perceptible as a total 
dsstradion uf eeedliugs, but must nevertheless be great, as i t  
doubtless causes m most cases an irregular growth, much the 
same as bad pruning would, and frequently the destruction of 
the h a  for nsefnl purposes, and thus detracts both from 
their future economic and pecuniary values. Grazing is 
never allowed in European fmesta until the new growth, - 
either ooppice or seedling, is enfficiently advanced to be 
beyond injury by cattle, and then only under certain strin- 
gent conditions. The herds must subsist on the meadow 
4ands or root crops. Here, in the plains of India, we have little 
mendow land properly so called, and no root crop to fall back 
on ;  but in most provinces there are large areas of private 
forest and Government waste knd  available for grazing, which 
bear ao large a proportion to the tracts taken up for special 
,treatment and called reserves, that i t  is hard to understand how 
any ~ubstsntial grievances cam arise by completely excluding 
cattle from the latter. 

Experiments have been carried out in the Central Provinces, 
whioh seem to p~ove  that in some forests the fact of admitting 
cattle even in the smdl nnmber of 1 head to 15 acres will, in 
four months, completely destroy all seedling growths. The fol- 
lowing is the account given :- 

Two blocks of foresb from which cattle pad been excluded . 
6 r  four months-from 1st April to 31st July-mere inspected 
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about tlto latkr J:lte, when hrge  numLers of seedlings of tllc 
better classes of ti~nber trees were fouud iu all directions and 
situations, although the rainfdl up to that period had been mucl~ 
below the average. On the 1st August licenses mere issued 
allowing 256 cattle to graze in one of these blocks, containing 
about 3,840 acres, somo few plots of grouud iu which seedlings 
were preaeut I~aving first been hedged off to protect thetn from 
injury. The block was again inspected towards the end of 
November, when it was observed that tile   ear ling plants had 
completely disappeared, except in tl~ose places which had been 

. enclosed. 
I t  !nay be interesting to give here an instance of the damage 

c~nsed  by cattle ae described by Darwin in his " Origin of Spe- 
cies," psge 83. 

cL But how ilnportant an element enclosure is, I plainly saw 
"near Farnham, in Surrey. Here there are extensive heaths, 
'4 with a few clumps of old Scotch firs on the distant hill-tops. 
'6 Within the last ten years large spaces have been enclosed, and 
rLself-so\m firs are now springing up in multitudes, so close 
“together that all cannot lire. When I ascertaiued that 
"these young trees had not been sown or planted, I was 

SO much surprised at their numbers that I went to several 
"pointa of view, whence I could examine hundreds of 
"acres of the unenclosed heath, and literally I could not 
"see a single Scotch fir, except the old planted clumps. But 
"on looking closely between the sterns of the heath, I 
bLfound a multitude of seedlings and little trees which had 
"been perpetually browsed down by the cattle. I n  one square 

ynrd, a t  a point some hundred pards distant from one of the 
" old clumps, I counted thirty-two little trees ; and one of them, 

with twenty-six rings of growth, had duriug many yeam tried 
a raise ita head above the stems of the heath, and had failed. 

4c No wonder that, as soon as the land was enclosed, it became 
a thickly clothed with vigorously growing young firs. Yet the 

heath wns so extremely barren and so extensiye that no one 
gL would ever have imagined that cattle mould have so closely =a 
(6 effectually searched it for food. Here we see that cattle abso- 
L 6  lutely determine tho evisteuca of the Scotch fir." Again the 
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following extract from a paper on the Island of Cyprus, published 
in the " Revne dee Eaux et Forets " for February 1874, is inti- 
" mately connected with the same snbject. " I t  is not the axe so 
"much that I accuse of having destroyed the forests of 
" Cyprus, as the goat. It is for this animal that the shepherd 
" kindles the great conflagrations, which pick out above $1 
" for destruction those forests which are highest and thickest 

and contain the most fertile soil, which he wishes to convert 
" into grazing land. The goat browses down young reproduction, 
"and leavee in ite place endless thickets of cistus, arbubus 
" and broom or rocky exposed ground." 

That fire is a chief obstacle to reproduction is now scarcely dis- 
puted ; the result of protecting a forest from its ravages for a few 
?-earti clearly prove it, but it is popularly supposed, and with good 
reason, that fires are in most cases caused by cowherds for the 
new crop of grass, which springs up nlnch more luxuriantly in a 
forest constantly burnt, than in one which has been protected 
for a year or two ; and, if this opinion is correct, it seems hope- 
less to effectually exclude the fires without first expelling the 
graziers ; get rid of the cause and its effect will also disappear, 
or a t  least will have a better chance of so doing. 

On the other hand, when considered from the agriculturists 
and gazier's point of view, there can be no doubt that stringent 
forest protective measures iuterfere with their convenience, pwt 
habits and customs, and in many cases cause considerable loss. 

I n  the provinces to which the writer is attached much of t l ~ e  
best grazing land is situated in  those tracts immediately under 
departmental superintendence, and each year about the end of 
February, when the forests belonging to the villages and those 
called unreserved, are becoming burnt up with heat or browsed 
down so close that good pasture can no longer be obtained in 
them, large herds are sent up to the wilder and more hilly lands, 
of which the forest reserves form the cream, there to remain until 
the cornmencemeni of the rains, when vegetation around the 
villages in the plaiu bursts forth again into new life and admits of 
their being driven back to the home pastnres. These far away 
.grazing tracts are looked upon as all important by tho owner of 
cattle ; he considers them a great rcservc to fall back on in the 



hot weather, nnd is willing to pay a yerr's duty for the privilege 
of grazing over them for the three and a half months  receding 
the rains, although it is more than probable he has Jreadp paid 
12 months' duea to tbe civil or foreat officer of his district for per- 
mission to g a z e  in the Government forests adj~cent  to his vil- 
lage ; from which it would appear that, although tlie unreserved 
and privato forests Scars so large a proportion to the reserved areas, 
they are not in the eyes of the people qualified in all esse~itials 
to meet their requirements. But besides the above class of 
men, who mould, as a rule, live at a distance from the forests 
here alluded to, there is another body with a much stronger claim 
on the consideration of the departmeit, viz., tl~oee whose villages 
actually adjoin the protected area, and who aro nearly or quite 
dependant on i t  for good grazing. I f  these men are sternly 
ehut out from the reserve, they must make the best they can of 
the village pastures, generally poor enough, eometimes 
altogether wanting, or they must strike their tents and 
move elsewhere,-an exodus not even meditated by such men 
without mnch heart-burning and ~e grentest reluctance ; 
especially when, as is frequently the cnse, they own or oulti- 
vate a considerable portion of the land belonging to the viUage 
in which they live. Again, there are always a large number 
of cattle in every village, generally the proper& of tlle 
ryots, kept up for field .work, which must be present on t l ~ e  
spot during the greater part of the year, and for the well- 
being of such it is absolutely necessary that grazing be 
obtained within a reasonable distance. But when the only 
fodder ground within miles happens to be strictly protectad 
against cattle, wliat is 'likely to be the result? Clearly the 
cattle must suffer, iu some cmes lapse into bad condition 
and die from want of proper sustenance; complaints of a 
bitter nature will be made, mnch ill-feeling towards 
department in the abstract and the forest officer in particu- 
lar a~ its visible representative be exhibited, and tlle work of 
protecting the forest from fire and cattle be lnade infinitely 
difficult by the peoples' opposition and obstrnctiveness; the 
latter being shewn in a sullen reluctance to give any assishnce 
by labour in extinguishing fires when they . . break out, the 



former by gazing .their animals during the night time when 
the forest chuprasies are off work, and by actually setting 
fire to the grass in the reaerve dnring the hot weather, which 
may be done withgut much fear of detection, for of all forest 
offences, none ia so oasily committed and so difficult to trace 
and punish. 

Thd important question then arises : What are the practicable 
means of obtaining the two following results? ciz. : protection 
to reproduction from cattle, and grazing for the people de- 
pendant on the reserves. Three methods suggest themselves, 
by all of which the above ends may be partially gained, 
each however containing some difficulty or weak point which 
will reqaire careful consideration before adoption, and will 
depend somewhat on the character or shape of the forest to be 
treated . 

hirer.-When the forest is a long narrow trnct. 
8eeondly.-When the area ia more compact and is nearly 

as broad as long. 
In  the first case, grazing belts or broad sections half a mile 

wide might be demarcated at intervals through the breadth 
of the reserve. This system has, we believe, been introduced 
into the French forests with success. Its advantage is, that 
grazing would be placed within fairly m y  reach of the 
adjoining inhabitants, its disadvantages, that the reserve would 
thereby be split up into numerous compartments, the protection 
and conservation of which would be more expensive than if it 

treated ae a whole, as i t  would necessarily entail more 
demarcation and a stronger body of forest guards to protect the 
extended boundaries ; besides which i t  would be always difficult to 
restrain the graziers and their cattle to the belts put aside for 
them and prevent them from wandering into the protected area. 
Still this system might perhaps be worked with success in 
foreate, where the proposed belts could be demarcated or marked 
out by strongly defined natural boundaries, such as ranges 6f 
hills and streams. For the other form of forest, oit., a 
compact quarish or circular block, a belt of gaz ing  land might 
be lined off half a mile or upwards in breadth parallel to 

ita outer boundary, in which cattle might be admitted until 
0 
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the inner forest waa improved beyond damage, when an ex- 
change of land could be granted, cattle being allowed into 
the forest that had undergone improvement, while the outer 
belt was being restored. This method would hare the ad- 
vantage of placing pasture land immediately within reach of 
all the villages adjoining the reserve, but the difficulties alluded 
to above, dz., of cost, and of keeping the animals strictly 
within prescribed limita again present themselves. Two born- 
dsry lines would have to be demarcated or in some way 
distinctly defined, and there would be two line8 to protect, one 
against ordinary trespassers, and the other against grazer& 
I t  is probable, however, that in many c a w  the privilege of 
obtaining grazing mould be go thoroughly appreciated that 
the peopb on their own behalf would define the inner line, 
each village undertaking to demarcate the parallel belt ad- 
jacent to itself. There ia however another objection to this 
method that should be stated, &., that it often happens, at least 
in the writer's province, that the best portions of forest land are 
situated nearest the outer boundary, and that they would be 
tl~ns turned into grazing lands for a long term of years, after 
which they would be more difficult to bring to a reproductive 
oondition, than at present. 

The bird arrangement may be applied to either of the fore- 
going characters of forest. I t  consista of demarcating and 
putting a ide  two or three i a g e  blocks in which cattle might be 
allowed grazing, while they are excltlded from all the rest of the 
protected reserve. This system recommends itself as being by 
far the most simple and least expensive of the three ways of 
meeting the diffiaulty. If these blocks are chosen in tbe proxi- 
mity of those villages which own the largest herds and have 
relatively little p z i n g  land of their own, the necessities of 
greatest importance are satisfied, the objection against the first 
and second method, dt., of expense, ie avoided or much lessened, 
for experiende has provei that the people will. in some cases, 
undertake the demarcation and protection by burning a line 
round the blocks set apart for them, and there is no occasion to 
condemn the beat land all round the forest to the damagiug 
effects of large numbers of trampling h u ~ g r y  bullocks and 
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buffaloes for a long term of years. The one ohjection against 
this method is, that certain villages would sustain some incon- 
venience in being situated at a distance from the open block, but 
this grievance would be reduced probably to those in which 
cattle were not nnmerons, and which therefore might obtain 
sufficient grazing in the private foresta belonging to their ow11 

or neighbouring villages. I t  has been lately carried out in aomo 
forests of the Central Provinces, wherever large cattle owners 
live on the borders of the protected areas, and where them last 
happen to be the only grazing lands within reach, and has 
np to the present worked succesefully. 

gonrnaKal a'tonr inta tle Vartnte ronntrg, nst o f  ofnnngloo. 
BY M. H. FERRAR~, 

Assistant Conservdor of Foreatr in British B u d .  

Yarch 6th.-Tounghoo to Pyon-cliourrg, 6 miles. 
Mhrch 6th.-Pp-cliourrg to Paylawa, on the Thonkyagat 

river, 15 miles. The road lay through the Government teak 
plantation ; the forest aa far as the first aacanta is characterized 
by plentiful produotion of bad teak. On somewhat higher p u n t 1  
this f o m t  waa succeeded by arid forest, consisting almost en- 
tirely of creepers. Snoceeding this waa inferior Eng (Dip- 
tffoearpw tuberculatue) forest. Above the Eng foreat wue a 
a region of nnequal evergreen forest, in the better parta of 
which a T?$kai, ( P m t a a  Bu+manica) tree was occasionally met. 
Finally above the evergreen forest the ground waa covered 
simply with low bamboo jungle. 

March 7 t h . - P a y h  to Bangalap, 84 miles. The road lay 
through scrub of a few yeara' growth on old toungyak ; (coomrie 
clearings) stunted teak treee were frequently met. On tbe 
higher points elephant grass and bamboos were the principal 
vegetation. Towards Bangalay signs of the st'unted forest 
of high elevatione were perceivable ; the two &nchona trees at  
Baneday appeared to be prospering, the larger of the two is 
seeding ; both are spreading moderately in the crown and clear- 
ing themselves of the lower branches. Elevation of Bangalay 
3,150 fmt. 
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Zarch 8th.-Bangaloy to Kyay-clwung, 74 milee. The whole 
country within sight occupied by toungyah (coomrie) cultivn- 
tion, the y a h  (clearinge) of enormous extent, and in most 
cases but recently cleared. Teak trees lopped and mutilated. 
The forest that has yielded to this toungyah system probably 
the evergreen, to judge by the patches left standing. 

dlarclr 9th.-Kyay-choung to Moo-choung, 4 milee. Elevation 
not great. Toungyah scrub alternating with poor teak forest. 

March 10th.-Moo-choung to Moh-gyolqyit-choung, 14 miles. 
Nothing but toung~ahe far and wide. Patches of evergreen forest 
in gorges, but imperfect poor forest where spared on the faco 
of the hill side. Wild plantains common. Betel gardens com- 
mencing. Both tho y c a s  and tree fern frequent. 

March llt1~.-Jioh-gyoh-pyit-ch0ung to Kwat-tyay, 44 miles. 
Ascent of the watershed ; traces of evergreen forest, but neither 
high nor dense, and interspersed with bamboo. Toungyahs reach 
a8 far up as the belt of stunted forest, (forest consisting princi- 
pally of low branching trees covered with mom) which occurs 
here at 3,500 feet. Stunted Thiteee (Melanmheva 2Mitatiesimn) 
formed the link between the two above foreeta. The watershed 
takes a great turn east and west from its main direction. A 
re~arkable  difference in the vegetation ie observable on the 
northern and southern aspects. The eotlthern is cowred with 
stunted forest of a very open and sparse character, and a sort 
of lollg meadow grass forms the immediate covering of the 
ground. The northern declivity is clothed with the densest ever- 
green forest, but abounding in creepera, and destitute of high 
or large timber trees. A little below the highest point of the 
watershed, 4,700 feet, toungyas were again met, but they were . 
not extensive; the wild tea plant was one of the chiof com- 
ponents of the scrub growing on the abandoned yahs. Here 
the first pine tree, long three-leaved variety ( Pinua K h y a n a )  
were met, in the shape of a few isolated struggling specimens 
of diffcrent ages. 

March 12th.-Kwd-tyay to Kbo-izaloh, 8 miles. North-eastern 
declivity of 00-boh Toung dense evergreen shrub forest with 
sparse crooked trees. Striking to the east for Karennee pro- 
cecd aloug a great offshoot of tho main range, tho landscape 
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presents a perfectly novel appearance, namely that of toungyah 
cultivation in more or less hardy pine forsst. The rond 
passed through a forest, transitional to that beyond, in which 
the occurrence of the pine became more and more frequent. 
The pinee appeared to be spreading on the fresh yahs, and were 
there the most striking element of the fresh relay of vegets- 
tion ; they were also the principal element of the older blocks, 
nlthough still rather sparse, and filled in between with scrub. 
The same stadia in the development of the pine forest, which 
we find in Europe were noticeable here ; the birch scrub, with 
large brake ferns and long grass, which so often crops up on 
eminencee and slopes that have deteriorated from leaf-tree to 
pine forest, hae its perfect anti-type here. Similarly miserable 
struggling forest was found where the treea stood far apart 
nnd the ground was unprotected. In  these places the ravages 
of insects were considerable, the stems frequently being deformed 
by a Lorlrix, which here seelns to attack the middle or principal 
shoot in decided preference to the side shoots, probably owing 
to its sin&ularly large development. Before reaching the pure 
pine region, although ,at equal or even greater elevations, 
openings covered with elephant grass still continued to occur, 
and large patches of leaf foreat were met with. Even ever- 
green forest of the finest type, with occrrsioual Thingas (Hopen . 
odorah)  trees, was found in the transitional pine forest. Ascend- 
ing a steep e 1 ~ i o e n c d , 5 0 0  ft., the decided pine foreat was reach- 
ed. The spring shoots were just developing; they had their 
si~ikee about 9 inch long. The pine of this region has spikes 
3-4-6 inches long, three in one sheath ; the cone has a broad 
base and rapidly tapers ; is about 1 inch in diameter a t  the base, 
and 14 to 2 inches long ; the apopliysea thorny and hooked back. 

On the crest of the hill the foreat might be called intact, 
i.e., the trees had reached their maturity. This was generally, 
but not always, the case on the tops of the high hills, and in 
a modified degree the forest wan spared on the minor ridges and 
large spurs. The faces of the great slopes, including 
all the minor spnrs, were under the toungyah system. In  the 
mature forest the trees stood tolerably close, and had gained 
a ~wmiderable height for the exposed situation they occupied ; 
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the largest trees in the block girthed 6 to 7 feet, the smnllest 
4 feet ; the timber did not taper much. The growth was uniform- 
ly slow-about &th inch in the year. Turpentine and resin 
were oozing freely. The ground was covered wit,h a thick 
layer of humus ; this was found to be the case in quite young 
blocks, and proves with what sucoees fire is excluded. The 
ground is quite slippery with the mass of dead leaves sccumnln- 
tad upon it. There is no undercover ; a few branohy leaf trees 
fill up gaps, but do not appear ever to have vied with the pines 
in making height ; brake f e r n  occur in little clusters, and an 
occasional cycadean is the only other characteristic of the 
vegetation. The white ants do not infest these forests; 
dead trees are slowly destroyed by other insecta. The 
pine forest is always strongest on the ridge. I t  .was never 
met with pure in. deep ravines. During the whole of 
this march the aspect of the hill-side exerted an influence ; 
the pine forest was much purer on the southern declivities, 
and was largely mixed with leaf trees on the northern ; elephant 
grass was still occasionally found on exposed clearings. Rep* 
duction was observed to take place very readily on desertad yahu, 
where a crest of d i n g  treee had been left standing on the ridge. 
Seedlings were found on all places where the thick layer of 
humus had been recently removed by fire, and where firm h d  
not subsequently taken place. Once a few feet over the ground 
fire seemed to do very little injury to the young treea, tbe bark 
did not appear to suffer. Forest was eeldom out for y& where 
the trees were over 4 feet in girth. The country makes quite 
the impression of a tract of European pine forest under ma- 
nagement ; the different age-cl&sea and the rotation are eo mn- 
spicuons. All land mder toungyuh cultivation, strictly speaking, 
preeenta the same features, but here the lines are more clearly 
marked and the age-classes more easily distinguishable owing 
to the character of the prevailing tree. The pine steadily 
advances from the loweat age-class to the highesi; with each 
few years i t  shorn a marked difference ; i t  begins as yomg forest 
and goes on in an even block to become high forest without any 
uncertain stage; whereas in the toungyahs of the leaf-tree 
forests, the various ages of the scrub are less marked, and before 
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forest proceeds from it there is a long struggle between different 
trees and plants for predominance, and at the end of a full 
timber-generation the trees that held out do not form regular 
forest, but only a sort of foundation for one. The size of the 
clearings made in a year is here strikingly less than that of 
those made in the hills of British Bnrmah ; may be that there 
are fewer cultivators, or that the land is more productive. 
At any rate the forest geta a fairer chance-a perfectly fair 
chance indeed-for there is a tolerable snrplm of virgin forest, 
dotted throughout each valley, which is not to be found in the 
p e a t  toungyah dietricta of British Burmah. The lees accessible 
hills in the Karennee pine forest eeem to be altogether intact. 

The different age-classee in the district appear to be equally 
distributed over the area, but every clam i's not found in one 
and the same neighbourhood; the dietxibution is such as to 
have a number of allied age-classee together, each class being 
frequatly repeated. The rotation is two-fold. Firet, there is the 
set of blooks which are cleared every 15 to 20 years ; thew are 
large and are used for raising the main crops. Secondly, there 
is a eet of smaller blocks or strips which aro allowed to lie 
fallow two or three times as long as the former; very good 
forest forms on these, and the land, when cleared, is suitable for 
growing a series of vegetable crops, b. The process of regenera- 
tion seems to be this. The bare yah on the slope is seeded for a 
couple of years by the trees left standing on the ridge; there 
being no combustible matter on the ground, the d n g a  get a 
good start and are fire-proof afterwards; fires however are 
arefully and in general succesefully excluded by the natives. 
fiiw graee (elephant p;rase) springs up simultaneously with the 
young pine, but before it has attained its full development- 
which it requires a few yeam to do-the young trees have out- 
topped it, and subsequently they drive it out of the field in their 
vicinity, paving the way for a quantity of undemhrubs md 
yonng pine and leaf treee which then further oppress the 
gram. Under the struggling leaf trae scmb, the pine seedlings, 
which here seem to thrive in moderate shade, get ahead, and 
supprese the yonng leaf trees in their turn. In  .ten ta twenty 
yeam the block is full. Under less favourable circumstances 
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the reproduction takes place in belts downwards from the ridge, 
the successive young generations of pine supplanting and aup- 
pressing tlle paas  and scrnb. 

bla,.eh 13th.-Koo-saloh to Koo-moh-bh, Sf miles. Pine forest 
as on the day previous ; fine pine trees in the gorges among other 
trees at 3,400 feet. The landscape reminded forcibly of the 
parts of the Hartz mountains under eprnce. Passed along some 
ridges, where the crest of seeding trees hnd been removed. The 
reproduction of the whole hill had suffered in consequence, and 
its eventunl resumption by pine forest become delnyed for an 
incrlculnble time. Bamboos and high elephant grass hnd occu- 
pied the vacant space. The denudation of the summit was not 
due to windfall. Windfalls were not observed anywhere. 
The growth of the timber improves greatly towards the end of 
this march. Borings shewed that timber mas formed* much more 
rapidly, 4 inch in the year, the girth and height were greater. 
The largest tree measured was 8 feet 7 inches in girth and 
100 feet in height. The cover formed by the high forest wm 
much denser ; there were in fact as many trees on the acre as 
could grow upon it. It would be difiicult to point to any other 
forest tree in these parts for which acreage could be computed, 
with the exception of the Eng, and sometimes of Pyimma 
(Lagerstroemia Regina). The elevation of the luxuriant pine 
forest was 3,300, and the situation a moderate slope, resting on 
granite. The temperature of the same place at night was 
4'i0 F. A large curuulw was found in dead wood, the larva 
bores 2 to 8 inches into the wood. 

March 1 4 t h . - K w h - l o  to Doh-loh-gyee, 5 miles-Met with 
two ~pecies of oak ; the one a large timber tree (Quercus f e w  
trata) but the timber coarse. The growth of the tree apparently 
fast. The other bore more resemblance to the English oaks, 
but was a stunted tree of no pretensions ; the leaves were acol- 
loped, the indentations rounded. The acorn was small and regu- 
lar, but the cup compoaed of unthickened h e  scalea. 

The pine forest continued as before. A tree was measured 
10  feet 4 inches in girth; it appeared to be about 100 years o ld  
I n  a part where cultivation had not been carried on for a long 
time, the sides of the hills were covered with stunM leaf tree 
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h m t  instead of pine, or the latter was largely mixed with leif 
trees. I t  would seem that the working develops the pine forest, 
ie., makes the opportunity for the pines to monopolize the 
ground. But pure foreat is not always a desideratum. The 
road descending abruptly and continuing to descend for a 
considerable length, the pine forest disappeared. It was suc- 
ceded firat by patchee of evergreen mixed with bamboos ; and 
subsequently by bamboos with elephant grass. At the same 
time a change took place in the subsoil, viz., from sandstone to 
limeatone. 

Mard 15tA.-Dd-loh-gyee to Thalan-loo, 6 miles. Forest 
generally scrub with much elephant grass, some bamboos, and a 
few large leaf trees. Further on dense moist bamboo jungle. 
White ants re-appear. Bamboay (Carega arborea) and Thitsee 
become common again. L a g e  areas are covered almost exclu- 
eively with Teh (Dioupyroe kaki) and an undergrowth of some 

cyperacean. Pine forest is still observable on high hills at some 
distance,'towards the east. The elevation markedly decreasing 
for a second time, the soil becomes arid. Proceeding a little 
further, some young teak of bad growth was found, and snbse- 
qnently a considerable number of teak trees, but all of too bad 
growth to give serviceable timber. Elephant grass was-strange 
to say-the prevailing undergrowth in this inferior teak forest. 
Nearly every tree, out of which a sound plank could be got, had 
been girdled. In  some instances the poll of the tree had been 
killed a t  a great height from the ground-40 feet or so, for the 
sake of a straight slender post. 

March 16th.-ThaZan-loo to Gaw-teeloh, 74 miles. The road 
led along the banks of several streams ; Thingan trees of varions 
ngw and h e  development were frequently met with; leaving 
Ue stream, teak localities were met with on the slopes, but of 
very indifferent quality. All serriceable timber was girdled 
irrespective of size. The girdling had taken place a great 
number of years since, and some trees that had been felled a 
long time wete still lying in the forest. More and better 
h k  forest was said to be on the adjacent bills. However 
the teak forest, such as i t  was, did not continue long, but 
changed for pure Eng with undergrowth of wild date. I n  

P 
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the Eng forest a second species of pine was found here and 
there ; this piae had two needles in the sheath and the cone was 
2 to 3 inches long and slender ; in most cases curved. The scales 
were puckered in round the apephyse, so that the latter appeared 
sunk, instead of, as it genei%lly does, protruding (Pintse Masrroni- 
onn).  Tlie low hills in the vicinity were crestad with this ping 
which is found st a far lower elevation than the pine first de- 
scribed. The growth of the pine trees, which occurred in the 
Eng forest, was almost imperceptible. The largest pine met 
with here, was 9 feet 7 inches i n  girth. The lowest elevation in 
these forests was 1,000 feet. In a valley some fair teak and 
pyinkadoh forest was found ; the teak trees were high, but nearly 
all crooked or brked. Any good trees had been girdled. From 
here the road led into a forest much like the dry forest of the 
Sittang plains, in which teak was sporadic. The ground rising 
and becoming very rocky no vegetation was noticeable except 
bamboos. A few p o d  teak trees had stood scattered through- 
out, bnt had all been killed, and some felled. Discending aggn, 
the country became more fertilo, in a nullah, close to two natural 
wells of great depth, a quantity of Thitkadoh ( C e d d  Toona) 
\vas observed, and subsequently in following the course of the 
snme stream, Thitkadoh became abundant on its baaka I n  
tuungahs the teak trees were spared, but unmercifully lopped 
from top to bottom. Much bad growth may be ascribed to this 
causo. It becomes apparent that the country is a table-land, 
the average elevation of which will appear from the extremes 
subsequently noted. Young teak continues te appear from time 
to time, sometimes in full groups, but as yet it cannot be said 
that teak forest in any sense haa been met. Eng forest 
develops again, but mixed with EIman (Gardenirr) Teh, Bamboay 
and Khaboung, (StnJchnm nux uonaica.) Coming upon a deep 
descent the forest becomes worse instead of better, almost 
nothing beyond small bamboos and scraggy teak. 

March 17th.-Gaw-dee&?a to Too-choung, 10 miles. Low 
hillocks on which the ground seems to be quite barren and burnt 
up by tho sun, sparsely Btudded with wretched little trees. 
With this kind of land, Eng and bad teak-producing forest 
alteruate, 
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Laterite soil appeared in the depressions, clotked with Eng 
foreat, and on limestone eminences with a better kind of dry 
forest containing most of the members of that in which teak 
prows, bat without the teak. This shews that there must be in 
the neighbourhood forest capable of producing good teak, bDlt 
in what quantity i t  is not poesiMe to surmise. Up to this point 
the road had led nearly due east; here it took a sharp turn 
north. So far, Koontie'e (the Prince of Karenuee) authority 
was not acknowledged. 

M a ~ c h  18th.- TOCX~WUW to Nanpayzhoung, 10)  miles; respc- 
tive elevations 600 to 800 feet. A very inferior kind of teak 
forest without teak. Not even pyinkadoh (Xylia dolabri formis) 
grew in it. The best tree was Myoukchaw, and even that of 

- poor development. Some hills were passed covered with bare 
jagged limestone boulders, recalling in miniature the appeamco 
of Arabia Petraea; beyond this the landscape consisted of 
barren hills bordering a small, narrow, sloping plain covered with 
bamboo, where y a h  had not recently been cleared. Kyun-na-lin 
(Premna) was a common tree in this little plain, and some 
good cutch trees (Acacia catechu) were found cut. 

March 19th.-Nanpay stream for 58 miles. Hillocks with bam- 
boos and wretched scrub, almost barren. Landscape as far as 
the horizon the same. I t  was mentioned that the coffee-grow- 
ing  country in lndia bears the character of this place. Eleva- 
tion 1,600 feet. 

March 20th.-Nanpy-choung to Kyet-poh-gyee, 12& miles. 
Proceed up a valley steadily rising. A total cbange in the 
productiveness of the soil. The bottom, and in moat cases the 
sides, of the valley fertile arable land. Where timber wVps 

allowed. to stand-in but few places and small scraps-Eng 
forest was luxuriant. Traces of teak were found, but no trees 
were allowed to attain any size. Klrcrboung and l k p n  (Bomb- 
malabarkurn) crop up everywhere. The want of timber 
appeared to be greatly felt, for small scrub that had been cleared 
for cultivation was worked up into firewood at  great distances 
from the villages. But this country was on the whole ill fitted 
for growing timber, for whero patches of forest had boen pur- 
posely syatod for the sako of firewood-a surprisingly providcn4 
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measure, but inadequately p~~rsued and needing extension- 
the trees often progressed badly. The c a w  was probably 
the want of shelter on the undulating plateau. If the attempt 
to cultivate timber for the immediate requiremeuta of the vil- 
lagere were made, and a number of age-classea in small con- 
secutive strips established, the required shelter might be a t  
taind. The valley, by which the road entered, terminated in 
a high table-land consisting of gently undulating hills, mostly 
bare and all under cultivation. The face of the country was 
very like Wiltshire. Khaboung and Lepang were the prin- 
cipal trees dotted over the hills. On the eminences the limestone 
rocks were sometimes barred; large bamboos grew in these 
places, and were evidently held in great esteem, for each bush 
wsg f e n d  round, probably to protect the shoots, when they 
sprout out of the ground, from cattle. The Thitk&A tree 
was very common on the tops of the hillocks, and particularly so 
in the villages, where i t  would seem to be plant+ and to grow 
very freely. I t  may here be observed that timber could be 
extracted from this country only by road ; the drainage pre- 
sents the feature of innumerable land-locked valleys which 
debar the possibility of floating. At an elevation of 3,300 
feet some pines of the 3-needled variety were met. Where 
the hills are steeper, a slight tendency on the part of the trees 
to form forest is observable, there bamboay, Aman, a species of 
oak and a few other trees are met together forming cover. High 
elephantrgrass does not occur, nor d m  the fallow land become 
covered with jungle. A species of Rubua was noticed which 
bears a good fruit. I n  the neighbourhood of the chief vil- 
lage, Kyet-poh-gyee, elevation 3,600 feet, the land was ener- 
getically cnltivattd, the effect presented by the regularly 
bounded fields with the freshly turned up earth was qnite Euro- 
pean. Froin the same land, i t  is said, a succession of crops 
can be raised before it is necessary to let i t  lie fallow. Rye and 
wheat would probably give a better return on this soil than rice, 
and diminish the area which has to be put under cultivation at 
one time. The plough could be advantageously nsd.  Ter raw 
of small paddy fields are ingeniously contrived, so as to make 
the most of a deficient water supply. The soil herb is, if not 
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[richer, and, owing to the different configurations of the 
p m d ,  more manageable, than that cultivated by the White 
Karens. The barbarous, irrational, wasteful way in which the 
latter go to work, contrasts nevertheless very unfavourably with 
the work of the Red Karens. 

Ymch 2lst.-Remained at  Kyet-poh-gyee. A great deal of 
rain. Extremes of temperature leu than in the pine forest, 6g0 to 
86O a,oaimt 46O to 85.' A conetant breeze, sometimes blowing 
very hard. Heard from a Mr. Manook, who profeased to have 
a five yeare' agreement with Khon-htee for 1,000 logs of 
timber per year, that the practice of killing timber before fell- 
ing was universal in Karennee. The timber is allowed to stand 
girdled for one year and upwards. It is usual for Khon-htee to 
work the timber as far as launching it into the Too river, 
and then to sell i t  in that condition. A man called ImAm 
professed to have advanced Khon-htee Re. 14,000 for timber, 
which was to be supplied at  the rate of Re. 23-8 per log. The 
latter timber was to be obtained from the Toochoung foreate below 
a certain point, a t  which an obstruction exists, and which prevents 
the extraction of timber from above. The forest above the 
obstruction in the river wlre said to be uncommonly rich ; below 
i t  very poor. Being ordered to make an examination of this 
district I proceeded by myself for that purpose on the following 
day. 
March %end.-Kyd-poh-gyes to Nan-pay~lroung, 13 miles. 

(The same march as March 20th). 
M a d  23rd.-Nan-pay-choung to Taw-koo, 15 miles. Quit the 

undulating country, cross a range of steep hills covered principally 
with elephant grass. On the other side there are t r a m  of ever- 
green forest,and thin pine forest on the tops of the hills. All under 
toungyah cultivation. Some fine Thingadoo in the evergreen forest. 
Crossed a second range, of considerable height, from which 
Ky~~poh-gyee could ba seen bearing 170° E. The eastern asoent of 
the range bleak and barren, it becomes more fertile on the west ; 
and as the village of Taw-koo comes in sight, a fertile valley 
opens, where tonnuah cultivation is carried on in small stripe, 
as opposed to the enormous spaces laid waste at  one timo by 
the White Karone, the condition of soil and conforlnation hing  
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quite similar. The forest displaced is the evergreen, and contains 
Tlritkadoh. The land is turned with a mattock, a manip Jation 
among many others strange to the White Karens, as far as I have 
been able to observe. Paddy fields were contrived in the ravines. 
Arrived at the village, I found that it was thelast in this direction 
which practically acknowledged Khon-htee's authority. Khon- 
htee's agent, whom he had sent to accompany me, said i t  was not 
possible to proceed further. There was an apparently well founded 
rumour that the road to Bweh, the basin of the Too stream, above 
the obstruction had been closed by the people of that district. 
What is understood by closing the road, is placmg some mark, 
by which a Karen understands that i t  is not safe to proceed, but 
which would not deter other persons; and then setting mrn- 
traps along the stretch of road or path so marked. The narrow 
path generally leading along the side of a steep slope, i t  is 
difficult to avoid it. I was, however, deterred from making the 
attempt by reason of the inimical feeling which the act of the 
Brreh people implied, and accordingly stopped at  Taw-koo. I 
despatched messengers to Brreh with presents, and an invitation 
to the headman to come and meet me at  Taw-koo; others to 
Kyet-polsyyee to inform the Deputy Commissioner, tho head of 
the party, and obtain orders on the subject. 

March 24th.-Waited at Taw-km. An agent of Im&m's arriv- 
ed from the Mg-koo-choung, a feeder of the Too-choung, below 
the obstruction in the river. Having heard that the road was 
closed, he worked his way up in the beds of the streams. This 
man had been marking timber that he had bought. H e  said 
he had visited the forest above the obstrnction, and described it 
as being nncommonly fine. His mode of expressing his opinion 
of the rich stock, and the favorable position of the trees was that 
150 logs could be turned into the stream in a month with a single 
elephant. According to his belief there were over 100,000 
first-class trees in the forest ; 180 trees were killed and some 
felled with the intention of trying to get them past the obstruc- 
tion. The attempt was unsuccessful. By blasting a single 
boulder of not very great dimensions, the stream would be free 
for timbcr to pss.  There is a great quantity of Thitkndoh in 
tllo same forest ; pines are also acccssille. Toungyahs arg 
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according to his account cut in the regular teak forest for want 
of any other land to cultivate. There is, however, a large 
aggregate space which has hitherto escaped. The people of 
3rreh are said to he very poor, and very uncivilized and savage- 
more so than any others of these parts. They are quite iaolated in 
their valley. They consist of 37 villages and acknowledge no 
authority outside their own district. The district cannot l)e 
as large as the Thonkyagat, but it may be incomparably ricl~or. 

March 25th.-Taw-koq back to Kyet-pohyyee, 27 miles. Orders 
arrived in the morning from the Deputy Commissioner to 
return immediately ; which I accordingly did, leaving Khon- 
htee's agent to meet the Brreh Loo-gyees, and, if possible, induce 
tllem to come to headquarters at  Kyet-pol~yyes. I distributed 
a few presents to the headmen of Tnur-koo. 

March 26th.-Remained a t  Kyet-poh-gyes. 
H a ~ c h  27th.-Do. do. do. 
Heard that there is teak forest on the Pwoxr-cliomg in large 

and on both banks. The forest is still intact down to 
the river banks. The stream is a bad one for floating, chiefly 
owing to the dense growth of a Sali;z (89 I conjecture) out of 
crevices in the rocky bed. One KO Oh is at present attempting 
to clear the atneam and bring out timber. He is said to have 
girdled 5,000 trees. Another man, Boh Nyoh, stated i t  as 
his intention ta seiee and carry off KO Oh's elephants. Also 
heard that the timber on the Too-choung tapers considerably ; 

that on tbe Pwon ie well-shaped. 
Mavch 28th.-Kyt-poh-gy~ to AToung~2ay, 14 miles. Country ' 

at first of the character already described on March 20th. Ad- 
vancing the grswth of Thitkadoh became perfectly luxuriant. 
The tree is largely but not syetamaticrlly planted in the villages, 
and thrivee wonderfully. A small spare plantation of Thit- 
kadoh was met with. Planting is indicated here for that tree 
(means of transport fail as befom) ; several pieces of fallow land 
were enclosed with loose done walls, and planted sparsely wit], a 
&IS for. the sake of firewood, and with another tree--unknown 
-for the deposit of lac. One spot was planted with ficus, about 
as close as an orchard; further on tho main road wns planted on 
one side with a row of ficus. Haviug reached the limit of tho 
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high tableland there wacl a prospect over a plain enclosed be- 
tween two ranges of hills, and studded with rocky limestone 
eminences rising abruptly through the laterite l oil of the plain. 
The road descended into the plain by a very gradual slope in- 
deed, and accordingly traversed a p e a t  extant of country. The 
pepul  alleys became more and more frequent, and eoon the 
fields were all found enclosed or bordered by rows of these treea. 
Still lower, the fields were surrounded by ditohes and raised 
banks with trees growing in them. I n  many places the banks 
had been planted with young treea so as to form a hedge ; the 
roads led through alleys of trees, hnd ditches and hedges on 
both sidea, and reminded one forcibly of country Ian- in 
Europe. These fields were carefally tilled, and great atten- 
tion was evidently paid to the drainage. Qyo (1Sekhera 
tm&ga) and Yindiks (Ualbmgia ctcltrata) treea are prettv 
frequent, and these, as well aa many of the trees along the roads 
and in the hedges, are used for the produce of lac. Reaching 
the regular plain the ground was laid out for paddy oultivation 
in a similar manner to that followed in the plains of the Sit- 
tang ; the several fields being enclosed by a hnud about a foot in 
height. There were no trees here, and it waa remarkable that 
jungle of any kind did not spring up. In  the paddy fields were 
mounde, probably composed of the earth removed in level- 
ling the fields, and which are used for raising other p m  
duce, by modifying the moisture of tlie surf808 during the 
floods. In  the depressions of the plains a young crop of rice 
was being raised, the plants were 6 inches to 1 foot high. This 
mas the second crop. The fields were arranged in a very 
perfect manner, each being absolutely level, with but a few 
inches of water upon it, and so that a very small supply of 
water would suffice to irrigate the whole. The stream has been 
inade into a canal ; its banks are raised so as to prevent inunda- 
tion of the rice-fielda when the water-level rises, and to allow of 
the quantity of water being regdated and distributed by small 
branch canale at  pleasure. It is needless to say that no counter- 
part is found in British Burmah to the intelligence and indaetry 
of these cultivatore. The lowest elevation in the. plains of 
Nor!ng-play is 2,700 feet. 
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Xiarch 3OIh.-Return march, hToung-peluy to Doh-kolr-lay, 104 
miles. Crossed the Noung-pelay and Ngway-toung plain in a 
weabrly direction ; after which the road ran up a narrow valley, 
merging into the plain from the S. W. The lower part of this 
valley was occupied with irrigation works of a very elaborate 
and perfect kind, for the purpose of allowing a second crop of 
rice to be raised. The upper end of the valley, where it gradn- 
ally lost itself in the highland-i.e., into undulating country 
like that already described, and about one thousand feet 
above the plain-was all terraced for the purpose of storing 
up the rain-water for the first ricecrop. And further on, 
wherever the configuration of the soil was favourable, it mas 

terraced in the same way. The Pouk (Butea frondosa) tree became 
very common on this march ; it is a good tree for lac. Gpo wae 
observed also, but rarely. The Sekkoo tree, of which the Shans 
make paper, grows here. At the villa,gea in the highland, 
bamboo (wah-loh) again frequently occurred, and each clump 
was fenced in as before ; the bamboo if not indeed directly pro- 
pagated by artificial means, is preserved with great care. The 
plnnting of Thitkadoh and other trees was noticeable. According 
to some, lac is deposited on Tbitkadoh. 

March 3lst.-Doh-kolr-lay to Clue-slwh, 9k miles. Weeds on 
tbe tilled soil are not troublesome; the chief are brake fern, 
and a kind of EtlphorLit~m. 011 fallow ground Tlekaj grass, and 
another long grass at the highest about 5 feet, but in general 3 
to 4 feet according to aspect and exposure. The plantain mas 
found growing wild on bare rocks. Striking westcrossed a 
high rocky range. The country on the other side was much like 
what we had left, with the difference that the hills were higher 
and steeper. Amongst the high bare peaks of the range were 
often b3sin+haped depressions clothed with rich green sward-a 
very cnrious phenomenon. On both sides of the valley trees 
began to re-appear, but sparsely and greatly stunted. The lower 
part of the valley mas all terraced, and remarkably fresh grasa 
grew in many parts of it. . 

dpril 1st.-Clee-shoA to Il'ee-toung-loo, 4 miles. Ascended 
the opposite decline of the last-mentioned valley ; trees al~riost 
forming forest. A few patches of pine, and above that stunted 

Q 
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forest of evergreen trees. At the top of the ascent the evergreen 
forest lost its stuntedcharacter and became luxuriant ; the shade 
was very deep ; the moisture sustnined by it appeared to have 
checked the fires, for they had not invaded this part. A few 
Thitkah trees were observed, but of slow and iuferor growth. 
Elevation 5,520 feet. On the west decline, densc evergreen forest, 
containing almost no decidnous trees and with clumps of pine end 
patchcs of meadow. Tho pine forest, though produzing longer 
and larger timber than had yet been met, mas represented only in 
clnmps. Clearings made in tl~eevergreen forest at this elevation do 
not cover in with forest in a few years as they do a t  lower eleva- 
tions. The trees of the forest, even where close and apparently 
vigorous, have tho appearance of great age, and of. having eom- 
bated with many influences adverse to their growth. An oak, 
tho first of tho two noted above, and a Yew (Tums) grow 
in this forest. Ivy was rery common here, and some of the 
small compositne in the meadows reminded one of daisies. 

April 2nd.-Tee-teung-loo to Polr-loL chuting, 8f  mile^ Stunted 
evergreen forest as before; and intact. Reached eleva~ion of 
6,000 feet. Begin to descend, and the character of the vegetation 
changes. No pines. Pass into a toungy~h country of the sort 
inhabited by White Karens; age-classes of deserted yahs 
not conspicuous; miles and miles cleared a t  one time. The 
fallow ground covered with elephant grass and the nsud 
toungyak scrub, despite the elevation-3,000 to 4,000 feet. 
Descending further, left the toungyahs and came to forest, 
transitional to teak forest, and at the bottom of the valley, 
on the Too-choung the forest resembled the low tree forest 
which fills in the wens that are not occupied by teak 
forest or by bamboo in the dry hills of British Burmah. A suc- 
cessful experiment had been made with lac in this place, some 
what east of the Too, at an elevation of about 3,000 feet. There 
was no trace of teak on the Too, at the point ~vllere n e  crossed ; 
the teak localities did not commence for some distance down the 
stream. Mr. Manook, the Timber Merchant, here observed that 
in his opinion 5,000 logs of timber a year could be taken out of 
the Too forests for 10 or 15 years before the supply would hare 
been eslousted. 
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A p i l  3rd.-Poh-[oh-chour to Kasoung, 84 miles. Putches of 
fairly high evergreen forest in tlre glades and gullies. Touugyah 
cultivation of the savage descril~tion; the bare yahs covcring 
them in very quickly with tllc mme scrub as at low elevations, 
althongli in tlds place the elevation mas as graqt as 4,500 feet. 

On this march and the previous ones the ordiusry signs of eleva- 
tiou noticcablc by the phases of vegeL~tion were unreliable. In 
a narrow plain, or silted lip valley, there was rice cultivation of a 
lo\\. order-about equal to that pursued in the plain of the Sit- 
tang-the natural advantages of the place being turned to but 
a very poor nccount ; a second crop would have been raised hcre 
by the Red Karens. 

April 4.!lr.-Kusorr~y to Kay-clrot~l~g, 44 miles. Evergreen 
foreat dong watercourses ; otlrerrvise dry b:~mboo (kycthoung.) 

;Ipril 5th.-Kay-chor~ng to Tlroukgu kal-elrozs~tg, 31 miles. 
Forest same as on preceding march. 3 1 e ~ u r e d  a Thingadoo 
tree 29 feet in girth. 

April Gtlr.. -77rorckgakat-chou11g to Let-pet-Eng, 19 miles. 
Moist bamboo forest; scarcely any yahs for about 4 miles. Then 
a suiall trnct of country cultivated in the savage manner ; the 
rest of tlle march toungyuh scrub of 5 to 10 years' standiug. 

April 7tIr.-Let-pet-E11g to Tonglwo, 274 miles. A secoud crop 
of paddy might have been raised on Let-pet-Eng as well as 
on tile Eng passed on the 3rd April. Beyond the Eng, toungyal 
scrub as before; almost no clearings here either (significant 
fact in the famine couutry). Final descent into the Sittang 
valley through some wretched teak forest. I n  the better parts, 
traces of Thitkadoh, wit11 thin patches of seedlings of that tree. 
Then Eng forest, and the other nsual links between the forest 
of the enstorn hills and the forest of thc great plains. 



~ ~ i n g  Deputy Conserwtw of Forests, desam. 

THE last report submitted on this subject contained the 
resulta of the first attempt to plant Ficus ela.ytica in b a r n  up 
to the end of March 1874, and this report will therefore record 
the results of the planting since that date. 

2. The different opinions expressed during the year on the 
p w t h  and yield of Ficus elastica have proved to me that facts 
regarding the nature of this tree, which L had considered clear 

established, because I have had such constant opportunities 
of watching over and increasing my knowledge of the tree, 
still remain doubtful to others who have not had the same 
advantage, which induces me to report in greater detail now 
than I might have otherwise considered necessary. 

3. The planting during 1873-74 was reported in the last 
report as a failure on account of the late- 

Plsntation of 1878-74. 
ness of the season when started and 

drought of that year, whilst the nursery work or the propaga- , 

tion of the planta in spring 1874 was reported as a succeas up 
to that date. 

4. This report on Fktur e h t i c a  may conveniently be arranged 
under three heads as followvs :- 

(I.) -The propagation. 
(2.)-The growth in plantations. 
(3.)-The yield. 

5.  The necessity for forming plantations of this tree having 
been recognized, no further remarks are required, except 
perhaps the statement that the protection of the caoutchouc 
trees in the forests of Assam has again during the year been 
under the consideration of the Chief Commissioner, and the 
difficulties of protecting this valuable property prove to be 
almost insurmountable ; scatkared as these trees are through the 
forests situated in the most inaccessible and unhealthy parts 
of the province, they havo been tho pi-ey of tribes living near 
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these localities, and may now be said to be almost a thing of . 
the past. 

6. Plantations will of course not be exposed to these risks, 
and can be easily managed by a comparatively small staff of 
Government officers. 

I.-THE PROPAGATION OF Ficus elaetica. 

7. Figs are perhaps of all the forest trees in India the 
easiest to propagate, but for all this the past years' experience 
has taught us that Ficus elastics, both as seedling and cutting, 
is very susceptible of injury from too much shade or drip from 
trees causing excessive wet about ite roots, which experience 
sost us a number of young plants, but thus established a fact 
which is of the utmost importance in the propagation of 
this tree. 

8. The seed sown on the Charduar caoutchouc plantation 
on the nursery beds prepared with broken 

Propagotion by wad. 
bricks, broken charcoal, and with earth 

only, as described in paragraph 19 of last year's report, 
germinated profusely in April 1874, having at first the appear- 
ance of cress, the cotyledons being very small. 

9. The artificial shading over these seed-beds, however, 
caused drip and excessive moisture, which proved fat.al to many 
of the seedlings before the cause of the mischief was recog- 
nised. 

10. The number sared amounted, however, to about 1,200, 
which were on an average of the undermentioned sizes as 
they grew :- 

On the 27th June 1874, ,QTths of an inch. 

,, 12th August 1874, lTqTths inch. 

,, 10th September 1874, 5Aths inches. 

37 21st April 1875, 2 feet 10 inches. 
I t  should here be mentioned that the last of these was a 

seedling which had been left undisturbed in the seed-bed, and 
was exceptionally vigorous in growth. 

11. The seed sown germinated most freely on the broken 
bricks, next best on the charcoal, and 

Germination of wed. 
least on the earth, and as the seedlings 
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grew, those on the broken charcoal succeeded eventually best of 
all, whilst those on eartli perished, which however is due 
partly to the large trees left standing in the nursery arid 
tho artificial shade got up, for which there proved to be no 
necessity: 

12. No perceptible difference was noted in the germination 
of the seed where the whole fruit had been sown and the fruit 
hiid been crushed, except that in the former case the youug 
seedlings were very much crowded. 

13. They are remarkably hardy as long ns they are not 
exposed to too much shade and drip from above, causing 
cscessive moisture about the roots. 

14. During the last cold season most of them have formed 
a thick tuberous root resembling those of Epipllyytical rhodonen- 
dron and uaccinium, by which they no doubt are enahled to 
stnnd drought during the dry season much better than cuttings. 

15. During February and March this year a large nursery, 

Beed nursery of 1874.75. measuring 36,000 square feet, has been 
prepared in the Charduar plantation by 

raising beds four feet in width and one foot high, and covering 
them with 160 maunds of broken charcoal. 

16. A11 trees had been cut down in this nursery and no 
artificial shade of any description has been given to the s cd -  
Lcds this spring. 

17. On these beds six maunds of seed were sown, the first 
of which germinated on the 18th April, and they look romark- 
ably well. 

18. A s~nall quantity was also sown on earth alone to give 
this mode of raising seedlings a further trial, since it is more 
economical than where charcoal is used. 
19. About 400 seedlings mere brought in by " Miris" which 

had evidently germinated on the ground, and these men affirm 
that the seed of Ficus elastica germinates freely on the ground 
wherever there is sufficient light. 

Since these seedlings were fetched from the Akha hills - 

(leedlillps brougllt in immediately north of the Charduar plank- 
by MICI r~lIugers. tion, it is oasily undcrstaod that tho seed 
- -- -- - -- - -- - 

Scc alw Appcndi. Thc Editor. 
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will germinate on steep Iiill-sides-'where- there is light whilst 
for the same reason in the dense; evergrcen,forcsts_along the 
fbot of the hills this is a very rare occurrence. 

That the seed of Ficus elastica will germinate and grow on 
the igrouull is further borne out by the young trees met with 
in ,aardens where the grouud is kept clear. 

20. At the Kulsi plantation in the Kamrup district seed- 
lings have been raised iu the same way on a smallLscale with 

-niuch the same results. 
21. The cuttinga made iu spring 1874, and reported on in 

Promation cat. paragraph 18 of last year's caoutcholm 
tinge. plantation report, suffered iu a similar way 
from drip from the artificial shade and trzes left as a precaution 
ill the nursery, which has taught US the same lesson with 
regard to cuttings as with the seedlings. 

22. This experience after all was very cheaply bought, 
since the cost of the nursery was trifling, and we managed 
to save 2,000 cuttings which were sufficieut for the plantation. 

23. The best time for making cuttings in Assam is no 

Time for making cut- doubt from the middle of January to the 
.tinge. end of May, it depending on the rainfall 
duriag the latter three months which of tlie cuttings will do 
best; tl~ose made in 1874, after May, failed almost entirely. 

2.1. Tlie earlier in tlie season, before the young shoots to be 
used hare started growth, the better c l ~ a ~ ~ c e  they have of success, 

a t  this time young ter~llinal shoots will grow well ; whilst 
after the trees from which the cuttings are taken have conl- 
rnenced qowth, which happens about tlie end of January, 
lower somewhat harder portion of the young branches succeeds 
better, than the soft terminal shoots. 

25. Only youlig and rigorous branches from lopped trees are 
used, and they are cot 1'-2' in length, and 

Description of cuttinga. 
are put three inches in the ground; all 

scrubby branches from old trees almost invariably fail. 
26. The branches from young trees are still better than.those 

of lol~ped trees, but these are rarely to be had now. 
After our young trees are two or three years old, they will 

furnish any quantity of shoots best suited for cutting. 
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27. Tile makiug of the cuttinqs this spring was begun in 

Nunery for cuttings the end of January, both at  the Charduar 
of 1874.76. and Knlsi plantations, and in the former 
i t  mas continued until the 19th of March. 

28. The beds for the cuttings mere raiaed one foot high, all 
the ~ a t h s  between the beds being so constructed as to prevent 
water resting, and as an extra precaution the earth at  the Char- 
dnar plantation was mixed with river sand since it is rather 
clayey, retaining moisture longer than suits the cuttings. 

29. The nursery for,cuttings in the Charduar plantation in 
the Darrang district, prepared in this way, measures 25,200 
square feet, and at the Kulsi plantation in the Kamrup district 
a small nursery sufficient to grow the cattings for an extension 
of 30 acres was prepared and planted. 

30. The same. artificial shading of grass was employed as 
last year, but was removed every afternoon and not replaced 
until about 9 o'clock in the morning, by which more light wa 
ensured to the cuttings during part of the day, and they had 
the benefit of the night dew. 

31. On the 7th of March the first rnin fell a t  the Charduar 
plantation and continued for some time, which opportunity was 
taken advantage of to harden off the cattings and to remove 
the artificial shading entirely; until rain fell all were water& 
twice a day. 

32. The success of the harder cuttings has been general, 
whilst amongst the soft young shoots there have been many 
losses. 

33. On the whole the propapstion from cuttings has this 
spring been most successful, there being 

Number of cuttings. 
at  the Charduar plantation 16,401 cuttin,os 

alive ont of 21,213. 
34. This is 22 per cent. of failures, which is insignificant, 

considering that many of the cuttings were necessarily still in- 
ferior, young trees, which are the best for cuttings, being ex- 
tremely scarce. 

35. At the KEIu plantation there are 1,790 cuttings alire 
and doing well, which is also much more than we require for 
this y car's erteusion. 
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36. A smsll nursery has also been prepared with equal 
snccesa at the Bamuni hill plantation in the neighbourhood of 
Tezpur for an extension of 10 acres this year. 

11.-THE GROWTH IN PLANTATIONS OF FtklU eh t i ca .  

37. The first plantation of Ficus elastica in Assam extended 
over 18 acres, and was started on the right bank of the Kulsi 
river, about 30 miles west of Gauhati in the Kamrup district, 
adjoining the experimental teak and sissoo plantations, which 
are the hd-quarters  of the officer in charge of the Gauhati 
forest division. 

38. The experiment became a failure from reasons explained 
in last year's report on caoutchouc plantations, but the old lines 
have been replanted and 17 acres added, which makes the total 
area under plant in the Gauhsti division 35 acres. 

~h~ gub; clroutc~ouc 39. The method of planting adopted 
plantation. in the Kulsi caoutchouc plantation is the 

following : - 
Lines 20 feet in width and 50 feet apart are opened out in 

mixed plain and smannah forest, and the trees are planted out 
on these lines at  distances of 25 feet. 

40. The plants in this plantation mero examined by me on 
the 26th of April, and the countings showed 2 per cent. of 
failures, which were filled up the same day. Nothing could 
surpass the healthiness and vigour of the young trees, whose 
only enemies are the deer, which has made fencing necessary, 
but the plants will soon have grown beyond the reach of 
them. 

ill. Besides this, 30 acres have been prepared for planting 
during last cold season, but as the weather up to the end of April 
was very dry, the planting is only being done now, and these 
30 acres have therefore not been brought on the register of area 
of aaontchonc plantations before the end of the financial year 
1874-75. 

42. This locality was not chosen for the first plantatio4 
becanso it waa' well suited, but on account of the season being 
far advanced, and there was a forest officer on the spot 60 look 
lfter it. 



43. Kamrup is, compared with other districts in Aesam, dry, 
and it is not intended to have caoutchouc plantations on a large 
scale in this distriot on this aocount, sinoe the yield will be 
proportionately small. 

44. All land in the Kulsi plantation reserve not suited for 
-tiniber plantations will thus be inade use of for caoutchouc 
plantations, which will make the total area about 100 acres. 
This will furnish a field for experiments in tapping and enable 
us hereafter to draw comparisons between the yield of caont  
,chouc from trees in this district and that from the more favour- 
ably situated Chardnar plantation at  the foot of the Emnlayas 
i n  the Dnrrsag distriot, 18 miles north of Terpur. 

Tile Charduar caout. 45. The latter plantation extended over 
. C ~ O U O  plantation. an area of 180 acres in the year 1873-74. 

The plants in this plantation were exnmined by me on the 
21st of April 1875, and the conatings made all through the 
plantation showed 34 per cent. of failures. 

I n  addition to this 140 acres more have been got ready, and 
another 60 acres are in course of clearing for plants. 

None of this area has, however, been planted, since the rains 
will be more suited for this work, and no additional area has for 
the above reason been brought om the register of area of eaout- 
chouc plantations before the end of 1874-75. 

46. The method of planting adopted in the ~ h A d u a r  plan- 
h~tion was the following :- 

Lines, 20 feet in width and 100 feet apart, were opened out 
through lower hill forest, and trees were planted out on these 
lines at  distances of 50 feet. 

47. The width of the lines proved iusufficient as soon as the 
rains set in, and the excessive shade and drip from the trees on 
either side of the lme proved injurious, and in many cases fatal 
to the plants. 

43. The plantiags on split stumps of trees and in earthen- 
ware rings, placed with the widest opening on stampa, was 
suggested by the Chief Commissioner and proved very success- 
ful in low situations, counteracting the excessive wet on the 
ground, but vigorou~ growth was 4ot insured until more light 
was admitted. 



49. All the lines of last year's plantation were therefore 
opened to 40 feet in width, and the effect on the young trees 
has already been most bemficial, so that, although i t  is only tlie 
commencement of tha growing seaeon, nothing could surpass 
the vigonr and healthy appearance of the trees, nnd so far as the 
planting on lines opened out through the forest goerr it cedaiuly 
is a perfect success. 

50. Tbe ground on h e  lines is not cleared except just 
around the plants, but the opening out of bridle paths haa bu- 
come necemry to save time in going over the plants, but since 
frequent inspection is the only way to prevent any vacancies 
remaining in tbe plantation. 

51. The growth of low jungle or  scrub in these lines has 
neither been such as to necessitate subsequent clearing. 

52. The opening out of these lines to double the width has 
however doubled the cost of this, the chief work in the planta- 
tion, and besides the daily increasing domand for labour on the 
tea gardena hrte induced the planters to pay absurdly high 
wages, thus making local labour, which only is suited for the 
caontchouc plantation work, scarcer every day. 

53. For this reason experimetlts have been started to plant 
in the forb the young trees in strongly-made cane 

of traw. baskets and to place these in the forks of 

trees.* 
54. Only seedlings are used for this mode of planting, since 

they soon form thick tuberous roots and thus become more fit 
to combat with the comparative dryness to which they a1.o 
exposed in the tops of trees in the dry season. 

55. The first of these were planted on the 25th of January 
in trees near the nursery, and on the 21st of April they looked 
everything that could be desired. 

56. This mode of planting wood only necessitate a smnll 
bridle path being opened through the forest instead of lines 40 
feet in width, and is estimated to reduce the cost of the creation 
of caoutchouc plantations on a large scale, including survey, 

Thu syatoln was first euggeatcd by Dr. W. Schlich in Janunry 1873, snd advocated 
by hi mer unee..-TEE EDITOP. 
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formation, conservation, roads, buildings and salaries, from 
Rs. 10 to Rs. Rs. 5 per acre. 

57. The only objection to this plan is the difficulty of inspec- 
tion, and without constant examination of the plants no eatis- 
factory results can be reckoned on. 

This 1 hope to overcome by having every line numbered, 
and every tree on which a caoutchouc plant has been placed, 
marked. 

These lines will then be regularly gone over at  least once 
in two months, and the result placed on record in the plantation 
journal. 

After a year or tmo the plants will be sufficiently large to 
render the climbing of trees unnecessary, which latter mill be 
the only difficult task in the examination of the plants, but it 
is considered of such importance during the first year or two, 
as to justify high pay to the men who have to do this work. 

58. I t  is hoped to bring during these rains 50 acres under 
cultivation in this way, and thus to obtain rasulta on as early 
a date as practicable. 

59. This mode of growing Ficus elastics i t  is intended to in- 
troduce only on the ground of economy and the growing scarcity 
of labour, and not because i t  i s  believed that this tree grows 
naturally aa an epiphyte only, for trees which germinated on 
the ground are said to be not at  all rare in the Akha hills north 
of the Ciiarduar plantation, and the caoutchouc collectors who 
go beyond the British boundary into these hills, will have it 
that such trees, although few in number, grow larger than thoso 
which commeuced life as epiphytes between the branchesof 
other trees. 

60. I myself haye never seen but one tree which had un- 

Fietrsellutica groan in doubtedly germinated on the ground, bllt 
the eoil. then the want of light ip t.ho dense forests 
along the foot of the hills renders i t  impossible for trees to 
grow in this way as proved by our seed experiments. 

61. The only one specimen above meutioned which ever I 
saw had a true stem, cylindrical in shape and measured 16 feet 
in girth 30 fcct above tlie ground, but this had not prcventd 
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the tree from throwing out great numbers of aerial roots des- 
oending from branches 50 feet above the ground. 

Some of them aerial roots measured 6 to 8 feet in girth at  
distances of 20 feet from the stem, and had established themselves 
firmly in the ground like the tree itself. 

62. Neither does Ficus ekastica in Assam, if planted in the 
ground, remain smaller or more destitute of large aerial roots 
than trees which grew first as epiphytes, as h ~ s  been statad. 

63. The measurements given below will show that t11e 
epiphytic growth of a ffm elastica is not by any means essen- 
tial, for after all is done and said this tree is only epiphytiall 
in  early life for a comparatively small number of years, after 
which it has its roots in the ground like any other tree. 

64. Natives will have it that the aerial roots of young Ficus 
ekrstica in the Charduar reach the ground in the third year. 

65. To corroborate the above, and to ascertain the distances 
at which the young caoutchouc trees should be planted, enquiry 
was instituted regarding the age of the largest tree planted iu 
Tezpur, and measurements made of this tree, which were as 
follow :- 

... Age of tree ... ... 32 years. 
Height of tree ... ... ... 110 feet. 
Diameter of crown ... ... 140 ,, 
Circumference of the centre mass of aerial 

roots surrolinding tho stem ... 70 ,, 
Distance of outermost aerial roots from 

stem ... ... ... 30 ,, 
There were over a hundred aerial roots, the five largest of 

which meaaured each respectively 6 feet, 4 feet, 4 feet, 3& feet 
and 3 feet in girth, 5 feet above the ground. 

66. These menslirements show the size and rapid growth of 
Finre e h t k  planted in the ground in Assam, which in tho 
forests at  the foot of the l~ills must be d e n  mnch greater than 
in the station of Tezpur, and is not less than that of the epiphy- 
tic trees. 

67. As the roots spread out in the soil very near the snrface 
to a distance of 150 feet and more, and 

Dista~lces for planting. 
form a thick network, it is considcrcd 



close planting will eerionely interfere with the free development 
of the roots and growth of the young caoutchouc trees, and 
unless vigorous growth is ensured no yield of eaoutohouc cau 
be expected. 

68. I t  is however intended to have the treee on all the a m  
at  present under cultivation planted at  25 feet distances in the 
lines instead of 50 feet, so as to have amnmber of young trees 
available for experimeuta in tapping to ascertain the yield from 
young h ehticcr. I t  is thus iutended to have every alternate 
tree killed by tapping a t  the time they begin to interfere with 
the growth of those i t  is iutended to let grow to maturity. 

69. The tree measured in Tezpur is exoeptionally large, and 
to all appearance not only healthy but luxuriant, but for all this 
i t  yielded next to no caoutchouc when permission was given by 
the proprietor to one of the traders in the bazar to tap it. 

70. This latter fact I do not attribute, as Dr. Schlich, the 
Conservator of Forests, Bengal, and Dr. King, the Superintea- 
dent of the Calcutta Botanical Garden, do, to the fact of t l~e  
tree having originally been planted in the ground, but to the 
locality in which i t  grows, which will be further remarked on 
under the head of yield of P i w  elastab.* 

71. The above fact of this luxuriant tree in Tezpur not 
seledion localiriw yielding any caoutchouc, and similar 

for plantation. results of experiments in tapping trees in 
Gauhati made by me, point to the great necessity for a most 
careful selection of the localities for caoutohouc plantations, and 
no greater mistake could possibly be made than to start planta- 
tions of P i o ~  elastics in any part of Bengal with the view of 
- 

Thin remark of Mr. Mann'a is not uitc mrroct. I n  the report to which Xr. 
Mann mfera hero, Dr. Bchlich ahtos that t%e two moat important pointe are- 

1st.-The way in which the trre has b n  rcared, whother M an epiphyte, or from 
a cutting or seedling reared in the ground; and 

&d.-The p t c r  or lesser moist dampncss of tho climate. 
Afkr atating that he considers tho epiphytic troer as likely to roach larger dimensicms 

and to have mom and larger acrid roots, and to be mnsequcntly more capablr nf 
yielding lndia-rubbcr he wntinues : " Altho h PYcw slrutim will grow In the drl er 

p r b  of Uengal, d l  to ennure it8 growing?uxuriantl and it. being able to &m 
"aurpluu m i k  for rubber, i t  ia n v  that i t  &odd r etute in a warm, motst 
'Latmosphcre, ~ u e h  as is fournd in Aasam and Siktim, rspecia?y dong the foot of tho 
"h~lla and in the sido valle a u to an elevation of 1,600 and perhaps 9,000 frct. 

t t o a e d  mob will only reach the ground and attntr~ jdomver it ap nrs to mo &I . 
good sim wCm :he tree p w s  really lunrisntly. TO anm up tbon, I am of 

'lop~nion that i t  would not pay to renr Pinu elortiw in Hengal exec t in warm, molst, 
" Iocnlitics, eapceially in thr maiater parb of Assam ; and, secondly Phavo vory serious 
" doubb, whether t m  r o a d  in tho ground will ever yield n large return, eren if 
" 11lankd in thc natural homr of the trrc."--Tnn EDITOR. 



producing caoutchouc, aa suggested by Dr. Henderson, or to 
draw any conclusions regarding the way it should be cultivated 
from the appearance of trees planted in Bengal, for although 
the trees will grow in any part of Bengal, caoutchouc there 
would be next to none. 

72. To insure a sufficiently large area of land being main- 
tained as forest for caoutchouc plantations, proposals for the 
reserving of an area of about 140 square miles in the Charduar, 
north of Tezpur, were submitted in spring 1873, and are now 
under the consideration of the Chief Commissioner. 

73. Experiments of planting F h a  e h t i c a  on a small scale 
in grass land are carried on by order of the Chief Commissioner 
in the neighbourhood of Tezpur, to obtain results hereafter 
regarding the yield of caoutchouc from trees in this locality, 
as compared with the yield from t r e a  at  the foot of the 
Himalayas. 

74. Ten scree were thus brought under cultivation by 
planting at  distances 25'x 25; no vacancies exist, and the plants, 
though small aa yet, look very healthy. 

75. Nahor (Mesua ferrea) has been planted between the 
young caoutchouc trees. 

76. Close planting in this case is resorted to, to bring about 
on rrs early a date ~ E I  possible a perfect cover on the land and 
thus extirpate the grass, insure the formation of vegetable 
mould, the moisture of the soil, and the surface sufficiently open 
to atmospheric influences, which conditions are insured in the 
Charduar plantation by leaving part of the forest standing. 

Oonditionr required 
77. The general conditions for the 

for tlte growth of RLWJ healthy and rapid growth of the young 
trees of Fiiw elastiea as detailed above 

are these :- 
(let.)-Perfect drainage about its roots and looseness of soil 

so as to admit the air readily, the geological composi- 
tion of the soil not affecting the trees as long as the 
above conditions are fulfilled, but i t  should not be 
gravel or sand, since all caoutchouc collectors state 
that it produces much smaller quantities even in the 
best localities. 



(2nd.)-Plenty of light withont decreasing the moisture of 
the air by the admission of it. 

(3rd.)-Heat and moisture combined, or what is commonly 
termed a close and steamy atmoaphere. 

78. The districts in Assam suitad for caoutchouc plantationa 
are- 

1. The Darrang district. 
2. The Naga Hill district. 
3. The Lakhimpur district. 

79. The south of the Cachar district mould be suited, but 
t l~o  comparatively unsettled state of the Looshai boundary would 
not render such a measure for the present at least advisable. 

80. None but the moist evergreec forests along the foot of 
the mountains should ever be chosen for caoutchouc plantations. 

81. In  the Kulsi plantation no separate establishment hna 
been entertained for this particular work, but the caoutchouc 
plantation is debited with one-fourth of the cost of the whde 
plantation establishment. 

82. The area of the caoutchouc plantation at the Kulsi at 
tlle end of 1873-74 was 35 acres, on which an expenditure of 
Rs. 377- 13, or Ra. 10-12-8 per acre, had been incurred up to 
that date. 

The area got ready for planting last year at the Kulsi is 30 
acres, which, together with improvement and conservation of 
the plantation of 1873-74, cost, during tho financial year 1874- 
75, Ra. 605-14, or Rs. 15-2-1 per acre for two yeare, which has 
become so high on account of the nursery, the greater part of 
which, and especially the seed nursery, was destroyed by floods 
last year, and the great difficulty in procuring suitable branches 
for cuttings in this locality. 

84. The establishment entertained at 
Estsblinhment, area, 

md cost of tile C11.r- the Charduar caoutchouc plantation, in- 
d11.r clloutchouo plan[a- 
tiou. cluding the small experiment near Tezpur, 

was the following :- 

1 Mohurir on Rs. 14 por mcnsem, for 9 months. 
1 9, , 20 >, ,> 2 ,, 
1 Watcher on ,, 7 ,, ) 4 9 ,  
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85. The men of the caoutchon~ plantation a t  the end of 
1873-74 was 180 acres, on which an expenditure of Rs. 415-3-6, 
o r  Rs. 2-4-10 per sore, had been incurred up to that date. 

86. Tlie area planted in  1874-75 was 10 acres near Tezpnr, 
and 140 acres have been got ready for planting at the Chaduar 
plantation. 

87. In  addition to this, all the lines of last year's plantation 
Lnre been opened out to double the width, bridle paths been 
opened ont along each line, tho plants been fenced in, and large 
nurseries for cuttings and ~eedlings been propared, the cost of 
which, during the finlincial year 1874-75, was in the abstract 
a3 follows :- 

B#. A. P. 
Demarcation ... ... ... 43 11 0 
Formation ... ... ... 2,084 3 0 
Protection from fire ... ... 2 4 1 2  0 

... Improvement and conserration 505 6 3 
Fencing and enclosing ... ... 193 9 6 
Roads and bridges ... ... 205 10 0 
Buildinga and offices ... ... 607 0 
Salaries ... ... ... $382 10 0 

-- 
or Rs. 13-1 per acre for two years, which is also above the 
average cost on account of buildings, roads and bridges, as well 
as the large nunories which had to be prepred at  starting. 

88. For all this the cost of the caoutchouc plantations, even 
at Rs. 10 per acre aa now estimated, is very small compared 
with other plantations. 

89. The cost per acre if planted in baskets to be placed in 
treea is estimated at  Rs. 5, but as the experience gained in the 
latter mode of planting is as yet small, this estimate must be 
considered subject to correction herqafter. 

90. The head-quartere of the divisional foreat officer in the 
f per rid on the Ginhati division are on the Knlsi plantn- 

planbtionr. tations, and that of the officer in charge of 
the Tezpur division, at the Baroligbat, a distance of 5 miles 

s 



from the Charduar plantation, so that in either case competent 
supervieion throughout the year is giveu to this work. 

111.-YIELD OF Picus elastioa. 

91. Amongst the different conditions en  which the yield 
Yield ,,, digerent of the Ficus elastica depends stands fore- 

localities. most the locality in which it is grown. 
92. When first enquiring in 1869 from the caoutchouc 

collectors into the yield of the tree in different localities, I was 
informed that i t  would yield most in the hills, nest best imme- 
diately at the foot of the n~ountains, and that this yield 
diminished according to the distance frorn the hills the. 
,caoutchouc tree was growing in the open country or even 
.on the banks of the Brahmaputra, where, I was informod, 
i t  would yield little or none. 

93. I t  wns in accordance with this information that the 
Charduar plantation was started as beillg in one of h e  most 
favourable localities in Assarn. 

94. Subsequent and frequent enquiry has been made on this 
subject, and the collectors now say &ey get'more a t  the foot . 
of the mountains than in the hills. 

95. Whichever is the correct statement, the difference in 
quantity yielded by trees growing in the plains along the foot of 
the mountains and those growing on the lower hills is but trifling, 
if not entirely imaginary, whilst as the forests dong the foot 
of the mountains are left and the open country is entered, the 
quantity diminishes very rapidly until on the banlis of the 
Brahmaputra, in the stations of Tezpur and Gauhati, as men- 
tioned above, trees which had not been tapped before were 
tapped without yielding any caoutchouc worth speaking of, 
thus substantially proving the above information to be correct. 

96. The next question raised during the last year is, will 

yis,d from Ficus elastica yield equally if tapped from 
of Wcvr szarkica. the stem or aerial roots 3 On this point, 

in Aseam a t  least, no doubt over existed. 
The collectors state that there is no difference whateoerer, 

but that if they dig up tho ground and thus get at the rwts 
in t l ~ o  ground, h a t  the latter will give more. 



97. My own observations are that caoutchouc collectors will 
go to the utmost extremity of the branches at the risk of their 
lives to procure caoutchouc, and that tho quantity will only 
vary according to the place first attacked ; if this is commenced 
nt tbe upper branches the greater quantity will be obtained 
from there; if at the roots in the ground, as, I regret to say, 
is done in the most cases, the largest quantity will be obtained 
from t h w .  

98. I have always looked ou the formation of aerial root8 88 

one of the greatest advantages in favour of the cultivation of 
Ficus elastica, since the facility with which these are thrown out 
enables this tree to recover itself mucb faster than other caout- 
chouc trees with only a single stem. 

99. I do not wish to affirm by the  above remark that I do 
believe in surplua milk, or that a vigorous tree receives through 
one stem less sap than through many stems; on the contrary, 
a tree in health will always produce ss much sap ae it requires, 
no matter if through one or many stems or roots, but if by 
tnpping the actions of roots or stem are interfered with or ren- 
dered impossible, Picus elastica will, by making new roots, ad- 
just this quicker than a moutdhouc tree with a single etem only. 
100. On the other hand, the great number of aerial roots 

enable the collector to overtap a Ficw elastica more than any 
other caoutchouc tree, as the surface exposed is greater, but this 
can be easily controlled in the plantatione when the trees are 
ready for tapping. 
101. If the $%us elaatica is planted .in the ground, or ger- 

minates in the fork of a tree, it makes but little difference to 
tho size or number of aerial roots formed after, especially if 
grown as is done in the Chardnar plantation, where pert of the 
forest is left standing between the lines of caontchouc trees, by 
which an excessively steamy atmosphere is ensured :- in sneh 

' 

localities the aerial roots will always correspond in size and 
number to the size of the tree. 
102. A singlo stemmed Ficus ehtiecr, withoat any aerial 

roots of large size has never been seen by rno in Assam, except 
in stations whore overy boy takcs a pleasure in hacking about 
the treo, wkcrcrer he can get at it. 
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103. The size, which F h  elaatica will reach if planted in 
the ground (in Assam) has been exhibited in the measurements 
given above of the oldeat planted tree in Tezpur. 

104. A k r  a year or two when the natural trees in or about 

Yield per tree of the Chnrdnar plantation have recovered, 
FMU o & u : ~  we shall be able to collect aocurate in- 

formation as to the yield per tree. 
105. The information we have about the yield of trees and 

cli~nbers producing caoutchouc ia other parts of the world is so 
vngue, that even after we have ascertained the yield of fiics 
elastica we shall not be able to draw comparisons. 

106. It has been stated that a tree of Castillon, 18 inchee 
in diameter, will give 20 gallons of milk ; this certainly Ficus , 
elasticQ will not give, but I must admit that my knowledge of 
vegetable physiology does not permit me to believe this of 
Cmtitloa either, at lenst not oftener than once. 

107. As to the Urceola elaelica yielding caoutchouc in the 
third year, A m  elastics will do this also, but for all that I 
consider i t  would be very imprudent to tap trees before the 
ago of 20 years. 
108. The most favourable time for tapping oertninly is 

Jannary, February, and March, when the 
Time for tapping. 

milk runs abundantly, and is suprior to 
that collected in the rains. 

109. Thero are two varieties of ~kue elaaticn, tbe " Bogi- 
V,,rietice of Pim Bur," and the " Shika-Bur," and the 

r-ica . former of which in said to be slightly 
' superior, but the difference is not such as to rendcr i t  advisable 

to confino planting to this variety only. 
110. There is no doubt room for improvement in the mnnu- 

MRnllCactrlre and col. facture and collcction of caoutchouc, and 
lectionof ~ u t n h o w -  experiments have h e n  started with a view 
to ensure this. 

111. The Lask which forest oficere in Assam hare set them- 
selves to perform, however, is in the first iustance to propagate 
and grow Act@ e h t i c a ,  which has been done rnost successfully 
so Car, ~9nsidcring the past year was only the second year of 
thcsc experirncnts, i t ~ d  tho mauut~rctnre of' ~lipurior caoutcLouc 
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will be tried during the coming season as f ~ r  as the eshausted 
s h t a  of the trees per~nih. 

112. The climber in Cachar giving caoutchouc mas searched 
~h~ cahnr for and examined; good botanical speci- 

~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  mens could not be got a t  the time, but it is 
hopod will be procnred during the coming year. 

The quality of the caoutchouc is extremely inferior, there 
being no elasticity a t  all in the substance. 

.- 

APPENDIX. 

Prom Dr. W: &h2ich, Consmator of Porssts, Bmgal, to the Sem- 
imy to tha QovernmenC of Bengal, No. 87C, dated Dorjeeling, 
the 26th May 1875. 

I n  reply to your endorsement No. 2013, dated 17th July 1874, 
forwarding letter Yo. 736, dated 7th July 1874, from the Oovern- 
meut of India, Department of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce, 
I have the honour to submit, for His Honour the Lieutenant- 
Qovernor'a information, the following remarks regarding the raising 
of seedlingn of BiEur ekralico iu nureery beds, -carried out by Mr. 
Gamble, Assistant Conservator of Forests, in charge Darjeeling 
Division. 

2. At Bamunpokri nine nursery beda were prepared, three with 
common garden soil, three with broken bricks, aud three with char- 
coal, and all intersected by irrigation trenchee, thus keeping the 
soil thoroughly moist by percolation. The seed wae collectad in 
bptember 1874, and sown in that month and in October, partly in 
whole fip, and partly crumbled up by the hand. The beds were 
then shaded'by thatch, raiaed two feet above the ground on the 
eouth, and three feet on the north, and the sides were closed in with 
mate which could be removed at will. 

3. From four to eix weeks after sowing the seede germinated 
profueely, best of all in the garden soil ; next best on the broken 
bricks, and last, though still protty well, on the charcoal ; they have 
thriven well, and. are now up to five inches high, with leaves up to 
two inches long. On the whole, therefore, i t  may be said thnt 

' 

little or no difficulty has beon experienced in raising seedlings of 
the Acus elaoiica. When of a sufficient size they will be planted 
out, somo in the ground and some on useloae forest treee, and I 
hopo to report further on the result of tho experiment aftcr 
another year. 
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suboriculture i# its relation to alimato. 
Mdch has been written of late on this subject, and with 

special reference to Etccalyptw GlobtJua. Still the subject does not 
seem to have been exhaustad, and the following payers will 
doubtlessly bo found interesting.-THE EDITOR. 

From Her Majesiy'e Secreta9.y of State for India, to the 
Ooverntnent of India. 

I forward herewith, for the consideration of your Lordship in 
Council, copy of a memo. by Lord Mark Kerr on the Delhi 
Sore, and request that I may be informed diether the atten- ' 

tion of the Sanitary Officers of your Excellency's Gorern~nent 
hm been attracted to tho statomcnt regarding the alleviation of 

the disease by planting trees and grass, and whether any report 
has been received on tho subject. 

dfemo. by Lord Mark Kerr, on tIte Delhi Shore, republished from 
tlre "Indian Medical Gazetk." 

Before my arrival in India, I had heard of the existence of 
" certain boils and sores in many Eastern Cities which having 
<;once been places with enormous population and all the 
" acquirements of wealth and luxury, well drained, well watered 
" and adorned with numerous trees and gardens, had, in tho 
r L  p r o m  of centuries, become, for the most part, desert wastes, 
6' their canals and water-courses choked up, and their only 
6c vegetation nnwholesomo weeds. I knew such to be the case a t  
66 Bagdad, Alleppo, and other places. When 1 arrived at Deltii, 
" I found the inhabitants, and those with whom I, as Brigadier- 
" Gcneral, was most concerned, tho garrison both European and 
"Native, to a great oxtent suffering from boils, sores and un- 

sightly fiingns-looking growths .on their hands and limbs ; 
"and I found Delhi within the malls a surface of barrenness, 
'' covered here and there for the space of two miles in length 
" and 500 yards in breadth, by foul weeds or heaps of demolished 
" buildings, with wells and water-ducts choked up. I infomed 
"the Viceroy and tho Commmdcr-in-Chief of the skito of 
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" hmp, and of my intention to plant trees and grass so as to 
" remove the cause of evil. I had previously obtained the Lieub- 
" nant-Governor's sanction, and funds sufficient for the purpose. 

&' One circumstance confirmed me as to my opinion of the 
&' cause of evil, and induced me to make a trial, wl~ich still 
" further strengthened this opinion. The men of the Cavalry 
" Regiment stationed near the Cabool gate amongst trees and 
"grass were entirely .free from boils and sores, and I sent out 
" those of tlle rest of the garrison of the 82nd Rsgirnent and 

the 12th Native Infantry, unfit for duty from the sore, under 
canvas amongst the trees and verdure of the old Cantonment, 

"with the most satisfactory results, the worst sores becoming, 
Uaftar the first week, greatly ameliorated, and the slighter 
" cases returning to duty day by day at the same time. 
" I continued planting as the ground became cleared, and I 

" restored an aqueduct which still takes water to gardens in 
Durriangunge from the further side of the Chandnee Choke. 

I left In& in January 1864. I informed His Royal High- 
Unesa the Duke of Cambridge on my arrival in London of 
"what I had done, and of my sanguine hopes of success. Sillce 

then I have from time to time heard such satisfactory 
a accounte of the growth of the treee and gardens in Delhi, and 
'6 the gradual diminutiou of the cases of sore, that I resolved, 

on hearing that the Commander-in-Chief was to hold a Camp 
of Exercise at Delhi to come out and see for myself. 

6 '  I am most truly rejoiced to find the disorder has, at  the 
'<end of these years, almost disappeared from Delhi. I am 

aware that other reasons are now urged to account for the cure 
of the som, but not even the plea of the stampk out of the 
contagion can account for the non-appearance of freeh cases 
amongst either the Native or European population. 
"Without wishing to claim credit for myself in the matter, 

'' I am very anxious that the experience of this City of DelLi 
s L d d  be made known for the benefit of other regions in 

" India where the like pure irrigation and draining with judi- 
'' cious planting and gardening would, I firmly believe, remove 

not only sores and such like evils, but prevent the approach 
"ol mow serious wrl eveu fatal scourges." 
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F9.rn Surgeon-dfajm E. Barton, H. M.'s 2918 m and Belooeh 
Itegbmt, to tire Ueputy Surgeott-Genwal, S. U., Kurmchee. 

SIB, 
IN obedience to your memo. No. 1018 of 1873, to 

wlrich my attention l~ns  recently been called, directing Medical 
Officers in charge of Native Troops to conduct a careful enquiry 
into the natore and causea of Sind Sore, I have the honor to 
remark, that I have had no opportunity of instituting a specific 
investigation into the patllology of the disease. I am therefor0 
unable to offer any opiniol~ regarding the nature and causes of 
Siud Sore, whether it be local or c.~nstitutional, parasitic or 
otherwise; nor am I in a position to trace any inter-relation- 
h i p  between the form of ulcer known as " Sind Sore" and the 
so-called '' Delhi Boil." 

2. The object of the proposed enquiry being two-fold, let, 
to obtain a more accurate lino\vledge of the character, to eluci- 
date the origin, to direct the keatment, and to accomplish the 
prevention of Delhi Boils and Sind Sorcs ; and, 2nd, to test the 
accuracy of Lord Mark Kerr's conclusions, so forcibly expressed 
in his memo. to the effect that by the judicious planting of trees 
and grass, the opening of old canals, water-courses, &a, or in 
other words careful attention to general,eanitation, the diseuie 
called Delhi Boil may not only be mitigated, but dtogetl~er eradi- 
cated. The remarks of Lord Mark Kerr on this point having x 
s p i a l  and specific bearing, I cannot avoid the conclusion that 
hie Lordship has attempted to prove too much. The measures 
which he took to mitigate the evil of the Delhi Boil were of 
general, rather than special sanitary arrangement ; in fact I may 
say a ayetern of sanitary procedure b d  on common sense and 
common experience, attention to which will undoubtedly greatly 
influence the development, the prevalmce, and the persistence of 
any disease. For I need scarcely remark that in proportion as 
the body is weakened and the vital powere lowered by sur- 
rounding insanitary conditiong it J-ields tlle more readily to the 
pernicious influence of morbific agenciee from whatever source 
proceeding. 

3. Viewing the subject in a general eense and in the light of 
tho belief expressed iu the latter portion of the memornndum, 
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that " the like pure irrigation and draining with judicious 
planting and gardening would, I firmly believe, remove not only, 
sores and such like evils, bnt prevent the approach of more 
8eriou.s and even fats1 ecoilrges," Lord Mark Kerr's words have 
a wide significance and a most important bearing, especially in 
oonnection with paludal mnlarious fevers, the most prevalent, 
and in their ulterior consequences the most fatal diseases of 
India. 

4. The practical connection of agriculture with health and 
~tren~oth, with sickness and mortality, is inseparable from R 

comprehensi~e consideration of the public health. I t  has been 
operatively exemplified in England where diseases ueually attri- 
buted to marsh miasm, and which were formerly so destructive 
to life, numbering James the 1st aud Oliver Cromwell as 
victims, have almoet disappeared, owing to land-drainage, town- 
sewering, and improved methods of agriculture. So with other 
countries I need uot instance, where like salutary atld beneficial 
results to h d t h  have flowed. from carrying into effect enlightened 
principles of agriculture and sanitation which go band in hand. 

5. &riculture, used iu its extended sense, including every 
description of territorial improvement, comprehending irrigation, 
embanking, road-making, drainage, arboriculture, &c., is every 
where the moat, powerful improver of climate. Wedded as the 
natives of India are to the primitive customs of their forefathers ; 
bound by immemorial usage to their rude but time-honoured 
system of cultivation, a policy of improvement is alien to a 
people so conservative, who have practised agriculture and 
nothing else for ages. Considerations of profit or of health are 
alike disregarded throngh popular ignorance, indifference, and 
the accumulated prejudices of centuries. I t  therefore follows 
that a,alicnltnral improvement, whether viewed in ita life-sus- 
taining or in its life-preservin,a aspect, devolves,as a special 
duty on the State. The subject is one of vital importance a t  
the preasnt time, when measures to meet the requirements of 
the people and to avert famine are attracting much public 
attention. Happily it cannot now be said, as in the case of so 
many former famines, that " hopeless anguish poured ita groan, 
znd languid want retired to die." 

T 
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6. It will probably be conceded that in all public measures 
fbr material advancement, safety to health is the first thing to 
be sought, and profit must come afterwards. I t  will further be 
conceded that irrigation is a matter of life and death to our 
Indiawsnbjecta, whether viewed in a hygienic or in a food-pro- 
ducing light. But how stands the question in India in relation 
to our great reproductive public works? Do not the most perni- 
cious results flow from lookiog at irrigation entirely with a view 
to its main end, and that no part of its efficiency for that end 
should be sacrificed for promoting any other end, however 
escellent ? 

7. The problem of sustaining an ever-multiplying poprila- 
tion pressing with an ever-increasing intensity on a soil with 
stationary pDwers of production has called forth in this c o ~ t r y  
a policy of internal development which in itself involves 
dangers that have not been fully recognized. Irrigate the 
Ian1 any how and produce plenty is the policy of the day, 
but the fact that s large water-supply without the provision 
of adequate drainnge outlets means a high ratio of sick- 
ness and mortality seems to be considered of little moment. 
There is no renson why increased food-production and pestilence 
should march together, if irrigstional works are projected on  
well-known sanitary principles. There is no reason why the 
blessing of material prosperity should be attended by the curse 
of disease. But thnt the latter follow the former is painfully 
apparent on too many of our irrigational works, nowhere per- 
haps so disastrously as in the Godavery Delta. There water 
flowed in pbundance from the great. system of works in ope- 
ration, but i t  flowed as a plague over the land. There wss one 
fatal defect in the scheme, sanitary lams had no place in it. A 
wealth of water was poured forth without the provision of suffi- 
cient escape-channels for its removal, and the result was pesti- 
lential stagnation, which generated an atmosphere of death 
throughout the district. To stay the pestilence, the Government 
of Madras have sanctioned a large annual expenditure o n  
c r  special works of drainage" for, in the words of the Goveru- 
merit Resolution on the subject, "remedying this most crying 
evil, ~vhereby at preseut the gif't of financial prosperit). bestowed 



on the District is coupled with the curse of dieease." Epi- 
demic disease, the expenditure of a lac of rupees aqnually, 
and the temporary remission of taxakion to the infected villages, 
are the results of irrigation viewed in the sole ligbt of material 
advancemedt. This is not a solitary instance: there are many 
districts where the same results, though not so marked and 
fatal, follow in their silent uninterrupted course. 

8. The duties of the Government of India being to a certain 
extent paternal, the obligation is imperative to study the great 
changes which are taking place adverse to the salubrity, and to 

the public and private hygiene of irrigated districts. Day by 
day it becomes bore imperative, for population follows in the 
wake of irrigation, and unless engineering science is directeci 
to the sanitary aspect of the subject in providing the most of%- 
cient, the most wholesome, and the most economical drainage 
escape-channels, the pest of endemic disease, occasioaally re- 
lieved by fatal epidemics, must always hover over the land. 
But apart from the hygiene of the subject, a more extended 
system of drainage is called for as a question of profit, for 
where irrigation has been long practised the soil becomes 
water-logged, crops deteriorate, and sterilization ultimately 
ensuee. We might draw many useful lessons from irrigation 
as practiced in Southeru Europe, where Prefects, Syndics, and 
Tribunak of waters are specially charged with a general super- 
vision of the interests of the community ; where the natural 
drainage of the country is not allowed to be interfered with 
by the new irrigation, and where irrigators are bound to drain 
off the waters which percolate through the lands and swamp 

at  a lower level. There every other coniideration 
must give way to the health, happiness, and well-being of the 
community. There the perfection of irrigation means the 
highest standard of production, with the lowest ratio of disease. 
In Northern Italy rice grounds are ordered to be kept at  a dis- 
tance of 14 kilometres, or 8.7 miles from the large cities to 1 
kilometre, or 1,094 yards from the smaller towns. Even iu 
Spain, the most unprogressive country in Europe, where rice 
cultivation produces much sickness, it is not unfrequently for- 

bidden altogether, or restricted to certain places. It is true 
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irrigation is not carried out in Southern Europe on the gigantia 
scale of this country, but the greater the danger to human life 
from the greater density of population in India, the greater 
should be our sanitary preventive measures. 
9. The cumulative and persistent pernicious action of palu- 

d d  malaria is too apparent on all sidea in the mental and physi- 
1 

cal degeneration of those constantly exposed to its influence to 
require observation. Bu t  I may ask how many fever-stricken 
spots are there in the districts where disease revolves in the 

I I 
sarne cal~mitotu monotony, yet we have made no attempt to 
strike a t  the root of the evil,-nay we aggravate i t  by planning 
our irrigational works in opposition to the laws of health. 
W e  cannot plead ignorance of the subject, for we have long 
Lad a right nnderstunding of the muses of paroxysmal mala- 
rious fevers, so varying in their nature, so general and corn- 
plicated in their influence on the system, that almost every 
organ is implicated, almost every function suffers, for they Lave 
essentially the same fatal effects, whether viewed in their 
tendency to destroy life slmedily, or in their remoter organio 
results. 
10. Sanitation has not been allowed to fall behind tbe 

science and requirements of the age in our large cities, a t  least 
many salutary and beneficial reforms hare been effected. But 
how stands the question in our rural districts? Have we not 
forgotten that nothing more marks India from Europe than 
the greater density of the rural, as distinguished from the 
urban population. I would ask what artificial means of health- 
amelioration and disease-prevention have been introduced for 
tl~is vast rural population? What special measures having 
health as the solo end, aim and object have been organized 
throughout the land ? Moasorcs of the nature of swamp drain- 
nge, sub-soil drainage, and arboridulture, w11ich the French 
have carried out with so great m d  so marked succesa in Alge- 
ria, in the Department of the Gironde and in the " Landes de 
Gascope" (The brambles of Gaacony). I s  not the spirit and 
tendency of rural irnprovemellt to make artificial swamps, to 
saturate thosub-soil with ~noisture aud vegetable dkbris, to pro- 
duct planty, nnd to deyclop discnsu? It is computed h u t  



about one-third of all Hindooshn is composed of alluvium, 
more or less malarious. Looking at this vast area in a hy- 
gienic sense, wid1 ita teeming population, what a wide field icl 
here presented to modify the severity and to reduce the mor- 
tality of disease. We spend large eume annually in Cinchona 
cultivation, but we are in a great measure heedless of the exarnsl  
causes which produce the diseases for wlrich Cinchona is a remedy. 
Self-preservation demands that we stop an evil a t  its source, and 
though we may have a tolerably certain remedy to stay the deadly 
effects of malaria, yet the cure is very costly, aud often not 
within the rawh of the poor rural sufferer. I t  is to be feared 
that the following remarks of an intelligent observer of tbe 
famine now unhappily overshadowing a large portion of Bengal 
are but too true : " I n  the richest districts of the richest pro- 
" vince of the Empire, pestilence has been doing a work duriug 
"the past ten years with a silent unintarmitted mappeasable 
upersistenoe, far more appalling to those who hare watched the 
"facta than the most obtrusive range of' famine;" in other 
words, famine kilb its thousands, and pestilence its tens of 
thousands. 
11. I n  Algeria, the Lnndes de GhLscogne, and the Department 

of the Oimnde, the superior efficiency of measures of preven- 
tion over those of cure has guided the French in their extensive 
scientific experiments, especially in arhoriculture. So far back 
as the year 1695, the protective influence of belts of trees in 
the vicinity of the Pontine marshes was practically recognized. 
Indeed, to go farther back, the health-conserving property of 
tress was known to the ancients. That the peculiar attraction 
which marsh miasm has for the foliage of umbrageous trees 
should have been so long known and turned to so little account 
in this country must be a matter of surprise. For years we have 
had practical experience of the fact that trees afford a certain 
protection from, and a remedy against, marsh miasm, that 
dwellings within the immediate vicinity of marshes may bo 
made, comparatively speaking, healthy by judicioue tree plant- 
ing,-nay we have practical demonstration of it in Demerarn 
and other parts of British Quiana, perhaps the unhealthiest 
country in tho Tropics. Yut what orgnnizcd plan for carrying 
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this knowledge into salutary effect has been introduced? Wt7 
have a highly organized Forest Department established on what 
basis?-the basis of hygiene, or the basis of profit? or of 
both combined, for they are very far from incompatible ? 
12. The result of French scientific arboriculbure in Algeri.1 

has been embodied in a paper lately read by Mr. Gimbert before 
the French Academy of Science, conveying his unbounded 
faith in the marsh miasmdestroying powers of the Eucalyptus 
Globulus, which he attributes partly to the exhalation of cam- 
phorous vapours, and partly to its singular water-absorbing 
powers. The relation of cause to effect which co-exists beween 
certain conditions of the soil and the development of fevew 
and maladies of various natures can scarcely be considered 
matter of conjecture. Given moisture, an impervious sub- 
soil a t  a depth of a few feet, vegetable and animal contamina- 
tion, with favouring meteorological states, and all the conditions 
of disease development are fulfilled. It may tberefore be lo,& 
cslly inferred that the peculiar m-ater-attracting powers of tlre 
Eucalypti in absorbing the surrounding impure surface-water 
and assimilating its animal and vegetable contaminations must 
be highly salutary. The health-conserving properties of trees 
yielding gum.resinons exudations as the Conifem has not e+ 
caped the observation of French sanitarians. The pestiferous 
cli~nate of the " brambles of Gascony" has been completely 
changed by planting large forests of the dlaritime pine, com- 
bined with surface drainage, and so paludal fever or the " mys- 
terious Pollagre" has entirely disappeared throughout the vast 
plains of the Landes de Gascogne, so with the Department 
of the Gironde, and in a few years it is to be hoped the like 
happy climatic conditions will prevail throughout Algeria. 

13. The remarkable fact that swamps in Australia, Tasmania, 
New Zealand, and New Caledonia do not produce palndal fevers 
was in itself a subject worthy of careful investigation. But 
here again French sanitarians in their extensive scientific ex- 
pcriments in Algeria with the Eucalypti, or the Giant Gum 
Trees of Australia and Tasmania, and with allied species of the 
Genrb8 Myrtaceg, have in a measnre solved the problem. Nor 
has profit in these experiments been overlooked, large quantities 



d sticks of a species of Eucalyptus have of late years been 
imported into England from Algeria for walking sticks, and 
in the Paris Exhibition of 1867 the leaves of the Eucalyptus 
Gldulus were made into Cigars and recommended as an aid to 
digeation. The leaves of another species of Eucalyptus have 
Leen need on the Continent in place of lint for wounds, and 
hare been found healing as well as antiseptic. But apart from 
the reputed febrifuge qualities of the Eucalypti and the remark- 
able water-absorbing cap~city of the Genus, which is said to 
he so great as to be capable of drying up a pestilential swamp, 
and converting it into a dry and healthy district, the subject 
niay be viewed in another light, and one which always com- 
r~iends itself to our notice. Looking a t  it in the light of com- 
mercid profit, the timber of the Genus Myrtaeece, of which 
there are from 100 to 150 species, is most valuable. The 
Anstralian Colonists distinguish the Eirculypti by peculiarities 
of bark, some have smooth, other rough bark, some have fibrous 
(stringy bark), while others are solid (iron bark). The Eucalyptus 
Globulous (Blue Gum) Eucalyptus Gigantca (stringy bark,) and 
the Eucalyptzis Amygdalina (Peppermint Tree), yield the most 
valuable timber, hard and durable, while the bark of some 
v a r i e t i ~  which is shed from time to time is useful for firing, 
owing to the quantity of resinous matter i t  contains. T l ~ e  
Cape Colonies where the Eucalypti have been introduced tell the 
snme tale of the hygienic properties of the Genus, one species of 
which, the Eucsltjtus Qlobulus, is said to have exercised a marked 
beneficial effect on the cli~nate of unliealthy districts. The 
E d y p t i  yield valuable timber, are easily accliniatized, grow 
nrpidly in almost any tropical or sub-tropical region,* possess 
highly vdnable hygienic and medicinal properties-in a word, 
the Gen~ur is alike calculated to improve the health and to add to 
the wealth of the country. Besides there is another and most 

important point in connection with the water-absorbing powers 
of - ~ a l y p t i  on which I have not tonched. I refer to tlle 

water-saturated soils of the plains of Bengal and elsewhere, the 

Dr. King. rho  ia an authnnty on the wbject. hna only lately stated that the 
Rwalyptw f3iobuiw will not thrive in Lower Ben@, and tho Oorernment of Bengd 
bow acl.,.ptd thia vcrtiit.-Tno Eurron. 
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ycrrly decreasing productive power of which has given rise to the 
erroneous argument that irrigation sterilizes, not fertilizes. 
The beat system of extended drainage where the ground becomes 
water-logged and sterile has yet to be devised by engineering 
science. Might not the judicious planting of the Eucalypti solvo 
the problem ? 

14. I t  is well known that the Delta of the Ganges is tho 
birthplace and cradle of cholera, that the towns of Hurdwan 
and Jessore and other places in the Gangetic Delta have origi- 
nated the disease, which passing westward has swept over 
Europe as a pestilence, penetrating even to America. Petten- 
lioferJs ground and ground-matar theory as regards the origin 
and spread of cholera is too well known to require remark. 
I t  has been violently attacked, and the controverey is still 
raging. But evidence connecting paroxysrnnl malarions fevers 
and other diseases with the soil is conclusive. The soil must 
play the principal r6le in the development of certain maladies. 
In  any place where there exists at  a depth of from 2 to 3 feet 
an im~ervious sub-soil contaminated by decomposing vegetable 
matter, intermittent fevers, &c., are there to be found : where 

it is contaminated by animal putrefaction, typhoid fever. Why 
then should Pettenkofer's ground and ground-water theory be 
80 assailed when the genesis of cholera in the Gangetic 
its Head Quartere, is doubtless due to the soil and eubsoil-water, 
saturntad with vegetable and riuimal decomposing matter, which 
under favouring meteorological conditions develop the '' cholera 
germ?" There are no effects without causes, and we must get 
at the cause if we would prevent the effect. I t  is our concern 
to find out how the pest of dieease may be most surely, most 
effectually, most swiftly stamped out. Might we not try a 
little Munich hygiene, or the preventive principles of the French, 
and carry out extensive arboricultural experiments with h e  
Eucalypti and other health-conserving trees in Hurdwan and 

Jessore, and other plrroes unfortunately known rrs hot-beds of 
he diaeaae, and if poseible confer a boon on humanity ? 

15. Hygiene is a science which has,claims to public recog- 
nition and to Governmental support. on the gronnds of the 
inestimable bcnefits it has. conferred on mankind. Jenner in 
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his discovery of Vaccination ; John Howard in his great Prison 
work and his final triumph over Jail fever ; and Captain Cook 
in his successful prevention of Scurvy demonstrate how much 
hygiene has contributed to the happinem and improvement of 
man's condition, iutellecturrl, pliysical, and moral. I mould ear- 
nestly commend the subject to the considcrntion of the 
Government of India, in the hope that when the present feverish 
paroxysm of expenditure attendant on the famine so unhappily 
hovering over Bengal has subsided, it may not be succeeded by 
a cold fit of economy, where our common aim " the improvement 
of man's estate " is at  stake. 

16. Turning to climatic amelioration and ita intimate con- 
nection with arboriculture, I fear there is too much truth in the 
assertion that the climate of some parts of India has of late 
years been more arid and injurious to both animal and vegetable 
life, on account of the increased demand for wood diminishing 
oar  foreats in extent. Spain presents an example of a country 
where the climate has been seriously ipjured, and where the 
people in their infatuated dislike to treea have cut down whole 
forests-nay, they carry their dislike so far as not to plant 
any but fruit-bearing trees. We know the value of forest in a 
profitable sense, and me have only to realize the benefit of 
nrboricnlture as a eafeguard to health, and an improver of 
climate, to stimulateactivity in this direction. The British Army ' is in itself a proof of the general unhealthiness of the country. 
Notwithstanding all that has been done for the health and wel- 
fare of the British soldier in this country, we have not been 
able to change the climate of India. Indeed, I may say, we 
have never made any organized attempt to change it. I t  ie 
true that many and various local causes of disease hare been 
removed from every European etation throughout the land, but 
the same physiological actions are in existence as formerly, which 
render India a d-rons country to the British soldier. As a 
rule we find that mortality and invaliding represent the opposite 
scales of a finely adjusted balance. Of late years mortality has 
considerably decreased, but invaliding has increased in almost 
exact proportion, and the result is that the total loss to the 

u 
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Service is rcry little less than when our soldiers died in India, 
incrknd of being sent home inralided. 

17. For rlimatic plirroses we ha\-e to consider trees whose 
nntuml habitat lies in the vicinity of the sea-coast, and thoes 
stlitable to the interior of the country, as also their commercial 
vnlue. I n  respect to the former class of trees, the first in im- 
portance is the Pinue Pinaster (C l~~s t e r  or Bordeaux Pine) one 
of the Genua Coniferce which is indigenous to European coan- 

' tries bordering on the Meditormnean, and flourishes close to the 
sea. I t  has been found of vast importance in the Landes de 
Gascogne and the Departments of the Qironde in France, not 
only in a hygienic, but in an agricultural sense, for by means 
of large plantations formed of it, great tracts of land adjoining 
the sea-coast swept by ever-rolling sands have been reclaimed 
and turned to useful agricultural account. It has completely 
changed the pestiferons climate of those Departments, and is 
further valuable for the great quantity of turpentine i t  contains. 
For inland plantation we have a field as extensive in its range 
ae the Australian Acclimatization Societies have made it, in 
laying under contribution, both in the animal and vegetable 
world almost every known country, not excepting that large 
and intereating Island Madagascar, about which we have known 
ao little until recently, though it was discovered towards the 
close of the 13th century by the celebrated Venetian Traveller, 
Marco Polo. The Queensland Acclimatization Society has oh- 
tained and acclimatized the splendid Madagascar tree, P o i n c i a ~  
Hegia, Suborder Ca?8alpinea?, Order Legurninma. From the 
same country may be obtained the majestic R$a palm, the 
leaflet of which splits into threads, and woven into cloth is used 
for many purposes. Likewise Retlenala Madugaeca&nsie, s 
magnificent palm-like plant constituting a genus of M W O C C ~ ,  
called the ' Traveller's Tree," because the leaves, when cut, snd 
the stem, when pierced, yield an abundant and refreshing j n i ~  
The seeds are edible, and yield an essential oil. From Sumatra 
we might succeed in acclimatizing ita most interesting and im- 
portant tree, the D~yo6alarwps Camplwra (or Camphor tree) of 
the Genus Dipferacece which grows to R height of 100 to 130 
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feet, and forms a trunk 7 to 8 feet in diameter. It is much prized 
by the Malays and Cl~inese, both for its cnmplior and wood. 
From British Quiana, that immense garden stored with an 
intinib variety of vegetable life, we might obtain the Chocolate 
tree, ( 2 7 r e o b r m  C a m )  the Cabbage tree palms, and many 
varieties of trees valuable for timber or ornamental furniture, 
and other purposes.* 

18. I shall briefly refer to three vegetable products having 
useful, and to some extent hygienic properties which do not 
strictly come nuder the head of arboriculture. From Australi:~ 
we might obtain the Xantlwrrha (The Black-Boy or Grass- 
Gum trees of Australia), a most remarkable species of Liliec~, 
an order which affords many beautiful plants to the florist, ono 
or two possessing medicinal virtues. The tall-growing species 
Xanthmhcea drborea and X. Hastilb form conspicuous features 
in some Australian landscapes, the leaves affording good fodder 
for cattle,.and the white centre of the top of the stem food for 
man. I n  Madagascar a species of nettle yields a tenacio~ir 
fibre, resembling hemp, ~ h i c h  is 0pun into strong a d  durable 
cloth. At Sierra Leone a species of grass (Bahama grass), 
allowed to grow in the streeb, is supposed to have improved the 
health of the place. 

19. The question is one absolutely of hygiene, to be decided 
by scientific demonstration of the course most conducive to 
p~lblic health and prosperity, and I humbly trust that the facts 
and circlllnstances herein detailed may not be considered irrele- 
vant; and that tlie importatice of the subject, both morally, 

and commercially, in which profit, health, and climato 
are so intimately connected, may com~nend itself to the favonr- 
able consideration of the Government of India. If on some point3 
1 have not spoken with " bated breath and \vhispering I~umblc- 
ness ;" if I have drawn parallels to demonstrate our sad short- 
comings in the science of hygiene, the eud and aim, the motivt, 

object in view, will, I hope, be held to plead my excuse. 

We have no dcaire to rnnki. nny remarks on tho nboro mmmondations ot 
(hose trees which are aupposrd to be a arially quulificd to er)untornct cxcrssivc. 
moisture, but it appears to us, thnt nut o r t h e  2.000 ~pccies of trcra which arr- 
found in B e n p l  and Assam, for inslrmcc, many mipht he fnund which would 
answer tho purpose hc? aimrd nt nrc wpll or rrcn hrsttrr, t l~nn the rrntic trrca 
onumczstd by Surgeon-Major Norton.-TUB EDITOP. 



TnE EUCALYPTUS GLOBITLUS. 

F ~ o m  a botanical, eeonomieal and medical point of view ; tranahled 

f ~ o m  the F~ench of J .  E. Planchon, Profeseeur h la Eacultt? & 
Afontpellier. 

BY J. L. LAIRD.* 
IN those parterres which are one of the most recent attrac- 

tions of Paris, at Monceaux the Luxembourg or in the Squares, 
the visitor may have remarked a strange shrub of peculiar 
form and color. I t  looks as if covered with a white powder, 
or rather with a glaucous bloom ; four vertical rows of flexible 
branches, furnished with ovate, entire, opposite and m i l e  
leavos, protrude horizontally all along its stiff straight stem. 
Reduced to tho modest proportions of 16-20 feet, the 
Eucalypttu ylobulus is, indeed, nothing more than a novelty 
among innumerable other horticultural cnriosities. I t  has been 
tnken from a hot-house, and to t hoehouse it will have to 
return before the beginning of winter ; or, as is oftener 
the case, it will be pitilessly sacrificed to make way for younger 
trees, which, nftcr bcing born in spring, pass the following 
winter under cover, aro tl~on planted out, completing the period 
of their infancy bofore the end of autumn. Thus, by the 
i~lclumency of tho climate and man's caprice, the colossal 
dirncl~sions of a giant of the vegetable kingdom are represented 
by a shrub, and its life confined to the short space of t ~ o  years. 

Even in Europe-wherever the orange flourishes-tho rapidity 
of its growth is unequalled; but, to see gigantic trees, i t  is 
necessary to visit the Australian home of the Eucalyptus. 

Wherever, in our Ilemisphere, winter is only a happy com- 
promiso between a prolonged summer and early spring, Audra- 
lian plants, true to their natural mode of life, bud and ,mw 
from October to March; but the Eucalypti, more particularly 
when transported to Algeria, Corsica, or the mild climates of 
Provence and Nice-where they introduce a picturesque 
element in the scenery, and promise to become an important source 
of forest wealth-grow almost uninterruptedly and with marvel- 

Thii a r contuins many garb, which mi ht have been omittod in re r in~ng  
it in tho I! g, but as that wuul have dcstroyefthe mnnoctioa botaoen the $fTc,smt 
acetiom, the Editor oonsidcnd i t  prefomble to give the whole pepcr.-TM Esrron. 
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lous rapidity. The scent they emit is of recognized utility in 
hygiene, and has even been found useful in caws of intermit- 
tent fever. The Eucalyptus has further been useful in correct- 
ing the unhealthiness of marshes, and is, perhaps, the most 
imporhnt vegetable importation of our century. 

Public attention has been directed to all these useful qualities, 
and we will endeavour, withont losing sight of the practical 
side of the question, to give prominence to the scientific point 
of view, which, for several reasons, is of peculiar intarest. 

The vast genus Eucalyptus, rich in more than 150 species, is 
typically Australian, that is to say, i t  bears the stamp of a 
country, the products of which are the most original in the 
world; a country where the swans are black, where mammals, 
such as the Ornithorhyncus and Echidna, are closely allied to the 
birds, and regarding the vegetation of which the late Abbd 
Carrea de h r r a  exclaimed, " Flore au bal Masquk." And 
many plants seem, in reality, to bear a mask, so remarkable is 
their mimicry of other forms. Here, Proteaced assume the 
guise of ferns ; there, legions of Acacias, far from displaying the 
pinnate foliage of the Mimosa, resemble the juniper or the 
wi lo- .  The Eucalypti do not escape this tendency to mirnicry, 
and, strange to say, the same species is often different at  differ- 
ent s t a g s  of ita existence; these remarkable instances of hetero- 
morphism are of frequent occurrence in Austrnlia, and their 
philosophical bearing with reference to the theory of tho origin 
of species is, perhaps, not yet thoronghly appreciated. 

When young, t k  Ermlyptue globulus has, as we have seen, 
opposite, sessile and glaucous leaves, and somewhat resembles a 
myrtle or, perhaps, a frutescent St. John's Wort. But the 
shrnb becomes a tree, and all is changed. Ncw branches, no 
longer opposite but alternate, are thrown out; the new leaves, 
also alternate, have lost the ovate shape, and are lengthened and 
recurvate ; their colour, too, has changed from glaucous to pale 
p e n ,  and, instoad of being sessile, they are attached to the 
branches by slender petiolcs. The likeness to a myrtle has 
also disappeared, and the tree is now more like n willow. This 
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dimorphism, which is of frequent occurrence, gives a monotonous 
uniformity to the vegetation of Australia. Sparse pale foliage, 
often dazzling and of a dry, coriaceous texture, mith drooping 
branches, is the well-known characteristic of Anstralian forests, 
which consist principally of Acacire and Eucalypti, and present 
a melancholy appearance whenever the flowers are wanting. 

There are two well-defined periods in the life of the Eucalypra 
glojukur. During the period of infany, when the leaves are 
opposite and sessile and the plant does uot bear fruit, i t  is, so 
to say, in a larva state; the adult, or perfect state, being 
characterized by alternate and petioled leaves and the presence of 
flowers and fruit. We must, however, be careful not to con- 
tinue the analogy too far, by comparing the dimorphism of the 
Eucalyptus with the metamorphoses of insects ; with the changes, 
for instance, of a butterfly, which becomes successively a cater- 
pillar, a chrysalis and a butterfly. I n  the latter case, the indi- 
vidual deprives itself of successive envelopes and becomes 
changed through internal processes and modification of the same 
organs; in the caae of the Eucalyptus there is, properly 
speaking, no metamorphosis ; all we can affirm is, that certain 
organa are superadded; in other words, the tree does not repre- 
sent an iqdividual, but an assemblage of foliaceous elements, of 
wMch each successive individual may have a peculiar. form, 
different from either that of its predecessor or from that whicl: 
follows. The similarities, or differences, between such elements 

- do not affect their individuality ; in short, there is polymorphism, 
but not metamorphosis in the strict sense of the word. 

This polymorpliism is not, however, a general characteristic 
of the genus. I t  is wanting in a certain measnre in species, 
which, like the E. cordata, bear flowers on branches with oppo- 
site leaves. In such cases, tho adult and infantile states are 
merged, and, without attaching much importance to the ana- 
logy between animals mith centralized functions and plants 
with multiple elements, \re may perhaps be permitted to compare 
the infantile and. adult states of dimorphous Eucalypti with the 
tadpole and adult states of comnion batrachians (frogs, salnman- 
ders), while Eucalypti, which flowcr on iufantile bmnchcs would 
be comparable with the so-called pcrcnnibranchiats bntra- 
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chians-Prolei for instance-which reproduce themselves sexually 
and yet preserve their branchial respiration. 

But apart from this analogy, i t  is a remarkable fact that 
there are two kinds of flowering in some trees and only one 
in others. Now, supposing that, from some unknown cause, 
a Encalyptus of the first group were to bear fruit on'bmnches with 
opposite leaves, there is no reason to suppose that the seeds 
would not reproduce, in germinating, the characteristics of 
the plant from which they were derived, and that nature would 
not thus form a simple but permanent variety, the equivalent 
of what is every day described as a new species; in other 
terms, if the habitually sterile branches of an E. globultss mere 
found bearing fruit, mould not the plant constitnte a new type, 
and, if met with alone and unconnected with its starting-point, 
be described as a new species ? And who can nay that many 
species, supposed to be genuine and accepted as such, are not 
derived from living or extinct types. This is, it is true, merely 
a hypothesis ; but it is easily conceivable that the two forms 
which are seen in similar elements of the same plant, might, 
under favourable conditions, become permanently separated, 
and thus form new and distinct species. 

I do not pretend to solve the complex problem of the origin 
of species ; still, I find in the facts stated an argument a priol.i 
in favor of the theory of descent, as opposed to the theory 
of the absolute immutability of species; bnt let us descend 
from the somewhat misty regions of philosophic speculation 
to the field of facts concerning the Eucalyptus globulw. 

Ite discovery recalls to mind one of the great voyages of 
the old French navy. Nothing had been heard since 1788 of 
La Pkrouse, and the National Assembly very properly resolved 
in 1791 to send a party in search of the unfortunate navigator. 
The command of ,the expedition was given to the Chevalier 
D'Entrecasteaux a sailor of tho good old school and worthy 
follower of de S d r e n .  The two ships, the Recherche and the 
Bspthnes, carried a group of savans, amongst them the botanists 
Labillardihre and Riche. The latter died of fatigue and 
grief nt the loss of his collections, but the former brought tack 
from Australia and Van Diemen's Land valuable materials, 
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which formed the basis of important publications. In  his 
acconnt of tlie voyage are to be found the details of the 
discovery of t l ~ e  Eucalyptus and the sapcions prediction that 
the tree would one day be used in ship-building. We will 
now qnote from the naturalist's journal :- 

" 12th May 1792-The expedition was then in Port D'En- 
trecnsteaux, Tenipest Bay, Van Diomen's Land. 

" 1 had been unable to procure a new Encalyptus, which 
had remarkable fruit somewhat resembling a button. The spe- 
cies, which only bore fruit near the top, was one of the highest 
trees on record, several specimens being estimated at half a 
hectomdtre (164 feet ) iu height. The atem might be used in 
shipbuilding, perhaps for masts, although neither as elastic 
nor as light as pine. Perhaps i t  might anawer for the latter 
purpose and be more pliable, if splioed, or even if split np the 
centre and the trunk strengthened by bands of iron. 

" We were at  last obliged to fell one of the trees in order to 
procnre the flowers ; tlie felling m1t.9, however, quickly effected 
as the tree was much inclined. Wlien falling, a qnantity of 
sap spouted out of the lower part of the stem. 

"This beautiful tree, which belongs to the Myrtle Family, has 
a rather e~nooth bark and gyrose branches, furnished at the 
extremity with altarnato and slightly falcate leaves about 8" by 
2" in size. The flowers are solitary and rise from the axils 
of the leaves. The bark, leaves, and fruit are aromatic and 
might serve, if necessary, as substitutes for the aromatics now 
imported exclusively from the Molnccas. " 

Labillardihre also mentions that the wood of the E. gldnrlrra 
wss used i n  repairing the launch ; a modest beginning, but 
a prelude to its employment on a large scale in the construc- 
tion of vessels. 

For a long time the Eucalyptus globuluu only excited the 
curiosity of a few botanists. I t  had even grown unnoticed in  
the Botanical Gardens, for, in 1854, I discovered a plant under 
the name of E. g l a w ,  in the Conservatory of the Museum of 
Paris. Others wero growing about the same time in M. Demi- 
dof s green-house at  San-Donato nnder the name of E. falca(a, 
and tho horticnlturists, Cels and Noisette, had cultivated some in 
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1822 and 1834, respectively, without knowing what they were. 
England, so rich. in her collections of Australian planta, had 
paid no special attention to this tree as a garden plant, probably 
became when young its appearance is bnt little'different fmm 
other well-known Eucalypti. The colonists of Tasmania, on the 
other hand, thoroughly appreciated their magnificent blue gum- 
.e they called it-and employed i t  for various purpoees ; but, 
before thie tree, confined to a remota corner of the world, was 
destined to form colonies far and wide, a chain of circumstancee 
was necessary, of which the first link was forged scarcely forty 
yean  ago. These events were the foundation of the colony of 
Victoria; the building and marvellous development of a large 
city in a desert region, where the thirst for gold was to prepare 
the way for more real wealth, the result of the utilization of the 
pasture ; further, the formation of a beautiful park in the hrtdiily- 
built city of Melbourne, and, lastly, the exertions of two men, 
Von Miiller and Ramel, who will always be remembered with 
gratitude wherever the Eucalyptus is a source of public wealth. 
In the history of the epread of the Eacalyptus, Von Miiller 
is the man of science who carefully calculatee the prospective 
value of the tree and predicts ite destiny ; Ramel is an enthusi- 
astic amateur, who enters, heart and soul, into the work of 
propagandist. Both h v e  faith ; but the one is a prophet, the 
other an apoatle. Hereafter, their respective rdes will be for- 
gotten, and, as the army of Egypt spoke of Monge-Berthollet, 
so will the names of these two men be inseparably conneotsd 
as Miiller-Ramel in the minds of the people. 

11. 

One of the first things the English do after they have estrrb- 
lished themselves in a new country, is to make a public garden. 
What we hare done at Bourbon, Pondicherry, Guadeloupe, 
Cayenne, Algiers, Saigon, our neighbours have done on a large 
and magnificent scale at Calcutta, the Cape, Sydney, Ceylon, 
and on a minor scale at smaller stations where politics or com- 
merce has given them a footiq. Such gardens become, from 
the di te  of their foundation, fields of useful experiments on 
indigenous plants and exotics procured by exchange. Thus in 

IV 
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1832 complete collections of the vines of Luxemburg and the 
J a ~ d i n  des PIantes were cultivated a t  Sydney. In this way the 

acclimatization of the vine was shown ' to  be possible, and its 
cultivation soon spread in New South Wales, and still more rapid- 
ly in the more southern colonies of Victoria and South-Anstralil. 
In 1861, these two provinces done had 1,000 hectares (2,469 
acres) of vines, which already gave promise of becoming a new 
source of wealth. I n  the same way those centree of quinine- 
anltivation, Dazjeeling, Ootacamund and Akgalle, are the off- 
spring of the gardens of Calcutta, Madras and Peradenia. Thus 
the Peruvian barks, which are being gradually exterminated 
in Spanish America, are methodically exploited in the English 
and Dutch Colonies of Iudia and Java, where the climate is even 
better adapted to their growth than that of tbe Andes. 

Witliout insisting further on the advantages to be derived 
from colonial gardens, where botany assists and not unfre- 
quently iuitiates-a fact too oftan forgotten-all kinds of culture, 
we may mention the Melbonme gardens as a case in point, there 
all vegetable productions of temperate regions have been experi- 
mented on, and there the most progress has been made in the study 
of the Australian Flora. Melbourne has also furnished all the 
botsuiaal gardens of the world with seeds of living plants, some 
of purely scientific iuterest and others of economic importance. 

I t  may not be inappropriate to say here a few words on the 
subject of acclimatization. The term eeems to be used to 
express a change of country imposed by man on non-mi,mtory 
plants. But the word, as it is generally conceived and as 
defined by dictionaries and etymology, implies an ignorance 
of nature and, if we may-enture to use the term, of the 
constitution of planta. Animals, although the degree of 
resistance of some is very great, and although domestic species 
are in a certain measure protected by man in unsuitable 
climates, do not become acclimatized singly; selection alone, 
either natural or artificial, unconscious or premeditated, can 
effect a sorting of individu;tls of different constitutions so that 
those best adapted to the new conditions survive and the 
rest succulnb ; afterwards the law of here4ity comes into play 
nnd gives to tho survivors at least somo of the resisting powcr 
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of their progenitors, which becomes fixed and gradually 
i n c r e d  by reason of the natural tendency of the species in 
this direction. The final results of these gradual modifications, 
which are generally confined within very narrow limits, are 
better defined by the word naturalization then by acclimatiza- 
tion. The species, in becoming naturalized, is modified so as to 
adapt itself to the new environment. Individuals can only 
become inured by avoiding sudden transitions; man effects 
this object by clothing, by artificial heat and other means, 
which plants, fixed as they are to one spot and exposed 
to all kinds of weather, obviously cannot employ. Admitting, 
therefore, that man is acclimatized, and that through his care 
some animals adapt themselves tc, new conditions, we would pre- 
fer saying that plants are introduced or naturalized ; but this 
adaptation, if real, is in any case slowly effected by the selec- 
tion of successive generations resulting in the creation of new 
races, or local varieties more pliable in regard to climate and 
environment. An illueion, now past, led gardeners to believe 
that tropical plants would be able to live in temperate or stiu 
colder zones if, after being raised in green-houses, they appear- 
ed capable of withshnding sudden exposure. 'This was the case 
with the Mexican dahlias; but then two circumstances were 
forgotten :- 

Iiil'8tly, that they grow in 3 comparatively temperate climate, 
considering that the slightest frost is just as i n j ~ ~ r i o ~ ~ s  to the111 
to-<lay as duriug the fir.st year of their introduction. 6cAccli- 
matation, donce chimhre des jardiniers !" says, Anl~ert Du Petit 
Thouan ; and this verdict of nn able botanist is the final con- 
demnation of a specioas, but equally false theory. 

We are far from wishing to deprive those most useful societies 
of their title "Acclimatization Society," which they have in- 
soribed on their colonrs; but it is well to forewarn the public of 
the error hidden behind an apparently innocent epithet. I t  waa 
owing to an imaginary adaptation of this kind that a serious pro- 
posal w~ made to Government to grow tea and even cinchona 
in Algeria. It was thought that the problem to solve was merely 
one of temperature ; whereas, as far as regards climate, much 
more important questions than either the absolute or mean tem- 
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perature, are the distribution of heat according to seasons and, 
more particnlarly, the balance between heat and atmospheric 
moisture. If we consider the latter question, we can then m i l y  
understand how it happens that Indian camelias, azalias and tes- 
plants are not injuriously affected by a moderate amount of win- 
ter-cold, and yet require during hot weather a moist atmosphere, 
the vapours of which prdect the plants from direct solar heat. 
These conditions are more nearly reached in Western France, 
where there is a great deal of rain and fog in summer, than 
under the more southern sky of the Mediterranean sea-board 
and mountains of Algeria, where the summer ia dry. I t  is not 
improbable that, if tea-cultivation on a large scale does not s u e  
ceed at Brest and Cherbourg, its failure is partly, or entirely, 
owing to insufficient summer heat. 

In order to nat~iralise a plant with my hope of succesa, it '  
is necessary that the new.climatic conditions should be some- 
what similar to the old. To rely on a sndden change of climate 
would certainly be a mistake, unless, indeed, i t  was evident 
from modifications in the character of the vegetation that the 
climate wan changing; to expect the nature of the plant to 
change would be' still more absurd. The proper method to 
follow, both in theory and practice, is to oonault nature, to study 
the climata, and to draw conclusions accordingly aa to the 
probability of naturalizing such and such a plant; then experi- 
ments should be made with a view to finding out the conditions 
best suited to the species in its new home. Suoh complex 
problems cannot be solved a p+iori ; a number of facts mnst be 
first of all'collected, and it is easy to overlook one, which may 
be sufficient to cause the failure of the most promising under- 
taking. 

At first sight, it would appear probable that if plants of om 
region are easily naturalized in another, the cbnveree would 
also hold good, and plants of the lattet region be eaaily natunr- 
Iized in the conntry of the former. There is no greater mistahq 
and botanists know the reason well. Wild and cnltiwbd plants 
of Great Britain have been introduced in great numbers into 
Australia, and most have already become noxious weeds, bat not 
one singlo Australian plant has yet propagated itaelf in England, 
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excepting in ornamental gardens, where Australian plants have 
been cultivated by thousands. The English minter is assuredly 
not bbe only obstacle to the naturalization of Australian plants ; 
i t  would spare, at least, annnals and those which reproduce 
themselves yearly by seed, and the obstacle should be sought 
for in internal conditions, such as the requirements and mode of 
life of each plant, rather than in purely climatic conditions. 
Some types are essentially migratory, spreading wherever 
the climate 2oes not impose a veto on them ; the characteristic 
of others ie essentially sedentary. The former are aggressive, 
and even noxious to the indigenous vegetation ; the latter, con; 
fined to a relatively emall area, are exposed to, and unable to de- 
fend themselves against the attacks of man and imported 
animals (goats, rabbits, etc.), and are even subjected to a fatal 
competition with strange plants. This is the reason why, in our 
day, some species of tlie Mallow Family of St. Helena, peculiar 
to the island, are gradually disappearing under the combined 
actions of man, sheep and Australian Acacias. 

Bat, to return to our subject, M. de Candolle distinguishes 
several kinds of naturalization. In  an absolute sense, a 
plant is not naturalized until it can maintain itself done in 
its adopted country, pass successfully several years of ex- 
tremes as regards climate, reproduce itself by seed, and, in short, 
compete unassisted with indigenous species. Every plant 
which, after being repeatedly introduced into a country, fails 
to maintain itself is simply adaentive. Others, which only 
reproduce themselves from stools, as is the case with the snmao- 
tree of Japan, are only half natnralieed, or, more properly 
spenking, the individuals are naturalized but the species are 
not, for, continued and spontaneous reproduction by seed is the 
criterion of naturalization. Comprised in these two categories 
are two othere : that of plants mhich follow in the footsteps of 
man and domestic animals, never leaving their dwellings or 
their fields (harvest plants), these are, in reality, strangers 
mhich hare been admitted as a privilege to r corner of the 
domestic hearth, but to whom an independent life is denied ; 
thou there are cultivated plants properly ao cnlled, either 
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domesticated or wild, which cannot maintain themselves in a 
foreign country unless carefully protected by man. 

The Eucalyptus belongs at present to the latter category, as 
far as concerns its naturalization in the extreme south of Europe 
and Northern Africa, where tlie tree has been iptroduced and 
extensively cultivated but, although well suited to the climate, 
not yet naturalized. De Candolle's distinctions are, however, of 
little consequence, if the practical result remains the same, m d  
there is no reason why this beautiful tree should not some day 
reproduce itself spontaneously. I n  the meantime, as we cannot 
follow it in its voyage round the world, we will endeavour only 
to trace the history of its recent introduction into Provence, the 
Maritime Alps, and more particularly Algeria. 

The principal supporters of the Eucalyptus are Baron v. 
Miiller and hIr. Ramel, the former naturalized Anglo-Austn- 
lian, but a German by birth, is a naturalist and traveller, and 
has especially distinguished himself by his bohnical researches 
in Australia. He has beon for more than twenty years 
Curator of the Botanical Gardens nt Melbourne, which he has 
constituted one of the largest depbts in the world for the 
exchange of plants. He  is a clever writer ~ n d  indefatigable 
collector, and has described all the economical resources of 
Austr:~lia, both in indigenous and exotic plants, and has further 
done his best to enrich other lands with the natural productions 
of his adopted country. I n  thiu gcncrous endeavour, he has been 
ably seconded by our countryman, Mr. ltamel. Of nu ardent 
disposition, and imbued with unswerving faith in the future 
he has pictured, M.   am el' has become, alnlost by chance, 
a patron of the Eucalyptus. I n  1854, having gone to Australia 
on business, he was one day walking in the Botanical Gardens 
a t  Melbourne, when his attention was attracted by the elegance 
and beauty of a blue gum (E. globubs)  growing in a sidewalk. 
Being almost a stranger to botany, he neither knew the popular 
nor the scientific name of the plant ; but from that moment the 
tree bec~me a fixed idea in his mind, and was the means of 
bringing him into contact with v. Miiller and other savans and 
amateurs. He believed in the &ucelyptus as some believe in the 
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triumph of good on earth, and had the satisfaction to see i t  
covering the mountains of Algeria, restoring the salubrity of 
marshlands, driving away fever, and snbstituting sweet-scented 
cigarettes in place of the stupifying fumes of the heshieh. The 
dream of yesterday has been all but realized to-day ; for, cigar- 
rettes apart, no forest tree has hitherto introduced so picturesquo 
and nsefnl a feature in t&e scenery of Algeria. 

The Eucalyptue gbbulue had been exported to Algiers in 1854 
bnt without any one knowing the fact. In 1863, when visiting 
the experimental gardens on the slopes of the Saleb, I picked up 
some seeds of a tolerably large tree which I at  once recog 
nized as the gbbulus. This tree had probably been raised 
in 1854 from the same consignment of seeds as the one 
I had previonsly seen in a hobhouse of the Paris Musenm 
under the name of E. glauca. While this adult Eucalyptus 
globuiw flourished nninown on the hill-side, thousands of the 
same species were to be seen nuder their proper name in tlie 
nurseries of the Ramma (an experimental garden). The seed 
sent from Melbourne by ~ a r o h  V. Miiller and others had been 
sown in 1861. I t  was M. Hardy's intention to have distributed 
the young seedlings throughout the colony; but, before the 
distribution was effected, a fortunate colonist, M. A. Cordier, 
applied to M. Ramel and procured a hundred seeds from him 
in 1862. From these he raised 62 seedlings, which were only 
15 centimetree high in May 1863. In  the spring of the same 
year I sent to Mr. Charles Bourlier 12 plants, given to me by 
a nursery-gardener of Montpellier, and these, too, flourished 
and grew rapidly. I n  tlle same year thousands of the young 
Eucalypti at  the Hamma were distributed all over the country. 
In  the race, M. Cordier maintained tlie lead, and planted several 
hectares with the new species. 

Soon afterwards, another colonist, M. Trottier, mas in his 
turn seized with Eucalyptus-fever. He, too, had faith in the 
tree and proved i t  by planting energetically for others, as well 
as on his own account. He foresaw its industrial importance 
in the future, and did not hesitate to take for l~ is  motto '' The 
wood of the Eucalyptus will one day be the principal product 
of Algeria." He wellt even further, and in his '' Boisement 
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dans le dksert et Colonisation," drew a pictvxe of the forest 
invading the desert, drawing up the subterranean water, and 
entirely alhring the climate of the country. I t  mutit be 
admitted that there is something Utopian in thelanguage of the 
author, but enthusiasm is worth something when it is necessary 
to attract public attention to a useful object, and eyen though 
the pioneer of a new route is a r e  to make mistakes, such 
mistakes serve to guide the prudent and the timid. 

However, although the desert is not yet reclaimed, the c a m  
of the Eucalyptw is now fully established in other respects. 
I t  has been naturalized on a grand scale, and hunelrede of 
thousands of trees have been planted out, singly or as forest, 
all over the country, so that a stranger wlw did not know its 
history would take it for an indigenous plant. 

I t  is, by the way, a curious fact that two plants, to all appear- 
ances the most characteristic of Algeria, have been imported 
since the discovery of the New World. The Indian figtree 
and the American aloe are not only strwqers to Africa, but are 
representatives of two exclusively American families, and if 
there were no documents to prove their importation, botanists 
alone would be able to infer the fact from the natural geogra- 
phical distribution of the families and from the circumstance 
Gat  they are generally reproduced either from slips or suckers, 
instead of from seed. 

Although the Eucalyptus, like the American aloe and the 
prickly pear, seem as if created expressly for Algeria, it does 
not find as suitable a home everywhere on the Mediterranean 
Coast. In the south of France, spots suitable to the growth 
of Australian plants are only to be fouud where the orange 
flourishes in the open air. Port-Vendres, Callioure in the 
Eastern Pyrenees, Saint-Mandrier, Hybres in the Var, Cannes, 
the gulf of Zouan, Autibes, Nice, Villefranche, Monaco in the 
Maritime Alps are favoured stations, where winter is the flower- 
ing-season of thousands of exotic plants. Beyond this zone, the 
climate of the Olive is too variable to suit the constitution of 
the Eucalyptus. The clearness of the sky in these parta 
favours radiation, and sometimes givss rise to frost which 
destroys in one night thc liopcs of a n-holc year; not to mention 
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the occurrence at  long intervals of very low temperatures 
( d o n  to 17" C. at  Montpellier) which kill even indigenous 
bee (laurel, lauruetin, rock-rose, kermts-oak). At Mont  
pellier and Mameilleg and even at  Narbonne, experience 
teaches that the cultivation of Australian plants is ex- 
tremely precarious. From 1863 to 1870, I experimented 
witb the 6. globulus, and finally came to the conclusion that its 
cultivation in the open air in Langi~edoc, or even Western Pro- 
veaoe, can at  best only be a partial success a d ,  aa far as regards 
tbereboisement and drainage of marshes, can never have any prac- 
tical results. In  Camarague no experiments have beea made, 
but i t  ia more than doubtful thpt the cultivation of Eucalyptus 
would sncceed in a level, unsheltered part of the country, ex- * 

posed to the full force of the mistral, and with a vegetation 
which does not indicate a warmer climate than that of Mont- 
pellier. Even on the hill, named Rmau Blorrc, at Marseilles, 
where M. Talabot hae ekilfully protected it under nurses of 
Aleppo pines and behind rocks, the Eucalyptue is evidently 
delicate, and although rapid in ita growth when young, does not 
give much hope for the future; moreover, it is liable to be killd 
by tbe first exceptional winter. 

The Eucnlyptus was introduced into Eastern Provence about 
the year 1854. Since the year 1860 the brothers Hiiber have 
had a typical plant in he i r  gardea at Hyhres, that is to say, 
one with a pyramidal crown. The same year M. Gustave 
Thuret, of h t ibes ,  planted out one in the Gpn, and in 1860 
i t  hnd successfully withstood the cold of two winters. Some 

received from Baron v. Uiiller in 1860, and sent by me 
fo M. Thuret, were sown in the spring of 1861 ; in January 
1862, the young plants, aftar a very dry year were 2 to 3.25 
mbtm (6#-104 feet) in height. On seeing these pla~ita in 
November 1863, I could scarcely believe the t e s t i~non~  of my 
ejea ; the seedlings had grown iuto trees with respectable trilnks 
and an ample crown of flowers. Now-a-days, the traveller 
from Monaco to Cannea can see during the whole of the journey 
the erect branchea and tremulous leavee of the Eucalyptus con- 
trasting with the pale foliage and venerable trunks of the olive, 
or with the umbrella-like crowns of the Italian pine. 

x 
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So far then, we have seen the Er~calyptus established, or at 
nll events naturalized in Algeria and the winter-stations of 
Nice and Provence. What advantages may we expect to derive 
iiom the tree ? Many-some evident, others, perhaps, less so, 
,but in favour of which the indirect evidence is so strong that 
we may safely take them into account without fear of being 
considered rash. I n  the sketch we are about to give of the 
approved and possible nsee of the new tree, two points of view 
present themselves. On the one hand we have the Encalyptee 
as a forest tree, on the other its use in restoring the sdubrity 
of marshes, in curing fevers and other maladies, and as an 
.aromatic, not only ia medicine but also in perfumery and 
confectionery. 

111. 
Many species of Eucalyptus become veritable giants in their 

own country. A hucalyptua colosaea, called k n m  by the 
natives, was found to measure," says Baron Miiller, " 123 rnktres 
(400 feet) and some specimens of Eucalyptus atnygdalima 128 
a~ktres  (420 feet) and even 145 mktres (475 feet). The height 
of another, not measured, was estimated at 500 feet (152 mbtres.) 
For the sake of comparison we may take the dome of the inva- 
lides 105 mbtres high, the spire of Strassbnrg Cathedral 
142 mktres, or the pyramid of Cheops, the highest building in 
the world, 146 m&tres. The Eucalyptus amygdalina would, 
therefore, overshadow the Great Pj-ramid. Thelhighest Wel- 
lingtonias in the district of Calaveras in the Sierra Nevada, only 
measured 76-98 mbtres (249-321 feet). The trunk of the 
largest measured 8.86 metres (28.06 feet) in diameter, where.ls 
a E~icalyptus in Tasmania measured near the ground 9.15 
mktres (29 feet) in diameter, and 3.66 mbtres (12) feet a t  the 
intersection of the first branch, which was a t  a height of 70 mEtres 
(229 feet), the total height of the tree being 91.5 mktres (300 
feet). An approximate calculation gives the weight of this tree 
as 4,46,886 kilogrammea (9,83,1501bs.)* 

*According to v. Yiiller ( R a p o p t  or, the Rssources of Victoria, 1880,) the dimeminan 
of a tree in a valley nearwellin n, Tasmania, were: Circumfemnm ncw the b.at 49.96 
metre. (069.4 feet), at a helght 0'8 metros (8.6 feet); the circumference was 208 metm 
(66.86 foot), at 8.8 mbtrea (22.28 feet), 8.2 metrer (OB.9 feet) tho approximnto height c4 
the tree being 08 metros (916 feat). Jutlg~ng from previuu ucasurcnrenre tku tree 
m u t  have bcen 800 y e m  old. 
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Although i t  does not attain to such huge proportions, the 
B. globulua is one of the largest forest trees of Australia 
and of the world. Immense ~ i a n k s  have sometimes been on 
view a t  International Exhibitions, and one was sent in 1862 to 
the Exhibition in London, which measured 23 metres (75 feet). 
in len,Rth and 3.5 metres (11.48 feet) in width. A plank 5 1  
metres (167 feet) long was to have been sent, but no ehip coul(1 
be found large enongh to carry so cumbersome a burden ; tho 
only wry would have been to have made the plank form part of 
the structure of the ship, a purpose to which the wood is now 
being applied in England, but more particularly in Australini 
where its solidity, durability, and tenacity are thoroughly appre- 
ciated. '' The best South-sea Whalers," writes M. Ramell, " are 
those of Hobart Town, a place celebrated for its unrivalled keels, 
which are made of Eucalyptus globulus." 

The wood of the Eucalyptus combines the qualities, rarely 
found together, of density and rapidity of growth. The latter ie 
moro remarkable during the first few years, but the tree still conti- 
n u a  to grow rapidly in height until its 80th year ; after this age, 
the stem, generally very straight, only grows in thickness. Its 
compact and tough wood resists decay for a long time, even when 
in contact with salt water, a fact probably owiug to the presence 
of a resinous substance. Like the oak, i t  lasts a long time in 
the ground, and is used for railway-sleepers. Its durability 
makes i t  much sought after for bridges, piers, viaducta sod 
the bottoms of ships ; for piles i t  is only surpassed by tl~e 
white oak of Canada, and the only reaaon why it is not much 
used in house-carpentry is, that i t  is too difficult to work and 
cut lip into small pieces. I n  1860 the price of a' cubic foot 
at Melbourne varied from 2.5 francs to 3-75 francs (28. 1d.- 
Ye. l t d . )  according to the size of the log. 

I t  is not easy to estimate the prospective value of forests of 
blue gums raised in Algeria, and an approximation to the truth 
is all tllat can be expected, since the calculation is necessarily 
based on imperfect data. M. Trottier, who is evidently over- 
sanguine, anticipates for a hectaro (2.47 acres) conkining 
500 blue gums, a nett rovenue of 1,200 francs (£48) after 5 
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- years, and of 53,954 francs (&?,laO) in 26 years. He gives 
the prospective yields as follows :- 

A hectare cleared in the 5th year produces nett 1,800 Fr. 
Ditto ditto 10th ,, 99  6,254 ,, 
Ditto ditto 15th ,, 9, 11,708 ,, 
Ditto ditto 20th , 9, 257366 77 

Ditto ditto 25th ,, 77 53,254 ,, 
I n  H paper read before the Aficicultural M e t y  of Algiers in 

March 1868 M. Trottier gave his reaeona for these figures as 

follows: A hectare can bear 500 trees. If the plantation 
succeeds, aIl these will have a diameter of 20 centimhtres (7.9 
inches) at 2 metres (q feet) above the ground by the end of 
three yenre. Trees of this size mold be sold at the rate of 5 
franca per metre, and the first thinning would yield 2,500 francs. 
At eight years the remaining tree0 would be of a size euitaMe 
for railway-sleeper3 and each tree would be worth 20 francs; 
a hectare would thus have yielded a gtoes revenue of 6300 
franm. One thing, however, I -not underatand, and that kt, 
IIOW M. nottier manages to cut, from a total of 500 blue ,onms 
to the hectare, a enfficient number aftar three years to realize 
%,a00 francs, and yet leave a sntHcient number of trees to make 
3,700 francs by theit snle five years ahsrwards. In order to do 
this, it would be neoessary to leave 185 standards after the 
thinning. 

Mona. Gumbert's method of valuation is quite different. 
He taheei the value of all the seed-& (ie., foreeta always 
reprodad by aeed) of France 4, 137,995,228, francs, as a 
bmis. The state cnta seed-woods every 100, 150, or 300 
years, the commnnes every 100, and private individuals, on 
an average, every 70 yearn. Amuming that all aeed-woods 
are cut on an ayerage every 100 years, the Eucnlyptua would 
be cut five times daring the same period, and the value of the 
f o r m  woald be fivefold. But it is clear that this calcnhtion 
is only applicable to a very small portion of Fnmce, as the ' 
blue gum only thrives on an area limited to certain l d i t i e a  
of the Mediterranean Sea-board. M. Regulae Cnrlotti eati- 
mates that if a large area in Corsica was planted w i h  blw 
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gtlms, there would be a clear profit of 1,295,000 francs in 8 
years. 

Mona. Lambart, of Algiers, a retired Inspector of Fore&, 
pub l ied  a book in 1873, in which he givea the valne of a 
hectare of blue gums subject to a revolution of 10 years, as 
34,131 francs. " If the regeneration were effected by aowing, 
the expenses would be 666 for a hectare ; if by planting 2,131 
francs." His supposed returns are therefore much higher than 
those dculatod by M. Trottier. I give the figuree, acknow- 
ledging my inability to discuss them. 

I t  is well to compare these statamenta with the following 
much more modest calculation of M. Cordier. IXe supposes, 
if a thousand treea are planted out as foreat and regularly 
thinned that, after 5 years 500, value 600 francs, could be cut, 
jn the 10th year 250, valne 1,313 francs, in the 15th year 125, 
value 1,473 franca, in the 20th year 60, valne 1,531 francs, in 
the Z5th year 60, value 3,196 francs, giving a total of 8,103 
fiance, and representing for a revolution of 25 yeam an annual 
income of about 300 fnmcs. Although this reedt do- not 
nearly come up to the expec~tiona of certain planters, it r e  
premnte, a very good profit, ahd ought to be s d c i e n t  encon- 
ragement to the colonists to continue planting. 
M. Trottier, when estimating the annnal growth of the 

Eucalpptns, bnaed his calculations on the increaee of trees at 
the Hamma, whose mean yearly growth was about 13 centimb- 
tree (5 i n c h )  in circumference; but as these trees were plant 
ed in line, M. Trotlier thinks a fair rate for treea planted in 
the forest would be 10 centimbtres (3.9 inches), but he forgets 
that 500 trees could not be maintained for 26 years on a 
hectare without their injuring each other, and that for this 
reason periodical thinnings would be necessary. M. Cordier 
has taken into account the deficit occasioned by anch thinning, 
hence the difference in the results obtained, in spite of his 
employing in his calculations the same rate of growth and the 
aame prices ae formed the bwis of Trottier's estimate. I t  is 
not for me to decide who is right; this question must be deter- 
mined by the practical forester. I t  can, however, only be 
sol~cd by an appeal to facts, 'and much must always depcnd on 
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the station in which experimenta are made, for results obtained 
in one particular place are not necessarily true for another.. 

Another question to be solved practically is, what stations are 
best suited to the growth of the trees. As regards soils and 
with reference to its hygienic utility and rapidity of growth, 
hot and swampy lowlands seem best suited to the Eucalyptus ; 
but as, according to v. Miiller, i t  is satisfied with poor, dry 
soils in ita own country, the blue gum may perhaps be found 
useful in reboising the denuded hills of Algeria. I t  is, however, 
well not to be too sanguine; out of nothing comes nothing, 
and plants, even those with the constitution of a camel, cannot 
withstand the aridity of the desert, unless endowed with the 
power of drawing np water from considerable depths ; as far 
as we are abls to judge, the Eucalyptee seems to be able to resist 
great draught in summer, but also to derive much benefit from 
the rains of autumn, winter and spring, wherever the climate 
admits of uninterrupted vegetation during these seasons. 
The almost fabulous rapidity of growth of the Encalyptua is 

explained by the admirable continuity in its vegetation. As 
soon as the roots establish them4elves in a freah and fertile soil, 
such as is found at  the Hamma, the mean monthly growth in 
length sometimes amounts to -5 of a mhtre (1.64 feet). [Hardy]. 
A t  Cannes plants one year old, planted out in May, had reached 
a height of about 6 metres (20 feet) in the following December ; 
aftar the third year the rate diminishes ; still, it continues suffi- 
ciently rapid to allow a tree planted in 1857, as, for instance, 
that of the Brother Huber at HyBres to attain a height of 25 
mhtrea (82 feet) in 1872.t 

IV. 

In  Valencia the popular name of tho Eucalyptus is fmer-tree, 
a synonym which proves the general belief. in ita efficacy sa 

I fear that all these cnlculationa e m  mnsidenrbly above the mturns which can 
rcaaonably be rxpccted, if thu tree ia cultivated on a lorgo d o .  As At. B h b o n  
remarkm, only actual fncta can decide this point.-Tne EDITOB. 
t 36. Ramel writes to mo fmm Huasein Dey near Algiers, on the 4th Ma , 1874: 

"I planted during March and April, nearly 14,000 blue gums. They wrre I$mntd ant 
1 mbtre (3.21) feet , 1.6 mbtrrs (4.0 feot) and 2.6 mbtres (89:fcet) apart. They a n  
getting on 8plrndialy . I mcnaurd ono a l~ i ch  is 4.2 mbtres (13.78 feet) high, with 
rprcmd of 3 76 mPtrcs (19'3 fwt) nod a stem of a metro (0.84 inchw) in cinum- 
fcrmw. Thia particular two acu raised in Janumrj frorn sccd and p h t c d  out on tbe 
26th March. 
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an antidote against miasmatic fever. There are two ways of 
combating endemic diseases of this kind. Firstly, by improved 
sanitary arrangements calculated to stamp out the evil alto- 
gether, and, secondly, by medical treatment. Let ue examine 
the use of the Eucalyptus from both points of view. 

It is a well-known fact that countriee which akound in prime- 
val foreats of blue gums are generally very healthy. Their 
salubrity might, however, be attributed to the influence of 
climate ; 'but M. Ramel, giving way, perhaps unconsciously, 
to a feeling of partiality for his favourite tree, a t  once attri- 
buted this healthiness to the action of the Eucalyptus, an idea 
which took firm root in his mind. Although the assumption 
was scarcely justifiable at  that time, i t  was soon strengthened, 
and finally incontrovertibly proved by the effect of Eucalyptua 
plantations on the healthiness of marshes in different parts of 
the world. The first known caae of ita influence in this respect 
was at  the Cape of Good Hope, where the blue gum ie said 
to have restored the healthiness of certain parts of the county  ; 
later on experiments were made in the Spanish provinces of Cadiz, 
Seville, Cordova, Valencia and Barcelona, where the blue gum was 
introduced in 1860 by the Acclimatization-Society ; further proof 
is furnished by the reclamation of unhealthy ewamps in parts 
of Corsica and Algeria. The evidence regarding the influence 
of the Eucalyptus is all the more reliable as having come from 
able physicians, more particularly Dr. Carlotti. 

The healthy action of foresta of Eucalyptus may be explained 
by a combination of two causes : the influence they exercise 
by absorbing moisture and exhaling it from the leaves, and that 
causyl by volatile substances given off by the aerial parts of 
the tree. These emanations, of which the basis is an essential 
oil, act, perhaps, on the constitution as a stimulant, in the same 
way as the scent emitted by pines is known to benefit the health 
or even to cure certain diseases of the lungs, and to act as a 
tonic in cases of debility. M. Gubler thinks that these 
volatile substances may even neutralize or destroy the unknown 
germs which seem to be the cause of miasmatic fevers,'and 
which consist, according to some authors, of microscopic Algae, 
and, according to others, of Animalcul~. Practically it does 
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not matter how this question ir settled, as, the hygienic utility 
of the Eucalyptus is fully established, and for this reason tbe 
tree should be planted wherever miasma is prevalent. 

But this is not all. Without being aht iper iodia  after the 
manner of quinine+ the Eucalyptus is, according to anthenti0 
amunta, a most efllcacioue remedy in Illany kinds of intermit- 
tent fever. Eince 1865 M. Ramel, although unacquainted with 
medical ecienoe,  ha^ pereistently maintained the medicinal value 
of tbe tree and ite influence on the climate of Southern Austra- 
lia. W h  vieiting the Eucalyptus-plantations at Valencia in 
1868, he remarked, pointing to the pestilential swamps, to 
Mr. E Wilson, " That ie &e hobbed of the fever which deso- 
lates the wuntry, and that is i!Ae place for the Eucalyptus which 
is destined to stamp out miaama" Two ymra later M. Robillard, 
a well-known horticulturist, now settled in Spain, when visiting 
the Museum at Paris, was shewn the E. glo& aa a novelty. 
'&A novelty," he exclaimed, "that may be the case here in Paris, 
but not in Valencia; there it is already the popular remedy for 
fever, and so well known that the leaves are stolen at every 
opportunity ; in fact, in the public gardens of a certain large 
town it became neoeseary to put a guard over the t r e . "  

The first experiments on the febrifugal virtiiee of the blue 
gum were made in Spain by Dr. Tristnng, and the reeulta 
published in a work but little known, El CmpilQdor 
Medico; the experimenta were favourably noticed in Medical 
Journale, and confirmed the good reputation already 
gained by the new remedy in the Spanish provinoes bordering 
the Mediterranean. A doctor living at Monte Video, Adolphe 
Brunel, was in aonsequence engaged to make experimenta with 
the Eucalyptus. Unfortunately he died suddenly in 1871, but 
hie manuscripts were published by his family. In  the mean- 
time, the reeearches of Gimbert at Cannas, Carlotti and 
Todeschi in Corsica, T. Ma& and Mierguea in Algeria, Gubler 
and Leuglet at Yari4 Lorinser at Vienna, Q. Sacchers in 
Sicily, Caton at Montpellier, and many others placed the 
fdrifugal properties of the blue gum beyond doubt 

Besides those already mentioned, we muat not forget the 
ciisiufectiug llud nutiseptic virtues of the Eucalyptus. The 
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tannin of its leavea acts as an astriugent tonic, and its essential 
oil as a stimulant. The leaves, if applied to wounds, promote 
the process of healing, and when infused, weak doses act as a 
healthy stimulant in place of tea. Properly understood, the 
Encnljptus is useful in certain disesses of the lungs, and M. 
Ramel recommends, with a confidence which we would like to 
see justified, the use of Eucalyptus-cigarettes, which are said 
to have afforded relief to Trosper Ndrirnde in his last illness 
when suffering from asthma. 

The chemical uses of the blue gum can only be lightly 
touched upon in a sketch from which all technical details are 
excluded ; all these may be found in  the works of Messrs. 
Tailiotta and Hihkel, who also give the chemistry of the 
different substances extraoted from the tree. The most imterest- 
ing of these is the Eucalyptal, a volatile product extracted in 1870 
by M. Cl&, Analyst to the Museum of Paris, from the essen- 
tial oil of the Eucalyptus, and which he further resolved into 
two new bodies, E d y p t o n  and Emalyptolin ; these substances 
are, however, of purely chemical interest. The action of the 
oil-which is easily obtained by distilling the leaves and other 
parts of the plant-both on healthy and on unhealthy consti- 
tutions waa carefully studied by Dr. Oimbert. Large doses 
are puisonons, but smaller ones act aa sedatives, and seem to 
offat the spinal cord, and through it the lungs, circulation and 
temperature of the body. The presence of an oil similar-at 
all events as far a~ regards one of its components, Eucalyptol- 
to peppermint and the camphor of Java and Borneo, at  once 
explains some of the properties of the Eucalyptus (such as its 
stimulative and antiseptic action, and its effects on the mucous 
membrane, circulation, bile, etc.) The tonic and astringent action 
of the tree is explained by the presence of taunin ; but, in 
order to account for its action in cases of fever, a special sub-, 
stance, supposed to be an alkaloid, was naturally sought for, and 
M. Carlotti even thinks that he has succeeded in discovering 
this base in a resinous substance similar to that found in 
ciuchona In  the subsequent researches of Messrs. Borcle, 
T:rilotte and other chemists, this product was not discovered, 
u d  its existence is, thcrcfor~, still doubtful. 
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Essence of Eucaljptus has already been used for the toilette 
as an aromatic vinegar. Like all strongly smelling, volatile oils, 
i t  is too pungent to be pleasant when pure, but on being diluted 
the aroma is softened and of a kind quite peculiar to itself, but 
which, according to some, resembles t t a t  of camphor, laurel and 
peppermint. M. Ramel has h d  bon-bons made of it, which are 
recommended in cases of cough and bronchitis. 

The Eucalyptus globulus is not the only tree of the genus 
which has volatile oils ; all the Myrtle family have organs 
filled with similar substances, and the popular names of the 
Euoslypti are derived from their characteristic perfumes. Thus 
the largest, the E. amygdalina, is called Tasmanian Peppermint 
or simply peppermint. Experimenta are now being made to 
determine the value of these essence0 as solvents of resinous 
substances and even as burning-oils." 

Resins are also common to nearly all the species of Eucalyp- 
tus, and the name grrm tree, or more specially red, white, blue, 
etc., gum, refers to this product; other popular names, such as 
rtringy-bark (E. obliqua, L' Beri tier, the fil-~t described species), 
iron-bark, refer to other characteristics. 

But it is time to conclude this sketch originally intended 
only to hare reference to the blue gum of Tasmania, which,, in 
spite of its numerous congeners is the only Eucalyptus that 
has established a firm footing in those parts of Europe, Asia, 
Africa, and America, where the climate is compatible with its 
cultivation. I t  is, moreover, a rare example of an Australian 
tree, which has become a citizen of the world by right of its 
beauty and usefulness. 

For ages scarcely able to support a few miserable inhabitanLq, 
a wilderness destitute of fruit trees and with but a scanty 
Fauna, Australia has, inless than r century, become peopled with 
the cereals, fruits and domestic animals of Europe. Already 
elle sends us, besides gold and richly-flowering plants, wool and 
the flesh of sheep and oxen, the produce of her immense pastures. 
Already her florn gives promise of transforming the oharactor of 
t l ~  vegetation of Algeria and the region of the orange; while abore 

- - 

S.,a in rrgnrd tn thin auhjcct Damn v. 11 dller'n in dig mu^ vve14bk m b ~ k l w ~  at 
;LC I'ictoriui~ l i r h i b i l i o i ~ ,  Melbourae, 1UUZ. 
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the le~ions  of atrange types, there towers the commanding 
form of the Eucalyptus, king of the brilliant cortkge.' 
- - ~ ~p 

*The following exhrct, taken from the Popclor Beislcs Bsoino of the 1st April 1876, 
ia interesting :- 

" Tinct*re of Ecalyptwr globrlu in Intdrmittent Fm.-The following results are 
anmmed up, by Dr. H ~ m h  (Bcrlinur Klin. Wochen~chrift, No. 30) ae obtained from 
hu experiments with the tincture in nine cases of obstinate intermittent fever: (1.) In  
d eug after the use of the remedy for one or more da 8, the spleen diminished in 
aim. (8.) In six canes, three, atmoat four, tea-spoonfuls o h e  medicine weresuEeient to 
prevent a return of the pamxysms. In one case only wan the double quantit requir~d. 
(8) Seven of the nine casearere euwd oom letal in the remainin two tge romedy 

r o d  unsuccessfuL From these resalts Er. dram the coniusion, that tinot. 
Eucalypt. glob. is a remedy but little, if any, inferior to quinine in the treatmem of 
intermittent fever, m d  that i t  will probably rove to be M valuable an antiphlopirtio 
in the treatment of other f e t m  u quinine, Jgitalia, and reratrum."--J. L. L. 



$orrst #Ion of  bortBsE&st anb Qc~ltral gnbia, 
Cmzlnmced by the late J. Litrdaay Stewart, M.D., Consmior of 

Forests, Punjab, continued and mnpleted by Ddetrich Brandh, 
Ph. D., In8pector- General of Forests to tlre Gouern~ned 4 f  
India. Lortdon : Allen, 1874. 

BY GEORGE KING, M.D. . 
AM ON^ t l ~  large number of trees indigenous to India i t  is 

wonderful how few are considered by the natives of the c o ~ ~ n t r y  
as valuable on account of their timber. This is due to varioua 
causes, partly to a lazy wasteful disposition to reject all but 
the very best, partly to the total absence among the nativos of 
any method for the preservation of cut timber, often to the want 
of proper tools for conversion, but also very greatly to ignor- 
ance of the properties of the various indigenous timbers. A 
timberdealer in the plains of the North-West Provinces still 
classifies all trees in two divisions. To the one he admits only 
s:d, sein, siasoo, and possibly koosam and sandan. To the, other 
he contemptuously relegates all other trees indigenous in the 

province, and as a rule he is unable to distinguish these from 
each other by name, either in the forest or in the timber-yard. 

When the attention of Government began first to be given 
to the preservation of the forests .of the country the contentr 
of these forests were nearly as little known as their boundaries. 
The latter are being gradually settled, but a thorough knowledge 
of the former is more slowly arrived at, involving as i t  does the 
education of a special class of officials trained to observe and 
to appreciate and recoguise specific differences among trees aa 
tbey grow, as well as to guide and direct the utilization of forest 
produce of all kinds. No true progress could be made in the 
direction just indicated until the knowledge of tbe Indian trees, 
already existing scattered in the works of writera on Indian 
Botany and in the brains of living students, had been reduced 
and arranged in a compact consultable manual, and such 
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a manual naturally suggested itaelf in a scientific form, in other 
words, in the form of a Ilora sylvatiea or systematic description 
of the constituents of the foreeta of the country. As a matter of 
convenience, the F h  sylvatica of lndia has been divided into 
nectiona. That for the Peninsula prepared by Major Beddome 
lias been for some time before the world. The section for North- 
West and Central India is now under review; a third for 
Burmah is in preparation, and others may possibly follow. 

A profound knowledge of Botany is not neceesary to a 
forest officer, for Forestry is an art and forms no integral part 
of botanical science. But like other a r b  it is, even if empiric 
in origin and practice, not only capable of being supplied with 
a scientifi cbasis, but is vastly strengthened by such a basis. The 
poaseeeion of a certain amount of botanical knowledge, and 
above all of the habits of observation which the practical study 
of botany engenders, are of the greatest use to the foreeter. 
The learned and scholarly book, of which the title stands at the 
head of this article, prita into the hands of the forester in Upper 
India a fund of information abont the trees and useful plants of 
his province, to avail himself of which to the fullest extent will 
require very little botanical training on his part. ILI fact the 
careful study of any elementary manual, such as Oliver's First, 
Book of Indian Botany and the dissection of a few flowers and 
reed veesels, will form a sufficient preliminary equipment. 

Originally begun by the late Dr. Lindsay Stewart, this 
Foreat Flora for Upper and Central India was continued and 
completed, rrs it now stands, by the present Inspector-General of 
Foresta, Dr. D. Brandir. The work was written in the Her- 
bariuln at Kew, where unquestionably exist the best material8 
for any work on Indian systematic Botany. Dr. Stewart was 
an indefatigable note-taker and, during his innumerable tours in 
Upper India, he a m a d  a large amount of information on the 
local asee of planta of every kind, herbaceous and woody. He 
also collected with painful diligence an immense number of 
vernacular names. Part of this information was published six 
rears ago in Dr. 8tawartJs book on Panjab plants, which 
rolnme, as well as his unpublished notes, have been largely 
utiliaed in the present work. Dr. Brandis has kimself tra- 



velled extensively over the same gronnd as Dr. Stewart, and 
although the preparatiou of a Eora sylvatica formed no part of 
his plan during these jou;neys, he made an extensive series of 
notes which have also been taken adrantage of. Neither he nor 
Dr. Stswart having however sufficiently explored the forests 
of Ondh and Central India, a special officer, (Mr. Richard 
Thompson) was deputed to collect in these provinces. This book 
has therefore had every advantage in the way of material a l d  
of field notes, and it must be said these materials have been most 
excellently used. 

The natural and political divisions of a country do not, un- 
fortunately as a rule, coincide. The scientific forester regards 
the former as of more value and significance than the latter, and 
these Dr. Brandis inclines to follow as far as possible in limiting 
the area dealt with in his flora. He therefore includes the arid 
tract occupied by the independent native states of Rajpootana, 
which lies between the Panjab, North- West and Central Pro- 
vinces, and of which the flow has from its scantiness and desert 
type a peculiar interest. Northwards his limit is the treeless 
region of the inner Himalaya from the aouthern bend of the 
Indus to the river Kosi; southwards i t  is the Maikal and Sat- 
pura range of hills; the western limit is the Panjab Frontier 
nlong the foot of the Suliman range and the river Indus in Sindh ; 
and eastward the temtory is "bounded by a broken line which 
follows the Nepal Frontier, first along the Sarda and Kali rivers 
and afterwards parallel with the foot of the Himalaya until it 
touches the great Gundak river, and &om that point by a straight 
line drawn in a S. S. Westerly direction through Benares and 
Amerkantak and Bilaspur." The area thus demarcated includes 
a variety of climatic conditions which are thus described by Dr. 
Brandis :- 

Pirut.-The entire arid regions of India with scanty vege- 
tation and uncertain rainfall, and an atmosphere dry nearly 
throughout the year (South Pnnjab, Sindh and the S t a h  of 

.Bhawalpur, Kairpur, Bikanir, Jessalmir, and the greater part 
of Marwar). 

" Second.-The entire northern dry zone, surrounding the dry 
region on the north and east, formiag a belt from 100 to 200 
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miles wide, with a normal aniiurrl rainfall betwsen 15 and 30 
inches, which includes the plains of North and North-West 
Panjab, outside the sub-Himalayan tract, Delhi, Ajmir, Qwalior 
and of the Rajputana States, Bhurtpur, Jeypur and Meywar. 

Third.-The western end of the north-eastern moist zone, with 
a heavy monsoon, and an anuual rainfall exceeding 60 inches, 
which comprises tbe Burmah Coast, Bengal, the sub-Himalayan 
tract, and the outer ranges. That portion of this moist zone, 
which extends into the territory of this Flora, is a narrow belt, 
probably nowhere more than 30 miles wide, narrowing gradually 
towards tlie north-west and terminating at  the Rsvi. I t  includes 
park of the Gora kpur and the Northern Oudh forests, the 
Siwalik tract, the Doons and the outer ranges of the North- 
West tHimalay. 

Pourth.-A portion of the large intermediate region, which 
comprises the whole of Central and a large portion of the 
plains of North India, as well as the intermediate Himalaya, 
which is situated between the outer narrow moist belt, and 
the inner arid region of TLibet. 

Entirely beyond the limits of the present Flora are the soutbenl 
dry region, including Enstern Mysore and part of the Dekkan, 
and tlie moist zone of Western India, comprising the Western 
Gliats from the Kbandeish Dangs to Travancore, the country 
below the Ghats, and a narrow strip of country above the Gl~ats. 

The total number of species described in the present volume 
is about 780 ; of these, three are trees new to science, which 
were named by Dr. Stewart, and rightly are exotics that have 
been introduced into India. The principle on which these seven 
hundred indigenous trees and shrubs are selected for description 
is as follows :-In arid districts, such as Rajpootana a ~ l d  tracts of 
the Punjab, every woody plant is of importance, either as a 

source of firewood or as  a part of the scanty clothing of the 
parched surface of the soil, consequently every such species 
is described, whereas of districts where the vegetation is more 
copious, and especially of the Himalnya, only the leading trees 
and shrubs find a place in these pages. The treatment of 
this indigenous vegetation is elaborate and satisfactory. Under 
each species are given n few of its botanical synonyms, its 
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English name if any, and all the looal vernacular names 
possible. The botanical descriptions are terse, and a t  the 
same time graphio and sufficiently full. Theae are followed for 
each species by more familiarly-worded details as to the general 
appearanoe, time of flowering and fruiting, appearance and 
quality of timber, ite spcoific gravity and breaking strain, and 
the other products and properties of the plant generally. The 
trees forming the moat valuable of the tracts in the region with 
which this book deals are deodar, sal, and teak, and the disaerta- 
tions on these species are models of thoronghnese and lucidity. 

Among the i u t r o d u d  plants noticed by Dr. Braudis are 
several South American speciee of much interest ; some of theee 
are of very old introdnotion indeed, and are now thoroughly 
naturalised in garden and village cultivation, but are never 
fouud far from human habitations ; other8 again occnr every 
where. I t  is curious to speculate how some of these could 
have been introduced. The papaw,* for example, is a Brazilian , 

and West Indian shrub. Seeds of it were however sent to Naples 
from India iu the year 1626 or not long after the disoovery of 
America. The prickly-pear or Cactost of Europeans is found in 
waste places from Cape Comorin to Jhelum in the Panjab. Yet 
i t  is a native of America. Its rapid spread in India is donbtlese 
due to the agency of birds which eat the fruit. Specimens of 
the Baobab $ or monkey bread, a tree of tropical Africa, 
are found here and there all over India. There is a fine 
example in tlie Khadar of the Jumna near A g a ,  and a still 
finer exists near Calcutta, the trunk of which girths, a t  four 
feet from the ground, 50 feet. This tree was probably introduced, 
says Dr. Brandis, by early Arab tradera. The shrub yielding 
the Indigo of commerce and the stately Tamarind tree, 
popularly supposed to be Indian plants, are, as Dr. Brandis 
reminds us, more probably of African origin. The custard 
apple nod gunva are undoubtedly American, and they are in 
Iudia coufiued to cultivated spots, or such as have been once so. 
The subject of introduced plauts is a fascinating one, and it 
is almost a matter of regret that i t  did not. fall within tlie scope 

* Cnricn papaya, L. 
t Opuntia I)illcnii, I l u w .  f Adamaonia dipitata, L. 
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of Dr. Brandis' book to discuss the different weeds, such aa 
Arpmotzd nrsaimna, Galinsoga p r v i j h u ,  Oenolhera Tosea, T~*idax 
procumbens, and others, for which we in India are indebted to 
the Western Continent. 

A number of plante are common to Europe and to the North- 
West of India. The curious @* plant of the Mediterranean 
Flora is common in the valleys of Kamaon and Qharwal. The 
English forester in the middle regions of the Himalaya meets 
such old friends as the Hawthorn, Yew, Berberry, Ivy, Elder, 
Birdcherry and White Poplar, while in a more limited area he 
finds the unsophisticated originals of the well-known Gooseberry 
and Black and Red Curranta of home gardens. I n  treating of 
such plants and of others, which have allies in the forests of 
Europe, occasion is taken to convey much valuable information 
on European arboriculture. Thus following the description of 
the tree producing the eatable fig of commerce is a most interest- 
ing account of the curious old austom of capri5cation as still 
practised in some parts of the south of Europe and Asia Minor. 
Dr. Brandis' disquisition on the various species of Citrus 
yielding the Omnge, the Lime and the aitron, contains tlie 
outcome of muoh interesting research, and gives in a small 
compass the results of labours of many students of these historic 
fruita. 
One notable feature in the work is, that it indicates yet un- 

elucidated pointa which are worthy of observation and, enquiry. 
Refixed to the volume are a useful synopsis of the cbaractars 
of the natural orders to which the plants treated in i t  belong, 
and also some useful remarks on the strudure of wood, and 
accompanying; i t  there is an atlas (which may be procured 
eeparstely) of well-executed ill~~strations of seventy of the more 
important species from drawings by tbe celebrated botanical 
draughteman Mr. Fitch. 

This book sbould be the constant companion of every forester 
ia  Upper and Central India, and any officer of these provinces 
who gets a quarter of the information contained in i t  well into 
hi head, and carries it there, may safely eoagratulate himself as 
being the mmt accomplished man in his department with the 

Bhvs Cotiuuq L. 

z 
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exception only of our author. What this boek does so well for 
the systematic forest botany of a part of the Indian empire, 
requires to be done for Indian arboricdture generally, to which 
an immense impetus would be given by the pre~aration of a 
book similar in scope and plan to Lindley's Theory and Practice 
of Horticulture, in which the rationale of the varions opera- 
tions of forests, including the planting and management of 
young trees, should be explained pari paam with practical details. 

g o t e  on aiaontr~nuc nbtnilreb from Qe 4Lljabanttesia ar#lsnkr. 
BY G. W. STRETTELL 

R e k a e d  by hw. . 
THE sphere of work of the Indian .ferest officer is far more 

extensive than that of his colleague in any part of Enrope. 
Here he is chiefly employed in providing the people and the 
state with timber aad fuel, whereas minor forest produce is of 
minor importance, except in rare cases. But in India, what is a 
forest officer not expected to do and pay attention to ? In  fact 
so much SO, that very often he has no time for his most 'legiti- 
mate work, what with India-rubber, silk, .lac, baebab and bam- 
boo plantations for paper manufacture, vanilla aad others. 
Indeed it may almost be considered a misfortune, that the 
Indian forests are so rich in valuable minor produce, and se 

well adapted for the rearing of useful plants, which will not 
thrive in Europe, because there is great danger of the r e p r e  
duction of timber and firewood suffering by .the tempting 
receipts from articles like India-rubber and others. This & 
special importance, as the Indian forests have already beer 
reduced far below the extent required for the welfare of tlie 
people. If a sufficient staff and money were granted, there 
would be little or no harm ia the matter, but as the case 
stands, the budget allowance is small, and the staff far from 
sufficient to take care of the forests and to manage them aocor- 
ding to sound principles. Hence we feel almost sorry, when 
some new useful plant has been discovered or some additional 
experiment has to be made, becanse every fresh discovery or 
experiment threatens to rob the more legitimate work of a por- 
tion of the funds aad ef the staff. 
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Unfortunately new discoveries in this line are esnally taken 
ap  most enthnsiastically by thoee who make them, and it is very 
difficult for the authoribies to decide how muchof the infor- 
mation supplied is reliable and based on actual facte, and how 
much should be put down to exaggerated expectations. Conse- 
quently the usual way of escape from s w b  a dilemma is, " t o  
order experiments to be made on a small sale." Now, these 
experimenta look usually very small on paper, b d  in reality 
each of them r e p u b ,  as a rule, as much attention on the part 
of the staff of officers, as the management, of a teak or saP 
reserve of a hundred square miles, capable of furnishing all 
the timber required for thousands of square miles of country 
around it, and i t  is not to be wondered at, that we look 
with great suspicion a t  every new discovery, which can 
possibly be brought into connection with the Forest Department. 
On the other hand, however, we should be very sorry to be mis- 
understood. Unless investigations are instituted and discoveries 
are made, we should come to a standstill, which means the 
k g i m i n g  of retrogression. No, we are decidedly for progress, 
but what we should like to impress on those in power is-not to 
neglect new discoveries-but to be careful that their working 
up does not interfere with the work already in hand, with other 
words, that we do not spend the working power of the Forest 
Department staff in experiments, instead of in the management 
of the woodlands with the view of averting climatic calamities 
and of supplying the people of the country and State Departments 
with timber and fuel. Inatead of burdening, therefore, the 
Forest Department with experiments of the class indicated 
above, wodd it not be far clieaper and lead to more satisfactory 
results, if they were made over to the Superintendents of Bota- 
nical Gardens, who are always on the spot, and who collld c~arry 
them out with much less expense of time, than forest officers, 
whose duty necessitates their travelling over large tracts of 
country, putting the constant watching of experiments out of 
the question. 

These rather lengthy remarks have been caused by our read- 
ing a little pnmphlot on a new India-rubber yielding creeper 
callcd Cl~acanneeiu esculenta, by Mr. G. W. Strettell of the Burma 
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Forcbt Department. Considerable attention has been ~ n i d  of late 
years to the propagation of the Indian-rubber yielding tree, 
Ficus elaetica, which occurs naturally in the foreats of Northern 
and Eastern Bengal, in Assam, and the adjoining parts of Inde- 
pendent 13urmn. Men of scientific attaiumenta and standing 
have lost their head over the desire to propagate this specia 
all over the country, and have predicted fabulous financinl 
results up to Es. 240 per acre annually, which resulted in experi- 
ments being ordered immediately. To eradicate such idem, if 
once taken up, cansea much labor and time to men, who look 
more calmly a t  the matter, and who base their calculations on 
nctnal and not fictitious facts. Hence we oonfese we look with 
some euspicion on similar statements. 

The C. escubata, i t  appears, grows in most parts of British 
Burma, and i t  is said to be one of those creepers, for the extermi- 
nation of which in teak tracts an annual bndget provision is made. 
Some of these creepers, growing near Ran,pon and Thamine, 
were found to possese a maximum girth of 11 inches a t  the 
thickest part of the stem, whereas the crown covered an area of 
300 square feet, a t  a supposed age of 5 years. The creeper can 
be propagated either from seed or cuttings. The rubber, wbich 
i t  yields, has been subjected to some preliminary tests, which 
seem to indicate that ita quality is similar to that of Finrs e l m  
tica. I n  the last paragraph of the pamphlet Mr. Strettcll states, 
that Mr. Galbraith of Rangoon informed him, " that his 
chemical tests prove the rubber of C. eaculenta to be purer and 
better suited to their purposes, than that obtained from the F. elas- 
tics." But as i t  is neither stated what those tests mere, or 
what th4r purposes are, the statement must be taken for what 
i t  is worth. 

So far so good. But then Mr. Strettell proceeds to say :- 
" The forepinp data, then I think, are sufficiently encon-- 

ing to warrant the cultivation of this creeper being introdnced as 
a branch of forest administration on an extensive and systematic 
plan," and he forthwith proceeds to enumerate the following 
results : " Supposing that 400 acres are planted nt 30 feet 
apart, or 48 creepore per acre, there would be 19,200 creepers 
in all." Be next ESTIMATES the minimum yield of caoutchouc 
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at 1 viss (34 pounds) per creeper per atlnum, or 19,400 viss in 
all. The price actoally offered for the rubber by a Rtingoon 
house is given at Rs. 2 per vies, hence the total annual yield 
m Re. 38,400, or Rs. 96 per acre. The expenditure, i t  is said, 
will be "trifling in the extreme ;" with other words, it ie 
estimated a t  Ra. 4 per acre per annum for seven years, 
after which tapping for rubber is to begin, or Rs. 11,200 a t  
the end of seven years. At  the expiration of seven years 
Che expenses will embrace tapping, pressing and preparing the 
caoutchouc, and bringing it into the market, which are esti- 
mated a t  124 per cent. of the goss revenue. Thus with an 
mt lay  of Rs. 11,200 distributed over seven years, Mr. Strettell 
expects a nett return of Rs. 33,600 per annum. This is certain- 
ly a most splendid enterprise, and if we believed so firmly in 
the 6 .  escrrbnta, as Mr. Strettell seems to do, we should not hesi- 
hb for a single moment, to give up our present occupation, to 
proceed to Burma, obtain a large grant of jungle land, and 
plant C. esculenta for a limited number of years, with the 
view of returning to the land of our forefathers as millionaires. 

Unfortunately we are not quite so sanguine, and prefer to con- 
sider here calmly, in what respect Mr. Strettell'e calculation 
lqay possijly be opeu to objection. In the first instance we con- 
sider that the expenditure has been under-estimated. Re. 4 per 
acre per annnm is far too low, and Ra. 40 will probably be 
found nearer the mark during the first few years, and even after- 
wards Rs. 4 per acre will not be sufficient to cover all the ex- 
penditure to be incurred in tending the Then again 
134 per cent. of the gross revenue will never cover the expendi- 
ture of collecting the caoutclionc and bringing i t  into the 
market. I n  the Darjeeling District, where labor is half 
expensive as in Burma, the expenditure amounts, we under- 
stand, to about 25 per cent., consequently i t  is not likely to be l m  
than 30 per cent in Burma, at the very least. 

Thirdly, there can be no doubt that the returns have been 
orer-estimatad. A creeper may be fit for tapping a t  the ago 
of 7 years, but Mr. Strettcll does not inform us how he has 
ascertained that each creeper will yield 1 riss (34 punds)  of 
caoutchouc annually. A full grown Ficrrs elastica tree, cover- 
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iug not less than ) of an acre, or 10,890 ;square feet, with per- 
haps 30 to 40 large stems and air roots, will yield not more 
than 5 seers a 10 pounds per annum, if tapped regularly, and 
it is hardly likely that a creeper of about 12 inches maximum 
girth covering an area of 300 square feet will yield 34 pounds 
per annum. Of course we do not mean to say that the creeper 
m y  not yield such a quantity in one year,put the average yield 
per nnnum will, we feel sure, be only a fraction of 1 viss. 

Before concluding we consider it our duty to s tab  here as 
our opinion, that Mr. Strettell, in bringing to notice a new caout- 
chouc yielding plant, which, according to the data at disposal, 
promises to be of importance, has added a valuable contribution 
towards our knowledge of the resources of Indian Foresta, but 
we would offer him our friendly advice, to abstain on future 
occasions from over-sanguine expectations and calculations, 
mattere which have already done too much damage to Forest 
management in India, as to be past over silently. 

Sw. 



JJJ. ~ O T E S  AND @ER!LS -- 
tEmnsgI~ditlg barsus biwct sobiltg of 8Ceafi. 

As the note on this subject by G. If., in the July number of 
the INDIAN FORUSTEB has been t ~ k e n  up by many correspon- 
dents, the original letter of Mr. Ballantyne is here re-printed.- 
THE ED~TOP. 
From J. Bollantyne, Esg., Sub-Aaat. Con8emator of Foreata, 

Mailghat Sub- Divkbn,  to th6 Deputy Conaemtor of Forests, 
Bear,  No. 8, dated Camp Makla, the 19th April 1874. 

I HAVE the honor to state that I tried, in the year 1872, 
experiments on 420 teak seedling, ranging from 6 inches to 
3 feet in height. 

2. The plants were standing in line8 at  18 inches apart, 
and the roots were cut across with a spade at  6 to 8 inches from 
the surface of the ground ; this mas done in the month of July. 
Of the 420 plants, 51 of the smallest died; the large plants 
lived, bnt did not make much growth during the remainder of 
the season. 
3. During the next season's rains 300 of the plants so 

treated were transplanted to pits in the Peeli plantation. 
4. On being lifted they were found to have fine bushy roots, 

and could be lifted with a fair quantity of earth adhering to the 
fibres. 

5. Of the 300 transplants, 72 died during the hot season ; 
these were planted on rather dry light soil. Where the soil was 

deep and retained a little moisture in the sub-soil, the plants 
lived through the season, bat did not make much growth ; these 
are now doing well. 

6. The conclusion which I arrived at  from the above experi- 
ments is, that when the plants are large and strong, and the 
txampb t ing  ground deep with a little moisture, preparing the 
tap root. by cntting beforehand is advisable; but when the 
plants are small and weakly, and the ground where they are to 
be transplanted to is light and dry, the leas interference with 
the tap root the better. 



7. I would here remark that a part of the tap root is always 
less or more destroyed during transplanting. Good strong one 
year's seedlings raised by artificial watering, have on an average 
a L-p root measuring 18 inches. Our pits are from 1 foot to 15 
inches deep, so i t  is plain that part of the root must be dis- 
pensed with. 

At page 56 of the INDIAN FORESTER of July last, I notice 
that G. M. considers the best size of seedlings for transplants 
to be from 2 to 3 inches high. He says that the transplanting 
of larger seedlings has never been attempted, (he mites from 
Assam). Of course, if he is successful with 2 inch seedlings, 
i t  would be no use his trying to transplant 12 or 15 inch 
plants, as the former can be done for half the cost of the 
latter. 

If G. M. would give a few details, I should feel much obliged, 
viz :- 

1st.-Rainf,~ll. 
2nd.-Dnte of commencement and end of the rains. 
3rd.-Date on whkh he would recommend the seedlings to be 

transplanted from the seed beds to tho plantations. 
Where I have been planting for the last few yearn, the rain- 

fir11 is about 55 inches, the rains last for abont 3 month, corn- 
mencing about the 15th of June, and ending abont the 15th or 
20th of September. 

I try, if possible, to begin transplanting the seedlings from 
tlie seed beds about the 10th of July, and bave it finished about 
the 20th, or not later than the 25th. 

I like, if possible, to have planta about one foot high; to get 
plants of this size, I sow the seed one year in advance, for the 
plants which I planted ont this year (July 1875) I sowed the eeed 
in May 1874 ; about the beginning of May 1875 I commenoed 
artificial watering, and had the seedlings from 2 to 3 inches by 
the 15th of June, when the rains set in;  by.the 15th of Jnly 
the plants were from 9 to 12 inchea high. I have never yet 
succeeded in raising good 8eedlings by wwiug the seed the 
aame sea13011 as that in which the plants had to be transplanted 
to the plantation ground ; whcn the seed has been a year in th 
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ground, germination commences on the first application of 
water to the beds. 

The above method is, I consider, the best fitted for the locality, 
where I have been trying to raise plants for some time, but, 
as G. M. justly remarks, one method cannot be advocated for 
dl the varieties of climate we have in India. 

The great objection I find to the raising of planta by sowing 
the seed at  regular distances in the plantation ground at  once 
is, that the plants never do establish t&cmselves firmly enough 
to stand through the first hot season ; during the months of 
April and May they generally get burned up. . J. B. 

IN Mysore we have given up transplanting teak, and put 
down the seed in the spot where it is to grow into a tree. The 
land is cleared, then lined and pegged out, distance between 
pegs 6' x 6'. At  time of sowing the ground is worked up, 
at each peg, with a sharppointed stake, and from four to six 
seeds put down a t  each peg. 

Next year we intend sowing at 4' x 4' ; every fourth row to 
be not teak, but some other tree which, while shading the ground 
and forming humus by its leaf deposit, will not overtop the 
teak. 

I believe old teak seed, a year old, to be safer to use than 
new seed. 

G. J. V. 8. 

REWRRINQ to G. Me's note on the comparative merits of trans- 
planting teak or sowing at  stake, I find that here (Bengal) the 
former method is the most successful, the transplants always ap- 
pear to make better growth at  first than seedlings. I quite 
agree with G. M., however, in the size at which the seedlings 
should be transplanted, and I find that plants with just 8 leaves, 
exclusive of the cotyledonary ones, invariably take root the 
h t .  The plants are then hardly more than two to three weeks old, 
and consequently the tap root is so little developed that there i i  
no danger of hurting it in transplanting. I hope somebody will 
comply with GI. M.'s lnst remark, as any information on such a 

2 A 
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subject, especially from any one acquainted with the plantations 
of Nellumboor or Kyekpyoogan,. mould be extremely interesting. 

J. S. G. 

G. M. may perhaps be interested in the following sketch of 
an experimental teak sowing in the Satpuras and its result. 
Here as elsewhere the method of transplanting nursery seed- 
lings was formerly resorted to for filling up blanks and im- 
proving forest areas ; but owing to the great expense attaching 
to the system and also to the small measure of success attained 
by it, transplanting was abandoned, and an artificial plan intro- 

A duced to supplement natural reproduction identical with that 
described by G. M., viz., sowing teak seed i~ small prepared 
pits or holes 4 ' ~  6' or 5' x 6' apart. 

In the rains of 1873, acres 8 were thus s o w ,  about 12 seeds 
being dibbled into each pit; very few seeds germinated until 
the beginning of the monsoon of 1874, when a full crop appeared 
and were well weeded. Great numbers of these, say one half, 
died down to the ground during the hot weather of 1874, but 
at  the commencement of the present rains (1875) the same 
plants threw up new shoots much stronger and larger than 
thosc, of the previous year. At present about 80 per cent of the 
pits contain one or more seedlings, varyisg in size from 6" to 
14" in height. The plants have this season been weeded twice, 
and are uow sufficiently robust to warrant the hope that with 
one more cleaning during next rains, they will push ahead 
without further artificial assistance. The cost of stocking the 
above area will then have been- 

... Preparing land ... ..- ... Rs. 98 0 0 
Sowing ... ... ... ... .-- j, 14 0 0 
Weedings four ... ( 7 9  * q e  .,. ,, 7 5 3 - 

Rs. 119 5 3 

or Rs, 14-13-10 per acre. 
In  later and more extensive experiments the above expendi- 

ture has been reduced to about Rs. 10 per acre by preparing tLe 
land one joar in advance of the sowing operatious. The ad- 
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vantage of this arrangement is, that the ground can be more 
ensily worked during the rains than in any other season, and 
that as a consequence a given work can be completed by tho 
employment of less labour ; it . also has the merit of exposing 
the soil to the beneficial influences of the atmosphere, and again, 
that as it is of great importance when sowing a mixture of teak, 
sissu, and bamboo or other species to get the seeds of the two 
last'into the ground quickly to ensute their germination early 
iu the season, it is well to have the land prepared and ready 
for work before the sowing season commences. I t  is not so ab- 
solutely necessary to get the teak sowings finished by an early 
date, as in these provinces this species seldom germinates until 
the second monsoon, i.e., the one succeeding the somings. 

J. M. 

biernorandurn by M R .  C. B. AMERY, Deputy Coriservator of Forests, 
on treatment of tap roots in the Gorakpur Nursery, with 
rdmence to remarks at pages <14, 15 and 31 of CAPTAIN 
CAMPBELL WALKER'S report on English and Scotch Forests. 

I HAVE always regarded i t  as an axiom in vegetable physio- 
logy that Lap roots which are channels for the conveyance of 
food to the trunk may be wounded with much less danger to 
the plant than would accrue from injury to the fine lateral 
rootlets which take up the food from the soil, and my practice 
during the past year has been in accordance with this 
view. I have seven thousand each of Teak and Toon in the 
Ramgarh Nursery, nearly the whole of which have been 
twice transplanted,--once in bedding out from the seed beds 
when the plants were two or three inches high, and, 
secondly, when they were from six to nine inches high. At 
this second transplanting I cut off all inconveniently long 
tqp roots with a sharp knife, and certainly did not lose more 
than 24 per cent. of my plants. 

I planted also five hundred sill one evening early in September, 
cutting off almost every tap root. The percentage of deaths 
was greater, about 15 per cent., but I attribute this entirely 
to the extreme delicacy of the lateral rootlets. 
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The cutting back the tap root in the Nursery is advantage- 
ous for plants that are not to be put out the same season, 
inasmuch as i t  fosters a more bushy and shorter growth of 
root, which facilitates the removal of the plant to the field 
d h o u t  injury, but the operation always causes a shock to the 
system of the plant resulting in all retardation of growth until 
the injury is repaired. Nature throws off the leaves to prevent 
waste and then directs the whole energy of the plant to the 
repair of the wounded root. 

I n  transplanting finally into the field, every care should be 
taken to avoid all injury to the roots, for the deeper the tap 
root descends, the better the hold the tree has on the ground 
and the greater its sources of water-supply in dry mauone. 

Eransghtltirrg of SaI, 
I SEE that in Mr. C. F. Amery's note on treatment of T a p  

roots in the Gorakpur Nursery, circulated in June last among 
forest officers, that he has succeeded in transplanting 500 sal 
plants in September last, so I write to ask if Mr. Amery would 
kindly, through the medium of the " FORESTER," give us some more 
detailed information on the treatment and transplanting of gal, 
as so many people have tried i t  and. failed. In 1873, I trans- 
planted about 300 plant~  with the greatest care, but I do not 
know of a single one being now alive-they were, most of 'them, 
put out in August, and they did pretty well at  first. The place was 
formerly sal forest, and ie now partly covered with young 
natural-grown saL 

J. S. G. 

bn tle Billing of ~PS. 
Reply to note by W. J. S., in July number of the '' INDIAN 

FORESTER." 
IN the year 1870 the theory was satisfactorily established that 

tho current of sap in trees and plants takes place in one-the 
upward--direction only ; and that the distribution downwards of 
the orgnnized nutritive substances depends altogether upon-the 
agency of diffusion. The principal channel of sap is the a l t w  
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nnm, by which conveyance also the hydro-carbons are diffi~sed. 
The diffusion of organized nitrogenous matter is carried 
on in the scalariform vessels of the liber. If a girdle be 
cut round a tree which possesses a dead core--or heartwood- 
the upper portion is deprived of its water-supply, and speedily 
withers. I n  the case of trees which have no heartwood, the 
girdle only modifies vitality in proportion to its depth ; short of 
complete severance the current of sap cannot be broken. Such 
a tree accordingly continues to live, and if left to itself soon 
effects a fresh communication between the separated edges of 
the bark. But if the healing be obstructed, the tree mill die by 
an inverse process, viz.,atrophy of the roots, the formation of 
new cells in which, and storing of the latter with the needful 
quantity of colloidal substance, depends upon their supply of pro- 
toplasmatic (or nitrogenous) compounds. The object of delay- 
ing the application of clay ti, the girdle would seem to be that of 
introduring a hindrance to the re-uniting of the gap, just at the 
time when the effort is about to be made. 

M. H. F. 

CAN any of the readers of the " FORESTER" give me some 
information about the insect which, almost yearly, attacks the 
young shoots of the Toon tree boring its way along the pith which 
it seems to live upon, and leaving behind i t  an unsightly look- 
ing mass of a transparent gummy exudation. The larva is 
white with black and yellow spots, but I hare not yet succeeded 
in finding the perfect insect. I t  attacks trees both in plan- 
tations and in the foresta, and prefers these about 3 feet in 
height and of strong growth. I t  seems to attack, however, 
more those trees which grow in cleared land or near 
roads, while others growing close by in grass or with other 
trees, have been comparatively unharmed. Any information 
abont i t .  name and habits, as well as the means of preventing 
ite ravages, will be very acceptable. 

J. S. G. 
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aa~ufxrture o f  BaniUiu frnilr tte 330 of Qianiftrs. 
THOSE interested in the cultivation of 'Vanilla,' about mhich 

so much has lately been talked and written in this country, 
must read with dismay the note at page 321 of the 'Reme des 
Eaux et For&ts7 for October 1574, and page 180 of that for 
June 1875, mhich states that the principle of Vanilla ' Vanilline' 
can be manufactured from the sap of the Scotch fir, silver fir and 
spruce, and probably from that of all the conifer family. I t  ia not 
exactly the regular sap of the tree which is used, but the semi- 
fluid sap mhich lines the bark a t  the momeut of the latter being 
detached from the tree. This being the case, what more easy 
than to collect i t  at  the time of felIiug and logging the trees in 
the yearly cutting. The only preparation which the liquid 
collected has to undergo, is that of being at once boiled for 
some minutes to prevent fermentation. I t  is then packed up in 
barrels and sent to the factories to be used in the preparation of 
' Vanilline.' Messrs. Tiemann and Eermann are making experi- 
ments with the view of ascertaining the cost of the preparation 
of Vanilline in this manner, and its value compared with that 
from thti Vanilla plant. 

J. 8. (3. 

dinst of cdting anb txansgort of firaboob itt tle si[Is. 
CAN any of the readers of the " INDIAN FORESTER, " who are en- 

gaged in the sllpply of firewood to any of ths hill stations of the 
N.W.P., or Panjab, give, through the medium of your valuable 
pnper, some information on the cheapest system of cutting, trans- 
port, etc., supposing the cutting in the forest to be at an average 
distance of 2 miles from the dep6t ; with the average revenue 
and expenditure on every 100 maunds bronght to depbt. The 
yearly cutting block should be considered as nearly on n level 
with the depct, though sometimes above, sometimes below. 

J. S. G. 
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@a ~ c c l o t ~ i u g  i & c  sobs BiIIs. 
THESE few lines on reclothing the lower hills may or map not 

be fbund worthy of insertion in the " INDI~LN FORESTER ; " such 
as they are I send them to you. 

. To retree, " as the Americans say ," the lower hills of the Hima- 
layan range, not to mention the numerous desolate and dreary 
wastes, lying in various parts of India, I take to be one of the 
first and most urgent duties of the Forest Department. 

Up to date, notwithstanding the exertions that hare been 
made, I believe no success has been met with. I have there- 
fore now to bring to your notice a tree, which I think would 
aucceed and be admirably adapted for the purpose required, if 
the seeds can only be obtained ; the tree 1 allude to is a native 
of South America. 

When I was travelling in the Argentine Republic Confeder- 
ated States some years ago, the tree was frequently mentioned 
to me, together with its uses, never thinking at the time that I 
should ever become a forester. I did not pay so much attention 
to the description, &c., of the tree, as I might hare done, but tho 
notes I have of i t  I herewith describe ; if i t  should prove on trial 
as successful, and as I am sure i t  will be found, I shall be per- 
fectly satisfied with the result of this my contribution to the 
INDIAN FORESTER." 
The tree is called the Algm~obo; its botanical name, I 

believe, is H y m c n ~ a ,  is indigenous to Spanish South America. 
It grows to a height of from YO to 41) feet, has wide spreading 
branches and slender stem, flourishes best on a dry soil. 

I n  and about the province of Catamorea, where i t  is most 
abundant, both the population and cattle depend greatly for 
eupport on its leaf and fruit. 

The long pods are collected annually and carefully stored 
for winter use. 

When required for use the pods are pounded in a wooden 
mortar, the meal made into cakes, which being dried are fit for 
we. 

These cakes, if I recollect rightly, are called Patay ; arelargely 
. exported to other districts, in some of which it is the only food 

the natives have to dcpcnd on during the winter. 
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The portion of the pods remaining in the mortar after the 
meal has been extracted, is used with the leaves for feeding 
cattle, which fatten excessively on it. 

I t  is unnecessary here to dilate upon the inestimable boon, the 
acclimatization of such a tree would prove to this country, pro- 
viding, as it does, food for both man and beast. 

C. B. 

dn~tbewsiot~ of %bits Smitjiitna anb @Itbbia~ta fortsts into 
,ZJtoBar fortsts. 

BY A GREEN ONE. 
I KNOW but l i t tk  of the plains, therefore the hills between 

the Jurnna and Giri Rivers, shall be the country that is princi- 
pally used in this paper. 

On many slopes of the Himalayas large dense forests of fira 
(dbies Smithiana and Webbiana) are seen, in numerous 
instances, situated in places where deodar would be most 
valuable, though the firs are useless. 

Most of these forests of firs are on splendid soil, for the 
strong young firs seem to have oustad the deodars on to rocky 
and precipitous or exposed parts. 

I wish to suggest that these forests can, at small expense, be 
converted into deodar forest, mixed slightly with evergreen 
oaks and decidous trees. 
The manner I suggest setting about i t  is, to cut broad slant 

ing lines across the hill sides cutting out a11 tbe firs, but leaving 
oaks and other kinds of trees sparingly. 

Lines must never be cut straight up and down because of 
wash aud snow. The lines mould have to be cut in a different 
bearing on nearly every hill side, so as not to allow too much 
or too little sun to get a t  the ground. 

Width of lines would also vary with height of standing crop, 
angle of slope, nature of soil, elevation, aspect, dampness, &c. 

The felled firs might, in some cases, be profitably llsed up as 
charcoal or fuel for lime burning, but in most cases it would be 
leit to rot. 
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If the fellinga are to be used, it would be better to begin in the 
top line, aa the wood molt likely would be rolled down to 
export roads or lime kilns. 

Having the forest lined off by blazed trees on narrow paths, 
begin felling at  the top, and saw ns soon after the felling as 
possible, so that the seeds may germinate at  once. 

When the drat sowings are up to two feet make yonr lines 
broader, and by increasing them 10 feet in width each year, or 
if seed is ecarce, wait until a plentiful year comes, and then 
increase all at once. 

Rom Captain C. S. Noble, Asaista~t Commiaaioner, Unao, late 
O$iciating City Magistrate, Lucknoto, to the Personal Assistant 
to the Chief Commissioner, Oudh, dated Unao, the 6th May 
1875. 

IN accordance with yonr No. 3380, dated 2nd August 1871, 
Revenue Department, addressed to me personally, I forward a 
report on the experiment of rearing groves of '' nim" trees with- 
out artificial irrigation, in the method daecribed in Secretnry 
Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces, Circular 47, of 18th 
July 187 1. 

2. The spot selected for the plantation was in the Residency 
grounds-the highest and driest site to be found in Lucknow. 
The '' nim" and " arhur" aeed were sown in the month of July 
1872, after the ground had been twice ploughed up. This was 
under my personal superintendence. 

3. In  December 1872, I was removed to another appoint 
ment, but on leaving Lucknow gave careful inatructions to the 
Residency mhli to abstain from giving the treea any water, and 
to con6ne hie interference with the seedlings entirely to keeping 
them free of weeds. These instructions, fronr onquiry on the 
spot, I find were attended to, and, at  all events, not a drop of 
artificial irrigation was given to the plants. Captain Newbery, 

2 B 
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in his No. 1803, dated 1st isstant, has forwarded to you copies 
of short notes of the progress of the seedlings, but se Sir Qeorge 
Couper had in his Secretary's letter, referred to in the conl- 
mencement of this letter, asked me to give my personal attention 
to and repork on the experiment, I now do so, sending thii 
through Captain Newbery's office. 

4. I inspected the plantation at tee end of last month, and 
am glad to report the experiment has proved a success. The 
nim trees, though they were sown cwly two years and nine 
nlonths ago, are now looking very healthy and hardy. The 
growth has been a great deal more rapid than I had been led to 
anticipate after reading the remarks of Mr. Craw, addressed to 
Officiating Znspector General of Forests, and forwarded with 
d ie  circular of Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces, already 
alluded to. Many of the seedIing trees are now 7 and 8 feet 
high, a growth quite as rapid as, if not more so than, that of 
similar trees transplanted from nurseries to road avenues, and 
Qlere carefully tended and watered. What I am most s thck  with 
is the straight, even growth of the trees. I always found that 
in trees transplanted to road avenues, there was a troublesome 
tendency to excessive lateral growth, by which growth in height 
was much retarded. In this plantation the trees, being close 
together, have grown upwards with straight stems, and t h r o m  
m t  but few side boughs. One great advantage in this method 
of growing trees is &at the rods, not being artificially supplied 
wi& water, grow downwards a great depth in search of that 
element, thus giving them a greater hold on the ground when 
assailed by high winds in the rainy seaaon. This deep growth fur- 
thermore, as Mr. Craw says in the correspondence forwarded by 
the Central Provinces' Government, makes these trees "better 
able to withstand occasional drought than seallings whose roots 
llave betn kept near the sarface by artificial waterings." 

5. The experiment now reported upon has conclusively 
proved that however dry the site chosen, provided it be unassail- 
able by floods and cattle, " nim" trees can be grown successfully 
in the manner described by Colonel Keatinge. Moreover, I 
tkink it mould be a cheap and good system to follow whererer 
groves are required for camping grounds (pamos) on district 
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roads. A grove might be arranged for in the following man- 
ner :- 

I.-After selecting a site unlikely to be flooded during the 
rainy season, emlose the area intended for the grove 
by a bank of earth thrown out of a ditch 3# feet deep 
by 5 feet wide. No path way elmuld break the conti- 
nuation of the enclosing ditch. 

11.-Top of bank to be sown with h M l  seed in f~ur  tows, 
one foot apart, all round the enclosure. 

111.-Plough up the enclosed land two or three times, then 
sow the nirn and arhur need in the manner described by 
Colonel Keatinge. 

1V.-Inside enclosing bank, and on all the four sides of en- 
closure, plant a single line of alternate, bargat, pipal, 
gular, and sisham treea. These are rapid-growing 
trees, and favorites with the natives. 

V.-Entertain a mtili for 18 months from date of sowing 
until bablil haa grown strong and thick enough to keep 
out cattle. Say the sowing wouId take place early in 
July, the msli need not be entertained until middle of 
following October, and his services diepensed with 
eighteen months after date of his entertamment. 

His dutiee would be to- 
(i).-Keep the weeds clear of the seedlings. 
(ii).-Resow arhur seed the second season when 

the old arhnr plants are worn out. 
(iii).-To water the burgat, sisham, pipal, and 

gular plants ouly. 
V1.-The babJl fence should be thinned the third year, 

thinned again the 4th and 5th years, and entirely cut 
away and removed the 6th year if the nim trees are 
sufficiently grown to be unhurt by cattle trespass. 

VI1.-The nim trees should not be thinned nor pruned until 
the third year, when two out of every three might be 
cut down. .Thinned and pruned the 4th and 5th years, 
and finally thhed the 6th year. I t  is hoped the 
grove \\rould be fit for public use by spring of the 7th 
year. 



VII1.-A good clump of bamboo treea might be planted inside 
the enclosure, at  each of the four corners. 

1X.-The sale of babd wood and young " nfm" poles would 
go iowards coat or building a good pucka well in the 
enclosurein the seventh when the grove is thrown 
open to the public. 

6. Below ia a sketch o f  the proposed arrangement for an en- 
closed plantation, to be subsequently used as a camping ground 

A 
A-Ditch outside the enclosing bank. 
B-The bank sown with 4 rows of bablil. 
C--The line of sisbam, burgat, pipal, and p l a r  trees. 
D-Centre space to beploughed and eown witl~ nim and arhnr. 
E-The clump of ban~boos. 

Froin the O$iciating Deputy Consmator of Foreeta, Bahraich 
Division, .to the Conamator of Forests, Oudli, Nu. $3, dakd 
2Glh Hay 1875. 

A'dm plantalion without artijicint,watm'ng. 

I HAVE the honor, in answer to your No. 15, of 3rd May 1875, 
to report that in June 1872, one acre of nim was sown with 
arhur seed in alternate rons as ordered in your letter No. 6260. 
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of 21st November 187 1. The result has been very successfiil. 
The young eeedlings are now from 1 foot to 12 feet in height, 
after barely three years' growth. The plantation hae not been 
artificially watered. 

I have the following memoranda to record : most of the arhur 
died, chiefly from frost, in December 1872, but saved the nirn 
seedling, then three or four inchea high. In 1873 rains the arhur 
somewhat recovered, bat died outright in the latter part of 1873. 

The nim suikred very much from frost in January 1873, 
recovering in the rains of 1874. In December 1874 the nirn 

' suffered ngain from frost, and numbera of the small seedlings died. ~ 

On the 17th of the current month, I examined and measured the 
nim eeedlinga; there are about 600 young saplings, which have 
thrown out new shoots from where they mere frosbbitten. 

From the above you will perceive,-lot, that arhur will not 
last more than 18 month at  Motipnr; and thst, 2rully) nim 
suffers severely from frost. 

I cannot at  this moment account for the marked difference in 
growth, namely a large nnmber of seedlings, now only 1 foot high, 
and some rrs high as 12 feet, a great nnmber from 5 to 10 feet 
high. Another thing I noticed was that to the south of the 
existing indigenous old sal and ebony trees that were not felled 
in this acre of nim, the nim is more hardy and prolific and thick. 

To me, as an observer on the spot, it appeared that dm should 
be sheltered from the north win&. 

l!&IorJii~q o f  the  3Jtb.v $orcrrt. 
From the Pall MalC i3wlgef. 

IN a report from Messrs. Mathews, Mnrton, and Menzies 
to the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury relative 
to the Royal forests, which has just been printed, attention is 
called to the system under which the large timber is now 
supplied to the dockyards from the new Forest; a system 
which is mid to be "open to serious objections, as i t  is at 
variance with all the principles which regulate commercial 
transactions between one department and another." A certain 
quantity of timber is required for the Nary ; the entire forest 
is searched for the best trees, which are taken down witbout 
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any reference to what is around and s h u t  them, and broken 
into "thick stuff' or "plank" by the forest servants (whose 
business is, or ought to be to grow trees, and not to be 
converters of timber), and accepted or rejected at  the caprice of 
the Navy purveyor, it being notorious that one purveyor will 
reject what another will accept. The rejected timber ia then 
sold to the general merchant at such price aa an article 
with a discarded brand upon i t  may be expected to realize. This 
system, says the report, ia vicious too, inasmuch aa i t  inflicts a 
greater amount of damage upon the foresta than is compensated 
by the advantages gained by the Navy. The Navy Department ' 
should not be permitted to require more than the forests can 
supply with a due consideration of their permanent welfare. 
All treee should be sold standing ; and whenever the deputy- 
surveyor has selected any given area for clearance, the purvejor 
for the Navy should have the privilege of putting his mark 
upon any trees he chooses to select, and those so marked he 
should take and remove within a given time. The deputy- 
surveyor would then have to deal with the general merchant 
for the remainder, and the space so cleared would come regularly 
into course for replanting. 

@Irtntment of bmmental @Lrtcs. 
Extrad from the Gardener'e Chronic&. 

IT may be worth while to state the great success I have had in 
a mode of treatment of large, old and ornamental trees on a 
lawn and area of ground adjacent to a residence, where i t  is a 
great object to preserve such t ~ e e s  in a s t ab  of vigour to guard 
against the commencement of decay. I t  is desirable to state 
in the outset that where leaves are annually removed in order 
to keep .a place in nice condition, trees are deprived of their 
natural nourishment, but even when not removed they are blown 
about so as to render them of little or no avail in affording food 
and nourishment to the roots of the trees. I t  is also clear that 
these treea have been grownefor 100 to 150, or a greater num- 
ber of years, and where the soil is not perhaps very good it must 
necessarily be exhausted and impoverished. Therefore after a 
long period has elapsed, it is not to be wondered a t - o n  the 
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contrary i t  is to be expected-that time will tell on the trees, 
and that they should eliom symptoms of standing still in their 
growth--of a stationary condition at least in the first instance, 
and subsequently of the commencement and advance of decay. 
These considerations attracted my attention years ago, and 
created a desire to arrest such downhill progress, and dovise a 
remedy, a t  the same time to steer clear of any experiments 
which might prove injurious. One of the symptoms I observed, 
especially on lime trees, wae an increasing smallnese of the 
leaf and a shortness of the annual shoots. I set to work 
some fifteen or eighteen years ago to give some safe treat- 
ment to the trees. Without stirring the existing surface, 
I began to lay on around the stems of the trees, and at 
least ns far round as a circle with a circumference rather be- 
yond the extremities of the branches, n coating of good earth 
with which some lime had been mixed. The compost, which 
mas laid on about 5 inches thick when loose, gradually became 
solid, and remained about 3 inches thick. There was no diffi- 
culty in giving this amount of compost to a small number 
of trees ; but it was obvious that earth could not be found within 
a moderate distance to apply the same trentment to a large 
number, and that the cartage, eveu if i t  could be found, would 
be a large expense if twenty or thirty cartloads were to be ap- 
plied to a large number of trees. Bpt as regards the trees to 
which this treatment was applied, the result mas most satis- 
factory. The earth being laid on in the winter and spring no 
effect mas visible in the first summer ; but in the second sum- 
mer the leaves were double their former size, with quite a new 
vigour ; in the third year the leaves, which had before been little 
bigger than half-a-crown, were four times that size, and some 
of them almost as large as dessert plates, on thick and succulent 
shoots. To a certain extent similar results were attained, but 
on no tree was the difference so great as on the lime tree, as all 
the fine fibres of the roots pushed up into the new soil and nutri- 
ment. But I was desirous to see how a similar result might be 
attained by a less expensive and laborious process, so that the effect 
might be kept up and extended to a greater number of trees. 
I bethought myself of a very simple and cheap process, which 



I have now practised for a succession of years with most satis- 
factory results. The leaves of the whole of the trees must be 
cleared a t  all events, in order to keep the place in nice'order, 
and the practice I have followed is to rake all the leaves off a 
certain area ronnd the stumps of about one-third of the whole 
number of trees within a certain space, and to place a coating 
of leaves about 7 inahea thick in a circle from them to a circum- 
ference as far ae the branches extend. This will gradually sink 
down to a coating of 3 inches of solid and decaying leaves; 
and thus there is created a coating of decaying leaves or leaf- 
mould-the most appropriate food of trees. Into this coating 
the root fibma push and are sure to find their best nutriment, 
the youth ofthe tree i renewed, and a new lease of life seems to 
be given to it, with all the vigour of youth and the strength 
and mngnitude of manhood. I f  a little earth or vegetable rub- 
bish can be laid over the leaves it securee their not being 
scattered by the wind, and a few branches of trees will aseist 
in this object-these can be removed when the leaves are some- 
what consolidated. I can state with truth that on a n1am of 
large trees, which I have had thus treated, I see an increase in 
the size of the treeo and quite a new vigonr in their growth. It 
is my intention to repeat the treatment once in three years, to 
keep the gentle action of the nourishment of the treea in the 
wood and outlying trees to which I mean to apply i t  I con- 
sider that the leaves will afford the means and necessary 
eupply once in three y e m  to the mllole of the trees. Much 
more might be said, but already t h i ~  statement is too long, 
and persons who may take an interest in the suLject will readily 
think for themselves, and see how aimple a matter i t  is to 
confer a benefit on favonrite trees. T. E: P. 

4 

jJIeisrbn~a~w\'s '&&!somotox. 
Mr. Ribbentrop, in the Report of the Forest Conference in the 

Punjab in 1872, describes Fleischmann's Hypsometer, but be 
does so in snch brief terms as to render us unable to make oue 
here in our workshops. Perhaps Mr. Ribhntrop could find 
time to publieh a somewhat more dctailed description and 
sketch of it. G. F. 



WE were out bear shooting ia hilly country bordering on 
Sonthalia, and firsbrata bear countryit is-bear plentiful, and the 
Sonthals the most plucky of beaters. 
1 have known.an old Sonthal, when one of our beaters was 

attacked and thrown by a bear, rush in unarmed with nothing 
but a bamboo lathie and belabor the bear till he left the 
prostrate beater and took to his heels. The beater was badly 
mauled, but the old Sonthal's pluck saved his life. 

Well, on the occasion of which I write we had a bad morn- 
ing, the bear broke back through the line, or else with disagree- 
able obstinacy ran down the hi11 without coming near, where I 
and the other gun were posted. At last a big fellow broke in 
front of me, and I could swear that he carried off the contents 
of each of my barrels, but there was, as is so often the case with 
bear, no immediate vieible effects, and bruin vanished in the 
junglebehind me; thii was a mere patch, and I could see beyond 
and around it and knew that he did not leave it. We therefore 
aearched i t  well, but the beaters were careless, i t  was nowhere 
to be found, and they accordidgly came in for the abuse of the 
discontented. A day or two after the bear was found, in that very 
epot d& and aU powerful in smell; vultures indicated his where- 
abouts. 

The morning had been profitless, the sun was very hot, 
and I proposed a return to camp. D., however, who had arranged 
the day for me, suggested beating one more hill. We had some 
600 beaters out, and he said he had cortain kubr of bear with 
possibility of a tiger, one having of late been seen in the hill 
he wiahed to try, and that although no preparations had been 
made on this hill for michans, he had shot on it some months 
back and knew that two old michans, whiah would answer our 
purpom, still stood there. 

2 a 
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I had never shot a tiger, never seen one in its natural state, 
and this was tempting. So mounting our horses we rode off in 
the direction of the supposed tiger's stronghold. 

As this part of India abonads in tiger, and our yearly returns 
of deaths catised by them was something exceptioanlly high, it 
mxy seem strange, that shooting coastantly as I did I had never 
come across one. The reason mas that the jungles which they 
kept to were too dense for beating with men, and we had no 
alephants. I n  fact almost the only elephant in the district, and 
a grand tusker he was, I had to shoot, as he went " paglg" 
killed three people, and was busily employed pulling dowu 
villages, when the villagers eame and begged me to shoot him. 
There were no other elephants far or near with which we could 
~ecapture him, so I had, for security of life and property, to kill 
him, greatly as I regretted it. I t  seemed from what D. said as if 
there was at  laet some hope that I might sight a tiger, but L 
did not feel very sanguine; the beaters had been very careless 
that morning, and I feared that the knowledge of a tiger being in 
the hills would not improve them. We were not long in getting 
to our new scme of operatioas. There wss a narrow straight 
low hill over a mile and half in length, just at  one end there 
was a dip on the top of the hill forming a kind of neat over whioh 
a pathway ran, and here we found two old michans-more 
riekety old affairs I never saw. They stood right and left facing 
the length of the hill, and owing to the track they were on being 
in the dip, they had te be high, so as to command the ,mnnd in 
front, and accordingly they were some 20 feet high. They stood 
apart supported by no growing trees ; were old and unsteady; 
and altogether looked two of the most unlikely conspicuous 
places from which to shoot. Their position however wag 
first rate, aa they commanded the ground in front and the 
slopes on either side of the hill, so that with good beating 
any beast in the hills, unless i t  broke the line, must come 
in our range. 

I had choice of michans and selected the left hand, the reason 
being that the nature of the ground concealed it a little more than 
the other one. The tract here ran deep in the dip, and before my 
michan; and only some 6 or 7 p r d s  from it, was a rocky bank 



like a wall on the side of the path ; it was covered with low 
scrub, and the platform of my michan was thus about on x 
level with the top of this bank from which the ground in front 
ran unbroken along the hill top, and I could see well khrougl~ 
the' difPerent openings in tire jungle before me. 

The beaters were all sent round by circnitoue routes in tho 
valleys to the far e d  of the bill, where they were to.form 
line across i t  and drive right up to ue. I t  would take then1 
some time to get in position, so I: preferred sitting a t  the foot of 
tho ladder of the michan, to getting np into it sooner than wa% 
ueceasary. I laid my gun on the grass before me, dismissed, 
chuprassies and gun-bearers, who went quietly down into the  
valley, and io a few minutes not a sound was to be heard i n  the 
etiU hot midday air ; it was exceedingly oppressive, the very birds 
hopped lazily with extended beaks panting with the heat, and the 
insects seemed overpowered. Presently the great stillness was 
broken by the faint soand of a fw  off whoop from one of the 
Sonthal beaters, and I kmw that thedrive had commenced. Thers 
is something peculiarly pleasant awl exciting in thecommence- 
rnent of a beat. That great stillness, broken only now and them 
b y  the sonnd of a beater's call which warns you  the^ are on the 
more, the straining of sight and hearing to catch the first rustle 
o f  some wild beast a s  i t  moves stealthily from the distdbnnoo 
in its rear, or to get the first glimpee of its skin and then the 
expectation. Tliere is no saying what m y  break before yon, 
and you are quite convinced that something worth ,ptting will 
d o  so. 

I t  w n s  time for me to climb up into my micban, a d  I was 
just  about to do it, when a slight movement ahead of me and 
o n  the top of the bank, over which I could not then see owing to 
m y  being on tlie ground, made me take up a rifle and stand ex- 
pectant. I t  \rns o moment of excitement, but alas, it was no tiger, 
no bear, but an almost breathless chuprwey-o mnn we 11ud 
sent  with the beaters. I was beginning to ask rather angrily 
w l n t  be meant by being tllus in front of the line, when coming 
close up to me he whispered, " B u r n  b g h  hai Sahib ;" he was a 
tl~oronghly plucky fellow that, when with the beaters they hd 
sighted a tiger, m d  LC had alouc come on ahead to give nw 
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the welcome news. I t  was impossible to be angry with him, so 
telling him to get sharp down into the valley I mounted the 
michan. I had not been seated very long when far up an opening 
in the jungle I caught a momentary glimpse of a etriped 
animal. I t  was the tiger ahead of me, and evidently coniing 
down in my direction. Horn glad I felt that I bad taken D.'s 
advice and not gone back to camp, end oh how I longed 
to see that tiger nearer, and how I feared lmt it should 
go to D. and not to me ! ! f Then followed minutes of anxiom 
waiting ; nearer and more often come the beaters' cries, but no 
more could I see of the tiger. Presently a breath of wind wafted 
up the sound of many shouts and great confusion ; could it be 
that the tiger had broken back and through the line ? Then 
all was again still-not a sound. Suddenly I saw D., whose mi- 
chau was only about 50 yards from mine, and who I had all along 
been watching jealously with half an eye, raise his gun and take 
s deliberate aim. Could it be the tiger? I devoutly hoped not, 
but then if i t  is only a boar. I thought he may scare away 
the tiger by firing. Why on earth does he not fire and have done 
with it ? What made lliln take that aggravating long sight ; he 
is coming a little to his left, my direction ; down goes his gun-he 
looks disappointed. Hurrah, it must be that he only caught nn- 
certain glimpses of the tiger as i t  passed along, and that i t  is 
coming towards me and out of his line of fire; eagerly I scanned 
every inch of ground in front of me, expecting every moment to 
see tile beast-when what is this ? Oh bitter the disappointment I 
Up goes D.'s rifle again ! My feelings mere tumul tuous-jealonsy 
I fear uppermost, evidently I think shooting is at  times 
jealous work, especially with beginners, before one has shot so 

many head of big game that you can afford pleasure in seeing 
your friend successful-yourself the reverse. Let men say 
what they will ; many are the breakers of the 10th command- 
ment in the field, for I defy a novice not to feel covetous of  his 
friend's opportunities. I know on this occasion I felt very nn- 
charitable, and i t  was no improvement to my state of mind to 
hear bang bang from D.'s rifle answered with s loud angry roar, 
and to see a splendid big tiger charge down the slope of the hill 
and into the valley-D. having seized another d e  and aiming at 



him all the time. Better be killed hy D. than get off I thouglit, 
and I could not understand why he did not fire. I saw, and could 
do nothing. I longed for a flcing shot, but D and his michan were in 
the way ; down went my spirits to zero, the tiger seen and lost. I 
felt horridly disgusted ; no further hope ; as well shut up and go 
home; but what was that I suddenly saw. A party of some 12 
Sonthals armed only with Catties rushed out of the valley and up 
the slope of the hill shouting and yelling to meet the descend- 
ing  tiger ; it was very plucky, and I know, no people but Son- 
thals, who would have done it; the effect was magical. The 
tiger could not face so bold a front, and with a deep growl of 
rage and disappointment he turned and charged up the hill 
again, and made straight line for the front of D.'s michan. The 
line of beaters was now near, aud the noise all round great, and 
the tiger so hemmed in that if he did not attempt to break the 
line he must come right in front of us, but alas i t  was D.>s chance, 
not mine. Up rose the demon jealousy-was D. to hare all the 
fun, I none? How eagerly I watched him. The tiger had now 
got under cover of the jungle, and I could see him no longer, but 
I could see that D. saw it, was wntching it, and was preparing for 
another shot ! ! There goes his rifle again, a deliberate pot i t  looks 
like. Hang him, why does he not fire and take his chance; the 
apparent deliberation of his aim was maddening ; i t  seemed to 
say, "Just wait, my one shot now will settla this business ; 
you are out of the sport! !" Would that his gun would 
miss fire!! The tiger is now evidently crossing his front 
and coming on to me, and if he mill only miss, my chance 
may yet come ! ! But it is not to be. Crack-sharp ringa 
out his rifle-a pause--crack again. Eagerly straining for- 
ward he seizes his other gun ; again he sights well, clearly the 
beast is not dead, that is satisfactory, but is it down? I s  he ouly 
meditating another shot for safety ? Does he see i t  ? What can it 
be? I would have given worlds to have shouted and asked him. I 
see his rifle go down, but he is stretching forward and straining 
his sight ahead of him. How eagerly I watched him every move- 
ment, was my poor little chance all over? Some such thoughts 
were flashing through my mind when my attention was taken 
in a moment from D. by hearing a slight movement before me. 
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111 my ansiety nnd watching D. I had forgotten my o m  
fi-ont ; I now turned to it, and with a thrill of most intense 
delight I saw before me, on the very edge of the bnnk, the 
tiger ! ! ! He mas crouching as if on the point of springing into 
Iny michan, and he could easily have done it, his head towards 
Ine, his whole body still, except his tail that moved angrily 
from side to side, his teeth bare as with jams partly extended, 
tlie ivory shone whits from under his blood red lips, his large eyes 
flashing green fire. I felt as if his breath was almost on me, as 
if he was almost in my michan ; i t  seemed touch and go ; that 
longed. for moment had come, hurrah ! ! Blessed be Jupiter. 
Whaterer D. had done, it washot his rifle that was to bring down 
the ~plendid beast after all ! ! I pressed my left trigger,-bang- 
an ounce oflead pierced the tiger's brain, and he simply subsided ; 
the light died out of those large eyea, the head fell forward, the 
tail mas motionless, aud he lay on the rock in the very 
attitude of springing. My first tiger was d e d  ! ! I have never 
since felt the same pleasurein the death of any tiger, as I did 
that. All the time i t  was not really my tiger, as D., who is a good 
shot, had put two bullets into him, though not giving a mortal 
wound, so the skin was his ; very good-naturedly he let me hnve 
tlie skin ; i t  was a very large and handsome one, to have it 
better preserved I sent it to Calcutta. I had better have left it 
to our mofussil worker, as when I got i t  back i t  was quite epoilt 
and not worth keeping. 

Of the triumphant return to camp, the tiger slung to 
n good stout pole and carried by many Sonthals, while tom- 
toms mere sounded and great noise pervded I need not write ; 

few of my readers lave not, 1 imagine, seen such sighte. 
R. M. 
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de fAe E d i h  has not received the Uazeftee of ilfysore, Assam and 

Xadras, t i n  fo2lowing list wilJ not lre found compl~ te :- 
~.-GAZETTE OF ISDIA- 

The 30th July 1875.-Ro. 23S2.-The Governor-General in 
Council is pleased to sanction the following addition to the 
rules for the grant of travelling allowance to officers of the 
Forest Departmettt elsewhere than in the Madras and Bom- 
bay Presidencies. Daily allowance cannot be drawn by Forest 
Officers for excursions made to plnces less than ten miles 
distant from their head-quarters. Mileage cannot be drawn 
for a journey of less than thirty miles in one day. 

ITlre l l t h  August 1875.-Xo. 886.-With the conmnt of the 
Goverment of the North-Western Provinces, and with refer- 
ence to paragraph 7 of the Resolution No. BSI1Om, dated 
3rd instant, by the Government of India in this Department, 
dir. 0. Greig, Sub-Assistant Conservator of Foresta in those 
Provinces, is attached to the Forest Survey Branch for a 
period of 12 months. 

The 1016 Sephber 1875.-NO. 1018.-Mr. 0. GreQ, Sub- 

Assistant Conservator of Fore~ts  in the North-Western Pro- 
vinces, who, under Notification Xo. 886, dated the l l t h  ultimo, 
wes attached to the Forest Survey Department for a period 
of 12 moutlls, joined that Department on the 1st instant. 

2.-CALCUTTA GAZETTE- 
The 2nd August 1875.-Dr. U? Schlic5, Conservator of Forests, 

Rengal, is allowed leave for 42 days under Section 21, ebnp- 
ter VI of the Civil Ikave Code, with effect from the 10th 
August 1875. 

dfr. A. L. Home, Deputy Conservator of Foresb, Soonderbune 
Division, is appointed, in addition to his other duties, to have 
charge of the office of Conservator of Forests, Bengnl, dur- 
ing the absence, on leave, of Dr. F. Schlich, or until further 
orders. 

The 14th September 1875.-Dr. W, Schlielr, Conservator of 
Forests, Bengal, having returned to duty on the afternoon of 
the 9th September 1875, the unexpired portion of the leave 
granted to him under ordera of the 2nd August 1875, and 
published injhe Calcutta Gnlrette of the 4th idem, is cancelled. 
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Mr. A. L. Home, Deputy Conservator of Forests, Soonderbuns 
Division, will continue to hold charge of the office of the 
Conservator of Forests, Bengal, in addition to his other 
duties, till the return of Dr. W. Schlich from the &nference 
of Forest Officers, or until further orders. 

3.-NORTH-WEBTBBI P B O V ~ C E ~  GAIETTE- 
The 28th June 1875.-No. 99F. C.-With reference to Notifi- 

cation of the Government of India, Depnrtment of Revenue, 
Agriculture and Commerce, No. 560, dated 12th ultimo, 
Xr. E. P. Dansey, Assistant Conservator of Forests, 3rd 
Grade, reported his arrival a t  Naini Tal on the 10th instant, 
and haa been posted from that date to the Garhwal Forest 

Division. 
5 e  29th June 1875.-No. 100F. C.-With the sanction of 

the Government of India, Mr. C. Bagdawe, Assistant Con- 
servator of Forests, 1st Grade, is promoted temporarily to 
the 3rd Grade of Deputy Comservators, to fill a vecancy, 
with effect from the 7th April last. 

No. 101 F. C.-Mr. A. 8. Grant is temporarily promoted from 
the 2nd to the 1st Grade of Assistant Conservator8 of 
Forests, with effect from the 7th April last, oice Mr. 0. 
Bagshawe. 

No. 103 F. C.-The following promotions in the Forest Uepart- 
ment of the North-Western Provinces are made with the 
sanction of the Government of India, with effect from the 
1st April 1875 :- 

Xr.  0. P. Amery, from the 3rd to the 2nd Grade of Deputy 
Conservators. 

Mr. A. PengeZly, temporarily, from the 2nd to the le t  Grade 
of Assistant Conservators. 

blr. L. A. W. Rind, from the 3rd to the 2nd Grade of Aasiatant 
Conservators. 

The 3rd July 1875.-No. 177F.-With reference to the 
Government of India Notification, No. 534, dated 4th May 
1875, of the Revenue, Agriculture, and Commerce Depart- 
ment, dlr. 21. H. I.. Whittall, Assistant Conservator, 2nd 
Grade, proceeded to join his appointment in Burmah on the 
forenoon of the 16th June 1875. 

ma 19th July 1875.-No. 131F. C.-Privilege leave of ab- 
eence for on0 month ie granted to Afr. 0. Grey, Sub-Beeij- 
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' 
ha6 Coneefvrtar, Jnunear Foregt Division, with effect from 
fhe 20th inatant, or such subsequent date ae he may avail 
k e l f  thered 

21rt Ju& 1875.-NO. 191F.-Mr. E. P. Cdvin, DepntJ 
Cdnrenator of Forests, le t  Qrada, baa been granted by the 
Bight Honorable the Secretary of State for India three monthr' 
leave qf abaence on medical certificate, in extension of the 
leave granted to him by thie Government, in Notification No. - 
120F.C., dated Anguet 1874. 

The 6th -&b 1876.-No. 146F.C.-With reference Co W o w  
catians Noe 100, 101, and 103F. C., dated 29th Jnne last, 
1 1 1 ~ ~ 1 .  0. Bag&awe, A. 8. Qmnt, and A. PengeZZy, m pro- 

, moted to officiate in temporary vacancies instsad of being 
promoted temporarily in the grades mentioned. 

~-PUHJAB GOYEEIW~ GAZETTE- 
5 8  6th July 1875.-No. 207F. Pnrmotiont.-The following pro- 

motions are made with the sanction of the Government of 
. India, with effect from the let  April 1875 :- 

Mr. G. fiDu$; Deputy Comervator of Forests, 8rd Grade, to be 
' Depnty Conservator, 2nd Grade. Illr. E. ~~ Assistant 

Conservator of Foreeta, 3rd Qrade, to be Aeeistant Conservs- 
tor, 2nd Grade. 

Hr. 81 0. LmmrcRand, Assistant Conservator of Foreate, 3rd 
Grade, to be Assistant Conservator 2nd Grade. 

2hs 2nd Augud 1875.-No. 246F.-Promotions.-The following 
Ac.aietant Conservators of Foreets, 2nd Grade, are, with the 
~ n c t i o n  of the Government of India, promoted to officiak 
in temporary vacanciee aa Assistant Conservators of the let 
Grade, with effect from tbe let April 1875 :- 

ME W. Bran~.  
ME. C. F. ELLIOTT. 

6.-OUDH G O V E I I ~ W T  GAZETTE- 
None. 

8.-CERTRAL PROYIIP~E~ GAZETTS- 
The 22nd Jdy 1875.-No. 2542.-Br. W. Jacob, Deputy Con- 

servator of Forests, on his return from the one yenr's furlough 
granted to him waa attached to the Conservator's Officq 
from the 12th to 21st June 1875. 

Bir. Jacob assumed charge of the Central Division from Mr. 
1 

k Smpthiee, Aeshtant Conservator, on the 26th idem. 
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TIe 511 August 1876.-No. 2747.-The privilege leave of ab- 
aence granted to 2r. H. Leds, Deputy Conservator of 

' Forests, in Notific~tion No. 2037, dated 10th ultimo, is can- 
celled a t  his own request. 

5 e  19th Augmt 1875.-No. 2941.-Mr. W. P. IIliomas, Aeeistant 
Conservator of Forests, availed himself of the three months' 
privilege leave granted to him by Notification No. 2038, 
dated 10th June last, on the 31st ultimo. 

7.-BBITI~E BWMAE GAZETTE- 
l h s  12th July 1875.-No. 73.-Mr. L. A. W Rind, Assistant 

Conservator of Forests, 3rd Grade, having reported his arrival 
a t  Allahabad on the 25th March last, for duty in the North- 
Western Provinces, the unexpired portion of the leave on 
medical certificate granted to him in Notification No. 62, 
dated the 18th March 1875, published a t  page 56 of the 
Britieh Bumah Uazetfe, Part II., ia cancelled. 

8.-BOMBAY GAZRTTE- 
The 28th J u n e  1875 -Er.  W. J. C. Dunbar, 3rd Grdide, Aseist- 

ant Conservntor of  forest^, ia promoted to the 2nd Grade, 
with effect from the 20th April last. 

!L'he 12th July 1875.-Hesers. Nnrayan Bat1 Oake, Sub-Assistant 
Conservator of Forests, 1st Grade. and Q. Heweft, A~sietant 
Conservator of Forests, 2nd Grade, respectively delivered 
over and received charge of the District Forest Office of 
Colaba and Dnpoli on the 8th July 1875, after office houra. 

The 26th July 1676 -Ur. W. H. Horsely, C. 9., Assistant Col- 
lector, Khandesh, and Narayan Balal Oakn, Sub-Assistnl~t 
Conservator of E'orests, 1st Grade, respectively delivered over 
nud received charge of the District Forest Office of Khan- 
desh on the 22nd July 1875, after office hours. 

The 20th Augurk 1875.-Br. Oiboon, Aesistnnt Conee~~ator  of 
Forests, Tanna, is allowed privilege leave of absence for three 
months. 

Ths 25th August 187S.-ll1r. 3. Alex. Campbell, Conservntor of 
Forests in Sind, has been permitted by the Secretary of Stnte 

. > 

for Indin to return to duty within the period of his leave. 
l'hs 6th S~pfember 1878.-Tlie privilege leave of absence for 

three months grnnted to Nr.  Qibeon, Assistnut Conservntor 
of Forests, Tnnnn, .in Governmelit Notification, dated 20th -. . . 
ultimo, irl cancelled ;t his own request. 
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IJnntboo* anb its use. 

No plant is known in the tropical zone which could supply 
to man so many technical advantages as the bamboo. The 
strength of the halms, their straightness, smoothness, lightness 
combined with hardnm and greater or less hollowness ; the 
facility and regularity with which they can be split; the 
different sizes, various length and thickness of their joints makes 
them snitable for numerous purposes to serve which other mate- . . 

rials mould require much labour and preparation. To this must 
be added their abundance and the ease with which they aro 
propagated. They are, as Mr. Alf. Wallace writes, at once 
the most wonderful and the most beautiful production of the 
tropics, and the best gift of nature to uncivilized man. Who 
never has travelled within the warm zone of our globe, can 
form only a very superficial idea of the real importance of 
bamboo. Wherever we cast here our eyes, these gigantic 
grasses meet ua either in their natural state or by the industry 
of man transformed into the most varied objects. Without 
bamboo the Indian would be poor, very poor indeed 1 
The present demand for bamboo in forestry and manufacture, 

and more especially the recent agitation to use bamboo in 
the fabrication of paper, etc., may well excuse me if I have taken 
upon me the task of treating, however incompletely, not only 
the uses of these arboreous grasses, but also of offering Eome 
remarks on their general growth aud habits, ss well as on their 
specific differences. As however my researches of the British 
Indian and Eastern Bsiatic species are not yet closed, I sl~nll 

The vernuculnr names for bamboo generally arc bans. Ren,qali ; bombno, Halay; 
awie Swdnnera ; tring, Jawwe; utte, in tho Yoluccm; Kdy, 8 i a w s  ; Wa, Bitrwra; 
chaek or chouw, C h i a s .  

2 D 
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t , r  the present treat tllose of the Indian Archipelago and ot 
the M:ll:tyan cduntries. I n  doirig so I iuclude now already 
sucli general reninrks on tlie routitientd species, as may not 
interfere with the special object under view. 

The heads under which I arrange the matters connected with 
the practical treattnent of bamboo, are the following : 

1. Use of bamboo generally. 
2. Habit and growth of bamboo. 
3. Species of bamboo. 

a. Those of the Indian Archipelago and Malaya 
b. Those of China nad Japan. 
e. Those of the ludiau Continent and adjacent islands. 

One of the most important and prevalent applications of 
bamboo takes place in house building. Indeed, Indians might 
be classed iuto those that use bamboo in the construction of 
their dwellings, and those that use brick, mud or wood. The 
dreary nspect and poor condition of the people in mud-housos 
must gravely press upon the mind of those that have had 
opportuuity to study the habits and healthy condition of the 
people that live in neat bamboo-houses. 

I t  is of the greatest importance iu applying bamboo for any 
building purpose, to see that the halins are cut in the proper 
season of the year. I f  cut just before the rains, they will 
be ueerly eaten up by weevils ere tlie &ins close ; but if felled 
a t  t l~e  close of tlie rains, they will ofteu remain strong, nnd 
proof against tlie attacks of xFlopliagous insects, for 6 or 7 
years. lmmersion in water for a few weeks before use is 
generally adopted by the natives and renders them Inore 

' Beaider my own observations ann thore of friends, numerolu books were arnsulled in 
the compilation of the usee, but chiefly the following treatises : 

A. Wallam, on the bamboo and durian of Borneo (in Ewker'r Jo lvn  of Botany, 
VlI I .825s  q )  

M.  C. I). Idouard MBne Utiliaation dea bambon en China, (Joure of A a ? W  8ac d 
Paris). 

Junghuhn's Java, F. Jagor Beiseakizzrn Bingapore, Maim and Javq and rviw U- 
ticlee ~ ~ ~ n t n i n d  in the volumes of the Traasactione, Journals and Proceedings of the Ag& 
IIorticultural Society 14 India 

Scientific names to tho vernacular oner are only Riven once, but a list ofthe ?ern.cuh?~ 
mu1 their botanical equivalcnta in appeniled b the end of this paper. ' 

The ~enert~l  worlung in bambw may be lenrnt from Jagor'r l&hn in den Phillippilua, 
y. 38, with figurer. 
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durabie. However much depends upon the amotlnt of silica, . 
and thoae poorest in it are also the more perishable ones. I n  
the Indian Archipelago the following kinds appeared to me 
to yield the more durable halms: bamboo bitoong (Gigan- 
t d h  -a) ; b. andong bezar ( B .  maxima) ; b. atter (G. at- 
&); b. hower (Bambusa uulgaris) : while bamboo booloo 
(Schizoatachyum brac?tycMum) ; b. awie ? (Sch. Blumei) ; b. 
mayang (Sch. longi~picutatum) and b. ietam (a variety of B. 
atfrr) are soon attacked by the boobook (Bostvichtu). But Mr. 
Teysmann, whose long experience (over 35 years) in the Archi- 
pelago is a guarantee for the value of his observations, tella me 
that the following are quickly attacked by the boobook : bamhoo 
atter, bitoong, wooloong (Gig. rohmta) ; kriesik (ScLito. Huss- 
karlianum) ; lengka ( Giganto. nigrociliata) ; booloo, andong keke- 
ns (a variety of GWJ. maxima) ; then follow bamboo i e h n  and 
b. dooree (Bamb. Blumeana). In  return bamboo talie, b. andong 
bezar, b. hower and b. tootool (only a variety of hower) are 
thoee that last longest: although partly just the contrary of my 
own observations and tbose of Mr. Riggs of Jaeinga (Buitenzorg, 
Java). On the Indian continent are chiefly used in house-build- 
ing : behoor bans or Kya Katwa (Bamb. arundinacea) ; balkoo- 
bans (Bamnb. balcooa) ; pao (Demtdrocalamus Hamiltonii) ; kpat- 
tonnwa (B. polymorpha) ; and kpellowa or wabo ( B. Brandisii). 

I n  the constr~~ction of bamboo-houses the halms of different 
sorts of bamboo come in use according to their greater or lesser 
strength, etc. Thus, for example, the Javanese uses by prefer- 
ence the halms (battang, mal.) of 1. bitoong and b. andong for 
the principal posts and scnffolding, on account of their strength 
and greater durability, while those of 1. atter and b. apoos (Schuo. 
Blumei) serve more for the construction of walls, etc., because 
the hal~ns of these two latter species are of less thickness of 
wood and have no prominent nodes. For this purpose t l~o  
hnlme are split into four or five strips, which are flattened out and 
firmly tied down with rattan or bamboo s t r inp  to the rafters ; 
but more usually these broad strips are either lengthwise crossed 
over the rafters or crosswise laid one upon another iu sr~ch a way 
as to give the wall the appearance of a huge chest-board f tlie 

alternating strips being usually coloul-ed black awl white). 
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Similar but broader strips are used for flooring, and in this case 
the halms are split on one side only, flattened out so as to form 
beautiful slabs from 1 to 14 feet broad, while the sharp promi- 
nences inside the nodes are carefully removed with the parang or 
dab (wood-cutting knives). Such floors are delightful to walk 
upon barefooted, and still more so to sleep upon with r mat 
over them on account of their elasticity and undulating nature. 
The houses are covered with variow materials, especially atap 
(Nipa fmtimna) leaves, but often enough also with bamtloo tiles 
(sirab mal.) or bamboo halms cut into two (called talapap mal.) 
laid on in the same way as o x  wooden ones. Smaller pieces serve 
for window blinds. Thin split bamboo tied up with silk form roll 
curtains for verandas, which permit tlie air to pass, but also 
agreeably temper the glaring light, especially if, as is usually the 
case, they are dyed green. Houses build in the manner, as 
Malays and Burmans do, are not only good looking and com- 
fortable, but also healthy, and this the more so as they are raised 
above the ground. They aro ilsually build for a single family 
only, but tlie Dayaks of Borneo, like tlie Naga hill-people and 
other tribes of the Eastorn froutier of Bengal, like the Harms 
of Burma, build large communal houses often 200 to 300 
feet long by 50 to 100 feet broad. These are divided into 
as many compartments as there are families, which often num- 
ber up to 100. I have seen tays (this is the name by which the 
communal Karen houses or rather villages are known), which 
were as much as 30 feet raised from the ground, and when the 
peoplc therein rushed to one side, the whole structure would 
hang over. One cannot look then upon the tay without thiuking 
i t  in imminent danger of tumbling down, but the elasticity , 
and strength of the nnnlerous supporting bamboo halms effec- 
tually prevents any euch accidents. The space under these houses 
usually is used as sheds for cattle, pigs, fowls, etc. Fishermen 
often build their houses solely of bamboo on bamboo (or palm) 
l~oles flar out into tlie tidal rivers and sheltered bays of the sea, 

so that they stand in thc water up to near tlie floor with every 
recurring tide. These resemble remarkably tlle ancient pile 
houues of the Switzer lakes, and are similarly connected a~noagst 
another by galleries. The greater part of the illhabitants of Bang- 
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kok (Siam) live in bamboo-houses build upon bamboo-rabrs and 
let themselves float with ebb or tide downwards or upwards tlie 
river as tliey choose. The theatres in China are all made of 
bamboo, and so are the Chinese theatres in the Malay conntries. 
Even in European house building bamboo has become quite indis- 
pensable all over India, and bamboo-scaffoldings are in general 
use in building tlie largest palaces and houses iii Calcutta, 
etc., etc. 

I f  temporary shelter is required, either by the native 
or the traveller in the jungles, nothing is so convenient as 
the bamboo, and bow quick do they finish such a temporary 
house ! A few honrs' patience nnd the traveller is comfortably 
honsed for the night, having not only shelter above him, but 
also his table, chair and bali-bali (bedstead) all made of bam- 
boo. The leaves of the wild plantain or other large scitami- 
neae usually form in this c:ue the roofiug material. 

The younger halms of bamb. talie (so is called the not full- 
grown bamb. apoos) are cut into longer or sliorter thin 
strips (talie-string) and serve for cordago. These strings, while 
fresh, are as firm and strong as ordinary cordage and used for 
every purpose : the bamboo-slips of the hous~wnlls pot only, but 
also the atap (leaves of nipa and sagguerus, etc.) and the bamboo 
tiles that form the roof, are fiistened by their aid ; loads, heavy 

. or light, or smaller articles bounJ up in leaves, etc., are fasten- 
ed with this same material; indeed they are used generally 
for all purposes for which in a civilized country a rope-maker 
is required. The aborigines of the Nicobars use the very long 
cane like h l m s  of Cinochloa andamanica (very nearly al l id  to 
the Tjangkorreh of Java) inetead of ropes, with which they 
fasten the large masts (a superstitious usage) that are erected 
in the sea before every larger village somewhat in the way as the 
masts of a E~iropean ship. 

Bamboo-bridges are in general use all over Iudia and Eastern 
Asia, however more so in tlie Indian Archipelago. Bamboo is 
admirably adapted for this purpose, although the pdople rarely 
bestow much labour upon the keep of these bridges, aitd t h u  
they are soon decayiug or carried off by tlie flood-waters. But 
the material is so plentiful at hnucl, and it is so quickly ro- 
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placed, that i t  is more economical to uae bamboo instsad ot 
more durable timber. Even in the Himalayas, mliere cane 
bridges are preferred, bamboo usually forms in so far part of 
these as one or a few bamboo-halms are laid on lengthwise 
and form thus the foot-hold in the structure. In Borneo and 
elsewhere such bridges cor~sist merely of bamboo halms, cross- 
ing each other at the road-way like the letter X, and rising, 
sometimes on one side, sometilnes on both, 3 or 4 feet above it. 
At the crossing they are firmly bound together, and to a hori- 
zontal bamboo, which forms the only foot-path, with another 
higher np, serving as a hand-rail. I n  Java, e k ,  bridges are 
build of this material over rivers 60 to 10 feet broad, with 
railings, cross-supports, etc., somewhat after the fashion of 
suspension-bridges, which look ornamental and deserve all 

admiration. Over such bridges not only men with loads, but 
even ponies and light carts pass safely. But also true pontoon- 
bridges are constructed on the same island, wliere the pontoons 
are substituted by strong bamboo-rafta, whioh rise and fall with 
rise and fall of the river or of the tides. 

Along precipitous declivities in the hills bamboo-bridges and 
railings are not rarely constructed on the same principle as our 
engineers in Europe do the wooden ones, but hare trees and 
rook are made use of for suspension. These bridges are tra- 
versed daily by men and women, carrying heavy loads, ao that 
any insecurity is soon discovered and immediately repaired. 
When the path goes over very steep and slippery ground, the 
bamboo is used to form steps. Pieces are cut, about a yard 
long, and opposite notches being made at each end, holes are 
formed, through which pegs (also made of bamboo) are driven, 
and a ladder or staircase is produced with the greatest celerity. 
But ladders or substitutes for them are constructed in the most 
simple way for climbing lofty trees, especially for the purpose 
of gathering fruit or of obtaining bees wax. This, as FVallam 
tells us, is done by means of bamboo-pep driven into the 
smooth stems of the trees. These pegs are made of old thick 
bamboo, eplit to about two inches wide. Each is cut above a joint, 
which forms a solid head to bear the blows of the milllet, and 
the point is flat and broad, cut away carefully to the siliceons 
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outer-coating. To the head of each is strongly tied a strip of 
the rough rind of a water plant. The climber carried forty 
o r  fifty of these pegs in a basket by his side, and has a wooden 
mallet suspended round his neck ; he has also prepared a nuni- 
ber of strong, but slender bamboos, each from 20 to 80 feet 
long. One of these he sticks firmly in the ground a t  the foot 
of the tree, and close to i t ;  he then drives a peg as high as he 
can reach, and ties it firmly by the head to the bamboo ; climb- 
ing up upon this, he drives in and ties 2 other pegs, each 
about 3 feet from the one below it, passing l ~ i ~  arms between 
the tree and the bamboo, to hold the peg while he is driving in. 
He  soon reaches the top of his pole, when another one is handed 
up to him, and being bound to the one below, he ascends in 
tlie same way another 20 feet. When his pegs are exhausted, 
a boy brings a fresh basket full up to him, and a long cord 
enables him to pull up the bamboos as he requires them. This 
mode of ascent looks perilous, but is in reality perfectly secure. 
Each peg holds as tightly as a spike nail, besides wliich the weight 
is always distributed over a great number of them by means 
of the vertical bamboos. Exactly the same mode of climbing 
trees prevails amongst the Nagas of Eastern Bengal (see Peal, 
a riait to the Naga Hills; Journ. As. Soc., Beng., 1872, part 
1, t. 5, left hand), and similarly amongst the Karens of Burma. 

Bamboo-halms are also well adapted for aqueducts of a pri- 
mary nature. The largest kinds of bamboo are taken for h i s  
purpose and split iu half, supported on crossed poles of various 
height according to requirement. Also water-pipes are often 
made by simply perforating internally the solid nodes. 

Although biunboo generally is not fit for the construction 
of boats or canoes, Chr. Costa tells us of a sort of bamboo in the 
Moluccos (most probably Gig. mazima), which prodtlces such 
thick halms, that the single joints split in halves are used for 
little canoes, in which two men are said to find place I For masts 
and spars of small native vessels bamboo is in general use. 
The outriggers of canoes peculiar to the Phillipines a ~ i d  Ceylon 
are all of bamboo. The Nicobarese, who use similar outrig- 
gers, make ihem of light wood, because bamboo is, strangely 
to say, rare with them. The other parts of a boat, ench aa 
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cabins, etc., are nsnally constructeJ of bamboo on the same princi- 
ple as houses. Bamboo is in' use for rafts all over India and 
the Archipelago. These are sinlple or more usually doubled 
up, and in the latter case often furnished with ornamental rail- 
ings. The construction of such a raft (including thecntting 
of the bamboo in the jungle) takes usually between 1 to 14 hours 
time if done by men expert in such work. They may carry 
even a pony over deep waters. For floating of timber bamboo 
has become also highly i~nportaut to the forester. For this 
purpose, of course, size and still more the hollowness of t l ~ e  
halms are the principal requisites. Hence in the Archipelago 
bnmb. apoos, b. andong, b. atter and others are useful, and 
in Burma chiefly waya (Bambu~a longhpath) ; tin- wa (Cephalor- 
taehyum pergvacile), mabo or kyellows ( Bamb. Brandisii) . 111 
Sikkim i t  is the pao (Dendrocalarus Hamiltonii) chiefly that i s  
used for this purpose. 

Several sorts of bamboo form 'good living hedges and are 
in this regard far superior to the artificial ones on account of 
their durability. Tile unarmed small species, especially the 
so-called Cliina-bamboo (bamboo cheena, ma1 ; Wa-pool- 
Pinang, Burm ; Bamb. nana) is generrrtly used in the Malay 
conntries and southern parts of India. For hedges intended 
to prevent the entering of cattle or man, no other bamboo or  
material is more adapted for the purpose than behoor bans ; or, 
as the Burmese call it, kyakatma, while in the Archipelago 
the very similar bamboo tyoo-tyook (Bamb. Blunaeana) is still 
more effective, and forms much denser and impenetrable fences. 
How easily such hedges may be raised may readily be understood 
when I mention, that bamboo joints (with nodes on them), pnt  
in hedge-row take roots as readily as willows, and grow as rapid- 
ly if planted outjust after the rains have set in or during the 
rainy season itself, but when done so in the dry season freq~ient 
watering is not always accompanied mithauccess. By trimmiug, 
the bamboo hedges can be kept lorn. 

But there is another application of bamboo which seems to be 
peculiar to the Malayan people, viz., they use bamboo for the 
construction of triumphal srches and posts. No ono wlio has 
not seen them can fairly appreciate the skill and taste display- 
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ed by the Javanese in this sort of work. Yesterday you 
saw nothing but a heap of fresh-cut bamboo-halms, and to-day 
these rude bamboo-poles'gradually become converted into arches, 
gates, and structures of the most esquisite patterns. The prin- 
cipal arch with lateral ones, all formed of 4 to 6 cornered col- 
umns filled out with skillfully wreathed trellis-work, soon shew 
the style of workmanship, and, after the skeleton is thus form- 
ed, broad and thin-shaven strips of bamboo and the soft yellow 
sLaths of the plantain-leaves, taken from the interior layers 
of the trunk, are folded into artificial stars, flowers or mashes, 
and ornameuhlly arranged on the archings and columns. To 
these are also added guirlauds (of bamboo material) inbrmiug- 
led with natnral flowers which gracef~illy hang down according 
to tasteful designs. A few bouquets of patural and gorgeous 
flowers o h n  are added as a finish. 

The furnicure of the Malays, Burmans and those people that live 
in  track of India where bamboo abounds, is made chiefly of 
bamboo. Table, chair, waving-chairs, bench and other Iiouse- 
hold articles down to the drinking cup are all made of bamboo. 
The greater portion of a bedstead is entirely of bamboo of 
different sizes, joined together by means of bamboo-pegs and 
bamboo-strings. Mattrasses, cushions and pillows are often stuff- 
ed with bamboo-shavings, although tho cotton of Bombax and 
Goseampinus are more generally in nse for this purpose. The 
bamboo-halms, says Rumphins, are in daily use for fetching 
water from the river. The longest joints of the greater sorts 
of bamboo ranch as b. andong, h. atter, b. wooloo, b. apoos, 
or in Burma waboor, kyellowa, waya, teiwn (Bamb. T u b )  
andlryattonnwa; in Sikkim chiefly paoJ are taken with both 
knots left on them, in one of which is cut a small hole through 
which the water is poured in and the hole is then closed with 
bamboo or more usually plantain-leaves. Such mabr-holding 
joints are called k6l6 by the Sundanese, and gunyeh in Malay. 
I t  is also the custom with these people to have bamboo-poles 
of two or three joints, of which the uppermost and median knots 
are perfomted, and filled with water; such are called lodong in 
Malay. The woieu and girls can dnily be seen, with such water- 
tubes on their shoulders or (like the Earens) having them sus- 

2 E 
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pended by bambmtrips from their forehead, going down to the 
wells or river, where they fill these tubes wit11 water for the use of 
the coming day. The water keeps very well in these bnmboo 
tubes witllout taking any tang if the holes are well closed. A 
dozen or so of those bainboo t n k s  stand usually in the corner of 
every Malay house, serving not only for cooking and drinking, 
but in time of need for extinguishing fire. I n  ctinibing high 
hilla, or when travelling through tracts poor in tv:iter, the driuk- 
ing water is carried in similar wate+pipes. Rice, vegetables, 
coffee, tea and other food is cooked in similar tubes hken from 
young, and therefore somewhat succulent hdms. Food t l~us pre- 
pared partakes of a particular tang, jtl~nt of burnt fresh vege- 
tables), but i t  is never refused by a huugry stomach. Single 
joints of bamboo andong, and also of the Sikkim pao, serve a1130 
well for small water buckets. Tl~inuer halm jointe nre cut just 
below the nodes, nud the Indian obtains iu this may little tubes, 
solid below, in which he keeps fluids, honey, sugar, salted fish 
or fruit just in the same way rn we do in bottles or jars. Many 
a Javanese can be seen on market days carrying home in this 
tube, suspended from bamboo strings, the oil, etc, that he mi~nts 
in his little lronsehold. 

Chinese masons use for white-washing hrushes made of thin 
bamboo slips fastened together and secured in a handle of bam- 
boo. The Malay has silnilar ones, but beats with a mallet t l ~ e  
whole end of a bamboo joint until dissolved into fibrm. How- 
ever pandan air-roots are with him much more in use for this 
purpose, rn they can be beaten more errsily into brushes. 1'110 

emull brusl~es, used in China for colouring pictures, are alsb 
made of fine bamboo slinvings introduced into s small holder of 
bamboo. Modellers of the same country use s~nall cliisels cut 
froin the hadost part of the bamboo halnis, and they are very 
expert in the iue of them for carving plaster and such like aoft 
material. 

Also candlesticks are made of bamboo, and I confess they are 
superior to those that European travellers often take refuge 
to, vir., empty bottles. They select for this purpose thin bam- 
boo joints, whose hollowness is wide enough to receive n 
caudle, leave the node about the middlo and cut the portion 
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below this node into threes. A stone between these threesegments 
is secured to them by means of bamboo strings and cross sticks, 
and so the wliole furnishes a tripod candlestick, \vhich is less 
liable of being upset down tllnn the bottle candlestick. 

Bamboo enters also the list of the many contrivances by 
mllicli fire is obtained by Indians. For this purpose quite dry 
ba~nboo joints of 2 to 3 feet length are split into twos. The one 
half of these is furnished in the centre wit11 a longitndinnl slit. 
The interior of the joiut is shitved, and the shaviugs put inside 
the longitndinnl slit and pressed against it by another piece of 
ballihoo. -4 longer slt~b of bamboo, sliarpeued at oue side like 
a knife, is now rilpidly and tigl~tly crossed (like a saw) over the 
hole from which the bamljoo shavings protrude and soon ignites 
them This ]node of obhining fire is preferable to the many other 
contrivances in vogue with natives, care being taken that all the 
rilaterial be perfectly dry, and, therefore, old dead bamboo is 
l~sually selected for the pnrpose. Boyle met even pneumatic fire 
i~l~plemeuts of bamboo with the Dayaks in Borneo. 

But the ingenuity of the Indian does not end here, for bam- 
boo is nsed also for making knives. One side (the outer coating 
of the h:tlln) of a flattened bamboo slab is sharpened, and, owing 
to tho great amo~itit of silica i t  contains, grass and low shrub- 
bery can be mowed down quite well. Small ones, made on the 
slrlile priuciple, arc used by the Javanese even for the operation 
of circumcision of their children. Broader slips of bamboo, 
especially of tllose kiudv that are very rich in silica, serve M 
whet stones, the surface being used for this purpose. I n  small 
yoiutell pieces they serve for pegs, and still smaller and thinner 
even for piua (like the spines of rattans) to the great disappoint 
nleut and d i sps t  of many a zealous entomologist. 

The use of bamboo for pikolan (carrying poles) is general 
nmougst Malays, and even children are fond of appending their 
l o d  (and were i t  only a few plantains) to a bamboo stick for 
the purpose of "pikol," as  this mode of carrying is generally 
cirlled. The bamboo halms are very strong, and can resist loads 
of 100 to 200 and even more pounds, but if exposed too 
~nucll to the sun they are apt to crack on account of the l ~ e a t i n ~  
af the air enclosed iu their joints. Smaller pikolaus are miule 
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of a shape somewhat like bows, flattened and the edges rounded. 
These are often more or less ornamentally carved towards their 
ends. Loads of equal weight are fastened a t  both ends so as to 
keep the balance. When a Javaneea has only to one side a load 
which he cannot divide, he appends a s  much weight (and were 
it only a stone) to the opposite end ; so innate is custom in man. 
The carryiw of such loads has its peculiarities, inasmuch as 
the carrier hastens in a short pat in consonance with the elastic 
swingings of the bamboo, taking at  the same time advantage of 
every swing that may lessen hia burden. In  this way he car- 
ries with less exertion a larger load t h n  do the monotonously 
singing palkee bearers of Bengal, whose poles consist of unelas- 
tic wood." For tent poles the bamboo hal~ns are excellent and 
generally in use all over India. Sedan-chairs are extensively 
used in China, and the ordinary ones are entirely constructed 
of pieces of bamboo fitted together, while two long bamboo poles 
p u s  under the chair and project beyond i t  before and behind. 
Batons for certain classes of mandarins, too, are of bamboo, as 
also the well-known chopsticks of the poorer classea in China. 

Bamboo is also fitted for yokes of cattle, axles and even 
springs of the smaller carts. I n  Java, etc., these carts have a sort 
of a little bamboo house build upon them with a sort of veeti- 
bulum in front, whereiu the driver comfartsbly sits, and often falls 
asleep without knowing it. 

I f  we have in Europe ugly ecarecrowe and such like for driv- 
ing away the flocks of depredatory birds from the young sow- 
ings and cornfields, so has the Malay also his own invention for 
the same purpbse. This consists usually of long bamboo balms, 
a t  the end of which is fixed a wind wheel (also of bamboo) 
which is moved by the slightest breeze with an ugly rat- 
tling noise which scares away the numerous rice thieves, a 
small finch called booroong klatten (Ptingilla oryzivora, L.) 
and the numerous small parrots that swarm on the ripe rice- 
fielda. This noise is very disagreeable to the ear, and 
continuously interrupts the stilllless of tropical nature. The 
Javanese often places in various parts of his field numeroue 

* Mr. Kura nvedookn here, that the h r e r  effecta the reduation of premum during 
the upwnrd swing of tho Lambw by on increaeed prweure during the downwud 
owing.-The Emma 
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bamboo sticks of this dewription, from which are suspended piece8 
of cloth and other liglit articles, and connects all these sticks 
with a bamboo or rattan string. The man who keeps the end 
of this string, in his band, pulls them from time to time for 
the same purpose as above. In  such cases he almost invariably 
erects little bamboo houses on high posts in which he is con- 
cealed like a spider, keeping the strings in his hand. 

Bamboo loops for weeding (see Peal, Journ. As. Soc. Beng., 
1872 , Pt. I., t. 4.4) are used by the Nagae as well as by the Malaya. 

Banlboo joints of the larger bamboos are also used for 
beehives (see Jung'huhn, Java I, p. 180, and Scherzer, Reise der 
Novara, 11. p. 155). For this purpose a c l o d  bamboo joint is 
used, or more frequently this joint is cut into twos and again 
tied together by means of strings and horizontally suspended 
under the roof of the house. A small hole made at one end of 
it enables the bee (Meli? minula) to enter these hives. I t  is 
a very small and harmless bee, but produces handsome wax, used 
h e f l y  in coating the figures in esrongs for dyeing purposes. 

While the rich have ivory and cogtly fans, those of the poorer 
clasaee are made of slips of bamboo covered with paper adorned 
with fantastic designs and vivid colours. Hand screens as well 
as standing ones are made of the same material, similarly con- 
structed and furnished with ornamented paper or silk. Thed 
handles and frame work of the Chinese sun and rain umbrelh 
(payong) are also made of bamboo, and used not only in Japan, 
China and the Malay Archipelago but also all over IndeChina 
ae far west as Burma 

For walking sticks are the Malayan and Indian bamboos lees 
in nee than the Japanese ones, and are derived chiefly from 
various species of Arundinariae. The Japanese pepper canes are 
well known and come from a species of Pdylhtaclya, Those of 
Pirylloat. nigra are .very elegant and smooth, but have, like a few 
others of the small kinds of bamboo, their joint$alternately semi- 
terete. Another kind, (sikak take Jap.) botanically apparently 
not yet known, is mentioned by V. Siebold (who enumerates not 
less than 33 varieties of Japanese bamboos in the Verhand. Batav. 
Oenootech. der Knnsten en Wetensch, XII., p. 4-6), which has 
square halme. Of this M. Ed. Renard gives an account in 
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the March No. of the Bnlletin de la SocietA d' Acclimatisation. 
N. Rennrd says 11% met with t l~is  bamboo only in the beautiful 
p1:dns surronndiug the Inrge to\vn of Osaka in Japan. I t  
~~atura l ly  for~ns a square Iialm, but the angles are not very 
sh:trl). It grows to 30 to 40 feet in height and differs from all the 
other Jnpa~ieao b:unboos in not haviug a polished surface to the 
11nlms. The joints are rather sl~ort and the nodes prominent. 
I t  is chiefly cultivated ibr its orna~nental appearance, and the 
~tririgl~t llal~ns are nsed as walking sticks, the root-part being 
fantasticnlly carved. The thin and very strong lateral branches 
of bamb. homer and its varieties make handsome pipea. Malays 
mill construct 1111ge hookahs in a few minutes by inserting a 
small bamboo tube for a bowl, at  R sharp augle, into a Inrge 
cylinder, about 6 incbes from the bottom, which contains water 
tl~rougli mhich the smoke I).wses. Smaller pipes of the 
ordinary patbrn are as easily and quickly made, and often 
used even by the Enropean soldier in India. 

In a small bamboo-box, prettily carved and ornamented, the 
Dayak of Borneo carries his sirill and lime, which he uses in 
betel-chewing. 

The Chinese have games of dominoes almost e x a c t .  like 
ours. They are formed of small pieces of cut bamboo, arranged, 
glued together; one of the pieces is painted and shews the 
numbers in black and red. T o p  for children are generally 
made of bamboo, such as long bamboo-stioks terminated by a 

wind-wheel wl~ich are carried against the ' wind, also smaller 
sticlis on which are put flowers made of fiue bamboo-shavinga 
variously coloured, and even articnlated bojazzis, coloured aud 
moved by strings, can be seeu nmongst these wative toys. Cages, 
often very ornament.al, for birds, etc., and large ones for tigers, 
etc., are also mado entirely of bamboo. Weaving slluttles of 
bamboo, and rakes made of a cross bamboo-pole with handle 
to which the bamboo-teeth are obliquely inserted, are things of 
daily use. 

The sheaths in mhich the Malay carries his long-bladed knive 
(parang) are of bamboo, and often cnrved. The cigar-etuis made 
of the hi~lms of bnmb. booloo koneng (Schizo. brachyehdtm, rar.) 
of a beautiful golden-jellow colour are greatly esteemed in 
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Java. Weirs and fish trrps, as well as fish-rodes of bamboo, 
are used everywhere. 

Split and shaved thin bamboo is the strongest materid for 
baskets, and excellent baskets, boxes, conical fish-traps, l~encoops, 
etc., are made of it. For fishery pnrposes nre thin hnlmed 
species of ba~nboo in use, and one sort, aiz., booloo seroo, has got 
its nume on account of ita fitness for this purpose. Large 
b a m b m a t s  of various qualities are sometimes made by the 
Malays, while the sacs for exporting sug:ir from Java (called 
kranynngs) are nsnally made of bamb. doorie (Bamb. Blu- 
neana). Tlie large hats, called toodoongs, which the Javanese 
men and molnen wear, and wl~icll resemble more tlre half of a 
huge pumpkin, are a close network of thin stl.ips of bnmloo, 
coloured and varnished all over the outer surC~ce. Tlte sllal:rko, 
or head-dress which Enropeans wear nt Soigoon (Cwhia Clrina) 
is likewise made of baml~oo. The Buggitrese and blncilssers of 
Celebes make also very fine delicately woven caps of bamboo. 
Tile Clrinese go so f i r  as to tomake jackets of the lateral brauch- 
lets of a e111nl1 sort of bamboo. Tl~ese :we nbont as tllick ns R 

crom's quill, and are cut into small pieces about 4 itrcll long, 
bound a t  intervals ia rows dong n silk-thread and connected into 
sqllare masbes. Chinese dandies like to wear such b:tmboo- 
jackets on their person in ortler to protect their wllite cotton- 
dresses of sweat. Like in the M : h y  countries so in Burm% 
boxes of a peculiar kind are made of tight bamboo-network, wl~icl~ 
are lacquered all over and usually colourecl red. I n  these not 
only eubstnncee, but also fluids oan be kept safely. Slnall boxes 
of this sort generally serve as sirih-boxes, and at the salllo time 
abo for drinking cups. Those from Pale~nbang are coverecl 
with a varnisl~ so elastic that they can be turned insitlo ontwnrils 
without caus i~g  cracks or being damaged. The natives of Uellar 
employ the jungli bans (Den~lrocalamua slriclua) for making 
neatly-worked plates, hand fans, etc., which are generally sold in 
the towns through the whole of Illdin. 

Bamboo greatly enters into native mnsic, especially in the 
Indian Archipelago and China. I n  every bamboo buslr, says 
Jagor, are hidden the musical instruments for a wllole orcllester I 
A sort of &olim harp is represented by the so-calld plaintive 
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or weeping bamboo (booloo perindoo or booloo menangies). 
Sir Emerson Tennrnt chronicles this sort of n a t n d  mmio 
thus : I n  the Malayan Peninsula (but also all over the 
Archipelago, etc.) the 1 living bamboo hrrs been converted 
into an instrument of natural music, by perforating i t  with 
holes, through which the wind is permitted to sigh in the moet 
charming manner. Mr. Logan, in 1847, in approaching the 
villages of Kandingoo, heard sounds, some soft and liquid like 
the notes of a flute, and othere deep and full, like the tones of 
an o r p .  On drawing near to a clump of trees, a slender bam- 
boo, 40 feet in height, was observed; and i t  was ascertained 
that the musical tones issued from it, and were caused by the 
breeze passing through the perforations in the halm. Those 
which Mr. Logan saw had a slit in each joint, so that.each halm 
possessed 14 to 20 notes. Living bamboo is often similarly per- 
forated, One of the fornier Governor-Generals of Dntch India 
(Baron van der Sloet) used to have R large number of these 
plaintive bamboos near his palace in the centre of the Botanical 
Gardens at  Buitenzorg, Java. Flntes and fifes are easily 
made of bamboo on account of the hollowness of the h h s .  
The Chinese have two kinds of bamboo flutes. One kind is c l o d  
at  one extremity, either by a natural knot or by a stopper of 
bamboo shavings ; along this flute holes are spaced ont at regular 
distances, the first being the mouth piece, and the othera being 
opened and shut by the fipgegere of the player. Another flute 
resembles the foregoing, but the knot at one end is cut to a slope, 
and an opening effected as in the flageolet. There is also a kind 
of Chinese violin called the hyi ieng, and an ngly thing i t  is. 
I t  consists of a 3 to 4 inch long and 2 inch thick barn- 
boo joint closed at its extremity by a tightly stretched snake's skin. 
To this is inserted a bamboo-handle about 2 feet long, to the llpper 
end of which are fixed the 2 strings resting on a bridge on the 
snake's skin. A piece of split bamboo is naed as a bow. The 
Jakoons in Malacca make also a sort of guitarre consisting of 
a bamboo-tube about a foot long, on which are lengthwise s h i n e d  
3 or 4 strings which rest on small pie= of wax instead of the 
bridge. A kind of very curions whistle is used by the Chioese 
for driving away evil spirita, etc. Several holes we pierced in 
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a piece of bamboo, two of the natural knote being left, one of 
which offers an opening out iu a slope ; to each extremity are 
fastened 2 long strips of paper from 15 to 18 feet in length and 
6 to 8 inchee wide. A string is attached to a groove made in the 
bamboo, and when there is a little wind, this curions kite is sent 
aloft, remaining in the air as long as tbe wind is strong enough 
to keep it up. I n  this position a monotonous whistling is pro- 
dnced, resembling at times the n ~ ~ i s e  of a jet of steam, some- 
t i m e ~  t l ~ e  sighing of the wind in trees. The anklong of the 
blalays is a very agreeable instrument. I t  consists of a num- 
ber of hollow bamboo-joints of various but selected length and 
tl~ickness which are cut out below and hang down from a bam- 
boo-frame. These give various swinging tones and strength, 
according lead to their size on being beaten with a bamboo-st&. 
On tlie occasion of festivities, such as marriages, circulncision, 
etc., Malays greatly use the gredn halms of bamboo (especinlly 
the larger sorts), and have them put in specially prepared fires. 
The air enclosed in the joints gets heated, and the joiuts Ilurst 
with a heavy report, which varies in strength from that of a 
pistol to that of a small gun according to the sort of bamboo 
used-smaller halms being usually added which keep up a con- 
tintlous rattling and crackling noise. 

Some attention has been paid of late to the bamboo as a tex- 
tile plant. A fibre has been obtained from the halms suitable 
for mixing with wool, cotton, and even silk. I t  is' said to be 
very soft, and to take dyes very readily. To prepare it, tlie 
stems are cut across at the joints, and boiled in caustic sods for 
a lengtt~ened period. The liqyid is then drawn off; the hal~ns 
washed in fresh water, and again boiled in a solution of caustic 
soda until the fibre of the halms has become somewliat soft. 
The hirlms are next put between heavy rollers and crushed, and 
finally carded or combed, after which it is made up iuto bnles 
for exportation. When we consider the lengthened period aud 
apparently complex process of its preparation, the question n:~tnr- 
ally ar i se  whether it can be produced in sufficient quantitieb rind 
at a sufficiently low price to be remunerative. Mr. Teyslnan, 
during his travels on the Moluccas, has observed that tlie Fvolnen 
of those ialands chew the young halms of bamboo booloo (,%hi- 

% F 
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msb. brnrhyclaJ1ym) RO long until only the fibree remain, of 
which they weave coarse clotl~, bags, and raw. 

Bamboo is in China the principal, if not only, material for 
paper-making, and was there need as sucll when our forefathers 
were still savagea hunting the vaat foreata of Europe. Cat 
when quite green, i t  is soraped and cleaned ; bhe tliicker slirv- 
ings are used for stuffing mattmees and pillows ; the finer ahav- 
i n p  are maceratad in water and reduced to 8 paste by a special 
process. This paste is mixed with a certain proportion of isin- 
glass, and sheeta of various qnalities of pnper are mannfactnred. 
T l ~ e  unbleached paper ie slig11tl.v yellowieh, but smooth, soft, 
and of pent strength. The shaviuga of inferior quality are 
also macerated, converted into paste, then made into sheets and 
dried. It is mixed with slaked lime to form r substance with 
which walls are plsstered. This bamboo-paper is aleo made use 
of to produce a kind of tinder, very much in request with the 
lower classes in China, enpooinllp the watermen. For this pur- 
pow paper rolls are lighted, and lu, soon ns t b  ignition is can- 
plete, the burning rol is tbrast in a smnll bamboo tube, which is 
ilnmediately closed and tile flame thus suppreesd. When fire 
is wanted, the burnt end of the pnper ie kindled by means of 
flint and steel and the paper burns like ordinary tinder. Blow- 
ing on this sharpl,~, once or twice, is sufficient to raise a &me- 
a result that cannot be obtai~~ed with any other kind of tinder. 

For defensive works serve especially bamboo dooree (Bunbw 
Blumeana), a specie8 very similar to the behor h u s  (Bambrrm 

arundinaeea). I t  forms an impenetrable fence on aaoount of its 
numerous dependent branchlets armed with cupions reourred 
sharp thorns (spiny buds), aud such fences are very gener:dly 
planted round and in the trenches of the Malay fortifications a d  
redoutas. These feu- form in war mrious obetaolee to advane 
ing troops, and have been mognised ae suoh by the Dutch 
military men who employ a t  present the same instead of palIi- 
sadee; for t h y  prove more durable, really quite impenetrable, 
and' against which even European artillery can do little. The 
same sort of bamboo is also extensively employed for fenoee rond  
pillages in tracts where tigers are uncomfortably numerous. Tbe 
s ~ c a l l e d  rallgyoos Itre thin barnboo p e p  sharpened at both eucbe 
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which are pnt in oil and slightly burnt in fire. Such pegs are 
put vertically in the ground hid in %rase. They cause very 
dangerone wounds, and, in wet weather, can penetrate also the 
moistened soles of shoee. I n  the campaign of the 1)utc:lr 
%ainot the Booggineee of Boni (Ce leb )  in 1859, the Dubh 
midiere all carried bundles of such rangyoos, but the Boo,,' "rr~tlew 
were not such fools as to run into them, nor hadt he Boo,,' rrc~l ~ ~ e s e  
rangy008 any effect upon the Dutoh troops. Similar biiml)oo- 
pegs, prepared in the same way, are used in time of Far by all tile 
Mtrlnyan tribee and also by the hill-people of Assam and Burnla. 
Againat mvalry similar, but much larger, and moro solid rangyoos 
are employed, either placed singly and oLIiquely in the ground 
a~nonget high gram, or more usually crowwise and tied with 
strings forming tllus the so-called spani~ll riders or ohevauxde- 
f h  It is a very common custom with Malays and Burm~uis 
to place strong bamboo-poles across paths in long graes or 
d e w  jungle, fixing them firmly a t  the oue eud wllile tile 
bamboo in tightly strained and fastened at the other end iu sucl~ a 
way that it irn~nediately nnb~lckles a8 one s t e p  ou it or only 
nncautiodsly touchea the pole, thus striking with all force 
%sinst tlie legs of the paesers by or the pusing enemy. The 
people of Arracan a d  Tenasverim have, for catohing tigers, a 
similar mehod. The bamboo-pole is then vertically planted in 
tlle ground and strained downwards by means of a strong rope 
ter~uinating in a Lrrge noose arranged so that tha tiger, which 
ylsye upou a bait laid for him, must pass and touch the noow, 
when, of course, he is at once launched into eternity. Blow- 
pilea (sumpitan, mal,) consist usually of 2 bamboo-tub of 7 
fmt length by 4 inch broad, stuck one iuto the other. The inner 
o p i n g  is about + an inch in diameter. Tlie arrows, nssually 
7 inch long, are made of various material, chiefly of the nerves of 
l~alm-leaves, wood, or the halms of coarse grusees, rarely of 
bamboo, and poisoned : they are kept in bambooquive~-8. Most 
of the aavagea and iudependent tribes of tropical Asia still use 
epare, the shafta of which are of bamboo, javelius, etc. In 
Java they use for catching tl~kves, a curious instrurneut. 
It consiete of two bundles, as thick as an arm, of the lateral 
tlwrny branches of tlm bamboo doorw, w h h  are fastened 
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fork-like at the end of a bamboo-pole ; with tllis fork they try to 
catch the person from behirid at the neck. As tile thorne are 
all reversed the captive cannot easily escape. I n  every watch- 
house along the roads and in the villages of Java this sort of 
instn~ment is in general use, and the Javauese are very expert 
in its me. 

Tile uses of. bamboo, l~omever, are not only restricted to 
technical purposes, but bamboo furnishes nlso a share in Indian 
cookery. Tile young sl~oots (called rebong In Malay) jnst when 
they burst from the ground like gigantic scaly horns, are a favoa- 
rite reget:~ble with the Malay and Chinese. Most of the larger 
~or t s ,  ns bnnlboo bitoong, mooloong, andong, atter and more espe- 
cially b: kriesdik, yield edible rebong, while those of the small 
kinds are used little, being often are of a bitter taste and therefore 
not edil~le. These rebongs are cleaned of the sheaths and of the 
numerous stiff hairs (wllich act irritating upon the skin,) cut into 
~ ~ n a l l  pieces, and, with other additions and seaeoning, form a 
well-known hlnby vegetable (sayor rebong). Pickled they form 
the ah!-nr, wliich is frequently exported. I n  Chins are also 
used the sl~oots of the smaller sorts, while about 6 to' 7 incl~es 
long anti ns ttiiok as one's fiuger. They are of a rery fine light 
yellow colonr, are rery tender, and but sliplltly stringy. 
Sometimes they are boiled in water, a little salt being added, and 
resemble tllrn arparngus. They are eaten not only by tile Chinese, 
but nlso by foreigners sometimes wit11 oil, or with white 
gance, or cut in slrlall pieces as salad, or Inore usually made into 
the more liked " poison gratin6 au bambou." A more impor- 
t:lnt rdle play the seeds of several ~pecies of bamboo (nsnally 
called by the 11:ltives "baniboo-rice") in years of scxmcity in 
Indin. These resemble sornewllat oat-grains, and the yield of n 
stock of bamboo is Pnormoue. At the same time there is a 

rernnrknble tendency in bamboo to flower and fruit in unnsnallp 
hot ant1 dry seasons wllen fnrnine and scnrcitj are the nsud 
concomitants. The seed contained in the hard fleshy pericarp 
of h'ee~ha bnccifera, the '' berry" bearing bamboo, is a pleasant 
enting, being not at all austere, tllough without much fl:~vonr. 
Tlie Arrncanese declare also tile pericarp edible after b:t king. 
The leaves are much in use ns fodcler for cclttle in regions where 
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meadows or o her grass are scarce or wanting as in the Sikkim 
Himalaya. Such was the case for a long time on the Audamnns, 
where pastures are entirely wanting. The youngshoota, like the 
pl:~ntnin stems, are a most favourite food of the elephants. 

In native pharmacopa we find the water, which often ac- 
cumulates in the bamboo-joints, especially of very hollow kinds, 
nsed npinst bowel-complaints, with what success I cantlot say, 
but all I can add is that this water in the bamboo halms, like 
that found in the pitchers of the Nepenthes, has often quenched 
my thirst during my tours in the Java hills. Numerous other 
medicinal virtues are ascribed to various parts of the bamboo 
by Lorlreiro (Flora of Cochin China), and by Father Blanco, in his 
Flora de Filipinns, but hardly worth mentioning here. The etiff 
fragile very fugaceous hairs or rather bristles on the sheaths of 
the shoots are used for poisoning. They are put in the meal, or 
more usually in the coffee to be partaken, and are said to cnuse 
death, not suddenly, but the action is very slow and the victirn 
snccumbs only after many months. Tabasheer is a siliceous 
whitish flonry substance which is found rrs a secretion, or Inore 
probably as a residuum in the interior of the joints of several 
species (especially Bambusa arundinacea) often up to an inch in 
t,hickness. I t  ie employed in Western India to cure paralytic 
complainb, and as a stimulant and aphrodisiac. In  China, it 
ploys a p e n t  r81e in Chinese medicine, and pretty large quanti- 
ties of tabaslleer are exported especially from Iudicr to that 
country and Arabia. Tabasheer is also used in polishing, a 
quality it owes to its silicious composition. 

Noteworthy is the great amount of silica of most of the 
species of bamboo, which is so great that the aeh of burnt 
barnboo-balms shews distinctly the silica-skeleton of the struc- 
ture. This nmount of silica, however, varies greatly in one rind 
the same species, as for example in bamboo tamyaag of which 
the one of ita varieties (balnhoo tamyang aonoh) turns so hard 
that  spnrlis are emitted fiom the Lalms when cut with the 
parang. 

For religior~a purposes, the bamboo furnishes in tho Philip- 
pines chnrchee, chapela and crokses. For educational purposes, 
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eaye F. Jagor, is the rattan far more in vogue, and is vigorotlely 
resorted to, eo much eo that a Philippine proverb says : Them 
sprout a thouaand rattans in the jungles for every I~idian born. 
The Llineee cut fantastically-shaped figurea from the knobby 
rhizomes for their templea and honee-altara The peculiar throw- 
pieces, used in the CLinese temples for aaguring the success or 
failure of an undertaking according to the nature of the full, are 
aleo mads of bamboo. 

For orname~~tirl purposes and landscape gardening, bamboo 
fonns one of the most picturesque fednrea, of which especially 
the Chinese understand to make full dioplay of it in their rock* 
ria, etc. Thie effect is rtill more enhanaed by the gmdy glos- 
my colouring of the hul~ne of many species, and the rarieliea 
of bamboo hower and leleba, ae well aa those of booloo along 
with the blirck-stemrned species of Phylloetachya of China and 
Japan, are more eapecinlly noteworthy in this respect, and 
ought sooner or latter come into general use in the South Euro- 
pean gardens. Indeed in Italy bamboo is already much in cul- 
tivation in the open air, but the night frosta and occaeional snow 
falla will alwaye form a great obstacle in their open air culture in 
Eumpe. Mr. E. B. Fenzi of Florence haa given notes in the 

GardPner'e Chronicle for 1872, pp. 1218-1 229, on h e  species (or 
mther varieties, eome of whiclr are however enumerated twice 
under 0 t h  garden names) that are cultivated and hardy in 
Italy. 

I may now conclude with alluding to a fwfu l  penal punish- 
ment, formerly in use in Bali, for the publicatiou of which 
Dr. F. Jagor must be made responsible. He tells us  that the 
criminal was strained borimntally over the young growing 
shoots of a bamboo etock, of which the longer halms have been 
removed. As these grow very rapidly the very h a d  eilica-rich (1) 
sl~oota pierce through the unfortunate sufferer. 

This resum6 of the uses of hmboo, altl~ougll still mea- 
gre, may yet remove any surpriee on our side when reading in 
Rnrnphius' Amboinsche K r u i d h k ,  IV., p. 13, that the ELiJ jh  
of Boutan ;lloluccoa) were proud in ~eoertiug b i t  their fore- 
f u h r s  sprung from the womb of a bamboo. 
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11.-GENEBAL HABIT AND QBOWTK OF BAMBOO. 
However p a t  the number of the speoiea of bamboo may be, 

tbey all agree in genoral habit, so much so that one rarely can con- 
found them with other plants. Thoee majeatio forms that g n m  

up to a height of 90 to 120 and even more feet, impreas the 
mind of the new comer ae much ae the palm nnd plantains, 
and where they sssociata into foreeta tbey usurp the wbole 
terrain and expel all other plant forms; they form a highly 
bomogeneoua physiognomy, but still agreeably influence the 
human mind. They equally combine vigour and elegance and 
almost always form a strong but attractive oontrast with tlle 
surrounding vegetation. The diatichoualy branched halms rise, 
like gigantic plumes, to a great height, lovely bowing outwards 
in graceful arca towar& their ends. The stiff and rigid halm~, 
moved by tbe wind, impatiently rattle and melanoholically 
sigh, while the dry harsh foliage rustles through the forest. 
Between the majestia old coloseal columns of bamboo, one wan- 
den  through theee dark area often hindered in the progress by 
fallen or rotten balms. In these vaulta a peculiar uneasy 
4wilight prevails, and one cannot dismiss the thought that the 
whole hrms a natural Gtothia ohurch. Nothing is more impres- 
sive and melanoholically beautiful tban a cemetery in a bamboo- 
grove, ae one oan verify for bimself in visiting the cemetery 
of the Governor-Generale in the Botanioal Qardens at Buiten- 
zorg, Java. 

8uch is the general impreesion that larger bamboos effect 
npon the mind of man, but there are gradatione, and as 
m go northwards and enter the more temperate zones of onr 
globe we meet with smaller and smaller kinds, until they 
dwindle down to mere undershmbs, when they little differ in 
sspeat from other graasa. 

Most, if not all, bamboos, are eminently gregarious and form 
jnnglea for themselves, or the undergrowth of high forests. If 
individuals occur also singly or few together, they are stray 
onee, and their species will be found in one or the other locality 
in quantity. 
Tlm bamboo, fall-grown, forms nsually a more or less 

developed stock, mmetimea up to 3 feet high, formed chiefly of old 
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trunks of the dead haltns and an entanglement of roots, from 
which 10 to 50, ~ n d  even up to 100, balms arise of the thickness 
of one's arm to that of a human thigh, often attaining upwards 
of 120 feet in height. There grows also a speciea in Tenwerim 
of which the hal~ns are said to grow singly froin the stock, and 
which tor this reason is .called tabeindein-wa 

The hnlms are branclileea or furnished only with small very 
incon~picuouu branchlets, either up to 4 of their whole length, 
and then they possess a colurnn~r appearmce (bamboo wooloong, 
bitoong, andong, attar) or they are furnislied already from the 
base or from the middle with whorls of branches arising alter- 
nately or rarely (mostly only abnormally) in an arrangement; 
also in this case the halms are still well visible, rs for exa~nple 
in bamboo hower, booloo, etc. Most species of Schizostachyurn 
are characterized by the crowdedly placed halms of only one 
to a few iriches thickness, which become quite hidden from view 
on nccotlnt of t l~e  numerous drooping branches, and hei~ce they 
resemble from a dishnca more to gigantic hemispherical shrubs. 
];ow shrubby species are rare within the tropics, and I know 
only of two, tic., the lelebas of the bfoluccoe, and booloo akkar 
(Mitost.  chilianthum), a Sumatran species. On the other hand, 
by far the greater part of the Arundinarias (which all poesees 
only 3 stamens) are shrubby and restricted to the higher regiona 
from about 5,000 feet upwards, while in higher latitudes, in 
China, Japan and the Kuriles, they descend to the plains 
and differ not in espect from other grasses. Of truly scandeut 
bamboos I may mention the few species of D i n o c b ,  of which 
tjanakorreh of the Archipelago cli~nbs into the loftiest trees up 
to 100 feet, and wa-nwny (Dinwchloa Maclllandu and D. An& 
manica) are not lese lofty, often hanging down with their ends 
from the loftiest trees in numerous festoons. The speoias of 
Yseudostachyum are half scandent and arching bnmlnos. 

Tlie shoots, which protrude from the earth at the beginuiog and 
during the period of the rainy eeamn, and especially the sheaths 
that cover them, furnish the best distinguisl~iog marka of 
nearly allied species when out of flower ; these marks are moet 
constant in the same state of development, and her~oe are in- 
variably relied upon by natives, not only of the Malay conntries 
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bat also of India generally. Them shoots first appenr as 
scaly cones, or to speak with Rumphius, as curved l~orns 
(rebong, mal.; gora, Beng.--eee plate I., fig. I), and in this 
state they are fleshy and often edible when cooked. They are 
quite covered with imbricating sheaths, variously clothed with 
stiff fragile deciduous bristles which easily penetrate the skin 
and c a w  much irritation. Further developed, when the joints 
d the halms beoome visible, they are called siroong by the 
Malays, and it is in this stage of development that the differen- 
tial characters are most conspicuoue and can be studied to the 
best advantage. The sh& attain their fullest develop 
ment, and consist now of the sheath ikelf, the imperfect blade 
(corresponding to the leaf of the developed plant), the auriclea 
which al-e usually only the decurrent often thickened base of the 
imperfect blade continnous with it, or these aaricles are rarely not 
developed a t  all, and finally the ligule, a membraneous, broader or 
narrower, entire or fringed membrane which inside fringes the ' 

junction of the sheath with the imperfect blade. A11 these p:irts, 
as already noted, are of special importance, and variation 
of the same takes place only within certain limits of the 
species itaelf, and more especially with reference of the develop- 
ment of the sheath; all matters which must be studied in nature, 
and which, once recognised, greatly facilitate the recognition of 
bamboo species. In some species of Phylloetaehyys (Ph .  nyral 
the shoots creep as rhizomes a long way under the ground 
before their ends come to day, and at the same time they send out 
lateral shoots from their joints at certain distances which simi- 
larly burst from the ground, and finaRy grow ont into deuse 
drubs.  This species, therefore, covers in a short time large 
areas by this process, and it is often difficult to check its spread. 

The eheaths, with which the branch-shook are protected, 
generally agree in shape and indument with those of the hallu- 
ehoota, and more especially in the imperfect blade, but are very 
differently shaped amongst themselves according to whether 
they are taken from the lower or upper parts; hence they are 
less recommendable for the discrimination of species, although 
they may serve as such in the absence of halm-shoots. 

The rapidity of growth of bamboo-shoots has been com- 
e a 



mented upon by several observers. The mean period of growth 
of bamboo-shoots, during which they attain their full height 
(30 to 90 and eren 120 feet) but not their developmentinto branch 
whorls, etc., oscillates between 2 and 3 months. Until they have 
reached their full 'height large developed leaves appear only 
on the extremities, and it is only at the period when induration 
or rather silification of the still soft halms begins that the 
development of lateral branches fully takes place, commenc- 
ing in most species from below upwards. 

Much has been writtsn about the rapidity of growth, and 
more especially regarding that of bamboo grown in  European 
stoves. Thus in the hot.house of the Botanical Qardens a t  
Glasgow it has been ascertained to rise one foot in 24 hours. 
Inspecteur Bouchd of the Botanical Gardens at Berlin measured 
a bamboo (said to be B. vet.tieilZaia) from the 24th June to the 
beginning of October, and gives 38 feet as the height reached. 
From 28th June to 4th August i t  was daily measured, and grew 
10 feet in 38 days, thus 34 inches per day, but duriug some 
very warm days 7 nnd even 9 inches. Several other notes on 
this subject may be found in the pages of the Gardener'r 

Chronicle. 
However, we have to do here chiefly with the growth of 

bamboo in their native state, nnd I regret to say that the 
lneasurements at our disposal are not so satisfactorily as they 
should be. I give here the aceonnts of them as far as I am 
acquainted with them, letting fallow my own measurements 
which I made many years ago. 

The first measurements of the growth of bamboo-shoots mere 
made by a native Mohamedan gardener, Mooty-Oollah, under the 
snperintendence of Dr. Wallich, in the Botanical Gardens at 
Calautta, and communicated by the latter to Prof. V. Mwtiua* 
They are not accompanied by any data of temperature or weather 
or anatomical researches, but still interesting ae far as they 

go. 

V. Martius Ueber dm Lasnganwaohsthom der Bambu-Sohoesslinge. (Bulletin of 
the Roy. Academy of Bciencew of Munich, No. 33, May 12th, 1648.) 
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Increaue in length in English inchee. 
-. - -~ - - - - - - - . . -- - 

Totd in 7 b y . ,  8& inches. Total in 7 b y e ,  37 inches ~l 

D ~ r r  - -- 1m. 
July. 

8 
1 0  
11 
l a  
13 
14 
16 
18 
17 
18 
10 
80 
el 
29 
88 
2-4 
% 
48 
n 
28 
a@ 
80 
81 

TOTAL 

3.56 ...... 
8.00 ...... 
2.76 ...... 
400 ..... 
$60 ...... 
...... ...... ..... ...... -- 

Total in 6 dnym, 
Blt  inches. 

B A Y B U ~ A  QIffAlTEA, WALL. BAMBUEA BALCOOA, ROD. 

Morning. 1 Eroning. 1 Morning. 1 E ~ e n i n ~ .  
-- 

Thie gives for B. gigarctea a total increase in height of 25 feet 
9 inches in 31 days, and shews a difference of 94 inches in 
favor of tile during day. Barnb. balcooa grew during 
t h e  23 days If ft. 4 inch with 2 inches in favor of growth during 
n igh t  time. 

Increase in length i n  inches of Bamburra "Tulda," Roxb., Bami bane. 
.- 

A I 8 x 0 0 ~ .  A. . I (  SHOOT B. 1 8noor C. 

4.00 
8.60 
6.00 
L.OO 
6.00 
6.60 ' 

4.60 
6.60 
6.60 
6 60 
7.60 
6-60 
7.60 
7.60 
6.60 
7'00 
600 
6.26 
6.00 
3.60 
a-ao 
34x3 
2.00 

149.76-inchea. 

::. j 
6.60 
6.00 

1.86 

, ;; 1.60 

2.60 
2.26 
3.00 
8 2 6  
3.10 
3.26 
300  
4.26 
4.26 
400 
3 60 
446 
125 
3.76 

6.00 
460  
6.00 
6.60 
5.60 
7-60 
6.00 
6.60 
7.00 
7.00 
7 .W 
6.60 
7.60 
6.W 
6'60 
6'60 
6.60 
2.60 
2.00 ------ 

1.00 
1% 
1.25 
1.76 
2.26 
9.7.; 
8.76 
3 . ~ 0  
3.(0 
3.00 
3 00 
3'00 
4 00 
400 
3.10 
4.00 
400 
4'uU 
4 25 

I 

13 , 4'(0 
4.26 
3.76 

4.00 4.00 

7326-inches 71.25-inches. 
i 

169.26-inches. / 
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The above bamboo is called by Wallich Bambusa T u b ,  Roxb., 
nnd the native name given for it is bansni bans. There must 
be some mistake, for basini bans of the Bengalees is B. mrlgaria 
according to my own researches, while h l d a  bans of Bengal is 
Gigantoc.ilou aurinrlata. The shoots A. B. C'. are described as 
follows : shoot A., a sleuder one, measuring on the let of July 
1833, thus a t  the close of the observations, 4 feet 8 inches in len,oth 
and 43 inches in circumference, with 20 joints, each with its 
leaf-sheath ; shoot B., which had on the 24th June 1833 a cir- 
cumference of 48 inches with about 20 joints and sheaths; 
and shoot C., of which no particulars are given. 

Other measurements are given of two shoots of Meloaanna 
baccifera. They shewed the following increase in growth :- 

Total in 28 days ... 9 feet 9 inches , 7  feet 8 inches. I 

1st to 7th August 1873 ... 1 ft. 8 in. 
8 th  to 14th ,, ,, . . - 2 , , 2 , ,  
1 5 t h  to 21st ,, ,, . . . 2  ,I1 ,, 

21st Aug. to 28th Ang ,, ... 3 ,, 

- 

Dr. Itoxburgh ot~serves, that the shoote of his Bambusa 
Tvlda rise to their full size, from 20 to 70 feet in height and 
from 6 to 12 inches in circumference, in the course of about 
30 days. Dr. John Davy measured a bamboo-shoot6 days 
successively, one that was about 4 feet from the shoal from 
which it sprung. During the first 24 hours it increased in 
height 6.75 inches; during the second, 5.25; during the third, 
4.5 ; during the fifth, the same; during the sixth, 4.5 inches. 
These observations were made between the 22nd and 29th 
September, and on a plant in a comparatively poor and 
dry soil. Mr. Fortune, who has made numerous measurements 
in the Chinese bamboo jungles, found the growth from 
2 to 24 ft. in 24 hours, and he found also (like myself) that the 
growth ie greatest during the night. 

1 ft. 6 in. 
1 . 5 ,  8 ,, 
2 ,, 
2 ,, 6 ,, 
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I will now give the tabular res111ts of measurements of 2 
gipnt ic  species of bamboo, viz., Gi~arrtochloa .rdwta (bamboo 
woo loon^) and Gigant. utter (bamboo atter) wlricb I obtained 
in 1862 in the Botanical Gardens at Buitenzorg, Java. The gar- 
den is situated at an elevation of between 940 to 960 It. english. 
Tile measurements could for several reasons be commenced 
only after the shoots were much developed. As they represent 
only single observations they can have only relative value and 
thus represent only approximately the real nature of growth. 
However the memurements themselves were executed with all 
care, but the correct reading became more difficult wit11 increasing 
height of the shoots, and therefore the measurements were car- 
ried on only during the first month. As the tips of the im- 
perfect blade were taken as theextremity, it necessarily happened 
that periodical retrogrades in length appear in the table. They 
are caused by the spreading of the blade at a certain stage 
of development. Rnch retrogrades are marked in italics. Mea- 
surement of the increasing length of the internodes themselves, 
comparisons of such measurements, and the anatomical changes 
in the inner structure of the halms I reaerve for a future revision 
of Indian bamboos. 

The measurements are in French mbtres, and I have not 
thought it necessary to reduce these to English equivalents. 

The temperatures were taken by Dr. Schwarz, at the time 
Civil Surgeon of Buitenzorg, according to the medical usage, 
wiz., a t  9 a.m., 1 p.m., and 10 p.m., and thus are barely of value 
for agricultural and physiological purposes, for reasons which I 
have given already in my report on the Pegu Foresta (page 87.) 

The height of the slioots of the 2 bamboos measured on the 
evening of tlte 16th December 1862 was the following : that 
of Gigantochloa roblceta was 0.64 m8tres; that of Gig. atbr 
only 0.1 1 mktres. 

The plantain gives much smaller values of growth in length 
as co~iipared with bamboo, but in reality grows quicker than the 
latter, for here the lengthening takes place throughout the whole 
of the axis, while in hamboo it is of a double nature, lengthening 
of the joints themselves and prodnotion of new joints. I n  tile 
plantain, moreover, the growth is very unequal and increases &om 
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outwards to the centre. This can be very plainly seen in cutting 
through a plaintain stem, when we see the next day the central 
part, (the young leaf) protruding far above the outer concentric 
layers (leaf sheathe) the latter shewing gradually less \ 7 i, aorous 
growth according to the age of the leaves. 
Table shewing the growth of a shoot of bamboo wooloofig and 

bamboo utter in the Botanical Gardetr, Buitenzorg (Java) 
in 1862-63. 
- 

Mean 

ATTBP. ature W a ~ ~ a x n  
lelaius. 

6 a.m. 6 p.m. 6 s m .  6 p.m. 
----- 

Jan. 
1 
2 
a 
4 

C'0736 
0.0736 
0 0716 
0U742 

6 0.0820 0.0690 0.0430 U.6 Fine anri clear. 
6 0.0037 0.0686 0.0836 0064.6 24.6 Fine and clear. 
7 0.0841 0.0862 G-0901 09700 26.0 Fine andclear. 
8 00.481 0'1360 0.0881 0.0676 26.0 Fine ; rain towards eve. 
Q U.0847 0 0591 P . O ~ S ~  0.0461 26.3 Fine ; rain at midday. 

10 0.1626 WU710 0.0170 0.0601 24.7 Rainy. 
0 . 1 m  00520 0.0660 0 0411 24.7 Cbangeable,with little rain. 
0.1231 0.07U1 0'0810 0.0610 26.1 Chat~geable,somewhatmin. 
0.1876 0.0700 0.0776 OM91 26.0 Rainy. 

8.1429 

-- 
Total 

height 
of 

lhoota 

0 0301 
0.0363 

i::'J 

on tho 
16Jan. i 

0.0860 
0 0626 
09616 
0.0688 

0.0221 
00216 
0.0376 
O-OmO 

23'7 
23.3 
23.8 
23.6 

Rain all day. 
h i l l  all day. 
&liny. 
Fine and rlear. 
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From the above table we may be allowed to deduct a few general 
facts. The growth of a bamboo-shoot is increasing in the 
proportion as more joints are developed. The greatest activity 
of growth takes place during night and during fine clear dnys. 
Both these latter conclusions are not settled as yet, for seriolls 
aberrations from this rule take place which can be explained 
only by longer and repeated measurements, and such, no doubt, 
will cause considerable modifications of the above deductions. 

On the 15th February, thus a month later, the total height 
of the same shoot of G'igantocAlocr rod*csta amounted to 9.75 
mktres, and that of G. utter to 6.24 mktres, so that the former's 
growth during this period was 5.9449; that of the latter 3.9871 
ndtres. Only on the 2nd March, G. robarsta began (then 24 
mktres high) to form lateral branches ; while 6. alter did so by 
a height of 7 mktres on the 30th March. I must mention here 
that the development of lateral branches regularly takes place 
from below upwards, and in these two species before us tlre little 
meagre lateral branchlets that arise from above the lower nodes 
appear very early, while the larger ones of the last third part of 
the halms appear often only when the lowermost ones have a1- 
ready long dried up. 

The rapid growth of shoots, however, continues only so 
long as the halms are pretty soft and porous, viz., the cells very 
large and loose, but it is checked as soon as the lateral branches 
become more developed, and the consistence of the halms be- 
comes denser on acconnt of the rapid formation of smaller cells, 
woody vessels and silification. Arrived at this stage no impor- 
tant change takes place either in the height or thickness of 
the halms. I must also remark here, that these shoots often, 
and in certain species regularly, overtop the fullgrown h l m s  of 
the preceding years and give thus a peculiar but elegant aspect 
to the stock. This elongation is due to two causes : first, the 
halms of some of the species become with maturity more sprend- 
ing and overhanging, and thus appear shorter than they are ; and, 
secondly, the height and strength of the halms increases with 
the age of the stock, and hence the young but fully developed 
shoots naturally will be the longer and stronger ones. 

TLe number of shoots that every bamboo-stock an~lually pro- 
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duma varies greatly according to the epeciee, and even according 
to the strength and vigour of each individual bamboo. Tlle larger 
kinds, however, produce yearly between 12 to 20 and sometimes 
more shoots ; some of the smaller bushy kinds as much as 20 to 
50. But some of the shoots lose, for some reason as je t  nnknonn 
to me, all their vitality at a very early stage, when they just 
have burst from the ground, m d  quickly die off. Hence we 
see so often such dead shoot-cones on most of the stocks. But 
even the number of shoots-yearly produced, as given above, is 
enormous. I f  we assume, say only 10 per stock a Sear, we should 
get rur many as 300 halms to the stock in 80 yeam, which is the 
mew age of lllost of the bamboo-species a t  which they begin to 
flower and die off; while 50 and fewer halms to a bamboo-stock 
is s very dense growth even in those primeval forests where the 
axe of man does never touch them. However the many dead 
haltns that one observes in a etuck fully explains the compra- 
tively small number of halms left. Still the explanation as to the 

real caliee of the dying off of otlierwise well-developed balms, 
which probably do i ~ o t  even come in flower, is not such an easy 
one, unless we aasutxle that a greater number of halms is pro- 
duced than tlie stock can nourish, in which case the less vigorous 
halms would succumb more or less elowly according to circurn- 

Tllere exists a belief amongst natives that a thunderstorm is 
necessary before bamboo can shoot out. This belief ia lese 
fostered in the Malay countries than in British India, probably 
on account of the greater frequency of tLunderstorms in the 
former regione. Captain W. H. Sleemann writes (Trans. Agr. 
Hort. Soc., Ind., IV., 190) :-" In  the rains of 1835, boy 
bamboos a t  Jnbbalpre had not thrown out their ehoots at 
what I considered the usual time, and I asked my ,gardener 
the cause. He replied, we have had no thunder yet; as soon ne 
the thunder comes, you will get shoots. I asked him what 
possible connection tlwre could be between the claps of thunder 
and the shooting of tlie bamhm. God only knows, said he, 
but we know that till the thonder comes, the b a r n b e  never 
shoot well. The thunder came, and oertainly the gardener'# 
theory seemed to me to be oonfirmed ' by a very steudy and 
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abundant shooting of the bamboos. Here poseibly the cause 
aeete in the increased amount of nitrogenous compounds ah- 
&orbed with avidity through the humus that accumulates round 
h e  bamboo-stools. Bepeatad cutting of too many bamboo- 
ahoota considerably weakens the stock, while the cutting of 
fd-grown halms doea not more injure them than the mowing 
doea the grass. Indeed i t  is believed that too much cutting of 
shoots reenlb in early flowering of the stock itself and such 
means in most csses death to the whole plant. 
The halrns of the same species vary very much as well in 

tbeir height as also in the nature of their eurfacee and color. 
Usually they are cylindric with or without prominent knob. 
Only a few of the small kinds (chiefly Japanese and Chinese 
Arundinahs) form an exception and poseem alternately semi- 
terete or even 4 cornered halms (see v. Siebold, Verh. Qenootach 
Batav. XII. 6). A furrow or flattening on the inner side 
of the halm-joints where ramification takes place, is present 
in most species. As regards the height which bamboo attain, 
halms are known of 140 to 150 feet in length, and Zollinger 
measured bitooug-hdm (6ig. rrspcra) of 170 feet. The usual 
height of the tallest species (as bamboo bitoong, andong, 
wooloong, wabo, eto.) varies between 90 to 110 feet. The thick- 
ness is in proportion of about feet in 50 feet and oscillatee 
between that of a man's arm to one foot or eomewhat more. 

According to a communication of Mr. Rigg of Jasiuga (Java) 
there were, a t  the exhibition of 1853 at  Batavia, samples of 
bamboo-balms from Daya Loohoor in Banyoomas which had 
a circumference of 25 inches at the base, and at a height of 118 d 
feet they still measured 22 inches in girt. On the otber hand, 
we have in Japan and the Kuriles pygrnaean bamboo of only 4 
to 6 inches in height, the halms of which attain hardly the 
thickness of a crow's quill. Thae  are often, as in ginmeibik, 
almost solid. 

The durability of & bamboo-halms depends chiefly upon 
the thickness of the wood and upon the amount of silica it 
contains. The surfaoe of the halms is either quite smooth and 
glossy of various colours, as green (bamboo hower gullies 
aud booloo idyooh), or glossy y&w (bamboo h e r  &numng 

a H 
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and booloo konneng), or beautifully striped yellow and ,pa 
(bamboo hower seh-ah) ; or in the greater number of species 
more or less rough and of a greyish green, greenish yellow, 
blackish green and even purplish-black colour. Sometimes 
they are striped dull-yellowish and green, but also (as in leleba 
soorat) striped with whitish yellow and rose, or (leleba 
tootool) similarly blotched; very rarely, as in a variety of 
the China bamboo (B. nana), occasionally orange colonred. 
The surface of bamboo bitoong and the Burmese Kyattonnwa 
(B. Bmndisii) is covered all over with a roughish greyish or 
dirty yellowish-grey felt easily scraped off. This felt becomes 
sometimes rusty or even golden-coloured below the prominent 
nodes. The yellow hal~ns of booloo konneng are co~ered with 
a white fugaceons meal, somewhat resembling that which 
covers the inner walls of the jointa ; other species, like Dendro- 
calumue giganleu8 and booloo idyooh have them white-pruinous. 
Bamboo tnmyang sonoh o\ws its greater roughness and grey- 
green of its halms chiefly to the t~nusual percentage of silica 
it contains. 

The knots form transverse solid septa in the interior of t l~e  
joints, but a remarkable monstrosity of a bamboo-halm (species 
nnkaown) was sent many years ago to the Museum of the 
Botanical Gardens, Calcutta, which virtually has all the knob 
united into a perfect continuous spiral. The portion of halm sent 
i~ about 7 feet long, and as thick as an arm, but not equally 
thick and abruptly bluntish at the end ; the windings of the 
spiral are from the right to the left (the  xis considered in .the 
epiral.) In plate 1, fig. 2, I have given a figure of the lower 
portion of it, very much reduced in size. Another monstrosity 
of halms has been brought home by Dr. J. Anderson from 
the Khakyen hills east of Bhamo (so I believe for there is no 
label to it), which has the joints remarkably inflated, and this may 
~ossibly be rather the result of artificial training. Also of thia 
will be found :a piece (natural size) figured on the same plate 
fig. 3. The original halm is 2; feet long, the joints a t  the 
narrower part 6 lines in diameter and at  tho most inflated parts 
they measure 7; lines. 
Bamboo bitoong, the Burmese Kyattounwa, and several 
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other tall qpecies emit short (up to 3 inch long) densely packed 
era1 roots round the knots up to ; of the height of the 
halms; similar garlands of rook, but lees developed, occur 
also on the basal jointings of other species (bamboo andong, 
atter, ietam, wooloong, etc), especially when they attain a 
certain age, and these rootlets usually penetrate into the soil 
and derive from i t  additional nourishment for the halms. 
The aeral rootlets dry up soon and encircle the nodee with a 
garland of somewhat spiny coarse fibros, and hence the halrns 
of several species of bamboo are described by some authore 
ae being "spiny." Strictly spoken there is no such thing as 
true spines in bamboo, for such spines are either the dried-up 
e r a 1  rootlets just spoken of, or (as bamboo dooree and tlie 
Bengalee behoor bans and a few other sorts) the reci~rved 
spinescent buds which either become arrested in their growth 
or  more usually develope themselves into branchlets during 
the subsequent year. 

The branches and branchlets arise always close to the 
jointings iu half-whorls or olusters, rarely by 3 or 5, and still 
more unfreduently singly, as for example in leleba. The cen- 
tre-branch is usually longer and stronger than the lateral ones. 
I n  Wapyoo geley (Gigantochloa albo-ciliata) it becomes as 
thick as, and occasionally even thicker than, the balm itself, 
while the lateral branching use to be shorter and less rami- 
fied, or sometimes become altogether arrested in their growth. 
These bmnch-whorls arise invariably alternately from the nodes 
and thus appear distichone, very rarely and usually only 
abnormally, they are arranged in an + position. The halms 
would therefore have a very simple plume-like appearance, as is 
really the case with some sorts of bamboo, but the repeatedly 
alternating lateral branchlets now placed in half-whorls, now 
singly or only few together, spread in all directions and 
thus give a more massive aspect to the whole. Their length 
is various and partially conditions the general habit of a bam- 
boo accordingly that the branching8 arise from the upper or 
lower portions of the halrns. In  bud they appear either as soft, 
subulate, long-tapering cones (in fact these are shook in minia- 
ture of a secondary, tertiary, &c., order), of a more or less 
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rpine-like aspect, or, as already mentioned above+ as- c m d  
spines plaoed by 1 to 5. They are similarly like the radical sboota 
protected by many scale-like eheaths, which in a certain 
degree resemble the shoot-sheaths and whioh enlarge with 
the development of the branches. They ustlally fall off verp 
late and are still seen at the flowering period. 

The leaves of bamboo are all distichouely plaoed jwt rs 
ie the case with all true granaes. They are more or less 
narrowed or oonstrictsd at the brrse into a short stalk (nearly 
in all species), or very rarely alrnorb sessile and nearly half 
stem clumping as in a few varieties of leleba. The petiole is 
jointed to the sheath, a characteristic peculiarity of bamboo 
generally, and foresters may take this point as a distinction 
between bamboo and other grasses; for only very few other graesee 
shew this same peculiarity. The leaf-stalke of P&lloataehp 
kumaoaea from Japan hare been described as jointed, but more 
close examination has shown that this is not the case, and that 
those parts which were mistaken for the petiole are in reality 
shortened joints of the lateral branahlets, from which the lower 
leaves have fallen or were never developed. The leaves are usually 
very variable in shape and more particularly in the nature of 
their base. Often enough occur two and even three different* 
shaped leaves on the same halm, the lowerrnoet ones arising 
from the meagre reduced branchlets, and the uppermost one0 
which are usually very much larger than all the rest. So for 
example are the leaves of the basal branohletson the halms of 
bamboo hower and more especially of its variety bamboo hower 
tootool, small linear, smooth and yellowish green, while those of 
the branchlets higher up the halm become nearly I f  feet long 
dark-greenand almost roughish on the upper surface. The 
number of the primary and secondary nerves lnust needs vary in 
proportion to the size of the leaves. I could bring forward 
nnmerous examples that would demonstrate how little value can 
be attaahed to the size, shape and nervature of bamboo leaves. 
Also their consistenw, hairiness and roughnesr depends more or 
less upon the age of the leaves or of the bamboo-stoak. D e d . y  
orowded bunches of sickly looking yellowish green leaves some- 
times d e p d  from the ultimate branchinga which remain almoet 
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berbaceoas ; bat mdre frequently still the leaves do not come a t  
all to perfwtiou, and the branchleta in this caw us multifari- 
oasly curved and simply sheathed. Botb thew two siakly and 
abnormal etatea are not rarely accompanied by subdate fleshy 
black excrescences of the end-buds caased by a fungua, and such 
monstrasitiee are o b n  mistaken for bamboo fruits, not ouly by 
Europeans but also by natives. 

The colour of the leaves is ueurlly a dark green on tbe upper- 
side and beneath a somewhat paler green verging into grey, 
turning really greyis11 green in drying. Some species, like 
Bomb. nairr, TeinwtacAysm Grifitlii, Gigurtoehloa cnocrwloeriya, 
etc, have the leaves quite white beneath, others greyish green on 
both sidee, but only very few enjoy a yellowish green colonr. 
Striped (white) leaves occur in some cultivated Japanese and 
Chinese bamboos. 

Bamboos are of two aorts, &., the leaf shedding or deciduous, 
and the evergeen ones, the latter class being chiefly represented 
in damp climates, along river sides, or in the shade of tropical 
foreab. Deciduoue bamboos, however, lihe yakatwa, jungli 
bane or male bamboo (Uendrocalanrw slrictur) ete., become often 
evergreen in damper climates, or when they grow in moister 
localitiee. On the other hand, bamboo normally evergreen, 
(suoh as kyattounwa, wapyoo geley, etc., etc.) become regularly 
leafshedding in drier climates or in arid l d t i e s ,  or become 
EO temporarily in unusually dry seasons. 

The sheaths of the krves would offer good characters in the 
discrimination of the species of bamboo, if they would not lose 
eo very readily their auricles and clothing when full grown, and 
Borne practice is therefore necessary before one can employ them 
as distinctive characters. Still in the hands of an expert, wllose 
experience hae taught him the neoessary precautions in this regard, 
they yield valuable hints in the absence of shoot-eheatls. The 
parts that oan be dietingubhed on a leaf-sheath are the same as 
those of a shootsheath, vk., the sheath itself, its mouth with 
ite auricles or fringes, and the ligule ; the imperfect blade ia here 
developed into a perfect stalked leaf-blade. 

'fie infloresceuce of bamboo exhibita great variations. A11 
speoies of bamboo remain leafed at the beginning of flowering, 
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and lose their leaves only gradually as the flowering progresses. 
Hence we can find all stages from simple cluster-spikes to 
compound immense radical panicles, according to the advance 
towards defloration. Sometimes defoliation takes place very late ; 
in other cases only partially or not at all, as for examplb in the 
varieties of leleba and most of the species of Schirostackyum. 
I n  other cases certain halms of a bamboo-stock burst into flower, 
lose their leaves, and die off, while the rest of the halms cou- 

tinues flowerless. The male bamboo normally does so regularly 
in India, but in Burma, especially in the dry stony laterite tracte 
of Prome and the Irramaddi valley, the whole stock takes to 
flowering and dies off. This ie the mom remarkable as the same 

species follows the normal role of flowering on the dry sand- 
stone hills of the Pegu Yomah. The drundinariaa for the greater 
part use to flower freely without dying off, but a few small 
species growing at high elevations die off to the ground and throw 
up new shoots the followi~ig spring. However, the general, if 
not universal, role of flowering is that the mliole stock becoma 
aflFected and all the halms simultaneou~ly burst into flower, loge 

their leaves, and the stock dies off, so~netilnes already thd first 
year (very rarely), but more usually gradually during 2 or 3 
years. The flowering is during this period so profnss that 
spikelet after spikelet is produced, and a flower-cluster that at 
the beginning had on1 y half an inch in diameter may measure as 
much as two inches at the fruiting time. Indeed the bamboo stock 
becomes exhausted through flowering, hence Malays, as other 
Indians, do not like the flowering of bamboo, aud cut down the 
halms as soon as the first sign of flowering sliews itself. The 
Bengalees and other Indiana even believe that flowering of 
bamboo b i i n p  misfortune. 

The age a t  which bamboo begins to set flowere is varionsiy 
p ~ i t  down, and nothing quita conclusive is yet known about tliie 
point. But so much we can take for aertain that flowering 
takes place a t  various ages according to the species itself, and 
also that the flowering period is not fixed within a couple of 
years only. Ttius the age at which the more cominon kinds of 
Malaya and India flower (chiefly belonging to the section of 
Iaciiuroclrloa of Bambwa and Dendt.ocakwus) ranges between 
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45 to 35 yearn, and is almost regularly followed by the death of 
the whole stock, although a very few exceptional cases are known to 
me where a shoot was thrown up and grew and formed a new 
stock. I n  India, a man who has seen two kutungs (seedings of 
bamboo) is considered an old man, perhaps 60 years of age. 
Col. Beddome is of opinion that Bambuaa arundinacea gen- 
erally flowers at  an age of about 32 years, he having ascer- 
tained the flowering of the same tracts in Western India in 
1804, 1836, and 1868. However, the tall bamboos of the Indian 
Archipelago reach an age of nearly 100 years, i. e., the whole 
stock, not the halms, which die off at a certain age. Remark- 
able is bamboo ul-ul of Bandong (ScRLostaclyrm elegantissimum) 
which flowere and dies off every third year. This sort has also 
comparatively the thinnest wood of all bamboos known to me, 
although growing up to a height of 20 to 25 feet with the halms 
as thick as an arm. 

I n  the plains, and generally in the drier tracte of continental 
India, where only few species of bamboo grow, and these in 
large quantities over whole tracts of land, the simultaneous 
flowering of bamboo is a conspicuous phenomenon to all, and 
hence such occurrences are numerously recorded in agricultural 
journals and even in the newspapers. Thus flowering of bamboo 
is recorded by Capt. Sleemann in Dehra Dhoon in 1836, when 
all bamboos died. Lieutenant J. F. Pogson reports that all the 
three sorts of bamboos flowered at Simla in 1858. These three kinds 
were a large hollow bamboo ; the female bamboo, which is rarely 
more than 14 inch in diameter ; and the solid or "male" bamboo, 
perhaps a trifle thicker than the preceding. Mr. J. D. Gash 
of Pertabgurh reports in 1869 the flowering of the kutwasee, 
one of the four sorts grown in Oude, uiz., kutwasee, chah, lore 
and phool-bassa, adding that bamboo also flowered at that locality 
some 25 years ago. Mr. Macalpine records flowering of a 
bamboo, called kulgai, in Chittagong in 1867. He mentions 
also the flowering there of tulla bansh (probably talda?) in 
1865. Col. C. 8. Ryder similarly reports simultaneous flower- 
ing of the bamboo around Jubbulpore in 1873. The berry- 
bearing bamboo in Arracan fruits eTery 30 to 35 years, and the 
process appears to occupy a couple of years. I t  flowered last 
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in 1864-66 over the whole of the Arraoaa Yomah. Nmnt~-~nn 
other, more or leas reliable datas, are at  my disposal of similar 
ocmmnces, but they do not tend to promote the solution of the 
qu&ion a t  issue, viz., the settlement of the age at  which a 
epeoies of bamboo flowers, as they only state that some sort of 
bamboo has flowered. 

On the other hand, the flowering of bamboo in more damp coun- 
tries, as in Burmah, etc., is snch a common-sort occurrence that 
i t  never attraeta the curiosity of the inhabitants; but the Karens 
bring this flower-period into calculation in their toungya cul- 
tivation, for experience has tanght them that the rats are a t  
tracted and multiplied in snch quentities when bamboo eeta fruit, 
that they had really at occasions to abandon their fields and to 
leave the produce to these voracious creatures. 

Bnt tbere are apparent exceptions even to those cases where si- 
multaneous flowering is characteristic to a species, and thns bamboo 
hower, which aftsr flowermg dim ofF even in the damp Malayan 
comtries, may be seen in Bengal flowering only on a few h l m s ,  
while the etock and the remainder of the halms remain alive and 
vegetate vigorously. A few other enoh occurrences have come 
under my obeervation, and I think that these anomalies may be 
explained by knowing that weakenmg the growth by whatever 
means induces premature flowering. Thus we may also parti- 
ally account for the dead halrns that we meet in bamboo-forest, 
and to which I already alluded to above. Indeed it happens 
sometimes that we meet one or a few flowering halms even in 
the primeval foresta under the very circumstances just dea- 
crihed. 

From my own observations, and they extend now over 20 
years, I must concur with the general notion of nativm that 
drought greatly enconramp flowerino although a certain a s ,  " ? 
a say rather state of debility, seems requisite before this favour- 

able influence can fully come into play. 80 for example I 
have observed in Bnrma pygmaean planta of tinwa (Cepli& 
stoci~urn pergraeik) of only about 4 to 1 foot height, which had 
been continuously burnt down by junglefires, and which Bower- 
ed together with their anhnrt companions of 30 to 40 feet height 
But ak~gglera from seeds ahat germinated at a latter date 
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the subsequent year may also be seen occasionally amongst the 
patchea of flowering.bamboos without producing a single flower. 
In such cases we have to generalize upon the broad facts before 
us, and leave stray exceptions as interesting hints for the consi- 
deration of casual phenomena. Both dry seasons that 1 spent 
in Burma were described to me as extraordinary hot ones, such 
rra the oldest people could not remember, and my harvest of 
flowering species of bamboo was remarkably large, so much so 
that I missed the flowers of few species only, and these were 
such kinds as grew in tropical forests or near water, and hence 
were not likely to be affected by drought. Never were so many . 
species of bamboo in flower in the Calcutta Botanical Gardens 
ae in 1874-8 year of drought and famine. Flowering of 
bamboo during times of famine ie very usual, and there is a say- 
ing with the Indian that "when bamboos produce sustenance,, 
we must look to heaven for food." The correctness of this pro- 
verb has been challenged, but I believe upon very insufficient 

*grounds, for although bamboo may, and does, flower and fruit in 
years where the most beautiful crops are harvested, it does not 
follow that there was no drought in that season. How im- 
portant an event the general flowering is in time of f a ~ i n e  
may easily be gathered from a few facts. In  1812, in Orissa 
a general flowering of bamboo took place, and prevented a 
famine. Hundreds of people were on the watch day and night 
in order to collect the seeds as they fell from the branches. 
Mr. Shaw Stewart, the Collecter of Canara (Western coast of 
India) states, that in 1864 a similar event took place in the Soopa 
jungles, and that a very large number of persons, estimated at 
60,000, came from the Dharwar and Belgaum districts to col- 
lect the seeds. Each party remained about 10 to 14 days, 
taking away enough for their own consumption during the mon- 
soon months, as well as some for sale; and he adds that the 
flowering was a most providential benefit during tho prevailing 
scarcity. Mr. Bray, writing from Maldah in 1866, says : " In  
the South District, throughout the whole tract of country, 
the bamboo (probably bamboo tulda?) has flowered, and the 
seed has been sold in the bazaar at 13 seers for the rupee, rice 
being 10 seers, the ryots having stored enough for their own 

2 I 
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wants in addition. Hundreds of maunds have been sold in the 
3:nglish Bazaar at Maldah; and large quantities have boen sent 
to Sultangunge snd other places 25 to SO miles distant, shewing 
how enormous the snpply must have been. The bamboo 
flowering has been qhite providential, as bhe ryots were on the 
point of starving." 

Here we have a t  once a key in dealing with the mitigation of 
fiimines in India, and bamboo-reserves for famine years would 
no doubt be preferable to mahogany and other timber plantations 
under the shade (?) of which the Bengalee ryot aould only study 
the effects of hunger. Such reserms are the more recommend- 
able, as there are many wwtes now uncultivated which might 
be used as such, and along the Ganges endless savannahs expand 
which might profitably give way to reserves of bamboo. But 
only few bamboos would be eligible for this purpose, and of these 
behoor bans (Bamb. arundinacea), dyowa bans.(~amb. tltlda) and 
basini bans (Bamb. vulgaris) would be the preferable ones, the 
first one being adapted also for drier climates, like the Upper Pro- 
vinces ; the two latter ones are preferable for damper climates, as 
Lower Bengal, etc. There are other freely flowering bamboos, 
especially the so-called male bamboo, a kind which grows, unlike 
the above noted, also on sterile rocky hills, but the seeds of this 
kind, although larger, has a pretty large pericarp, and is by no 
means so productive as those kinds named above. Indeed, while 
here only 1 to 3 seeds to the spikelet are found, there are as many 
as 4 to 8, which latter do not require to have the pericarp first 
removed, as is the case in the male bamboo. Unfortunately we 
know nothing about the exact quantity of seeds which every 
stock yields, but we may presume that it must be enoTmotis. 
We hare, however, much to learn yet of the life-history of 
these bamboos before we can advantageously employ them 

- .  

for famine-purposes, and first of all me require to know the 
exact age at which flowering can take place. Besides, yearly 
after sowings are necessary so as to ensure regularity of 
crops,'etc.* Such bamboo-reserves 'would at the same time 

Thua in order to obtain a single acre's yield after a lapse of 30 mm, it requiw 90 
acres to be planted msuooearively at the rate of one acre per year. d d e r  such r imm.  
ata~l~c.r  it ia molt i~nporhnt ta knoz, whether the yield uf one .en, of barnbrim 
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contain also other food-plants, as for example abo, diverse kinds 
(Dwscarea sp.) say about 3-4 plants to each stock; Tcicca 

pinnatifidrr, 01 (Anwrphophallus campanulatzrs) ; varieties of 
kuchoo (Qlocaek nnbiquorurn and C. Ldica)  ; tapioca and 
cassava (Jonipka manihot), and such like tuberous plank as do 
pot interfere with the plantation, while their value mould be 
enhanced, provided that the people mould be prevented from using 
these products without a regulated control. Trees, like inanxo 
and jack, and in drier districts tlie muhooa (Baaaia lal(folia) 
and tlie carob-tree (Ceratonia sidiqua), the latter on calc:lreous 
snbaoils, might be added or interspersed in the bamboo-groovea. 
Add to the above bamboo-reserves revised and strict rnle# 
regarding fisheries (Tor fish ie an iiuportant article of food to a 
great class of natives) ; an attempt on the part of the forester 
to redeem the numerolls courses of rivulets that are now dried 
up in the arid hills of the Peninsula, Buhar, etc., by replanting 
their sources with trees and tllus recreate their flow, and have 
these sources combined with a jndicions extension of irrigation 
work8, and I see not why famine could not bo banished or at 
least so greatly diminished as to dwindle down to nlero 
temporary scarcity. 
. Notewortl~y is also the innate individuality of bamboo as 
shewn in ita flowering. Cuttings or root-layers taken from 
the flowering stock (apd even if taken befyre flowering) mill 
burst iuto flower just as tlieir parentstock. Hence, natives 
use to cut down all the hallus a year before flowering if possi- 
ble, and thus prevent that the stock flowers itself to deatlr. 
How they should, however, know, when tlieir bamboo-stock 
g0eS to flower, can only be explained by assuming that some 

(which sells lower than cnmmon rim) is equal or  inforior to the yield of any mop that 
muld be r a i r d  on the s m e  land (which of course must bo ouch M would be dr.clnred a 
@mi unfit for rice cultiratioo) during tlie same period of time. 

The densest bamboo-growth to an a m  is 4W clumps, or say 400 at an avorage. The 
yield of each clump may bo set down M two maundr a t  a minimum. Thus an arm 
would give 800. maunds of bamboo-rice every thirtieth ear from the sowing. This. 
however, makes only abodt 284 maund per year cztlcu&.ed in the pmportion to the 
whole area oecupied (30 acres). To thu murt be nddcd the entire Iw of prducta 
(exotpt minor onen derived from root-crnps etc.) for the period of 30. and errr~tually 
u p w d a  to 84 ! I f  planted on ~meaognised ricelands. the low (drc. 2 i .UOO m ~unda 
of pntMy) aoulB't'0"enormous under them eircumrtanccs, if wu t n k ~  an avcrage fkir 
amp of paddy a t  W maunds of paddy per acre annually. 

-- . - 

I Iesr lhia rsl~urate is kr tr).ond the q u n l i t j  wb6oh would w t d l y  be . o ~ u a d . - T 1 8  
BJitm. 
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 rem mature partial flowering takes place'as an indication' of the 
subsequent total floration. When a b a m h t o c k  is once in  
flower, cutting of the halms does not check the flowering. 

The inflorescence of a bamboo is virtually always a contracted 
panicle terminating the branchlets. Through gradual defoli- 
ation, however, originate the terminal or even the radical impos- 
iug panicles formed by the thorough flowering of the whole 
halm, which bears only more here and there a small bunch of 
leaves,' the remnants of a past state. The spikelets formed of 
a disticbous accumulation of florets, are sometimes crowded a t  
the end of the branchlets, and separated by them by a few 
sheathed joints, in which case they form heads (as for example 
in Schi~ostac~yum chilianthum,) very rarely do they singly 
spring from above the jointiogs, or casually in great irregularity 
between the flowering branchlets (as in Schko. Bhmei) .  In 
some Arundinarze, however, they often appear singly and 
longstalked. 

A spikelet (see plate I., figs. 4-6) consists in a perfect state of 
two basal glumes, of which one or both may be reduced or abort 
altogether ; then follow a number of distichously placed valves, 
or paleas, outer and inner, in which rest the true floret 
consisting of tender scales, stamene or ovary or both. A 
bamboo-spikelet can very well be looked upon as being a 
reduced inflorescence, for most species (except Arrr4ldiuasice) 
have buds in the lowor paleas, which develope under certain 
circumstances into iudependent spikeleta. So for example, 
I have figured on plate I., figs. 9 and 10, whorls of spike- 
lets of bamboo andong and b. atter, some of the spikelets of which 
have assumed almost the aspect of new flowering brnnchlete 
through the elongation of the primary rachis, while the buds of 
the lower paleas are developed into iudependent spikelets, which, 
however, have themselves become gemmiparous in their lower 
pnleas ; but the true nature of the spikelets remains still demon- 
str:rble on account of the uppermost perfect florets of the spikelet 
which remain in their normal state, for they are not susceptible 
to further development, and therefore have undergone no otter 
change excc~pt a slight enlargement likely due to the vigour of tbo 
\\oulcl-be spikelet. This plienornenon is a vcrj- frequent one with 
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the above two apecies, wllite in Schizoatachyurn and a few other bam- 
boos tl~is wonderful successive and repeated development of buds 
into perfect spikeleta has become normal in a slightly modified 
a .  Here we never see the sterile pedicelli (stalks) between the 
spikelets a t  the beginning of the flowering, (see plate I., fig. 7) 
but they appear at a latter period (1. a. fig. 8), after the buds of 
the lower paleas become developed and by their pressure have 
dislodged the upper deflorate mother-spikelets, thus leaving behiud 
o l~ ly  their pedicelli. This process of development of buds conti- 
nues for a long time, for also tile new developed spikelets form 
buds in their lower paleas, while the numerous undeveloped spike- 
lets, of which such a fascicle of spikelet is composed, become 
in their turn similarly and repeatedly developed. 

Such whorls or clusters of spikelets are always enveloped in a 
sheath, which often becomes quite reduced and scale-like, while in 
other species i t  becomes much developed and remains until the 
destrnction of the whorl itself. It is similarly shaped to those of 
the branch-bnds, but smaller and more tender, and similarly 
furnished with an imperfect blade, which however is only 
i n  Phyllostachya well developed and persistent, while in all 
other species it regularly falls off or is often entirely arrested 
in its development. The single spikelets, too, are furnished at the 
base with similar smaller sheathlets wbich now partake more the 
shape and consistence of bracts, now that of glumes; in 
Phylloatachya they are J s o  often furnished with an imperfect 
blade. Most distinctly developed appear the glumes in the pedi- 
celled spikelets of Amndinnrk, and in those bamboos where 
they become casually pedicelled, while in sessile spikelets (thus 
in most true bamboos) they are totally arrested in growth or 
only rudimentary. 

The outer paleas are variously shaped according to whether they 
are taken from the lower empty or the upper perfect flowers, but 
they are very constant in their characters inter ae, and only 
cisually excurrent into an imperfect blade (Phylloatac~~ya). They 
are concave or involute, of a coriaceous or papery consistence, 
keeled or not, slightly striated, nerved, or in a dried state, often 
channelled, fringed or nude ou their margin, bluntish to long- 
subulate-pointed. The inner paleas are usually of s more tender 
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consistehce, slottar or longer than the oeter onea, d e p r e d  o r  
flat on the back and double-keeled, with the keels and inner 
margins fringed or nude ; but in S 4 k ~ c ~ u m  they are also 

terete with their mar& more or less involute. For generic 
distinction, the inner palea of the hermaphrodite floreta furnishes 
reliable chrractere. 

Tlie flowers of a bambooapikelet are always distichonsly 
arranged m d  neually manifmtly eo, rarely eo to a less degree 
(caused by the overlapping of the outer paleas) in Schiroetachymm 
and some other genera. The development of the flowers in 
a spikelet takes placa sncceseively from below upwardg so 
that the lowermoat ones are long deflorate before the upper 
ones begin to develop themselves. This circumstance must 
partially also explain why i t  takes such a long period, before 
ca bamboo-inflorescence becomes wholly deflorata The upper- 
most floret is nsually rudinlentary and small, often pedicelld 
nnd somewhat exserted, but also as often reduced to an outer 
palea or to only a sterile pedicel. I n  some species of Schko- 
stachyum, the uppermost floret not unfrequently becomes deve- 
loped and perfect. I n  Dknochloa, Beenha, etc, is the uppermost 
floret always perfect and hermaphrodite, but in many other 
genera there is no definite rule, and the spikelets become now 
all unisexual, or only one or the other of the florets becomes 
hermaphrodite, or under certain faxourable circu~i~stxuces dl 
florets become hermaphrodite, except the lowermost bud-bearing 
prleas. The development of hermaphrodite floreta seems to 
stand in some connection with climatic influences or more 
probably with the exhaustion caused by wholesale flowering. 
Thus I found in the Botanic Gardens at  Buitenzorg in 1862 only 
hermaphrodite florets on the stocks of bamboo andong (Gigade 
m-ma) then abundantly flowering, while in 1863, thus the 
following year, the unisexual floreta appeared in the usual pre- 
ponderan- in all the spikelets of the same stocks I had em- 
mined the preceding year. 

Until now we have observed in the arrangement of the 
vestative parts an almost immutable distichismtls : indeed from 
the very haim-shoot k, the branch-shoot, the leaves, the glurnea 
and paleas, we can p w i v e  a regnlarity of repetition of tho same 
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parts which a t  onm point to their analogy in spite of their unequal 
development and modification. Bnt in the true floret the arrange- 
ment of the parts beeornee ternary or a multiple of three. 

The lodiculas, small scales surrounding the ovary outside 
the stamens, take the place of petals, and their normal number 
is 3, rarely fewer by abortion, or they are regularly absent. 
In Beeshu, a very anomalous genus, their number is increased 
to 6-8. Their presence or absence is in most specia constant, 
but in a few species of Schizostwhyuisr they are present or ab- 
sent in spikelets of the same inflorescence. If present, they are 
fringed or naked on their edges, entire or lobed, of a hyaline 
texture, but in the B a d .  m a  they become sometimes quib  
fleshy and rounded a t  the base. 

The number of stamens ia mostly 6, usudly placed in 2 whorls 
of 3 each, occasionally and abnormally it is increased to 7-8, or 
in  a similar manner reduced to 5 or 3-4. I n  Arundinaria they 
are norm~lly 3 in number, but the late Mr. Wichura has found 
a Japanese species, of which the stamens regularly number 4, 
2 of the inner series being s u p p r e d .  Beesha haa as maqg 
as from 7 bo 30 stamens! The filaments are either short and 
just peeping from the paleas, or very elongate and pendulous, 
free or in a faw genera united into a tube. The authers aro 
2-celled, but the cells are often longitudinally incurved, and 
for this reason appear spuriously 4-celled ; tbe connective is en- 
bulate-produced or blmt. I find their colour tolerably con- 
stant in the various species I have been able to examiue in a 

living state, and this varies from purple to sulphur and greeli, 
but so~netimes also t w ~ o l o u r e d .  As is well known, the stamens 
of bamboos are protandrous, that means, the anthers are deve- 
loped and shed their pollen before the stigma ~f the siil\le 
floret is fit for receiving the po:len : hence fecundation of the 
ovules can take place only by tlie pollen from dhe r  florets and 
this is effeoted by winds. 

The ovary, which occupies the centre of the floret, is linenr- 
flask-shaped, oval to nearly pear-shaped and oboval, sessile or 
(in Phyllostachya) spuriously stalked. The style is nearly 
wanting, very short or very long and filiform, tender and on- 
ducous, or in the s o d l e d  berry-bearing bamboos stiff and 
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straight or, fleshy, nudivided or terminnting into 2 or 3 plumose 
stigmas. These stigmas are remarkably constant in colalr, 
either white or purple, or (in leleba and the male bamboo) 
white with purple hairs intermixed. 

The ovary engrosses in two ways, forming either the normal 
bamboo-fruits (see plate II., fig 14-16), which resemble those 
of other grasses, as oat, wheat, etc., and possess a membranous 
pericarp only ; or they grow out into '' berry-like" fruits (see 
plate II., figs. 13 and 17 and 1-2) which were supposed by Cole 
nel Munro to be surrounded by a perigynium like in the sedges 
(Carex). But this view, on a more careful examination, has 
turned out to be unfounded, for this supposed perigynium is 
virtually nothing else but the indurated outer mall of the ovary 
(pericarp), while the inner stratum of looser cells becomes detach- 
ed from the outer wall and remains as a spongy maas ronnd the 
true seed. The ripe fruits are very characteristic for the several 
genera, but nnforlunately many of the species rarely' fruit, and 
some are not yet known to have fruited nt all. Their shape 
and structure varies greatly. Most of the species have small 
fruits only with a thin membranous covering, and are similarly 
shaped as in wheat, oat, etc. (see plate II., fig. 14, 15, 16).  
The largest bamboo known to me (Giganto. aspera) has also 
the smallest fruits ! On the other hand, the fruits of most 
Sclruostachya (see plate II., fig. 1-2) are rather large, the 
size of a lentil to that of a pea, and terminate in a stiff, 
longer or shorter beak. Pseudostachytmc wmpactum (see plate 
Il., fig. 13) has irregularly globose fruit$, the size of a small 
wood-apple, which germinate already while etill attached to the 
mother-plant. This has also the largest seed of all bamboos, the 
pericarp being thin and coriaceous. Still more interesting are the 
fleshy fruits of JfeIocana bacciye~a, whichattain 4 inches by 3, and 
besides terminate intoa fleshy beak about two inches long, so that 
the whole length amonnts to 5 inches ! Here the seed is com- 
paratively small, while i t  is the fleshy pericarp which make 
the fruit so bulky. These also germinate while stiH growing 
on the plant, and Mr. W. L. F. Robinson of Rungpol-e 
thus describes the germination : " A good watch was kept on 
those fruita on the trees, and the result is this,-as they get  
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ripe, out of the big end, by which they hang from the tree, 
springs a yonng bamboo-leaf and also a bunch of roota ; when 
the yonng shoot is some 6 inches long, the whole thing drops 
eff the tree, and apparently planta itself in the ground by the 
roots. I t  seems a queer thing that the bamboo should re- 
prodace itself on the tree without going to the earth first" 

The bamboo-fruits, usually acoompanied by the somewhat en- 
larged lodicules (if present), and both paleas, as well as the rudi- 
mentary florets, readily drop fromthe plant and germinate usually 
within the first week after they have fallen to the ground. 
They may, therefore, be reckoned amongst the quick-germi- 
nators. Nothing, however, is known as to the length of time 
that bamboo seed retains ita vitality, although in the case of 
those ~peciee, whicli germinate already on the tree, we can 

safely assume that they are utterly perishable. 
The vital activity of the seed commences on the fourth to the 

seventh day after they have been sown, and the subsequent 
development takes place pretty fast. On plate IL fig. 1-12, I 
have illustrated the germination of a seed of a so-called berry- 
bearing bamboo, &., that of booloo akkar ( 6 c l r i t ~ c h y u m  
d i h t t h x m ) .  Here the lower blunt end of the cotyledon (1. c. 
fig. 6) protrudes about the fourth day after sowing through the 
pericarp, and is followed the next day by ita upper part (1. c. 
fig. 7). Already the following day the primary rootlet, 
which ie hairy, fo rm its way downwards to a considerable 
length, while the npper part has enlarged and separated into 
two equally large lobes which are separated from the down- 
wards growing part by a more or leas distinct constriction. 
These two lobee enclose in €heir axit the plnmule which is stiff, 
hairy and striped and quickly protrudes from between them, 
an can be seen in fig. 9 (3 drys later). The subsequent 
stages of development of the young planta are represented 
in figs. 10-1 1, as observed on the eleventh and fifteenth day after 
sowing. At the latter stage the growth of the plmtlet becomee 
considerably slower, and although still connected with the seed, 
the cotyledon was entirely absorbed already before the fifteenth 
day of sowing, and thus the young plant is left to itself . 
for further nourishment from the soil alone. On the thirtieth day 
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after sowing, the halm-eheatha and a leaf are fully developed 
(see fig. 12), but instead of seeing the growth now acoe- 
lerated, it becomes considerably slower, so much so, that aftm a 
lapse of a year the planta reached only 2-24 feet in height. 
The same slow growth of the young plants prevails in behoor 
bans, junglee bans or male bamboo (Dendro. strictus), and dyowa 
bans (Bamb. filda), which all attain only about 1-14 feet 
height in the first year, and do not exceed 4 feet in the third. 
Other species apparently grow quicker, and so Melownu 
baccife~a, of which the fruita drop from the plant after they 
have made shoots some 6 inches long; these shoots attained 
a height of 15 to 16 inches after only 10 days that they were 
planted out in the ground, but had thrown out only 2 leaves. 
However other and more reliable observations are required, 
before we can come to final conclusione as to the growth of 
bamboo in its first years a b r  sowing. The time required for 
the full development of the larger kinds of bamboo in the 
Malayan Archipelago oscillates between 12 to 15 years, but 
Captain Sleeman estimates the time required for the full-growth 
of bamboo in Deyrah Doon at  8 to 10 years only. 

The propagation of bamboo from a practical point of view can 
be effected in four ways, aiz. :- 

First, by seed, the slowest mode, but the easiest, and at  the 
end the most advan-ons. 

Second, by cuttings. This mode is very commonly adopted 
by natives, and as easy ar, the propagation of willows. Any 
joint mith a node on it, even if taken from the main-balms, 
mill strike root, provided the necessary moisture ie applied. 

Third, by taking only the lower of a halm with a piece 
of the rhizome, and treating i t  in the same way as the auttinga 
This method is generally in use all over India and the Archi- 
pelago, and yields vigorous clumps in the shortest time possible. 

Fourth, by tskig whole halms with their roots and buryk 
&em lengthwise in the ground. By this process the alternating 
branch clusters send forth young branch-ehoota which gradually 
become transformed into stronger and stronger halms in the 
proportion ae rook are formed. Thtu large areas am be planted 
mith little trouble. 
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I t  is hardly necessary here to add that d l  these 4 modes 
of propagation have to be carried out with the wtting in of, 
or dnring, the rainy senson. Care should also be taken that 
the cuttings, etc., be not taken from flowering stocks, as they 
may be sure to flower like their parent-stock and die off, or 
certainly remain weak and make little progress in growth. 

(To be continued.) 

Tlie following 3 papers were written for the late Forest 
conference nt Sirnla, and made over for publication to t l ~ e  Indian 
Forester.-THE E~ITOB. 

. 8n the formation of kc greserbcs itt the forests  of the Lontrnl 
#lrobincrs. 

Mum has lately been written about the Coccus Lacca and 
the resinous subs&ce deposited by this insect known as Lac. 
Mr. O'Connor, Assistant Secretary, Department Revenue, 
Agriculture and Commerce, in a note published a short time since, 
gives a most interesting account of the important part played by 
this article in the commerce of the country, and the extant to 
which i t  is exported to Europe ; he also appends a report by Dr. 
Carter, F. R. S., on the natural history of the insect, about which 
very incorrect ideas existed up to that time. This paper can add 
little new matter to the information already procurable on these 
points, and will rather confine itself to describing the method of 
propagation as practised in the Central Provinces and noting the 
chief points to be regarded in the formation of lac preserves. 

It would appear from the table published in page 17 of Mr. 
O'Connor's report, that the average exports of shellac from 
Calcutta during the three years previous to 1874, equalled cwts. 
63,381 or mannds 88,732, which, if valued a t  the moderate rate 
of Rs. 80Y per maund, must have been worth Rs. 70,98,560, or 
nearly threequarters of a million sterling ; besides this, however, 

- 
' P-t q w i a b i o ~  ua E8. 86, and tho price hu rLen u high u RJ. 100 per 

nuund. 
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large quantities of sticklac must also have been shipped for 
transport to foreign countries. 

We learn from the same report that in England and on-the 
Continent shellac is extensively used in the manufacture of 
sealing wax, liquid varnish and the composition of certain inkg 
and is now in universal demand as a substance employed in the 
manufacture of hate. In this country, where large quantitiea 
of the article are also consumed, it is chiefly worked up into 
ornaments and varnishes, the red coloring matter, which is now 
only exported in small quantities, being used as a.dye. The 
natives employ raw lac in making the bangles mom by the lower 
classes, while the best shellac is turned into similar ornamentg 
of greater value, as also into beads and rings. Lac is employed 
too ss a vincer on cabineta, toys and images, and is applied aa 

a cement in the composition of the polishing grindstones used 
by lapidaries. The raw material is supplied from most parts of 
India, viz., Assam, Bengal, and Burmah, but a very large propor- 
tion of the whole appears to be collected in the CentralProvinces, 
the trade returns of which place give the following quantities 
u~ider imports nnd exports for the past five years :- 

Import. 1870-71 ... Maunds 8,505 Ra. 1,29,883 
91 1871-72 5, 4,578 a, 71,510 
99 1872-73 ... 9, 1,217 ,I 14,164 
n 1873-74 ... 9, 3,328 ,, 54,473 
97 1874-76 ... ,, 10,245 ,, 2,67,738 

Exporta 1870-71 ... ,, 16,423 ,, 2,17,957 
39 1871-72 ,, 36,880 ,, 5,47,436 
7 ,  1872-73 ... 39 25,581 ,, 6,45,457 
,J 1873-74 ... ,, 58,069 ,, 12,5?,000 
99 1874-75 ... ,, 82,521 ,, 26,22,915 

Prom these figures i t  will be gathered that the exports have 
increased five fold in quantity and twelve times in value du-, 
ring the period for which they are given, Ptiz., between 1870- 

71 and 1874-75, and that the grow estimated value of the lao 
mnt out of the Provinces now amounts to over 26 lace of 
rupees, or Re. 31 per mmnd. 

The imports are mostly from the adjoining states of Rewah 
and Bhopal; but as the quantity that wmee into the country 
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is e n p p d  to be oonenmed partly in the Jubbulpore factory 
and partly in the local trade of Boorhanpur, where it is need in 
gluing pottery and the manufacture of native bracelets, the 
quantities quoted here as exporta mmt be nearly nll collected in 
the Provinces. 
The increase in the trade of shell and stick lac has been so 

remarkably rapid, and the prices obtained in Europe for the 
manufactured article so large, that the attention of Government 
haa lately been attracted to a scheme for developing the pro- 
duction of the raw material by introducing colonies of the in- 
secte into parts of the reserves under the Forest Department, 
and encouraging their propagation. At present nearly all the 
lac ie collected by private individuals from the unreserved and 
private forests; in the former the right being sold annually 
to the highest bidder, while in the latter most of the large firms 
intereeted in its manafacture have obtained leases ranging in 
period from 8 to 10 years, a tenure which gives them the oppor- 
tunity of increasing by cultivation the ordinary natural yield. 
I t  is well known that large sums of money, amounting latterly 
to about 15 lacs annually, are circulated throughout the Pro- 
vince in the collection and manufacture of this material, much 
of which se before stated is obtained from the Government 
forests, but strange to say, in spite of its being usually classed 
aa one of the most valuable minor forest products, the state has 
never up to this time reaped any considerable gain by ita sale, 
probably not more than Rs. 15,000 per annum; the reason 
given for so small a revenue being realized from this source is, 
that up to the present the leases of Government forests have 
never exceeded a year's duration, in which time it would not be 
possible for the purchaser to do more than gather the lao which 
had established itself in the natural course of events, a process, 
compared with that of artificial propagation, cansing much 
delay and an excessive expenditure in the collection of a 
necessarily uncertain yield. By a late order of the Chief Corn- 
miseioner, however, the periods of tpese leaees have been extended 
to 8 yeam, a concasion no doubt calculated to increase thia 
item of revenue in the future.' The reserved tracts under 
the immediate euperintendence of the Farest Department pre- 
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sent so many facilities and appliances for the production of lac, 
which do not exist in the lessstrictly protected private and 
unreserved forests, that in spite of their comparatively small 
areas they ma,v be looked on as the future medium for supply- 
ing the greater portion of the demand. The private individual 
must keep up a large establishment to march for and collect 
this product over an indefinite extent of country, or should 
he propapte it artificially, s method resorted to at  pr&ent in only 
a few places, a still larger staff will become necessary for the 
formation of the plantations and their protection, while 
many failures and disappointments must result from the das- 
trnction of the nurseries or deterioration in the value of their pro- 
duce, caused by the almost annual occurrence of forest firea. I n  the 
reserves however extensive areas have been protected success- 
fully from fire ibr years past, while the establishments which 
mill eventually be necessary for their management will be 
nearly adequate b superintend the additional work, and be the 
means of lessening the cost of producing the article ; and this 
may be further reduced by the fact that the State could a t  less 
expense fully stock the land with trees up to the point at  which 
it would yield a maximum out-turn of lac per acre and could 
better afford to spare the time necessary for this result. I n  
short, there is every probability that owing to the advantages pos- 
sessed by the reserves lac may be produced by the Forest Departc 
ment far cheaper and of better quality than i t  could be raised 
by other agencies, and that, should the demand for the article 
continue of sufficient magnitude to induce Government to pk- 
duce i t  on a large scale, the time must come when i t  will be 
to the advantage of the manufacturer to purchase his suppliea 
from our depbts. 

I f  the above reasone appear sufficiently stable to justify the 
8tate in these expectations, then the only other points which 
seem necessary to be determined are first, whether the State 
can afford to put aside areas of forest land adequate for this 
epecial work without affecting the needful timber supply ; and, 
eecondly, whether it can reasonably hope to realize from i t  a 

fair pecuniary advantage. On the first point there can be no 
doubt aa regarde these Provinces, where the areas of the present 
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mwee oould, if desirable, be extended without difficulty ; and 
on the second, the fignrea at .our oommand tend to demonstrate 
that the undertaking would be highly profitable. To prove this 
it will be essential, fimt, to shew the cost of preparing a given 
number of trees, or as I have termed them lm standards ; ee- 
oondly, to shew the yield that may be expectad from them ; and 
thirdly, the money value of the same. 

With regard to the coat, this will necesasrily vary with the des- 
aription of the trees employed for the purpose, and the propor- 
tion they bear to one another in numbers on a given area. 
Snch t r w  as Pallae (B. frondoss) and Ber (Z. jujuba), which 
are of comparatively small size, and which are found in many 
p h  in a state of almost pure forest, will necessarily cost less 
to bring under cdtivation than larger species, such as Kooeum 
(8. trijqp), Gtooler (F. glomerata) and Peepul (F. religiosa), 
which are generally &und either scattered about the forest or 
fringing the dopes of mvines and the banh of the rivers, for 
less brood lao will be required for their treatment and less 
trouble and time employed in searching for them; but on the 
other hand, the larger onttum obtained from the latter species 
will more than repay the extra money expended in preparing 
them. Our experiments extend at present to having operated 
on 7,467 tceea of the Pnllas and smaller species, and 1,903 trees 
of Kmum ; these numbers represent the standards on which the 
i- ace doing well and do not include a large percentage 
which turned out failures. The total coat of bringing the above 
rnder cultivation, including all charges, such as collecting brood 
lac, attaching it to the trees, kc., averages Re. 3-5-11 per 
100 trees of Pallaa and Ra. 15 per 100 trees of Koosum. 
Owing to the d ryness of our summer and the great damage to 
@ lac caused by the hot winds, i t  does not seem probable that 
we can look forward to even two good crops in the year ; the 
s-mer one will probably in almost all places, exoept those very 
favourably situated, be of poor quality and the quantity of lac 
developed not more than sufficient to leave on the trees for 

the crop which matures during the cold seaeon. 
Thb latiter will generally be good and must be the one me de- 
pend on for a return. Reckoning then on only one crop a year, and 
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estimating the yield per tree a t  the moderata qnantitiea of 3 
seem for Pallas and 15 eeem for Koosnm or trees oflike size, we 
obtain a net outtnm, after deducting 25 per cent. for waatage 
in drying and packing, from the Pallaa and small treea of 
maunds 5.25 per 100 trees, and from the larger species of 
mannds 27.32, which, if valued at Rs. 15 and 20 per maund res- 
pectively will be worth Re. 84-6 for the former, and Re. 
541 for the latter. Take from them sums the coet of producing 
the article, which in future will be, if any thing, less than hereto- 
Eore, owing to the lac being obtaihed in one spot, and the net 
profit on 100 trees of Pnllas will eqoal Ra. 81 and on the 
same number of Kooanm Rs. 526. Large areas of forest 
are now available on which the number of Pallas and other 
muitable trees per acre quite equal or even excel the above unit, 
and the expediency of forming plantations of Kooaum which 
area for area would yield a more valuable crop is under con- 
sideration. 

NOW with regard to the cultivation of the product. In  form- 
ing preserves for the production of lac the first point to be 
considered is the species which it will be desirable to utilize as  
nurseries; the most favonrable will be first, t h w  which are 
found in largest numbers on a given area, always provided 
they are suitable for the purpose; secondly, that species from 
which the finest lac is obtained. 

I n  the Central Provinces, lac ie generally found on tbe 
following :- 

... Schleichera trijuga ... Kooeum. ... ' Buterr frocdosa ... Pall-. 
Zizyphus jujuba ... ... N r .  

... Zizyphns xylopyrne ... Qhontee. 
Ficus religiosa ... ... Peepul. 
Rcus indicta ... ... Barghot. 

... Ficns glomerata ... Gtooler. 

... Pious venosa ... Palchar. 
But axperimenta have proved that it will alao formon- 

... Tectona 'grandie ... Sagon. 
Acacia cateohu ... ... Khair. 
Pterooarpne marsnpiam ... ... Bija. 
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Terminalia tomentosa ... ... Saj. 
Dalbergia parinculata ... ... Dhobeyne. 
Lagerstraernia parviflora ... ... Lendya. 
Ougeinia dalbergioides ... ... Tinsa. 
Kydia calycina ... ... Barranga. 
Eriolcena Hookeriana ... ... Buti. 

Of the above treee the light golden resin obtained from the 
Koosum is the finest, as from it the most valuable orange shell 
laa is manufactured. and next in quality is that obtniued from 
the Pallas, which yields the garnet lac of commerca; wherever 
possible therefore the Koosum tree should be chosen for staud- 
ards ; but as the Pallas is generally found in much greater 
numbere, area for area, its produce will nearly compensate in 
quantity for the reduction in its value. Having selected the 
hrest  for experiment, the next point to fix on is the local date 
on which the insects leave the parent cells, a ~ t e p  of great im- 
portance, and one on which the first succees of the plantation will 
very greatly depend ; as, should the work of gathering brbod 
lac be delayed until visual proof of the exit of larva is obtained, 
a v d t  quantity will be killed in the operatione of collection, 
transport, and of tying the encrusted twigs on the standards 
selected for nurseries. The date of evolution having been fixed 
on with some oertainty, twigs of that season's lac should be ga- 
thered about 15 days before, wrapped up in a few straws of 
grass and attached to the trees eelected for production, with 
threads of Palias root fibre or something elee as easily obtained; 
each twig should be from 9' to 1' in length, and be attached to 
the npper and middle branches of the tree. The grass tied round 
the twigs acts as a means of colnmnnication from the lac to the 
branches and leaf petioles, by which many inseots are saved that 
would otherwise die from want of nourishment ; as owing to the 
crookedness and irregularities of the encrustations contaot 
between them and the branches ie seldom complete. I t  ie also 
of importance to tie the brood lac to the upper and middle 
branches, as many of the lower ones, by this arrangement, 
become covered with insects, which are shaken or fall from 
above ; whereas, if the lac be attached to the lower portion of 
the tree, many larva, must Call to the ground and be lost. When 
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attaching the twigs i t  appenra necessary to take care that the 
mood of the standard is not of denser composition than the 
mood of the tree from which the brood lac is gathered, as i t  is 
believed that the larvae reared on soft wooded trees are com- 
pnratively weaker than those which are found on species of 
harder texture. There is an idea prevalent runong the Gonds 
that nursery standards must be prepnred with brood lac 
tnken from the same species as themselves; but this hoe 
been proved to be incorrect. The brood lac yielded by the 
koosum, a very hard wooded tree, appears best suited for 
propagating purpoees, ns i t  s u d s  on trees of all other 
species. When several trees of the selected species grow 
together, it does not appear neoesaary at first to artificially 
cnltirate more than three-fonrtha of them, aa during the succeed- 
ing evolution the remaining fourth mill almost certainly be 
brought under preparntion by natural means,* but as the success 
of the crop depends principally on the supply of juices obtained 
by the female insecta during the period they continue to de- 
posit the resin, it is necessary to place the brood lac on the young  
eat and most sappy branches. 

Lac preserves may be formed by carrying out the above 
simple operations; but it k not probable that succsss will be 
attained a t  once or until experience has drawn attention to 
eeveral peculiarities in the habits of the insect and the manner 
in which it is influenced by situation and atmospheric conditions. 
Our first attempts were made in the cold weather of 1874, but 
owing to the want of knowledge that prevailed on several essen- 
tial points, both among the euperintending staff and the laborers 
employed on the work, the extantof therre were naturally limited 
and of small result. I t  was not known with any certainty when 
the exit of young larva commenced, or what was the best 
method of applying them to the trees; thus a large number 
were lost, and this destruction of inseot life was greatly increased 
by the rough handling they were exposed to by the workmen. 

Ln 1874 1,300 trees were prepared at Kosai in the Batpara h w e ,  in 429 of which 
tbe lac WM deacsoyed dunng the hot weather of 1876, lesving 871, from the encrrt.tionr 
of which a new brcrd of 1u m swarmed in Jul 1876. The lac on them tree. w u  no( 
touched, owmg to ate bang bad cmp, but wan Zft for further propagating purpoar. On 
the 19th August however, nl enumeration of the trees on t h  spot proved that new & 
ru ,+en bemg formed on 1,380 m; (bum 60!3 trecl munt h v e  been .ffected b~ thdr 
prox~rmty to the old standards. 
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I n  one instance a plantation which had been prepared and mas 
progressing well was nearly destroyed by mistaking an evolu- 
tion of male insects for one of larvae,-an error into which i t  
wonld be impossible to fall except through want of knowledge 
of the insect's habita; in another, the colonies mere greatly 
damaged by a fire which broke out and deetroyed the lac--on 
all but the highest trees ; while in a third frost and hot winds 
killed the females and stopped the formation of lac on nearly 
half the nnmber of trees prepared. But although we had to 
contend with so many mishaps, partly through ignorance and 
partly from pl~ysicnl causes, each experience in its way taught 
vnlnable information which mill render more certain our future 
nndertnkings. 
Of the pointa to be noted in making these preservw the one 

of greatest importance perhaps is the fact that the lac encmeto- 
tions may be plucked several days &fore the larva? appear,- 
a knowledge of which will enable a larger nnmber of trees to 
be prepared duriug one working muon than if i t  wne neceseary 
to delay the operations until the evolution actually took place, 
na owing to this latter being nearly simultaneous in and about 
one locality, the period for forming the plantations would be 
necessarily limited to the nnmber of days i t  took for the cells 
to become empty, besides which, by attaching the lao 
twigs before the birth of the larvae great numbers aresaved, 
which wonld othermisa perish during the procese of being attach- 
ed to the trees. I n  snpport of this fact i t  will be interesting 
to give the following observations : Mr. Thompson, Deputy Con- 
servator, in order to fix on a safe date for gathering the brood 
lac, cansed twigs, covered with the encrustations, to be brought 
in  from the surronnding fbrest every two days for examination, 
there be labelled, dated and hung up in the verandah of hie 
forest bungalow; the first twig wae gathsred on the 10th June, 
nnd the others on every succeeding alternate day until the 12th 
July. Them twigs were the produce of several treea, and were 
brought from various parts of the forest within C radius of 10 
milee; some were plucked from the Oooler, others from the 
Peepnl, but the majority from the Pallas. On the morning of 
the 13th July, according to cartom, Mr. Thompson examined 
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the twigs, but found no eign that the larvae had vacated their 
cells, although microscopic observations had proved them to be 
fully developed. On the 14th however an inspection showed 
that, on all the twigs without exception, the young were pour- 
ing out of the cells through the anal apertures; thus the 
twig gathered on the 10th June hatched exnctly on the same 
date ns the one gathered on the 12th July, or more than a month 
later. The same faot waa midentally discovered on quite a dif- 
ferent plantation in the following manner: A large basket 
of stick lao collected from the koosum tree waa brought to the 
forest bungalow on the 7th June, being then 2 days old, a d  
put aside in a store room as being unripe and unfit for use. On 
the 28th of the same month however, on being casually exa- 
mined, this lao waa found covered with young larva which must 
have made their appearance about 24 hours before: in this 
caso the stick la0 had h e n  plucked from the trees and thrown 
aside for 23 days and turned out uaefnl for propagation sfter 
all. Theee two facts prove that the encrustations may be 
gathered from two to three weeks before the exit of the yoang, 
by which, as before explained, much better reeulta will be ob- 
tained than if i t  was necessary to delay the work until this 
event took place. The data of exit varies considerably in for- 
ests separated one from another by comparatively short distancee. 
For instnuce, the brood hatched last season is reported to have made 
its first appearance at  Korai on the Satpurae on the 28th June, in 
the forests of the Western Division situated on the same range of 
hills, but about 50 milee to the eouth of the first na~ned place, 
during the first week or August, at Moharli, in the Chanda 
District, about two degreea of lat. further south, on the 14th 
July and at Ahei still further sonth in the same District, a few 
daya earlier. These d a t a  do not point to a difference in the lat 
of forests being the origin of the variation noticed, and i t  is mom 
probable that in these Provinces, which are eituated i n  the 
centre of the insect habitat the disagreement in the d a t a  of 
birth are cause8 by certain local conditions. The above dates 
refer to the summer evolution ; the winter one issues from the 
end of October to nearly as late aa the middle of December, 
but the exact dates of this l ~ e t  in the different plantntions Lave 
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not yet been definitely fixed. While on this subject it is n e w s  
aay to draw attention to the reported variation in the number 
of evolutions and consequently in the number of crops which 
are obtained in different countries. I n  Mysore and Burmnh i t  
would appear that three evolutions of the insect take place 
during the year. At pam. No. 21 of Mr. 0 Connor's report he 
s t a h  that in t l ~ e  former place "the insects are applied to the 
trees three times in the year, the old branches with the insects 
on them being lopped off, made into small bundles and tied up  
to fresh branches," and in an addendum to his note i t  is atated 
by a late Burmah Forest Officer that "every four months or 
thrice a year the lac is collected, and thrice is the lao with the 
ova put on." As in the Central Provinces only one good crop a 
year can be hoped for at  present, i t  would be interesting if the 
Forest Departlneuta in Burmah and Mysore would give some 
details of the method employed in cultivating the insect in 
those countries, as possibly by attention and careful treatment 
the crops might be increased in these Provinces, a matter of 
much importance, as thereby a larger revenue would be realiz- 
ed, or the same quantity of lac obtained from a smaller area. 

After the larvae appear, they crawl about the stems of the 
plant in search of young juicy spote, from which, when once 
fixed by their proboaces, they cannot be removed without fatal 
injury. The male and female are identical in size and shape, 
and both commence at on& the formation of their cocoons by 
excreting a eubst~nce resembling lac, thoae of tho male being 
void or elliptic in form, while thosd of the females are more 
circular and exhibit three distinct apertures arranged in triangu- 
lar fashion in their roofs, (one being the annl aperture through 
which impregnation is accomplished, and the larvae eventually 
ewarm) ; the other two, those by means of which the insect ob- 
tains a supply of air. About 10 weeka a b r  birth an important 
change has taken place in the l a rvq  the female cocoons are 
completed, and the insects have assumed the final or imago 
state; but aa the female never ehifta her place but remnins 
fixed in the position she first of all took up on the twig, the 
male is obliged to seek her, which he does by leaving his cell 
in a backward manner to the ventral aperture and crawling on 
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to the female cells, where he fulfils his offioe and nlmoet imme- 
diately after dies. This exit of mnle insects is r fact well to 
know, ne owing to the smallness of the animal and to the naked- 
eye hie similarity to the original larva? form, it is possible for a 
novice to mistake such an evolution for one of young larvae 
and to commence gathering the twigs under the impression that 
a new birth of these latter had taken place. In  fact, as above 
mentioned, such a mistake actually happened in one of onr ex- 
perimental plantations, causing ita almost entire destruction; for 
i t  ia obvious that if the lac is plucked before or imn~ediately 
after impregnation hns been accomplished, the femalea must 
perish from being cut off from their sap snpplies, and as a natural 
consequence the young brood must be destroyed with them. 
This mistake however may easily be avoided, f ~ r  the lau at this 
period is so little developed compared with its after growth that 
no one at all acquainted with ita final appearance could imq ine  
i t  to be fully formed at the data when the male evolution takea 
place ; besides wl~ich, the filamentous processes which give to the 
lac the downy appearance so familiar to it, only increases rapidly 
after this period. Impregnation having been accomplished the 
female busies herself in sucking up large quantities of vegetable 
juices, increases greatly in size and begi 11s the excretion of the 
true lac. 

The females must be attached to yonng t w i p  by which 
bountiful supplies of fluid will be snpplied them, otherwise they 
will die or never become fully developed, the lac cells will be 
small in consequence, and the eggs badly effected both with 
regard to number and condition. 

This no doubt is the reason why in districts where the seasons 
nre dry and where showers are of unfrequent ocourrence 
during the hot weather, the summer crop is invariably poor and 
acarcelr worth collecting. Moisture is one of the great essentiah 
for a fine crop of lac, and many disappointments, if not total 
failure, will result by fixing on dry arid spots for the formation 
of plantations. The females cannot obtain sufficient nourish- 
ment at this period from the sapless stems, and their death will 
be recognized by the pitted appearance assunled by the cells, 
the crowns of wliich full in as the insect contracts within them, 
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and by the cessation of the growth or disappearance of the 
white filaments which obtrude from the spiracular orificm. 
Species, such ae koosum and gooler, which most frequently are 
found growing along the banks of rivers, where the atmosphere 
is humid and moist, are, for these reasons, especially adapted for 
yielding good crops of lac; while the pallas offers advantages, 
oa its sapproducing fu~lctions are actively ernployed.during the 
hottest season of the year when i t  forms both new wood and 
leaves. 

Besides the damage brought about by firm, drought and 
frost, which to some exBnt can be guarded against, there are 
other enemies to the crop which are still more difficult to con- 
tend with. Mr. Thorn~son writes : "The ant both large and 
ernall attends the female cells for the purpose of licking up the 
sweet excrement : they do not appear to hurt the insect beyond 
biting off the ends of the white filaments, and thus bringing 
many an occupant of the cells to a premature end by cutting 

, off the supplim of breathing air which the filament8 serve to 
convey through the holes in the lac. Where anta are seen about 
the lac i t  never appears healthy, and many cells are found with 
the insect dead inside them. The lac whilst on the tree is also 
attacked by tlie larva of a moth, which appears to be a species 
of Galleria belonging to the ninth section of the Noctnrnae named 
Tie i tes  by Latreille, one of which is famous for eating into 
the honey comb of bees, living on their larvs and destroying 
their wax. Our insect eats the juicy females of the coccus and 
bores through the lac cells; it is found both in the field and 
the store room. A second species wae also detected, which 
appears to belong to the genus Tinea." The ravages of these 
insects destroy the coloring matter contained in the females, and 
also all hope of a brood of young from the cells visited by 
them. At present there seems to be no way of protecting the 
lac from their depredations. The ants however may be 
circumvented, in two waya, either by surrounding the trees with 
wood ashes, or something sufficiently attractive to draw their 
attention away from the encrustations. 

I t  seems -possible, owiog to the great drain made on the sap 
of the young branches by tho insects, that considerable damage 



will be found to result to the trees on which they are propap-- 
ted, and tbat it will be necessary at  some future time to fix a 
limit to the continuous cultivation of lac on the same tree ; a t  
any rate it will probably be found beneficial to both lac and tree, 

if a regular system of pruning be carried out to encourage the 
new formation of young twig or branch wood, and on the beet 
methods of doing this, a& on all other poiuta in connection with 
the management of lac preserves we greatly hope that officers 
of the Department, who may have gained experience in this 
work in other countries, will convey all information available 
through the medium of our new forest periodical. 

Lath or airctecm aanufafitctttrt. 
BY J. MACRAB, 

Deputy Conservator, Guzerat. 
Knth-Catechu is extracted from the heart wood of the 

kheir tree, Accrcicr catechu. People employed in its manofao 
ture are called Kathodiaa, an aboriginal tribe much resembling 
Bheels, with whom they occasionally, but not often, intermarry. 
The men bring in the kheir wood from the jungle a d  

cut i t  into chips; the women boil the chips and extract the 
kath. 

The tree best suited for the purpoee is one of about from 
25 to 30 years of age, and the more distinctly thin white lines 
are perceptible in the heart wood the greater the quantity of tath 
i t  contains. The Kathodia testa whether the tree will pay to 
cut down by cutting a small notch into the heart wood. 

After the tree is cut the Kathodia removes all the sap 
wood and a little of the heart wood with it, from the bole, and 
takes it home to cut into chips, whioh he does with a small axe of 
a peculiar shape; the log is held in a slanting direction on forked 
sLxkes buried firmly in the ground. 

The end of the log reeta on a piem of hard wood let into 
the ground, and the Krthodia keeps shaving it round and round 
to a point. 

The chips are about the thickness of wood used for match 
boxes and abont a square iaoh in surface. 
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The chips are boiled in small earthen pots, with rather 
more tlian two quarts of water ; the chips are renewed three or 
four times a day, three or four handsful being put in each time. 
The water is poured off from time to time when considered suffi- 
ciently impregnated with kath into two pota kept on purpose, . 
and allowed to go on boiling ; fresh water is put into the pots 
from which the liquid has been poured off. 

A t  the end of the day the iufusion in the tmo pots is poured 
into a wooden trongh, about a yard long and eighteen 
inches broad, and go- through a peculiar process of straining. 
A woman takes a piece of blanket about a foot square, dips i t  
into the infusion, etire i t  about and then riugs it out again iuto 
tile trough, holding it ss high up as she can from a sittiug 
position. This process goes on for about two hours, after which 
the trongh is covered up with a cover made of split bamboos, 
and the infusion allowed to throw down a sediment, which ie 
kath ; all the water is poured off and the kath is made into small 
pate and allowed to dry. 

Kath, ready made, is sometimes found in the centre of some trees. 
This bind of kath is the most valuable, and is called khyrsal. 

The Kathodias are employed in large gangs from 50 to 
75 families (each family represents tr kath furnace) by contrac- 
tore who obtain permits from the Forest Departmeut for the 
manufacture of kath, and make their encampment near a river 
or large nulla in the jungle so as to have a large supply of 
water at  hand; a kath furnace has from eight to twelve pote 
placed in a double row. The two centre ones are used to pour 
the liquid into from the other pots. 

The contractor buys the kath from the Kathodias at  12 or 16 
pota for a double pice equal to six pies, about 4 t h  for the rupee. 

Kath-manufacture is very destructive, and should never 
be permitted in jungles where the kheir grows straight or is 
accessible. If allowed, only such trees should be marked as are 
not  fit for timber, by reason of their crookedness or other defect. 

In the Bombay Forests, where manufacture of kath is domed, 
none but crooked trees unfitted for timber uses are felled, and 
every tree is previously marked for the axe by the Forest 
Department. 

2 n 



goroet dcrminologg bit1 rcfcre~lre onb t o  tle more imgor- 
tant tcrms. 

By A. SMYTHIES, B.A. 

IN accordance with a snggestion of Dr. Brandis, the remarb  
in the following paper will be confined to terms that relnte to 
forest treatment, to different clnsses of forest, anli to different 
cln~ses of trees. Among these I have only Laken wllat appear 
to me to be the most important, and T do not pretend for an 
instnnt that the list is an eshnnstive one. A mere string of 
terms, withont either an explanation of their moaning, or tlle 
reasons that prompted their suggestion, wo111d not be of much 
use, so I have, in most crrses, wllat I trust will prove 
snfficient to shew in what sense the proposed terms h;rve been 
employed. 

TERMS RELATING TO FOREST TREATMENT. 
The first term that presents itself under this head is t i n t  of 

wo~.killg-plan ; other terms have been propoaed in ik plt~ce, one 
of them is managetnent-scheme, nnd if any' ch:~nge were made, 
either tliiu term, or atill better working-eclreme, niigl~t be em- 
ployed. As far as I have been able to ascertain, two objections 
have been brought against the pllrase working-plan, neither of 
nvhich are very serious. The first is that people often mistake 
it for a plan or map, and talk of a working-plan on snch a scale, 
two or four iliches to the mile. No forester, however, would be 
likely to interpret the meaning thus, and if every member of 
the Forest Department t~ndersbnds what is meaut by the term, 
our cl~ief object will have been attained; and, secondly, when 
it has been findlg recognised ns a tecluic~l  term and promul- 
p t e d  as such, then I do not think the term will be misurider- 
etood even outside the Forest Department. 

The other objection is, that the working-plan forms only a 
part of the whole scheme, or in the language of Frenoh For- 
esters, the "plan d'e~ploitation" forms but a small portion of 
the "projet d'amdnagcment ;" here the plan d'exploitation mould 
be a tabular statement, shewing the number of years in the 
roktion, the composition of the vzrioua blocks, the arei i  of 
the compnrtmeuta forming tliose blocks, kc., iu fact it slrew3, in 
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a brief form, that certain portions of the forest will be worked 
during oerhiin epochs of a long rotation. It does not seem to 
me worth while to reserve tlie term working-plan, because a t  
some futiire time we may want to apply i t  to a similar purpose. 
It is a Mrrn mhiclt is in daily use amongst us, which you see 
in almost every official report, and the meaning of which we a t  
least all understand, and I think it would be a pity to change 
it; bat if a change sliould Le tliouglit necessary, then use the 
term working-scheme in preference to management-scheme. 

We Irave eereral other terms inimedi;rtely contlected with the 
working-plan. Tlie first three or four are generally understood 
aud etnployed. They we, lst, working-circle, the area over which 
each working-plan extends its operations, or in w e  of severul 
working-circles for oue forest, the area to which encli s p c h l  
part of the working-plan applies (for the general part miglit 
embrace tlie whole forest); Qnd, block, auy convenient sab-divi- 
sion of the working-circle ; and, 3rd, compartment, a still smaller 
eubdiviaion, varying in size, but contai~~ing ae nearly as 
may be a homogeneous crop or one that may become so within 
a reasonably short space of time; we the11 come to rotatioil; 
in the treatment of a regular High Forest, this would signify 
the number of years devoted to the gradual and successive 
regeneration of an entire working-circle, and in coppice trelrtc 
meut it would denote the length of the iutervals a t  wll~cli tlie 
coppice was cut. This strict meaning of the term rotatiou it 
is moat important to maintain; i u  which case we must aLao- 
lubly refuse k, reeognke its application in any other sense, 
such aa the opeuing of certain portions of forest to the public 
for a time, and then closing them for a while, the total number 
of yeare tlrua ocoupied forming what has hitherto been called 
a rotation. 

The psriod is some aliquot part of the rotdion, and in regular 
High Forest treatment, there are as many blocks in the working- 
circle as there are periods in the rotation, and in each successive 
period, one corresponding block is taken in hand and regen- 
erated. 

Tile lnnt part of this sentence introduces a term connected 
with th;rt ~tol.tioil of t l ~ u  subject upon ~vliich we irre at preseut 
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engaged. We have various methods of working High Forest, 
and we require as many terms to represent these methods. 

The natural method I would propose to call the method of 
natural regeneralwn by seed; I nse the term regeneration aa 
opposed to, and in preference to, reproduotion; we i~ the 
term reproduction as a phenomenon by i h l f  in a w i v e  
or inactive aense ; I propose regeneration instead ae denoting 
agency, the active intervention of the forester, who by a 
series of cnttings brings a new generation of trees on to the 
ground ; he does not reproduce the forest ; sometimes indeed 
his wish is to do almost anything but that; but he does desire 
to regenerate the forest, in the sense of bringing a new genera- 
tion upon the ground ; this seems to me a moat legitimate destine 
tion between the two. 

In  the method of natural regeneration by aeed, there are 
two distinct kinds of cuttings. The first kind I would term 
regeneration cut tinga ; the second improvement cuttings. 

Various names have been given to the three regenerai?ion 
cut t ins  ; collectively they have been called earial cuttings, 
which, in my opinion, is not so expressive a term as the one I 
have proposed, as it does not give t l~e  slighteat clue to their o L  
ject; the term regeneration cuttings does; individually, they 
have received various  denomination^, such as preparatory, light, 
defiuitive, clear, seed, seeding, &c. None of these are good, and 
some of them are positively wrong. The best terms that have 
hitllerto been proposed are primary cutting, secondary out- 
ting, and jnal  cutting; defining the primary cutting aa tile 
one which is to effect the germhation of the seed or, rather to 
estnbliah on the ground of the coupe, the necessary conditions 
for germination to take place. This lias been called the sewn- 
dary cntting, but this is a term that we should reserve for that 
cutting or cuttings (as they are often more than one) which 
gradually admit the young plants to the beneficent influence of 
light, ririn, dew, kc., reserving the term final cutting for the laet 
one of dl, when, as a rule, the remaining reserves are felled, 
and the crop of young seedlings is left to take care of ih l f .  
Thns we hare the complete aeries of regeneration cuttings, 
primary, secondary and fiilal. 
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The irnprocemetat cuttings may well be called chanings and 
tlrinnings ; cleaning, when the object is to get rid of obnoxious 
s p i e s  that overtop and threaten the existence of more valuable 
trees ; thinning, when dead and dy iug trees are removed, or 
tl~ose which are suppressed and will soou fade away and perish. 
1'110 operation here termed a cleaning haa also been called 
weedurg and clearing; neither of tbese are admieaible ; weed- 
ing iu itself is not bad, ae it shewe that the inferior species are 
removed by the operation, but we require the term weediug, for 
operatious com~nonly kuown by that name, whether in the 
nursery, in plantatious, or in the forest. Ckearirtg must be reg- 
tricted to the sense of clear cutting, or clear felling. 

Thinuings may vary in the quantity of produce cut out, 
and coneeqnel~tly we mmt distiuguisl~ betmean light thinuiugs, 
mockrats thinnings, and heauy or severe thinuings ; to thin 
heavily or severely is a well-known ordiuary expression, and 
the best term to use in oppositipn to tl~is is to thin lightly; 
when me perform an operation that iu intensity comes betweon 
the two, we may say that we thin moderately. The other terms 
applied to thinuinge that have come under my notice are or- 
dinary, extraordinary, mean, average and slight, which are 
neither so definite nor so useful as the terms I harealready 
mentioned. 

Auother method of working High Forest is mllnt d a y  be 
called the. selcctwn syatem, or to be iu harmony with the ono 
first mentioned, tlie sebctwn mctlrod This has been variously de- 
llomiuated selection felling, and cuttiug by selection; there 
is no doubt that yon do fell or cut by selection, wheu treating 
foreat on this method, but that is no name for tlie method it- 
self. This is no place to enter into the merits or demerits of 
this or of any other system of treating forests, as what we are 
now cuucerned with is to arrive at some good definite terms 
to express difereut forest ideas, but there is uo doubt whatever 
&at this plau of cuttiug trees by selection is a well recognised, 
thoroughly uuderstood system, that frequently has ita '' raison 
d' &re," and in colrsequence we need not be afraid of giving it 
too much importance by adding the word method or system after 
the wold selectiou. 
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With regard to felling operations, we must make a distinc- 
tion between felling and cutting; the term felling I would ree- 
trict to the actual cutting down of the t ree-of  the individual, 
and not of the whole community of trees ; thus in coppice, the 
way yon arrange your cutting does not very m11c11 matter, but 
the manner of cutting has a moat important inflnence on t l ~ e  
well-being and future development of the coppice. Here the 
idea is the individual cutting down of the trees, and the may in 
wllich it is done. 

The term cutting is sufficiently explained by what has already 
been said on the method of natural regelleration by seed. But  
l~ere  again I mould institute a distinction between the operation 
of cutting and the area or gronnd over which the cutting takea 
place ; the French word for both is coupe; they talk, for ioetanca, 
of numerous seedlings being found in such and such a " coupeJ' 
where the word coupe refere to x certain portion of the forest, 
and at  the same time they talk of " coupes de regeneration, kc. ;" 
for the word coupe, aa used in this sense, we have employed 
cutting; for the former sense we might retain the word coup, 
and we should then be enabled to use such phrwes as, " the 
yenr after the cuttinq took place, the coupe or the snrface of the 
coupe wm thickly studded with fine young seedliugs ;" or again, 

the conpe exploited in 1875, is now oorrered by 'a dense growth 
of shr~ibs and grass:' The French defit~ition of the word c o u p  
ie a certain prtioli  of forest destined tll be cut as a wl~ole or in 
part ; i t  seems to me advisable to l~ove two words, one to deuote 
the area or portion of forest, another to denote the operation. 
Thus of the operation we could say an open or a c l o ~  cutting 
hnd been made, accordiug as many or few trees had been 
removed, while the result on the ground we tnight denote as a - 

light or a dark coupe; as a further illiwtration we might say 
that a certain species required an open cuttiug, as ita yoiillg 
plsnte would not prosper in or under a dark coupe. 

THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF FOREST. 

The term High Forest ie well known to all of us; its main 
object is to prollnce large-sized timber, rntl it is, a~ a rulo, re- 
generated or reproduced by seed. I t  does not seem necessary 
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to call i t  High Timber Forest ; the word timber here is de t r q ,  
as tlie definition of High Foreat shews that the production of 
ti~uber is implied. No other term has been proposed aa far as I 
aln aware for this kind of Forest, nor need we seek for a better 
one. High Forest may be regular or irreglclar; the former 
wliere the different age clauses are well distributed over the 
forest, wliere the crop is complete, and whew all the necessary 
elernetlta for natnral reproduction of the good species are to be 
found ; tlie latter where the age clnasea are confusedly mixed. 
The mlection system invariably resnlta in an irregulirr High 
Forest; the natuml method in a regular one. 

A coppice is a forest tl~llt is reproduced chiefly by m a n s  of 

ahmta and suckers. We may hnve simple coppia where no 
reuerued trees are left standing after tile exploitation, or perhaps 
otily a few left here a~rd  there as seed bearers ; and cuppice roirh 
statdards where reserved trees, technically cirlled standards, are 
left for one or more rotations of the underwood. 

Tile latter has been called compound, composite, and mixed 
coppice ; the term mixed coppics would refer rather to a forest 
where several species were growing together and is in opposition 
to pure mpP;U, which would cousist of only one species ; t h u  
to take a few exnmples, an osier-led is a p u n  coppice, and it ia 
a simple coppice at  the anme time. A forest of tllis kind that 
contained nothing but teak, would be a pura coppice, and i t  
would be k p l e  or with standards according as no reserves bere 
left or otherwise. I f  we had teak, deadia, saj, kc., growing 
together and no reserves were left, it would be a simple coppice, 
but i t  would not be a pure one ; we should have to call i t  mixed. 
The term coppice under staudards iti almost identical with the 
o ~ r e  I have already mentioned, but I sllould prefer myself to 
see the prepositiou with used in preference to under; the latter 
might suggest the idea that the coppice grew up underneath the 
standards, which is not only not always the case, but is geuerally 
the exception. The former, with, shews that you have two 
distinct elements, the coppice, and the standards, and they are 
in fact, always looked upon as two separate items. There does 
not appear to me the slightest necessity for calling them coppiea 
Eorestu; the simpler we make our terminology the b t t e r  ; but 
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on t11e:otlier Ii;~nd, it is n mistake to suppose tliat forest "is too . . 

p n n d  a term to apply to mere coppice." I n  the eye of tlie 
law, and in pmctice, in every-dny use, tr coppice is a forest just 
as mnch as High E~reat ,  and you would, in a geueral way, make 
use of the term forest witho~it stoppiug to inquire whether it 
mns worked on the Coppice or High Forest treatment. Tlie 
term composite mag be passed over iu silence, but cornpound 
deserves a short notice. As in contradistinction to simple, there 
is no doubt thnt compound is a good term, quite as good as with 
standards; but the latter deserves pre-e~ninencs, as i t  elucidates 
the nature of the forest a little bit more, and the more iutelligi- 
ble our terins are iu themselves the better. 

The word copse should only be used as a verb, and not in 
the sense of col)pice. 

Under the head of Forest trentlnent a few otlier terms re- 
rnl~in to be noticed. There is the verb to exploit and ita deriva- 
tives, rqloit~rlle, expldation, and exploilabili!y ; in regard to 
these I 11al-e nothing further to ndd to the remarks made Inst 
yenr by Mr. Peugelly ; I would keep all four as being more con- 
venient than other te~ms,  which would of a necessity be more 
cnnibersome. With regard to nu allied word ' 'po~sililit~," 
wliicl~ line its own meaning, I mould suggest the term mpali- 
Zity, to denote tlie qualitity of material that can annl~ally he 
extracted from a forest, on condition of hking out the Barne 
p ~ t i t y  year after year without exhnustiug tlie supply-with- 
out trenching on cnpib~l-whut the forest on this conditiou is 
co@2e of yielding. The aunnal yield of the forest is not n e  
cessnrily the same, thor~gb I Sllp)KM5e that is whnt is meant by 

ant~ual yield. Tile term capabilily is slightly more intel- 
ligible than poesibility, and either of them is more couvmient 
film, if not so espressive its, normal aniaual yield.. 

DIFFEI~ENT KINDS OF TBEEB. 
W e  have two grand divisions of forest trees, sod it 

is essential to have 801110 ~iniform term to express tlie dietino- 
tion. Tile best tarm t int  I l~ave yet see11 for tlie one cl:iss is 
- 

Mr. Ilmjthic. widentlj miaundent.ncls the meaning of the term I' -1 e d  
yi.ld," which u by no mrma ideatid with hi# "capaMlily," but nhieh meam the 
gruntit). of mntorinl. thnt n fnmt would be apable of yielding, if it WM replat in 

me.-TRB EDIIOS. 
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&at eeggcsted by Mr. Pengelly, &., broad-leaved upecieu; i t  
will strike most of ne as more appropriate than kaf-bearing 
treee, the only other term that I have met with in print-and i t  
eeems an especially good term for India where the leaves of 
many species of this clam attain a considerable size. The other 
great division may be called coniji7ous spec&, or more shortly 
00n;frnd. 

Then with regard to the origin of forest trees, we may 
term clump of J o d s  the collectioll of shoots that spring up on ' 
the stool, after a tree has been cut down, seedling, the tree that 
proceeds from the direct germination of the seed, no matter 
what be its age, and we may call eeedling ehwt the tree that 
reaulta from the cutting or burning down of a young seedling; 
moat of the treee in tracta, regalarly burnt by jungle fires, have 
originated thus. 

When a forest is treated on the syetern of coppice with 
standards, we want terms to express the differences in age 
between the various standards; those reserved trees that are 
of the same age 'as the coppice may be called 1st class etan- 
dords, because they have p a d  through one rotation of the 
uitderwood ; similarly, those of two rotations, 2nd class stan- 
dmds, and so on. This will leave the expressions lst, 2nd, 3rd, 
and 4th class T e s m  free for use, if neceeaary, in classifying the 
stock of a High Forest. 

We want a term to express a continuous state of dense 
growth of cover overhead-an equivalent for the technical 
Bench word " Massif." Mr. Pengelly has suggested the word 
"canopy," which is certainly better than the other terms I have 
met with, such as " close forest," " dense growth," " compact 
forest," &c. I would, however, slightly modify it and use " baf- 
eanopy instead, defining i t  as that state of forest in which 
the crowns of the trees touch each other without being swayed 
about by the wind. We may qualify the expression by the 
adjectives h u e ,  referring to an exceedingly compact growth, 
and boken or intstruphd, when the "leaf-canopyJ' has been 
very slightly opened out as after a c lo~e  primary cutting ; but if 

2 N 



much b mt out, th8 nf&te of ld'arreopy e&m to 6- md wb 
tnnet empby Bnahphse8 a8 opemi dut w& qssn aurp3 oprrr 
growth. 

It is o b v i o ~  Qet we may hare 0 0  th&~ sf kfhmqy J 

all a t a p  of gtowth, whether in th6 yeuug d I i n g  emp a im 
the mature fomt, though the term wodd not be of m u 1  pr#l 
tiaal importance until after the final cutting. 

At the eame tlme we require different brms to expmaa these 
various atbges of growth. Taking the young M u g  crop, 
we may say that i t  is in t h  slrrdd u f ~ o r ~ h ~  
when the treee still retain their brrnohen down to the base. 

The lower birmchee then begin to fall, 'errd fiwP this priM 
until the trees have reaahed a oertsin size, either in dim* 
br in height, the crop may be said to bd in the et.te of a a p h g ~  
Whatever limit be taken for the sapling atage wil l  ddeote tbe 
&omma-t of tthe next phaee of grodt ,  whiah arsy be 
termed 2m polen, or ma12 pIw. The e m u e d q  etrge m y  be 
denoted by the term high poh;  this too w d d  have ita saperior 
h i t ,  and then %he mop wodd attiah the dipityof &I f m w p  
Some snch olaselfication woald, no doubt, be m f d  40 ab, but I 
tefrain from auggeatiag what the kits of siae ahodd be &r 
the various clsweq t h q h  it wmun 80 me thrrt dicuwtek and 
height ehould determine ++he- 

When there is no crop at all on thegmtmd, rhoat ef IUI rt 
present employ the word " Maidan ;" there is no occasion to do 
this, aa we have the word blank, which osn simp be qualified 
by snch adjectives se exteneive, emall, k, d if h e  b k a  
very emall, and eorrdunded by fsheet, we may n a  the word 
gW.9. In oaee the blanks ocanpied a v e q  kga a* I 
&rin them t w e h  urostc8. 

The word "reboisementn Bas been fiwquentl$ maplaped ie  
reports, bEdicrl doaometrte, La,, but it seema 40 ale k t  &her 
r(c-stodkitg or ~ e w m d i n g  answer the purpose equdlly wbll ; ow 
point in theit favour i s  h a t  Bhey are EtqUeh worda, and 
tho~oughly expwes the required meaniag ; u&er point is th( 
we ahdl then be sble to employ the verbs to or C 
re-wbod, wherew wa 6mnot wry well erry to .tsb;oirs. 

* ' 1 C h L ~ h u ~ y b n n & @ o ~ d . - ' I % ~ ~ ,  



Some discmion took place at the Conference, and the follow- 
ing term wem generally agreed upon :- 

Working-plan. 
Working oh&, 
Bloag. 
Campartment. 
Rotrtian. 
Natural reprodnation by 4. 
Thinniga-light, moderate, heavy. 
Cutting. 
Arbs aut-the area in which fellinpi have p n e  on in rr 

given period. 

D@hvnt dues of Fmvat. 

Bkb nrest. 
hppiw with ektodards. 

Qppi~e. 
D#wimt l&a?a qf traar. 

& n i b  
Led trees* 
Shoots. 
Sachem 

% following defipi$ionr of the variow ggmlwseo ware 
&o given :- 

Tbicbt-when the young plank have not yet begun to 
&ar thei~ lowar branohea. 

&plinga-when the young plank separate, a d  tbe bole be- 
gh3 to dew. 

P&-when the sapling haa grown to a large size, but b 
eta g r ~ w i P g  vigorody ia height. 

Y i  (or middhgsd)  treu8-whea tbe main growth in 
Gght hae W, but the inoFeaee in girth is still p d i n g  
YigOrowL, 

Miatwe ttccc-whep the p m t h  b girth baa ceased to be of 
importance. 
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The words blank, glods, and large wastea were also agreed 
upon. 

With regard to the terms, block and compartment, the 
meaning given to them in the foregoing paper wsa not eanc- 
tioned ; a full explanation of these terms will however appear in 
the forthcoming Forest Code. 

With regard to a few other terms, no satisfactory under- 
standing wsa arrived at  by the Members of the Forest Confer- 
ence. These terms will doubtless settle themselves in time, but 
meanwhile a discussion in thn pages of the INDIAN FOBESTP~~ 
would not perhaps be entirely fruitless. 

Sm. 

@a tte relittion betbeen Bisttict a ~ t b  dorest @f&csxs. 
By C. F. AXEBY. 

AT the Forest Conference, recently held at ~ imla ,  one of our 
colleagues attempted, on more than one occasion, to lead up to 
the subject of the relation between district and forest officere, 
but speaking only out of the bitterness of his heart, and without 
due preparation, he succeeded only in eliciting from the President 
the severe rebuke that he, the President, should consider that 
officer unfitted for his position who was unable to get along 
with the district authorities. 

So unqualified a remark is, i t  strikes me, calcnlated to do more 
harm than good. Excess of zeal is a far less serious and leas 
permanent fault than indifference, and although a forest officer, 
who allows himself to be drawn into unseemly altercations with 
the district authorities on official matters, or who, when com- 
menting upon difference of views between himself and his dip- 
trict officer, assumes the existence in the latter of a feeling hoe- 
tile to the Forest Department, lays himself open to deserved 
censure, his error is far more deserving of condonaiion than that 
of the officer who voluntarily sacrifices the best interests of his 
Department for the sake of working smoothly with everybody, 
and Dr. Brandis' remark above cited is cplculated to provoke to 
this latter policy those officere whose sense of duty is outweighed 
by considerations of personal interest. 
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. There is, and probably for years to come there will be, an 
antagonism of view between the two departments-an antago- 
nism baaed both on antagonism of intereat and difference of 
stand-point. Up to o very few years ago the district officer 
held sole control of all lands in his district, and the unoccu- 
pied lands were hie chief means of conferring patronage ; he 
could give or lease them, or confer or confirm privileges 
in them. If troubled with lawleas tribes of budmashes he 
could offer them land as an inducement to settle to honest 
pursuits, and (if a keen rlrikrrri, the foreste were hie sole 
and nndispnted game preserves. Apart too from all depark 
mental and personal interesta, hie stand-point is different, his 
recollection carries him baok to days when the forest aa such 
yielded sb little revenue, that i t  was oftan aa well to let the 
people help themselves to its products and graze their cattle in 
it, M to be at  the worry and cost of collecting the revenue ; 
when every acre broken up for cultivation yielded more revenue 
than a hmdred acree of forest land, besides enlarging the capa- 
bilities of the district, and promoting the well-being of the 
people ; to a time, when in fact the amount of forest broken up 
for cultivation, became the rwgnised measure of a district 
officer's capability and tact. The Forest Department by break- 
ing fresh pound have brought to light eome new facb. They 
have discovered that while the fuel and timber-consuming 
population ie rapid13 increasing, the forest area under the 
~ n t r o l  of the State has been, and is still being, so rapidly 
oontracted that already far below the proportion to culturable 
land, considered necessary to the general well-being in other 
muntrieg which like India have no great wealth in coal and 
iron to fall back on, there ie room to fear thlt  the future pros- 
perity of India is in danger of being retarded by a scarcity 
of forest products, which in their own degree are aa essential 
to b e  general well-being as food and water. Even the so- 
&led State reaervee are hampered by village rights of diverse 
character. Not only are all the ancient rights concentrated 
in &e now contracted forests, but the new settlers on that for- 
est area, which has been broken up, claim to exerck  rights in 
the forest area that remains. 



The district offioer ir gemrally ready to ~ ~ n p p t ,  tixse Irljma , 
he dd the righb, it may be only dm oocs or along wi& 
a yearly tenancy, bat having oonferred them he dl not me 
them wreated from the people by a new deputment, whieh be 
believer animated by no higher motive than a cmthhtory 
balance ebeet, and eo the forest o f f i r  sree in the diatriat 
offiaer a man willing to samifice the lasting well-being d the 
empire, & than allow the people to euppoee that be bu 
oeaaed fa be all powvnfnl in hi diatriat, while bbe dietriot 
officer, in his turn, r e g d s  the forest officer aa full of arude 
and ill-digerted notions, ignorant of, and iadiffewnt to, tbe 
wanta of the people, a alog to all trae propam, and the caw 
of mwmersble petitions m d  dirpatea 

Again the foreet ofticer regardr the exelasion of fires m 
absdutely eseential to the well-being of the foreste-he goas 
to considerable expense to keep oat firm; tbe distriot &cer 
felle him that he fean, it will be no am-that the people hava 
always been wtomed in fire than to improve the p a s ,  or 
rather to bring on a yoang arop qnickly4hat it would be difE- 
cult to punish hrn f a  an aot they raw no harm in--that ia 
fact there was no ham in it-that there have been firm from time 
immemorial-aod that the f-t persistr and wil l  persist in 
epite of thm. The fomt oi3m howe better-he ia tecrloas 
and energetio too, but in spite of this he mkm one morning to 
hear the fire madding in the dbtanae, and te eee hia hmst,~~ 
all ablaze. Sallying, forth promptly, be diseovea a couple of 
cowherds coming from the dCrection of the fire, lightad hookah, 
in hand, and etraightwsy ha& them before the Bbgist~&, 
The accused deny the charge--there m no evidence, bat She 
forat officers, and tire Magirtrate rams up shortly sayiag, that 
dthongh a oertain amount of suspicion atbachea to the ~~ 
there in no evideaoe that they fired the foreat, atill 1- tl& 
they fired it wilfully, and &e coee ir dismissed. The for& 
officer, who has perhaps neoer been in a owrt bafm, takse er- 
ception to the verdict, ie meommended to leave dm cowt befm 
rnndering himeelf liable to punishment for contempt, goee bow 
and writes an angrily-worded report to his chief, imputing 
improper motives to the district of%oer, themb~ dmwing d m  



apbn M m d f  r w ~ l i - d w e d  toifling, d tn tb k k t e  is 
btnptd te )st m r t m  lake fBeir own ooarae, m a e r  thm m 
r repetitioa of it. 

But it will be wid tbat with tact md temper the fbreet offioer 
nmg alwup work wall with tbn distriot oflloer. h e ,  bat he 
dl mt always uarry hir point, If the view gradually finding 
acceptance with the Forest Department are oorreal, dietriot; 
officers generally are not only not animated by them, but 
believe that they are wrong, and in this belief it is too much to 
expect that they ahould m p e r a t e  with us, nor can an appeal 
from the district offioer be carried to higher authority, and won 
without causing o certain amount of unpleasantness, but a 
sense of duty should overrule all considerations of this nature. 

There mnst be disagreement when there is honeet diversity 
of opinion, and forest officers, if they hare viaion, and even 
insight, are but half articulate creatures, capable of c rying out 
when they are opposed, but not generally oapablo of rendering 
intelligible the thing that they do see. 

To place the forests again under the district offioers would 
tend rapidly to amooth away the existing difficulties. Once 
more veated with sole authority over the land, and saddled with 
the sole responeibility of forest administration, they would sub- 
ordinate their individual o+ne te geaerdy-remgnised views 
of Forest Conservanoy ; fha, which cannot be kept out by the 
orders of the forest officer, supported by such assistance se 
he gets from the district officer, would oeaae directly the die- 
trict officer ordered their discontinuance, and village righte 
oeaeing to be a departmental quation, would soon have their 
rtcrtw defined, and be reduced to something like manageable 
proportions; but on many grounde, i t  would be inexpedient 
to take the forests out of the control of a specially-trained 
department, and we mnst simply wait patiently, until our 
infantile utterances have become sufficiently articulate sounds 
to make known to the highest authorities the thinga which we 
do see. Let us convince them that the tendency of our efforts 
is to secure the lasting well-being of the people, and we shall 
remove all obstacles to successful adminiatration. The Govern- 
ment has been treated to too muoh speculative theory, and too 



few hard fa&, to warrant it in taking decisive meaenree for 
the rigid maintenance of the remaining forest reservea Having 
convinced ourselves of the expediency of certain lines of 
conduct, we are endeavouring to give effect to them, while the 
Government remains but half convinced, and hence the support 
we receive when we come into collision with the district autho- 
rities is but half-hearted. 



JJ. ~IEVIEWS. 

'&qowt an 3eiIgberrg '$Jownnt~rrceo~~s Bavaaitical Vlitats 
!Jestcitctibe to e;rotic forest anb fruit trecs. 

By George Bidie, M.D., Surgeon-Major, Superintendent, Guvern- 
rrnent Central Btueum, Madras. 

[Printed by E. Keys, a t  the Government Press, 1874.1 ' 

IN almost all forests, there seems to be some great obstacle 
which has to be overcome before they can be placed on a proper 
footing. I n  the teak and sal foresta generally that obstacle 
seems to be ' g r s a  and the prevalence of jungle fires,' but in 
many cases, as in the Central Provinces, this obstacle has been 
fought against, with, at any rate, partial success. I n  the coni- 
ferous forests of the North-Western Himalaya the obstacle seems 
to lie in the destruction of seedlings by grazing owing to privi- 
leges enjoyed by the inhabitants of surrounding villages, but 
this being an artificinl and not a natural obstacle is probably 
easier to encounter. I n  the babul foresta of the banks of the 
Indus the shifting of the bed of that river and the uncertain 
state of safety of the forests, is the chief obstacle to the applica- 
tion of a contiuued working plan. Turning to plantations. I n  
some park of Scotland, uotably Strnthspey, the squirrels have 
multiplied to such an extent, and do ao much harm to the young 
shoots of conifera as to make their destrnction a matter of the 
first importance to the Foresters. I n  the larch forests too the ra- 
vages of dry rot, which have lately been so much discussed, but 
without result in the way of a preventive, have done iucalculable 
damage, while, in India, we see our young toon trees eaten 
down year after year by insects, while we have but little means 
of preventil~g the damnge without appliances too costly to be 
used. So it is with the valuable plantations of exotic trees in 
the Neilgherry Hills of the Madras Presidency, and the report 
before us treats of an obstacle, ra&er new in ita way, &., tbs 
damage done by tbe epiphytic loranthaces to the trees. 

2 0 
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The greater part of the report consists of a discussion on the 
species of Loranthus found on the trees of the Neilgherry plimta- 
tions, and gives a list of the principal exotic trees upon which each 
species is found, which cannot fail to be interesting to the botanical 
student. We must, however, remark on tlie value of plates 3 to 9 
as affording means in the ready identification of species. The sob- 
ject of the system of propagation of the paraaitial plant and its 
method of adapting to its own use the precis of its host is also 
discussed at length, but we can leave these discussions 
to a consideration of the points most important to the 
Forester, viz., the nature of the damage done to the host by 
the parasite, and the best means of preventing this damage. 
The exotic trees, which seem chiefly to be attacked, are the ap- 
ple, pear and peaclr and the Acacia melamqlon. The Euca- 
Eyptua globulus, in whose welfare most of us seem to be interested, 
seems completely to escape, while the Acacia dealbata is only 
but slightly attacked. The reason for this preference, the 
author informs us, is, that while the bark of Acacirr nzelanoxylon 
is rough and much cracked and consequently offera a safer 
resting place for seeds, that of the Acacia dealbata is compa- 
ratively $mooth, and bas less likelihood of the seeds attaching 
themselves. We sliould state that the seeds of the Loranthus 
are surrounded by a viscid substance d i c h  is either rubbed 
off by birds, who eat the outer covering of the fruit, rejecting 
the seeds, or which passes uninjured through their bodies, and so 
attaches itself to the tree. 

With regard to the damage done by the parasites, Dr. Bidie 
states that their influence is not very marked unless they are 
large as comparsd with the size of the host, or unless the host 
is covered with such a number of them as to draiu it almost 
completely of its sap. He says in para. 24 : " The .work of 
destruction proceeds as follows : One or more large 
branches get so covered wit11 Lorantl~ue that the whole, 
or nearly the whole, of ttie sap goes to the parasites, nnd thus 
the affected branches die of starvation, down to  the truuk. 
Branch after branch perishes in this way, and at length the  
tree, bereft of its foliage and robbed of its sag, dies down to 

the root." 
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As to the effect on the timber Dr. Bidie says : '' Although 
trees killed by parasites are quite useless as timber, tlle 
value 8s firewood is said not to be impaired. I am, how- 
ever, doubtful ou the latter point, and think i t  is one deserv- 
ing of more particular inquiry and experiment. So far aa 
my own experieuce goes as regards fir-timber, I know that 
trees that have died gradually of inanition, as parasite-affected 
trees in this country do, are comparatively worthless for 
fuel purposes." But the question, we may remark, here 
is: Would the trees ever be allowed gradually to die 
of inanition? Or would they not generally be cut before 
such a result took place? I n  the sal forests of the Sub-Hima- 
layan tract we have often noticed large numbers of trees 
attacked by 'Lorauthus,' but it never seemed to us that the 
wood w a ~  in any way unfitted for use, or that the trees gradu- 
ally died of inanition. Such may however be the case, and 
may perhaps afford a clue to the reasou of the prevaleuce 
of the large numbers of dry trees to be met with in the 
Northern Bengal sal forests; formerly this was put down 
to jungle fires, but lately i t  has been suggested that jungle 
fires are not always the cause of death ; but only come after- 
wards and by cleariug the tree give i t  the outward signs of 
having been killed by fire. This is a point deserving of fur- 
ther discussion. Turning to the means of preventing the 
ravages of these '' Loranthi," we notice that in para. 30 Dr. 
Bidie discusses the question of excision of the part attacked. 
Excision however does not seem of much use, as we read 
that the stun~ped branches afford almost better resting places for 
the seeds than tile bark of the tree itself, and so it seems 
more likely to increase rather t l~au  dimil~ish the evil. 

We cannot but regret that the report terminates so unsatis- 
fact?ri!y, and that the ouly defiuite remedy that Dr. Bidie can 
suggest, is to discontinue plantations of Acacia melanozylon, 
as me consider i t  not yet satisfactorily settled that the Lorau- 
thi do sufficierit damage to tile tree as to render it unfit for 
firewood, when grown with a short term of rotation. We hope 
however tlir~t such an interesting subject will not drop, and 
that some forest officers may supply us with further informa- 
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tion on the subject, and especially with regard to indigenoue 
trees, and among them our chief timbers,-the teak and the sal. 

J. 9. 0. 

Bntes n ~ t  Batii l la,  
BY MR. O'CONNOR. 

A pamphlet on the production of Vanilla by Mr. O'Connor 
has recently been issued from the Government Print.iug Press, 
Calcutta, whidl gives information on all the principal pointa of 
the culture and manufacture of this most valuable article, and 
certainly warrants the experiments which i t  recommends to be 
attempted in its cultivation in the Eastern and North-Eastern 
districts of India. 

The pamphlet goes into the subject of. the production of 
Vanilla a t  Bangalore, and contains an article published in 1861 
in the journal of the Agri-Horticultoral Society of India, and 
written by Monsieur de Floris of Reunion, giving full details 
of the cultivation and manufacture of Vanilla in the Isle of 
Bourbon, together with supplementary remarks on tLe same 
subject by Captaiu Lowther. The plant called Epidendron 
Vanilla is a creeper belonging to the family of orchids, and is 
a native of Central and of the warmer portions of South- 
America, from whence it has been introduced into various other 
countries, and especially into the Isle of Bourbon, where i t  has 
succeeded admirably, and now forms one of the principal articles 
of export. I t  might conseqnently, with all probability, be g o w n  
in the Budaman Islands, in Ceylon, and along the coasta of the 
Bay of Bengal, provided the spot chosen was sufficiently r e  
moved from the effects of the salt sea breezes. 

The cultivation in India has been commenced in Bangalore 
under Colonel Buckle, and it has beeu found easy, and that the 
flowera fertilized freely, the artificial method of fertilization 
being indispensable. 

I t  has even been introduced at Ootacamund where the plants 
flowered freely, but fruit has not been produced. A garden 
was opened out at Sibpoor on the Hooghly, but when the pro- 
prietor left the country, and sold his estate, it was allowed to go 
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into jungle. The plant has been known in Calcntta since 1835, 
and i t  has been grown in the Botanic Garden ever since, but 
owing to the ignorance of tlie need of artificial fertilization, as 
the insects of India have not yet appreciated its honey, it did 
not fruit at first. I n  1855, however, fruit was produced, and 
owing to the favorable results obtsined in Mysore, the Govern- 
ment of India has requested the Government of Bengal to 
resume its experimental cultivation in a thorough manner. 

Mr. O'Connor anticipates success for the Vanilla in Assam, 
Burmah, and Lower Bengal, and considering the high value of 
the product, it should certainly receive a trial in different parts 
of these districts, as the extremes of average temperature do 
not vary more than in Bangalore, where good results have been 
obtained. AH regards the commercial value of Vanilla, i t  is 
stated that the fruit, when prepared, has been used since the 
year 1720, as a flavoring essence and aromatic, especially for 
chocolate and cocoa. 

Recently the pods which yield a fine brown color have come 
into demand for dyeing purposes in Germany, and this ernploy- 
ment will give more st,rength and fixity to the trade. 

The price obtaiued for good qualities of Vanilla is very high, 
and i t  is stated, that g o d  Mauritius pods mere qrloted last year 
at  80 to 90 shillings a pound, in the London market. As the 
price is now 25'1, above the average, i t  is evident that the 
demand is fur beyond the snpply. 

That grown in Ballgalore was only quoted at 10 shillings per 
tb., but this low price is attl-ibuted to the imperfect system of 
preparation owing to ignorance of the proper method, and pro- 
fiting by experience i t  is hoped that Bangalore will produce as 
good Vanilla as Bourbon. 

I n  reporting on some pods produced in the Calcutta Botanic 
Garden in 1355, a leading firm of London confectioners estimat- 
ed the value at 50 shillings per %. 

The Vanilla industry in Bourbon has attained large dimen-' 
sions, m d  in 1871 nearly 40,000bs were esported, being valued 
at  £100,000. 

I n  a report by Captain T,owtlier to the Agri-Horticnltnral 
Society of India in 1861, it is stated that a plautntion of Vanilla 
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in Bourbon, of only one acre in extent, yielded 15,000 francs or 
6,000 rupees in one year. 

Much labor is not required in this industry, and ten laborers, 
whose services are not required throughout the year, are sufficient 
for the production of above 1,000bs weight of the pods. As 
regards the cultivation in Assam, the Valleys and low Hills in 
Kamrup would be admirably adapted, and if natural forests 
were not preferred, large cuttings of several species of treee 
succeed a t  once, or plantations of rapidly growing trees can be 
formed from seed in one or two years, so that there would be 
no difficulty aa regards the shading and supports. 

A plant of Vanilla grown in Colonel Campbell's compound 
at Gauhati, in 1865, and clinging to a Kaddam tree, (Nauclea 
cadamba), attained to a height of 30 feet in two years and 
six months ; it also flowered freely, and appeared most healthy. 
As the artificial method of fertilization waa unknown, no frnit 
was formed, but Colonel Campbell states that the growth wss 
most luxuriant, and quite unaffected by the cold, which in 
Gauhati attains a minimum of 44'. 

The Kaddam would be admirably adapted for shade and 
support, and a seedling in Darang, only 4 monti~s' old, athiued 
a height of 15 feet 8 inches, with a girth at base of 94 inches, 
so that no delay would be occasioned in getting up this neces- 
sary protaction. The pan house syshln recommended by Mr. 
OJConnor would involve considerable expense both in constrnc- 
tion and also in removal of the roof in case of rain, as the drip 
would certainly be prejudicial to the plauts unless the roof were 
conptantly removed during a heavy rainfall. 

W e  await with interest the results of the experinienta under 
progress in the Calcutta Botanic Garden, and can recommend 
Mr. O'Connor's pamphlet to the attentive study of our readers. 

W. R. F. 
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A few notes on the nursery treatment of Deodar, Chil, Chir, Ban, 
Borse Cheetnut, Walnut and Alder, Acacia and Gum, by 
MR. CBAW, superintendent of Forest Nursery, Ranikhet. 

D E Q D A R . - ~ ~  this country Deodar is best soyn soon after the 
seed ripens or early in December. The ground for aeed beds 
should be light loam or what is termed good garden soil. Heavy 
clay soil, which binds in wet, and cracks under the hot sun of 
April and May, should be avoided. The grounds should not be 
manured-only carefully hoed 15 inches or 18 inches deep and 
levelled, and the seed sown in  broad ahallow drills 8 inches 
apart. Should the spring prove dry, the beds will require to be 
watered before the seed germiuates, but this is not always 
necessary. When the eeeds germinate and water is required, 
it is better to give a good copious materi~g once in two or three 
days than a little every evening, the good effects of which is 
quite nullified by the next day's sun. By July the young 
plauts are sufficiently large to handle, and should then be trans- 
planted in nursery lines, 9 inches apart and 6 inches in the lines. 
This work is best performed by stretching a line and cutting 
along it a trench with a hoe or a spade, and against the smooth 
surface of the bank (which should be as perpendicular as possi- 
ble) thus formed, the young plants are placed and supported 
by a handful of earth, care being taken to first fully extend 
their roots against the bank. The remainder of the earth being 
then replaced and levelled. This is much better than trans- 
planting by dibble, the hole made by which is ferquently too 
shallow, tlle roots are thereby curled up and the plant makes no 
progress. 

By next rains the plants must a ~ a i n  be transplanted in lines 
I5 inches apart and 1 foot in the lines, care being taken to re- 
move them with a little ball of earth adhering to their roots. 
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The same care must be observed to fully extend their roots in 
the trench, and tlie ground should be pressed firmly about the 
roots to steady the plant. The plants soon establish themselves, 

nothing further is required tlian to keep tlism free from 
weeds. By the followiug rains, the third year from sowing, the 
plants are ready for removal to the forests. 

CHIL (Pinus excelaa) .-The same treatment aa for Deodar 
applies to this tree in the nursery. 

CHIR (Pinus long~olia) .-The seed of thia tree does not ripen 
until Marc11 or A.pril according to situation. Sow then and 
tran~plant as directed for Deodar. 

BAN-OAK (Que~cua incana).-Collect acornsearly in December; 
gather from the tree, and not those that have fallen, which are 
generally worm-eaten. Any ordinary good aoil prepared as 
directed for Deodar will suffice for the Oak. Sow like peas in 
broad drills a foot apart and 3 inches deep ; keep free from 
weeds during the summer rains. During the second rains from 
sowing take up the young pla~its, lightly trim their roots, and 
transplant in lines 15 incl~es apart and 9 inches in the lines. 
Again weed and occasionally stir the surface of t l ~ e  soil, and 
during the following rains remove to the forest if the planting 
is xiear a t  hand; if very distant, again remove into nursery 
lines in rather poor soil, and transplant in the forests next rains. 
Oak succeeds best when tralisplarlted during the rainy season. 

HORBE-CHESTNUT (Pavia indica).-Soon after the seed ripeus, 
in  November or December, sow in good rich soil in drills a 
foot apart, 3 or 4 inches deep, the seeds 6 inches apart. Keep 
free from weeds duriug the rains, and when the pou~ig trees shed 
their leaves in the cold weatlier take tliem up, lightly trim their 
roots, and transplant in good soil, in lines 18 inches apart and 
1 foot in the liues. Occasio~ially stir the surface of the soil 
during the hot weather. No watering is required; keep free 
from weeds. I n  the cold weather the plants are fit for removal 
to  the forest. They shol~ld be takeu up without any earth adher- 
ing to their roots, which in the case of distant planting is a 
convenience and saving. 

WALNUT (Tuglaus regia).-The same treatment of sowing, 
pruuing the roots aud transplanting, as directed for the Horn  
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Chestnut, applies to the Walnut. These trees, in fact all deci- 
duous trees, are best transplanted during the cold weather. 
ALDER (dlnus nepalensis).-This should be sown in the end 

of February or beginning of March in very shallow drills, a 
foot apart, on level ground. After sowing, the ground should 
be covered lightly with ferns or grass and watered occasionally 
until the seed germinates, after which gradually remove the 
covering and weed, water and stir the soil as directed for Deodar. 
During the following cold weather take up the seedlings, trim 
their roots with a sharp knife, and transplant in lines as direct- 
ed for Horse Chestnuts and Walnuts. The plants, as in 
the w e  of Horse Chestnuts and Walnuts, are fit to remove 
to the fhrest the second cold weather from time of sowing. 

ACACIA.-Choose a good friable soil, which, when dry, dig 
about 18 inches deep. If the land is not level, it should be 
formed into emall terraces, according to the lie of the ground, 
and across the terraces make beds 4 'feet wide with 18-inch 
paths between. Sow in fine weather, early in February, in 
shallow drills across the beds and 8 inches apart. If the wea- 
ther proves dry, the beds must be well watered as directed for 
Deodar, and when the young plants appear they should be kept 
free from weeds and the soil between the drills frequently stirred 
with a small Dutch or draw-hoe. All watering, weeding, arid 
hoeing ehould be performed from tho paths and the beds not need- 
lessly trod upon. By the middle of July, being then 6 inches 
to a foot high, the seedlings will be ready to transplant. Any 
ordinarily good ground, level or eloping, will do to transplant 
in, but care should be tkken to avoid places subject to severe hoar 
-frost. Take up the seedlings, line by line, with a digging fork, 
separate them into two sizes, and plant-the largest in one plot 
on lines 15 inches apart and 1 foot in the lines ; the smaller 
plants put on another plot, on lines 1 foot apart and 9 inches in 
the lines, and afterwards keep free from weeds. By the follow- 
ing rains the plants will be ready to remove to the forests or 
plantations. 

EUC~LYPTU~.-SOW as directed for Acacias. 
About the middle of July take up the seedlings, eeparate 

them into two sizes, and plant as directed for Acacias, and, as 
2 r 
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in their case, also carefully avoid low damp places subject to 
severe hoar frost. Choose wet days for the work, and when 
the plants are established and meeds appear, hand-weed the lines, 
or, if a few fine days occur, first lightly hoe between the lines. 
Never allow weeds to over-top the plants, or they will be drawn 
up weakly, and he unable to withstand the winter without pro- 
tection. By the following rains the plants will be ready to  re- 
move to the plaotatior~s. If the plants are required for very ex- 
posed situations, instead of sowing the seeds in February defer 
it till July, and thcn sow in sandy or gravelly soil, sloping gen- 
tly to the east. Line off the beds across the slope, ilrclining 
a little one way for the paths to carry off lieary rain. The 
beds should not be level but sloping like the land and raised a 

few inches by means of the earth taken from the paths. Sow 
the seeds in very shallow drills across the beds, and when tire 
young pla~its appear, keep them free from weeds. About 
Christmas, or when strow is apprehended, cover tila beds with 
grass tatties, raised 18 inchrb from the beds. This covering 
should remain until the middle of February, or later i f  very 
cold and exposed. If the spring is dry, well water the beds 
tlrree times a week, or oftener if necessary, occasiotlally stirri~lg 
the soil between tlre drills to prevent its caking ; and, when the 
rains set in, take up the seedlil~gs, separate them into sizes, ant1 
plant as directed for spring-sown ones. Afterwards keep the 
plants free from weeds and remove to the plantatio~~s the 
following rains. 

Uuless the soil and situation are very favorahle, the several 
kinds of gums should not be planted over 6,000 feet. Above 
this lreigl~t they are liable to be broken by heavy snow lodging 
upon their tops and branches and weighing them to the ground. 
Tlris year at Dunagiri, at  an elevation of 6,500 feet, two large 
blue gums, 10  years old aud over 60 feet high, were hroken 
short above the ground by snow lodging upon them ; younger 
plants of the same variety a t  a similar elevation at Ranikhet mere 
also broken, while leafy plants of the same kind, five years old, 
a t  an elevation under 6,000 feet, escaped, their leaves being 
smaller arld llot so dense. Acacias are not so easily broken, and 
may therefore be planted at a slightly higher elevation than that 
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recommended for the gum ; but care should be taken in planting 
either trees to avoid damp dells or flats subject to severe hoar 
frost. Of gums, the blue and iron bark (Eucal~ptus globullrs 
and cideroxylon) are the best sorts to plant in the hills ; and of 
Acacias, demrrrens and rnelunoxylon. 

NAINI TAL ; G. GREIG, 
The 2nd September 1875. O f g .  Conservator of Forests, N. W. P .  

Joreet $ires, 
It is interesting to observe in .what light forest fires are 

looked upon in various parts of the world. Here is a case 
taken from a French pnper, the Journal drc Loiret. 

I n  August last year an immense fire broke out in the forest 
of Orleans, and fauned by a strong southerly breeze spread 
rapidly in the direction of a village called Lorris. Forest 
guards, firemen gendarmes, and all the surrounding villages 
poured forth to the scene, and did their utmost to combat the 
raging element; but their united efforts were of little effect 
until tlie dew fell that eveuing, when the progress of the fire 
was to some exteut checked. At Lorris the alarm bell raug all 
night, arid the entire population turned and betook themselves 
to the scene of action. Next morning the fire increased in in- 
tensity, and assumed such a threatening aspect that they had 
to telegraph for assistance, and the fire-brigade of Gien and an 
officer of gendarmes set out immediately. Later on in the 
day the Prefet of the Loiret, accompanied by his Secretary, the 
Commaudant of Gendarmerie, and au Inspector of Forests, set 
out from Orleans and took with tbem a detachment of 234 
men from a Regiment of Artillery. These men remained all 
night on the spot, and, thanks to the energy and devotiou dis- 
played by all, both Military and Civilians, the flames were a t  
length got under, and on the third morning when all danger 
was at an end, the Prefet atld his Secretary returned to Orleans. 
W e  are told that an inquiry into thc causes of this fearful 
disaster was immediately set on foot, and that the exteut of 
forest injured by the fire was rather more than 1,000 acres. 

Sm. 
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@Ijc Jtnrl.~ &tttnbntions anb  the brstrnction of &rests. 
In  a very interesting paper contributed to tlie Jourtaal of the 

SociCtk des .4griculteurs, of which M. Drcuyn de Lliups is 
President, M. de la Gave, one of the Co1umisslonem of Woods 
aud Forest in France, iusists upon tlie.necessity of replanting 
the mouetain slopes in the south of France, which have beeu 
almost denuded of timber withiu the laat century. He begills 
bp poiutiug out that the Pyrerieau district was a hundred yea& 
ago altogether outside the agricultural atid commercial move- 
meiit of the couiltry ; the slopes of the mountaius were covered 
with forests, which, owiug to tile absence of the meaus of traua- 
port, could not be made prctductive, while the vegetation on 
the summits was only availal~le duriug the summer months for 
cattle and sheep, which were driven back itlto the valleys a t  
the approach of winter. The low lands were poorly cultivated, 
the villages were built upon high ground, and the inu~idations 
were much less frequent, aud, when they oocurred, far less 
disastrous than at present. Wheu better commu~iications be- 
tweet1 this district and the rest of France were opened up, the 
value of cattle aud sheep incrensed very colisiderally. Manure 
was required for fertiliziiig the soil, and there was a reacly 
export for meat and wool. The forests were cut down in every 
direction, and the timber nearest tlie summits was removed in 
order to extend the pasturages. The sloped, thus denuded of 
wood, offered no obstacle to the flow of water, and were soou 
guttered iu all directions. The southern slopes, upon which 
the vegetation is earliest and tlie cultivation consequently most 
profitable, were the first to be cleared, and i t  is upon them 
tliat the furrows are deepest. While this work of destruction 
was going on tlie marshes and water meadows, from which 
sprang the countless rivulets that formed the rivers of the 
district, were being drained. For while a few French rivers, 
such, for instance, as the Loiret aud the Vaucluse, have their 
source in mountain springs, the larger number originate in 
rivulets fed by the rain and mist, which are almost perpetual 
in the mountain regions. To facilitate the flow of these tiuy 
streams is to make a way for the iuuudatious, while by check- 
ing their flow the water from the mountains, instead of pouring 
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down into the rivers in one vast volume, reaches. them a little 
a t  a time. 

The danger of iuundations is to be diminished either by the 
construction of dams at various points in the stream, or by 
replanting the mouritaiu slopes from which these streams are 
fed. The system of dams has bee11 tried in the Alpine districts, 
but it is fouud that they are very liable to be choked up by tlie 
sand and stoues which the water brillgs down with it, aud in 
the course of a few gears they become almost useless. Forests, 
upon the other hand, do their work much more eflectuallg, for 
the soil, always covered with a layer of mould and leaves, acts 
like a sponge, and absorbs enormous quantities of water, 
which is sfterwnrds thrown back illto the rtmospl~ere in the 
shape of vapor by the evaporation of the foliage. When this 
permeable soil is tl~orougl~ly saturated, the water, which callnot 
find its way down, trickles along the surface, but its progress is 
always beiug checked by the leaves, the moss, the truuks of trees, 
the underwood, aud the broken branches with which the ground 
is strewn. However heavy the railltbll may be, there is never a 
regular current upon well-wooded ground. Moreover, the 
forests retard the meltiug of the snow, to which, more than to 
anything else, the inundations are due., M. de la Gave oon- 
cludes, therefore, that if the inundations are to be stopped the 
mountain slopes of the Pyrenees, of the Alps, and of Auvergne 
must be replanted on a large scale. 

After the inundations, which occurred in 1856, the Imperial 
Government took up a bill which had been framed ten gears 
before, but which the Ministry of Louis Pllilippe had never 
lnade auy serious effort to pass. This bill gave the Govern- 
ment power to expropriate the holders of any land which it was 
considered necessary in the public interest to replant, and an 
anuual sum of £40,000 was set apart for this purpose. But 
when the Administration of Woods and Forests endeavoured to 
replant the summits of the Pyrenees aud the Alps they met 
wit11 great opposition from the inhabitauts, or rather from the 
occupiers of the soil, who found their pasturages far more 
profitable. Their opposition, in fact, was eo determined that 
the Government, anxious to carry out a useful work, but still 
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unwilling to make enemies, hit upon a compromise. This was 
to lay down fresh pastures instead of replanting, it being 
argued by many people that turf would absorb water as readily 
as trees. As might have been expected, the experirnerit did 
not answer, and it is now universally admitted that " r6boise- 
ment" is the only efectual remedy. Whether the replanting 
of timber, no matter on how large a scale, will suffice to 
prevent inundations, such as those of last June, when seven 
thousand million cubic feet (six and a half milliards) of water 
were poured into a single river in the space of forty-eight hours, 
may well be doubted, and human effort will never probably 
render the land in the basin of such rivers as the Garonne, 
the Loire, and the Allier altogether secure; but much may 
be doue to minimize their overflow and the disasters which 
ensue. The official estimate of the damage done by the recent 
inundations is 75,000,000 f. (83,000,000). This sum would 
have suficed to replant more than 400,000 acres of liud upon 
the banks of the Garonne and its confluents, and such a 
qoaatity of woodland, even after only a few years' growth, 
would have kept back the raiu which fell during the three day8 
of Juue long enough to have limited the inundations within a 
comparatively narrow compass. The French Minister of Public 
Works has announced his intention of organizing a system 
by which the inbabitauts of the land near these rivers may be 
warned when they are about to rise; but though this informa- 
tion will help to  ensure personal safety, i t  will do nothing to 
keep back the waters.-Pall Mall Budget. 

QElimatic cbnngcs in 311r;sia. 
The following notes are taken from an article hy Professor 

Palingsestow " on the climatic changes observable in Russia :" 
The winters, he says, are getting rougher every year; tlie summers 
hotter, drier and more sterile. I n  Bokhara and Taschkend the 
people say that the Russians brought the severe winters from 
their home, and in 19 districts the harvest reports are unfavor- 
able, and even bad. The origiu of these climatic changes Pa- 
lingsestow proves to be the cutting down of the forests. Former- 
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ly large forests existed all over South Russia, which have now 
disappeared owing to this destrnction of forests ; tlie evapo- 
ration of the water is considerably increased, her~ce many 
once important R~~ss iau  streams cor~sist now only of swampy 
pools, or they are dry altogether. The Dnieper is becomi~lg 
more shallow every year ; his feeders Sula Psiol and W orskla 
can no longer be called rivers. 
The plauting of new forests has, therefore, been discussed 

for pears past, but when the soil has once become so dried up, , 

ae in many parts of South Russia, such an enterprise is not 
easily carried into effect. During the last year, however, 
the matter have been considered very seriously, and it i to be 
hoped with good results. 

. Sw. 

Kalakhambas are the dead and partially burnt, or rather 
blackened, trees so often met with in Sal forests. A Kala- 
khamba is a tree that died in the full vigour of its growth, not 
one that died of old age. Kalakhambas attain a good height 
and considerable girth; the timber is chiefly used for posts ; i t  
is said to be more brittle but harder (being well seasoned), than 
ordinary Sal. 

I t s  market value is 8 to + of good Sal timber. The forma- 
tion of Kalakhambas is to some extent due to jungle fires, which 
cause the death of the trees by burning the bark and impeding 
the circulation of the sap; kalakhamhas thus formed have 
generally many defects, being often hollow or partly decayed. 

The chief cause of the formation of Kalakhambas seems, 
however, to be the quality of the soil. Heavy soil generally 
produces the greatest number by preventing the formation of 
lateral roots. The tap root pierces the clay, which is 3 to 4 feet 
in depth, and couti~~ues growing till an impervious stratum is 
encountered ; the tree then dies off very suddenly. The longi- 
tudinal 'growth of the tree appears to correspond with that of 
the tap root, and is often very considerable. 

The withering of one of the top branches, and the formation 



of water shoots along the trunk of the tree, are the symptom 
preceding the sudden collapse of all vitality in the tree. I n  
the Dooars large tracts are sometimes found covered with small 
trees and ~Kalakhambas. 

I t  is noticeable that Kalakhambas are almost unknown in 
the hills where the formation of lateral roots ia very great and 
jungle fires rare. I n  the neighbouring Dqeel ing  Terai, 
where the soil is more sandy and loose, Kalakhambas are 
alrnoet unknown, although the jungle fires are very frequent. 

The revenue on Kalakhambas in the Julpigori Division 
exceeded Ra. 5,000 during 1874-75, aud is capable of consider- I 
able expansion, if the supply lasts. 

E. F. 

" Sor0bunt ~itccartltum," 

I read an account a short time ago in a book of. the intro- 
duction of the above named plant into South Europe and the 
United States of America, and of the remarkable manner in 
which i t  has thriven in the latter country especially. I will first 
give a short account of it, extracted from the work I have 
mentioned. " A sugar-yielding grass has lately been introduced 
into the aouth of Europe and North America, the cultivation 
of which has extended with wonderful rapidity in the United 
States in regions far to the north of those adapted to the 
sugarcane. I t  has long been cultivated in China and iu Africa, 
partly for the sake of the sugar, which is made from i t ;  and 
partly for its seede, which are a good grain, similar t o  the 
" Durra," 80 extensively cultivated in the East Indies and Afrjca. 
Durra (Sorghum wlgare), also known as Sorgho and Indian 
Millet may also be said to be the principal corn-plant of Africa, 
and the sugar grass or shaloo (Sorghum sacc.) may be regarded 
as a superior kind of Durra. I ts  seeds are much larger than 
those of the common kind of Millet, and although the meal 
does not make good bread, i t  is very nutritious and pleaaant. 
I t s  productiveness exceeds that of most kinds of  con^, almost 
rivalliug the productiveness of maize. I t  is a tall grass, from 
four to eight feet high, with a diffuse and very spreading 
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panicle. As a corn-plant, however, no attention h a s  jet been 
paid to i t  either in Europe or America; whilst, as a sugar- 
yielding plant, it has obtained an importaut place in agricul- 
ture." 

From the above I think it would thrive well in the hills; and i t  
is mp wish, if I can only procure some of the seed to introduce 
it into Bossahir, where 110 sugar of any kind can be procuretl. 
The seed should be sown as soem after the frosts have dis- 
appeared aa possible, in rows about 4 apart, and the plauts 
thiuned out to about 12" to 18" in the rows. I n  its infancy 
it grows very slowly, so great care must be takeu not to allow 
wveds to choke i t ;  afterwards it grows very rapidly. 111 
America 100,000 acres yielded 16,000,000 gallons of syrup. 
Altllough a perennial, owing to the iute~~ve cold duriug the wiutur 
months that prevails in the Hills, I tl~iuk it will have to be 
treated as an aunual. 

I n  conclusion, I sincerely hope that Goverrimellt wdl take 
the matter up, as it is well worth its consideratiov, nud allow 
us to give it a fair trial. 

C. E. TENDALL, 
8. A. 0. 

4glr the ailling of dreerr. 
WITH reference to the reply of M. H. F. to W. J. S. in your 

number for October 1876, a botanical friend of mine writes to me 
as follows :- 

" I s  i t  not generally taught in lecture rooms and in treatises 
'# on botany that scalariform tissue is characteristic only of the 
'' higher division of acotyledons, i.e., ferns and their allies. 

" Has M. H. F. made a discovery in anatomical botany? 
" or is he merely using scientific terms in a loose manner? 

" His remark about the diffusion of the ' hyrocarbons ' 
&'is equally loose, and the term itself is misleading. The 
" gums, resins, starches, oils, &., nre only secreted after the 
&' luugs and stomach of the plant (that is the leaves) have pre- 
"pared them for assimilation. The 'hyrwarbons,' if the 

"term be admissible, are not pumped out of the earth in a 
2 y 
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'' pure state as M. H. F. mould appear to Peppose. For refer- 
11 ellces on tlie sul)ject of scalariform tissue, see Professor 
" Bril four'a last Edition (1870) p. 321 : ' Sca1:lriform vessels are 
" cl~sracteristic of fern structure ;' and p. 7454, ' Scalariform 
" vessels are met with in  the higher division of acotyledo~~ous 
" plants particularly in feriis.' See also Manuel of Botany 
" by Dr. R. Brown, 1874, p. 49 : ' Scalariform tissue ia charac- 
" teristic of both the aerial aiid underground stems of ferns.' " 

F. B. 

QL~intse %larkboob in ~ o i n b a g .  

A T  page 53 of the Indian Forester U. H. B. P. asks what 
species of tree is indicated by the name of Chinese Black- 
wood, and how seed can be ol>tailred. I cnliuot state the 
correct botaiiicnl name of tlie tree referred to. I can tell, I I O ~ V -  
ever, how i t  acquired tlie nome of Chinese Blackwood. The 
trec, or rather slirub-for i t  does not appear to grow beyond 12 
or 15 feet in height, ,and llas several stems-mas severrll years ago 
Lrought to Dharwnr by tbe the11 Collector, Mr. Lam, a well-known 
botanist. H e  obtained tlie seed of tlie tree from China. I 
know ~rot l i i~ ig  of bottmy, ))tit ]lave always tiiken a great interest 
i l l  tree plantilig. MTlien I came to Dharwnr I iioticed several of 
t l~ese  trees; tlley nre rather Ii;~utlsonie \v l i e~~  iu dower. I inquired 
the name, and was told i t  mas a Blackmnod obt:iir~ed by Mr. 
Lam froin China. From tliat drip i t  went by tile name of the  

Cliinese Blackwood." Four penrs ago, tiuding two of these 
trees occupied a portion of grass ground on mliicli I desired to 

plant some fiue trees, I httd them cut down and the mail1 rook 
removed. Ever since tlien they have been a coi~tiiiurtl troul~le 
and auisance. Young plt~rits from tlie old roots spring up in 
every direction, no matter how hard or Lad tlie soil. Still up 
they come as Soon as the rain falls. I have re~noved hundreds, 

and there they nre agnin this year as plentit'ltl, if not more 
plentiful, than ever. They seem to thrive in hard gravel or 

It appears to me that  if otily 8 or  10 of these 
tree8 mere planted to an acre, and then when about 6 feet 
hkh  cut down, there would in a few years be a thick scrub jungle 

I 
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yielding plenty of exceller~t firewood. Bare llills conld be re 
planted wibh this sl~rul) ar~tl iu meny places it  mol~ld be s 
Llesnit~g to the people affording an ample supply of firewood and 
doul~tless I)e~lefitt i~~g the raiuthll. 

If U. El. B. P. will give me his address I sllall be happy to 
send l~ im  a s~~pp ly  of the seed.. I llnve never tried this shrub 
in good soil, but there perhaps i t  might grow into a large tree. 

E. P. ROBERTSON, BOX. 0.8. 
-- 

B. E. B. P. is at resent on leave in England, but he ~ i l l  donbtlarsly Sea thihir 
oomrnunication.-Thr &itor. 



Mitrbcrafl in 8enptL 
From time to time articles appear in different Magazines on 

the lingering belief in witchcraft in some of the remote parts 
of' England. As a contrast between such sliperstition in  the 
rcry centre of civilizntio~~, and the effects of this belief among 
nu ignorant and unciviliwd people, an a c c o u ~ ~ t  of some facts 
\vl~ioh occurred in Mnnl~hoom, a non-regulntion district of 
I?engal, where I a t  the time was living, may be of iilterest. Mnn- 
Liloorn is in the  Chota Nagpore Division, and mllat I am about to 
relate took place withill YO0 miles of Ci~lcntta. I n  1864 fever 
of' a b d  type broke out in Patcnml), a pergunnah in tlle so11t11- 
e:lst corner of Manbhoom. The inl~:~bitants of this tract of 
country are mostly of al~original tribes. They are, as may I)e 
expected, very ignorant and steeped in snperstition. The belief 
in witchcraft is general, and all calamities happening among 
t i~em,  are a t  once attributed lo supernatural agency. This 
outbreak of fever mas of course put down to witchcraft, and the 
usual steps mere taken to discover the witcll or wizard whose 
work i t  was. 

Witch doctors, called Ojahs or Sokah~ ,  are the witch-finden. 
These men are not slipposed to be themselves wizards, brit are 
rather looked on as medicinemen, blessed with the power of 
divination, having some slight acquaintance with the properties of 
different herbs; they are also the representatives of medical 
science in these j ~ ~ n z l p  regions. 

Witclies are not supposed to be in  league with our devil of 
European notoriety, but  each witch and wizard has his own 
special evil spirits, under whose infl~~cnce she, or he, acts. The 
bulk of the people in tbeae parts are Bhomiges and Sonthals, 
and their i n ly  religion, if so i t  can be called, is the propitiation 
of evil spirits. Indepeudants of the spirits who arbitrarily tskiog 
l'ossession of men or wornen, bring on them the unenviatble 
iistinction of beiug knorvn crs wiznrcis or witches. There b 
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hardly a v i l l w  which haa not i ts  own special Bhoot, or  evil 
spirit which has constantly to be propitiated. Such Bhoote are 
generally residents in some tree in or near the village, but  are 
often supposed to be in groves far from the village itself. 

As  a proof of the extent to which the belief in the agency of 
these Blioots is carried, I may mention that  one day, when rid- 
ing  out shooting, I passed a fine old peepul tree ; the men who 
mere with me, as I drew near to iL, rushed u p  and with clasped 
hands entreated me to get  off my horse and walk quietly past 
the  tree, as the insult I should offer to their Bhoot, were I 
to ride past his abode, would inevitably arouse his anger atid 
bring about some evil I 

'L'he Ojahs or Sokahs have eeveral methods to  which they 
resort in finding out  witches. The two following are however 
the  most common. 

One is for the  suspected people, popular suspicion often 
Facilitating tlie doctor's work, to be collected together. The 0j:lh 
then takes a white peeled stick and plants i t  erect in the ground 
a few yards from him. After having ggne through various 
incantations, he takes a bow and arrow, and sliooting a t  the 
white stick, calls out, as he fires each arrow, the nnme of one 
of those suspected, the stick being hit by  one of the arrows, the 
person whose name was called out as that  arrow was being 
fired, is a t  once known to be the mitcli or wizard. There can be 
little wonder a t  the respect shown to these Ojalls when they 
l~old such a powerful engine for revenge in their hands I 

The other method is for all ' the neighbonring vi l l~ges  to be 
collected together a t  some spot set apart for such social g.~ther- 
in&-. Two or more Ojehs are generally present, and si t  in the 
crritre of a circl? composed of all those asseml)ied. Certain 
ceremonies and incantatione are then gone tllrough by these 
witch-fiuders, and they sing wild songs to the noisy music of 
tom-toms or drums of various sizes and descriptions. As  tlie 
noise increases, louder grow the songs, and, gradually working 
themselves into a frenzy, up spring the Ojahs and commence a 
regular devil dance. Wrought to a pitch of excitement, in 
which the asseml)led crowd parttrke, the O j ~ h s  now call on the 
bwitclred to step out of the circle and join in their dance, aud 



ere long some one wild with excitement jumps up and joins 
them. I t  must be an irresistiljle implilse, wliich iuduces any 
one to do this, as they well know, that  be i t  msn or woman, 
youtig or old, he or she s t a~ lds  self-convicted as the witcb or 
wizard who is being sought for, nlid tliat tlie conseqtiei~ces of 
sucll avowal on tlieir part may be deatl~.  

The witch or wizard being thus detected never or seldom denies 
the charge of being such, arid steps are a t  ollce taken, varjiug 
according to tlie circumstalices wlticli have rendered them ne- 
cessary to  appease tlie evil spirits of the bewitched, or take ven- 
geance for t h ~  mischief lie or she may have done. I n  some cases 
nothing but the death of the witch or wizard will satisfy the 
people ; in others a fine is sufficient ; then the  witch or wizard 
lias a t  once to pay up, and poojah being done to propitiate the 
Rhoot, a general feast follows. 

I n  the case of which I write, the dancing method of detection 
was that  employed by Chamoo, the  chief Ojah present. Chamoo 
agreed that  i f  he did not point out the witch he would forfeit 
10 rupees, but  tha t  if he did, he was to receive 10 rupeeti 
for his troiible. A very safe agreement aa far as he was con- 
cerned l Chamoo accordingly performed his incantations, sang 
his songs and danced his devil dances. Unti l  a woman, named 
Sokri, stepping forth from tlie surrounding circle of villagers, 

. joined in the dance and loudly proclaimed that  she was a witch. 
She did not however claim this distinction alone. She sang 
out as she threaded her frenzied and fatal dance, the names of 
three of her relatives who mere present proclaiming them to be 
her sister witches. Apparently nothing lotbe, the three named- 
Pemi, Prengi, and Gooroobarri sprang up, dashed into the centre 
of the ring, and mildly dancing joined in their self-accusation. 

" The weird sister, hand in hand." 
a a a a 1) 

" Thus do go about, about." 

And well might their chorus have been- 

" Double, double, toil nnd trouble," 

for great  was the trouble before them. 
After this these four poor delnded women were made to pa? 

a fiiie, poojah was done to avert tlie anger .of the evil spirits, 
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and the fever shortly after disappearing, the wllole business was 
coasidered to have been most sntisfrlctory. Cllnmoo got  his 10 
rupees, all parties were contented, only the  '' weird sisters," 
Sokri, Pemi, Prengi, and Goorooborri, retailled the dread repu- 
tation of being ~vitches-a relwtntion certain sooner or latter to 
bring about them " toil and trou1)le." I n  November 1865 
cholera broke out in tllis part of t l ~ e  district, and the so11 of Bee- 
nuud Naik, headman of a small village, was trrken ill. Pllomd 
mas BeenundJs eldesb son, for whom he seems to have had a deep 
ant1 special love, and to see his first born stricken with a deadly 
sick~less, cnl~sed him terrible grief'. I n  his despair he tllougbt 
of the witch Sokri, and arguing that  she wllo could cause could 
also avert evil, determined to :~pl)ly to her to cure his sol]. Sokri 
and her sister mitclles happened to be BeenondJs near relations. 
Sokri was his niece by marriage? Pemi and Prengi his nieces, and 
Oooroc)bari his own sister. H e  sent for Sokri, and she came to 
his house. The remniuder of this stmcge story I ci~nnot give 
better than in Beenund's own words, a s  he told i t  to me iu 
Court. 
" Sokri," he said, "came to see Pl~omd ~ n d  pave him a pill, 

after tnkiilg wllich he mas rr little better. She then told me to 
call in Pemi, Prengi and Goorool)ari, tha t  tlle four of them to- 
gether could cure my son, but that  slle alo~le col~ld not do it. 
I called them, and tlley came to my Ilouse, and saw my son ; he 
wns then very restless r~nd lrntl much fever; they snid that  Ile had 
" SOotlliaJJ' and tllut I was to go to 1Tnu11d Bhomige in Kan- 
cl l tm village; be is a Soltall, (Oj:il1 or witch-finder), and to get 
mc.diciue from him, and tllrit my son would recover." 

" I went to him myself, lenvirlg the four with rny son ; he gave 
m e  a pill ; his house is nbout 4 coss (a mile) from mine. I re- 
turned a t  once a ~ l d  gave i t  to my sister Gooroobari, and she gave 
it to my sou. They snid that  he mould now recover, Ile took 
t l ~ e  pill and by morniug my  son was dead ; it was very early in 
the  morn, wllen I went to Unund and davbrrak wl~eu I go t  
back;  my son died about one hour after taking the pill." 

"Then I said to the four women-why have you eaten my 
8011 ?" 
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( In  speaking of deaths cansed hy witchcrafts, the witch is 
alwnys snid to lrave eaten, not to have killed.) 

" Wlry have you enten my son, I have 8 head of buffaloe, 
why did you not eat half? I have 10 cows, why did you not eat 
five? I f  that  would not do, why did you not eat  m e ?  I f  you had 
eaten me, you might have e~csped  with life, but  you have eateu 
my son, i t  will be hard for you now to escape, as I will kill 
you. They said, ' then kill us., " 

I n  answer to a q ~ ~ e s t i o n  I put, Beenund said, tha t  the  women 
did not cry, or make any noise, on hearing his intention to kill 
them, nor did they in any way attempt to repudiate the charge 
thnt t l~ey  had killed Phowd ; all they said was, theu kill us." 

Beennnd continued. 
" I then told them to take my son's body to the river, and they 

took up the body as i t  lay on tlre charpoy, (a low kind of bed, 
wooden frame, with string work), and I followed them with my. 
tnlmar. When they had pu t . t l~e  body down uear the river, I said, 
' now I will kill you, you have eaten my son I' Tliey answered 

then kill ue if me ate your son., I then made them sit  down in 
a line facing t l ~ e  east." 

I could not get  Beenund to explain why he made the  women 
face the east, but  i t  was evident that  he attached great  import- 
ance to this. H e  went on :- 

a I first killed my sister, I gave her one blow on the neck 
with my tulwar, her head hung by the  skin. I nearly cut it 
off, tlre otl~ers did not move or attempt to escnpe. I then killed 
Sokri. I hit her on the neck and her head was severed, all but 
the  skin. I then killed the other two, Pemi first, then Prengi. 
" Prengi (who qae the youngest of the four and only about 20 
years of age),'' went and crept under Phowd's charpoy. I said to 
her, that I had killed the o t l~er  three, I would not save her, so 
when I told her to  come out from under tile charpoy, she came 
out aud sat  down again ; she said that  I must not kill her, tliat 
she had done nothing, but I killed her;  I was angry a t  the time, 
but I think that  I ditl well ; they ate my son." 

Beeuund having t l ~ u s  beheaded the four mitclies, went off 
straight with his bloody tulivar in his hand to the uearest police 
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station, and there gave information of what he hnd done. A 
police officer going a t  once to the spot found on the bnnks of 
tlie river Soobunmka Phowd's dead body lying on the charpoy, 
while near and in line lay the bodiee of the four wretched women, 
each with the head, all but eevered from the trunk. 

Beennnd wae charged with the murder of them fonr women, 
and the words I quote are his when on trial. His answer to a 
question I put, ae to whether he wm awnre that those who 
committed murder were hung, was strange and shows the spirit 
in which he acted, yes I know he who kills, will be killed, but 
my other two sons will now live; had these women lived they 
would have eaten them too." 

It was impossible not to pity Beenund; he wae a fine tall 
white-headed old man, and he spoke of his love for his first-born 
Phowd with intense pathoe. He knew that he had accord- 
ing to our law done wrong and merited death, but he willingly 
accepted all the coneecjuences, satisfied that he had avenged hie 
one son's death and had secured safety for the other two. 

Beenund was hung, but he left this world convinced that he 
had done well in sending four witches out of i t  before him. I n  
this belief his family fully sympathised ; his wife Taroo said to 
me in court in answer to some questions :- 

"The women coneented to be killed, a t ~  they said that having 
destroyed our son they were ashnmed to go to their homee. 
Since the witches were killed there hae been no more cholera in 
our village. I think it's well that they were killed." 

This is a plain story of witchcraft aa to be found still in many , 

parta of India. The action of the father maddened with grief 
at his favonrite son's death, and believing implicitly thnt i t  was 
cnneed by the fonr so-called witches, one can understand, but i t  
is diflicult to understand the action of these women, who thus 
qnietly accepted death without any attempts at  self-preservation, 
accepted i t  too a t  the hands of an old man, they being compn- 
ratively young and active, from whom they could have escaped 
at once had they wished to do so. I t  only shows the length to 
which this old superstition drives people, aud the stiange in- 
fluence i t  exercises over them, where there is nothing better to 
couuteract it, when we fiud people willingly bearing the imputa- 



tion of being mitcl~es, thong11 knowing too well what such an im- 
put,ation generally leads to, and will i~~gly taking death as a fit 
punishment for what they must r a l l y  have believed had been 
caused by their evil agency. 

R. M. 

~cgcn$nr$.  
Bow Rhni Kantoalapati raas cured of her vanity. 

IN days long ago the mighty N j b  Ben lived in 11is impregnable 
fortress of Singaurgarh, and from thence ruled a fur and wide 
kingdom, little dreaming that in due time n beef-eating caste des- 
pising race of forest officers from the west mould take up his fitre 
old fort and make i t  part of their charge ; for i t  is now in the 
Singmmpur reserve of the Northern Division, Central Provinces. 

This Raja Ben lisd a wife called Kanwalapnti, whose virtue and 
goodness was such that she co~ild walk on a lotus leaf without i b  
sinking, and her beuuty was equal to lrer virtue. Now though 
Kanwalapati mas far above ordinn1.y women, she mas still but a 
woman, and she on one evil day imagined that her peerless beauty 
would be set off, for enllanced i t  could not be, by jemellery. 
One of Kanwalapati's priucipal virtues mas being above the 
weaknesses of other momeo, but sbe fell into t l ~ a t  snare into 
which eo many of her c l ~ a r m i ~ ~ g  sex do-a love of finery- 
and thus she proved herself mortal. 

When Rija  Ben heard of the Rriai's desire he tried every argn- 
ment' he coilld think of to induce lrer to give up the idea, but 
failed, and a t  last in  extremity said to her that if she mould wear 
jewels she should wear those be gave her. I h t l ~ e r  thtrr~ go  witl~out 
she accepted his offer, and Raja Sen collected all the pins from 
the plonglrs of the Pergunnali of Singnugnrlr, and making those 
into jemels he gave them to his wife, who put them on. 

Having done RO she essayed tu walk on lotus leaves, but the 
first leaf she put foot on sank till the mnter came over her ankleq 
and then, fortuontely not too late, mere her eyes opened to ber 
folly, and she cast off her jemellery, ordering i t  to be remade into 
pins and returned to the several owners. As she did so the gods 
who had been rightly angered a t  her sucoumhiug to such a weak- 
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nese ~e love for finery, reinstated h5r in their good fnvor, and the  
' lotus leaf ngnin rose till i t  became erect, arid the N n i ,  light as a 

fenther and tripping from leaf to leaf, became once more worthy 
of her nitme " Knawalnpati."- 

Apropos of tbis &ni I picked up  the follomi~ig amusing 
doggrel. 

Tal hai Bhophl K e t d  
Aur  sob taley8n 
R i d  hai Kanwnlapnti 
Aur sab gadlieyiu. 

I wollld suggest forest officers collecting and sending to the  
Foreater all suc l~  legends in  conuectiou with their forests, as 
they may pick up. I 

G. F. 

Qe 8 t h  gorest 6xljibition. 
This exhibition of paiutiuga and drawing,  illustrating the 

picturesque scenery of tlie New Forest, would well deserve recog- 
nition in a purely artistic sense. Its promoters hnve a special 
ol'ject in view in opening such an exl1il)ition a t  tlie present time, 
but  the notion of tlius bringing together a number of views of 
a single district is a good oue in  itself. There is a peculiar 
satisfaction in sthdying the  changing aspects of a region 
so rich in beauty as tlie New Forest, and i n  being able to com- 
pare and contrast different kinds of landscape united by certain 
broad general chsracteristice. The individ~~ali ty of each artist 
leaves, it is true, a strong mark upon each picture, and aids the 
impression of variety in a collectiou like this; but in order to 
be assured t,hat tbe forest itself is not wanting in variety, me 

have only to turn to  a series of sketches by a s i ~ ~ g l e  artist. 
Mr. W. Kiimpel contributes nearly twenty views of different 
parts of the forest, wliicl sufficiently establish the  richness of 
its resources. These sketches, admirably executed in water 
colour, are entirely characteristic of tlie cour~try tliey interpret, 
and we find no other work in the exbil~itiou that  so successfully 
presents the e ~ ~ c h n n t i u g  distauces of softly uudulatirlg woodland 
wllich form a special feature in tlie scenery. For an  idea of the  

graudeur of the woods tlielnselves, me may select the fiuely 
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finished painting by Mr. Newton, where the splendid strnctnte 
of the older trees and their spacious arrangeukent are powerfully 
realized. A like impression of grandeur iu the gigantic materials 
of the foreground, with added glimpses of distant foliage seen 
through chance openings in the mood, is secured in the two 
views near Stoney Cross, by Mr. Chester; while for the intlo- 
ence of summer sunlight me may study Mr. Pain's careful and 
elaborate painting of a forest stream whose quiet matent perfect- 
ly mirror the rich greens of the leaves overhead and deep blue 
of the sky. The series of drawings executed by Mr. Walter 
Crane are also to be ranked among tlie interesting contributions 
to the exhibition. They present with rare fidelity the intricate 
forms of individual trees, aud corrvey some idea of the vaet 
resources of the forest for the purposes of artistic study. 

But to those who knom the forest itself even the best of thew 
views will be little more than a faint reminircenae of ita b u t y .  
Great as i t  undoubtedly is as a subject of pictorial treatment, 
the New Forest is still greater in its delights ae a pleasure 
ground to wnnder through ngnin and again. No series of views, 
liowever perfect, can aptly image the loveliuess of a region tbat 
shifts into new devices of beauty a t  each step taken, and the 
p~Jntere themselves, who have so generously contributed to thie 
exhibition, would probably be the first to acknowledge the in- 
possibility of transferring to canvas the influence of scenery so 
infinitely varied in its character. To take single scenes from a 
district like this is in f:ict to attempt to illustrate a drama by 
the selection of particular moments in the action. The scenery 
of tlm New Forest does not culminnte in a few spota of excep 
tionnl charm and attraction, but is worth knowing througl~out. 

. There never wss a district more entirely free from the reproach 
of moootony, and consequently i t  is of all districts the least 

susceptible of complete repmentation by menns of art. We say 
this, of cou~rre, not to disparage the beauty of the pictures here 
collected, but only to show that the pictures can be no substitute 
for the forest itself. A tract of country of this rare order, which 
cannot be traversed without leaving a multitude of varying 
and beautiful imnges, is a possession that may be lost but not 
~ d i l y  recovered, nud we vauture to thiuk that the chief delight 
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i t  offem is not direotly aesociated with ita value rre a sul,ject of 
art. The beet effect of the exhibition lately opened will, there- 
fore, lie in the inducement i t  may offer to those who aro still 
ignorant of the beauty of the forest to seek i t  out. To excite 
this interest and to aroliee the public to a proper senm of the 
value of a poseemion that hss already been much injured, hm 
been the oljectof those by whom the exhibitiou haa been p m  
moted, and i t  is an object that needs support from every 
Englishman who cam for the pleasures of the country.' For 
n111es~ a powerful public proteet ia made it is clear that the New 
Forest will not be long left to w. At present the only monoto- 
now and unbeautiful portions of the district are the large enclo- 
snres filled with thick plantations of Scotch fir. I f  the policy 
of the past ie allowed to continue, the whole of the foreet will 
speedily be reduced to this plight, and the few graud moods that 
remain, and which are not to Ire equalled by those of any otller 
part of England, will be irrevocably lost. It ia well under such 
circumstances that hy the energy of individuals the progrw of 
the work of destruction bas been arrested for a while. But the 
efforte of these i~ldividuals need the support of the public, and 
now is the time when opiuion strongly and generally expressed 
would arrest an act of vandalism. We believe that wheu tbe 
public realizes the magnitude of the lose with which they are 
threatened there mill be no hesitation aa to the course to be 
pursued, but the difficulty in such cases is to bring the right 
influence to bear a t  the right time. We cannot buy all that 
we can sell, and if we oilce part with the New Forest we shall 
find i t  hard to replace.-Pall Mall Budget. 

aountain aotti~gs. 
THE following stntietice regarding eome of the principal 

mountain mnges in the world may be read with interest. 
The heights of the best known tauitaria in Iudim are ar 

Eolloms :- 
C h i  ... ... ... 9,096 feet above sea-level, 

... Ootacamund ... 7,490 ,, 81 .. ... Sitllla ... ... 7,156 v 



M~irree ... ... ... 6,963 feet above sea-level. 
Darjeeling ... ... 6,905 ,, ,I 

M ussooree ... ... 6,849 ,, ~9 

Nynee Tal ... ... 6,520 ,, 9, 

Nurelia (Ceylon) ... 6,2 18 ,, n 

Kunnoor ... ... 5,960 ,, 8 )  ... Mnllabuleshwnr ... 4,500 ,, JY 

... Clierra Poonjee ... 4,125 ,, PS 

No less than forty-five peaks in High Asia are known to be 
higher than any in the Andes or elsemllere in the world. The 
highest mo~ititain in the Himalayas, and in the world, is Oouri 
Suukur, or Mount Everest, in Nepal, which is 29,002 feet; the 
s e c o ~ ~ d  is Dnpsang, in the Karitkorum range, w l ~ i c l ~  is 28,278 
feet; and the third is Kinchinjunga, which is 28,156 feet. The 
highest point ever reached by moiintr~ineers is believed to have 
been attained by the brothers Schlagentweit, who, on the 19th 
Al~gnst  1855, ascended Ibi Gamin, in the Karakorum Himalay. 
as, a height of 22,259 feet. From tlie 13th to the 231d August 
1855 the brothers Sclllngentmeit mere encamped on the Ibi 
Gamin glaciers, their lowest camp being a t  an elevation of 
16,648 feet, and their highest camp being 19,326 feet above the 
level of the sea. On one of these days they crossed the I l i  
Gamin Pass, of wl~ich the height was registered a t  20,459 feet; 
and, on another, the Umtagh Pass, wliich is 19,6%9 feet. ' n ~ e  
Parang Pass, in Spiti, the highest poiut of which is 18,500 feet, 
is believed to be tlie highest Pass that is regularly crossed for 
purposes of commerce. 

The highest peak in the Andes is Aconcagua, 33,004 feet, and 
there are five peaks in the Andes higher than Chimborazo, which 
is 21,442 feet. In the year 1802 the eminent Humboldt reached 
a height of 19,286 feet on Cllimborazo ; and in 1831, Boussin- 
gault reached a height of 19,695 feet on the same mountaiu. 

The highest peak in the Caucasian range, tlre Kaabek moun- 
tain, which is 16,500 feet high, was ascended in 1867 by Mr. 
Douglas Freshfield and his party. The highest peaks in the 
~ l p s  are Mont Blauc, 15,789 feet, and Mout Roan, 15,223 feet: 
these are now frequently ascended every g a r .  Mont Blnric wao 
first ucrceuded by Jacques Uulmut in 1786. Beu Nevis iu Scot- 
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land is 4,406 feet in height, and Snowdon in Wales is 3,590 
feet. 

Le, tliecapital of Ladakh, is 11,%57 feet above t.lie level of the 
sea. The highest permanently inhabited localities in the world 
are tile Boodhist monasteries in Thibet. There is a mouaetery a t  
IIanle, in Lsdukh, 15,117 feet above sea-level, wliare there are 
twenty lamas; and there are otliers about the same height 
around the Lakes Mansarownr and Rnkur. The St. Bernard 
Monastery in the Alps is 8,114 feet high. 

Snow-fall in India Proper has never been recorded ; not even 
sporadically on Dodabettn in the Nilglierries, which is 8,640 feet 
Iligh. I n  the Himalayas snow lias fullen in localities as low aa 
2,500 feet, but 6,000 feet may be assigned as the limit where 
s~low regolarly falls and may remain a short time on the grouad. 
The limit oE perpetual allow on tlie soutliern slopes of the Himn- 
layas may be stated a t  16,200 feet, and on tlie northern slopes 
a t  17,400 feet. I n  the K~irakorurn range tlie snow line on the 
soutliern slopes is 19,400 feet; on the northern slopes 18,600 
feet. I n  tile Swiss Alps the so~itliern snow line is 9,700 feet, 
and the northern snow line is 8,900 feet. Tlie extreme line of 
perpetual snow is near the Mont Bla~ic  and Mont Rosa groups, 
where the snow liue is 9,800 feet. 

I n  the Himalayas tlie lowest glaciers descend to 11,000, and 
even to 10,500, feet. I n  tlie Audes no glaciers are known to 
exist. I n  tile Alps tlie lowest glacier is the well-known Unter 
Orindelwald, which reaches down to 3,%9O feet ; but in general 
6,000 feet mnst be considered as rather a low end of n glacier. 

I n  the Him:rlayaa trees grow up to a heiglit of 11,800 feet, 
and there are often forests just below this line. In  the Andea 
the growth of trees ends a t  12:lSO feet ; in tlie Alps it ends on 
an average a t  6,400 feet, but i t  is stnted tliat specimens of trees 
are found above 7,000 feet. I n  tlie Himalayas there is no grnss 
vegetation above 15,400 feet ; but the pasture grounds in ThiLet 
are known to extend over an elevation of from 15,000 to 16,350 
feet. 

Monkeys are frequent in the Himalayas a t  heighta not exceed- 
ing 11,000 feet. Tigers have been found 11p to 11,000, nnd 
leopurds up to 13,OUU oi~d 14,000 feet,. Fiahes Lave beeu found 
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in smnll rivnletrr of Thibet a t  a height of npwrrds of 15,000 
feet. I n  the Alps f i~hes  have been found a t  an elevatiou of 7,000 
feet, but not beyond; and it has been found impossible to' 
m l i m ~ t i z e  them a t  the St. Bernard Monastery, 8,114 feet above 
sea level.- The Stcrtiutiaal Reporter. 

" 3 bns h Bosqnitos." 
A tincture of 1 part of insect powder, 2 parta of alcohol and 

2 part8 of water protmta all parta of the body, whioh are wet- 
ted with it, absolutely against any attacks by mosqoitos. On 
the Siamese rivera, whioh enjoy such bad repute as r e g a r b  
their mosquitos, Dr. Jagor often slept quite unprotected, except 
by the above tincture, without being in the least molested. The 
l~umming of tliese insects, which otherwise drivea away all 
sleep, became quite harmless music. I n  the same way a single 
wetting of beard and hands protect8 the h~lnter  in sw;lmpy 
gl*oond agriust mosquitos for 12 hours.-Jagor'r Reweskizzen, 
p. 120. 

8. K. 



2.-CALCUTTA GAZETTE- 
The l l l h  November 1875.-Mr. 1;'. 0. Lemarcltand, Assis- 

tant Conservator of Forests, 2ud Grade, is posted to  the 
Chittagong Forest Division. 

Mr. IP. Johnston, Assistant Conservator of Forests, 3rd 
Grade, in charge of the Palnmow Forest Division, will be 
attached to the Office of the Conservator of Forests, . 
Rengal, on being relieved of his present duties by Mr. G. 
A. Richardson. 

Hr. G. A. Richardson, Sub-Assistnnt Conservator of Forests, 
is appointed to have charge of the Palamow Forest 
Division, vice Mr. W. Johnston. 

The 2ls t  December 1 8 7 5 . T h e  orders of the 11 th November 
1875, ~ublished in the Calcutta Gazette of the 24th idem, 
posting Nr. F. 0. Lemarchnd, Assistant Conoervator of 
Forests, end Grade, to the Chittagong Forest Division, 
are cancelled. 

Mr.. J. C. JcDonell, Assistant Conservator of Forests, 1st  
Grade, is appointed to have charge of the Julpigoree 
Forest Division. 

Jlr. E. Fuchs, Assistant Conservator of Forests, 3rd 
Grade, is appoiuted to have charge of the Buxa Sub- 
Division. 

3.-NORTH WESTERN PBOVINCES' GAZETTE- 
The 19th October 1875.-No. 209 F. C.-In supersession 

of Notification No. 175 F. C. of the 16th ultimo, three 
months' privilege leave of absence is granted to Mr. G. 
A. Bozcn, Sub-Assistant Conservator of Forests, with 
effect from such date aa he may avail himself of the same. 

The 5th November 1875.-No. 254 F.-Leave without pay 
for two months and twenty-one days is granted to Mr. 
A. R. Grant, Assistant Conservator of Forests, 2nd 
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Grade, in extension of leave granted to him in Notification 
No. 22 F., dated 30th June 1874. 

This cancels Notification No. 216 F. C, dated 26th October 
1874. 

The 20th November 1875.-No. 264 F.-Mr. G. A. Down, 
Sub-Assistant Conservator of Forests, availed himself on 
the 2nd November of the privilege leave granted to him 
in Notification No. 209 F.C., dated 19th October 1875. 

The 2nd December 1875.-No. 287 F.-Nr. R. P. Colvin, 
Deputy Conservator of Forests, 1st Grade, 113s been 
granted by the Right Hon'ble the Secretary of State for 
India a further extension of two mol~ths' leave of absence 
on medical certificate, in addition to that granted to him 
in Notificatio~i No. 191 F., dated 21st July last. 

The 10th December 1875.-No. 294 F.- The one month's 
privilege leave of absence granted to Mr. 0. Greig, Sub- 
Assistant Conservator, in U. 0. No. 13 1 I?., dated 19th 
July 1875, is hereby cancelled. 

The 14th December 1875.-No. 297 F.-Privilege leave of 
absence for two months is granted to dlr. C. W. Palmer, 
Sub-Assistant Conservator, with effect from 1st December 
1875, or from such subsequent date as he may avail 
himself thereof. 

~-CEXTBAL PROVINCES GAZETTE- 
The 14th December 1875.-No. 4493.-&. W. P. Thomar, 

Assistant Conservator of Forests, returned from the privi- 
lege leave granted to him by Notification No. 203Y, dated 
10th June last, and assumed charge of his duties on the 
23rd October last. 

7 .-BRITISH BURBLAH, GAZETTE- 
The 14th Octuber 1875.-No. 107.-&. d. E. Wild, 

Assistant Conservator of Forests in British Burmah, is 
promoted from the 2nd to officiate in the 1st Qrade, with 
effect from the 1st April 1875. 

No. 108.-Mr. G. A. Wattere, Assistant Conservator of 
Forests in British Burmab, is promoted from the 3rd 
to the Zud Grade, with effect from the 1st April 1875. 
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8.-BOMBAY GAZETTE- 
The 12th October 1875.-Mr. H. Barrett, Deputy Conser- 

vator of Forests, 2nd Grade, is promoted to the 1st Grade, 
with effect from the 18th July 1874. 

The 2181 October 1875.- -Air. Mainwaring, Assistant Con- 
servator of Forests, passed an  examination in Marathi 
on the l l t h  instant. 

The 2lst October 1875.-Mr. W. G.  Betiram, Assistant 
Conservator of Forests, Dbarwnr, delivered over the 
charge of his office to the Conservator of Forests, Southern 
Division, on Saturday the 16th iustant, after office 
hours, and reported his departure a t  the same time for 
Poona to appear there before the Committee of Ex- 
amination, ordered in Government Resolution No. 6196, 
dated l l t h  September 1875. 

TAe 26th October 1875.-Mr. W. G. Betiam, Assistant 
Conservator of Forests, passed an exaqpination in Kanarese 
on the 20th ultimo. 

The 23rd November 1875.-Mr. J .  bi. Camp6ell, Consemator 
of Forests in Sind, having returned to Bombay on the 
18th instant from the six months' special leave granted 
t o  him in May last, the unexpired portion thireof is 
cancelled, and he is allowed subsidiary leave for a periodJ 
not exceeding thirty days, to enable him to join his 
appointment. 

The 1st December 1875.-Meaura. J. L. Laird and R. B. 
OlipRant, Assistant Conservators of Forests, BelgIlum, 
delivered over and assumed charge of the office of the 
Assistant Conservator of Forests, Belgaum, on the 17th 
November 1876, before ofiice hours. 
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Bantboo anb its use. 
BY S. KURZ. 

(Co*rirUa from Vol. I., No. 8 , ~ s  989.) - 
111. SPECIES OF BAMBOO. 

. Col. Munro, in the 26th volume of the Linnean Transactions, 
has published a monograph of all the bamboos known to hirn. 
Previously to him, in 1839, Prof. Ruprecht, in the Transactio~~s 
of the Academy of St. Peteraburg (Ser. VI., vol. V., part 2 )  has 
furnished us with an admirable account of the bamboos. These 
two works form now the foundation of all systematic work in 
bamboos. My own studies of this group were commenced in 
the Botanic Gardens, Buitenzog (Java) many years ago; but 
owing to the difficulties I have experienced in procuring the 
different species of bamboos growing in British India, and 
owing to my desire of studying them all in nature instead from 
dried specimens only, I have thought it neceesary that I sllollld 
for the present treat only the bamboo of those countries of which 
I have the best material for study at hand. These are chiefly 
the bamboos of the Malayan countries, of which such a fine 
living collection exists in the noble Botwical Gardens of Java. 
At  the same time I may be allowed to acknowledge the obligations 
under which I stand to Mr. J. E. Teysmann, the late Director 
of the Java Gardens, and at' present Honorary Inspector of 
Cultures, to whose energy and disinterestedness I have to thank 
so many valuable additions to my knowledge of bamboo 
generally. 

~ - B ~ o o s  or THE INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO AND MALAYA. 
h1. Munro, in his monograph above cited, enumerates 30 

species of bamboo aa occurring in the Indian Archipelago aud 
2 T 
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the Nnlnyan conntries, but not a few of them mnst be deducted, 
:IS they are founded either upon incomplete mnterials or upon 
Itu~nphius' works. These are : Banrbusa tenub, Muriro ; Barnb. 
atnahussana, Ldl. ; B. Horsfieldii, Munro ; B. atra, Ldl. ; B. fera, 

JLiq. ; B. maxiinla, Poir.; B.picta, Ldl. ; E . p a v a ,  Ldl.; B. teba, 
3iiq. ; B. vasar*ia, Munro; Bambusa bittrng, Roem and Schult. ; 
Jlelocana hurrtilis, Roep., and Schizostaclryum Blumei, Munro, 
not of N. E. Thus there remain only the following legitimate 
species for the Indian Archipelago and the Malay countries, vir. : 
I.-Elambtlea liumnphiana, Kz. (B. tenui8, Munro; R. amahusaa- 
nu, Ldl.; B. atra, Ldl.; B. picta, Lindl. ; B. prava, Ldl.) 2.-B. 
cornuta, Dlunro (B. .HorsfielJii, Munro). 3.-B. m a ,  RoxL. 
4.-R. Blumeana, Schult. (B. Teba, Miq). 5.-B. vulgarL, 
V'endl. (B. fera, Miq). 6.-Gigantochlw verticillata, Munro 
(B. maxima, Poir ; B. vasaria, Munro'. 7.-6. utter., Kz. 
8.-6. heterostachya, Munro. 9.-Sclrizostachy?yum clriliantlruna, 
Kz. (Jf. gracilis, Kz). 10.-Schiz. elegantissin~um, Kz. (Beesha 
elrgnnlissima, Kz) . 11.-Dendrocalantu strictlu, Mnnro. 12- 
Dend. jlagel1ife1.a~ Munro. 13.-Dend. geanteus, Munro. 
14.-Dinochloa Tjangkorreh, Buse. Besides the above, Col. 
Munro enumerates 0xytenantha.a nigro-ciliata, Munro, under 
wl~ich name he confounds 3 or 4 perfectly distinct species ; and 
Melocanna Zollingeri, Kz., a species similarly made up of 3 or 4 
equally distinct species. Entirely doubtful must remain Melo- 
canna humilia, Ibep., which nobody will be able to identify 
unless he studies the Moluccan species on tile c!assical grouud. 
Jlunro's Schizostachyuna Bltcmei is a new species from Hindos- 
tan, which I hare named Sch. Hindostanicum. 

The number of species (although some witliout flowers) 
known to me to grow in tlie Malayan area amounts to 24 
only, of which. however one (B. nana) is an introductiou 
tinom China or Japan. As soon as the Flora of Celebes, the 
IIoluccos, etc., shall become more explored, many species will 
l~nve  to be added. The species are distributed over the following 
fbw genera (some of Munro's genera I am obliged to reduce) 
viz. : Bambusa, Gigantoehloa, Dendrocalamus, Sckizostach~um and 
Dinochloa, which all belong to the hexandrous group of bamboo, 
having only 6 stalnens. I let follow hero a conspectus of them 



with their distinctive characters. As these cllaracters are :dl 
Lased upon the floral parts and fruits, the practical forester 
rarely can avail Ilimself of these-a thing which is to be regret- 
ted, but naturally cannot bu helped. 

* Fruit small with a mem~ranoue pericarp closely adrrate to the 
seed, a d  thcls re8embling oat or wheat; style deciduous; inner 
palea boat-slraped and 2-keeled. 

Bambuaa.-Filameots free. Spikelets usually glossy, pale 
green to steel-blue, in a dried state straw-coloured. 

Gigantoch1oa.-Filn~nents united into a tube. Spikelets usually 
dnll-green or purplish-green, opaque. 

** Fruits often rather large, the pericarp separating aIrea+/ 
before ripeni)i,q into an oz~terjirrnly coriaceorra, usually glossy coat, 
wlrile the inner cellular tissue sepa~atea a d  closely emtraces the 
seed ; style persiateat, or rarely cadircous. 

t Inner palea boat-shaped and 2-keeled. Fruit dry, glossy. 
Dendrocu1amus.-Style collapsing in fruit, the latter more or 

less terete. 
t t  Inner palea concave or convolute, not keeled. 
Scl~u~stachyum.-Inner palea convolute, elongate. Fruit some- 

what compressed, very long and stiff-beaked. Erect arboreous 
or shrubby bamboos. 

Dinocldoa.-Inner palea concave, shorter than the outer one. 
Fruit terete, ovate, acuminate. Lofty climbers. 

I will not undertake to give full technical characters of 
the genera and species, for such are rex ly  consulted b ~ -  tile 
practicnl forester; but as regarda the species I will cursorily 
mention not only the more prominent botanical characters, L I I ~  
also the distinctive characters used by natires. These latter 
are specially useful for practical men, inasmuch as they are 
not based upon floral parts, but upon the shoot-sheaths, general 
habit and nature of the halms. I shall omit also synonyms, bnt 
give a general acconnt of the distribution of the several species. 

For the exhibition of botanical characters no method appears 
to me more satisfactory for the use of practical men than the 
tabular form usually called an analytical key, which not only 
gives the differential charactera, but also arranges the several 
species according to the degree of uatural affinity. Artificial 
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keys are hondy in certain respects, but slight errors that may 
creep in may lead the inquirer far astray ; besides they appear 
to me the most mechanical alld unnatural method to which a rea- 
soning man can take resource. I mnst mention here that there 
remain a good number of species which I was not fortunate enough 
to study in nature in spite of the trouble 1 have often taken of 

obtaiuing an opportunit~ of doing so : hence .I was naturally 
compelled, when framiug the analytical keys, to take advantage 
of collateral characters iu the absence of the essential onea. 

GENUS BAMBUSA, SCHREB. 
Conspectus of the species. 

Susa. 1.-Ischurochloa.-Outer paleas concave on the back. 
Lodicules well developed. 

* Radillae elongate, hence thejlorets loosely arranged without hidinq 
the rachillae 

t Unarmed. Stigma white. 
Shrubby; shoot and leaf-sheaths green, glab- 

rous, sparingly fringed a t  the mouth, 
not or only obsoletely auricled ... B. nana. 

Arboreous; shoot-sheaths coloured, appressed 
brown-bristly, fringed on the auricled 
mouth ... ... ... B. vulgar4s. 

t t  Thorny bamboo. Stigma purple. 
Arboreons ; halms smooth, glossy ; shoot- 

sheaths coloured, dark-brown, bristly all 
over, strongly setuse-fringed a t  the auri- 

... cled mouth ... ... B. Blumeana. 

** Rachillae short and hiddcn, Imce the Rorets very crowded d 
close. 

Arboreous ; halms grey-tomentoee, much 
fibrose-rooted at the prominent nodes; 
shootsheaths greyishbristlp, rigidly fringed 
a t  the auricled mouth ; stigrnaa purple ... B. aspera. 

Hnlf scandent ; leaf-sheaths a t  one side of 
the month produced into a long slender 
auricle fringed at the thickened end ; stig- 
mas mhite ... ... ... B. corniculata 
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SUBG. 2.-LeleLa.-Outer paleas keeled, compressed, densely 
imbricate. Lodicules none. 
Shrubby, large leaved . . . ... B. Rumphiana. 

1.-BAMB. NANA, Roxb. (IZ. jm-ibunda, Zoll.) 

A small shrubby species 6 to 10 feet liigli with glabrous l ~ a l n ~ s  
about as thick as a finger; the shoot-sheaths glabrous and 
coritinuous with the leafy erect imperfect blade, minutely fringed 
on the minute auricles of the mouth ; leaves small, glaucous or 
almost white beneath ; spikelets in very poor panicles or ahnost 
~olitary, above an inch long ; the inner palea and the lodicules 
(Ihese latter often fleshy.) nude ; stigmas wl~ite. 

Originally introduced from China and Japan ; i t  is now cnl- 
tivated all over the Indian Archipelago and the Malayan coun- 
tries, and forms beautiful dense hedges. It occurs a t  present 
also occasionally in a half-mild state on Java and Singapore, and 
probably elsewhere. I1 grows there much larger and vigorously 
a t  elevations between 2,000 and 3,500 feet.. 

Tl~is bamboo varies greatly in leaf and pnlm, b11t as these 
varieties are all introductions from Chiua or Japan, they will 
be treated when I come to describe the bamboo of those conntries. 

I te Malay name is bamboo tjeenah nloos, also bamboo hower 
tjeenn. 

2.-Baar~. vuLaAnIs, Wendl. (B.  Thouardi, Ktb.) 

Arboreous, 30 to 60 feet high and higher, the halms strong, 
smooth and glossy ; shoot-sheaths appressed dark-brown bristly, 
etriped, rigidly fringed at tlie auricled mouth; leaves rather 
small, green; spikelets 5 to 8 inches long, in aniple panicles; 
inner palen ciliate on the edges; anthers purple; stigmas white. 

A fine species, of which the Mulays distinguish the following 
varieties : 

Var. 1.-Bamboo hower hedroo, or bamboo hower gullies, 
also bamboo ampel, has uniformly greeu halms and bmnclilets. 

Var. %.-Bamboo hower konneng, also bamboo koonieng (yel- 
low bamboo), usually with uniformly yellolv halms, or rarely 
the one or other green and yellow striped. 

Fur. 3.-Bamboo holvor sch-ah, also bamboo kooda, ~nal. ; has 
the halms beautifully yellow and grcen striped. 

* 
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Trar. 4.-Bamboo tootool (blotched bamboo), the llttlms at first 
green as in the normal form, but turning blacli-blotched wit11 age. 

A very common bamboo in Java, where it grows abundantly 
in the bnmboo-region between 1,500 to 3,500 feet elevation, 
preferring the sunny shrubby grasslands. But i t  is seen also 
everywllere in the plains cultivated as well as wild. A t  eleva- 
tions above 3,000 feet i t  remains low, and the l~alms become 
ouly about nn inch thick. Colnmon also on the other islands of 
the Archipelago from the Moluccos and Celebes westwards to 
Singapore. This bamboo is a t  preeent much cultivated on the 
111dinn Continent, Mauritius, the Cape and even in tropical 
America. 

3.-BAMB. BLUB~EANA, Roem and Schult. (B. apinoaa, B1. aud of 
the Dutch botanists, but not of Roxburgh). 

An nrboreous species 30 to 60 feet high and higher, with very 
strong glossy smooth halms as thick as an arm, the branohas 
abundantly armed with small recurved spines; shoot-sheaths 
violet brown, yellowish striped, covered with dark brown a p  
pressed or almost spreading bristles, with an erect continuous 
imperfect blade, long and strongly fringed on the decurrent 
large auricles ; leaves small, green ; spikelets very laxly flowered, 
forming large panicles ; iuner palea minutely ciliate on the e d g e  ; 
lodicules ciliate at the apex ; anthers and stigma purple. 

This kind is common enough in Java, but becomes more 
common eastwards, as on Balie aud the Eastern Isla~ids as far 
as the Moluccos; also on Sumatra, Singapore and Borneo. 
Of this a variety is occasionally found, the spikelets of which 
become nearly 2 inches long. 

The Malays call this bamboo dooree or baniboo homer t ~ o o k  
tyook. 

4.-BAMB. ASPERA, Poir. 

A gignntic bamboo 60 to 90 and up to l a0  feet high, the lialms 
greyish tomeutose, densely fibrose-rooted on the nodes up to 
fj of the entire length of them ; shoot-sheaths appressed grey 
bristly, rigidly fringed at the auricles ; inner palen white ciliate 
on the edges aud the augles ; anthers yellow ; stigmas purple ; 
fruit uot larger tlrau a mustard-seed, oblong. 
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This bamboo is in all respects (also in the structure of the 

spikelets) a Gignnlochloa, but has tlle filaments free. I t  produces 
the strongest halnis, and is, therefore, extensively cultivated all 
over the Indiau Archipelago as f i r  to the north as Malncca. 
Along the base of the Java hills, a t  2,000 to 4,000 feet 
elevation, it forms extensive forests along with bamb. andong 
and bamb. atter, in which the rasamala trees (AMittgiaexcelsa, 
the prince of tbe Java forests) attain their greatest development, 
just as teak does in tlie Burmese bamboo-jungles, aud how 
lofty these rssamalas there grow may be best imagined when I 
say that they push their heads far above the bamboo forests of 
100 to 120 feet Iieiglit. 

I t  is generally known under the Malayan name of bamboo 
bituong. 

5.-BAMB. CORNICULATA, Munro (B .  Elorefieldii, blunro.) 
Ail half-scandent bamboo up to 30 feet high, which has the 

nodes of the bra~lches patellnte-dilatsd ; leaves rstlier small, green; 
their sheaths produced at the one side of the mouth iuto a 
peculiar tail-like auricle 2-3 liu. long and fringed at the broader 
end ; spikelets 3-5 flowered, short ; inner palea ciliate on the 
keels ; anthers y-llow ; lodicules nude and entire ; stigmas white. 

A very distinct species of the habit of which is very little 
known besides what the late Zollinger has furnished us with. 
I t  occurs in the eastern drier parts of Java chiefly and is there 
called bamboo nanap. 

6.-BAMB. RUMP~IANA, Knrz. (Leleba Runyliiana, Kurz, 
formerly). 

A very curious large-leaved shrub 6 tb 15 feet high, the balms 
about 1 to 3 inches thick, very hollow, and. only simply (not 
whorled) branched, glabrous ; shootsheaths epreadinglY bristly, 
rigidly fringed on the auricles; leaves very large, often spuri- 
ously half-stemclasping with their bases and almost sessile ; 
spikelets very compressed, often twistedly elongate ; the outer 
palens sharply compressed, keeled ; the inner ones ciliate on the 
edges; anthers yellow; stigmas. white, but purplish pilose. 

Of this species there are numerous varieties, some of them 
pretty differently looking. R~~mphius  enumerated these already 
in his Herbar. Amboin., vi: :- 
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Var. 1.-Leleba dyahat or ootan, mal ; utte aul boppo, Amb ; 
halms about 1 'to 3 inches thick, green, much branched ; leaves 
much larger. 

Par. 2.-Leleba pootee, mal. ; utte aul tuni, Amb. ; as 
former, but halms becoming whitish in drying. 

Var. 3.-Leleba ietam, mal. ; utte aul mette, Amb. ; halrns 
as thick as a finger, less branched, green or dark-green ; leaves 
smaller, and not half stemclasping a t  the base. 

a .  4.-Leleba tootool, mal. ; tapile, Amb.; as preceding, 
but halms with dull rose-coloured blotches. 

Var. 6-Leleba soorat, mal. ; as preceding, but the halms 
with pale-coloured m d  dull rose-coloured stripes. 

This species will very likely turn out to be really a distinct 
and good genus when once the fruits shall have become known. 
I t  does also not grow inland like other bamboos, but in the 
marshy coast forests of the Moluccas. I t  is a free flomerer 
without dying off in the way of other bamboo. I t  abundantly 
flowers in the Botanic Qarden of Java and now also in that of 
Calcutta, without however setting any fruit. 

GENUS GIOANTOCHLOA, KURZ. 
SUBQ. 1.-Gigantochloa p~*oper.-Spikelets oval to oval lanceo- 

late ; paleas gradually shorter down and up\vards ; anthers apicu- 
lirte. Fruit oblong to ovoid. Gigantic bamboos, GO to 150 feet 
high; the halms for 3 from the ground free of branchings. 
Halms almost glabrous, equal a t  tlie nodes; 

shoot-sheaths appressed fulvous-hispid, rigid- 
ly ciliate at the auricled mouth, the ligule 
erose-ciliate ... ... .. . G. maxima. 

Halms almost glabrous, green, the nodes not 
prominent ; shoot-sheaths appressed blackish 
hispidl strongly and rigidly fringed a t  the 
auricled mouth ; the ligule hispid fringed ... G. robwta. 

Halms greyish green to blackish, glabrous ; 
shootnheaths appressed blackish hispid, 
fringed on the auricled mouth ; the ligule 
minutely ciliate ... . . . ... G. attn. 

Balms rooghish, grey, usually covered with the 
dried-up shoot-sheaths, the latter appressedly 
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black-brown bristly, naked or nearly eo at the 
mouth, the imperfect blade constantly reflexed G. apus. 
SUBG. 2.- Oxytenanthera, Munro.-Spikelets elongate ; the 

paleas upwards longer ; anthers bristly terminatad. Fruit elon- 
gate-cylindrical. Arboreous, usually branched from far below. 
Halms glabrous, green ; shoot-sheaths appressed 

brown bristly, fringed at the auricled mouth ; 
outer paleas on the margins, ihe inner ones 
on the keels, densely fuscous-ciliate ; anthers 
and stigma purple ... . . . ... 0. nigrociliafa. . 

1.-GIG. MAXIMA, Kurz. (Gig. uerticillata, Munr.) 

A gigantic bamboo, 60-120 feet high; the halms as thick 
as a man's thigh, almost glabrous and the nodes not prominent; 
shoot-sheaths appressed tawny-bristly, rigidly fringed a t  the 
auricles ; the imperfect blade reflexed ; inner palea ciliate on the 
edges ; anthers yellow ; stigmas white. 

An imposing bamboo like Bamb. q m a ,  and usually growing 
in society with it or forming forests for itself in the bamboo 
region of the Javanese hills. Also generally cultivated, and, indeed, 
never missed in any Malay village all over the Indian Archipelago 
from the Moluccos to Singapore and Mnlacca. 
Ita Malay name is bamboo andong, also bamboo gombong and 

bamboo dyawa ; awie soorat in Sunda. 
There are two varieties generally distinguished by the Malays, 

but, the differences are more in size than in other characters. 
They are the following :- 

Var. 1.-Bamboo andong bedr. The large andong, has the 
tallest halms as thick as a man's thigh and thicker; spikelets 
np to 6-7 inches long, green. 

Var. 2.-Bamboo andong ketyeel, i.e., the small andong, 
ehorter and less thick, the spikelets scarcely half as long, more 
blnnt, often purplish. 

N. B.-Col. Munro identifies Willdenow's Bamb. verticillata 
with the above, but I doubt the correctness of the identification, 
the more so as the Javanese name tring atter is given wl~ich 
indic:it.s Gig. atter, a species difficult to distinguish from the 
above, from Herbarium material only. 

2 u  , 
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2.-GC1a. ROBUSTA, Kurz. 

Arboreous big bamboo 70 to 90 feet high ; the halms almost 
glabrous and the nodes not prominent ; shoot-sheaths appressed 
black-brown bristly, strongly and ri&dly fringed a t  the auricled 
mouth ; the ligule hispid fringed ; the imperfect blade spreading ; 
leaf-sheaths white hispid, rigidly fringed at tlie minute auricles ; 
flowers and fruits unknown as yet. 

This blllnboo occurs only in the hilly regions of Java, as in 
Bandong, in Buitenzorg south of Jasinga ; also in Bantam. Malay 
uarne : bamboo wooloong. 

3.-GIG. ATTEB, Kurz. (Bamb. atter, Hassk.) 

Arboreous, 30 to 70 feet high ; the halms glaucous green to 
black, equal at the nodes ; shoot-sheaths appressed black-brown 
bristly, fringed at the auricled mouth ; the ligule minutely 
ciliate ; the imperfect blade erect ; inner palea ciliate on the keels ; 
anthers yellow or purple ; stigmns white. 

Very common in the hilly 'parts of Java, at 2,000 to 4,000 
feet elevation, forming whole forests. Like most other nsefnl 
bamboo cultirakd all over the Archipelqo from the 
Moluccos to Sumatra and Singapore. Malay name : bamboo 
atter or bamboo tamsn. 

Tl~cre are two varieties of this bamboo, the one with glaucous 
green halms, the proper bamboo atter ; and bamboo ietam, the 
black bamboo, with halms blackish green to purplish black. , 

4.-Gra. APUS, Kurz. (Schizostac/~yum apus, Steud. ; B a d .  apus, 
h e m  and Schult.) 

Arboreoua, 30 to 60 feet liigh, the l~elms as thick as an a m ,  
equal at the nodes, roughiul~, nsu;~lly covered with the dried-up 
shoot-sheoths ; the Ixtter appressedly black-brown bristly, nudeor 
nearly so at t l~e  mouth ; the imperfect blade constantly reflexed ; 
leares large, their shenths appressed bristly, glabrescent, smooth 
on the minutely auricled mouth ; flowers and fruits unknown. 

This is one of the most common species of the Indian Archi- 
pelago, easily recognised from long distances by the leaden 
grey and eren whitish to leaden bluish hnl~ns covered with the 
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dried-up shoot-sheaths. Its flowers are still unknown, and I 
have referred the species to Giganlochloa solely by guess. I t  
may turn out to be referable to 0.rytenantlera with which i t  
agrees better in general habit. I t  ascends up to 4,000 and 5,000 
feet elevation, but grows best in the plains. At elevations above 
3,000 feet it remains low and forms thin halms only. While 
young i t  is usually called bamboo hlie (string-bamboo), because 
in this state it is chiefly used for strings, ropes, etc. ; fullgrown 
it generally goes under the name of bamboo apoos. 

5.-GIG. NIGROCILIATA, Kurz. (Batnb. n+rociliata, Buse.) 

Arboreous, 60 (according to Zollinger up to 130) feet high, 
the halms green and almost glabrous ; shoot-sheaths appressed 
darkbrown bristly, fringed at the aulaicled mouth; the imperfect 
blade spreading ; spikelets 1-14 inches long ; paleas rigidly dark- 
brown or blackish ciliate, the inner ones from the middle .tawny 
whitish ciliate on the angles ; stigmas purple. 

Frequent in Eastern Java, also on Balie and other islands to 
the east. Its name is bamboo lenglia in Malay, but Zollinger 
gives i t  also (probably erroneonsly) the name of bibong. I n  
habit it greatly resembles Gig. atter, from which it is difficult to 
distinguish without spikelets or shootcsheaths. 

Doubtful Speciea. 

6.-Gra. HETEBOSTACBYA, Munro. 
Said to have slender halms, 30 feet high ; spikelets of two 

kinds, compressed, resembling those of a Bromue, often 12 to 15 
inches long, in terminal panicles ; lodicules longfringed ; anthers 
terminating into an .  hirsute penicillate pilose bristle ; ovary 
long-beaked. 

A species which can hardly belong to the genus according 
to Munro's description, and it may probably turn out to be a 
T&tachyum. I t  comes from Malacca, Ayer pannas, about 
houses. 

GENUS DENDROCALAMUS, N. E. 

Paleas all sharply spiny-pointed ; spikelets straw- 
coloured, usually pubescent, in dense large 
clusters ; shoot-sheaths truncate at the mouth 
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and there furnished with a few hairs or nude ; 
low arboreous bamboo ... . . . D. strictus. 

Paleas mucronate only; spikelets dull-green to 
purplish-green, almost glabrous ; shoohheaths 
appressed tawny bristly ; the imperfect blade 
wavedly decurrent and hardly fringed a t  the 
base ; large arboreous bamboo . . . ... D. giganteus. 

1.-DENDRO. STRICTUS, N. E. ' 

A small bushy bamboo, 20 to 30 feet high, the halms green 
and glabrous ; shoot-sheaths more or less appressed tawny 
bristly, sparingly fringed or nude a t  the truncate mouth; 
spikelets in dense large clusters, 5-6 flowered, usually whits hairy, 
forming panicles ; outer paleas subulate-spiny, straw-coloured 
in a dried state ; anthers yellow ; stigmas purplish. 

A xeroclimatic species which is common on the Indian Con- 
tinent, but does not go further south than Upper Tenasserim. 
Buse, however, gives Java (Pandahan) as a locality, and Munro 
identifies a form with very large flower-clusters from Singapore 
as the above species. The matter requires further inquiry, and 
I hare, i~ the meantime, made up the above description fro111 
Indian specimens. 

2.-DENDRO. GIGANTEUS, Munro. 

A large arboreous bamboo, 60 to 100 feet high, the halms 
pruinose and attaining up to 2 feet and more in girth, the nodes 
not prominent ; shoot-sheaths sparingly appressed fulvous-bristly ; 
the imperfect blade wavy decurrent and hardly fringed; the 
ligule erose-shaggy, but not fringed ; spikelets ovate, green or 
purplish green, 6 to 9 lines long, clustered and forming large 
panicles ; inner palea long-fringed on the keels and hirsuta on 
the back; anthers yellow ; stigmas white. 

A large bamboo, apparently restricted to Malacca+and the 
adjacent islands. Col. Munro gives also Tenasserim as a locality 
for it,, but in this he is in error. The habit is so much that of 
Gig. nzaxiina that I would have unhesitatingly brought i t  in its 
neighbourhood, had not Col. Munro ascribed a " perigyn" to 
its fruit. 
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N. B.-DENDBO. FLAGELLIFER, Munro, from Malacca, is no- 
known to me, and the description not complete enough for iden- 
tification. I t  seems to agree so far with Bamb. appera, except in 
the large leaves. 

GENUS SCHIZOSTACHYUM, N. E. 

* Spikelets in nodding heads terminating the leafy bramhlets. 
Alijorets sessib, except the uppermost sterile one. 
Low halms about as thick as a goosequill; 

shootcsheaths glabrous, hispid at  the auricled 
... ... month ... Sclr. chilianthasm. 

20 to 25 feet high; halms very hollow and as 
thick as an arm; shootsheaths appressedly 
dark brown bristly, sparingly bearded at  the 
hardly auricled mouth ... ... Sch. elegantissi~nuna. 
** Spikelets clwtered, the clusters in opikes. Only the rudimn- 

t ay jore t ,  or also the one or other of the Aemaphrodite JloTets, 
pediwlled. 

t Stigmas white. 
0 Imperfect blade of shootsheaths erect ; ven tricose 

inflated. 
Balms glabrous ; shootsheaths appressedly 

dark brown bristly ; the auricles very large 
and long-fringed ; leaf-sheaths at  the mouth 
fringed with 6 to 10 lin. long hairs ... Sch. ZoUingeri. 

Halms pruinose or powdery, the lateral branch- 
i n g ~  remarkably short and slender ; shoot- 
sheaths exactly as in the preceding, but the 
auricles very small and short-fringed ; leaf- 
sheaths at the mouth fringed with 4 to 6 lin. 

... long hairs ... ... Sch. brachychdum. 
00 Imperfect blade of shoot-sheaths flat and 

leafy, reflexed or spreading. 
Shootsheaths covered with spreading tawny 

bristles, white-fringed at  the produced 
mouth ; leaf-sheaths at the mouth fringed 
with 3 to 4 lin. long hairs ; spikeleta 4 in, long Sch. irratun. 

tt Stigmas purple. 
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Halms glabrous ; shootsheaths appressed white 
bristly, hispid-ciliate on the produced 
mouth ; spikelete 4 in. long ... . . . Sch. Blunaei. 

Halms smooth and glossy ; shoot-sheaths 
ronghish, sparingly and minutely appressed 
white bristly, bristly fringed a t  the auricled 
mouth ; spikelets an inch long ... ... Sch. longidpieulatum. 

Flowers unknown, hence the tm position doubtjiul. 
Halms smootb ; shootsheaths appressed black- 

brown bristly, smooth on the linear-produced 
mouth ; the imperfect blade erect . . . Sch. serpentinurn. 

Halrns glabrous ; shoot-sheatl~s appressed 
black-brown bristly, nude a t  the intensely 
green, hardly prominent mouth ; the imper- 
fect blade spreading or reflexed ... Sch. flasskarlianum, 

1.-SCHIZO. CHILIANTHUM. 

(Chloothamnus chilianthus, Buse ; Mklocana gracilis, Kz.) 
A small shrubby bamboo only 6 to 8 feat high, the halms of . 

the thicknese of a goose-quill or somewhat thicker, smooth and 
glossy ; shoot-sheaths glabrous, hispid a t  the auricled mouth ; 
leaves small ; flower-heads nodding, long-peduncled ; outer 
palcas glabrous ; lodiculea ciliate; authers greenish; stigmas 
purple. 

An elegant small specien apparently not unfreqnent in the 
forests of Sumatra and Singapore. The Malay name of it is 
booloo akkar (Palembang). 

% .-SCHIZO. ELEQANTISSIMUM, 

(Bambusa elegantissima, Haask.) 
A large shrubby species of 20 to 25 feet height and short 

live (only 3 years); the halms very hollow and weak, half-scandent 
a t  the extremities, green, as  thick as an arm ; shoot-sheaths a p  
pressed dark brown bristly,-at the mouth hardly auricled and 
bearded with a few long hairs ; paleas rough. 

Growing gregariously in the hill-forests between the Tiloo and 
Malabar mountains in the Preanger regentships, Java, a t  4,000 
feet elevation ; also in Randong, in the primeval forests of 
Pekalongan, at 3,000 to 6,000 feet elevation. 
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i t  is called awie ul-ul (Sond.), bamboo ell-eh or bamboo 
oh-oh, pronounced, however, in a way as only a Javanese, with 
a huge tobacoo-ball in his moutl~, can do. 

3.-Scm. ZOLLINQERI, Knrz. 

Arboreous, 25 to 35 feet %h, the h l m s  hollow, up to 2 in. 
i n  diameter, gla1)rons ; shoot-slieaths appressedly dark-brown 
bristly, a t  the motrth fnruished with very large, longfringed 
auricles; the imperfwt, blado ventricose inflated, erect; leaf-sheaths 
at themouthlongfi.inged (6 to 11 lin.) ; spikelets 3 to 4 lin. long, 

' in interruptedly spiked clusters; outer paleas with smooth 
edges and blunt ; lodicules none ; anthers greenish ; stigmaa 
white. 

Freqrlent along the banks of creeks, etc., especially in the 
hilly parts of Java ; also generally cultivated in villages. T l~e  
vernacular ~ ~ a n l c s  for it are bamboo seereet kooda, bamboo 
goleh-ah and bamboo tyang-kootrook in Malay ; also bamboo 
larekbek. (Sunda). TLe Javanese distinguish a small variety, 
lamb. seereet kooda ketyil, and a larger one, b. e. k. besir. 
The distinction is of an arbitrary nature. 

4.-SCHIZO. BRACHYCLADUM, Kurz. 

Arboreons, 30 to 40 feet high; the halms very hollow, prninose 
or whitish powdered, as thick as an arm; shoot-shenths'very 
like those n f  the preceding species, but larger and the auricles 
very small and short-fringed ; leaf-sheaths at the month rather 
long (4 to 6 lin.) fringed ; spikelets 4 to 6 lin. long, clustered, 
the clusters forming interrupted spikes ; outer paleas ciliate on the 
edges ; lodicules 3, ciliate ; anthers purple, turning yellowish 
with black margins ; stigmas ~ ~ h i t e .  

This bamboo must be reckoned amongst the rarer ones on 
Java, but seems to Le more frequent on the islands east of 
Java and on the Molnccos. I t  is very easily recoguised in 
having all the branchlets unproportionally short and slender, 
giving i t  a peculiar habit, by which it is recognisable from a 
distance of several miles. I t  is called bamboo booloo by the 
Malays, and they distingoish two very remarkable varieties of 
it, viz. :- 
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Var. 1.-Bamboo booloo hedyoo (or idyoo), the green one, 
which has green halms delicately pruinose all over. 

Par. 2.-Bamboo booloo konneng, also bamboo gadeeng, 
the yellow one, a fine variety with beautifully yellow halms 
covered with a white powder. The colour of these halme does 
not fade in drying, as it does in other species, and therefore this 
kind is much esteemed. 

5.-SCHIZO. IBBATUN, stend. 
(3lelocana Blumei, Kurz, not of N. E.) 

Arboreous, 20 to 30 feet high ; the halms about an inch thick, 
rarely thicker, hollow, covered with the dried up shoot-sheaths ; 
the latter covered with tawny spreading bristles, white-fringed 
on the produced mouth and on the shortened ligule ; the imperfect 
blade flat, reflexed or spreading ; leaf-sheaths rather long (3 to 4 
lin.), fringed at the mouth ; spikelets h in. long, clustered, the 
clusters in interrupted spikes ; outer paleas minutely ciliate at 
the apex ; lodicules 3, large, nude, or minutely ciliate on the 
tip ; anthere yellowish green ; stigmas white. 

A bamboo much spread over Java, Sumatra, Balie and the 
Moluccos, and no doubt occurring also on the other islands of 
the Indian Archipelago. I t  delights, like its congeners, in the 
banks of creeks, etc. Bamboo tamyang is the usual Malay name 
for it,, but it goes under marly other names, such ns bulu tny 
(Dalie) ; tabntico tuy or tuy tuy (Ternate) ; fi~luck (Banda); 
iltte h i t  (Ambon) ; tinnt (Hooamohel, Moluccos) ; bamboo 
Knsal (Sumatra) ; a~vie bong-Icon01 (Sunda). 

The Malays distinguisli again a larger kind (bamb. trrmyang 
besir), and a smaller one (bamb. tamyallg ketyil) ; besides 
tliese, a third variety occurs, which is remarkable for the great 
percentage of silica contained in the wood of its halms. Owing 
to this richness in silica the halms emit sparks when cut with 
the parang (large mood-cutting knives) ; hence the Malay name 
bamb. tamyang sonoh. 

6.-Su111zo. BLUMEI, N. E. 
(Melocana tentrbpiculala, Kurz, in the Bot. Garden, Java.) 

Arboreous, up to 30 feet high; the halms hollow, fragile, 
; shoot-sheaths appresaedly white-bristly, hispid-ciliate 
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on the produced mouth and on the shortened ligule ; the imper- 
fect blade leafy, erect; leaf-sheaths shortly white-ciliate at  
the mouth, soon turning naked ; spikelets + inch long, very thin 
and stiff, in spiked interrupted clusters ; paleas stnooth on the 
edges ; lodicules none ; anthers green to yellowish green ; 
stigmas purple. 

A pretty common bamboo of Java, which, however, I myself 
met only rarely along.torrents and rivulet. in the Buitenzorg 
Residency at 3,000 feet elevation. I t  is called bamboo irrattun 
in Malay,,but oftsn confounded by inexperienced Javanese with 
the bamboo tamyang besar. 

7.-SCHIZO. LONQISPICULATUM, 'I(u~z. 

A large dense shrub, 12  to 20 ft. high, especially character- 
istic on account of the large leav& and the very long slender 
ehoots which form large depending arches, the halms hardly 
thicker than a finger, smooth and glossy, often half-scandent 
at  their extremities; shoot-sheaths roughish, glaucous-green, 
sparingly beset with minute whitish appressed bristles, bristly 
fringed at  the anricled mouth ; the imperfect blade erect or 
spreading, leafy ; spikelets an inch long, in interruptedly spiked 
clusters ; outer paleas smooth on the edges ; lodicules none ; 
anthers 2-cleft a t  the apex, yellowish green ; stigmas purple. 

Seems to be rather rare in Java, where it grows in Eatitam 
and in the province of Buitenzorg. I t  is called bamboo may- 
ang, mal. 

A shrubby bamboo, habitually very similar to the preceding 
and of the same size and foliage, also similarly emitting those 
curious long shoots from 30 to 36 feet long ; the halms 1-14 in. 
thick, strong, smooth; shootrshenths appressed black-brown 
bristly, smooth on the linear-produced mouth; the imperfect 
blade leafy, erect; leaf-sheaths appressed dark-brown bristly; 
the ligule much produced ; flowers, ek., unknown. 

Frequent enough along the base of the Java hills at  very 
low elevations, especially in Buitenzorg and in Bantam. It, is 
called bamboo ooler (serpent-bamboo), and in Buitenzorg it 

2 w  
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goes under name of bamboo liriesik. It resembles indeed very 
much the preceding species, but i~ entirely distinct in its 
sheaths. 

9.-Sca~zo. ? HASS~~ELIANUM, Bum. 

(Beesha Fax, Hassk., not of o t b s ) .  

A dense shrubby bamboo 15 to 20 feet high ; the ha lm hardly 
1-1 4 in. thick, glabrous, hollow ; shoot-sheaths covered with 
appressed black-brown bristles, nude at  the intensely green, 
hardly prominent mouth ; the imperfect blade leafy, spreading 
or reflexed; leaf-sheaths appressed dark-brown bristly, naked 
at  the anrioled mouth, and a t  the ligule ; flowers, etc., un- 
known. 

Occurs along the base of the volcanoes of Java, a t  elevations 
between 2,000 and 3,000 feet, also on Sumatra in Padmg. I t  
is called bamboo lengka talie, which is a name given also to 
Gigant. nigro-ciliata. 

Dr. Hasskarl describes the flowers supposed to be of this 
species, but I doubt whether they really belong to this plant, 
as the description of them agreeR much more with those of 
Schizo. Blumei. On the other hand, Mr. Teysmann procured 
me flowers as belonging to this species, which mould remove 
the plant to Gigantochloa. I t  is a species distinct from all 
others known to me, but ita proper position must for the pre- 
sent remain an open question. 

GENUS DINOCHLOA, BUSE. 
1.-DIN.. TJ~QKOBEEH, Bum. 

This ie a very distinct looking bamboo, at  once recognized 
by being a lofty climber ascending into the highest forestrhea, 
and depending from them in gigantio festoons. It is very 
mmmon in the hilly parts of Java and other islands at 3,000 
to 4,000 feet elevation, but flowers only rarely. Tjangkorreh 
is the name by which i t  is generally known. 

The above is a revision of those bamboos of the Malayan 
countries and islands which have become sufficiently known to 
serve practical pnrposes. There remnins n small number of 
doubtful fornis which I pass over. The bamboos of the Philippine 
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islands Lave also been omitted from the above revision on 
account of the great obscurity in which most of the specie8 
are involved. Australia, too, poesesses bamboos on the northern 
coast, but specimens have never been collected. The only 
bamboo growing in Polynesia, is &hizostac?yum glaucijoliuna, 
Mnnro., but this region is too remote from the Indian centre 
with which a forester in India h a  chiefly to scope, as to make it 
neceesary to do more than simply allude to the fact. 

According to the shape and indument of the shoohheaths, 
and their appendages, the various species may safely be recog- 
nieed. For this purpose serve the shook in a somewhat developed 
state when they are cded seeroong by the Malays. Practi- 
cally it would have been advantageous to give colonred 
pictures of the sheaths, but their number is too large, and the 
execution of coloured plates too expensive in India as to allow 
of their publication. They may be c l a d  in the following 
way :- 

A,-The imperfect blade distinctly separated from the sheath, 
and therefore more or less deciduous. 

Imperfect blade flat, more or less rounded at the narrowed 
base. 

t Th same wed, or ered spreading. 
Bapnbusa Rumphiatla.-Shoot-sheaths spreadingly bristly, the 

bristles purple and white ; imperfect blade membranous, purp- 
lish green. 

B a d m a  wulga&.-Shoot-sheaths appressed bristly ; the bris- 
tles brownish black ; the auricles fringed; ligule entire ; imper- 
fect blade leathery, green. 

Oigantochlou atte7.-Shoot-aheaths densely covered with 
brownish black bristles ; the ligule slightly ciliate ; imperfect 
blade leathery, dark or blackish green. 

tt Imperfect blade rejtzed, or I ~ o n t a l l y  spreading. 
0 Shook, as thick as a thigh or an arm. 

Gigantochloa A,vus.-As preceding, but the halms roughish 
and whitish, and the imperfect blade reflexed ; the auricles almost 
obsolete. 

GigrrntocRh nigro-&liata.-Also very near to Gig. dtm, and 
difficult to distinguish from it, but the flowers entirely different. 
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Gigantochloa maxima.-Shoot-sheaths covered with reddish 
brown appressed bristles, smooth on the edges ; the ligule fringed ; 
imperfect blade leathery, dark green. 

Bambusa aspem.-Shoot-sheaths covered with silvery grey 
appressed bristles, ciliate on the edges ; the l i p l e  long-fringed ; 
imperfect blade dark green, leathery. I 

Gigantochloa robusta.-Shooksheaths almost villous from 
hrownish black a~pressed and spreading bristles, obsoletely 
ciliate on the waved edges; the auricles and ligule long and 

I 
stiff-fringed. 

0 0 Shoots about an inch thick, or somewhat 
thicker. 

Schizostachyum irratun-Shoot-sheaths covered with white 
spreading bristles. 

Sclrizostachyum BZumi.-Shoot-sheaths covered with white 
appressed bristles. 

Schizo8tachyum Husskarl~t~um.-Shoot-sheaths covered with 
appressed brownish black bristles. 

* llnperfect blade ventricose-inflated, leathery, cordate or 
rounded at ,+% base ; sheathe appressed reddish brown bristly. 

Schizostachyum brachyc1adum.-Auricles of the shoot-sheaths 
small, shortly fringed. 

Sclrizostachyum Zol1ingeri.-Auricles of shoot-sheaths nearly 
an iuch long, long-fringed. 

* lmperfect blade linear or subulate. 
Sclrizostachyum longispiculatum.-S hoot-sheathe rough, grey- 

ish green. 
8~11izostachyurn c1iilianthum.-Shoot-sheaths smooth, glossy. 
Dinochlw tjangkmeh.-Shoot-sheaths purple, pruinoae ; 

climber. 
B.-The imperfect blade apparently continuous with the sheath 

and more or less equally decurrent on it, hence the blade more 
or less persistent. . 
Bambuea nana-Shoots as thick as a finger, the shoot-sheaths 

glabrous, without or with very small fimbriate auricles. 
Bambtura B1umeana.-Shoots as thick as an a&, or thicker, 

the sheaths densely covered with brownish black bristles, anri- 
clcs long and stiff fringed. 
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Malays distinguish also with great dexterity the different 
kinds of bamboos simply by their halms, but I must confess, 
I could not succeed in doing the same in any way satisfactorily. 
If th; bamboo is in flower, they say that they also often fail'to re- 
cognise the species, probably because in that state great changes 
in colour take place. 

I n  conclusion, I give here a tabular view of the halms of 
the various bambmpecies, their height, length, and thickness 
of the joints, diameter of the wood, in French measurement. I 
have added also the characters by whioh the Javanese distinguish 
the several kinds, and these characters I give entirely from oral 
communication of Javanese versed in bamboo matters. 

On plates 111. and IV,  I have attempted to give graphical re- 
presentations of these halms, (basal portions only,) and these 
should be consulted when using the following table :- 



Tcrbulap Statement of tire variow kina% of bamboo-lialma and their dzfieences acearding to tire ideas of Javanese. w 
OI 
Q, 

Native Name. 

6; tZ 

111. 3 Bamboo andong ketjil ... 
111. 1 Bamboo bitoong ... 
111. 9 Bamboo wooloong ... 
111. 4 Bamboo atter beehr ... 

Height 
in 

111. 5 Bamboo atter ketyil ... 
111. 7 & 8 Bamboo apooa or b. talie ... 

I Thicli I I JOINm* ness of 

111. 

IV. 

1 Distinctive characten as given by Javanese. 
In 

6 

4 

, 

Length 
in centi. 

40-4 

40-46 

32-40 

-8 

4046 

3- 

3%38 

3 6 4 0  

30-32 

Bamboo ietam ... 
Bamboo tootool ... 

ing somewhat crooked. 
26 1 Like bamboo mdong, the balms narrowed and 9 

uhorteued at the base. turn in^ almost slabroua. 

Diameter 
" 

oentime- 
ten. 

13-16 

74-8 

1&13 

11-19 

7 - 4  

6)-6 

64-7 

64-7 

6-64 

millime- 
tam. 

a0 

S 

30-38 

20 Without prominent nodes, green, covered S I with lichena. below the nodes covered bi th fuga- P 

. 

Withont prominent nodes, greyish green with 
greyish-yellowish stripes, oovered with a thin ap- 
pressed felt or almost glabrous. 

Without prominent nodaa, yel lor lh peen with ti 
yellomsh stripes, rough wlthout being felts, when 8 full-grown quite covered with lichens. 

The strongly prominent nodes fringed with strong $ rootlets, quite covered with grey felt, often grow- u 

but a ounger stack. 
Like bam oo atter, but the halms black or blackish 18 I !I 

18-20 

16 

ceous, appreesed, brownish bristles. 
As preceding, the halma somewhat rough, often be- 

set with liohens. 
As preceding, but almoet leaden coloured and quite 

covered with the dried-u sheaths. Figure 8 re- 
present. bamboo-tnlie, wgich however is nothing 

16 
purple. 

The nodes hardly rominent, dark-green, not glossy 
turning bl~ck-bYobotobed with age. 



IV. :"I i 
111. 10 

IV. 1 5 

"I 
IV.  1 9 

I 

Bamboo homer gulies ... 
13amboo bower l i on~~eng  ... 
Bamboo homer sehah ... 
Bamboo dooree ... 
Bamboo booloo hedyoo ... 
Bamboo booloo konneng ... 
Bamboo tamyang beshr ... 
Bnmboo tnmynng ltetyil ... 
Bamboo tamgang sonoh ... 

Bamboo irattun ... 

Bamboo goleh-ah ... 
Bamboo lrooda ... 
Bamboo lengka talie ... 
Bamboo ooler or kriessik .a. 

Bamboo maynng ... 

Like thepreceding, but dways vividly green R: glos~p. 
As preceding, but uniformily and beautifully yel- 

low nnd glossy, often mny be seen also striped. 
A s  precedin~, but all or nearly all the hnlms ele- 

gantly p e e n  and yellow striped, but in other res- 
pects not different. 

Witl~out prominent nodes, yellowish green, glossy ; 
lateral branclilets all pricltly. 

Without promiuent nodes, vividly green, turning 
glossy, below the nodes whitish pruinous. 

Without prominent nodes, beautifnlly yellow, quite 
powdery from minute fugaceous hairs. 

Witllout prominent nodes, ~rey-green, sparingly 
P 

beset with minute fugaceous bristles. 5 
0 

As preceding, only diffe~ing in height. 0 

As preceding, but possesses the longest joints p 
amongst Javanese bamboos ; tlie halms are very 3 
firm and to the touch very rough on account of 
their richness in silica. 

Witliout prominent nodes, green, beset with whitish 2 
miuutc fugaceous bristles, which become more 2 
crowded and more conspicuous just below the 9 
nodes. Distinguished chiefly by its seeroongs. 

Without pronlinent nodes, green, whitish pruiuose 
( below the nodes. 

As preceding, but beset with minute white bristles. 
Nodes not prominent, grey-green, below the nodes 

appressed bristly from brownish fugaceous bristles. 
Nodes very little prominent, green, smooth, grooved 

at tho insertion of the lateral branchinas. . . . 

The nodes bordered with 8 prominent r ing; halmfi 
yellowisl~ green, glossy, nhitish pruil~ose below 
tlie nodes. 
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AlpAabetical Lkl of the cernnciclar names of the bumdoos of the 
Malayan 

Ampel jav = Bambusa vulgaris. 
Arcuning (hauer 

konnen ) = Bambusa vulgnria, var. 
Aule (in Bitoe) = Bambusa Rumphiana. 
Aur gadieng = Bambusa vulgaris, var. 
Awie, sund = Bamboo generally. - boagkonol, 

sund = Bchirostsehyum irnttan. - b u m ,  mnd= Schizostachyum Ham. 
karlianum. - buluh muntie, 

snnd = ? - g ~ b o n g ,  
aund = -- Bchizostaohyum Zullin- 

geri P ? - ?Wbong, 
sund = ?  - haur tutul, 
sund = a m b u ~  vulgaris, v u .  - hiedung, 
sund = Gi~antnrhloa atbr. - Lenh, sund= Gigantochloa maxima ?? - mayan, aund= Gigantochloa atter ? ?  - sarengkol, 
sund = ? - tela, sund = S e k o .  H a ~ h l i a n u m .  - terelong, 
sund = ? 

Bamboo. mal. = Bamboo aemlly. - ah ah. mnd= Schizo. egantimimurn. - ampel, mal.= Bamb. vulgaris. 
-andar, sund= Dendrocalamus strietua - andong bestir, 

mal. = Gig. maxims. - andong ke- 
kCs, mal. = Gig. maxima - andong ketjil, 
maL = GIK. maxima. - apus, ma1 = Gig. apus. - atter besir, 
mal. = Gig. atter. - atter ietam, 
mal. = Gig. attsr, w. - atter ketjil,. 
msl. = Gig. attar. - aur goelies, 
sund = Bamb. vulgaris. - aur konneng, 
sund = Bamb. vulgaria. - aur seh-hh, 
sund = Bamb. vulgaris. - aur tjutjuk, 
sund -- Bamb. Blumeana. - b a r e k b e k ,  
mal. = Scbiro. xollingeri. 

-betung. mal.= Gig. aspera. - b i t u n g ,  
sund = Gig. aspera. - buluh, mal.= Bchizo. brachycladum. - buluh idjuh, 
mal. = &higo. brachycladum. 

---buluh konneng 
sund or buluh 
kunieng, ma]. = Schizo. brachycladum, 

var. - djawa, mal.= Gig. muima. - durie, mal. = Bamb. Blumeana. 

lalands. 
Bamboo eh-oh, 

sund = Schiao. elepmtissimurn. - el-el, sund = Schizo. elegantiasimum. - gadienfi, 
mal. = Schizo. brachycladum. - gedeh. sund= Gig. maxima -- goleh-ih = Schiza Zullingeri - gumbong, 
mal. = ? - hauer hd joh  
(Jasinga) = Bamb, vulgaris. - hauee goalies, 
sund = Bamb. vulgarir. - hauer kon- 
neng, aund = Bamb. vulguis. - hauer seh-bh, 
sund = Bamb. vulgarb. - hauer tjina 
(Jaainga) = Bamb. nana. 

hauer tjut- 
juk = Bamb. Blumeura. - hsuer tutu1 
(Jasinga) = Bamb. vulgaria. - hitdm = Gig. atter, var. - ietdm, md. = Gig. a tb r ,  var. - irrattoen = Bchizo. Blumei. 
- knsab (Su- 

matr.) = Schiro. iratten. - konneng = Schiro. hracbycladum, 
also Bamb. vulgaris, var. - kuda, md.  = Schiao. Zolliopri. 

- kudu, ma]. = Bamb. vulgana. - kriuasik, 
4. = Schizo. Haaskarlianum 

and alao Schiao. wr- 
pmtinum. - lengka, mal= Dcndro. strictua. - lengkn talie, 

mal = Bchio. Hssskarliannm. - magang. 
mal. = Schiao Blumei - minjak. 
mal. = Bamb vulgnris. - nanap, jav = Bamb coru~culata. - runieng, 
ma1 = Bambasacea No. 2, Bib. - sieriet k u b  
beair, mal, = Schuo. Zollingeri - sieriet kuda 
ketyil. mal. = Schuo. Zollingen - sumt (Ja. 
singa) = Gig. maxi- - talie. mal. = Gig. a p u s  

-tamjang be&, 
mal. = Schiro intten. - tam'ang ket 
yil, md .  Schiro. imtten. - tamjang 
sonoh = dchizo. imtten. - taman, mal.= Gig atter. - tjangkuttuk, 
mal. = Schizo. Zollingeri. 

-sin% mal = All small bamboos intm- 
duced from China u d  
Japan. - tjins Jus,  

mal. = Bamb. nana. 
-tutul,mJ. = Bamb vulgarL. 

2 x 
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B m b o o  ueer, mal. Schiro. serpentinurn. . - wulung = Gig. robunto 
Bitung, mal. = Gig. nigmciluta. 
Rulo, M a h ~  = Bnmb. vulgarin. 
Bulu, jav. = bamboo generally. -- akkar (Pa- 

lemb ) = Schizn. chilianthum. - badurie, mal. Bamh. Blumrana. - carrssa = Bemb Btrmphiana. - gadieng, mJ Unmb vulgaris nnd also 
Rcl~izo. hrnchgcladum. - gantang, mnl. Gig. mnnilua. 

-jaws, mal. = G ~ K .  attcr. - knsal (Turn.) Schizo irattm. - - kpy (Bands). 14amh. vulgaris - nrtu, a m b  = Balnb. Rulnphiana - potnng, mal. Gig, aaprrn. - samrt, mal. = Gig. rnnximn. - wrie (Banrln) Bnmb vulgaris. - seru, mul. = Urlonrna humily 
&e~. - mangie (Ban- 

= (fig. aspera. - swangir. ma]. Unmb. vulgaria. - tombor (Ban- 
da) = Bamb vulgarir. - totoan, hla- 
knw, = Gig. atter. - tuy, mal. (Ba- 
lie) = Rc'~izo. iratten? - wanie, mal. = Gig. mpera. - wanie beer, 
mal. = Gig. maxima. 

Domar (Leytimor) Bamb. vulgaria. 
Doma (Amb ) = Bamb. vulgarin. --- habocca 

(Amb ) = Bamb. vulgaris. 
Domul (Amb ) = Bamb. vulgnria 
Domulo (Amb ) = Bamb. vulgaria 

Puluk (Bancia) = P Gchiao, irattan. 

B[aur or hauer = Bamb. vulgaris. - heedjfvh = B m b .  vulgaris. 
= Bamb. vuljiaris. = f:Eg = Bamb' vuiaria. - srh.nh = Bamb: vulguia. - tjina = Bamb. nana - tjutjuk = Bamb. Blumearm 

Leleba Amb. = Bamb. Rumphima. - djnbat, ma1 Bamb. Rumphiana. - ietam, ~rinl. Bamb Rumphiana. - pmpo, ma1 Bamb' Jt~rlnphiana. - putieh, mal. Ilamb' Rumphiana. 
-tutu], mnl. Uamb' Ruml~hiana' - utnn, mal. Bamb Ilumphinna' 
Leleba (Ternate) = Bamb. Rumpbiana: 
Louleba (Ternate) Unmb. liumpbinna. 
Lour (Teruate) = Melocma humilk, Boqp. 

Pobng, mal. = Gig. aape~~.  

Bamane d. 
(Amb.) = All L a r h n s  bamboo. 

Bammat maL 
(Amb.) = AI1.Lmbomus h m b .  

Suelen (Banda ) Melocana humilia, Buep. 

Tabat (EIaenmobel) Bamb. Rum huna.  
Tabatico (Ternate) Diverse kinla of barn- 

boo. - ake, (Ter- 
nate) = Gig. napem - java (Tcr- 
nate) = Gig. utter. - nanie, 
(Ternate) = Bamb. vulgarl. - ~ m m a t  
(Ternat.) = Gig. maxima- - tuy (Ter- 
nate) = ? Sohiro. iratten. 

Tnllam, Afnkssa = 3lelocana humilia, Rodp. 
Tamalla ( Bnlie) = Yelocana humilia, lbsp 
Tapile (Haparno- 

hel) = Bamb. Rumphiam. 
Teba-teba (Amb. 

Ternata) = Barnb. Blumerna 
Telin, amb. = Gig. atter. - hahulu, amb G I ~ .  ~ p e r a  
Terin, anb.  = Gig. utter. - hahuru. amb. Gig. mpern. - mqsele, amh. Gig. maxima. 
Tjmgkorreh, sund. DinoehIoaTjangkorreh - di-uk, sund Lepbpk umealab. 
Tihing ampel (BU- 

lie) = Bamb. vulgarib 
Tilapon (Bnlie) Gig. utter. 
l'inat (kaeamohel) P Schizo. irntten 
Tuy-tuy (Ternate) P &him iratten. 

U tb ,  amb. = bamboo gmmL - aul or' aule 
(Eitola) = Bamb. Rumphhna  - a d  
amb.  bop^ Bamb. Rumphi- - aul metta 
amb. = Bamb. Rurnphiana. 

-aul tuni, m b .  Bamb. U u m p b  - aux ( h ~ t i -  
mor) = Bamb. Rumphiana 

-. lauit, amb = Bamb. X u m p b b a  
-onitu, amb. = Bamb. Bumphi-. - wanie, amb.= Gig. aspera. 
-wannat (Ecea. 

mohel) = Meloamahurnilia, l hp .  

Wnan semane 
B m b .  vulgaris. 

W!~:%~"(hL"ik~z Bamb. Blumeanm. 
Wannat, m b .  = Melocma humilis. Rocp. 
Wulu, = Bamboo g c n d y .  



EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES. 

PLATE I. - Fig. 1, shoots (rebongs) of bnmboo andong, murh 
reduced in size ; fig. 2, a portion of a bamboo-halm screw-like 
twisted ; fig. 3, a portion of a hamboo-halm with inflated joints 
(natural size) ; fig. 4, normal spikelet of leleba(Bnmb. Rumphiana) , 
enlarged ; fig. 5, a proliferous one of the preceding, nat. size ; fig. 
6, spikelet of bamboo dooree, much elongatad variety, nat. size ; 
fig. 7, cluster of spikelets of Schizo. longispiculatum, nat. size ; fig. 
8, a pair of spikelets of preceding, shewing the sterile pedicelli, nat. 

- size ; fig. 9, a cluster of spikelets of bamboo andong bedr ,  shewing 
some ofthe spikelets grown out into floriferous branchlets tennina- 
ted by the sexual flowers of the original spikelet, nat. size ; fig. 10, 
a similar cluster of spikelets of bamboo atter ; 8 male flower, 
hermaphrodite ones, nat. size. 
PLATE 11.-Figs. 1 to 12, exhibiting the germination of Schito. 

chilianthttm; fig. 1, caryopse as i t  falls from the plant, retaining the 
palens and the sterile terminal floret ; fig. 2, id., the paleas re- 
moved, shewing the persistant lodicules ; fig. 3, id., longitudinal 
section ; fig. 4, the seed seen from the side ; fig. 5, id., seen from 
the front ; fig. 6, germination on the 4th day  ; fig. 7, further deve- 
lopment on the 5th day ; fig. 8, id., on the 6th day, b, section of i t  
on a smaller scale; fig. 9, id., on the 9th day, a,  from the side, b, 
from the front; figs. 10 to 12, stages of the 1 I th, 15th and 35th day 
respectively. A11 figures except 11 and 12 more or less magnified. 
Fig. 13, a flowering and fruiting portion of a panicle of Pseudoeta- 
chyum compactijlorum, net. size ; fig. 14, fruit of bamboo doorm 
(Bamb. Blunreana), a, nat. size ; b, magnified ; fig. 15, fruit of bam- 
boo bitoong(Bam. aspma), a, nat.size ; b, magnified ; fig. 16, fruit 
of bamb~o~lengka (Gigantochloa nigrociliata) a-b, both nat. size ; 
fig. 17, fruits of the male bamboo (Dendrwlamw strictus), a-b, 
both nat. size, c, magnified. 
PLATE 111.-Diverse bamboo-ha2ms.-Fig. 1, bamboo bitoong 

(Bamd.'aqn.a) ; fig. 2, bamboo audong be& (GiguntochZoa maxi- 

ma) ; fig. 3, bamboo andong ketyil (Gig. maxima, wr. )  ; fig. 4, 
bamboo atter besir (Gigantochloa attw) ; fig. 5, bamboo atter 
ketyil (Gig. atter var.) ; fig. 6, bamboo ietam (Gig. atter, var.) ; 
fig. 7, bamboo apoos (Gigantochloa apuu) ; fig. 8, bamboo &lie 
(Gig. apw) ; fig. 3, bamboo wooloong (Gigantoclrh robtutu) ; 
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fig. 10, bamboo hower tyootyook or dooree (Bamb. Blu- 
7neana). 
PLATE 1V.- Diverse badoc-halm, contin11ed.-Fig. 1 ,  barn- 

boo homer gulies (Batnbusa vulgarie, war. viridis) ; fig. 2, bamboo 
hower konneng (Bamb. vulgaris, aar. h tea)  ; fig. 3, bamboo 
hower seh-ah ( B a d .  vulgaris, var. striata) ; fig. 4,  bamboo too- 
tool (Bamb. vulgavis, var.) ; fig. 5 ,  bamboo booloo bedyooh (Schi- 
zostachyum brachycladum, var. viride) ; fig. G, bamboo booloo 
konneng (Schizo. braclyclndum, var. lutelrm) ; fig. 7 ,  bamboo 
gnlehah (Schizostachyum Zollingeri) ; fig. 7bis. bamboo nl-ul 
(Schirostacligum elegantissimuln) ; fig. 8,  bamboo tjina aloos 
(Bambusa nana) ; fig. 9,  bamboo tamyang sonoh (ScirLostachyum 
irraten, val..) ; figs. 10-11, leleba soornt (Bambuaa Rumpliiana, 
oar. striata) ; fig. 12, leleba ietam (Bamb. Rsmphiana, var. ni- 
gra) ; fig. 13, leleba pooteeh (Bamb. Rumpkiana, var. alba) ; fig. 
14, booloo akkar (Schizostac?tyum chilianthum). 

8otes on the gnnncse barnisb a~tB sollrc other: articlcs of 
miltor Jorcst grobure in  $cgu. 

By D. BRANDIS. 
I am not aware that the extraction of the black Burmese 

varnish has ever been fully described, and it may perhaps interest 
tile readers of this Magazine to learn something more on the 
snhject. The varnish tree, Melanorrboea ueitata, belongs to 
the order of Anacardiacea, which comprises the Mango, the 
Pilr or Cl~irongi, (Bucbana~~ia latifolia) the Bliiliwaf Semecarpus 
Anacardium) and the varnish tree of Japan [Rliua vernicifera). 
I t  is found almost everywhere in the Eng Forest of Pegu and 
Tennaserim ; and in the Tharawaddi district, i t  is particularly 
common in the lower part of the Eng belt, where the soil is 
better than further east near the foot of the Yomah. The 
tree does not attain the same size as the Eng, Engyin or 
Theya, and at this time of the year (December) i t  may be 
kuown at once by its darker foliage. The leaves resemble those 
of the Burmese Semecarpzu (Ct~aybeu) they are ovate-lanceo- 
late, pointed at both ends, and covered with soft short pubes- 
cence ; they are narrowed into a short petiole, while the leaves 
of Eng (Dipterocarpus tuberculatus) are glabrous, much larger, 



and have a broad cordate base. Those of Enggin (Pentacme 
Siamensis, Kurz) which have abont the same size, slid of 
Theya (Shores obtusa) are also glabrous, of an oblong sl~ape 
with rouuded ends. While these trees are in leaf i t  is easy to 
distinguish them. A large proportion of the Tl~itsee trees in the 
vicinity of Tyemyouk are lopped, but we saw large numbers 
along the road which had not been touched, and this important 
iudustry might be iucreased to a large extent. 

The process was described to me by a Shan who had settled 
at Tyempouk 4 years ago, and had like many thousa~~ds of his 
countrymen emigrated from Upper Burma into British territory 
with his entire family. Near Myouog, 6 miles further north, 
Tllitsee is collected by Burmans, a180 emigrants from Ava. 
Moungmyat, tliie is the name of the gentleman who taught us 
his art, is a native of Tboouzay, 5 marches east of Mandalay, on 
the Myitgne, a tributary stream of the Irrawaddy, wl~ich joins 
that river near the site of Ava, the former Capital of Burma. 
The province (hlpo) of Thoonzay is situated iu about 23O 
North Latitude. The country ie mountainous, tlie higher hills 
being clothed with Pine Forest (probably Pirius Kasya) the 
wood of this pine, he said, was not used for building, as i t  was 
not durable, but torches were made of it. Teak i~ found on the 
lower hills and the forests are worked. There is also Eng Forest 
with Thitsee, from which much vnruish is extracted, and a 
large number of other trees fouud iu Pegn, sucl~ as Tankpan 
(Terrniualia), Barnbonay (Careya), but there is no Pynkadoe 
(Xylia dolabriformis,) Pymmah (Lagerstroemia Regi~~ae)  Myauk- 
shaw (Blackwellia tornentosa), no Thingan (Hopea) or Kanpin 
(Dipterocarpus) . Those who are acquai~ited with the Forests 
in India, will see at once that some of tliese trees are found in 
South India, though they are wanting in North aud Central 
India. Of cultivated trees the Mango, Plantain, Custard-Apple, 
Jack fruit are common in that part of the Shan States, while 
the Cocoanut, the Borassus and Thittoben (Sandoricum), all , 

purely tropical trees, are wanting. 
But now to  tlie extraction of varnish. The trees which 

have been tapped are a t  once lcnown by triangular scars'about - 
9 inches long and 5 inches broad, the apex pointing downwards. 



On some trees we counted 40-50 of these scars, and some of 

them at a height of 30 feet. To work the higher scars the 
Sl~ans use a most ingenious ladder which is permanently attached 
to the tree. I t  consists of a long upright bamboo with holes cut 
through at intervals of 2-3 ft. Through each hole are passed two 
flat bamboo sticks driven with their pointed ends into the bark. 
These form the spokes of the ladder and are about 12 inches 
long. The scars or notches to extract the varnish are made 
with a peculiarly shaped chisel about 15 inches long, the 
handle is of iron, of one piece with the cliisel and about 9 inches 
long, the lower end thicker, hollow and closed with a bamboo plug. 
The chisel is wedge-shaped, about 6 inches long (the edge half 
an inch broad) and forms an obtuse angle with the handle. With 
this instrument two slanting slits, meeting at an acute angle are 
made u p d r d s  through the bark, and the triangular piece of 
bark between the two slits is thus slightly lifted up, but not 
removed. A short bamboo tube about 6 inches long, with a 
slanti~lg mouth and a sharpened edge is the11 horizontally driven 
into the bark below the poirit where the two slits meet, and the 
black varnish which esudes from the inner bark near its contact 
with the wood ruus down iuto the bamboo tube, which is 
emptied at the end of ten days, when it ceases to flow. A 
second cut is then made so as to shorten the triangular piece 
of bark which had been separated from the wood when the first 
cuts were made. A shorter triangular piece of bark remains, 
ending in an 'angle less a ~ u t e  than before, aud the appearance 
of the scar is then as below. 

The bamboo tube, which before was at a, is moved a little 
higher, (to b) and the edges of the or ig i~~al  cut, 

=ybd (c b and d b) are cut afreah. The varnish then 
runs out for another 10 days after which the scaris 
abandoned. T l ~ e  trees vary in yield exceedingly, a 

- crooked tree with scauty foliage which we examiued, 
was said to yield a good outturn, while some of the largest trees 
were said to yield very little. We saw trees tapped which had a 
diameter of ouly 9 inches. Moungmyat informed us that one man 
could make and look after 1,208 scars, that he could do 200 
iu a day, so that the whole number occupied 6 days, which 
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left 4 days for rest. They only work in those parts of the 
forest, where the tree is abundant and the trees fit to  tap staud 
close together. Tile tree yields nothing while it is leafless it1 the 
hot season, and the best season for working is from July to 
October. One man collects 40-50 viss, (146 to 182 lbs.) in one 
season, at Ty~myonk the viss sells for 12 auuas and at Raugoon 
for one Rupee. 

I n  the slack season these men are employed in making 
torches of the Eng tree woodoil, and I add a few particulare 
regarding the collection of this valuable article. Unlike the . 
varnish the woodoil exudes not from the bark, but from the 
outer layers of wood, to a depth of about 2 in'ches.' Neither 
the outer grey bark, nor the inner red bark, yield woodoil. 
The Eng tree belongs to a natural order of plants different 
from that of the varnish tree and the Kanyin tree which is 
of the same order, also exudes woodoil from the outer layers . 
of wood. I t  will however he remembered that among conifers, 
which all belong to one natural order, some, such as the Larch 
and Pinus Pinaster, exude resin from the wood, while others, 

- like the spruce, produce i t  in the bark. Deep semi-circular 
niches are cut into the wood, the first cut is about 4-6 inches 
deep and 12-18 inches wide, the bottom of the niche being 
slightly hollowed out, to  receive the oil. I t  oozes out and 
collects at  the bottom of the niche about 3 days after the cut 
has been made. The surface is then charred with fire, after 
which the oil runs for three days; this process is repeated 
four times, and at the end of 15 days the surface of the niche 
is cut afresh, the old charred wood being cut away and the 
niche enlarged. After the oil has run for three days, the 
surface is again charred, aud the origiual process repeated. 
The Eng tree yields oil throughout the pear, a d  oue tree often 
yields oil from several nicl~es at  the same time. I saw a 
tree with 6 niches, two of which were yielding oil at the time. 
One man can make 2,000 to 3,000 torches in a year, and 100 
torches require about 10 viss (36 Bs) of oil which is mixed 
with touch wood and neatly wrapped up in the leavea of palms 
or of the Tsathoaben, a species of Pandanus, ao as to form 
cylinders about 20 inches long and 2 inches in diameter. They 



are tied with thin strips of bamboo, generally Tinwa, (Sl~izos- 

tachyum pergracile). Elsewhere, e. g. in the Hleine district, 
the leaves of tlie Zaloobeu (Licuala peltata) are used for this 
purpose. This is the information which was given me in  the 
E i ~ g  Forest of Tyemyouk, and if it is correct, a man can collect 
ahout 700 to 1,000 lbs of woodoil in a year. These torches are 
sold at Rs. 3-8 or 4 a hundred near the Forests. The woodoil 
of the Kanyin tree is collected precisely in the same manner. 
One man cat1 manage 30 to 40 oil yielding Ksnyin treea ; 
he goes round with a tiumber of hollow bamboos or other vessels 
and one collecting gives him 3 to 4 viss. I n  Pegu the torches 
made of the Khnyin oil sell at the rate of 64 per rupee. 

The collectio~i of minor Forest produce in Burma, such am 
the Woodoil of the Eng and Kanyin trees, the leaves of the 
different trees wliich are used as covering leaves for the Burma 

. cheroot, Bambouay, (Careya arborea) Thanat, (Cordia grandis)- 
and tlie most valuable of all the Mhayah ben, (also a species 
of Cordia) the manufacture of catechu, the collection of 
varnish, of the stems of Maranta dichotoma, of wliicl~ the 
beautiful soft Thinbpu mats are made, of ritttaus, of tlie bark 
of several trees, especially of 3 species of Sterculia, for rope, and 
of an immense variety of other useful and necessary articles 
is as yet perfectly free in the Government Forests of Burma. 
Of many of these articles the supply is almost uulimited, but 
of some the supply has already become scarce, atid early 
measures will have to be taken by the Forest Department to  
increase the supply and to prevent waste as far as practicable. 
Thus the leaves of the Mhaya tree are now imported into 
Rangoon from the Gamoong and other Forests of North Thara- 
waddi; they are dried by au old, but most inge~iious process, 
a round shallow iron pan 18 inches diameter is heated over 
a fire, the leaves are placed on it 4 or 5 one on the other, and 
are ironed with a flat disk of basket work (kyattonk) covered 
with cottoll cloth, and filled with stones, a wooden handle 
being in the middle. Tlie leaves wliich are 12 to 15 inches long 
are sold by number, 10,000 leaves selling for 6 to 10 rupees at 
Wyne near the Forests; and for 15 to YO rupees at Rangoon. 
Tlley are most carefully packed in large baskets which are 
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either carried on men's shoulders or carted to the Meimakha 
river whence they go down iu boats. I found the tree cultivated 
at Kwemma village near the Beeling river. Formerly Mhaya 
leaves were largely exported from the Hlaiue Forests to Rangoon, 
but the destruction of the tree has been so great, that the 
supply from that district is exhausted. The export from 
Tharawaddi will probably have a similar end, for the trees are 
cut and lopped most recklessly to obtain the leaves ; and many 
trees have died from this treatment. Another article 
which is becoming scarce is Catechu, and aa the demand for this 
beautiful and most useful substance is apparently increasing 
rapidly in Europe and America, and aa tlie price is rising, steps 
have already been taken to in'crease the supply, and it may 
be necessary to restrict the indiscriminate cutting of Catechu 
treea in British Burma. An article of universal nse for rope 
manufacture is the bark of three species of Sterculia, Showbju 
(S. foetida) shownee (S. villosa) and showwah (S. omata). The 
useful portion is the inner bark or liber, i t  is peeled off in the 
hot season, and trees of all ages and sizes are recklessly felled to 
obtain it. The bark of all 3 species is of the same value, but 
that of the Shombju is most difficult to peel off. A t  present 
100 vies. of show sell for 10 rupees at Tsayjoua in the Minhla 
district, 20 years ago the price was about one-half of this. 
The varnish is another important produce, the demand for 
which is certain to increase, and a permanent supply of which 
must be uecured. No difficulty need arise in this respect, if 
things are properly managed, for all that is required is, to 
include within the limits of the Reserves a sufficient area of 
Forest producing Catechu, Thitsee, Show, the Mhaya tree and 
other trees which furnish useful produce. 

Camp Koon Beeling, December 1875. 
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did not fully satisQ me. Therefore I proposed to examine the 
woods on the confines of the larger tributaries of the river 
Chagree, where trees of large dimensions mere formerly met 
with. The period of my amval at  Panama happened to be 
the wet season of the year, which in the region of swamp and 
forest is considered particularly unhealthy. Indeed on this 
account Captain Mallet, H. M.'s Consul at  Panama, thought I 
should await the return of the dry eeason. I afterwards found 
that his remarks concerning the climate were qnite correct, and 
except for the experiences I had previously obtained while 
travelling in the hot valleys in the interior of New Cfranada, 
I would in all likelihood have been prostrated with fever. But 
the seeds ripened during the rainy season, so that it was im- 
portant to examine the forests for seed-bearing trees at this 
period. 

Journey to tire foreata.-On the 9th of June I left Panama 
by the railway and stopped at a place called Qatun, about 
8 miles from Colon. Leaving the railway tract, I crossed 
the C h a p s  and took up my quarters in the village of 
Gatun which is built on the northern bank of the river. The 
town is formed of two streets 150 yards long with rows of 
houses on each side thatched with palm leaves. I n  most 
instances the walls of these houses are patched up in a miserable 
manner. Alligators swarm in the river, and any one who might 
attempt to bathe in it would soon be devoured. Water is 
obtained for domestic purposes from barrels sunk in the ground 
in low situations; they are provided with lids and must be 
kept constantly covered to prevent toads and snakes from en- 
tering. The village contains about 300 inhabitants, the greater 
number of whom are of Negro extraction. The situation is 
so low that during high floods the streets are inundated, and 
people ply about from house to house in canoes. On both sides 
of the river the country is swampy, although in great part 
clotbed with forest. Penetrating into these woods I found the 
p1:ice swarmed with mosquitoes, frogs, and uncountnble millions 
of ants, and the snakes, instead of getting out of the may, 
raised their heads in a position of defence, rendy to strike at 
auy one who approached. These snramp foreste present a dis- 
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mal aspect and reminded me of the mangrove forests (mang- 
la~es) which grow in the flat deposits of fetid mud that occnr 
on the margin of the Gulf of Guayaquil, and other place8 
along the Pacific Coast. The native with whom I was located 
at Gatun was a good fellow, but the greater number of the 
inhabitants were disobliging and uncivil. They were posi- 
tively the worst class of people I have yet met with in any 
country. Everywhere the land, if cultivated, produces 'abnnd- 
antly, but such is the indolence of these people that bananas, 
rice and mandiocas are raised in limited quantity scarcely indeed 
sufficient to maintain them. I found on inquiry that no India rnbber 
trees existed in the swamp forests, and that to find them i t  would 
be necessary forme to ascend the river for some distance and 
then travel up to the dry land of the interior. The person with 
whom I lived collected India-rubber, and he had a hut in 
the heart of the forest, where the collectors offen staid for the 
night. A few days after my arrival he proposed going to this 
place, and although the weather was nnfavourable I resolved 
to accompany him,:as I was anxious to become well acquainted 
with the habitat of the tree, and also to ascertain if any aeeds 
were to be found. ~ e a v i n g  at  early morn, in a canoe, we 
ascended the river Chases  'for a number of miles and then 
entered a smaller river called Pino tinto, which rises from a large 
swamp in the interior. The water of this river was full of 
decayed vegetable matter, appearing as if vast quantities of the 
trunks and leaves of trees had been systematically ground up 
and mixed with it. On the banks, which were high, grew an 
astonishing rank growth of large trees and bamboos, and many 
of these had fallen into the water and lay partially submerged, 
thus forming serious obstacles for even the navigation of a 
canoe. Beyond the landing point a short distance of swamp 
land was travelled over, on whicli grew principally thickets of 
palm trees and bamboos. Then the way ascending led to drier 
land with some flat undulations, the greater portion of which 
h:,d an elevation of about 50 feet above sea level. An India- 
rnlbber tree was first seen in this locality growing near to a 
little stream in a very moist situation. Saplings or young 
rubber plants mere aubsequeutly met during the rest of my 
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journey. After passing the flat land we ascended a ridge of 
low hills and undulating inequalities, which were clothed with 
the stateliest forest I have ever witnessed. Many of the trees, 
belonging to the order Lauracen, had straight smooth stems 
which rose often to a height of 150 feet without a branch, 
and a massive species of Bombax, called by the Indians quipo, 
grew mostly on the summits of the hills, and had frequently a 
clear trunk of 200 feet high with a flat crown of green foliage 
like an umbrella, giving to these hills a grandly imposing and 
majestic appearance. Palms of various species were tolerably 
abundant, and in places the ~mdergrowth was composed of 
extensive thickets of a species of Bronaelia, which had formida- 
ble prickly leaves ten feet in height. 'Both the trunks and 
branches of the trees were destitute of mosses (8slaginella.~), 
although a robust species interwoven with Adiantums formed 
luxuriant clusters on ,  the ground. A speoies of cacao (Tho- 
brma  cucao) grew mild on the hill sides and in the ravines. 
Its short slender trunks and branches were adorned with many 
fruits each of which enclose a number of cacao beans. How- 
ever these, on ripening, are duly visited by monkeys, hundreds 
of which were jumping about and screaming among the tops 
of the trees. The ruhber saplings always appeared to grov 
most freely on the banks of little cool clear streams, the roots 
often running down to the edge of the water. They abounded 
also in deep rich soil along the base of the hills, and 
in both deep and shallow ravines. Plants were likewise 
met with on the summits of the ridges and in fact in all 
hal i t ies  where there was no swamp or marsh land. Some 
plants were observed growing among massee of volcanic rock, 
where there was not much soil, but plenty of decaying leaves 
and particles of deb&. Prostrate trunks were ob~erved on the 
way, some of which had attained to a great sire. We reached 
the rubber hut rather late, having travelled two days journey 
in one. The hut was situated on an eminence between two 
ridges of 'hills. A stream of water flowed past the dwelling. 
I t  swarmed with incredible numbers of little fishes about the 
size of needles. A small portion of forest had been cut down 
and a little Iudian corn and a few roots had been planted. The 
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trunks of some of the felled forest trees were five feet in dia- 
meter. Formerly a great Illany large rubber trees were found 
at this spot which had yielded to the collectors a rich harvest. 
Probably for this reason they called the place La Providencia. 
I n  the surrounding forest grew some young rubber trees, a few 
of which averaged from 50 to 70 feet in height. One of these 
bore a considerable number of unripe fruit. It was evident the 
fruit would take from ten to fifteen days to ripen. 

Meanwhile I resolved to search for some young plants to ex- 
periment with. An Indian who was employed to take care of 
the hut and its stores lent me one of his sons, a lad about fifteen 
years of age. He came away with me completely naked 
and entering the forest we succeeded in collecting 40 good 
plants. Returning to Gatun I rested a few days, and made two 
more journeys without finding any quantity of seeds. But 
the fruit of the tree already alluded to was approaching matu- 
rity and it was necessary that these should be watched. Re- 
visiting thq plare on the 18th of July I found the seeds had 
ripened. To facilitate the work of collection the tree was cnt 
down and all the mature fruit was gathered. The fruit has a 
short stalk and springs from the axils of the leaves. I t  resem- 
bles in some measure a Jargonelle pear, but is shorter, and ie 
diversified with rougli scales. The crown is flat, and when ripe, 
assumes a beautiful scarlet colour, while all the rest of the fruit 
remains green. The seeds in eize and appearance resemble 
coffee beans, and are immersed in an orange-coloured pulp. 
The soft pulpy matter waa washed away and the seeds were put 
to dry. I was disappoiuted on observing that some of the seeds 
had already begvn to germinate. This indeed was to be ex- 
pected ; for they hare no hard covering and when ripe are nearly 
as easy to bruise as greeu peas. I n  fact it seems natural for 
these seeds enveloped in a soft juicy mass to begin to grow 
whenever the fruit falls to the ground or even sooner. I now 
resolved to go on to Gatun without delay, and dispatch tha seeds 
as early as possible from Panama. Iu  confor~nity with a pre- 
vious arrangement a negro came on July 21st to the landing 
~ l n c e  of the Vino tiuto River to take me down to (Xatuu. The 
canoe which I Lad brought up with me had been taken by a 
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native without permission ; but he had left another in its place, 
which, although smaller, was still large enoilgh to carry two 
persons if managed with prudence. The negro had got together 
various things which he was not expected to take and which 
with ourselves formed a full load for the canoe, even if managed 
with care. I t  had already rained lightly for several hours, but 
at  the moment of embarking the rain came down in torrents, 
and if not baled out would soon have filled the canoe. I was in 
the prow of the canoe and the negro in the stern, steering and 
paddling as the case might require. The river wig much swol- 
len with driftwqod and trunks of trees in every direction, 
and I several times warned the negro of these obstacles, but 
unlike the Indians, he had no patience for surmounting diffi- 
culties, or it may be the tempest put him in a reckless mood. 
From the first I expected we would have an accident and put 
off my boots and part of my clothing so as to be able to swim 
if anything happened. We had only gone a short distance 
when I observed a stout projecting trunk near the surface of 
the water a little in advance and directly in front of the canoe. 
I immediately told the negro of it, but received only a low 
grumbling sound in reply. I n  a few seconds after the canoe 
struck against the trunk. 

The shock caused the prow to sweep round towards the river 
bank, but at  the same moment a quantity of water rushed in 
at  the stern. I saw it was now time to endeavour to make an 
escape and jnmping into the water I pushed myself off from 
the canoe and with only two strokes of swimmiug was able to 
take hold of the bushes on the river bank. On looking round 
I saw the negro struggling in the water having a hold of the 
canoe and attempting to find a footing on some of the sunken 
trees. At length he managed to get to the river's edge very 
much exhausted. But the accident was entirely his own fault ; 
for with a due amount of caution i t  would not have occurred. 
The canoe was baled out and we resumed our journey. 
Ae I had now no great confidence in the abilities of the negro 

ae a navigator, I took off all my clothes and sat in the canoe 
naked until I reached Gatun. I n  this state I. could swim 
more easily if such another accident took place. During the 
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journey down the river i t  rained the whole time and I shivered 
from the cold, althoqh the temperature must have been a t  
least 75' Fahrenheit. On arriving at the village I put on 
dry clothing, drank a cup of hot coffee, and felt well after- 
wards. 

The negro who slept for the night in a corner of the same 
apartment as I did, awoke me several times by sighing, talking 
to himself and moving about restlessly, so that mentally ss well 
as physically he seemed to have suffered most. 

During the succeeding days I had great difficulty in drying 
the seeds, as i t  rained almost continually, so that the atmosphere 
was saturated with moisture. The rain mas often accompanied 
with cold winds which brought on much sickness among the 
inhabitants. The illnesses with which most were afflicted were 
fevers, dysentery and ulcers. Of these diseases about 80 per 
cent. of the population mere suffering. The former, which is 
usually known by the name of " Chagres fever," is the worst and 
most debilitating in these parts. I t  is stated by some that dy- 
sentery is brought on by this kind of fever. The plague of 
ulcers, which was very common, was a new phase of disease to 
me, for although I had travelled in the hot pestiferous valleys 
of the interior of New Granada where the inhabitants are sys- 
tematically devoured by lepra and cancerous diseases, I saw 
nowhere the same type of ulcers as here on the Isthmus. A 
native told me these were produced by the bite of a mosquito. 
It is apparent that the disease is confined to the swamp forest 
districts. A stout robust healthy boy on one occasion ferried 
me across the Chagres River. About three days afterwards 
I wanted him, but found that an ulcer had broken out on 
his ankle and was now three inches in diameter. The rapidity 
with which these ulcers increased was truly surprising. During 

my various journeys to aud fro in the forest, I sometimes 
travelled barefoot and had a number of scratches and tears, but 
these shewed no disposition to become ulcers. On the contrary, 
they seemed to heal more quickly than in a cold climate. How- 
ever I do not know how long this good fortune might have con- 
tinued. At times I had occasional touches of cold ague, but 
without headache. Yet the food was dear and scarce, and the 
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habitations everywhere were of the most wretched description. 
86metimes a snake escaped from the swamp behind the village 
and was seen to enter the patched up wall of some dwelling. 
Such an event caused tr great stir among the inhabitants, a 
number of whom would surrousd the houee in ordqr to capture 
the reptile. These efforts were in general unsuccessful. 

Dispatch of Seshfram Panama.-Qn the 27th ef July I 
went on to Panama for the purpose of forwarding the seetls. 
From what I had alrepdy observed I had little confidence tbt 
they would :oucceed, as all oily seeds are well known to losg 
their germioating power yery d y .  But it .wa. b i t  thqt 
there should be a trial, dthoug4 I pad all along fully resolved 
to take with me a coueotion of plants. On the 5 t h  the. .seeds, 
amounting to upwards of 7,000, were kindly forwarded by 
Captain MaUet, H. M.'s Consul at Panama, a gentleman from 
whom I invariably received all necessary advice and assistnnce. 
With the change of residence to Panama i t  seemed to me ae 
if I had really entered a kind of paradise. The difference was 
great from my previous location, where I had been living on 
a very limited supply of food in a low-roofed damp hut, from 
the eaves of which the dropping of water hardly ever ceased, 
and where the whole scene was walled round by green mant- 
ling thickets of lofty forest trees, bathed daily by drenoh- 
ing rains. 

Return to the forests for India-rubber ~lant8 . -As  I have 
already remarked I fully purposed to bring home some pliinta 
with me, and I now made arrangements for accomplishing this 
object. On my return to Qatun the rain8 came on with 
increased violence, and the river was greatly swollen. Yet even 
with the unfavourable weather a collection of plants was got 
together from various localities around La Providencia. I 
was assisted by three natives on? of whom was bitten on 
the leg by a bat when he was asleep. From this simple 
accident the maa was laid np for four days. Although 
found growing in varied aspeota the plants were not met 
with very plentifully. B ~ l t  in one locality upwards of 100 
plants were found growing under a good-sized tree. The seeds 
had fallen on a bed of decaying leaves and germinated in 

2 2 
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great numbers so thickly indeed that many of the plank had 
smothered each other. I n  all six hundred planta were collect 
ed, but a good number were b m i d ,  while being carried 
through the forest, or during the journey to Glatun. A quantity 
of the milk of the tree was also secured. Mr. Matthew 
Gray, a member of one of the largest rubber-manufacturing 
firms in London, kindly made some remarke to me concerning 
the preparation of the article. I therefore endeavoured to 
prepare a specimen with some care. But I did not SUO- 

ceed with the operation as I intended, for I had very 
little room and the natives crowded about me too much, ae 
they were aurious to eee how I did everything. The milk-like 
juice of the tree had thickened a good deal dnring the journey, so 
I spread i b  out on a, piece of zinc exposed to the sun and put a 
b ~ y  to stir i t  about r little, when i t  soon became firm. I t  waa 
then taken off the zinc and hung up to dry. Notwithstanding 
the rough method of preparation the sample seemed of fair 
quality. I next turned my attention to the plants and dressed 
them very carefully. These were young saplings cut down, and 
the tap roots which mare o b n  of great length were also much 
shortened. The roots mere packed in three boxes with dry leaves, 
'a process which facilitated transport but denlauded an extra- 
ordinary amount of attention. Shortly after my first arrival I 
collected a few planta which, with some etont pieces of the stems 
of saplings cut into lengths, I planted to experiment with. The 
greater number prospered wonderfully, and some natives were 
surprised at  the quickness of the result. I put the most ad- 
vanced of these plants into a small box, and although some lost 
a few leaves yet I brought the best portion home alive. Thus 
I saved sufficient plants from this little collection for the forma- 
tion of stock for the plantations in India. 

Methods of colbcting rubber practised by the natiues on the 
Isthmus of Darien and 0 t h  places.-One of the oldest rubber 
collectors of tile district where the plants were procured ass~lred 
me, that at first they sometimes met with a tree at  which three 
or four axemen could go to work at  once to cut down. Such a 
tree would probably be about 8 feet in diameter, 200 feet in 
height, and yield at least 150 pound0 of India-rubber. I n  
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general full-grown trees do not much exceed 160 to 180 feet, 
with a diameter of five feet, and a produce of 100 pounds of 
rubher. The bark of the trunk is thicker than that of most 
trees of the same dimensions. The wood is spongy aud soft, 
and decays rapidly wherever injured. The slender branchleta 
that crown the trunk terminate with four or five large leaves 
alternately arranged and thickly covered with short brown hairs. 
Many of the leaves measure 14 inches in length and seven inches 
in breadth, and exceed in size those of any other tree of tropical 
America. According to the natives, the leaves fall off the trees 
in January, after which they begin to flower. In April the new 
leaves push, and attain their full size in May. But I was aesur- 
ed that young planta and saplings retained their leaves through- 
out the year. The milk-like juice of the tree, which, when con- 
gealed, forms India-rubber, is obtained by cutting out a groove 
or ring of bark around the base of the trunk. The milk exudes 
from the bark into the channel thus formed, and large leaves are 
placed so as to receive it as it tricklea down. The tree is then 
felled, and rings or channels are cut out around the prostrate 
trunk, at about 12 or 14 inches apart. Beneath these leaves or 
veseels are placed into which the milk flows. The contents of 
all the vessels are afterwards put in r hole previously dug in the 
ground. The milk left in this way becomes curdled iu about 
two meeke. In the Republic of Ecuador moat collectors use 
the soft green stem of a climber-a species of Ipmea-which 
when bruised and stirred about in the milk congeals it in a few 
minutes. By this last process the milk takes up all the watery . 
particles i t  may contain and the produce seemed to be of an 
inferior kind, possessing a strong peculiar smell, and continually 
sweating a black ink-like water. Soap is resorted to by some 
oolleotors, and also wood ashes which contain potash. Collins 
meutions that alum is used in Brnzil and salt in the East. It 
seems to me that whatever method is adopted the rubber ought 
to be prepared rapidly and lo be perfectly dry and free from im- 
purities. Powerful presses might no doubt expel the moisture, 
but I should expect that the goodness of the article would by 
this operation be depreciated. My own opinion is that the 
quality of the milk-like rubber juice obtained from various 
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species of plants-some of which are climbers and ehrhbs while 
others become large trees-is at first exact1 J the same, atld that 
the difference in value of various parcels ie explained by a 
different mode of preparation. The oollectors indeed always 
aim to keep it aa wet as possible ae it is bought by weight. A t  
Nicaragua and aome other places of Central America the trees 
nre not usually felled. The practice is to cut winding channel8 
in the bark leading to the base of the trunk, where the milk ir 
collected. But I was informed by an intelligent person from 
t l~a t  region that this operation is so rudely aud carelessly per- 
formed that a tree inv~riably dies after it has been bled or tap- 
ped a second or third time. Thie would never take place if the 
thin filmy lining of the inner bark (cambium) which covers the 
wood was not bruised or injured.. 

Not only do the natives cut through the cambium, but they also 
- 

make large notohea in the living wood of the tree, and tImse 

under no possible class of circumstancee or conditions can ever 
be healed. I n  collecting the milk the cambium need not be 
hurt, as the veaeele which contain i t  really occur in the middle of 
the bark. Such a t  least is the case with the Darien rubber tree. 
The employment of any aimple implement so formed as to make 
a groove in the bark to about one-half its thickness, is all that - 

ia required. Such an operation would require to be directed 
5y  an intelligent, careful person, who thoronghly understood 
how much euccess depends on the proper performance of the 
work. I n  this way not one single tree in a iousand would be 
lost and the trees bight, in my opinion, be operated on annually, 
instead of once in three years, which I have been informed 
is the practice at Nicaragua. Dr. Macdowell, a gentleman 
connected with the Star and Herald of Panama, whose practical 
and scientifio articles would well compare with thoae of the 
best-conducted English journals, has repeatedly called attention 
to the reckless and destructive methods employed in collecting 
the vegetable products which grow spontaneously in the forests 
.of Central and South America. However, too little uotice has 

* Experience with the ficus el~tiaabsr miKd mrious suspicions with ar, that the 
tree0 mll h e  if tapped repeatedly, whether the operation is performed carelcrly 
or not.-Tas k~lron.  
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been taken of his observations either by the State or Municipal 
Governmente. I have noticed dtlring my travels that in the 
process of collecting the wild produota of the forests there is 
often much wasted by the n~tives. 

Climatic cundithe of the ifidla-rub& ~egidns.--The temp6ra- 
tnre of the forests in the interiot. of the Isthmus ranged from 
75" to 8 8 O  Fahrenheit. Fteqttently I hare observed the 
thermometer standing at 80° at  eleeeh o'clock at  night, and 
the same on various oocasions at  atle and two o'clock in the 
morning. When there ocourred a shower of- rain accompanied 
by a north wind the thermometer went down to 74O for oue or 
two hours ; but this was the lowebt point to which it fell. I 
have not been able to ascertain to what altitude the tree grows 
RS no high hills exist on the Isthmus, but I am pretty confideht 
from observations made while travelling on the Pacific coast, 
that it aacends at most to an elevation of about 1,500 feet. 
At  this height the lowest temperatlire experienced ~t any time 
throughout the year would be 62" or 60" Fahrenl~eit. As re- 
gnrds moisture, I hnppen to have lived and travelled in varions 
rnbber districts, where the rainfall vatied considerably. On 
the Pacific coast, the tree grows near the Gulf of Guayquil 
on flat or gently sloping land, in deep deposits of a very sandy 
loam. The vegetation is moiatened by humid fogs, but showers 
of rain very rarely occur. On the whole the atmosphere is 
unusually dry. 

A t  Esmeraldae the soil is a heavy foam or clay. There is 
about five months of dry or summer weather and the remain- 
ing lnouths are rainy. 

In  the neighbonrhood of Bnenaventnra the tree is found 
dispersed over a broken and didocatad region of narrow ridges 
of nearly naked conglomerate with steep shelving ravines more 
than a 1,000 feet in depth. Where there is soil it is loam or 
a kind of olay, or made np of vast heaps of decomposing debris. 
The rains here are almost unceaaing, day and night, through- 
out the year. This part of the coast, and on as far as 
the river San Juan, has been considered by intelligent 
travellere as the moat unhealthy tract of country in the 
world. - 
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The region proper of the Isthmus of Darien lying farther 
nortliward aud including Portobello, Colon, Chagres, and Pana- 
ma, is very wet, with an excesaively damp atniospl~ere, although 
the weather is generally better, with some sunshine, during 
the months of January, February, March and April. The 
depoait of the low flat hills is more or less of a clay character, 
bdt along the banks of streams or rivers the deposit is mostly 
of rich but deep sandy loam. 

Many of the localities bordering on the Magdalena possess 
deep beds of sand and loam resting on a stratum of yellow 
gravel. The climate is often parohed and dry. Rain falls in 
May, June, July, and August. 

I t  will thus be seen that this rubber-producing tree is subjeoted 
to a variety of cliniatio conditions which might have been 
expected from the wide extent of country over which the species 
extends. These circumvtancea appear to me to present a 
favourable prospect for its successful cultivation in Indin. 

The Indian8 of the Isthrnw of Darien and the Sndc8.-There 
mere few Indians in the forests where I was engaged, but some 
families are still scattered along the banks of the Rio Trinidad. 
The remains of an independent tribe lived in a locality about 
six hours journey north of La Providencia. There were some 
large rubber trees a t  the place, and a collector, whom I knew, 
asked liberty of the Indians to enter the distriot, but mns re= 
fused. From further information it would appear that these, 
as well as the San Blas Indians, a warlike tribe inhabiting 
the region to the south and west of Portobello, are not very 
safe people to be among. 

Different, however, is the character of some of the remnants 
of the old Indinn tribes of the Audes. I have travelled in 
these regions for thirteen years, nine yeam of which I have 
lived with Indian tribes and communities. Among these 
Indians I saw many excellent examples of kindness, frugality, 
modesty, propriety, honesty, and humanity. While with them 
I first began to learn and comprehend the value of those grand 
but simple principlee, which, when properly direoted and adminis- 
tered, bind a tribe or a nation together and form the rawn and 
the science of government. Unencumbared by useless trap 
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pings and formalities-which waste time and produce diseases- 
and nnbiassed by the hideous ferocity of religions-these In- 
diana have lived for many thousands of years without creating 
among themselves victims of insanity or a long category of 
nervous and epidemic debilities. I found no cases of insanity 
amongst the Indians. 

Tracer of Ancient Indian place8 of Mtation.-In the search 
for India-rubber plants a large flat Indinn mound was dis- 
corered surrouuded by thick forest. The soil on examination 
was foulid to contain many fragments of pottery. 

Everytvliere in these forests traces of ancient towns and habi- 
tations are to be met with. 

Farther to the southward in the region of the Andea exist 
proofs of a more extensive character of human occupation. In  
the hot littoral districts and banks of rivers, as well as in the 
dense lofty forests of the slopes, and up even to the towering 
brows of the paramor, we find a marvellous abundance of pot- 
tery and stone implementa, together with burial mounds and 
deserted, overgrown sites, the remains of extensive poblacioneu 
long since passed away. The numerous ruins of aqueducts, 
causeways, roads, and temples shew that those natious had at- 
tained to a comparatively high degree of rational and useful 
civilization. 

Return jou~ttsy-wreck of the (' Shannon,'* and arrival in Eng- 
land.-On the 2nd of September I reached the Panama line 
of railway and went on with the collection of plants to Colon. 
The negro population, both at  this place and at  Panama, are an 
insubordinate class of people. Passengem are often insulted 
and robbed by them, and even the chief managers of the rail- 
road have been menaced in the most outrageous manner. 

On the 6th, I embarked on board the Royal Mail Steamer 
" Shannon," which was destined for Southamptou. Few pas- 
sengers went on board at Colon, but Mr. Wehner, a Mnnchester 
merchant, and others came with the ship from Savanilla. The 
Captain shortly after leavi~ig Colon fell ill, but all seemed to go 
on well until about 4 o'clock of the morning of the 8th, when 
the ship, which wns running at the rate of 134 knots per hour, 
struck on the " Pedro bank," a reef of rocks off the coast of 
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Jamaica and about 80 miles from Kingston. At the time of 
the accident I was lying awake in a cabin in the fore saloon, 
when I felt the ship go scratching over an object and almost 
immediately after she struck-the blow sounding like a stupen- 
dous explosion. I knew something serious was wrong. I t  vas 
as yet dnrk, but not very dark, the atmosphere was quite clear 
witl~out fogs or watery exhalations, and the weather waa calm 
and uncomnlonly fine. Day soon began to break, and a lew 
reef was apparent about half a mile distant from the ship over 
which the white surf was breaking. The position of the ship 
mas now ascertained. She had gone right over a reef-which 
she only grazed-and struck on another wit4 such force 
that her bow went up nearly four feet out of the water. The 
ehip had in fact gone into the middle of a shoal of rocks- 
and her situation was in reality a ead one. The Captain, how- 
ever, made every possible endeavour to save her. A t  8 A.M. a 
boat was sent to Kingston for assistance. On the 9th cargo 
was got up and thrown overboard and the enginea backed-but 
although the ship seemed lightened, she subsequently swung 
round on the rocks which surrounded her. The b b  Shannon" wat~ 
above 4,400 tons, and waa built by Napier of Glasgow. Her 
fore part was immoveable, but the stern bumped and struck 
against one or other rock at  least three times per ~ninute. At 
times I counted nine blows in two minutee. Each shock pro- 
duced a vibration like the concussion of cr large steam hammer. 
From the time she struck a t  4 A.M. of the 8th until 5 P.M. of 
the lUth, when I left her, this massive ship resisted abotre 10,000 
shocks and still remained comparatively uninjured. I made a 
remark to Mr. Thomeon, the first engineer, and hie answer was 
" she is just as strong as iron could niake her." The sea water 
around, for about a hundred yards, waa quite white and thick- 
ened with the ground up coral rock, produced by the friction 
of the keel on the reef. On the night of the 9th I atterupted 
to sleep on the platform at the wheel, but the shocks threatened 
to pitch me off and on to the deck with violence. I then went 
down to the fore saloon, and slept soundly for one or two bours, 
during which time the remaining passengers were congregated 
about the quarter deck. At daylight the e$ip began to make 
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a ,  little water beneath where the engines were located. The 
boats were then lowered, and the passengers were dispatched, 
but I remained on board as I thought the ship would last until 
we got assistance. In about two hours later the British Man- 
of-War " DryadJJ came in sight, picked up the boats and after- 
wards took off the mails and treasure. I left the wreck with a 
boat which came for luggage on which I succeeded in transfer- 
ring the boxes containing the India-rubber plants. 

Proceeding from Port Royal in a tender I reached Kingston 
about 2 A.M. of the 11th. On landing we mere beset by a number 
of negroes, some of whom would insist on dragging the luggage 
about, and in this way a fifth of the rubber plants mere bruised 
or injured. After a detention of three days, me went on board 
the Company's Steamer " Nile." All regretted the loss of 
Captain Leeds who has always been pop~~lar  with passengers. 
The steamer reached Southampton on the 2nd of October. 

Growth of the plants.-0u arriving at Kew with the plants 
I had every facility afforded me by Mr. Smith, the Curator of 
the Botanic Gardens, for getting them re-established. On being 
sorted out I found fully one half had been injured or dried up. 
The remaining plants were put in a proper place to make 
growths, but these a t  first pushod very slowly, as the season at 
which they arrived is the worst in the year for the development 
of most kinds of tropical plants. At this time also the tempera- 
ture in the warmest hothouse iu Great Britain is generally ten 
or fifteen degrees below the natural heat in the forests of the 
Isthmus of Darien. Besides this there is a diminished amount 
of light which is an item of importance. On the whole every 
thing considered I have thought myself extremely fortunate. 
The plants are now progressing perfectly satisfactorily and 
most have commenced to push vigorous shoots. The collection, 
in all, will fill two cases, and may be ready to travel any time 
after Christmas. 

I might possibly have procnred the plants at one-half the 
risk, expense and fatigue, but then I could not have properly 
become acquainted with the habitat, and other circumstances, 
which i t  is necessary to know in successfully cultivating the 
tree in India. Besides the tree can certainly be relied on as of 

3 A 
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the best variety yielding the rubber of commerce of those 
regions. 

I. have seen a few plants of a different variety or species of 
Castillou at Kew, and also a t  a London Nursery, but have not 
been able to learn from what region these have been obtained. 
The leaves are very long and narrow with not very prominent 
veins, and the plnnta, at least thoee at Kew, show a strong dis- 
position to "head," an iudication which I have nowhere seen 
in the India-rubber tree of the Darien Isthmus. A completely 
distinct species of tree, wlience rubber is likewise obtained, was 
seen by me in a locality near the Gulf of Gtuayaquil. My 
attention was called to it by the native collectors, who spoke 
of the large size to which it grew. I t  has no branches, but 
simply pinnate leaves from three to five feet in length, which 
form'a large tuft on the top of the trunk like a gigantic Faas 
tree. I t  seemed to be circumscribed to a limited extent of 
country. 

Cultivation of the tree in India.-So far as I have been able 
to judge it seems to me there is a good prospect of success in 
all the Southern regions of India, Burmah, the Malay Penin- 
sula, and the Islands of Ceylon and Borneo. 

I do not know if it would be advisable to try the tree any 
farther north than the latitude of Bonlbay where the tempera- 
ture, according to Dr. Brandis, does not fall below 60° 
Fahrenheit. But in all the hottest regions of India to the 
southward, where the lowest temperature is not less than 6!j0 
or 70" and where the land is not swamp or marsh or s u b j e c d  
to regular inundations, the tree is likely to thrive. Although 
growing most freely in moist forests, yet i t  will probably be found 
to prosper well on low hills as well as sloping plains, if there i~ some 
moisture and soil sufficient to nourish a banyan or a jack tree. 
The hot moist more or less wooded regions extending from the 
base of the Neilgherry hills townrds the Malabar Coast are, as 
far as I can remember, specially adapted for this species of 
India-rubber tree. I t  is very suitable for planting along the 
sides of river banks, canals, streams or water-courses. 

The banks of the Ganges might be a fit place to plant Foves 
of these trees. But now a peraon has informed me that the 
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temperature at Calcutta has been known to fall as low as 4 5 O  
Fahrenheit. I would not say that the tree would suffer from so low 
a temperature which of course would only be temporary, but 
probably it haa not been subjected to such in its native country. 
Dr. Brandis gives the lowest temperature of Calcutta at 49'. 
I have wearied myself in looking for satisfactory inforn~ation 
reqarding the lolsest temperature of many regions in India. 
This vital point, so useful for many things and purposes, seems to 
have been much overlooked. The " maximumJJ or "mean" 
records are of little importance-the essential point is to as- 
certain the loweet telnperature which may have occurred in any 
district. 

Although the tree will probably prove remunerative, even 
if planted in gardens or on the banks of rivers, yet i t  is likely 
to prove much more so when cultivated in large plautations 
containing severnl thousands of trees. The propagation is 
easy; green shoots and pieces of the branches or maturo stem 
about a foot long wiih a bud at the top root very quickly, if 
put into the soil soon after being taken from the tree. The 
tree may be permanently planted out by merely turning over 
a spadeful of soil or by loosening and cleaning about a square 
foot of enrtb No doubt the employment, when planting, of a 
little wood ashes, burned earth or decayed leaves would prove 
beneficial. In this and all other operations of foreet planting, 
when t l ~  development of the trunk is desired, I would always 
give the plants an opportunity of forming tap roots. But 
whatever method is found most expedient, the formation of 
plantations cannot be expensive. The tree grows so rapidly 
that, once it is above the usual growth of weeds and shrubs, i t  
is not likely to be overtopped. 

The natives told me that in about four years young planta 
grew up to be trees. However, I think six years might be 
allowed for the developement of a tree 16 or 18 inches in 
diameter. The produce of such a tree mould then be 25 
punds .  For a tree of this species 18 inclies in diameter 
Collins gives a yield of 50 pounds of India-rubber. As a tree 
becoma older its produce would increme, but taking a plan- 
tation generally it appears to me a .  safe calculation that each 



tree on an average would produce 25 pounds of rubber 
per annnm. 

A fairly grown plantation six years old would be worth, at 
the lowest computation, £6 sterling per tree. I have made these 
remarks to shew that, if the tree succeeds, as I fully expect it 
will, no other tree or plant yet introduced into India will com- 
pare with i t  in the rapid and ample return i t  is likely to make to 
the planter.. 

I have handed to Mr. Markham a specimen of prepared 
India-rubber and leaves of the tree, and have pointad out 
from a small map the chief districts visited by me in collecting. 

I n  conclusion, I trust that this work, in so far as it has been 
performed, will merit the approval of the Secretary of State for 
India in Council and other Officers entrusted with the Govern- 
ment of India. 

FULHAM, LONDON, November 1875. 

Some three or four years ago tlie Government recognised the 
desirability of appoiuting a special working plan branch in 
connection with the Forest Department. The heads of the 
Department had urged it upon the Government, who admitting 
the force of the argumeuts for the introduction of systematic 
operations uuder which the fellings of every year should bear 
definite and ascertained relation to the annual productive. 
capabilities of the Forests, assented to the organisation of the 
special branch whose duty i t  would be to take stock of the 
Forests aud frame working plans in accordance with their 
capabilities. But sanction having been accorded, it appears 
that it w:rs then for the first time recognised, that of the very 
few men in the Department possessed of the requisite technical 
knowledge, hardly one could be spared from his present post ; 
and, probably too, it occurred to  the head of the Department that 
no amount of technical kuowledge would enable an officer to 

' 0  On &.point we sk.11 do well to let actual experience in India speat-THn Enrror 
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grapple fairly with the prohlem of supply and demand, and the 
fluctuations in demand wliich the rapid contraction of Forest 
area, especially of that in private hands, is likely to give rise 
to  within a siugle rotation, and so the idea of a worliiug plan 
branch was dropped, and a special survey branch substituted 
for it. 

The survey of a Forest is the first essential preliminary t o  
the framing of a workiug plan for it, and Captain Bailey on 
his appointment to the command of the party, having been 
il~structed to survey the Dehra Doon Forests, and finding that 
there already existed a map of these Forests ou the scale of 
half an inch to the mile, naturally concluded that this style of 
map fell short of what was required as a basis for working 
plans; and, apparently animated by a determination to make his 
maps all that they should he, procured a short leave of 

absence, visited the Forest Bureaus of France and Germany, 
saw the maps in  vogue there, returned to this country and 
completed the survey of the Dehra Doou on the four inch 
scale, at a cost of one lac aud twenty five thousand rupees. I n  
round numbers, two I~uudred and fifty rupees per square 
mile. 

I am far from wishing to find fault with these maps, or wit11 
the cost of the survey, which is probably the most perfect 
work of the kiud that has ever beeu executed in Iudia, on eo 
large a scale. I am very far from wishir~g to find fault with 
the appoi~~tme~i t  of a special survey branch, which on the 
contrary I hold to be of first rate importarice for those Foresta 
which have dot been surveyed, and which the Revenue Survey 
Department would probably not be able to take in  hand for 
years to come ; but, I am of opinion, that for Forests of which 
even approximately accurate maps on any scale exist, a new 
survcy is uot only not necessary, but absolutely useless in the 
preseut uiidefined stnte of Forest rights, aud that for Forests 
which have not beell survepetl, a survey on the four inch scale, 
excepting for pla~itatiouo of a few tliousand acres in extent, is 
simply waste of money. A survey on the one inch scale, 
with its several blocli~ enlarged to the four inch or eight inch 
scale b y  pcutagraph, as cuuveuience may demaud, would amply 
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meet all the requirements of the Department for the next fifty 
years, and could be executed in a fourth of the time with a 
prbportionate reduction in cost. 

A Forest map to be of any value sl~ould be on sufficiently large 
a scale to admit of the representation of the general features o. 

the Forest, it is intended to illustrate. Anything beyond this is 
superfluous, and the error in basing our maps on the European 
model, originated in the assumption that our sytem of working 
conld he immediately made approximate to the European system. 

I n  Germany, maps on at least the four iuch scale are indis- 
pensable-very few executive charges exceed five thousand 
acres, and even a forest of this size will sometimes be divided 
into two or three primary blocks, each of which is cut up 
iuto as many subdivisions as there are years in the period of 
rotation, especially in Forests worked by rotatiou of area. T l ~ e  
data furuislied to the ceutral bureau embrace all the main 
fentures of each subdivision, age, class, and general condition 
of the standiug crop, and it would hardly be possible to illus- 
trate all these conditions on a scale of less than half an inch 
square for each subdivision. The supply too precisely equalling 
the demand, every tree can be cut out and sold at maturity, 
and the price. of wood having a steady upward tendency and 
the rate of growth being accurately predetermined, the working 
plau aims at nothing short of forecasting the budget estimate 
for as much as twenty years-ahead, and to test the correctness 
of such estimates, first class maps on a large scale are abso- 
lutely iudispeasable. This differs widely from the conditions 
of forest administration in India. Here i t  is impossible to 
forecast the possible relation of supply to demand in the imme- 
diate coming future. There is no demaud for any, but eome 
half dozen of the most valuable timbers in the State Foresta 
of India. The great bulk of our timber grows only to decay, 
thus supporting the view that we have more Forest area than 
we require, but year by year tllousands of acres of Forest area 
give way to cultivation, the Timber selle for whatever i t  will 
fetch, the object of the owner beiug to clear his land, and 
these operations glut the market to such an exteut, as to leave 
ua no definite idea of what the dernaud upou our Foresta will 
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be some twenty years hence, when other sources of supply are 
exhausted ; and met by tliia difficulty at the outset, i t  is irupos- 
sible to estimate rate of increment in Foreats in which mature 
timber is prissing to decay, or to determine the measure of 
demand in any given future period ; hence, it is generally in;- 
possible in any but forests of first class timbers, to frame any 
but the most superficial and provisional working plan, based 
generally on the standing and prospective crop of such timber 
or other Forest products as are in present demand ; and it is 
not likely that our system of working these for many years 
to come, will embrace their subdivision into areas so small, 
that their general fe~tures with all necessary information may 
not be adequately illustrated on maps with a scale of an inch 
to the mile. 

Moreover reference has already been made to the unsettled 
condition of Forest rights, and whatever policy prevail, these 
will have to be adjusted in some form or other. The present 
policy appears to be to admit all claims and compromise them 
by giving up one part of the Forest for an abaolute control of 
the remainder, and wherever this course is adopted fresh 
demarcations and surveys will be necessary, thus rendering the 
most perfect surveys incomplete. I n  fact such perfect surveys 
if not altogether useless for Forests liable to early and possibly 
to frequent modification of boundaries, are not of autEciently 
practical value to justify the outlay incurred on them. All 
that is wanted in the present state of Forest management in  
India, is a tolerably correct map on the one inch scale, giving 
the boundaries and all important features such as watersheds, 
atrenms, roads, &c., aud guided by these natural or artificial 
subdivisions, stock might be taken as a basis for a prelimiriary 
working plan. Exceptitig in such cases as i t  may be proposed 
to frame separate working plans for areas not exceedil~g twenty 
thousand acres, the revenue survey maps on the scale of an 
inch to the mile are models of practical usefulness, and even 
for the small areas above indicated, i t  would not generally be 
desirable to incur the costs of a survey on a larger acale, 
unless the forest is untrammelled by righta which in their 
adjustment are likely to entail a rectification of boundary. 
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The difficulties in way of preparing such working plans for 
our Forests as i t  would be prudent to accept as safe-guides 
to the operations of the next century or even the next tweuty 
years, are such as fairly justified the negation of the original 
proposition for the organisation of a special branch for their 
preparation ; but i t  was quite possible with the means at com- 
mand to collect data of infinitely more practical importance 
than the re-survey of Forests, of which fairly good maps already 
existed. Before all things-before even maps of auy sort-we 
want correct estimates of standing stock in all those Forests of 
Teak, SLLI, Deodar, &c., the timber of which commands a 
ready market. Without such data the sanguine man annually 
fells double the quantity of timber his Forest is.capable of 
yielding, while the cautious man felling as much below, the 
mark maintains old timber, making no increment, to cumber 
the ground ; the first course is fatal to all hopes of future re- 
venue the second still more fatal, since it sacrifices the possible 
revenue both of the present and the future. Now without a 
survey, or maps of any kind, the valuation surveyor by accepting 
natural subdivisions, or cutting lines where .no such natural 
subdivisions exist, could parcel out his forest and determine 
the stock on each block, and where and how much timber 
might be felled annually so as to utilise all the resonrces of the 
Forest without prejutlice to their permanent maintenance. I t  
is quite true that our imperfect knowledge of the rates of 
growth of our various valuable trees at their several stages may 
to some exteut vitiate our calculations, bnt with a precise 
knowledge of the amount of stock at a given period, the 
recognition of our liability to err in our estimates of rate of 
growth, wolild soon enable us to checlc them. 

Calculations deduced from the valuation surveys of l i n a  
or sample areas, are of little practical value, except for forest 
blocks on level ground uniformly stoclied with trees of uniform 
size and age-what we want are complcte valuation surveys, 
dealing with every standing tree of, say eighteen inches in 
girth, and upwards, and this could be thoroughly performed, 
and a vast amount of valuable data collected at a cost per 
square mile below that incurred for the Dehra Dun survey. 
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Tlre most important factor in this operation and that entailing 
most labor is ascertairiing the girt11 measurement of the trees 
at base, and this can be as well performed by a native writer 
on ten rupees a month aided by a chuprasy ou five rupees, as 
by the most scientific European. 

A party of twenty such couples, the writer armed with pen 
and ink at his girdle, and a book in his hand, sud his assis- 
tant with measuring tape in one hand, to  help in measuring, 
and a paint pot and brush in the other to mark t l ~ e  measured 
trees, would get over a considerable area in a day, chronicliug 
the class and girth of every tree; while the officer i n  charge 
of the party, would take and register height measuremer~ts 
for age and cla~s,  and stock his note book with observatiorrs on 
the general condition of the block, soil, undergrowth, natural 
reproduction, kc., and should also be attended with a couple 
of coolies carrying a chaiu for the rough measurement of 
compact blocks of saplings below the minimum girths mea- 
sured, and by the close of the valuatiou survey of a division. 
His intercourse with the divisional officer would have euahled 
him to collect such iuformation as to demand, costs of 
transport, &c., as g~rided by his k~~owledge of amount of 
atanding stock would enable him to frame geucral proposals fur 
a workilig plan. 

The majority of our trained assistants are perfectly compe- 
tent to perform such a labor efficieutly. I t  is not advocated 
that the proposals of the valuatiou surveyor should be acted 
on as a matter of couree-both the divisional officer and his 
conservator being furnished with statements of stock, and 
eatimate of rate of growth should be severally invited to submit 
independant proposals, aud the Inspector General of Forests, 
with or without the assistance of one or more conservators 
taking these various proposals iriot consideration, would be in 
a position to lay down a definite plan of operations which 
might be safely adhered to, for at least some years to come. 

My observations ar~d er~quiries have furnished me with 
ample reason to believe, that if we could now get a valuation 
survey of the standing stock iu State Forests as it existed ten 
years ago, mme of our officcrs would be aghast at the dis- 

3 B 
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covery of the extent to which the stock of those timbers most 
in  demand has depreciated. The disappearance of such trees 
as Toon, Sissoo, Khair, Ghoosun-trees iu great demand, but 
nowhere covering large areas is specially observable. The run 
upon them constitutes an important item of revenue for a few 
years, and o5cers being frequently transferred from division 
to division, their disappearance is unnoticed until the revenne 
from them ceases altogether. And this is not only the case 
with these trees of minor importance. The Deodar Forests 
of the British Puujab, supposed to be inexl~austihle fifteen 
years ago, exist now only in memory, and the bulk of our 
Deodar is drawn from foreign territorr, and there are grounds 
for believing that our standing stock of SLI and Teak are under- 
going unmarked, but steady depreciatiou. 

I do not recommend "taking stock" as a panacea for all our 
difficulties-it will not reduce Forest rights to their legitimate 
dimensions, keep out fires, nor secure reproduction, but it will 
render it possible for us 80 to adjust our operations to the 
known capabilities of our Forests that tlrere can be no further 
depreciation of any valuable stock without our recognising it, 
and enable us to determine in what cases it mould be prudent 
to  resort to artificial regeneration to balance the supply of ally 
given class of timber agaiust the demaad. 

When this has bee11 done, when the Forests ehall have been 
divided into blocks, and the stock in each block determined, 
when Forests rights shall have been made the subject of legis- 
lation intei~ded to be final, when in fact our  Forests shall be 
subject to no changes, save such as can be predetermined, a 
resurvey of them will be desirable; but, meantime, !et us be 
content with such inexpensive surveys as are sufficient for our 
present needs, bearing in mind always, that the most costly 
surveys of to-day will be iuadequate to our fi~ture require- ' 
mrtnts. 

Lastly, I do not think i t  will be good policy to act on the 
present proposal to swell the Survey Branch by drafting trained 
Foresters into it. These men have been traiued a t  some ex- 
pense to the State-iu .their present positions they are acquir- 
ing a practical knowledge of Forest matters,. which will enable 
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them to raise the present standard of Forest management; 
and to take them away from their own proper profession, for 
work for which professional surveyors are always available, 
appears to me to be a mistake. In  France and Germany s w e y -  
ing is very properly made a part of a Forest officer's training. 
The smallness of his charge leaves him ample time for its 
exercise, in measuring up areas damaged by storms, &c., but in  
the large Forest cl~arges of India it is not only not necessary 
that the Forest officer should be a surveyor, but I venture to 
ray that every day spent by a Forest officer iu (mere area) 
surveying, is a sacrifice of time that might have been devoted to 
more important objects, in the foremost rank of which I would 
place, valuation surveys of standiug stock. 
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9iats on ~rboricuIture i n  toe $anjab by BertloIb 
Bibbentrog-1874. 

Botcs o ~ t  $orestr~ b% 6, 8. 3mcry-1875. 
THE recent appearance. both in India and in Europe, of 

eeveral articles and pamphlets relating more or less to  the 
work of the Forest Department in India is a notewortl~y 
sign of the times and promises to bear good fruit in the 
immediate future. From the organisation of the Department 
more than 13 years ago until the publication in 1874 of Dr. 
Brandis' admirable Forest Flora of North-Western and Central I 
India, our Forest literature consisted entirely of Official 
Reports, from the perusal of marly of which, we coufess, we 
rose without having added a single fact to our scant knowledge 
of the physical and economic conditions of Indian Forests. 
Latterly, it is true, every official document bristled with words 
of awful sound and pregnant meaning-Working Plans, working 
by Rotation, Yaluation of Stock, Capability, Normal Annual 
Yield, 4c., &c., when we enquired what had been done to give 
these terms an objective as well as a subjective existence, we 
found that, with a few exceptions, they still floated about 
dimly iu the limbo of speculation sighing, "till hope grew 
faint and turned to dark despair," for tile momeut of their 
delivery. I n  a word, we found, and we say this with feelings 
of shame and regrot, that after an existence of more than 11 
years, the Forest Department still stood undecided at the very 
point whence i t  started, forgetting its sacred but ungrateful 
mission and sacrificing to the hiammon REVENUE the already 
exhausted resources bequeathed to it by centuries of waste and 
improvidence. But we forget that no one will thank us for 
these doleful reflections, into which, in spite of ourselves, we 
have fallen while cxamiuing the books now uuder review. 

The first of these, under the very modest title of flints on 
Arboriculfure in the Panjab, contains a succinct rdsunle' of the 
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general principles of sylviculture with some directions on tlie 
rearing of avenue and ornamental trees, followed by a special 
account of the principal iudigenous trees of the Panjab. It 
forms only part of a more comprehensive work which the 
Author "intends to publish in the shape of Pamphlets for the 
use of untrained Forest Officers." The title of the book 
disarms all criticism, and we defer a detailed examination of 
it until the appearance of some more parts. But we cannot 
help regretting that Mr. Ribbentrop did not select a more 
ambitious plan for the present volume,' and give us a fuller 
account of the various operations of Forest culture. ' For 
instance, many Sections of Chapter I1 on Natural Reproduction 
are very meagre and unsatisfactory, and might with advantage 
have been drawn out to three times their actual length. The 
inevitable consequence of the plan adopted is that the useful- 
ness of the work is to a great extent marred by the uninviting 
style, which brevity of expression has forced upon the Author. 
Moreover the book exhibits signs of having been written in 
haste, otherwise such terms as "preprations of the soil" for 
" methods of cultivating the soil," coppicesJ' for " coppice 

' 
clump8," "productive seeds" for "fertile seeds," and many 
others that we need not enumerate, would not have disfigured 
this very useful book. 

We are also of opinion, although the mnjority of our 
readers will probably differ from us, that too much relative 
importance has been given to Artificial Reproduction. We 
believe that sylviculture in India is incompatible with sowing 
and planting, except in so fur as they are the handmaidens of 
Natural Regeneration, or when new forests are to be created. 
To take two extreme instances, from the Panjab and the 
Central Provinces respectively. In the former Province the 
average cost of plantations has been, inclusive of salaries of 
Executive and Control Officers, about Rs. 30 per acre (irrigated 
land.) The rotation being 15 years, the outlay per acre a t  
the time of exploitation would, at 5 per cent. compound 
interest, reach the high figure of Rs. 62. Say that the average 
yield per acre per annum will be 100 maunds (a very high 
figure) north Rs. 8 standing. Deducting from this interest 



on Rs. 62, we have ecarcelg Rs. 5 left to pay cost of supervi- 
sion and control, and upkeep operations and leave a margin 
for profits. I n  the Central Provinces, where, when there is 
a t  all a brisk sale for fuel, the price of standing material is 
about Rs. 2 per 100 maunds, and where the yield from indi- 
genous species ie cousiderably smaller than iu the Paujab, 
the gross returns would scarcely cover half the interest on 
outlay alone. 

I n  spite of the defects we have indicated, Mr. Ribbeutrop 
deserves the best thauks of all Forest Officers aud those Dis- 
trict and Public Works Officers who are entrusted with the 
managemelit of Forests or the planting of roadside trees and 
groves, for baviug laid before them, for the first time in an 
English dress, rules of guidance, where previously all waa 
hapliazard and groping in the dark, dependi~rg on the wiiims 
and caprices of iudividuals. 

If Mr. liibbentrop's little book was urgently called for to  
supply, ever1 to a partial extent, a long-felt want, i t  is, we 
admit, beyond the little ingenuity Nature has endowed us 
with, to discover the motive that has led to the publication of 
ATotes on Forestry. This little octavo volume of 119 pages, 
of which 10 pagee are occupied by the preface under the 
dig~lified title of Chapter I, is illtended to " lay down general 
principles in  such clear language that one who had never 
before given the subject (Forest Management) a thought 
might rise from its perusal with a good general idea of what 
to  do and how to do it." 

Chapters 11-V and X-XIV are respectively devoted to 
Sowing, Planting, Thinning, Felling, Simple Coppice, Coppice 
with Staudards, Selection-felling or Jardinage, High Forest 
and "Timber Forest with Coppice? subjects that are treated 
with infinitely more detail in the Hitits. The only subjects 
touched upon by Mr. Amery, which the last-mentioned work 
passes over in silence, are Timber-transport, Measurement of 
Timber, 'I Taking Stock," Working Plans, '' Period of Felling" 
(Exploitabilith) and Conversion into High Forest. But here 
again Mr. Ribbentrop in the Conference Report of 1872 and 
in his Working Plans of several Panjab Forests, Dr. Brandis 
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in his various Official Writings on Working Plans, Hoppus in 
his Tal~les, Captain Walker in the Reports on Forest Mauage- 
meut publislred by the India Office, besides the numerous 
papers on the slides and tramways constructed in Bombay and 
North-Western Iudia, afford 10 times more ir~formation on the 
first four subjects, than the flest~less and very incomplete 
skeletons supplied by hlr. Amery. Conversio~~ into High Forest 
and the considerations that regulate the various ages at which 
a forest might be cut with greatest advantage to the proprietor 
(pithily termed exploilabilitk by the Freuch) are broached for 
the first time iu a publication meant for India, but these are 
subjects that require each of them as many pages as the whole 
pampl~let before us coutains in order to be treated in an 
elementary though full manner. Having glauced over the 
range of subjects Mr. Amery attempts to deal with, we will 
now trouble our readers with some remarks on the value of 
the informatiou Ile gives. 

On page 14 he says that "such is the rapid growth of some 
of our trees in their earlier stages, that i t  will probably not 
be desirable to extend the period (between the first regencra- 
tion or seed-cutting and the final or clear-cutting) beyond two 
or three years I" We suspect Mr. Amery judges of the growth 
of self-sown seedliogs from his experience of nursery plants, 
or perhaps he has in view the fabulous growth of the Casuarina 
equisef~ol ia  reported from the Madras Presidency, which 
however is still an exotic. To take one of the most favoral~le 
instauces, that of Teak, we know that artificially raised seed- 
lings attain a height of from 15' to 35' with a girth of from 
5" to 13"iu the first three years, the average being about 19' with 
a girth of 7"; whereas the average height of a natural seed- 
ling of the same age is, if we are not mistaken, scarcely 8' in 
Burma and on the Western Coast of India, and seldom exceeds 
3' in the Central Provinces, with a proportiouately diminished 
girth. The early growth of S$I bears no comparisou for 
rapidity with Teak, and the same is true for nearly all, if not 
all the species that are the natural companions of Teak and 
Sll. It is evident then that, even uuder the impossible suppo- 
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sition that a full crop would come up tlie very pear of the 
primary cutting, Mr. AmeryJs figure is by far too low. 

Again on page 15, the plau recommended for substituting 
"another class (sic) of tree for that now growing iu  the 
forest" is opposed to all experience. I t  can never succeed 
unless the new epecies is better adapted for the locality than 
the standing Okle, and the very fact that the latter actually 
occupies the ground is prim6 facie against such a supposition. 
I n  Europe where the oak has disappeared by the encroach- 
meilt of the beech, the process of reintroducing the former is 
by no means found so easy and economical a matter as Mr. 
Amerp maltes it out to be. Tlle same over-riding of experience 
pervades the last paragraph of page I ti, turn up  the eods as thicl; 
as you like, the ground will cover itself with grass of stronger 
growth than the seedlings, except in temperate climates 
where the grass is naturally low. 

Ou page 19 Mr. Amery states, that the SAl seed germinates 
on the parent tree, and yet he says immediately after that i t  
may be kept for " a few weeks spread out on sand in a shady 
place and well sprinkled with water twice a day." I s  i t  possi- 
ble to reconcile these two statements? Now i t  i s  a well-known 
fact that the Shl seedling, including the developed radicle and 
plurnule, attains a length of more than 6" a8 soon as germina- 
tion is over. Can plants of this size be kept spread out on 
sand with the air playing all rouud them for several weeks? 
The fact is that though many seeds do begin t o  germinate 
before they fall, the ml~jority do not, and we are personally 
acquainted with at least one case in which the eeeds stood a 
transport of several days without any special precautions, such 
as watering, &c. The statement on page 20 respecting Teat 
seeds is also too generai, there being frequent cases to the 
contrary. 

Passing over other slips of this kind we will turn over to 
page 36, where directions are given relative to the method of 
growing large trees of species that are too light-loving to  pros- 
per in close plantations ( i .  e., forming a leafy canopy overhead). 
" Thiuning out should be resorted to directly their branches 
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come into coutact with each other, and *hen the forest 
has attaiued the required height, the thinning s h h l d  be so 
sharp as to leave every tree standing alone." Now in the first 
place, if a species requires sucl~ severe thinnings, individuals 
of it will never close in with their crowns, and-conversely if 
the individuals join their crowns, they do not reqnire such a 
'' sharp7' thinning ; and in the eeoond place, if the trees are to be 
isolated at such an early age as that a t  which, especially in this 
oounty, they attain the '4required height," what ought to be 
done to prevent the " forest floor" from degenerating into rank 
grass lands? The broad general rule to follow in dealing with 
such species is to thin frequently mitllout ever bre:iking the leaf 
canopy overhead, but gradually increasing the thiullil~gs in 
severity, and never to grow them pure but iu compauy with 
shade-loving trees, which do not attain the same height as 
themselves, and which, therefore, while protectiug the forest 
floor and drawing them up, leave the greater part of their 
crowns free. 

Not t o  exercise our readers' patience too far, we will now 
pass on to chapter VII., page 55, on the measurement of tim- 
ber. We fail to perceive the utility of the diagrams ou page 
58 with the accompanying word-description. I t  would re- 
quire no more knowledge of mathematics than Mr. A m e y  
grauts in his readers to take at once a coue and show the inaccu- 
racy of the practice of taking the mean diameter of round logs at 
the middle. Clesrness is in no wise aided by redundant words 
and diagrams. But this is only a veuial defect of the Chapter 
in  question. There is some most extraordinary blundering in 
the arithmetical illustrations, which we would fain, for Mr. 
Amery's sake, attribute to the printer, but that its occurrence 
is too general to admit of such a supposition. For ius- 
tance :- 

12*+P+12 x 6 x  2 5 x  0.7s54 
3 x 144 

=3.69 

and not 11-45, which, however, is the correct result obtained 
. . 

by writing the above, thus :- 



Again the arithmetical processes on page 60 are iucompre- 
hensible ; they ought to have been written as follows :- 

The hypsometer, or dendrometer, figured on page 62, is one 
of the moat awkward to use, as well as to carry about that can 
be imagined. I n  the first place dividing the sides of the square 
board into 10 equal parts is not sufficient, for if each part is 
to represent 10 feet, then there must be smaller sub-divisions 
to represent every two feet if not every foot, otherwise i t  would 
be impossible to read within three and even four feet of the cor- 
rect height, ~ n d  this all the more the greater the divergence of 
the line of sight from the horizontal. I n  the second place, in a 
hilly country, it ii seldom possible to choose a convenient posi- 
tion, and the observer may thus be obliged to stati.on himself 
a good deal above or below the horizontal line passing through 
the base of the tree; in such a case he would be obliged to  
shift the plumb line from E to D. I n  the third place, what 
is to be done when the ground is too rocky to allow of the 
"stock" beiug fixed firmly in position ? We could multiply the 
defects of this instrument, but they will be obvious to any one. 
We will not say anything about Mr. Amery's expression of a 
G c  line intersecting a point," but describe the dendrometer of 
M. Bouvart, which is the best we have ever seen, and which 
does not appear to be known to the generality of Indian 

- readers. 
A C D E represents two thin boards firmly riveted or screwed 

together at their edges, and hollowed out (vide shaded part) 
so as to receive between them a graduated braas arc, a a a a, 
oscillating freely round its centre 0; b c d e is a rectangular 
opening in. the upper board, through which the graduations of 
the arc are seen; i is an index to read off the graduations 
with, coiucidilig with eero when the line of sight ie Iiorizontal; 
B is a button which, on being pressed, sets free the gra- 
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duated arc, which is otherwise stopped by a spriug; S S' are 

brass sights represented, folded down and put up when in use, 
S containing the pinhole, S' a larger opening with a hair 
stretched across i t  horizontally. I t  is evident that the height 
of a tree is equal to the product of the distance of the observer 
from its base and the taugeut of the angle of elevation. If 
the instrument gave degrees and parts of a degree, the use of 
mathematical tables would be indispensable ; but the arc is so 
graduated that each graduation gives the tangent itself of the 
corresponding angle of' elevation. The graduations rise both 
right and left by hundredths, thus 0.00, 0.01, 0.02, &c. The 
reason for graduating both legs of the arc'is, that when the eye 
of the observer is not in the same horizontal plane as tlie base 
of the tree, tie directs the instrument both on the base as well 
as the top of the tree, and takes the s u ~ n  or difference of the 
two readings for the required factor accordiug as his eye is 
above, or below, that horizontal plane. The demonstration of 
this is evident to any one acquainted with the mere elements 
of Plane Trigonometry. 

We will pass over without remarkchapters VIII. and IX., 
though the temptation to say something is almost irresistible. 
With regard to Chapter X. i t  will suffice to say that the decay 
of the stool is no disadvantage in coppice. If the stools have 
beell cut low enough for the shoots to siring up from new the 



ground (aud in the case of the Ber many will come up from 
below the groundj, the shoots soon develop their own roots, 
and the stools invariably die at length by atrophy of their roots, 
but the shoots thernselves yield the stools of the next following 
exploitation. Hence is explained the indefinite duration of 
forests worked from time immemorial as simple coppice without 
any aid from artificial reproduction. 

In  Chapter XI., page 34, the extraordinary statement is made 
that in coppice with standards you can ''never obtaiu timber." 
We ourselves have seen forests of mixed oak and beech with 
numerous standards, in which the average length of bole of 
these latter mas scarcely inferior to what would have been pro- 
duced in a high forest, and it is a patent fact that oak coppice 
standards supply no inconsiderable portion of the timber wed 
in the French dockyards. From this i t  will be evident that the 
German Forest Officers, with whom Mr. Amery came into 
contact, had generalised from insufficient data when they con- 
cluded that " leaving more stems at every felling than was con- 
sistent with the ideal theory of a mixed forest" was the cause 
of the ubsatisfactory state of the forests referred to.* I n  fact 
by carrying this system a step farther, you obtaiu in a short 
time a forest which the unpractised eye would easily mistake 
for a regular high forest. 

I n  Chapter XII. an equally extraordinary statement is made 
that tlie Plaenterbetrieb system, in the fiual period, affords light- 
loving trees that free space which they cannot get i n  '< close 
forests," by which we suppose Mr. Amery means regular high 
forest ; on the coritrary this latter system by localising the age, 
groups is much more favorable for graduating the quantity of 
light to the requiremeuts of every tree. 

On pages 103 to 105 is sketclred out an instance " sufficient to 
indicate the general principlesJ' of transformation of a forest 
worked by jardinage into a regular high forest. But our 
author, aa is uaual with him when figures occur, gets into a 

+ We fear Mr. h e  must have made some mistake, at any rntn we never heard of 
the throrv here propou,'gd. Yu11afiz.i-jangnl. too. ought to have known that German 
Forest tifficrrn nre not likely b approve of what is probably Mr. Amrry's theory 
only. W e  ourselves are not iu favor of mp ice with ntrudardn, except in e ~ e e  whep 
the area is so small, that high forcat an$ coppice can not be adopted on lepa~ta 
b1och.-Tra EDITOB 
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hopeless confusion respecting the ages of the trees, and the 
example is so unhappily chosen, that to  the uninitiated it would 
appear that two long rotatious were generally required in each 
case of tranaformatiou. At tlie end of the secoud period the age 
of the trees in Blocks C aud B, would range from 81 to 140 
pears, and in A from 56 to 115 years; but Mr. A m e y  makes 
out 61 to 120 and 1 to 80 respectively ; heucein the fourtli period 
the last trees felled iu C would be all above 100 years old, but 
Mr. Amery says from 75 to 80 years. Again in the fifth period 
the trees in B would be cleared out at from 121 to 160 years 
of age, and in the sixth period those in A would be cleared a t  
from 116 to 155 years, but Mr. Amery's figures are 95 to 100 
years in the former case, and 75 to  120 in the latter. 

We ourselves would have preferred regularising the whole 
forest by the elid of the first 120 years, and t l~ is  without re- 
quiring any more labor or expenditure than Mr. Amery's 
plan, and without ruuning the r i ~ k  of cutting our trees when 
decay had already set iu (we have seen that although Mr. 
Amery takes the age of maturity at 100 years, he allows a 
considerable portion of his timber to remain standing till their 
160th penr). 

To sum up, Mr. Amery has told us nothing new, but what 
we might have learut in a much more satisfactory maliuer 
from sources available to every one, and the little he has told 
us, by no means gives us '' a good general idea of what to do, 
and how to do it." As for ourselves we confess that after 
having during several successive years plodded through no 
inconsiderable portion of what the great European masters 
have taught a ~ l d  written, and after some years of experience 
in hdia ,  we cauuot say that we have yet gaiued " a  
good general idea of what to do, and how to do i t  ; '' nor 
has a single one of our difficulties been at all smoothed for us 
by the 119 small octavo pages from Mr. Amery's too facile 
pen. We give it as our opiuion, uubiassed by personal feelings 
of any kind, that these notes should never have quitted Mr. 
Amery's private note-book, but remained there in company 
with the others that he m8y have taken for his own profit 
during his few ponths tour in Germany; but the world 



might in that case have been deprived of the extraortli~~ary 
picture (vide cover) of an European shikari riding placidly 
his elephant down a steep, narrow lane close planted on each 
side with thin, tall, liaue-like stems forming a shady arched 
roof overhead, and a tiger only two paces off amusing him- 
self and the ~hikar i  by doing the unusual feat of twining his 
body rouud one of the said stem$, aud " looking round the 
corner.'' 

MUHAFIZ-I-JANQAL. 

The above was received by us when we had just commenced 
ollrselves a review of Mr. Amery's r'Notes on Forestry.'' 
~ l t h o u g h  we do not agree with Mahafiz-i-jangal in all details, 
we could not refuse to publish his review, since we agree with 
him, that publications like these- " Notes on Forestry" should 
be subjected to a powerful criticism, lest i t  might be uuderstood 
that we approve of them. 

Our personal friend Mr. Amery has shown, and indeed so 
again in this present number of the Forester, that he possesses 
a great power of argument. His "Notes on ForestryJ' prove 
that he has taken great trouble to become acquainted with the 
principles of forestry, but that is not sufficient " to give others 
a good idea of what to do, and how to do it." Here his pre- 
tensions go beyond his achievement. No doubt the little book 
gives some idea of what to do, but it certainly does not teach 
the uniriitiated how to do it. To do this, it is far too short, 
and written in too general terms. Moreover, there are many 
mistakes in the book. Some of these have been pointed out 
by Mahafiz-i-jangal, to whose list we could add many more 
items. . 

I n  the present state of Indian Forestry, we must not waste 
our time in attempting to write general handbooks on Forestry, 
for which we do not possess the necessary material, but we 
should confiue ourselves to treatises on special sul)jects, which 
may be published in the shape of pamphlets, in periodicals, 
or in reports. Afcer each subject has been fully treated and 
discussed in thie manner, it will be time to proceed to a com- 
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pilation of the experiments made, the experieme gained, and 
the rules to be deducted therefrom. Until that time arrives, we 
should advise Mr. Amery to  confine himself to one subject 
only at the time, instead of attempting to grasp the whole a t  
once, and we have no doubt he will contribute many a useful 
and valuable item to the general store of knowledge, by which 
forest management in India should be guided. 

REPLY to T. K.'s Review of " The Indian Forester in France," 
at page 46. 

TO THE EDITOR OP THE 'c INDIAN  RESTER.'^ 

DEAR SIR,-AS a general rule one would avoid criticising 
a critique; nevertheless the Reviewer, in his friendly uotice 
of my little brochure on the Central Provinces Forests in the 
Journal pratique, makes one or two assertions about tlre Teak 
which by no means coincide with my experience, and which on 
that account I think I ought not to pass b y  in silence. I 
therefore trouble you with a few liues on tile subject. 

Tile reviewer observes that "the reproduction of Teak is 
only difficult as long as forest fires coutinue." It is needless 
to say that I agree with him if he means that unless forest 
fires are stopped, Teak conservancy is impossible, but it shows 
but a superficial acquaintance with the subject, if he thinks, 
as would seem to be the case, that when the forest fires have 
been stopped, tlie reproduction of a Teak Forest will go on 
with no further trouble and attention on the part of tliose 
who have charge of it. I n  the Boree forest of the Central 
Provinces, where fires have been put out for many years, it 
bas beeu found that at least one hundred seedlings of Dal- 
bergia and Pentaptera spring up for every one of teak. If 
nothing more were done, I believe the teak would soon 
disappear entirely, though i t  was originally the staple tree 
of the forest. Teak requires far more care than Oak, 
in a mixed forest of Oak and Beech, if its future is to be 
aaaured. 
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I t  certainly is not correct, in the Central Provinces at least, 
to say that as a rule tlle vegetation " of otlier species ie not 
more active than that of Teak." The reviewer himself seeme 
to be aware of this when he says, ('that rank plants and jungle 
are apt to spring up and get the better of the Teak, and i t  
first languislies, and then succumbs altogetl~er." This is 
exactly my own experience, and what I thought I had expressed 
iu my paper. 

But this part of the review is somewhat confused, aud i t  is 
not quite clear if the reviewer is talking of Teak plantations 
formed artificially or of natural reproduction in the forests, 
wliere he sags that Teak will not bear " cover over-head" and 
tliat '<it  should not be planted where such exists." I n  the 
natural forest we have to deal always with cover over-head; 
and as to " planting Teak under cover," I never even heard i t  
advocated. 

My own idea (though I put it forward with deference) is 
that Teak seeds, from the l~ardness of the outer case, escape 
destruction by forest fires far more easily than many other 
species of seeds which are smaller and softer. Heuce Teak 
has often bee11 able to establish itself in almost pure forests 
(as iu Boree, Aheree.aud other places) when other species 
have been unable to escape, and being killed off have made 
room for the Teak to grow. But it would be absurd on this 
accouut to advocate forest fires as being useful agents in 
Teak conservancy, though many persons, who ought to have 
known better, have no doubt by a similar strain of reasoning 
been led to  do so. The study of the management of a mixed 
high timber and coppice forest, of Oak and Beech, in Europe, 
is probably as good a school as can be found for one to learn 
the way to deal wit11 our Teak forests, at all events in  the 
Central Provinces. The great tracts of Teak coppice in those 
Provinces might, I believe, be converted into high t i m b r  
forests much on the same principle as is practised here. 

On looking over my paper and the review of i t  together I 
see that I have written from a Central Provinces point of view, 
while my reviewer writes from a Birman one, e.g., we are both 
right aa to the season in wlrich the Teak leaves wither aud 
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fall as well as in some other minor details. But even in  the 

Central Provinces this is by no means the dame, for the season 
differs largely between the Bait001 Hills and along the 
Godnvery, and I accept the reviewer's oorrection. 

The whole subject is one full of interest and most valuable 
in rpgnrd to Forest Conservancy. 

I t  ca~inot be discussed too much, arid we all know far too 
little about it, to venture to dognlatise when writlog or talking 
of it. I for my part shall be only too ready t u  accept correction 
from any one who can show that his knowledge is obtained by 
practical experience, and not from theories, or a few hastily 
taken observations. 

Yours faithfully, 
G .  F. P E ~ R ~ O N .  

NANCY, 27th Febrwy 1876. 



Qe financia1 rtsnIts of tbe forest brgffrtment mtbw tit 
60bernmettt of 81tBia (cxrlusibe af aabrae ad gombag) 
for 1874-75. 

The following figures, exhibiting the above results, have been 
derived from a Resolutiou lately published by the Government 
of India :- 

.- 

NAXB OF 
PnorINc~. 

Bengal ... 
North-Western 

Provinces ... 
Panjab ... 
Oudh ... 
Central Provinces . 
Burma 

Coorg ... 
Ajmere ... 
Aseam ... 
Surveys ... 61,520 ... 61,520 ... 

Receipts. . 

Re. 

1,815,933 

10,86,947 

8,34,874 

2,77,411 

6,61,779 

10,74,802 

58,012 

203 

64,749 

Percentage 
of Surplus 
an compared 

with Be- 
ceipb. 

Per mot. 

47 

21 

23 

'a6 

66 

38 

34 

... 
8 

Deficit. 

Rs. 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 
26,363 

... 

- 

Etz: 
Re. 

99,403 

8,55,875 

6,46,480 

2,04827 

2,94,239 

6,62,638 

37,999 

26,666 

69,623 

Surplus- 

Rs. 

86,630 

2,30,072 

1,88,394 

72,584 

3,67,540 

4,12,164 

20,013 

6,226 



As regards receipts the several provinces rank as follows :- 

Regarding the percentage of surplus as compared with re- 

(1) North-Western Pro- 
vinces. 

(2) Burma. 
(3) Panjab. 
(4) Central Provinces. 

As regards surplus they rank thus :- 

ceipts they rauge as follows :- 
(1) Central Provinces. 
(2) Bengal. 

(5) Oudh. 
(6) Bengal. 
(7) Assam. 
(8) Coorg. 
(9) Ajmere. 

(11 Burma. 
(2) Central Provinces. 
(3) North-Western Pro- 

vinces. 

(3) Burma. 
(4) Coorg. 
(5) Oudh. 

(5) Bengal. 
(6) Oudh. 
(7) Coorg. 
(8) Assam. 

(6) Panjab. 
(7) North-Western Pro- 

vinces. 
(8) Assam. 
(9) Ajmere. 

(4) Punjab. (9) Ajmere. 

Thus i t  appeara that on the whole the financial position of 
the Central Provinces is most satisfactory, and that in Beugal 
the proportion between receipts and surplus is next best, 
though the total receipts in that province are as yet small. 
Burma shows tlie largest aurplus, which, however, does not 
appear to statid in proper proportion to the geueral receipts. 
The North-Western Provinces and the Palljab show large 
receipts, but a comparatively small surplus. 

So far the general results as deductable from the Government 
Resolution. But it appears to us that the data given do not 
allow of a final judgmeut as to the merits of the results in the 
different provinces, and above all things, the forest area in.each 
province, whence the revenue haa been derived should always 
accompany statmeuts of this kind. Besides, different modes 
of working are in force in different provinces. And again, in 
the Central Provin&s for instance, the greater portion of the 
revenue is derived from foreats which are not under the 
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control of the Department. I n  Burma several lacs of 
rupees are obtained by levying a toll on timber from foreign 
coontries. I n  some provinces large sums are spent on repro- 
ductive measures, in  otl~ers less is done in that direction. 
On ttje whole, therefore, the data exhibited are comparatively 
meaningless, beyond showing the actual receipts and expen- 
diture. Hereafter it may perhaps be found possible to exhibit 
the financial results in a more elaborate manner. 

We further learn from the resolution that the receipts and 
expenditure'are made up ae follows :- 

BECEIPT~. 

... I. Bevenue from wood ... 31,59,095 
XI. Revenue from minor produce ... 7,02,075 
111. Duty on produce of foreign or private 

forest6 imported in British Territory ... 2,35,987 
IV. Miecellaneoue ... ... ... 1,416,603 

Total 42,43,710 

JbmDmm. 
d.- Oonrsroaney cmd Wwka.- 

L Coat of timber operations ... ... 
... 11. Coat of minor produce ... 

111. Cost of forest organization ... 
IT. Cost of the treatment and creation of 

foreate ... ... ... 
... V. Bent of leased foresta ... 

VL Cost of collecting duty on produce of 
foreign or privnte foreeta imported into 
Britiah India ... ... ... 

VII. Works of utility for the development of 
foreate ... ... ... 

VIII. C a t  of 3epartmental cattle ... 
IX. Cost of Departmental plant and tools ... 
X. M m e o a r  ,. ... ... 



B.-E~tab2ishmcnt.- 
I. Salaries ... ... ... 6,61,994 
11. Travelling allowances ... ... 1,23,434 
111. Contingencies ... ... ... 43,312 

Total 8,28,740 

Grand Total 29,49,070 

AFTER an inspection of the burned and half-ruined forests in 
the greater part of the Dooars, one is pleased and surprised, at 
.the vigorous growth of Sal which is to be found in several 
blocks situated near some of the villages in the Sidli Dooar. 

T l ~ e  trees are straight, with cleau stems, and growing 
densely with little undergrowth, except a few low creepers, 
and Sal and other seedlings and low grass and ferns. 

The absence of fires for several years can alone have 
caused such a good growth, and the burnt stumps in the ground 
attest that there have been fires at no very remote period. 
On enquiry from the villngers, i t  is stated that the village 
has been in situ for seven years, and that since that time the 
cattle have so grazed on, and trampled down, the jungle that 
there has been nothiug to burn. 

The cattle have not in any wise injured the Sal seedlings, 
which they do not eat, and the soil, being sandy and gravelly, 
has not been materially hardened, so as to affect its permeabili- 
ty for the nourisllment of the roots of the trees. 

These unburnt patches of Sal are of frequent occurrence in 
the Sidli Dooar, and the exemption from fire ia everywhere due 
to the grazing, and to the presence of cattle. 
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I n  order to give an idea of the quantity of timber in these 
patches, I have measured off an acre in one of them, which ie 
of considerable exteut, 20 to 30 acres, and have counted all  

the trees on it. 

The above table gives the number of Sal trees on the acre, 
the girths beiug taken at  5 feet from the grouud. 

There was also one Kumbi-(Careya ar!orea), all the other 
trees being Sal. 

The surface growth consisted of short grazed grass, ferns, 
and dead leaves, and seedlings of Bairu, Dudhkuri, Kumbi, 
Khoja, kc. 

The measurement of the height of an average tree, girth 
3'-6", gave 52' to the first branch, and 79' to the summit. 
The height is very uniform, of the trees over 3' in girth. 

The soil is a coarse sandy loam, with grains of mica and quartz 
aud pebbles of greenstone and quartzite. The rate of growth 
may be taken roughly to be 30 years, for a girth of 3 feet, 
but I have not yet couuted the rate of growth of a sufficient 
number of trees to arrive at any reliable results. 

I n  conclusion, I believe that, when Sal forest occurs close 
to the boundaries of cultivated land, the presence of cattle 
along the edges of the forest will be a most efficient protection 
against fires, and therefore should be encouraged as much aa 

possible, except in bare places which it is required entirely 
to restock. 

W. R. F. 

- 

Number of 
trees under 
1 t' girth. 

11 

Number 
under 3' and 

over 14. 

94 

Number 
uuder 44' and 

over 3'. 

44 

. 

Total No. 
per acre. 

149 



Aa G. F. has received no answer to his query in the October 
number of the Forester, 1 seud the following directions for 

I have been much interested in the replies to nly enquiry 
regarding sowing and transplanting of Teak in other Provinces, 
aud now give the information asked for by J. B. 

Rainfall in Assam 70 to 120 inches, the rainy season begins 
first week in June and ends about the middle of October, but 
there are frequent storms and heavy showers in March and 

making a Fleischmann's hypsometer :- 
The two arms A C, A D, for~: a right angle a t  A. A ~ l u r n b  

line is attached at the point C, one 

,$ 
.*' 

,.#' 

0. 

,*' 

f' A - -WB- 

R 

foot from A. The limb A D is two 
feet in length aud divided into feet 
aurl decimals of a foot. 

To use the instrument, align the 
arm A C with the top of the tree 
F, as ehewr in the figure, and on A D 
read off the distance from A, at which 
the plumb-line C G cuts the arm 
A  D. Measure the distance A B. Then, 

A C :  F B = A D : A B  
A B x A C  

and F B =  
A D  

but as A C = l  foot. 
A R 

F B=- ft. 
A D  

The height above the ground of the observer'a eye added to  
A B 

gives the height of the tree. 
The kluppe, which is generally used for measuring the dia- 

metere of trees, can easily be made to serve also as a hypo- 
meter; all that has to be done, is to attach a pluml, Ii~re to 
one of the smaller arms at the required distance from its junc- 
tion with a larger one. 



April. I begin transplanting, if possible, in the middle of July, 
that means fill up vacancies, the seed having been sown a t  
stakes a month previous, and do this as pointed out I)y J. B. 
for half the cost. For all this nrld in spite of the strictest 
economy in every otl~er pluutatio~~ work it costs Rs. 50 per 
acre at the least, and I euvy J. M. being able to do the same 
work for Rs. 10, for, wlrere this is possil)le, pl~nting Teak might 
even at .this early date of forestry in India, when funds avail- 
able for such work are emall, be carried out on considerable 
areas, whilst where plantations of Teak cost Rs. 50 per acre, 
as in Assam, we shall have to be satisfied with having estab- 
liehed some 60 or 80 acres for our successore to be guided 
by some 50 or 100 gears hence, and defer more extensive plant- 

, ing until our natural forests have by care and protection 
recovered from former bad usage aud excessive fellitlge, and 
give a surplus revenue which would justify more expensive im- 
provements in the way of plantations. 

G. M. 

I have read J. B.'e note on " Transplanting verw Direct 
Sowing of Teak" at page 192 of the Indian Forestet in the 
number issued in October 1875, aud I notice that with about 
the same conditions of climate, rainfall, soil, h., aa I have, 
he has been successful with Teak plants and hie are all in a 
flourishing condition, while mine are small and very wretched 
specimens of plante. I ehould feel very much obliged to J. B. 
if he would let me know through this magazine, how he sows 
his Teak seed, how he prepares the soil, whether the seed he 
eowe is old or new, whether he steeps the eeed or not, in short, 
everything connected with his method of sowing, so,that I may 
nee in what I have failed, and wily I have not been as sncceea- 
ful as he waa. 

H. G .  B. 



3 garge Bnnilter, 
KEUBER! How often has this magic vord rejoiced the 

heart of many a sportsman, and caused the hot weather to be 
looked forward to eyen with pleasure by ardent votaries of the 
chase? And never was the writer.of this more pleased to hear 

the word, than on a certain morning in the cold weather of 
1875. 

A large panther had long defied the united efforts of my 
best " Shikaries" to mark him down, whilst choice and dainty 
morsels in the shape of youug buffaloes and goats had proved 
unavailing to tempt his appetite. 

Many a night I had sat ill a hole waiting for the brute, but 
he was too wary, and the country he hunted over too extensive 
to  chance a beat, and so I had almost given up all hope of 
bringiug him to bag. 

On questioning "Kulladiue," the most trustworthy and 
indefatigable of my men, he told me that the panther was lying 
in  a small but dense belt of jongle a t  the foot of some huge 
cliffs skirting the river which flowed through my reserve. 

I at once proceeded to the spot, and having surveyed the 
ground, climbed up a " Kowah" tree, and signalled for the 
beat to commence. The villagers, headed by my own men, 
screamed and " hanked" most capitally, whilst others thundered 
down huge rocks aud stones from the top of the cliffs, causing 
the whole ravine to resound with the crasliing and smashiug 
of the grass and j o u ~ ~ g  trees,* as the stones tore through the 
underwood. 

The beaters came up to within thirty yards of where 
I sat, but not a sign did the panther give of his presence! 
Back went the men to the commencement of the beat, and if 

-. 

' Thia is hardly in accordmoo with forest c o n ~ r v . n o ~ . - T ~ i  Enmom. 

3 E 
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possible, ' L  tomtommed" and yelled even louder than before; 
tlrep had almost reached my position, when, by instinct alone- 
for the brute made no noise-I turned and saw the panther 

standing looking across the nullah ! Altliough half hidden by 
the long grass I fired, and with n roar he bounded off and 
disappeared in the juugle. 

On descending we found lots of blood, and '' Kulladine" said 
that the panther was hit in the neck ; knowing the splendid 
beast was mounded, how could I leave the warm and bloody , 
tract? So slowly and carefully we walked into the high grass, 
which in many places was over our heads. 

The blood was very plentiful and soon we proceeded at a 

  harp walk, though eagerly scrutinisi~lg every bush and likely 
hiding place. After twisting aud turning for half a mile I all 
at ouce spotted the beast slowly walking on ahead and about 
to enter a small nullah. I instarltly rushed to one side to cut 
him off, and on looking over the nullah saw my friend stauding 
staring at me not more than ten yards off! I gave him little 
time to form my acquaintance, and brought him dowu 
wit11 a steady shot through the shoulder. The plucky heast 
never uttered a groan, and after a few fruitless attempts to 
tear down a young teak tree his massive limbs quivered in the 
throes of dcath, a ~ ~ d  my prized foe lay dead at my feet ! 

Truly he was a gallant beast ! Seven feet eleven inches from 
nose to tail, without any stretching, and exactly three feet i n  
I~eigl~t.  I n  fact he looked more like a tiger than a panther, and 

had a nlaguificent skin of a dark yellow hue and beautifully 
spotted. The sliull was as large as that of a tigress and the 
claws of corresponding size. The body was very fat, and the 

best part of an undigested cow in his stomach accounted for 
the unwillingness with which he broke cover. 

My first bullet had lodged in the throat, cutting some of 
the large veins, but not the jugular, and this accounted for the 
large quahtities of blood. 

The tracking was most exciting, as in more than one place 
the cunning brute had turned off to one side, a t ~ d  after pro- 
ceeding in s half circle had come back to the old track, so if 
he had chosen to lie in ambush, we should have passed and 
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repassed quite close to him whilst following up the track and yet 
been unaware of his presence ! 

Such moments as these repay a man for the lonely weeks and 
months spent in the jungles, and cause a feeling of pleasure 
which is not easily effaced. 

ADMIHAL. 



As we receive now the Gazettes of a few Provinces only, 
we canliot continue to give extracts as hitherto. We ahall, 
theiefore, instead give in every alternate number an extract 
from the "List of Officers in the Forest Department," 
published by the Goveniment of India. The July number 
will contaiu those of the list which will be published during 
the prese~lt month.-TEE EDITOR. 
















